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Reading Your Geometry Book
Reading mathematics is different from reading the newspaper or reading a novel

because mathematics has its own vocabulary and symbols. You will find many
new words in this book. Some of them are unique to mathematics, for example,

hypotenuse, isosceles, and secant. Other words are used in everyday speech

but have a different meaning in geometry, for example, plane, line, and con-

struction. It is important to understand each new vocabulary word because

ideas in geometry are built from the vocabulary and ideas that come before.

If you don't remember the meaning of a word, you can look it up in the

Glossary or Index.

Symbols
In order to read geometry, you must also know how to read its symbols. If

you have trouble reading a statement expressed in symbols, first make sure

you understand all the symbols. Use the list of symbols on page xi if you

need to refresh your memory. Then, reread the statement. Sometimes you

may find it helpful to write the statement out in words or just to say the words

aloud.

Reading a Lesson
When you read a geometry lesson,

first skim the lesson for main ideas.

This book is organized to help you

find the main ideas easily. Look
for the title of the chapter and les-

son. Each section of this book lists

the objectives for the next two or

three lessons. Look for displayed

material in boxes or color, in-

cluding postulates, theorems, and

summaries. Look for any vocab-

ulary words in boldface or italic.

And look for any new symbols.

Skimming the lesson should allow

you to build a general framework

of the information you are about

to read.

Now read the section. Think about each block of information as you read.

Try to place it in the framework you built while skimming. There are many
worked-out examples that can help you in doing the exercises. Think about

how you would solve each example before reading its solution. Keep paper

and pencil handy for doing the examples, taking notes, or writing down questions.

If there is anything you don't understand after reading and rereading, make a

note to ask your teacher or a classmate later.

xu



After reading the lesson, but before attempting any of the exercises, ask

yourself, "What did I just read?" Say the main words and ideas aloud to

yourself or write down the ideas in your own words.

Diagrams
It is important to be able to read a diagram

and to draw a diagram from given information.

Look carefully for all the information given

by a diagram, but be sure you don*t read more
into a diagram than is actually there. For

example, don't assume that two segments are

the same length just because they look that

way; if the segments are the same length, they

will be marked to show it. Other suggestions

about reading and drawing diagrams are given

on pages 19, 61, and 140.

Exercises, Tests, and Reviews
Each lesson is followed by Classroom and

Written Exercises. Self-Tests are mid-chapter

progress tests. At the end of each chapter

are other checks of your understanding and

mastery: the Chapter Review and the Chapter

Test. There are lesson numbers in the margin

of the Chapter Review to indicate which lesson

a group of exercises covers. Each chapter

also has a Cumulative Review of the material

covered through that chapter. And, at the end

of the book, there are multiple-choice ex-

aminations for each chapter.

Other features you will find helpful are

the Mixed Review Exercises and the Algebra

Reviews, which review material you will need

in the next lesson or chapter. Even-numbered

chapters have multiple-choice tests, called

Preparing for College Entrance Exams, with

questions similar to those in some college

entrance tests. There are also Chapter Sum-

maries (at the end of each chapter), the list

of symbols (page xi), the Glossary, the Index,

and lists of postulates, theorems, and con-

structions (at the back of the book). Answers

for all the Mixed Review Exercises, Self-Tests,

and Preparing for College Entrance Exams,

and for selected Written Exercises, Chapter

Review Exercises, and Cumulative Review

Exercises are also at the back of the book.
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Table of Measures

Time

60 seconds (s) = 1 minute (min)

60 minutes = 1 hour (h)

24 hours = 1 day (d)

7 days = 1 week

365 days

52 weeks (approx.) * = 1 year

12 months..

10 years = 1 decade

100 years = 1 century

Metric Units

Length

Area

Volume

Liquid Capacity

Mass

Temperature:
Degrees Celsius (°C)

10 millimeters (mm)

100 centimeters 1

1000 millimeters]

1000 meters

100 square millimeters (mm2

)

10,000 square centimeters

10,000 square meters

1000 cubic millimeters (mm3

)

1,000,000 cubic centimeters

1000 milliliters (mL)

1000 cubic centimeters

1000 liters

1000 milligrams (mg)

1000 grams

1000 kilograms

0°C

37°C

100°C

centimeter (cm)

meter (m)

kilometer (km)

square centimeter (cm 2

)

square meter (m2
)

hectare (ha)

cubic centimeter (cm3

)

cubic meter (m 3

)

liter (L)

liter

kiloliter (kL)

gram (g)

kilogram (kg)

metric ton (t)

freezing point of water

normal body temperature

boiling point of water

Notice that the same prefixes are used in many metric units of measure.

Examples milli - thousandth: millimeter, milliliter, milligram

centi = hundredth: centimeter

kilo = thousand: kilometer, kiloliter, kilogram
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United States Customary Units

Length 12 inches (in.) = 1 foot (ft)

36 inches]

3 feet]
= 1 yard (yd)

5280 feet]

1760 yards]
= 1 mile (mi)

Area 144 square inches (in.
2
)
= 1 square foot (ft

2
)

9 square feet = 1 square yard (yd
2

)

43,560 square feet]

4840 square yards]
= 1 acre (A)

Volume 1728 cubic inches (in.
3

)
= 1 cubic foot (ft

3

)

27 cubic feet = 1 cubic yard (yd
3

)

Liquid Capacity 8 fluid ounces (fl oz) = 1 cup (c)

2 cups = 1 pint (pt)

2 pints =
1 quart (qt)

4 quarts = 1 gallon (gal)

Weight 16 ounces (oz) = 1 pound (lb)

2000 pounds = 1 ton <t)

Temperature: 32°F
Degrees Fahrenheit (°F) 98.6°F

= freezing point of water

normal body temperature

212°F — boiling point of water

Compound units of metric units or U.S. customary units may be formed by

multiplication or d ivision.

Examples square centimeters cm 2

cubic yards yd
3

kilometers per hour km/h
feet per minute ft/min
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Some Basic Figures

Objectives

1. Use the term equidistant.

2. Use the undefined terms point, line, and plane.

3. Draw representations of points, lines, and planes.

4. Use the terms collinear. coplanar, and intersection.

1-1 A Game and Some Geometry
Suppose that you and Pat are partners in a game in which you must locate

various clues to win. You are told to pick up your next clue at a point that

1. is as far from the fountain as from the oak tree

and

2. is 10 m (meters) from the flag pole.

You locate X, which satisfies both requirements, but grumble because there

simply isn't any clue to be found at X.

Fountain Tree

Then Pat realizes that there may be a different location that satisfies both

requirements. (Before reading on, see if you can find another point that meets

requirements 1 and 2.)

Points, Lines, Planes, and Angles / 1



2 / Chapter 1

Suppose that you concentrate on points that satisfy requirement 1 while

Pat works on points that meet requirement 2. In the diagram below, 1 cm
represents 2 m, so the blue arc shows points that are 10 m from the pole. Each

red point is equally distant, or equidistant, from F and T. Point Y, as well as

X, meets both requirements. You and Pat find your clue at Y and proceed with

the game.

Pt< Pat's points

your points

The game discussed above involves points and distances. When you approach

the game systematically, you use lines and circles. Understanding the properties

of geometric figures like these is an important part of geometry. The rest of

this chapter will deal with the most basic figures of geometry.

Classroom Exercises

For Exercises 1-8 refer to the diagram above.

1. Suppose that the diagram showed, in blue, all the points that are 5 cm
from P. What geometric figure would the points form?

2. In a more complete diagram, would there be a red point 15 cm from both

F and 7? How many such points?

3. It appears as if points P, X, and T might lie on a straight line. Use a ruler

or the edge of a sheet of paper to see if they do.



Points, Lines, Planes, and Angles / 3

4. It looks as if P might be equidistant from F and X. Is it?

5. Suppose Pat spoke of a line / joining F and T while you thought of a

line n joining F and T. Is it better to say that./ and n are two different

lines, or to say that we have one line with two different names?

6. Point X is equidistant from F and T. Furthermore, point Y is equidistant

from F and T. Does that mean that X and Y are equally distant from F?

7. Suppose you were asked to find a point 5 cm from P. 5 cm from F, and
5 cm from T. Is there such a point?

8. Do you believe there is any point that is equidistant from P. F. and r?

Written Exercises

1. Copy and complete the table. Refer to the diagrams on pages 1 and 2.

Distance between Diagram distance Ground distance

X and P Acm Jl_ m
X and F 7 cm

X and T
^

cm

Y and F
'^

cm

F and T '- cm

For Exercises 2-4 use a centimeter ruler. If you don't have a centimeter

ruler, you may use the centimeter ruler shown below as a guide. Either open

your compass to the appropriate distance or mark the appropriate distance

on the edge of a sheet of paper.

9 m
*) m
19 m
>

m

ll|llll|llll|llll|llll|!lll|lll!|IMI|illl|llll!llll|i;il|llll|l!l!|llll|!lll|MII|llll|llll|llll|llll|llll IIIMIII! Illllllll

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Centimeter Ruler

2. Copy the points F , T. and P from the diagram on page 2. If you lay your

paper over the page, you can see through the paper well enough to get the

points.

a. Draw a line to indicate all points equidistant from F and T.

b. Draw a circle to indicate points 6 cm from P. If you don't have a

compass, draw as well as you can freehand.

c. How many points are equidistant from F and T, and are also 6 cm
from PI

3. Repeat Exercise 2, but use 2 cm instead of 6 cm.

4. There is a distance you could use in parts (b) and (c) of Exercise 2 that

would lead to the answer one point in part (c). Estimate that distance.
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The spoon in the photograph appears to be broken

because light rays bend as they go from air to

water. As in the photograph, your eyes may mislead

you in some of the exercises that follow, but you

are asked to make estimates. You may want to

check your estimates by measuring.

5. Which is greater, the distance from R to

S or the distance from T to VI

6. Which is greater, the distance from A
to B or the distance from A to C?

U

B 7. How does the area of the outer square

compare with the area of the inner square?

9. In the diagram a, b, c, and d are lengths.

Which is greater, the product ab or the

product cdft

Compare the areas of the red and blue

regions. (Area of circle irr
2
.)

10. A path between opposite vertices of the

square is made up of hundreds of hor-

izontal and vertical segments. (The dia-

gram shows a simplified version.) What

is the best approximation to the length

of the path—24, 34, 44, or more than

44?
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1-2 Points, Lines, and Planes

When you look at a color television picture, how
many different colors do you see? Actually, the

picture is made up of just three colors—red, green,

and blue. Most color television screens are covered

with more than 300,000 colored dots, as shown in

the enlarged diagram below. Each dot glows when
it is struck by an electron beam. Since the dots

are so small, and so close together, your eye sees

a whole image rather than individual dots.

Each dot on a television screen suggests the simplest figure

studied in geometry—a point. Although a point doesn't have any

size, it is often represented by a dot that does have some size. You
usually name points by capital letters. Points A and B are pictured

at the right.

All geometric figures consist of points. One familiar geometric

figure is a line, which extends in two directions without ending.

Although a picture of a line has some thickness, the line itself has

no thickness.

Often a line is referred to by a single lower-case letter, such

as line I. If you know that a line contains the points A and B, you

can also call it line AB (denoted AB) or line BA (BA).

A geometric plane is suggested by a floor, wall, or table top. Unlike a

table top. a plane extends without ending and has no thickness. Although a

plane has no edges, we usually picture a plane by drawing a four-sided figure

as shown below. We often label a plane with a capital letter.

Plane Xf Plane N

In geometry, the terms point, line, and plane are accepted as intuitive

ideas and are not defined. These undefined terms are then used in the definitions

of other terms, such as those at the top of the next page.
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Space is the set of all points. Collinear points are points all in one line.

-*—•-

Collinear points

Coplanar points are points all in one plane.

Noncollinear points

Coplanar points

Noncoplanar points

Some expressions commonly used to describe relationships between points,

lines, and planes follow. In these expressions, intersects means "meets" or

"cuts." The intersection of. two figures is the set of points that are in both

figures. Dashes in the diagrams indicate parts hidden from view in figures in

space.

A is in /, or A is on /.

/ contains A.

I passes through A.

I and h intersect in O.

I and h intersect at O.

O is the intersection of / and h.

\

k and P are in M.

M contains k and P.

j intersects M at P.

P is the intersection of j and M.

M and N intersect in XY.

XY is the intersection of M and N.

XY is in M and N.

M and N contain XY.

In this book, whenever we refer, for example, to "two points" or "three

lines," we will mean different points or lines (or other geometric figures).
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Classroom Exercises

Classify each statement as true or false.

1. XY intersects plane M at point O.

2. Plane M intersects XY in more than one point.

3. T, O, and R are collinear.

4. X, O, and Y are collinear.

5. R, O, S, and W are coplanar.

6. /?, 5, T. and X are coplanar.

7. R, X, O. and y are coplanar.

8. Does a plane have edges?

9. Can a given point be in two lines? in ten lines?

10. Can a given line be in two planes? in ten planes?

Name a fourth point that is in the same plane as the given points.

Exs. 1-7

11. A, B, C

14. A. D, E

12. E. F. H
15. B. E. F

13. D. C, H
16. B. G. C

The plane that contains the top of the box can be

called plane ABCD.

17. Are there any points in CG besides C and G?

18. Are there more than four points in plane ABCD?

19. Name the intersection of planes ABFE and BCGF

.

20. Name two planes that do not intersect.

n

/\ /
H)

B

c

Exs. 11-20

Written Exercises

Classify each statement as true or false.

1. AB is in plane R. 2. S contains AB.

3. R and 5 contain D. 4. D is on line h.

5. h is in S. 6. h is in R.

7. Plane R intersects plane 5 in AB.

8. Point C is in R and 5.

9. A, B, and C are collinear.

10. A, 5, C. and D are coplanar.
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11. Make a sketch showing four coplanar points such that three, but not four,

• of them are collinear.

12. Make a sketch showing four points that are not coplanar.

A plane can be named by three or more noncollinear points it contains. In

Chapter 12 you will study pyramids like the one shown at the right below.

13. Name five planes that contain sides of the pyramid shown.

14. Of the five planes containing sides of the pyramid, are there

any that do not intersect?

15. Name three lines that intersect at point R.

16. Name two planes that intersect in ST.

17. Name three planes that intersect at point S. R

18. Name a line and a plane that intersect in a point.

Follow the steps shown to draw the figure named.

19. a rectangular solid or box

/L

V-

Step J Step 2 Step 3

20. a barn

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

Note: After drawing more figures in space, you will probably be able to

go directly from Step 1 to Step 3.

21. Name two planes that intersect in FG.

22. Name three lines that intersect at point E.

23. Name three planes that intersect at point B.

24. a. Are points A, D, and C collinear?

b. Are points A, D, and C coplanar?

a. Are points R, 5, G, and F coplanar?

b. Are points R, S, G, and C coplanar?

a. Name two planes that do not intersect.

b. Name two other planes that do not intersect.

25

26
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You can think of the ceiling and floor of a room
as parts of horizontal planes. The walls are parts

of vertical planes. Vertical planes are represented

by figures like those shown in which two sides are

vertical. A horizontal plane is represented by a

figure like that shown, with two sides horizontal

and no sides vertical.

Vertical planes

Horizontal plane

B 27. Can two horizontal planes intersect?

28. a. Can two vertical planes intersect?

b. Suppose a line is known to be in a vertical plane. Does the line have

to be a vertical line?

Sketch and label the figures described. Use dashes for hidden parts.

29. Vertical line / intersects a horizontal plane M at point O.

30. Horizontal plane P contains two lines k and n that intersect at point A.

31. Horizontal plane Q and vertical plane N intersect.

32. Vertical planes X and Y intersect in AB.

33. Point P is not in plane N. Three lines through point P intersect N in points A ,

B, and C.

34. Three vertical planes intersect in a line.

35. A vertical plane intersects two horizontal planes in iines / and n.

36. Three planes intersect in a point.

Challenge
If the area of the red square is 1 square unit, what is the area of

the blue square? Give a convincing argument.
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Self-Test 1

Name the point that appears to satisfy the description.

1. Equidistant from R and 5

2. Equidistant from S and U

3. Equidistant from U and T

/?•

Exs. 1-3
5«

U

Classify each statement as true or false.

4. Plane Y and PQ intersect in point L.

5. Points 7, K, L, and N are coplanar.

6. Points J, L, and Q are collinear.

7. Draw a vertical plane Z intersecting a

horizontal line / in a point T.

Exs. 4-6

Algebra Review: Linear Equations

Find the value of the variable

1. c + 5 = 12 2. 8 + c = 13 3. c - 5 = 12

4. 7 - z = 13 5. 15 - z - 6. Ax = 28

7. 3jc = 15 8. Ix = -35 9. -5x = -5

10. y = 2 11. la = 9 12. fa = -20

13. -2fc = 6 14. -3b = -9 15. -9/7 = 2

16. 42 = 6k 17. 5 = 10* 18. -16 = -4*

19. 12 = -
2

20. ~ 9 = l
a. 5 - -<-

22. 2p + 5 = 13 23. 3p - 5 = 13 24. 4/? + 2 = 22

25. 60 = 6/ + 12 26. 12 = 3r - 9 27. 55 = 75 -8

28. %x + 2x = 90 29. Sx - 2x = 90 30. x + 9.x = 5

31. (2* - 15) + g = 9 32. 3w + (ii - 2) = 10 33. (w - 20) + 5w = 28

34. 3a: = 2x - 17 35. 5v = 3v + 26 36. 7z = 180 - 2z

37. 12 + 3b = 2 + 5b 38. 4c + 23 = 9c - 7

39. 7/j + (90 - h) = 210 40. 5x + (180 - jc) = 300

41. (4/ + 5) + (5/ + 40) = 180 42. Og - 4) + (4g + 10) = 90

43. 2(4d + 4) = d + 1 44. 2(d + 5) = 3(d - 2)

45. 180 - x = 3(90 - x) 46. 3(180 -
y) = 2(90 - y)
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Definitions and Postulates

Objectives

1. Use symbols for lines, segments, rays, and distances; find distances.

2. Name angles and find their measures.

3. State and use the Segment Addition Postulate and the Angle Addition

Postulate.

4. Recognize what you can conclude from a diagram.

5. Use postulates and theorems relating points, lines, and planes.

1-3 Segments, Rays, and Distance

In the diagram, point B is between points A and C.

Note that B must lie on AC.

Segment AC, denoted AC, consists of points A and C
and all points that are between A and C. Points A

and C are called the endpoints of AC.

Ray AC, denoted AC, consists of AC and all other

points P such that C is between A and P. The endpoint

of AC is A, the point named first.

SR and ST are called opposite rays if 5 is

between R and T.

T

The hands of the clock shown suggest op-

posite rays.

On a number line every point is paired

with a number and every number is paired

with a point. In the diagram, point J is

paired with —3. the coordinate of J.

K+ M

A B C

A C

AC

A•— C
•

P
m >

AC

-4-3-2-1 1 2 3 4

The length of MJ. denoted by MJ , is the distance between point M and

point J. You can find the length of a segment on a number line by subtracting

the coordinates of its endpoints:

MJ = 4 - (-3) = 7
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Notice that since a length must be a positive number, you subtract the

lesser coordinate from the greater one. Actually, the distance between two

points is the absolute value of the difference of their coordinates. When you

use absolute value, the order in which you subtract coordinates doesn't matter.

J K L M P Q
«

I 4 I 1 4 I 4 I
4 4—4-4-3-2-101234 x y

JL=
|

-3 -2| =
|
-5| = 5 PQ = \x-y\

or or

JL = 1 2 - (- 3) |
=

1 5 |
= 5 PQ = \y-x\

There are many different ways to pair the points on a line with numbers.

For example, the red coordinates shown below would give distances in centimeters.

The blue coordinates would give distances in inches.

-3-2-1.0 1 2 3 4 5

+—h-r— I
1 1 1 I—H 1 H—-10 12

Once you have chosen a unit of measure, the distance between any two points

will be the same no matter where you place the coordinate 0. For example,

the black coordinates below show another way of assigning coordinates to points

on the line so that distances will be measured in inches.-2-10 1

Using number lines involves the following basic assumptions. Statements

such as these that are accepted without proof are called postulates or axioms.

Notice that the Ruler Postulate below allows you to measure distances using

centimeters or inches or any other convenient unit. But once a unit of measure

has been chosen for a particular problem, you must use that unit throughout

the problem.

Postulate 1 Ruler Postulate

1. The points on a line can be paired with the real numbers in such a way
that any two points can have coordinates and 1.

2. Once a coordinate system has been chosen in this way, the distance between

any two points equals the absolute value of the difference of their coordinates.

Postulate 2 Segment Addition Postulate

If B is between A and C, then

AB + BC = AC.
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Example

Solution

B is between A and C, with AB = .v, BC = x + 6, and

AC = 24. Find:

a. the value of x b. BC

a. AB + BC = AC
x + (x + 6) = 24

2x + 6 = 24

2x = 18

x =9

b. BC = x + 6

= 9 + 6

= 15

In geometry two objects that have the same size and shape are called

congruent. For many geometric figures we can give a more precise definition

of what it means to be congruent. For example, we will define congruent

segments in this section, congruent angles in the next section, congruent triangles

in Chapter 4. and congruent circles and arcs in Chapter 9.

Congruent segments are segments that have equal

lengths. To indicate that DE and FG have equal

lengths, you write

DE = FG.

To indicate that DE and FG are congruent, you

write

DE = FG

(read "D£" is congruent to FG"). The definition

tells us that the two statements are equivalent. We
will use them interchangeably.

The midpoint of a segment is the point that divides

the segment into two congruent segments. In the

diagram

AP = PB.

and

AP = PB.

P is the midpoint of AB.

B

A bisector of a segment is a line, segment, ray,

or plane that intersects the segment at its midpoint.

Line / is a bisector of AB. PQ and plane X also

bisect AB.
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Classroom Exercises

1. Does the symbol represent a line, segment, ray, or length?

a. PQ b. PQ c. PQ d. PQ

2. How many endpoints does a segment have? a ray? a line?

3. Is A5 the same as BA?

4. Is AB the same as BA1

''5. Is Afi the same as BA 1
.

6. Is AB the same as #A? jt" A

7. What is the coordinate of P? of R?

8. Name the point with coordinate 2.

9. Find each distance: a. #5 b. RQ c. /T

10. Name three segments congruent to PQ.—*• -j>

11. Name the ray opposite to SP.

12. Name the midpoint of PT.

13. a. What number is halfway between 1 and 2?J
b. What is the coordinate of the midpoint of ST?

Could you list all the numbers between 1 and 2?7.

Is there a point on the number line for every number between 1 and 2?

P
+

Q

-2-1 1

Exs. 7-14

14

T

Is there any limit to the number of points between S and Tn
.

State whether the figures appear to be congruent (that is, appear to have the

same size and shape).

15.

18.

17.

19. 20.

21. Draw two points P and Q on a sheet of paper. Fold the paper so that fold

line /contains both P and Q. Unfold the paper. Now fold so that P falls

on Q. Call the second fold g. Lay the paper flat and label the intersection

of /and g as point X. How are points f\ Q. and X related? Explain.

22. If AB = BC, must point B be the midpoint of AC? Explain.

The given numbers are the coordinates of two points on a number line. State

the distance between the points.

23. -2 and 6 24. -2 and -6 25. 2 and -6 26. 7 and - 1
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Written Exercises

The numbers given are the coordinates of two points on a number line. State

the distance between the points.

1.-6 and 9 2.-3 and -17 3. -1.2 and -5.7 4. -2.5 and 4.6

In the diagram, HL and AT intersect at the midpoint of HL. Classify each

statement as true or false.

'5. LM = ~MH

~1. MT bisects LH.

9. MT and TM are opposite rays.

pll. LH is the same as HL.

- 13. AT is the same as KM.
~ 15. HM - ML = HL

17. T is between H and M.

10

6. KM must equal MT.

8. AT is a bisector of LH.

MT and MK are opposite rays.

12. AT is the same as KM.

14. KT is the same as KM.

16. TM - MH = TH

18. M is between A' and T.

Exs. 5-18

A B

-3 -2-1 1

Exs. 19-26

Name each of the following.

19. The point on DA whose distance from D is 2

20. The point on DG whose distance from D is 2

21. Two points whose distance from £ is 2

22. The ray opposite to BE

23. The midpoint of BF

24. The coordinate of the midpoint of BD

25. The coordinate of the midpoint of AE

26. A segment congruent to AF

In Exercises 27-30 draw CD and RS so that the conditions are satisfied

27. CD and RS intersect, but neither segment bisects the other.

28. CD and RS bisect each other. £

79. CD bisects RS. but RS does not bisect CD.

30. CD and RS do not intersect, but CD and RS do intersect.

C D E F

/

B 31. In the diagram. PR = AT. S is the midpoint of

AT. QR = 4. and ST = 5. Complete.

a. RS = _J_ b. RT = _^
c. PR = — d. PC = —

32. In the diagram. X is the midpoint of VZ.

VW = 5. and VT = 20. Find the coordinates

of H\ X. and Y.

T

V

-12

X+
22
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E is the midpoint of DF. Find the value of x.

33'. DE = 5x + 3, EF = 33

34. DE = 45, EF = 5x - 10

35. D£ = 3jc, £F = x + 6

36. DE = 2x - 3, EF = 5x - 24

Find the value of v.

37. GE = y, EH = y - 1, GH = 11

Exs. 33-40

38. G£ = 3y, GH = ly - 4, £// = 24

Find the value of z. Then find GE and £7/ and state whether E is the midpoint

of GH.

39. GE = z + 2, GH = 20, EH = 2z - 6

40. GH = z + 6, EH = 2z - 4, GE = z

Name the graph of the given equation or inequality.

Example a. jc > 2 b. 4 < x < 6

Solution a. NT b. 7T

41. -2 < jc < 2 42. x < 43. |jt| < 4

G H M N T Y Z

-4-202468
Exs. 41-45

44. Ijti > 45. IjcI =

In Exercises 46 and 47 draw a diagram to illustrate your answer.

46. a. On AB, how many points are there whose distance from point A is

3 cm?

b. On AB, how many points are there whose distance from point A is

3 cm?

C 47. On AB, how many points are there whose distance from point B is

3 cm?

48. The Ruler Postulate suggests that there are many ways to

assign coordinates to a line. The Fahrenheit and Celsius

temperature scales on a thermometer indicate two such ways

of assigning coordinates. A Fahrenheit temperature of 32°

corresponds to a Celsius temperature of 0°. The formula, or

rule, for converting a Fahrenheit temperature F into a Celsius

temperature C is

C = -(F 32).

a.

c.

What Celsius temperatures correspond to Fahrenheit tem-

peratures of 212° and 98.6°?

Solve the equation above for F to obtain a rule for converting

Celsius temperamrcs to Fahrenheit temperatures.

What Fahrenheit temperatures correspond to Celsius tem-

peratures of - 40° and 2000°?

Celsius

I
32

Fahrenheit
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1-4 Angles

An angle (A) is the figure formed by two rays that have the

same endpoint. The two rays are called the sides of the angle,

and their common endpoint is the vertex of the angle.

The sides of the angle shown are BA and BC. The vertex

is point B. The angle can be called /LB, A. ABC, ACBA, or

A. 1. If three letters are used to name an angle, the middle letter

must name the vertex.

When you talk about this LB, everyone knows what angle

you mean. But if you tried to talk about AE in the diagram at

the right, people wouldn't know which angle you meant. There

are three angles with vertex E. To name any particular one of

them you need to use either three letters or a number.

A.2 could also be called ARES or ASER.
A.3 could also be called A. SET or ATES.
A.RET could also be called ATER.

You can use a protractor like the one shown below to find the measure

in degrees of an angle. Although angles are sometimes measured in other units,

this book will always use degree measure. Using the outer (red) scale of the

protractor, you can see that A XOY is a 40° angle. You can indicate that the

(degree) measure of A XOY is 40 by writing mAXOY = 40.

Using the inner scale of the protractor, you find that:

mAYOZ = 140 mAWOZ = 45 m A YOW = 140 - 45 = 95

Angles are classified according to their measures.

Acute angle: Measure between and 90

Right angle: Measure 90

Obtuse angle: Measure between 90 and 180

Straight angle: Measure 180

Examples: A XOY and AVOW
Examples: AXOV and A VOZ
Examples: AXOW and A YOW
Example: AXOZ
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The two angle postulates below are very much like the Ruler Postulate

and the Segment Addition Postulate on page 12.

Postulate 3 Protractor Postulate

On AB in a given plane, choose any point O between A and B. Consider

OA and OB and all the rays that can be drawn from O on one side of

AB. These rays can be paired with the real numbers from to 180 in such

a way that:

a. OA is paired with 0, and OB with 180.

b. If OP is paired with jc, and OQ with y, then m LPOQ = \x - y\.

Postulate 4 Angle Addition Postulate

If point B lies in the interior of LAOC, then

mLAOB + mLBOC = mLAOC.

If LAOC is a straight angle and B is any point not on AC, then

mLAOB + mLBOC = 180.
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Congruent angles are angles that have equal measures.
Since LR and LS both have measure 40, you can write

mLR = mLS ox LR = LS.

The definition of congruent angles tells us that these two
statements are equivalent. We will use them inter-

changeably.

Adjacent angles (adj. A) are two angles in a plane that have a common vertex

and a common side but no common interior points.

Z 1 and Z.2 are adjacent angles. Z3 and Z4 are not adjacent angles.

The bisector of an angle is the ray that divides the

angle into two congruent adjacent angles. In the

diagram,

m^XYW = m^WYZ.
^XYW = /-WYZ.

and YW bisects ZATZ.

There are certain things that you can conclude from a diagram and others

that you can't. The following are things you can conclude from the diagram

shown below.

All points shown are coplanar.

AB, BD. and BE intersect at B.

A, B, and C are collinear.

B is between A and C.

Z ABC is a straight angle.

D is in the interior of Z ABE.

Z.ABD and /LDBE are adjacent angles.

The diagram above does not tell you that AB = BC, that

LABD = ADBE, or that Z CBE is a right angle. These three new

pieces of information can be indicated in a diagram by using marks

as shown at the right. Note that a small square is used to indicate

a right angle (rt. Z).
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c vsc

-

Classroom Exercises

Name the vertex and the sides of the given angle.

1. LA c 2. L\ 3. L6

4. Name all angles adjacent to Z6. ^ f

5. Name three angles that have B as the vertex.

6. How many angles have D as the vertex?

State whether the angle appears to be acute, right,

obtuse, or straight. Then estimate its measure.

7. L\

10. LCDB

Complete.

8. L2
11. LADC

E D
Exs. 1

9. LEDB
12. LADE

-16

13. m LI + mL6 = m L
15. mL2 + mL3 = _U

14. mL6 + mL5 = m^AcpA
16. If 55 bisects LCDA, then ^_

State the measure of each angle.

17. LBOC ~iO 18. Z.GO// llflO

19. LFOG <: 20. ^COT SO

21. LGOB 22. ^//OA ,feC7

23. Name four angles that are adjacent to LFOG.

24. What ray bisects which two angles? -' -^ - ct-

25. Name a pair of congruent:

a. acute angles b. right angles c. obtuse angles

26. Study a corner of your classroom where two walls and the ceiling meet.

How many right angles can you see at the corner?

27. Draw an angle, LAOB, on a sheet of paper. Fold the paper so that OA

falls on OB. Lay the paper flat and call the fold line OK. How is OK
related to LAOB! Explain.

Given the diagram, state whether you can reach the conclusion shown.

28. mLFOB = 50 29. mLAOC = 90

30. mLDOC = 180 31. AO = OB

32. LAOC = LBOC 33. mLAOF = 130

34. Points E, O, and F are collinear.

35. Point C is in the interior of LAOF.

36. LAOE and LAOD are adjacent angles.

37. LAOB is a straight angle. 38. OA and OB are opposite rays
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Written Exercises

1. Name the vertex and the sides of Z.5.

2. Name all angles adjacent to /LADE.

State another name for the angle.

3. Z.1 4. Z.3

6. LALD 7. LAST
5. Z.5 -

8. LIES

State whether the angle appears to be acute, right,

obtuse, or straight.

11. LATL10. ALAS

13. LTS

9. Z_2

12. Z.S

Complete.

15. mZ.3 + mZ.4 = /» / ? ' -

17. If m Z_ 1 = mZ.2, then ? bisects

14. Z.££>7" Exs. 1-18

16. mLALS - m Z. 2 = mZ._l£

18. m/LLDA + mLADE = JLl

B

Without measuring, sketch each angle. Then use a protractor to check your

accuracy.

19. 90° angle 20. 45° angle 21. 150° angle 22. 10° angle

Draw a line, AB. Choose a point O between A and B. Use a protractor to

investigate the following questions.

23. In the plane represented by your paper, how many lines can you draw

through O that will form a 30° angle with OB?

24. In the plane represented by your paper, how many lines can you draw

through O that will form a 90° angle with OBI

25. Using a ruler, draw a large triangle. Then use a protractor to find the

approximate measure of each angle and compute the sum of the three

measures. Repeat this exercise for a triangle with a different shape. Did

you get the same result?

26. Find mZ-2, mZ.3, and mZ.4 when the measure of Z_ 1 is:

a. 90 «fT)^n b. 93 /T>/^f
27. Express mZ.2, rhAl, and m/LA in terms of t when m Z_ 1

:= f.

80-
'

28. A careless person wrote, using the figure shown,

m/LAOB + mLBOC = mZAOC.

What part of the Angle Addition Postulate did

that person overlook? "-C

no
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AL bisects LKAT. Find the value of x.

29". m L 3 = 6x, m L KAT = 90 - x

*- *! 30. m Z_ 1 = 7* + 3, m L. 2 = 6* + 7

31. mZl 1 = 5* - 12, m^2 = 3x + 6

32. m Zl 1 = *, mZ3=4x
33. /nZL 1 = 2x - 8, w Z_ 3 = 116

34. mzL2 = x 4- 12, m ZL 3 = 6x - 20

C 35. a. Complete.

&

2 rays

1 angle

3 rays

3 angles

,

4 rays

:_ angles

5 rays^ angles

b. Study the pattern in the four cases shown, and predict the number of

angles formed by six noncollinear rays that have the same endpoint.

c. Which of the expressions below gives the number of angles formed by

n noncollinear rays that have the same endpoint?

n(n — 1)
1 In - 3 at - 3

36. OC bisects tAOB, OD bisects LAOC, OE bisects LAOD, OF bisects

AAOE, and OG bisects LFOC.
a. If m Z_ BOF = 1 20, then m z. DO£
b. If mL COG = 35, then m LEOG

3^) *

x+ta

1-5 Postulates and Theorems Relating

Points, Lines, and Planes

Recall that we have accepted, without proof, the following four basic assumptions.

The Ruler Postulate

The Protractor Postulate

The Segment Addition Postulate

The Angle Addition Postulate

These postulates deal with segments, lengths, angles, and measures. The following

five basic assumptions deal with the way points, lines, and planes are related.
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Postulate 5
A line contains at least two points; a plane contains at least three points not
all in one line; space contains at least four points not all in one plane.

Postulate 6
Through any two points there is exactly one line.

Postulate 7
Through any three points there is at least one plane, and through any three

noncollinear points there is exactly one plane.

Postulate 8
If two points are in a plane, then the line that contains the points is in that

plane.

Postulate 9
If two planes intersect, then their intersection is a line.

Important statements that are proved are called theorems. In Classroom

Exercise 1 you will see how Theorem 1-1 follows from the postulates. In

Written Exercise 20 you will complete an argument that justifies Theorem 1-2.

You will learn about writing proofs in the next chapter.

Theorem 1-1

If two lines intersect, then they intersect in exactly one point.

Theorem 1-2

Through a line and a point not in the line there is exactly one plane.

Theorem 1-3

If two lines intersect, then exactly one plane contains the lines.

The phrase "exactly one" appears several times in the postulates and

theorems of this section. The phrase "one and only one" has the same meaning.

For example, here is another correct form of Theorem 1-1:

If two lines intersect, then they intersect in one and only one point.

The theorem states that a point of intersection exists (there is at least one point

of intersection) and the point of intersection is unique (no more than one such

point exists).
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wammmMmmamzmiwmmmmmmmmmmmimm

Classroom Exercises

1. Theorem 1-1 states that two lines intersect in exactly one

point. The diagram suggests what would happen if you

tried to show two "lines" drawn through two points.

State the postulate that makes this situation impossible.

2. State Postulate 6 using the phrase one and only one.

3. Reword the following statement as two statements, one

describing existence and the other describing uniqueness:

A segment has exactly one midpoint.

Postulate 6 is sometimes stated as "Two points determine a line."

4. Restate Theorem 1-2 using the word determine.

5. Do two intersecting lines determine a plane?

6. Do three points determine a line?

7. Do three points determine a plane?

State a postulate, or part of a postulate, that justifies

your answer to each exercise.

8. Name two points that determine line /.

9. Name three points that determine plane M.

10. Name the intersection of planes M and N.

/ll. Does AD lie in plane M?

12. Does plane N contain any points not on AB1

Surveyors and photographers use a tripod for support.

13. Why does a three-legged support work better than

one with four legs? tec '<& o<-,ty )*->

14. Explain why a four-legged table may rock even if

the floor is level.

15. A carpenter checks to see if a board is warped by

laying a straightedge across the board in several

directions. State the postulate that is related to this

procedure.

16. Think of the intersection of the ceiling and the front

wall of your classroom as line /. Let the point in

the center of the floor be point C.

a. Is there a plane that contains line / and point C?

b. State the theorem that applies.
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Written Exercises

1. State Theorem 1-2 using the phrase one and only one.

2. Reword Theorem 1-3 as two statements, one describing existence and the
other describing uniqueness.

3. Planes M and N are known to intersect.

a. What kind of figure is the intersection of M and Nl
b. State the postulate that supports your answer to part (a).

4. Points A and B are known to lie in a plane.

a. What can you say about AB1
b. State the postulate that supports your answer to part (a).

In Exercises 5-11 you will have to visualize certain lines and planes not shown
in the diagram of the box. When you name a plane, name it by using four

points, no three of which are col linear.
D

5. Write the postulate that assures you that AC exists.

6. Name a plane that contains AC.

7. Name a plane that contains AC but that is not shown
in the diagram, i

8. Name the intersection of plane DCFE and plane ABCD.

9. Name four lines shown in the diagram that don't intersect

plane EFGH.

/\ X
«)— B

F

Exs. 5-12

10. Name two lines that are not shown in the diagram and that don't intersect

plane EFGH.

11. Name three planes that don't intersect EF and don't contain EF.

12. If -you measure /LEFG with a protractor you get more than 90°. But you

know that LEFG represents a right angle in a box. Using this as an

example, complete the table.

^EFG LAEF ADCB LFBC

In the diagram obtuse 9 9

In the box right 9 9
'

9

State whether it is possible for the figure described to exist. Write yes or no.

B 13. Two points both lie in each of two lines.

14. Three points all lie in each of two planes.

15. Three noncollinear points all lie in each of two planes.

16. Two points lie in a plane X. two other points lie in a different plane Y.

and the four points are coplanar but not collinear.

Fairfax High School

59210030
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17. Points R, S, and T are noncollinear points.

a. State the postulate that guarantees the existence of a plane X that contains

R, S, and T.

b. Draw a diagram showing plane X containing the noncollinear points R,

S, and T.

c. Suppose that P is any point of RS other than R and 5. Does point P lie

in plane X? Explain.

d. State the postulate that guarantees that TP exists.

e. State the postulate that guarantees that TP is in Plane X.

18. Points A, B, C, and D are four noncoplanar points.

a. State the postulate that guarantees the existence of

planes ABC, ABD, ACD, and BCD.
b. Explain how the Ruler Postulate guarantees the existence

of a point P between A and D.

c. State the postulate that guarantees the existence of

plane BCP.

d. Explain why there "are an infinite number of planes

through BC.

19. State how many segments can be drawn between the points in each figure

No three points are collinear.

a. K b. jm c. # d.

4 points

? segments

5 points 6 points

segments

20.

3 points
? segments

e. Without making a drawing, predict how many segments can be drawn

between seven points, no three of which are collinear.

f. How many segments can be drawn between n points, no three of

which are collinear?

Parts (a) through (d) justify Theorem 1-2: Through a line and a point not

in the line there is exactly one plane.

a. If P is a point not in line k, what postulate per-

mits us to state that there are two points R and S in

line kl

b. Then there is at least one plane X that contains points

P, R, and S. Why?
c. What postulate guarantees that plane X contains

line kl Now we know that there is a plane X that

contains both point P and line k.

d. There can't be another plane that contains point P
and line k, because then two planes would contain

noncollinear points P, R, and 5. What postulate

does this contradict?

segments
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Application Locating Points

Suppose you lived in an area with streets laid

out on a grid. If you lived in a house located

at point P in the diagram at the right below,

you could tell someone where you lived by
saying:

From the crossing at the center of town,

go three blocks east and two blocks north.

A friend of yours living at Q might say she

lives two blocks west and three blocks north

of the town center.

Mathematicians make such descriptions

shorter by using a grid system and coordi-

nates. They use (3, 2) for your house at

point P, and (-2, 3) for your friend's

house at Q. Point O at the center of

town is (0. 0). Points R and 5 are (3, 0)

and (-1, -2).

This grid system is not always the easiest

way to describe a position. If you were a

pilot and saw another airplane while flying,

it would be difficult to give its position in

this system. However, you might say the other

plane is 4 km away at 11 o'clock, with 12

o'clock being straight ahead.

Mathematicians sometimes find it con-

venient to describe a point by a distance and

an angle. Rotation in a clockwise direction

is represented by a negative angle. Counter-

clockwise rotation is represented by a positive

angle. A complete rotation, all the way around

once, is 360° (or - 360°). The labeled points

in the diagram at the right are described as

shown below.

A (3, 60°)

B (2, 120°)

C (1.5, 210°)

or (1.5. -150°)

D (3, 315°)

or (3, -45°)

il

Q
p

R

s

G^l
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Sometimes you may want to change from one system to

the other. For example, if you were at the town center and

walked two blocks east and three blocks north, what would

your position be in the distance-angle system? Use a centimeter

ruler and draw the triangle suggested by your path. If you

measure the triangle, you will get about (3.6, 56°).

A

3.6

/
/

/ 56°

/

Exercises

1. Copy the grid system shown on the previous page onto a piece of graph

paper. Then locate the following points.

a. A point T five blocks due west of the center of town

b. A point U five blocks east and two blocks south of the center of

town

c. A point V two blocks west and one block north of your house, which

is located at point P~

2. Give the letter that names each point.

a. (2, 30°)

b. (2.5, 120°)

c. (1, -90°)

3. Give the distance and angle for each

point.

a. C
b. A
c. T

150°

180°

210

270°

4. Give another way of naming each point.

a. (1, -120°) b. (2, 300°) c. (2.5, -180°)

5. A point is given in the grid system. What would it be called in the distance-

angle system? (Hint: See the discussion at the top of the page. Use a

protractor and a centimeter ruler to help you answer the question.)

a. (3, 4) b. (-2, 5)

c. (4, 0) d. (8, -6)

6. A point is given in the distance-angle system. What would it be called,

approximately, in the grid system? (Hint: Use a protractor and a centimeter

ruler to draw the triangle suggested by the angle and distance. Measure

the sides of the triangle.)

a. (2, 50°) b. (1.5, -70°)

c. (3, 90°) d. (1, 120°)
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R

Self-Test 2
1. Write three names for the line pictured.

2. Name the ray that is opposite to NC.

3. Is it correct to say that point B lies between points N and C?

4. When RN = 7, NC = 3x + 5, and RC = 18, what is the value of .v?

Complete.

5. mL\ + m L 2 = m / ?

6. If zl 1 = /_2. then ?
is the bisector of /

7. mLHOK = _Z_, and ^//Otf is called a(n) _Z_ angle.

8. Which of the four things stated can't you conclude from the diagram?

a. A, B, and C are collinear. b. LDBC is a right angle.

c. B is the midpoint of AC. d. £ is in the interior of ADBA.

Apply postulates and theorems to complete the statements. A

9. Through any two points I_. 10. If points A and B are in plane Z.

11. If two planes intersect, then L_.

12. If there is a line j and a point P not in the line, then

C
-•-

D

_
fl C

Chapter Summary
1. The concepts of point, line, and plane are basic to geometry. These

undefined terms are used in the definitions of other terms.

2. AB represents a line. AB a segment, and AB a ray. AB represents the

length of AB: AB is a positive number.

3. Two rays with the same endpoint form an angle.

4. Congruent segments have equal lengths. Congruent angles have equal

measures.

5. Angles are classified as acute, right, obtuse, or straight, according to their

measures.

6. Diagrams enable you to reach certain conclusions. However, judgments

about segment length and angle measure must not be made on the basis

of appearances alone.

7. Statements that are accepted without proof are called postulates. Statements

that are proved are called theorems.

8. Postulates and theorems in this chapter deal with distances, angle measures,

points, lines, and planes.
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Chapter Review

In Exercises 1-4 answer on the basis of what appears to be true.

*• 1. How many blue points are 1 cm from

point 01 l

- 2. How many red points are 1 cm from 0?i

3. How many red points are 2 cm from 0?

4. Each red point is said to be ? from

points A and B.

Sketch and label the figures described.

5. Points A, B, C, and D are coplanar, but A, B, and C are the only three

of those points that are collinear.

6. Line / intersects plane X in point P.

7. Plane M contains intersecting lines j and k.

8. Planes X and Y intersect in AB. -—-

1-1

1-2

A v l

L

9. Name a point on ST that is not on ST.

10. Complete: RS = and ST = _I_

R
-H f
-5 -2

r V U 1-3

11. Complete: RS and 57 are called
,'

. segments.

12. If U is the midpoint of TV, find the value of x.

13. Name three angles that have vertex D. Which

angles with vertex D are adjacent angles?

14. a. mLCBD = ^L
b. Name the postulate that justifies your answer

in part (a).

15. What kind of angle is L CBD1

16. DB bisects LADC, m/L\ = 5x - 3,

m /L 2 = x + 25. Find the value of .v

Classify each statement as true or false.

17. It is possible to locate three points in such a position that an unlimited

number of planes contain all three points.

18. It is possible for two intersecting lines to be noncoplanar.

19. Through any three points there is at least one line.

20. If points A and B lie in plane P, then so does any point of AB.

\-A

1-5
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Chapter Test

State how many points meet the requirements. For each answer write none,
one, or an unlimited number.

1. Equidistant from points A and B

2. On BC and equidistant from points A and B

Given the diagram, tell whether you can reach the conclusion shown.

3. zLAAC is a straight angle. __ e

4. Point Y lies in the interior of zl3.

5. /LADC is a right angle.

6. X is the midpoint of AC.

7. Point Y lies between points A and B.

8. Name three collinear points.

9. Name the intersection of CX and AB.

10. Which postulate justifies the statement AX + XC = AC1

11. If AC bisects BD. name two congruent segments.

12. Name the vertex and sides of z_ 1

.

13. Name a right angle.

14. If mt\ = 46. find m LDXC and mLCXB.
15. If m/LDAX = 70. find the measure of tXAB.

Exs. 3-15

Exercises 16-20 refer to a number line that is not pictured here. Point A
has coordinate 2 and point B has coordinate 5.

16. What is the length of AB1

17. What is the coordinate of the midpoint of AB'1
.

18. If A is the midpoint of PB. what is the coordinate of PI

19. What is the coordinate of a point that is on AB and is 4 units from B'~!

20. What is the coordinate of a point that is 4 units from B, but is not on AB 1

21. Is it possible for a line and a point to be noncoplanar?

-22. Is it possible for the intersection of two planes to consist of a segment?

'23. Is a postulate an important proved statement, or is it a basic assumption?

24. Complete the statement of the postulate: If two points are in a plane, then
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Using Deductive Reasoning

Objectives

1. Recognize the hypothesis and the conclusion of an if-then statement.

2. State the converse of an if-then statement.

3. Use a counterexample to disprove an if-then statement.

4. Understand the meaning of if and only if.

5. Use properties from algebra and properties of congruence in proofs.

6. Use the Midpoint Theorem and the Angle Bisector Theorem.

7. Know the kinds of reasons that can be used in proofs.

2-1 If-Then Statements; Converses

Your friend says. "If it rains after school, then I will give you a ride home."

A geometry student reads. "If B is between A and C. then AB - BC = AC

These are examples of if-then statements, which are also called conditional

statements or simply conditionals.

To represent an if-then statement symbolically, letp represent the hypothesis,

shown in red. and let q represent the conclusion, shown in blue. Then we

have the basic form of an if-then statement shown below:

If p. then q.

T T

p: hypothesis q: conclusion

The converse of a conditional is formed by interchanging the hypothesis

and the conclusion.

Statement: If p. then q. Converse: If q. then p.

A statement and its converse say different things. In fact, some true

statements have false converses.

Statement: If Ed lives in Texas, then he lives south of Canada.

False Converse: If Ed lives south of Canada, then he lives in Texas.

An if-then statement is false if an example can be found for which the

hypothesis is true and the conclusion is false. Such an example is called a

counterexample. It takes only one counterexample to disprove a statement.

We know the converse above is false because we can find a counterexample:

Ed could live in Kansas City, which is south of Canada and is not in Texas.

Some true statements have true converses.

Statement: If 4.v = 20. then x = 5.

True Converse: If x = 5, then 4.v = 20.

Deductive Reasoning / 33
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Conditional statements are not always written with the "if" clause first.

Here are some examples. All these conditionals mean the same thing.

General Form Example

If p, then q. If x
2 = 25, then x < 10.

p implies q. x
2 = 25 implies v < 10.

p only if q. x
2 = 25 only if x < 10.

q if p. x < 10 if x
2 = 25.

If a conditional and its converse are both true they can be combined into

a single statement by using the words "if and only if." A statement that

contains the words "if and only if" is called a biconditional. Its basic form

is shown below.

p if and only if q.

Every definition can be written as a biconditional as the statements below

illustrate.

Definition: Congruent segments are segments that have equal lengths.

Biconditional: Segments are congruent if and only if their lengths are equal.

Classroom Exercises

State the hypothesis and the conclusion of each conditional.

1. If 2x — 1 =5, then x = 3. 2. If she's smart, then I'm a genius.

3. 8v = 40 implies y = 5. 4. RS = jRT if S is the midpoint of RT.

5. ^\ = ^2 if mA\ = msL2. 6. Zl = Z2 only if m L 1 = m L 2.

7. Combine the conditionals in Exercises 5 and 6 into a single biconditional.

Provide a counterexample to show that each statement is false. You may use

words or draw a diagram.

8. If AB = BC, then B is the midpoint of AC.

9. If a line lies in a vertical plane, then the line is vertical.

10. If a number is divisible by 4, then it is divisible by 6.

11. If x
2 = 49, then x = 7.

State the converse of each conditional. Is the converse true or false?

12. If today is Friday, then tomorrow is Saturday. 13. If x > 0, then x~ > 0.

14. If a number is divisible by 6, then it is divisible by 3. 15. If 6x = 18, then x = 3.

16. Give an example of a false conditional whose converse is true.
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Written Exercises

Write the hypothesis and the conclusion of each conditional.

A 1. If 3x — 7 = 32, then x = 13. 2. I can't sleep if I'm not tired.

3. I'll try if you will. 4. If m L 1 = 90, then Z. 1 is a right angle.

5. a + b = a implies b = 0. 6. .v = -5 only if .v
: = 25.

Rewrite each pair of conditionals as a biconditional.

7. If B is between A and C, then AB + BC = AC.
If AB + BC = AC, then 5 is between A and C.

8. If mLAOC = 180, then LAOC is a straight angle.

If LAOC is a straight angle, then m/LAOC = 180.

Write each biconditional as two conditionals that are converses of each other.

9. Points are collinear if and only if they all lie in one line.

10. Points lie in one plane if and only if they are coplanar.

Provide a counterexample to show that each statement is false. You may use

words or a diagram.

Til. If ab < 0, then a < 0. 12. If n
2 = 5n, then n = 5.

13. If point G is on AB, then G is on BA. 14. If xy > 5v. then .v > 5.

15. If a four-sided figure has four right angles, then it has four congruent

sides.

16. If a four-sided figure has four congruent sides, then it has four right angles.

Tell whether each statement is true or false. Then write the converse and

tell whether it is true or false.

17. If x = -6, then |jc| = 6. 18. If x
2 = 4, then x = -2.

19. If b > 4, then 5b > 20. 20. If m L T = 40, then Z. T is not obtuse.

21. If Pam lives in Chicago, then she lives in Illinois.

22. If LA =LB, then mLA = mLB.

B 23. a
2 > 9 if a > 3. 24. x = 1 only if x

2 = x.

25. n > 5 only if n > 7. 26. ab = implies that a = or b = 0.

27. If points D, E, and F are collinear, then DE + EF = DF.

28. P is the midpoint of GH implies that GH = 2PG.

29. Write a definition of congruent angles as a biconditional.

30. Write a definition of a right angle as a biconditional.

C 31. What can you conclude if the following sentences are all true?

(1) If/?, then q. (2) p (3) If q, then not r. (4)sorr.
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Career

Geologist
Geologists study rock forma-

tions like those at Checker-

board Mountain in Zion Na-

tional Park. Rock formations

often occur in strata, or lay-

ers, beneath the surface of the

Earth. Earthquakes occur at

faults, breaks in the strata. In

search of a fault, how would

you determine the position of

a stratum of rock buried deep

beneath the surface of the

Earth?

A geologist might start by

picking three noncollinear

points, A, B, and C, on the

surface and drilling holes to

find the depths of points A'

,

B' , and C" on the stratum.

These three points determine

the plane of the surface of the

stratum.

Surface

Strata

Geologists may work for in-

dustry, searching for oil or

minerals. They may work in

research centers, developing

ways to predict earthquakes.

Today, geologists are trying

to locate sources of geother-

mal energy, energy generated

by the Earth's internal heat.

A career in geology usually

requires knowledge of mathe-

matics, physics, and chemis-

try, as well as a degree in

geology.
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Mixed Review Exercises

Complete. You may find that drawing a diagram will help you.

1. If M is the midpoint of AB. then ? = _•_.

2. If BX is the bisector of LABC. then _JL_ = _2_.

3. If point B lies in the interior of LAOC. then
/ *> i i 9 , 9mzl : 4- raZL :

= m L :

4. If LPOQ is a straight angle and R is any point not on PQ. then

raZ. : + m^i :
=

:

2-2 Properties from Algebra

Since the length of a segment is a real number and the measure of an angle

is a real number, the facts about real numbers and equality that you learned

in algebra can be used in your study of geometry. The properties of equality

that will be used most often are listed below.

Properties of Equality

Addition Property If a = b and c = d, then a + c = b + d.

Subtraction Property If a = b and c = d, then a — c = b — d.

Multiplication Property If a = b, then ea = cb.

n . . .
. a b

Division Property If a = b and c f= 0. then - = -.
c c

Substitution Property If a = b, then either a or b may be substituted

for the other in any equation (or inequality).

Reflexive Property a = a

Symmetric Property If a = b, then b = a.

Transitive Property If a = b and b = c, then a = c.

Recall that DE = FG and DE = FG can be used interchangeably, as can

mZ.D = mAE and /LD = LE. Thus the following properties of congruence

follow directly from the related properties of equality.

Properties of Congruence

Reflexive Property DE = DE LD = LD
Symmetric Property If DE = FG. then FG = DE.

If LD = LE. then LE = LD.

Transitive Property If DE = FG and FG = JK, then DE = JK.

If LD = LE and LE = LF, then LD = LF.
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The properties of equality and other properties from algebra, such as the

Distributive Property,

a{b + c) — ab + ac,

can be used to justify your steps when you solve an equation.

6 — 2* and justify each step.Example 1 Solve 3x =

Solution Steps

1. 3x = 6

2. 6x = 12

3. Ix = 12

4. x = ¥

h
Reasons

1. Given equation

2. Multiplication Property of Equality

3. Addition Property of Equality

4. Division Property of Equality

Example 1 shows a proof of the statement "If 3x = 6 — \x, then x must

equal *r •" In other words, when given the information that 3.x = 6 — \x we
can use the properties of algebra to conclude, or deduce, that x = *r

.

Many proofs in geometry follow this same pattern. We use certain given

information along with the properties of algebra and accepted statements, such

as the Segment Addition Postulate and Angle Addition Postulate, to show that

other statements must be true. Often a geometric proof is written in two-column

form, with statements on the left and a reason for each statement on the right.

In the following examples, congruent segments are marked alike and con-

gruent angles are marked alike. For example, in the diagram below, the marks

show that RS = PS and ST = SQ. In the diagram for Example 3 the marks

show that LAOC = L BOD.

Example 2

Given: RT and PQ intersecting at S so that

RS = PS and ST = SQ.

Prove: RT = PQ

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. RS = PS; ST = SQ l. Given

2. RS + ST = PS + SQ 2. Addition Prop, of =

3. RS + ST = RT; PS + SQ == PQ 3. Segment Addition Postulate

4. RT = PQ 4. Substitution Prop.

In Steps 1 and 3 of Example 2, notice how statements can be written in pairs

when justified by the same reason.
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Example 3

Given: mAAOC = m^BOD
Prove: m L 1 = m Z_ 3

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. mLAOC = m^BOD 1. Given

2. mLAOC = m/.l + w^2:
m/LBOD = m^2 + m^3

2. Angle Addition Postulate

3. mZl + m/L2 = m^2 + m Ll 3. Substitution Prop.

4. mL2 = mL2 4. Reflexive Prop.

5. m L_ 1 = m L 3 5. Subtraction Prop, of =

Notice that the reason given for Step 4 is "Reflexive Property" rather

than "Reflexive Property of Equality.'* Since the reflexive, symmetric, and

transitive properties of equality are so closely related to the corresponding

properties of congruence, we will simply use "Reflexive Property" to justify

either

mLBOC = mABOC or LBOC = LBOC

.

Suppose, in a proof, you have made the statement that

mLR = mAS
and also the statement that

m /-S = mL-T.

You can then deduce that m L R = m Z_ T and use as your reason either ' 'Transitive

Property'* or "Substitution Property." Similarly, if you know that

(1) mLR = mLS
(2) m L S = mLT
(3) m^T = m^V

you can go on to write (4) m Z_ R = m L V

and use either "Transitive Property" or "Substitution Property" as your reason.

Actually, you use the Transitive Property twice or else make a double substitution.

There are times when the Substitution Property is the simplest one to use.

If you know that

(1) /nZ.4 + mL2 + mZ.5 = 180

(2)m^L4 = mZ.l;mZ5 = m/^3

you can make a double substitution and get

(3) m L 1 + mZ.2 + mZ.3 = 180.

Note that you can't use the Transitive Property here.
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Classroom Exercises

Justif) each statement with a propertv from algehra or a property of

congruence.

2. If AB = CD and CD = EF. then AB = EF.

4. If jc - = 16. then x =11.

50.

8. If 2z - 5 - then 2z = 2.

6. If ^ = 10. then z

I. ^/> = Z./»

3. If RS = TW r then TW = RS

5. If 5> = -20, then y = -4

7. 2(<i - fc; = 2a + 2b

9. If 2x + v = 70 and v = 3x, then 2x - 70.

10. If AB = CD. CD = EF. and EF = 23, then AB = 23.

Complete each proof hv supplying missing reasons and statements.

11. Given: mL\ = mL3:
m L 2 = m LA -

Prove: mLABC = mLDEF

B
Proof:

Statements

A

Reasons

*—
D

1. m L\ = m L3;
m L 2 = m LA

1.

2. mL\ + mL2 = mL3 + mLA 2.
•

'

3. mL\ + mL2 = mLABC.
mL3 + mLA = mLDIJ

3.
/ <

4. mLABC = mLDEl 4. !

12. Given: .ST = RN, IT = *£/

Prove: SI = 6W

Proof:

Statements

U

Reasons

N

1 . ST = RN 1.
n

2 ' = ,S7 + /7; 2.
n

1 = RU + UN
3. SI + IT = RU + UN 3.

9

A. IT = RU 4.
I

5. '•' 5.
7
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Written Exercises

Justify each step.

1. Ax - 5 = -2
4x = 3

-4

15y + 7 = 12

35y + 7 = 12

35y = 5

I

y =
n

20)

-, 3a '>

2*7 =
i

i
l2

3a = T
4

"
=

I

5. h = 8 -
3

2b

3.
z + 7

3

z + 7 =

z =
33

40

- 2 =
2* + 8

2b = 3(8 - 2/;)

2b = 24 - 6/7

8/? = 24

/> = 3

5(x - 2) = 2x + 8

5*

3*

3x

x

- If) =

- If) =
2jc + 8

8

18

6

Copy everything shown and supply missing statements and reasons

7. Given: / AOI) as shown

Prove: ml AOI) = m /L \ + m £2 + m /L3

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1

.

m/ AOI) = mL AOC + m L 3

2. mZ/40C = mZ 1 + w L 2

3.
'•''

1.
'

8. Given: FL = AT

Prove: FA = LT

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1
'•' 1. Given

2. LA LA 2. _!_

3. FL + LA = AT + LA 3. _J_

4. FI f L4 - FA; 4. _L_

L4 f AT LI

5. '•' 5. Substitution Prop.
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9. Given: DW = ON
Prove: DO = WN

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. DW = ON 1 °

2. DW = DO + 0W\ ? ?

ON = ' + °

3 ? 3. Substitution Prop.

4. OW = OW 4 ?

5. ? 5. '

10. Given: mZ.4 + m Z. 6_= 180

Prove: w Z. 5 = m Z. 6

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. mZ.4 + mZ.6 = 180

2. mZ.4 + mZ.5 = 180

3. mZ.4 + raZ.5 = mZ.4 + m Z. 6

4. mZ.4 = m^4
5. _1_

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Copy everything shown and write a two-column proof

B 11. Given: m Z_ 1 = m Z. 2;

w Z. 3 = ra Z.4

Prove: mASRT = mZ. 577?

12. Given: /?/> = 70;
PS = QS

Prove: AS = TS

13. Given: /?0 = TP\

ZQ = Z/>

Prove: RZ = TZ

14. Given: mLSRT = mZ.STR;
m Z. 3 = mZ.4

Prove: m Z. 1 = m Z. 2

Exs. 11-14
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Symmetric Property:

Transitive Property:

C 15. Consider the following statements:

Reflexive Property: Robot A is as rusty as itself.

If Robot A is as rusty as Robot 8.

then Robot B is as rusty as Robot A.

If Robot A is as rusty as Robot B and

Robot B is as rusty as Robot C. then

Robot A is as rusty as Robot C.

A relation such as "is as rusty as" that is reflexive, symmetric,

and transitive is an equivalence relation. Which of the fol-

lowing are equivalence relations?

a. is rustier than b. has the same length as

c. is opposite (for rays) d. is coplanar with (for lines)

2-3 Proving Theorems
Chapter 1 included three theorems, statements that are proved. The theorems

were deduced from postulates, statements that are accepted without proof. We
will prove additional theorems throughout the book. When writing proofs, we
will treat properties from algebra as postulates.

Suppose you are told that Y is the midpoint of XZ and that XZ = 12. You

probably realize that XY — 6. Your conclusion about one particular situation

suggests the general statement shown below as Theorem 2-1. The theorem

uses the definition of a midpoint to prove additional properties of a midpoint

that are not explicitly included in the definition. In this case, the theorem

states something obvious. Later theorems may not be so obvious. In fact,

some of them may surprise you.

Theorem 2-1 Midpoint Theorem

If M is the midpoint of AB, then AM = \AB and MB = \AB.

Given: M is the midpoint of AB.

Prove: AM = h_AB\ MB = \AB
M

Proof:

Statements

1. M is the midpoint of AB.

2. AM = MB, or AM = MB
3. AM + MB = AB

4. AM + AM = AB. or 2AM = <

5. AM = \AB

6. MB = \AB

Reasons

1. Given

2. Definition of midpoint

3. Segment Addition Postulate

B 4. Substitution Prop. (Steps 2 and 3)

5. Division Prop, of =

6. Substitution Prop. (Steps 2 and 5)
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Example 1 Given: M is the midpoint of AB;

N is the midpoint of CD;

AB = CD
What can you deduce?

Solution Because M and TV are midpoints, you know that AM = MB and CN = ND.
From the Midpoint Theorem, you know that AM = hAB and CN = \CD.
Since A5 = CD, you know that \AB = |CD.

By substitution, you get AM = CN.

Thus you can deduce that AM, MB, CN, and ND are all equal.

The next theorem is similar to the Midpoint Theorem. It proves properties

of the angle bisector that are not given in the definition. The proof is left as

Classroom Exercise 10.

Theorem 2-2 Angle Bisector Theorem
If BX is the bisector of LABC, then

m LABX = \m LABC and m LXBC - \m /.ABC.

Given: BX is the bisector of LABC.

Prove: mLABX = \mLABC; m LXBC = \m/LABC

In addition to postulates and definitions, theorems may be used to justify

steps in a proof. Notice the use of the Angle Bisector Theorem in Example 2.

Example 2

Given: EG is the bisector of LDEF;

SW is the bisector of LRST;

Prove:

mLDEG
mLDEF

mLRSW
mLRST

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. EG is the bisector of LDEE

,

SW is the bisector of LRST.

1. Given

2. mLDEG = hmLDEF;
mLRSW = \mLRST

2. Angle Bisector Theorem

3. mLDEG = mLRSW 3. Given

4. {mLDEF = \mLRST 4. Substitution Prop. (Stops 2 and 3)

5. mLDEF = mLRST 5. Multiplication Prop, of =
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The two-column proofs you have seen in this section and the previous one
are examples of deductive reasoning. We have proved statements by reasoning
from postulates, definitions, theorems, and given information. The kinds of
reasons you can use to justify statements in a proof are listed below.

Reasons Used in Proofs
Given information

Definitions

Postulates (These include properties from algebra.)

Theorems that have already been proved

Classroom Exercises

What postulate, definition, or theorem justifies the statement about the diagram?

1. mLAEB + mLBEC = mLAEC
2. AE + EE = AE

3. mLAEB + mLBEE = 180

4. If E is the midpoint of AE. then AE = EE.

5. If E is the midpoint of AE. then AE = \AF.

6. If E is the midpoint of AE. then EC bisects AE.

7. If EB bisects AE. then E is the midpoint of AE.

8. If EB is the bisector of LAEC. then mLAEB = hnLAEC.

9. If LBEC = LCEF. then EC is the bisector of /lBEF.

10. Complete the proof of Theorem 2-2.

Given: BX is the bisector of A ABC.
Prove: mLABX = |m /.ABC; rn^XBC = \mLABC

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. BX is the bisector of LABC

.

2. LABX = _^_. or mLABX = _1

3. mLABX + mLXBC = mLABC
4. mLABX + mLABX = mLABC.

or ImLABX = mLABC
5. mLABX = hnLABC
6. mLXBC = hmLABC

-
2. ?

3. ?

A ?

6. Substitution Prop. (Steps _Z_and J— i
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B

Written Exercises

Name the definition, postulate, or theorem that justifies the statement about

the diagram.

1. If D is the midpoint of BC. then BD = DC.

2. If Z. 1 = 2.
2* then AD is the bisector of LBAC.

3. If AD bisects Z&4C. then L\ = Z.2.

4. wZ.3 + /wZ.4 = 180

5. If flD = DC. then D is the midpoint of B~C.

6. If D is the midpoint of BC. then BD = \BC

7. m/-l + mZ.2 = mLBAC
8. BD + DC = BC

Write the number that is paired with the bisector of LCDE.

9. in 11

12. a. Draw a diagram similar to the one shown.

b. Use a protractor to draw the bisectors of

L LMP and L PMN.
c. What is the measure of the angle formed

by these bisectors?

d. Explain how you could have known the an-

swer to part (c) without measuring.

13. The coordinates of points L and X are 16 and 40. respectively. ,/V is the

midpoint of LX. and Y is the midpoint of LN. Sketch a diagram and find:

a. LN b. the coordinate of N c. LY d. the coordinate of Y

SW bisects LRST and mLRST = 72. SZ bisects LRSW, and 5/f bisects

/LNSW. Sketch a diagram and find mLRSZ and m/LNSZ.

14

15. a. Suppose M and N are the midpoints of LK and G//.

respectively. What segments are congruent?

b. What additional information about the figure would

enable you to deduce that LM = NH'1
.

16. a. Suppose SV bisects Z. RST and RU bisects Z.SRT.

What angles are congruent?

b. What additional information would enable you to deduce

that m L VSU = m L URV?
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What can you deduce from the given information?

17. Given: AE = DE:

CE = BE

18. Given: AC bisects DB.

DB bisects AC;
CE = BE

19. Copy and complete the following proof of the statement: If points A and

B have coordinates a and b. with b > a. and the midpoint M of AB has

a + b
coordinate x, then x

i

Given: Points A and B have coordinates a and b:

b > a: midpoint M of AB has coordinate x.

Prove: x =

M
—•—

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. A.M. and B have coordinates a. x.

and b respectively: b > a

2. AM = x - a; MB = b - x

3. M is the midpoint of Afi.

4. AM = MB. or AM = A/fl

5. .v — a = b — x

6. 2x = _L_

7. .v = a + b

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

C 20. Fold down a corner of a rectangular sheet of paper. Then

fold the next corner so that the edges touch as in the figure.

Measure the angle formed by the fold lines. Repeat with

another sheet of paper, folding the corner at a different cngle.

Explain why the angles formed are congruent.

21. M is the midpoint of AB. Q is the midpoint of AM. and T is the midpoint

of QM. If the coordinates of A and B are a and b. find the coordinates

of Q and T in terms of a and b.

22. Point T is the midpoint of RS. W is the midpoint of RT. and Z is the

midpoint of WS. If the length of TZ is x. find the following lengths in

terms of x. (Hint: Sketch a diagram and let y = \VT.)

a. RW b. ZS c. RS d. WZ
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Computer Key-In

A bee starts at point P , flies to point P,, and lands. The bee then returns

half of the way to P , landing at P2 . From P2 , the bee returns half of the way
to Pi, landing at P 3 , and so forth. Can you predict the bee's location after 10

trips?

Assuming that P and P, have coordinates and 1 , respectively, the BASIC
program below will compute and print the bee's location at the end of trips 2

through 10. P„ represents the position of the bee after n trips. Since Pn is the

midpoint of the bee's previous two positions, P„_, and Pn - 2 , line 50 calculates

P(N) by using the statement proved in Exercise 19, page 47.

10 DIM P(50)

20 LET P(0) =

30 LET P(D = 1

40 FOR N = 2 TO 10

50 LET P(N) = d/2
60 PRINT N, P(N)
70 NEXT N

80 END

Exercises

* (P(N - 2) + P(N - 1

1. Enter the program on your computer and RUN it. Do you notice any

patterns or trends in the coordinates? Change line 40 so that the computer

will print the coordinates up to P40 . What simple fraction is approximated

by P40 ?

2. In line 50, P{n) could instead be computed from the series

1 - \ + \ - 4+ • • + c-ir-'

where each term of the series reflects the bee's return half of the way from

P
rt _, to P„- 2 . Replace line 50 with the line below and RUN the new

program.

50 LET P(N P(N - 1) + (-1/2) t (N - 1)

Check that both programs produce the same results. (Some slight variations

will be expected, due to rounding off.)

3. Suppose that on each trip the bee returned one third of the way to the

previous point instead of half of the way. How would the series in Exercise 2

be modified? How would line 50 of Exercise 2 be modified? RUN a

modified program for 30 trips and determine what point the bee seems to

be approaching.
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Self-Test 1

Use the conditional: If AB and CD intersect, then AB and CD intersect.

1. Write the hypothesis and the conclusion of the conditional.

2. Write the converse of the conditional. Is the converse true or false?

3. Rewrite the following pair of conditionals as a biconditional:

AB = CD if AB = CD:AB = CD only if AB = CD.

4. Provide a counterexample to disprove the statement:

If m/_A is less than 100, then L A is an acute angle.

5. Given: mLA + m LB = 180; m L C = m LB
What property of equality justifies the statement mLA + m LC = 180?

6. Point M is the midpoint of RT. RM = x and RT = 4.x - 6. Find the

value of x.

7. The measure of LABC is 108. BD is the bisector of LABC. and BE is

the bisector of LABD. Find the measure of LEBC.

8. You can use given information and theorems as reasons in proofs. Name
two other kinds of reasons you can use.

Biographical Note Julia Morgan

Julia Morgan (1872-1959). the first

successful woman architect in the United

States, was born in San Francisco.

Though best known for her design of

San Simeon, the castle-like former home

of William Randolph Hearst pictured at

the left, she designed numerous public

buildings and private homes. Even today, to own "a

Julia Morgan house" carries considerable prestige.

To become an architect. Morgan needed great de-

termination as well as a brilliant mind. Since the University

of California did not have an architecture curriculum at

that time, she prepared for graduate work in Paris by

studying civil engineering. In Paris the Ecole des Beaux-

Arts, which had just begun to admit foreigners, was

particularly reluctant to admit a foreign woman. She

persisted, however, and became the school's first woman

graduate.
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Theorems about Angles and
Perpendicular Lines

Objectives

1. Apply the definitions of complementary and supplementary angles.

2. State and use the theorem about vertical angles.

3. Apply the definition and theorems about perpendicular lines.

4. State and apply the theorems about angles supplementary to, or

complementary to, congruent angles.

5. Plan proofs and then write them in two-column form.

2-4 Special Pairs of Angles
Complementary angles (comp. A) are two angles whose measures have the

sum 90. Each angle is called a complement of the other.

/?

60*^%.

30^\
; t

R cind AT are complementary.

z

AXYW is a complement of A WYZ.

Supplementary angles (supp. A) are two angles whose measures have the

sum 180. Each angle is called a supplement of the other.

130°,

A B D E F

A A and AB are supplementary. ADEG is a supplement of AGEF.

Example 1 A supplement of an angle is three times as large as a complement of the

angle. Find the measure of the angle.

Solution Let x = the measure of the angle.

Then 180 - x = the measure of its supplement,

and 90 - x = the measure of its complement.

180 - x = 3(90 - x)

180 - x = 270 - 3jc

2x = 90

x = 45 The measure of the angle is 45.
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Vertical angles (vert. A) are two angles such that the sides of

one angle are opposite rays to the sides of the other angle.

When two lines intersect, they form two pairs of vertical angles.

L 1 and L3 are vert. A. L2 and LA are vert. A.

Theorem 2-3

Vertical angles are congruent.

Given: L 1 and L2 are vertical angles.

Prove: L 1 = 2

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. mL 1

mLl
+ mL3 = 180:

+ mL3 = 180

1. Angle Addition Postulate

2. mL 1 + mL3 = mL2 + m L3 2. Substitution Prop.

3. m L3 = m L

3

3. Reflexive Prop.

4. mL 1 = m Ll. or L\ = L2 4. Subtraction Prop, of =

Example 2 In the diagram, LA = L5.

Name two other angles congruent to L5.

Solution L$ = L5 since vertical angles are congruent.

Since L7 = LA and LA = L5. Ll = L5
by the Transitive Property.

Classroom Exercises qo,i<&o

Find the measures of a complement and a supplement of LA.

1. mLA = 10 2. mLA = 75 3. mLA = 89

5. Name two right angles.

6. Name two adjacent complementary angles.

7. Name two complementary angles that are not adjacent.

8. a. Name a supplement of LMLQ.
b. Name another pair of supplementary angles. ^

TO -y

mLA = y

9. In the diagram, mLAXB = 90. Name:

a. two congruent supplementary angles

b. two supplementary angles that are not congruent

c. two complementary angles

d. a straight angle _
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Complete.

10. LAOB =

12. LFOB =

14. mLFOE
16. mADOB
18. mLCOE

7

9

1

•)

1

11. 2

15. mLCOD =

17. mLAOB = _1_

19. mAFOB = _L_!

20. The four angles of figure PQRS are

right angles. /LVTR is a right angle.

m/LQSR = 60. Find the measures.

a. mLVTP b. m LXSY
c. mLRSX c. mLPSY <\o°

21. Given: Z. 2 = Z. 3

a. What can you deduce?

b. Explain how you would prove your conclusion.

Written Exercises

Find the measures of a complement and a supplement of /./if.

A 1. m£K = 20 2. mLK = 12\ I. m LK = x

4S
J

5. Two complementary angles are congruent. Find their measures.

6. Two supplementary angles are congruent. Find their measures.

In the diagram, L AFB is a right angle. Name the figures described.

4. mLK = 2v

7. Another right angle

9. Two congruent

supplementary angles

11. Two acute vertical angles

8. Two complementary angles

10. Two noncongruent- B

supplementary angles "* *

12. Two obtuse vertical angles

z L c BrE"

In the diagram, OT bisects /_SOU, m LUOV = 35, and

m L YOW = 120. Find the measure of each angle.

13. mLZOY
15. m^VOW
17. mLTOU

14. mLZOW
16. mLSOU
18. mLZOT
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Find the value of jr.

19. 20.

22. Z. 1 and Z.2 are supplements.

Z.3 and Z.4 are supplements.

a. If m L 1 = mZ.3 = 27. find m Z. 2 and m L 4.

b. If m L 1 = m Z. 3 = .v. find m L 2 and m L 4 in terms of .v.

c. If two angles are congruent, must their supplements be congruent?

23. Copy everything shown. Complete the proof.

Given: Z_ 2 = Z_ 3

Prove: Z. 1 = Z.4

1?*

Proof:

Statements Reasons

If LA and LB are supplementary, find the value of x, /« Z.A, and m LB.

B 24. mLA = 2.x. m LB = x - 15 25. m^A = x + 16. mZ.fi = 2x - 16

U LC and Z.Z) are complementary, find the value of y, m LC, and m LD.

26. wiZLC = 3y + 5, mLD = 2y 27. mZLC = y - 8. m LD

Use the given information to write an equation and solve the problem.

28. Find the measure of an angle that is twice as large as its supplement.

29. Find the measure of an angle that is half as large as its complement.

30. The measure of a supplement of an angle is 12 more than twice the measure

of the angle. Find the measures of the angle and its supplement.

31. A supplement of an angle is six times as large as a complement of the

angle. Find the measures of the angle, its supplement, and its

complement.

3v + 2
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Find the values of x and v for each diagram.

32. V 33

C 34. Can the measure of a complement of an angle ever equal exactly half the

measure of a supplement of the angle? Explain.

35. You are told that the measure of an acute angle is equal to the difference

between the measure of a supplement of the angle and twice the measure

of a complement of the angle. What can you deduce about the angle?

Explain.

Application Orienteering

The sport of orienteering involves finding your

way from control point to control point in a

wilderness area, using a map and protractor-

type compass. Similar methods can be used

by hikers, hunters, boaters, and backpackers.

One thing you want to be able to do is

locate your position on the map. This can be

done by taking sightings of specific objects.

For example, suppose you can see a lookout

tower (on Number Four Mountain at • on the

map shown below).

Number Four

VABM#'-0C
'

tityBay
Mtn A
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You sight across your compass and dis-

cover the tower is 33° east of magnetic north

(MN). On your map you draw a line through
the tower at a 33° angle to magnetic north.

Be sure to use magnetic north rather than true

north, for they may differ by as much as 20°.

Hiking maps and nautical charts usually give

both. All compass readings here are given in

terms of magnetic north.

You are somewhere on the line you have
drawn. If there is a feature near you (a trail,

stream or pond), then your position is where
the line crosses the feature on the map.
Otherwise, you will need to take a second

sighting, on the peak of Lily Bay Mountain
(at a on the map). It is 50° west of north.

Draw a line on your map through the peak at

a 50° angle with magnetic north. You are

close to the point where the lines cross.

Since a third landmark is visible, the

summit of Bluff Mountain ( on the map),

you can check your position with a third sight-

ing. The three lines might cross at a single

point. However, there is usually some error

in sighting and drawing the angles, so instead

of meeting exactly at a point, the three lines

drawn often form a triangle. If the triangle

is small, it gives you a good idea of your true

position.

Exercises

1. Another orienteering party sights on Lily Bay Mountain and the lookout

tower and finds the following angles: mountain, 58° west of north; tower,

40° east of north. Are they north or south of you?

2. If you head due east from Lily Bay Mountain (90° east of magnetic north),

will you pass Bluff Mountain on your right or on your left?

3. Lillian and Ray both sight Lily Bay Mountain at 70° west of north, but

Lillian sees the lookout tower at 40° east of north, while Ray sees it at

20° east of north. Which person is closer to Bluff Mountain?

4. Sailors use this method of finding their position when they are navigating

near shore, sighting on lighthouses, smokestacks, and other landmarks

shown on their charts. They call the small triangle formed by the three

sighting lines a '"cocked hat," and usually mark their position at the corner

closest to the nearest hazard. Why is this a sensible rule?
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2-5 Perpendicular Lines

In the town shown, roads that run east-west

are called streets, while those that run north-

south are called avenues. Each of the streets

is perpendicular to each of the avenues.

Perpendicular lines are two lines that intersect to form right

angles (90° angles). Because lines that form one right angle always

form four right angles (see Exercise 26, page 21), you can conclude

that two lines are perpendicular, by definition, once you know that

any one of the angles they form is a right angle. The definition of

perpendicular lines can be used in the two ways shown below.

1. If JK is perpendicular to MN (written JK ± MN), then each of

the numbered angles is a right angle (a 90° angle).

2. If any one of the numbered angles is a right angle (a 90° angle),

then JK 1 MN.

The word perpendicular is also used for intersecting rays and

segments. For example, if JK ± MN in the diagram, then

JK ± MN and the sides of Z_ 2 are perpendicular.

The definition of perpendicular lines is closely related to the following

theorems. Notice that Theorem 2-4 and Theorem 2-5 are converses of each

other. For the proofs of the theorems, see the exercises.

J

M
K

Theorem 2-4
If two lines are perpendicular, then they form congruent adjacent angles.

Theorem 2-5

If two lines form congruent adjacent angles, then the lines are perpendicular.

Theorem 2-6

If the exterior sides of two adjacent acute angles are perpendicular,

then the angles are complementary.

Given: OA 1 OC
Prove: /LAOB and LBOC are comp. A.
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Classroom Exercises

1. Complete the proof of Theorem 2-4: If two jines are

perpendicular, then they form congruent adjacent

angles.

Given: / ± n

Prove: Z.1, Z2. z_3. and LA are congruent angles.

Proof:

kl

4 n

Statements Reasons

1 . 1 ± n '
2. Z.1, Z.2, Z.3, Z.4are 90° A. 2. Definition of

.

•

-

3. ZL1, Z.2, Z.3, Z.4are = A. 3. Definition of
9

2. In the diagram. AB 1 CD and

£F 1 G//. Name eight right angles.

3. In the diagram. OZ 1 />G. GZ JL XY.

and PG; 1 AY. Name eight right angles.

-«—

•

Z

p x
>o

7
t • »»

e

In the diagram, B£ ± AC and #£> 1 flF.

Find the measures of the following angles.

m Z C£F /?; _ ££F m^DBE mZDBA m Z. D5C

40 7 7 ? ?

A •i 7 7

Name the definition or state the theorem that justifies the statement about

the diagram.

6. If Z 6 is a right angle, then RS 1 TV.

7. If RS ± TV. then Z.5, Z6. Z7. and Z8 are right angles

8. If RS 1 TV. then Z 8 = L 1.

9. If Hz TV, then mZ6 = 90.

10. If Z5 = Z6. then RS ± TV.

11. If m Z.5 = 90. then RS ± TV.

T 6

/

45

-•-
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Written Exercises

A 1. In the diagram, UL 1 MJ and m /LJUK = x. Express in

terms of x the measures of the angles named.

a. LLUK b. AMUK

2. Copy and complete the proof of Theorem 2-5: If two lines form

congruent adjacent angles, then the lines are perpendicular.

Given: Z. 1 = Z.2

Prove: / ± n

A/

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. Z_l = Z.2, or mZ 1 = mZ2
2. mL\ + mZ2 = 180

3. mZ2 + mZ2 = 180, or 2m L 2

4. mZ2 = 90

180

1.

2. •

3 ?

4. ? -

'

5. Def. of J_ lines

Name the definition or state the theorem that justifies the statement about

the diagram.

3. If LEBC is a right angle, then BE ±AC.
4. If AC 1 BE, then LABE is a right angle.

5. If 5£ 1 AC, then LABD and LDBE are complementary.

6. If /LABD and LDBE are complementary angles, then

mLABD + mADBE = 90.

7. If fl£ ± Jc, then mLABE = 90.

8. If ZAB£ = Z£flC, then JciM.

In the diagram, BE ± AC and BD 1 fiF.

Find the value of x.

9. mLABD = 2x - 15, m LDBE = x

10. m Z D££ = 3x, m L EBF = Ax - \

11. mLABD = 3x - 12, m/LDBE = 2a: + 2, m LEBF = 2x + 8

12. mLABD = 6x, mLDBE = 3^ + 9, mLEBF = 4x + 18,

mLFBC = 4*
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13. Copy and complete the proof of Theorem 2-6: If the exterior sides of two
adjacent acute angles are perpendicular, then the angles are complementary.

Given: OA _L OC
Prove: AAOB and ABOC are comp. A

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. OA 1 OC 1.
9

2. mAAOC = 90 2. Def. of J_ lines

3. mAAOB + mABOC = mLAOC 3.
9

4.
9

4. Substitution Prop.

5.
9

5. Def. of comp. A

In the figure BF 1 AE, w LBOC - x, and w LGOH = v.

Express the measure of the angle in terms of x, v, or both.

B 14. ACOA
15. ACOH
16. AHOF
17. ^D0£

Can you conclude from the information given for each exercise

that XY 1 XZ?

18. m A 1 = 46 and m A 4 = 44

19. A\ and Z_ 3 are complementary.

20. A 2 = A 3

21. mZ.1 = m^4
22. Z. 1 and A 3 are congruent and complementary.

23. m A 1 = mZ.2 and m A 3 = m Z_ 4

24. Z. 1 = A 3 and Z. 2 = Z. 4

25. A\ = Z.4 and Z. 2 = Z. 3

What can you conclude from the information given?

26. Given: AS bisects ADAC;

CB bisects A ECA;
mA2
mZ.3

45;

45

27. Given: AD ± AC; CE ± AC: m A 1 = mZ.4

\ .
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28. Copy everything shown and write a two-column

proof.

Given: AO 1 CO

Prove: Z_ 1 and Z_ 3 are comp. A.

C 29. First find two lines (other than YD and YF) that

are perpendicular. Then write a two-column proof

that the lines are perpendicular.

Given: YD 1 YF;

m Ll = m Z.5;

mZ.8 = mZ.6

Prove: ? ± ?

Mixed Review Exercises

Write something you can conclude from the given information.

1. Given: m Z_ 1 = m Z_ 4; m Z. 2 = raZ_3

2. Given: Afi = CD
3. Given: mZ.6 = m/L4

4. Given: FZ? 1 AD; fi£ bisects Z_F£C.

5. Given: BE = EF; E is the midpoint of FC.

6. Given: L 1 and Z_ 2 are complements.

7. Given: Z.4 and Z_6 are complements.

2-6 Planning a Proof
As you have seen in the last few sections, a proof of a theorem consists of

five parts:

1

.

Statement of the theorem

2. A diagram that illustrates the given information

3. A list, in terms of the figure, of what is given

4. A list, in terms of the figure, of what you are to prove

5. A series of statements and reasons that lead from the given information to

the statement that is to be proved

In many of the proofs in this book, the diagram and the statements of

what is given and what is to be proved will be supplied for you. Sometimes

you will be asked to provide them.
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When you draw a diagram, try to make it reasonably accurate, avoiding
special cases that might mislead. For example, when a theorem refers to an
angle, don't draw a right angle.

Before you write the steps in a two-column proof you will need to plan

your proof. Sometimes you will read the statement of a theorem and see

immediately how to prove it. Other times you may need to try several approaches
before you find a plan that works.

If you don't see a method of proof immediately, try reasoning back from
what you would like to prove. Think: "This conclusion will be true if

?

is true. This, in turn, will be true if

'

?
is true . . .

." Sometimes this

procedure leads back to a given statement. If so, you have found a method
of proof.

Studying the proofs of previous theorems may suggest methods to try. For
example, the proof of the theorem that vertical angles are congruent suggests

the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 2-7

If two angles are supplements of congruent angles (or of the same angle),

then the two angles are congruent.

Given: Z. 1 and Z. 2 are supplementary;

Z. 3 and Z.4 are supplementary;

Z.2 = Z.4
"*

Prove: L 1 = Z. 3

i \

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1

.

Z_ 1 and Z. 2 are supplementary;

Z. 3 and Z.4 are supplementary.

2. wZ. 1 + mZ.2 = 180:

rnZ.3 + mZ.4 = 180

3. ffiZ.1 + mZ.2 = mZ.3 + mLA
A. Z. 2 = Z. 4, or m Z_ 2 = mLA
5. mZ_ 1 = wZ.3, or Z. 1 = Z_ 3

1. Given

2. Def. of supp. A

3. Substitution Prop.

4. Given

5. Subtraction Prop, of

The proof of the following theorem is left as Exercise 18.

Theorem 2-8

If two angles are complements of congruent angles (or of the same angle),

then the two angles are congruent.
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There is often more than one way to prove a particular statement, and the

amount of detail one includes in a proof may differ from person to person.

You should show enough steps so the reader can follow your argument and

see why the theorem you are proving is true. As you gain more experience

in writing proofs, you and your teacher may agree on what steps may be

combined or omitted.

Classroom Exercises

a. In each exercise use the information given to conclude that two angles are

congruent.

b. Name or state the definition or theorem that justifies your conclusion.

1. Z. 6 is comp. to Z. 10;

Z. 7 is comp. to Z. 10.

2. m Z.5 = 31;raZ.7 = 31 - -

3. AB _L CD .

4. XZ bisects L WXY. fc*"**

5. Z.4 is supp. to L 6;

Z.2 is supp. to L 7;

z!6 = LI
6. Given only the diagrams, and

no additional information
C

• >
B D

Describe your plan for proving the following. You don't need to give all the

details.

7. Given: L2 = Z3
Prove: L 1 = L 4 4 sut

8. Given: L 3 is supp. to Z. 1;

Z.4 is supp. to Z. 2.

Prove: Z.3 = Z.4

'

9. Given: AC _L fiC;

Z.3 is comp. to Z. 1

Prove: Z. 3 = Z. 2

A D

10. Given: m Z. 1 = mZ.4
Prove: m Z. 2 = m Z. 3
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Written Exercises

Write the name or statement of the definition, postulate, property, or theorem
that justifies the statement about the diagram.

1. AD + DB = AB

2. mL\ + m Z. 2 = m Z. CDB
3. Z.2 = Z.6

4. If D is the midpoint of AB, then AD = hAB.

5. If DF bisects LCDB, then Z. 1 = Z.2.

6. m/LADF + mLFDB = 180

7. If CD 1 AB, then mLCDB = 90.

8. If Z.4 = Z.3, then DG bisects Z.flD£.

9. If m Z.3 + mZ.4 = 90, then Z.3 and Z.4 are complements.

10. If Z.ADF and Z.4 are supplements, then m/LADF + mZ.4 = 180.

11. If AB 1 C£, then LADC = LADE.

12. If Z.4 is complementary to Z. 5 and Z. 6 is complementary to Z.5,

then Z.4 = Z.6.

13. If LFDG is a right angle, then DF 1 DG.

14. If LFDG = LGDH, then DG IETF.

15. Copy everything shown and complete the proof of Theorem 2-7

for the case where two angles are supplements of the same angle.

Given: Z. 1 and Z. 5 are supplementary;

Z.3 and Z.5 are supplementary. ^
Prove: ^1 = Z3

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1

.

Z. 1 and Z. 5 are supplementary;

Z.3 and _J_.

2. mZ.l+mZ.5 = 180;

wZ.3 + mZ.5=180
3. wZ.1 + mZ.5 = /nZ_3 + mZ.5

4. raZ.5 = wZ.5

5. mZ.1 = wZ.3, orZ.1 = Z.3

1.
?

2. ? t-

3 ?

4. Reflexive Prop.

5. ?

16. a. Are there any angles in the diagram that must be con-

gruent to Z.4? Explain.

b. If Z.4 and Z.5 are supplementary, name all angles

shown that must be congruent to Z.4.

1^2

8ir 7
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17. a. Copy everything shown and complete the proof.

Given: ~PQ 1 QR;

PS ±SR:
Z.1 = Z.4

Prove: Z.2 = Z.5

Proof:

A

G 3

/\ 2\

\^ 5/

5 6

f

/?

Statements Reasons

1. PQ ±QR;PS ±S~R 1
?

2. Z. 2 is comp. to Z. 1;

Z. 5 is comp. to Z.4.

2. °

3. Z.1 = Z_4 3 »

4. Z.2 = Z.5 4. ?

b. After proving that Z.2 = Z.5 in part (a), tell how you could go on to

prove that Z. 3 = Z.6.

B 18. Prove Theorem 2-8: If two angles are complements of congruent angles,

then the two angles are congruent. Note: You will need to draw your own
diagram and state what is given and what you are to prove in terms of

your diagram. (Hint: See the proof of Theorem 2-7 on page 61.)

Copy everything shown and write a two-column proof.

19. Given:

Prove:

Z.2 = Z.3

Z.1 = Z.4

20. Given: Z_ 3 is supp. to Z_ 1;

Z.4 is supp. to Z. 2.

Prove: Z.3 = Z.4

21. Given: AC 1 BC\

Z. 3 is comp. to Z. 1

Prove: Z. 3 = Z. 2

22. Given: m Z. 1 = m L 2;

m L 3 = mZ.4

Prove: YS 1 XZ
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23. Draw any LAOB and its bisector OE. Now draw the

rays opposite to OA. OB, and OE. What can you conclude
about the part of the diagram shown in red? Prove your
conclusion.

C 24. Make a diagram showing L PQR bisected by QX
Choose a point Y on the ray opposite to QX.

Prove: LPQY = LRQY

25. Given: mLDBA = 45:

mLDEB = 45

Prove: LDBC = LFEB

Self-Test 2

1. It is known that AHOK has a supplement, but can*t have a complement.

Name one possible measure for LHOK.

2. m Z. 1 = 3.v - 5 and m L 2 = x + 25

a. x = ^_ b. m/-\ = '

(numerical value)

For Exercises 3 and 4 you are given that OB _L / and OA _L OC.

3. If m /_ 3 = 37. complete:

mZ.4 = ? m L 5 = m/L6 =

4. If m Z. 3 = f, express the measures of the other numbered angles

in terms of t.

In the diagram, DE _L w. State the theorem or name the

definition that justifies the statement about the diagram.

5. Z.8 is a 90° angle.

6. LI = Z.10

7. Z.9 and Z_ 10 are complementary.

8. Give a plan for the following proof.

Given: Z. 1 is supp. to Z_3:

Z.2 is supp. to L 3.

Prove: j ± k

9. Write a proof for Exercise 8 in two-column form.

Jn
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Extra Mobius Bands

Take a long narrow strip of paper. Give the strip a half-twist. Tape the ends

together. The result is a Mobius band.

Exercises

1. Make a Mobius band. Color one side of the Mobius band. How much of

the band is left uncolored? The original strip of paper had two sides. How
many sides does a Mobius band have?

2. Cut the Mobius band lengthwise down the middle. (Start at a point midway
between the edges and cut around the band.) What is the result? Cut the

band a second time down the middle. Write a sentence or two describing

what happens.

3. Give a full twist to a long, narrow strip of paper. Tape the ends together.

How many sides does this band have? Cut this band lengthwise down the

middle. Write a brief description of what is formed.

4. Make a Mobius band. Let the band be 3 cm wide. Make a lengthwise cut,

staying 1 cm from the right-hand edge. Describe the result.

5. Take two long narrow strips of paper. Fasten them together so they are

perpendicular and form a plus sign. Twist one strip so it is a Mobius band

and fasten its ends together. Don't twist the other strip at all, just fasten

its ends. Cut the Mobius band down the middle lengthwise. Then cut the

other band down the middle. Describe the final result.

Chapter Summary
1. If p, then q is a conditional statement, p is the hypothesis and q is the

conclusion. If q, then p is the converse. The statement p if and only if q
is a biconditional that means both the conditional and its converse are true.

2. Properties of algebra (see page 37) can be used to reach conclusions in

geometry. Properties of congruence are related to some of the properties

of equality.

3. Deductive reasoning is a process of proving conclusions. Given information,

definitions, postulates, and previously proved theorems are the four kinds

of reasons that can be used to justify statements in a proof.
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4. When mLA + m LB = 90. LA and ^fi are complementary. When
m^C + razlD = 180, LC and ZlD are supplementary. Complements
(or supplements) of the same angle or of congruent angles are congruent.

5. Vertical angles are congruent.

6. Perpendicular lines are two lines that form right angles (90° angles). If

two lines are perpendicular, then they form congruent adjacent angles. If

two lines form congruent adjacent angles, then the lines are perpendicular.

7. If the exterior sides of two adjacent acute angles are perpendicular, then

the angles are complementary.

8. The proof of a theorem consists of five parts, which are listed on page 60.

Chapter Review

Use the conditional: If m L 1 = 120, then L 1 is obtuse.

1. Write the hypothesis and the conclusion of the conditional.

2. Write the converse of the conditional.

3. Provide a counterexample to disprove the converse.

4. Write a definition of a straight angle as a biconditional.

2-1

Justify each statement with a property from algebra or a property of congruence.

5. If mLA + mLB + m LC = 180 and m/-C = 50. then

mLA + mLB + 50 = 180.

6. If mLA + mLB + 50 = 180. then mLA + m LB = 130.

7. If 6x = 18. then.v = 3.

8. If AB = CD and CD = EF, then AB =~EF.

Name the definition, postulate, or theorem that justifies the statement.

9. If ^5 = 5T. then 5 is the midpoint of RT.

10. If SW bisects L VST. then L VSW = L WST.

If SW bisects L VST. then m L WST = \mL VST.11

12. If LBOC is a right angle and mLCOD
then mLDOE = _L_, mLBOA = .J—

and mLAOC = —:

—

13. Name a supplement of LAOE.

58.

14. A supplement of a given angle is four times as large as a complement of

the angle. Find the measure of the given angle.

2-2

2-3

2-4
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Name the definition or state the theorem that justifies the statement about

the diagram.

15. If KJ L GH, then L 1 is a right angle. |

16. If Z. 2 is a 90° angle, then KJ L GH. J

17. If AW ± GH, then LMNK = LMNH.

18. If NM ±GH, then Z. 3 and Z. 4 are

complementary.

19. Write a plan for a proof.

Given: Z. 3 is a supplement of Z. 1;

Z.4 is a supplement of Z_2.

Prove: Z. 3 = Z.4

20. Write a proof in two-column form for

Exercise 19.

2-5

2-6

\&o odd

Chapter Test

1. Use the conditional: Two angles are congruent if they are vertical angles.

a. Write the hypothesis. b. Write the converse.

2. Provide a counterexample to disprove the statement:

If x
2 > 4, then x > 2.

3. Write the biconditional as two conditionals that are converses of each other:

Angles are congruent if and only if their measures are equal.

4. Supply reasons to justify the steps: Steps

1. y = 12

2. 5* = 2* + y

3. 5a: = 2x + 12

4. 3x = 12

5. x = 4

5. OB is the bisector of LAOC and OC is the bisector of Z. BOD.
mAAOC = 60. Find m^COD.

6. 5 is the midpoint of RT and W is the midpoint of ST. If /?7 = 32, find

ST, WT, and /?W.

7. In the diagram, Afl 1 BC. Name:

a. two supplementary angles

b. two complementary angles

8. Given: Z.5 is supplementary to Z.4.

a. What can you conclude about Z. 5 and Z. 3?

b. State the theorem that justifies your conclusion. Exs. 7-9

9. Suppose mZ.3 = 3x + 5 and mZ.4 = 6x + 13. Find the value of jr.

Reasons

1. Given

2. Given

3. _^
4. _ZL_

5. _2_
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10. State the theorem that justifies the statement L6 = Ll.

11. Suppose you have already stated that L6 = Ll and

Ll = L&. What property of congruence justifies the conclusion

that L6 = LSI

12. Write a proof in two-column form.

Given: DC 1 BD; L\ = Ll
Prove: BA 1 BD

D

Algebra Review: Systems of Equations

Solve each system of equations by the substitution method.

Example 1 (1) y = 5 — 2x

(2) 5x - 6y = 21

Solution Substitute 5 - 2.x for v in (2):

Substitute 3 for x in (1):

The solution is x = 3, y = —

5x - 6(5 - 2x) = 21

llx - 30 = 21; x = 3

y = 5 - 2(3) = - 1

1.

1. y = 3x

5x + y = 24

4. 3* + 2y = 71

>• = 4 + 2x

7. 8jc + 3y = 26

2x = y - 4

2. y = 2x + 5

3x - y = 4

5. 4.v - 5y = 92

.v = 7v

8. .v - ly = 13

3.v - 5y = 23

3. .v = 8 + 3y

2x - 5y = 8

6. y = 3.v + 8

x = v

9. 3x + y = 19

2x - 5y = - 10

Solve each system by the method of addition or subtraction.

Example 2 (1) 3x - y = 13 Example 3

(2) Ax + y = 22

Solution Add (1) and (2): Solution

Ix = 35; x = 5

Substitute 5 for x in (2):

4(5) + y = 22; y = 2

The solution is .v = 5, v = 2.

11. a- + 3y = 7

a + 2y = 4

14. 8.x: - y = 17

6.r + y = 11

17. 2y = 3.x- - 1

2v = jc + 21

10. 5.x- - v = 20

3x + y = 12

13. Ix + y = 29

5.v + y = 21

16. 7v = 2.x- + 35

3y = 2x + 15

(1) 6jc + 15y = 90

(2) 6x - 14y = 32

Subtract (2) from (1):

29y = 58; y = 2

Substitute 2 for y in (1):

6x + 15(2) = 90; x = 10

The solution is jc = 10, y = 2.

12. 3jc - 2y = 1

1

3x - y = 1

15. 9x - 2y = 50

6* - 2y = 32

18. 19 = 5x + 2y

1 = 3x - 4y
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Preparing for College Entrance Exams

Strategy for Success
When you are taking a college entrance exam, be sure to read the directions,

the questions, and the answer choices very carefully. In the test booklet,

you may want to underline important words such as not, exactly, false,

never, and except, and to cross out answer choices that are clearly incorrect.

Indicate the best answer by writing the appropriate letter.

1. On a number line, point M has coordinate - 3 and point R has coordinate 6.

Point Z is on RM and RZ = 4. Find the coordinate of Z.

(A) -7 (B) 1 (C) 2 (D) 10 (E) cannot be determined

2. L\ and L 2 are complementary, m L 1 = 5x + 15 and m Ll = 10*.

The measure of L 1 is:

(A) 5 (B) 11 (C) 40 (D) 70 (E) 30

3. Vertical angles are never:

(A) complementary (B) supplementary (C) right angles

(D) adjacent (E) congruent

4. A reason that cannot be used to justify a statement in a proof is:

(A) a postulate (B) a definition (C) given information

(D) yesterday's theorem (E) tomorrow's theorem

5. Which of the following must be true?

(I) If two lines form congruent adjacent angles, then the lines are

perpendicular.

(II) If two lines are perpendicular, then they form congruent adjacent

angles.

(III) If the exterior sides of two adjacent obtuse angles are perpendicular,

then the angles are complementary.

(A) I only (B) II only (C) III only

(D) I and II only (E) I. II. and III

6. L 1 and L 2 are congruent angles. m L\ = lO.v - 20 and m L 2 = 8* + 2.

L 1 is a(n) ? angle.

(A) acute (B) right (C) obtuse (D) straight

(E) answer cannot be determined

7. If you know that mLA = m LB and m LB = mLC, then what reason

can you give for the statement that mLA = m LCI
(I) Reflexive Property (II) Transitive Property (III) Substitution Property

(A) I only (B) II only (C) III only

(D) either I or II (E) either II or III

8. Which of the following is not the converse of the statement: If b, then c.

(A) If c, then b. (B) b if c. (C) c if and only if b.

(D) c only if b. (E) c implies b.
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B

Cumulative Review: Chapters 1 and 2

Name or state the postulate, property, definition, or theorem that justifies

the statement.

1. If 8.v = 16. then x = 2.

2. If LK = LE and LE = LM. then LK = LM.
3. If LAOB is a right angle, then OA 1 5fi.

4. If a + 7 = b and b = 4. then a + 1 = 4.

5. If a + 7 = 4. then a = -3.

6. There is a line through F and H.

7. The intersection of plane CDEH
and plane FGHE is £"//.

8. If W is the midpoint of XV. then

AW = |XV.

9. MW + WN = MN

Classify each statement as true or false.

10. WV contains point X.

11. MN lies in plane ABCD.

12. WV intersects plane ABGF

.

13. F. E. H. and C are coplanar.

14. A. B. and V are coplanar.

Classify each statement as true or false. If it is false, provide a counterexample.

15. Through any three points, there is exactly one plane.

16. Perpendicular lines form congruent adjacent angles.

17. If points A and B are in plane M , then AB is in plane M.

18. Complementary angles must be adjacent.

19. If mLA = 45. then the complement of LA is one third of its

supplement.

20. If mL RUN = mLSUN. then UN is the bisector of LRUS.

A M \\~/ v /
/

/
/

D

E

Exs.6-14

c

H

In the diagram, OB bisects Z.A0C and EC ± 0£).

Find the value of x.

21. m L5 = 2.x. m Ll = x

22. m L 1 = 2.v. wZ.2 = 6.v + 2

23. niZ.2 = 6r + 9, mZ5 = 2.x + 49

24. m Z. 2 = 3.r. m L 3 = 2x - 4

25. mZl = x - 8, fflZ.2 = 2.v + 5. mzl4 = 3.v - 26
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When Lines and Planes

Are Parallel

Objectives

1. Distinguish between intersecting lines, parallel lines, and skew lines.

2. State and apply the theorem about the intersection of two parallel

planes by a third plane.

3. Identify the angles formed when two lines are cut by a transversal.

4. State and apply the postulates and theorems about parallel lines.

5. State and apply the theorems about a parallel and a perpendicular to a

given line through a point outside the line.

3-1 Definitions

Two lines that do not intersect are either parallel or skew.

Parallel lines (II lines) are coplanar lines that do not intersect.

Skew lines are noncoplanar lines. Therefore, they are neither parallel nor

intersecting. ,

/ /

n

A B

c D

I and n are parallel lines.

/ is parallel to n (/ II n). j and k are skew lines.

Segments and rays contained in parallel lines are also

called parallel. For example, in the figure at the left above.

AB II CD and AB ' CD.

In the diagram at the right. P and RS do not intersect,

but they are parts of lines. PQ and RS. that do intersect. Thus

PQ is not parallel to RS.

The box pictured below may help you understand the

following definitions. Think of the top of the box as part of

plane X and the bottom of the box as part of plane Y.

Parallel planes (II planes) do not intersect.

Plane X is parallel to plane Y (X II Y).

A line and a plane are parallel if they do not intersect.

For example. EF II Y and FG II Y.

Also. AB II X and BC II X.

QsS
p.

/

S
/

H

L
DJ--
/

F

B
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Our first theorem about parallel lines and planes is given below. Notice

the importance of definitions in the proof.

Theorem 3-1

If two parallel planes are cut by a third plane, then the lines of intersection

are parallel.

Given: Plane X II plane Y;

plane Z intersects X in line /;

plane Z intersects Y in line n.

Prove: / II n

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. / is in Z; n is in Z. l. Given

2. / and n are coplanar. 2. Def . of coplanar

3. / is in X; n is in Y; X II Y. 3. Given

4. 1 and n do not intersect. 4. Parallel planes do not intersect.

(Def. of II planes)

5. HI /i 5. Def. of II lines (Steps 2 and 4)

The following terms, which are needed for future theorems about parallel

lines, apply only to coplanar lines.

A transversal is a line that intersects two or more coplanar lines in different

points. In the next diagram, Ms a transversal of h and k. The angles formed

have special names.

Interior angles: angles 3, 4, 5, 6

Exterior angles: angles 1, 2, 7, 8

Alternate interior angles (alt. int. A) are two ncnadjacent

interior angles on opposite sides of the transversal.

A 3 and A 6 A 4 and A 5

Same-side interior angles (s-s. int. A) are two interior angles

on the same side of the transversal.

L 3 and L 5 L 4 and A 6

Corresponding angles (corr. A ) are two angles in corresponding

positions relative to the two lines.

A 1 and A 5 A 2 and A 6 A 3 and A 7 A 4 and A 8
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Classroom Exercises

1. The blue line is a transversal.

a. Name four pairs of corresponding angles.

b. Name two pairs of alternate interior angles.

c. Name two pairs of same-side interior angles.

d. Name two pairs of angles that could be called alternate exterior angles.

e. Name two pairs of angles that could be called same-side exterior angles.

Classify each pair of angles as alternate interior angles, same-side

interior angles, corresponding angles, or none of these.

3. Z. 14 and Z. 16

5. Z.3 and Z. 6

7. Z. 2 and Z. 10

2. Z. 7 and Z. 1 1

4. Z.4 and L 10

6. Z. 6 and Z. 1

1

8. L 2 and Z. 3 9, Z_ 7 and L 12

10. Classify each pair of lines as intersecting, parallel, or skew

a. AB and EJ b. AB and Ftf

c. AB and /D d. EF and ///

e. £F and NM f. OV and FG

•*—
11. Name six lines parallel to GL.

12. Name several lines skew to GL.

13. Name five lines parallel to plane ABCD.

14. Name two coplanar segments that do

not intersect and yet are not parallel.

Complete each statement with the word always, sometimes, or never.

15. Two skew lines are _2_ parallel.

16. Two parallel lines are _L_ coplanar.

17. A line in the plane of the ceiling and a line in the plane of the floor are

? parallel.

18. Two lines in the plane of the floor are _L_ skew.

19. A line in the plane of a wall and a line in the plane of the floor are

a. ? parallel. b.
? intersecting. c. —— skew.
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Written Exercises

Classify each pair of angles as alternate interior angles, same-side interior

angles, or corresponding angles.

1. Z2 and Z6

3. Z 2 and Z 3

5. Z 5 and Z 1

2. Z8 and Z 6

4. Z 3 and Z 7

6. Z 3 and Z 1

3/4

B

Name the two lines and the transversal that form each pair of angles.

7. Z 2 and Z 3 p q
8. Zl and Z4
9. Z P and Z PS/?

10. Z5 and ZPS/?

11. Z5 and LPQR

Classify each pair of angles as alternate interior,

same-side interior, or corresponding angles.

12. LEBA and tFCB
13. /LDCH and Z.CBJ

14. ZFCfi and LCBL
15. ZFCL and Z.BLC

16. Z.//C5 and ^CB7

17. LGCH and Z GL7

In Exercises 18-20 use two lines of notebook paper as parallel lines and draw

any transversal. Use a protractor to measure.

18. Measure one pair of corresponding angles. Repeat the experiment with

another transversal. What appears to be true?

19. Measure one pair of alternate interior angles. Repeat the experiment with

another transversal. What appears to be true?

20. Measure one pair of same-side interior angles. Repeat the experiment with

another transversal. What appears to be true?

21. Draw a large diagram showing three transversals intersecting

two nonparallel lines / and n. Number three pairs of same-

side interior angles on the same sides of the transversals,

as shown in the diagram.

a. Find m Z 1 -I- m Z 2.

b. Find m 1.3 + mL4.
c. Predict the value of m Z 5 + mZ6. Then check

your prediction by measuring.

d. What do you conclude?
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22. Draw a diagram of a six-sided box by following the steps below.

Top

Bottom

F
si

E—v

A

i
|

J)
D

B
1 C 1

G \ ) J

H I

Step 2

Draw vertical edges. Make
invisible edaes dashed.

Step 1

Draw a six-sided top. Then draw

an exact copy of the top directly

below it.

Exercises 23-29 refer to the diagram in Step 2 of Exercise 22.

23. Name five lines that appear to be parallel to AG.

24. Name three lines that appear to be parallel to AB.

25. Name four lines that appear to be skew to AB.

26. Name two planes parallel to AF.

27. Name four planes parallel to FL.

28. How many pairs of parallel planes are shown?

29. Suppose the top and bottom of the box lie in parallel planes.

Explain how Theorem 3-1 can be used to prove CD II IJ

.

Complete each statement with the word always, sometimes, or never.

30. When there is a transversal of two lines, the three lines are ? coplanar.

31. Three lines intersecting in one point are L_ coplanar.

32. Two lines that are not coplanar L_ intersect.

33. Two lines parallel to a third line are L_ parallel to each other.

34. Two lines skew to a third line are :_ skew to each other.

35. Two lines perpendicular to a third line are !_ perpendicular to each

other.

36. Two planes parallel to the same line are L_ parallel to each other.

37. Two planes parallel to the same plane are L_ parallel to each other.

38. Lines in two parallel planes are L_ parallel to each other.

39. Two lines parallel to the same plane are L_ parallel to each other.

Draw each figure described.

40. Lines a and b are skew, lines b and c are skew, and a II c.

41. Lines d and e are skew, lines e and /are skew, and d ± f.

42. Line / II plane X. plane X 'I plane Y. and / is not parallel to Y.
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Explorations

These exploratory exercises can be done using a computer with a program

that draws and measures geometric figures.

Draw two parallel segments and a transversal and label the points of intersection.

Measure all eight angles formed. Repeat several times. Do you notice any

patterns? What kinds of angles are congruent? What kinds of angles are

supplementary?

3-2 Properties of Parallel Lines

By experimenting with parallel lines, transversals, and a protractor in Exercise 18,

page 76, you probably discovered that corresponding angles are congruent.

There is not enough information in our previous postulates and theorems to

deduce this property as a theorem. We will accept it as a postulate.

Postulate 10
If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then corresponding angles are

congruent.

From this postulate we can easily prove the next three theorems.

Theorem 3-2

If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then alternate interior angles

are congruent.

Given: k I! n; transversal t cuts k and n.

Prove: L\ = A2

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. k\\n 1. Given

2. Z.1SZ.3 2. Vert. A are =.

3. A3 = Ll 3. If two parallel lines are cut by a

transversal, then corr. A are =.

4 L \ = A2 4. Transitive Property
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Theorem 3-3

If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then same-side interior angles

are supplementary.

Given: k II n; transversal t cuts k and n.

Prove: L 1 is supplementary to zL4.

The proof is left as Exercise 22.

Theorem 3-4

If a transversal is perpendicular to one of two parallel lines, then it is per-

pendicular to the other one also.

Given: Transversal t cuts / and n\

t 1 I; I II n J+

Prove: t _L n
n

The proof is left as Exercise 13.

it

For the rest of this book, arrowheads will no longer be used in diagrams

to suggest that a line extends in both directions without ending. Instead, pairs

of arrowheads (and double arrowheads when necessary) will be used to indicate

parallel lines, as shown in the following examples.

Example 1 Find the measure of LPQR.

Solution The diagram shows that

QR 1 RS and QP II RS.

Then by Theorem 3-4, QR 1 QP and

mLPQR = 90.

~L
R

Example 2 Find the values of x, y, and z.

Solution Since a II b, 2x = 40. (Why?)

Thus, x = 20.

Since c\\d, y = 40. (Why?)

Since a\\b, y + z = 180. (Why?)

40 + z = 180

z = 140
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Classroom Exercises

1. What do the arrowheads in the diagram tell you?
In-

state the postulate or theorem that justifies each statement.
ini-

2. L\ Z5 Z3 = Z6
mZ4 = mZ8 o>srt.

r

4. mZ4 + mZ6 = 180

6. mZ4 = mZ5 7. Z6 = Z.7 if a

8. tip 9. Z3 is supplementary to Z5. MS
* * 1J

''P
10. If raZ 1 = 130, what are the measures of the other numbered angles?

11. If m Z 1 = x, what are the measures of the other numbered angles?

12. If m Z 4 = 2m Z 3, find m Z 6. *-, ^ k - ko D

13. If m Z 5 = m Z 6 + 20, find m Z 1

.

. - - y

14. Alan tried to prove Postulate 10 as shown below. However, he did not

have a valid proof. Explain why not.

If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then

corresponding angles are congruent.

Given: k II /; transversal t cuts k and /.

Prove: Z 1 = Z 2

3* Otf

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. til / 1. Given

2. Z3 = Z2 2. If two parallel lines are cut by a

transversal, then alt. int. A are =.

3. 11SZ3 3. Vert. A are =.

4. Zl = Z2 4. Transitive Prop.

Written Exercises

A 1. If a II b, name all angles that must be congruent to Z 1

2. If c II d, name all angles that must be congruent to Z 1

Assume that a II b and c II </.

3. Name all angles congruent to Z2.

4. Name all angles supplementary to Z2.

5. If wZ 13 = 110, then mL 15 = _•_ and mZ3 = _L

6. If m LI = x, then m Z 12 = ? and mZ6 = _!

—

\a \b

1\2 3\4 c

5\6 7V8

9V10 ll\l2 d
13V14 15U6

\
Exs . 1-6 ^



Find the values of x and v

7.
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11.

42° >

a \ il

\3jc°

1 (6v-6)\

12.

»» »•

13. Copy and complete the proof of Theorem 3-4.

Given: Transversal t cuts / and n;

t ± I; I II n

Prove: t _L n

Proof:

Statements

' r

t

1

n 2

Reasons

1. r i / 1.
?

2. w L 1 = 90 2. ?

3.

4.

9

A2 = t\ or m/L2 == m/-l

3.

4.

Given

JVC
T-'

5.

6. t 1 h

5.

6.

Substitution Property

Find the values of jc, v, and z.

B 14.
'
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17. Given: AB II CD; m LD = 116;

AK bisects LDAB.

a. Find the measures of LDAB, LKAB, and LDKA.
b. Is there enough information for you to conclude that

LD and LC are supplementary, or is more information

needed?

Find the values of x and y.

18. /120°
—

A2x+yr
\nx-y)°

\140° —»»

19.

(4.v - 2y)

(4.v + 2v)

Ar 2/6
^~

r
/

,

4/ w
5/

Write proofs in two-column form.

20. Given: k II /

Prove: ^2s^7
21. Given: £ II /

Prove: /- 1 is supplementary to LI

.

22. Copy what is shown for Theorem 3-3 on page 79. Then write a proof in

two-column form.

23. Draw a four-sided figure ABCD with AZ? II DC and AD II 5C.

a. Prove that LA = AC.
b. Is LB = AD1

C 24. Given: AS II BT;

m LA = m

L

5

Prove: SA bisects zlBS/?.

25. Given: AS II 5T;

m LA = m L5;

SB bisects LAST.
Find the measure of L 1

.

Mixed Review Exercises

For each statement (a) tell whether the statement is true or false, (b) write

the converse, and (c) tell whether the converse is true or false.

1. If two lines are perpendicular, then they form congruent adjacent angles.

2. If two lines are parallel, then they are not skew.

3. Two angles are supplementary if the sum of their measures is 180.

4. Two planes are parallel only if they do not intersect.
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3-3 Proving Lines Parallel

In the preceding section you saw that when two lines are parallel, you can
conclude that certain angles are congruent or supplementary. In this section
the situation is reversed. From two angles being congruent or supplementary
you will conclude that certain lines forming the angles are parallel. The key
to doing this is Postulate 1 1 below. Postulate 10 is repeated so you can compare
the wording of the postulates. Notice that these two postulates are converses
of each other.

Postulate 10
If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then corresponding angles are

congruent.

Postulate 1

1

If two lines are cut by a transversal and corresponding angles are congruent,

then the lines are parallel.

The next three theorems can be deduced from Postulate 1 1

.

Theorem 3-5

If two lines are cut by a transversal and alternate interior angles are congruent,

then the lines are parallel.

Given: Transversal t cuts lines k and n:

Prove: k II n

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. L\ = ^2 1. Given

2. L2 = L3 2. Vert. A are =.

3. L\ = L3 3. Transitive Property

4. k\\n 4. If two lines are cut by a transversal and

corr. & are =", then the lines are II.

You may have recognized that Theorem 3-5 is the converse of Theorem 3-2,

"If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then alternate interior angles are

congruent." The next theorem is the converse of Theorem 3-3, "If two parallel

lines are cut by a transversal , then same-side interior angles are supplementary
. '

'
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Theorem 3-6

If two lines are cut by a transversal and same-side interior angles are sup-

plementary, then the lines are parallel.

J
Given: Transversal t cuts lines k and n; k_

L 1 is supplementary to Z.2.

Prove: k II n

The proof is left as Exercise 22.

Theorem 3-7

In a plane two lines perpendicular to the same line are parallel.

Given: k ± f, n _L t

Prove: k II n

The proof is left as Exercise 23.

Hi

Hi

Example 1 Which segments are parallel?

Solution (I) HI and TN are parallel since

corresponding angles have the same

measure:

mLHIL - 23 + 61 = 84

mLTNl = 22 + 62 = 84

(2) WI and AN are not parallel since

61 + 62.

Example 2 Find the values of x and v that make

AC li DF and AE II ~BF

.

Solution If m L CBF = m L BFE,

then AC II DF. (Why?)

3x + 20 = x + 50

2x = 30

* = 15

If LAEF and Z.F are supplementary,

then AE II BF. (Why?)

(2y - 5) + (jc + 50) = 180

(2y - 5) + (15 + 50) = 180

2y = 120

y = 60

WHAT

B

.(3X + 20)

<(2y-5)° (x + SOY

D E
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The following theorems can be proved using previous postulates and theorems.
We state the theorems without proof, however, for you to use in future work.

Theorem 3-8

Through a point outside a line, there is exactly one line parallel to the given
line.

Theorem 3-9

Through a point outside a line, there is exactly one line perpendicular to the

given line.

Given this: P Theorem 3-8 says

that line n exists

and is unique.

Given this: Theorem 3-9 says

that line h exists

and is unique.

P>

H

Theorem 3-10
Two lines parallel to a third line are parallel to each other.

Given: k II /; k II n

Prove: / II n

In Classroom Exercise 20 you will explain why this theorem is true when

all three lines are coplanar. The theorem also holds true for lines in space.

Ways to Prove Two Lines Parallel

1. Show that a pair of corresponding angles are congruent.

2. Show that a pair of alternate interior angles are congruent.

3. Show that a pair of same-side interior angles are supplementary.

4. In a plane show that both lines are perpendicular to a third line.

5. Show that both lines are parallel to a third line.
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Classroom Exercises

State which segments (if any) are parallel. State the postulate or theorem

that justifies your answer.

3. L 4.

46V
Aa°

46/
'

90°

s

In each exercise some information is given. Use this

information to name the segments that must be parallel.

If there are no such segments, say so.

5. m/L\ = mL% ' - 6. Ll = Ll

7. /L5 = Z.3 8. m^5 = mLA

9. wZ.5 + mLd = mA3 + m/LA

10. mLAPL + mLPAR = 180

11. mL\ + mL2 + m^5 + m L 6 = 180 LR

12. Reword Theorem 3-8 as two statements, one describing existence and the

other describing uniqueness.

13. Reword Theorem 3-9 as two statements, one describing existence and the

other describing uniqueness.

14. How many lines can be drawn through P parallel to QR1

15. How many lines can be drawn through Q parallel to PR1

16. How many lines can be drawn through P perpendicular

to QR1

17. In the plane of P, Q, and R, how many lines can be drawn

through R perpendicular to QR? What postulate or theorem

justifies your answer?

18. In space, how many lines can be drawn through R perpendicular to QR?

19. True or false?

a. Two lines perpendicular to a third line must be parallel.

b. In a plane two lines perpendicular to a third line must be parallel.

c. In a plane two lines parallel to a third line must be parallel.

d. Any two lines parallel to a third line must be parallel.

20. Use the diagram to explain why Theorem 3-10 is true for

coplanar lines. That is, if k II / and k II n, why does it

follow that / II nl

E M
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Written Exercises

In each exercise some information is given. Use this information to name the

segments that must be parallel. If there are no such segments, write none.

1. L2 = L9
3. mZ.1 = mLS = 90

5. mL2 = mL5
7. mZ 1 = mL4 = 90

9. mLS + wZ.5 + mL6
10. fT J. AE and FC ± BD

2. L6 = LI

4. L5 = ^9
6. £3 = Z.11

8. m£ 10 = mZ 11

180

11. mL5 + mA6 = mL9 + mLlO
12. LI and LEFB are supplementary.

13. Z2 and Z3 are complementary and mL 1 = 90.

14. mL2 + mL3 = mL4
15. mLl = mLl = mL 10

16. mLA = mL% = mL 1

17. Write the reasons to complete the proof: If two lines

are cut by a transversal and alternate exterior angles

are congruent, then the lines are parallel.

Given: Transversal / cuts lines / and n:

L2 = LI

Prove: / II n

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. L2 = L\

2. L\ = L3
3. L2 = L3
4. / II n

1.

2.

3.

4.

Find the values of x and y that make the red lines parallel and the blue lines

parallel.

18. \(x-4d)° (x+40)° 19.

.
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20. Given: ^1 = Z2;^4=^5
What can you prove about PQ and RSI Be prepared

to give your reasons in class, if asked.

21. Given: Z3 = ^6
What can you prove about other angles? Be prepared

to give your reasons in class, if asked.

22. Copy what is shown for Theorem 3-6 on page 84. Then write a proof in

two-column form.

23. Copy what is shown for Theorem 3-7 on page 84. Then write a proof in

two-column form.

24. Given: BE bisects LDBA, Ll> = L\

Prove: CD II BE

25. Given: BE 1 DA; CD 1 DA
Prove: L 1 = L 2

26. Given: Z.C = ^3;B~E IDA
Prove: CD IDA

Find the measure of /LRST. (Hint: Draw a line through 5 parallel to RX
and 7T.)

27. # x 28.

110°

29. Find the values of x and y that make the lines shown in

red parallel.

C 30. Draw two parallel lines cut by a transversal. Then draw

the bisectors of two corresponding angles. What appears

to be true about the bisectors? Prove that your conclusion

is true.

31. Find the value of x that makes the lines shown in red

parallel.

Ex.29

Ex.31
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HMi
Self-Test 1

Complete each statement with the word always, sometimes, or never.

1. Two lines that do not intersect are ?
parallel.

2. Two skew lines ?
intersect.

3. Two lines parallel to a third line are ? parallel.

4. If a line is parallel to plane X and also to plane Y, then plane X and plane

Y are _2_ parallel.

5. Plane X is parallel to plane Y. If plane Z intersects X in line / and Y in

line h, then / is _L_ parallel to /;.

6. Name two pairs of congruent

alternate interior angles.

7. Name two pairs of congruent

corresponding angles.

8. Name a pair of supplementary

same-side interior angles.

9. Complete: If AE II BD, then L 1 = .

10. If £D II AC, name all pairs of angles that must be congruent.

11. If ED II AC and EB II DC, name all angles that must be con-

gruent to Z.5.

12. Complete: If ED II AC, EB II DC, and mZ2 = 65. then

w zl 8 = _^ and m Z. EDC = _•_.

Use the given information to name the segments (if any) that must

be parallel.

Exs. 6-8

and L 9 =

13. Z.3 = A 6 14. ^9 = ^6 15. m/Ll + mLAED = 180

16. Complete: Through a point outside a line, L_ line(s) can be drawn parallel

to the given line, and ? line(s) can be drawn perpendicular to the given

line.

Explorations

These exploratory exercises can be done using a computer

with a program that draws and measures geometric figures.

Draw a triangle ABC. At each vertex extend one side, as

shown in the diagram. Measure all six angles formed. Repeat

on several triangles. What do you notice?

What is the sum of the measures of the angles inside the

triangle? of the angles outside the triangle?
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Application Technical Drawing

Can the shape of a three-dimensional object be determined from a

single two-dimensional image? For example, if you photographed

the barn shown on page 75 from a point directly above, then your

photograph might look something like the sketch shown at the right.

You cannot tell from this one photograph how the roof slopes or

anything about the sides of the barn. You would have a much better

idea of the shape of the barn if you could also see it from the front

and from one side.

The three views of the barn are the parts of an orthographic projection,

a set of projections of an object into three planes perpendicular to one another.

They show the actual shape of the building much more clearly than any single

picture.

To make an orthographic projection of an object, draw a top view, a front

view, and a side view. Arrange the three views in an **L** shaped pattern as

illustrated in the figure on the left below. Some corresponding vertices have

been connected with red lines.

13

EI

^
top >

ft

f
>

\j

I

front side

orthographic projection isometric drawing

A related method of representing a three-dimensional object by a two-

dimensional image is an isometric drawing. In this type of representation the

object is viewed at an angle that allows simultaneous vision of the top, front,

and one side. Unlike most drawings, however, an isometric drawing does not

show perspective. Rather, congruent sides are drawn congruent. Because we

are accustomed to seeing objects in perspective, an isometric representation

can appear distorted to us. The following figures illustrate the difference between

a perspective drawing (left) and an isometric drawing (right).

^^r — —

—

— — __ __ — — __ — — ^>^7

\ /
\ /
\ /
\ /
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To make an orthographic projection into an isometric drawing, we fold

the top, front, and side together. The base of the box becomes angled, but

vertical lines remain vertical, parallel lines remain parallel, and congruence is

preserved.

T

F S

orthographic projection isometric drawing

To illustrate, we shall make an isometric drawing of the solid whose
orthographic projection is shown below. Visible edges and intersections are

shown as solid lines. Hidden edges are shown as dashed lines.

top

front side

Begin by drawing three rays with a common endpoint such that one ray

is vertical and the other two rays are 30° off of horizontal. Mark off the lengths

of the front, side, and height of the solid. By drawing congruent segments

and by showing parallel edges as parallel in the figure, you can finish the

isometric drawing. The figures that follow suggest the procedure.

Industry requires millions of drawings similar to these each year. The

drafters who make these drawings professionally combine the knowledge of

parallel lines with the skills of using a compass, a protractor, and a ruler.

More recently, drafters make drawings like these using a computer and a special

printer.
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Exercises

Match the orthographic projections with their isometric drawings. If there

is no isometric drawing, then make one.

1.

3.

DOD

5.

4.

6.

hJ

Trace each figure. Then make an orthographic projection of the figure.

7. ^. 8.
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Applying Parallel Lines

to Polygons

Objectives

1. Classify triangles according to sides and to angles.

2. State and apply the theorem and the corollaries about the sum of the

measures of the angles of a triangle.

3. State and apply the theorem about the measure of an exterior angle of

a triangle.

4. Recognize and name convex polygons and regular polygons.

5. Find the measures of interior angles and exterior angles of convex

polygons.

6. Understand and use inductive reasoning.

3-4 Angles of a Triangle

A triangle is the figure formed by three segments joining three noncollinear

points. Each of the three points is a vertex of the triangle. (The plural of

vertex is vertices.) The segments are the sides of the triangle.

Triangle ABC (AABC) is shown.

Vertices of AABC: points A, B, C

Sides of AABC: AB, BC, CA

Angles of AABC: LA, LB, LC
A C

A triangle is sometimes classified by the number of congruent sides it has.

Scalene triangle

No sides congruent

Isosceles triangle

At least two sides congruent

Equilateral triangle

All sides congruent

Triangles can also be classified by their angles.

Acute A
Three acute A

Obtuse A
One obtuse L

Right A
One right L

Equiangular A
All A congruent
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An auxiliary line is a line (or ray or segment) added to a diagram to help

in. a proof. An auxiliary line is used in the proof of the next theorem, one of

the best-known theorems of geometry. The auxiliary line is shown as a dashed

line in the diagram.

Theorem 3-11

The sum of the measures of the angles of a triangle is 180.

Given: AABC
Prove: m A\ + m A2 + m A3 = \&0

Proof:

Statements

1. Through B draw BD parallel to AC. 1. Through a point outside a line, there is

exactly one line II to the given line.

2. mADBC + mA5 = 180;

mLDBC = mZ4 + mA2
2. Angle Addition Postulate

3. mAA + mA2 + mA5 = 180 3. Substitution Property

4. Z 4 = L 1 , ox mLA = mA\;
/-5 = A3, or mA5 = m zl 3

4. If two parallel lines are cut by a

transversal, then alt. int. A are =.

5. ml. 1 + mL2 + mzl3 = 180 5. Substitution Property

A statement that can be proved easily by applying a theorem is often called

a corollary of the theorem. Corollaries, like theorems, can be used as reasons

in proofs. Each of the four statements that are shown below is a corollary of

Theorem 3-11.

Corollary 1

If two angles of one triangle are congruent to two angles of another triangle,

then the third angles are congruent.

Corollary 2
Each angle of an equiangular triangle has measure 60.

Corollary 3
In a triangle, there can be at most one right angle or obtuse angle.

Corollary 4
The acute angles of a right triangle are complementary.
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In the classroom exercises you will explain how these corollaries follow

from Theorem 3-11.

Example 1 Is L P = /_ V?

Solution LR = LE (Given in diagram)

Z. 1 = L 2 (Vertical angles are congruent.)

Thus two angles of APRO are congruent

to two angles of AVEO. and therefore

L P = L V by Corollary 1

.

When one side of a triangle is extended, an exterior angle is formed as

shown in the diagrams below. Because an exterior angle of a triangle is always

a supplement of the adjacent interior angle of the triangle, its measure is related

in a special way to the measure of the other two angles of the triangle, called

the remote interior angles.

100% . Exterior angle

^Remote interior angles

-

100 = 70 + 30

^+0^^,^^^ Remote interior angl

Exterior angle

65=40 + 25

Theorem 3-12
The measure of an exterior angle of a triangle equals the sum of the measures

of the two remote interior angles.

The proof of Theorem 3-12 is left as Classroom Exercise 15.

Example 2 In AABC, mLA = 120 and an exterior angle at C is five

times as large as LB. Find m/LB.

Solution Let m/LB = x.

Draw a diagram that shows the given information.

Then apply Theorem 3-12.

5.x = 120 + x

Ax = 120

x = 30

mLB = 30
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Classroom Exercises

Complete each statement with the word always, sometimes, or never.

1. If a triangle is isosceles, then it is
? equilateral.

2. If a triangle is equilateral, then it is
,,?

isosceles.

3. If a triangle is scalene, then it is
? isosceles.

4. If a triangle is obtuse, then it is isosceles.

Explain how each corollary of Theorem 3-11 follows from the theorem.

5. Corollary 1

Find the value of x.

9.

50°

6. Corollary 2 7. Corollary 3
-

10.

8. Corollary 4

-mm

What is wrong with each of the following instructions?

12. Draw the bisector of /LJ to the midpoint of PE.

13. Draw the line from P perpendicular to JE at its midpoint.

14. Draw the line through P and X parallel to JE.

180

15. In the diagram you know that

(1) ml. 1 + mL2 + w^3 =

(2) mL2, + mL\ = 180

Explain how these equations allow you

to prove Theorem 3-12.

16. Fold a corner of a sheet of paper and then cut along the fold to get a right

triangle. Let the right angle be LC. Fold each of the other two vertices

so that they coincide with point C. What result of this section does this

illustrate? \

17. Cut out any large AXYZ. (If the triangle has

a longest side, let that side be YZ.) Fold so

that X lies on the fold line and Y falls on

YZ. Let P be the intersection of YZ and the

fold line. Unfold. Now fold the paper so that

Y coincides with P. Fold it twice more so that

both X and Z coincide with P. What result of

this section does this illustrate?
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Written Exercises

Draw a triangle that satisfies the conditions stated. If no triangle can satisfy

the conditions, write not possible.

1. a. An acute isosceles triangle

b. A right isosceles triangle

c. An obtuse isosceles triangle

3. A triangle with two acute exterior angles

Complete.

5. raZ.6 + wZ.7 + mZ.8 = ?

2. a. An acute scalene triangle

b. A right scalene triangle

c. An obtuse scalene triangle

4. A triangle with two obtuse exterior angles

6. If m L 6 = 52 and m L 1 1 = 82, then m Z. 7 =

7. If m Z_ 6 = 55 and m L 10 = 150, then m Z 8 =

8. If mL 6 = x, m/Ll = x - 20, and

m Z. 1 1 = 80, then x = _1_.

9. If m L 8 = 4jc, m Z. 7 = 30, and

wZ.9 = 6* - 20, then x = _L_.

10. mZ.9 + mZ.10 + mZ.ll =

Find the values of x and v.

11.

Exs. 5-10

'

B 14.

17. The lengths of the sides of a triangle are An, 2n + 10, and In — 15. Is

there a value of n that makes the triangle equilateral? Explain.

18. The lengths of the sides of a triangle are 3r, 5/ - 12, and / + 20.

a. Find the value(s) of t that make the triangle isosceles.

b. Does any value of t make the triangle equilateral? Explain.
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19. The largest two angles of a triangle are two and three times as large as

. the smallest angle. Find all three measures.

20. The measure of one angle of a triangle is 28 more than the measure of

the smallest angle of the triangle. The measure of the third angle is twice

the measure of the smallest angle. Find all three measures.

21. In AABC, mLA
22. In ARST, m LR

60 and m LB < 60. What can you say about m LCI

90 and m LS > 20. What can you say about m LT7

23. Given: AB 1 BC, BD 1 AC
a. If mZC = 22, find mLABD.
b. MmLC = 23, find m LABD.
c. Explain why m/LABD always

equals m/LC.

D A

24. The bisectors of LEFG and jLEGF
meet at /.

a. Mm LEFG = 40, find mLFlG.
b. Mm LEFG = 50, find mLFIG.
c. Generalize your results in (a) and (b).

25. Given: LABD = LAED
Prove: LC = LF

26. Find the measures of L 1 and L2.

N ^ R

27. Prove Theorem 3-11 by using the

diagram below. (Begin by stating

what is given and what is to be

proved. Draw the auxiliary ray

shown.)

28. Given: GK bisects LJGl\

m LH — m LI

Prove: GK II HI
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Find the values of jc and y.

29.

31. Given: AB 1 BF: HD 1 BF.

GF ±BF: LA = LG
Which numbered angles must be congruent?

32. Given: PR bisects LSPQ:

PS ±SQ:RQ ±PQ
Which numbered angles must be congruent?

33. a. Draw two parallel lines and a transversal.

b. Use a protractor to draw bisectors of two same-side

interior angles.

c. Measure the angles formed by the bisectors.

What do you notice?

d. Prove your answer to part (c).

34. A pair of same-side interior angles are trisected (divided

into three congruent angles) by the red lines in the

diagram. Find out what you can about the angles of

ABCD.

Ex. 32

Explorations

These exploratory exercises can be done using a computer with a program
that draws and measures geometric figures.

Decide if the following statements are true or false. If you think the statement

is true, give a convincing argument to support your belief. If you think the

statement is false, make a sketch and give all the measurements of the triangle

that you find as your counterexample. For each false statement, also discover

if there are types of triangles for which the statement is true.

1. The measure of an exterior angle is greater than the measure of any interior

angle of a triangle.

2. An exterior angle is always an obtuse angle.

3. An exterior angle and some interior angle are supplementary.

4. The sum of the measures of an exterior angle and the remote interior angles

is 180.
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Career

Carpenter
Carpenters work in all parts

of the construction indus:

self-employed carpenter may
work on relatively small-scale

projects—for example, remod-

eling rooms or making other

alterations in existing he

or even building new single-

family bouses. As an em-

ployee of a large building con-

tractor, a carpenter may be

part of the work force building

apartment or office com-

plexes, stores, factories, and

other major projects. Some
carpenters are employed solely

to provide maintenance to a

large structure, where they do

repairs and upkeep and make

any alterations in the structure

that are required.

Carpenters with adequate

experience and expertise may

become specialists in some

skill of their own choice, for

example, framing, interior fin-

ishing, or cabinet making A
carpenter who learns all as-

pects of the building industry

thoroughly may decide to go

into business as a general

contractor, responsible for all

work on an entire project.

year apprenticeships, most

learn on the job. These work-

ers begin as laborers or as

carpenters' helpers. While

they work in these jobs they

gradually acquire the skills

necessary to become carpen-

ters themselves. Carpenters

must be able to measure accu-

rately and to apply their

knowledge of arithmetic

ometry. and informal algebra.

They also benefit from being

able to read and understand

plans, blueprints, and charts.
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3-5 Angles of a Polygon
The word polygon means "many angles."" Look at the figures at the left below
and note that each polygon is formed by coplanar segments (called sides) such

that:

(1) Each segment intersects exactly two other segments, one at each

endpoint.

(2) No two segments with a common endpoint are collinear.

Polygons Not Polygons

Can you explain why each of the figures at the right above is not a polygon?

A convex polygon is a polygon such that no line containing a side of the

polygon contains a point in the interior of the polygon. The outline of the

state flag of Arizona, shown at the left below, is a convex polygon. At the

right below is the state flag of Ohio, whose outline is a nonconvex polygon.

<SK«

When we refer to a polygon in this book we will mean a convex polygon.

Polygons are classified according to the number of sides they have. Listed

below are some of the special names for polygons you will see in this book.

Number of Sides

3

4

5

6

8

10

Name

triangle

quadrilateral

pentagon

hexagon

octagon

decagon

/?-2on

A triangle is the simplest polygon. The terms that we applied to triangles

(such as vertex and exterior angle) also apply to other polygons.
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When referring to a polygon, we list its consecutive vertices

in order. Pentagon ABCDE and pentagon BAEDC are two of the

many correct names for the polygon shown at the right.

A segment joining two nonconsecutive vertices is a diagonal

of the polygon. The diagonals of the pentagon at the right are

indicated by dashes.

To find the sum of the measures of the angles of a polygon

draw all the diagonals from just one vertex of the polygon Go

divide the polygon into triangles.

>ides. 2 triangles

Angle sum = 2(180)

sides. 3 triangles

Angle sum = 5(180)

<ides. 4 triangles

Angle sum = 4(180)

Note that the number of triangles formed in each polygon is two less than the

number of sides. This result su^sests the following theorem.

Theorem 3-13
The sum of the measures of the angles of a convex polygon with n sides is

\n - 2»180.

Since the sum of the measures of the interior angles of a polygon depends

on the number of sides, it, of the polygon, you would think that the same is

true for the sum of the exterior angles. This is not true, as Theorem 3-14

reveals. The experiment suggested in Exercise 7 should help convince you of

the truth of Theorem 3-14.

Theorem 3-14
The sum of the measures of the exterior angles of any convex polygon, one

angle at each vertex, is 360.

Example 1

Solution

A polygon has 32 >ides. Find (a) the sum of the measures of the interior

angles and (b) the sum of the measures of the exterior angles, one angle at

each vert.

< a) Interior angle sum = (32 - 2)180 = 5400

(b) Exterior anele sum = 360

(Theorem 3-13)

(Theorem 3-14)
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Polygons can be equiangular or equilateral. If a polygon is both equiangular
and equilateral, it is called a regular polygon.

Hexagon that is

neither equiangular

nor equilateral

120 c

J20
c

120°

120
c

Equiangular hexagon

Equilateral

hexagon

120° ' 120°

120°
,
120°,

Regular hexagon

Example 2 A regular polygon has 12 sides. Find the measure of each interior angle.

Solution 1 Interior angle sum = (12 - 2)180 = 1800

Each of the 12 congruent interior angles has measure 1800 -J- 12, or 150.

Solution 2 Each exterior angle has measure 360 -h 12, or 30.

Each interior angle has measure 180 - 30, or 150.

Classroom Exercises

Is the figure a convex polygon, a nonconvex polygon, or neither?

i. y ^ 2. nX7 3.

4. 5.

7. Imagine stretching a rubber band around each of the figures in Exercises

1-6. What is the relationship between the rubber band and the figure when

the figure is a convex polygon?

8. A polygon has 102 sides. What is the interior angle sum? the exterior

angle sum?

9. Complete the table for regular polygons.

Number of sides 6 10 20 9 9 9 9

Measure of each ext. Z. 9 9 7 10 20 9 9

Measure of each int. L 9 9 9 9 9 179 90
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Written Exercises

For each polygon, find (a) the interior angle sum and (b) the exterior angle

sum.

A 1. Quadrilateral

4. Octagon

2. Pentagon

5. Decagon

3. Hexagon

6. n-gon

7. Draw a pentagon with one exterior angle

at each vertex. Cut out the exterior angles

and arrange them so that they all have a

common vertex, as shown at the far right.

What is the sum of the measures of the

exterior angles? Repeat the experiment

with a hexagon. Do your results support

Theorem 3-14?

8. Complete the table for regular polygons.

Number of sides 9 15 30 9 9 9 9

Measure of each ext. Z_ 7 9 7 6 8 7 7

Measure of each int. L. ? 1 7 7 7 165 178

9. A baseball diamond's home plate has three

right angles. The other two angles are con-

gruent. Find their measure.

10. Four of the angles of a pentagon have

measures 40, 80, 115, and 165. Find

the measure of the fifth angle.

11. The face of a honeycomb consists of

interlocking regular hexagons. What
is the measure of each angle of these

hexagons?

Sketch the polygon described. If no such

polygon exists, write not possible.

12. A quadrilateral that is equiangular but

not equilateral

13. A quadrilateral that is equilateral but

not equiangular

14. A regular pentagon, one of whose an-

gles has measure 120

15. A regular polygon, one of whose angles

has measure 130
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B

17

18

16. The sum of the measures of the interior angles of a polygon is five times
the sum of the measures of its exterior angles, one angle at each vertex.
How many sides does the polygon have?

The measure of each interior angle of a regular polygon is eleven times
that of an exterior angle. How many sides does the polygon have?

a. What is the measure of each interior angle of a regular pentagon?
b. Can you tile a floor with tiles shaped like regular pentagons?

(Ignore the difficulty in tiling along the edges of the room.)

19. Make a sketch showing how to tile a floor using both squares and regular

octagons.

20. The cover of a soccerball consists of in-

terlocking regular pentagons and regular

hexagons, as shown at the right. The
second diagram shows that regular pen-

tagons and hexagons cannot be interlocked

in this pattern to tile a floor. Why
not? Possible Impossible

21. In quadrilateral ABCD, m/LA = t, m /LB = 2.x, m/LC = 3jc, and
mLD = Ax. Find the value of .v and then state which pair of sides of

ABCD must be parallel.

22. In pentagon PQRST, m LP = 60 and m L Q = 130. L S and /LT are

each three times as large as <LR.

a. Find the measures of /LR, Z.S, and Z.7*.

b. Which pair of sides of PQRST must be parallel?

23. ABCDEFGHIJ is a regular decagon. If sides AB and CD are extended to

meet at AT, find the measure of L.K.

24. BC is one side of a regular n-gon. The sides next to BC are extended to

meet at W. Find the measure of /L W in terms of n.

25. The sum of the measures of the interior angles of a polygon is known to be

between 2100 and 2200. How many sides does the polygon have?

C 26. The sum of the measures of the interior angles of a polygon with n sides

is S. Without using n in your answer, express in terms of 5 the sum of

the measures of the angles of a polygon with:

a. n + 1 sides b. In sides

27. The formula S = (n — 2)180 can apply to nonconvex polygons if you

allow the measure of an interior angle to be more than 180.

a. Illustrate this with a diagram that shows interior angles with measures

greater than 180.

b. Does the reasoning leading up to Theorem 3-13 apply to your figure?

28. Given: The measure of each interior angle of a regular n-gon is x times

that of an exterior angle.

a. Express x in terms of n.

b. For what values of n will x be an integer?
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3-6 Inductive Reasoning

Throughout these first three chapters, we have been using deductive reasoning.

Now we'll consider inductive reasoning, a kind of reasoning that is widely

used in science and in everyday life.

Example 1 After picking marigolds for the first time, Connie began to sneeze. She also

began sneezing the next four times she was near marigolds. Based on this

past experience, Connie reasons inductively that she is allergic to marigolds.

Example 2 Every time Pitch has thrown a high curve ball to Slugger, Slugger has got-

ten a hit. Pitch concludes from this experience that it is not a good idea to

pitch high curve balls to Slugger.

In coming to this conclusion, Pitch has used inductive reasoning. It

may be that Slugger just happened to be lucky those times, but Pitch is too

bright to feed another high curve to Slugger.

From these examples you can see how inductive reasoning differs from

deductive reasoning.

Deductive Reasoning Inductive Reasoning
Conclusion based on accepted statements Conclusion based on several past

(definitions, postulates, previous theorems, observations

corollaries, and given information)

Conclusion must be true if hypotheses are Conclusion is probably true, but not

true. necessarily true.

Often in mathematics you can reason inductively by observing a pattern.

Example 3 Look for a pattern and predict the next number in each sequence.

a. 3, 6, 12, 24, JL- b. 11, 15, 19, 23, _2_ c. 5, 6, 8, 1 1, 15,

Solution a. Each number is twice the preceding number. The next number will be

2 x 24, or 48.

b. Each number is 4 more than the preceding number. The next number

will be 23 + 4, or 27.

c. Look at the differences between the numbers.

Numbers 5 6 8 11 15 ?

Differences 12 3 4?
The next difference will be 5, and thus the next number will

be 15 + 5, or 20.
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Classroom Exercises

Tell whether the reasoning process is deductive or inductive.

1. Ramon noticed that spaghetti had been on the school menu for the past

five Wednesdays. Ramon decides that the school always serves spaghetti

on Wednesday.

2. Ky did his assignment, adding the lengths of the sides of triangles to find

the perimeters. Noticing the results for several equilateral triangles, he

guesses that the perimeter of every equilateral triangle is three times the

length of a side.

3. By using the definitions of equilateral triangle (a triangle with three congruent

sides) and of perimeter (the sum of the lengths of the sides of a figure),

Katie concludes that the perimeter of every equilateral triangle is three

times the length of a side.

4. Linda observes that (-1) 2 = +1,(-1)4 = +l,and(-l) 6 = +1. She

concludes that every even power of (— 1) is equal to + 1.

5. John knows that multiplying a number by — 1 merely changes the sign of

the number. He reasons that multiplying a number by an even power of

— 1 will change the sign of the number an even number of times. He

concludes that this is equivalent to multiplying a number by + 1 , so that

every even power of - 1 is equal to + 1

.

6. Look at the discussion leading up to the statement of Theorem 3-13 on

page 102. Is the thinking inductive or deductive?

Written Exercises

Look for a pattern and predict the next two numbers in each sequence.

1. 1,4, 16, 64, . . . 2. 18, 15, 12,9, ... 3. 1, |, \,
±

4. 1, 4, 9, 16, . . . 5. 2, 3, 5, 8, 12, . . . 6. 10, 12, 16, 22, 30,

7. 40, 39, 36, 31, 24 8. 8, -4, 2, -1, |, . . . 9. 2, 20, 10, 100, 50,

Accept the two statements as given information. State a conclusion based on

deductive reasoning. If no conclusion can be reached, write none.

10. Chan is older than Pedro. 11. Valerie is older than Greg.

Pedro is older than Sarah. Dan is older than Greg.

12. Polygon G has more than 6 sides. 13. Polygon G has more than 6 sides.

Polygon G has fewer than 8 sides. Polygon K has more than 6 sides.

14. There are three sisters. Two of them are athletes and two of them like

tacos. Can you be sure that both of the athletes like tacos? Do you reason

deductively or inductively to conclude the following? At least one of the

athletic sisters likes tacos.
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For each exercise, write the equation you think should come next. Check

your prediction with a calculator.

15. 1x9 + 2=11 16. 9 x 9 + 7 = 88 17.1x9 + 2=11 16. 9x9 + 7 =

12 x 9 + 3 = 111 98 x 9 + 6 =

123 x 9 + 4 = 1111 987 x 9 + 5 =

9
2

99
2

999
2

81

9801

998001

Draw several diagrams to help you decide whether each statement is true or

false. If it is false, show a counterexample. If it is true, draw and label a

diagram you could use in a proof. List, in terms of the diagram, what is

given and what is to be proved. Do not write a proof.

B 18. If a triangle has two congruent sides, then the angles opposite those sides

are congruent.

19. If a triangle has two congruent angles, then the sides opposite those angles

are congruent.

20. If two triangles have equal perimeters, then they have congruent sides.

21. All diagonals of a regular pentagon are congruent.

22. If both pairs of opposite sides of a quadrilateral are parallel, then the

diagonals bisect each other.

23. If the diagonals of a quadrilateral are congruent and also perpendicular,

then the quadrilateral is a regular quadrilateral.

24. The diagonals of an equilateral quadrilateral are congruent.

25. The diagonals of an equilateral quadrilateral are perpendicular.

26. a. Study the diagrams below. Then guess the number of regions for the

fourth diagram. Check your answer by counting.

2 points

2 regions

3 points

4 regions

4 points

8 regions

5 points

I_ regions

27. a

Using 6 points on a circle as shown, guess the number of

regions within the circle. Carefully check your answer by

counting.

Important note: This exercise shows that a pattern predicted

on the basis of a few cases may be incorrect. To be sure of

a conclusion, use a deductive proof.

Draw several quadrilaterals whose opposite sides are parallel. With a

protractor measure both pairs of opposite angles of each figure. On
the basis of the diagrams and measurements, what do you guess is true

for all such quadrilaterals? (Note: See Exercise 23, page 82.)

b. State and prove the converse of your conclusion about opposite angles

in part (a).

c. Write a biconditional about pairs of opposite angles of a quadrilateral.
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28. a. Substitute each of the integers from 1 to 9 for /; in the expression

n
2 + n + 11.

b. Using inductive reasoning, guess what kind of number you will get

when you substitute any positive integer for' n in the expression

n
1 + n + 11.

c. Test your guess by substituting 10 and 11 for /;.

29. Complete the table for convex polygons.

Number of sides 3 4 5 6 7 8 n

Number of diagonals 2 9 •? 7 7 7

30. Find the sum of the measures of the angles formed at the tips of each star.

a. five-pointed star b. six-pointed star

A

c. Using inductive reasoning, suggest a formula for the sum of the angle

measures at the tips of an /?-pointed star.

d. Using deductive reasoning, justify your formula.

Calculator Key-In

Complete the right side of the first three equations in each exercise. Then

use inductive reasoning to predict what the fourth equation would be if the

pattern were continued. Check your prediction with your calculator.

1 = _?_ 2. 6 x 7 = _^
11 = _J_ 66 x 67 = -J—

HI = _°_ 666 x 667 = _L_

1. 1 x

11 x

111 x
9 X X

3. 8 x 8 =

98 x 98 =

998 x 998 =

_?_ x _1_ =

7 x

77 x

777 x

9

99

999
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Self-Test 2
Complete.

1. If the measure of each angle of a triangle is less than 90, the triangle is

called _•_.

2. If a triangle has no congruent sides, it is called —1

3. Each angle of an equiangular triangle has measure ?

4. In the diagram, m/L 1 = ? and m/L2 = _i

5. If the measures of the acute angles of a right triangle

are 2x + 4 and 3x - 9, then x = _i

6. Find the values of y and z.

7. The lengths of the sides of a triangle are 2x + 5,

3x + 10, and x + 12. Find all values of x that make
the triangle isosceles.

Ex.4

8. An octagon has ? sides.

9. A regular polygon is both and

10. In a regular decagon, the sum of the measures of the

exterior angles is
? and the measure of each interior

angle is _2_.

Ex.6

11. If the measure of each angle of a polygon is 174, then the measure of

each exterior angle is
? and the polygon has ? sides.

Use inductive reasoning to predict the next number in each sequence.

12. 2, -4, 8, -16, ... 13. 7, 12, 17, 22, 27, . . .

14. 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, . . . 15. 1, 4, 2, 8, 4, 16, 8, 32, . . .

Chapter Summary
1. Lines that do not intersect are either parallel or skew.

2. When two parallel lines are cut by a transversal:

a. corresponding angles are congruent;

b. alternate interior angles are congruent;

c. same-side interior angles are supplementary;

d. if the transversal is perpendicular to one of the two parallel lines, it is

also perpendicular to the other one.

3. The chart on page 85 lists five ways to prove lines parallel.

4. Through a point outside a line, there is exactly one line parallel to, and

exactly one line perpendicular to, the given line.

5. Two lines parallel to a third line are parallel to each other.
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6. Triangles are classified (page 93) by the lengths of their sides and by the

measures of their angles. In any AABC, mLA + m^B + m LC = 180.

7. The measure of an exterior angle of a triangle equals the sum of the

measures of the two remote interior angles.

8. The sum of the measures of the angles of a convex polygon with n sides

is (n — 2)180. The sum of the measures of the exterior angles, one angle

at each vertex, is 360.

9. Polygons that are both equiangular and equilateral are regular polygons.

10. Inductive reasoning is the process of observing individual cases and then

reaching a general conclusion suggested by them. The conclusion is probably,

but not necessarily, true.

Chapter Review

1. Z.5 and Z__

2. Z_ 5 and Z_ 1 are

are same-side interior angles.

_ angles.

3. Z_ 5 and Z_ 3 are ? angles.

4. Line j, not shown, does not intersect line r.

Must lines r and j be parallel?

Exs. 1-7

In the diagram above, r II s.

5. If m L 1 = 105, then m L 5 = _1_ and m L 7 = _L_.

6. Solve for jc: m Z. 2 = 70 and m L 8 = 6.v - 2

7. Solve for y: m L 3 = 8y - 40 and m L 8 = 2y + 20

8. Lines a, b, and c are coplanar, a II b, and a ± c. What can you conclude?

Explain.

9. Which line is parallel to A5? Why?

10. Name a pair of parallel lines other than the

pair in Exercise 9. Why must they be

parallel?

11. Name five ways to prove two lines parallel.

12. If x and 2x - 15 represent the measures of the acute angles of a right

triangle, find the value of x.

13. wZ.6 + mLl + mZ.8 = -J—

14. If mZ.1 = 30 and mZ.4 = 130, then

mZ.2 = _Z_.

15. If Z. 4 = Z. 5 and Z. 1 = L 7, name two other

pairs of congruent angles and give a reason

for each answer.

Exs. 9, 10

3-1

3-2

3-3

3-4

Exs. 13-15
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16. a. Sketch a hexagon that is equiangular but not equilateral.

b. What is its interior angle sum?

c. What is its exterior angle sum?

17. A regular polygon has 18 sides. Find the measure of each interior angle.

18. A regular polygon has 24 sides. Find the measure of each exterior angle.

19. Each interior angle of a regular polygon has measure 150. How many
sides does the polygon have?

3-5

Use inductive reasoning to predict the next two numbers in each sequence.

20. 15, 30, 45, 60, 21. 100, -10, 1,
-

10'
'

3-6

Chapter Test

Complete each statement with the word always, sometimes, or never.

1. Two lines that have no points in common are
*

parallel.

2. If a line is perpendicular to one of two parallel lines, then it is :_

perpendicular to the other one.

3. If two lines are cut by a transversal and same-side interior angles are

complementary, then the lines are ? parallel.

4. An obtuse triangle is
? a right triangle.

5. In AABC, if AB JL BC, then AC is _L_ perpendicular to BC.

6. As the number of sides of a regular polygon increases, the measure of

each exterior angle
'

decreases.

Find the value of jc.

7. m L 1 = 3jc - 20, m A 2

8. mZ.2 = 2x + 12, m zl 3

x

4(* - 7)

Find the measures of the numbered angles.

10. 11. ABCDE is regular.

12. In the diagram for Exercise 1 1, explain why EB and DF must be parallel.
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13. Given: AB II CD. BF bisects LABE;

DG bisects Z.CDB.

Prove: BF II DG

14. Predict the next two numbers in the

sequence 7, 9. 11. 13

Algebra Review: The Coordinate Plane

1. What is the .v-coordinate of point P'l

2. What is the y-coordinate of point P?

3. What are the coordinates of the origin, point O"!

4. Name the graph of the ordered pair (0. -2).

Name the coordinates of each point.

5. M 6. N 1. K 8. R 9. S

10. T 11. U 12. V 13. W 14. Q

15. Name all the points shown that lie on the .v-axis.

16. Name all the points shown that lie on the y-axis.

17. What is the .v-coordinate of every point that lies

on a vertical line through P?

18. Which of the following points lie on a horizontal line through W?

a. (-2. 1) b. (2. 3) c. (I, -3) d. (-2. 0) e. (0.

>'n

«,, M

\

1

A'

1 'c

1

Exs. 1-22

3 f. (2, 0)

Name all the points shown that lie in the quadrant indicated. (A point on

an axis is not in any quadrant.)

19. Quadrant I 20. Quadrant II

Plot each point on graph paper.

23. O (0. 0) 24. A i2. 1)

27. D (0. 3) 28. £ (-3. I)

31. H (0. -4) 32. / (-4. 0)

21. Quadrant III

25. B (3. 4)

29. F(-2, -

33. J (4. -2)

22. Quadrant IV

26. C (5. 0)

30. G (1. -2)

34. K(-A. -3)

Find the coordinates of the midpoint of AB. (You may want to draw a

diagram.)

35. A (0. 1), B (4, 1) 36. A (2, 0), B (2, 10) 37. A (0, 1), B (0. 5)

38. A(-3,4),B(-3, -4) 39. A (-5, -2), B (-3, -2) 40. A (4, - 1), B (-2, - 1)
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Cumulative Review: Chapters 1-3

Complete each statement with the word always, sometimes, or never.

1. If AB intersects CD, then AB _L_ intersects CD.

2. If two planes intersect, their intersection is
? a line.

3. If a 1 c and b 1 c, then a and b are ? parallel.

4. If two parallel planes are cut by a third plane, then the lines of intersection

are ? coplanar.

5. A scalene triangle _L_ has an acute angle.

Draw a diagram that satisfies the conditions stated. If the conditions cannot

be satisfied, write not possible.

6. AB and XY intersect and A is the midpoint of XY.

7. A triangle is isosceles but not equilateral.

8. Three points all lie in both plane M and plane N.

9. Two lines intersect to form adjacent angles that are not supplementary.

10. Points A and Bona number line have coordinates -3.5 and 8.5. Find

the coordinate of the midpoint of AB.

11. QX bisects LPQR, mLPQX = 5x + 13, and mLXQR = 9x - 39.

Find (a) the value of x and (b) mLPQR.
12. The measure of a supplement of an angle is 35 more than twice the

complement of the angle. Find the measures of the angle, its supplement,

and its complement.

13. The measures of two angles of a triangle are five and

six times as large as the measure of the smallest angle.

Find all three measures.

In the diagram AB bisects LDHF, AB 1 GH, AB II CD,
and mLAHD — 60. Find the measure of each angle.

14. LFHD 15. LAHG 16. LFHG
17. LGHB 18. LBHC 19. LDHC
20. LHDE 21. LHDC 22. LHCD

Tell whether each statement is true or false. Then write the converse and

tell whether it is true or false.

23. If two lines do not intersect, then they are parallel.

24. If two lines intersect to form right angles, then the lines are perpendicular.

25. An angle is acute only if it is not obtuse.

26. A triangle is isosceles if it is equilateral.
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Name or state the postulate, definition, or theorem that

justifies each statement about the diagram.

27. LAED = LBEC
28. AE + EC = AC

29. mL\ + m/L2 = m/LABC

30. If L.2 = L 3, then AD II BC.

31. mLAEB = mL2 + mzlC

32. If DA J_ AS, then m LDAB = 90.

33. mL\ + m/L3 + m LDAB = 180

34. If LABC is a right angle, then AB 1 SC.

Complete.

35. The endpoint of XY is point ?

36. If the sum of the measures of two angles is 180, then the angles are _J

37. If the measure of each interior angle of a regular polygon is 108. then the

polygon is a(n) —
38. If M is the midpoint of AB and AM = 12. then AB = _?_.

39. If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then alternate interior angles

are !

40. The process of forming a conclusion based on past observations or patterns

is called _i_ reasoning.

41. When a statement and its converse are both true, they can be combined

into one statement called a —1

42. In a decagon the sum of the measures of the exterior angles is ——
43. In an octagon the sum of the measures of the interior angles is _•

—

44. Even' triangle has at least two ___ angles.

Write a two column proof.

B 45. Given: WX ± XY;

Z_ 1 is comp. to Z.3.

Prove: L 2 = L 3 Z Y

46. Given: RU II ST; LR = LT
Prove: RS UT
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Corresponding Parts

in a Congruence

Objectives

1. Identify the corresponding parts of congruent figures.

2. Prove two triangles congruent by using the SSS Postulate, the SAS
Postulate, and the ASA Postulate.

3. Deduce information about segments and angles after proving that two

triangles are congruent.

4-1 Congruent Figures

The quilt on the facing page is made up of many triangles that are all the same

size and shape. These triangles are arranged to form squares and rectangles

of various sizes. The diagrams below feature the pattern in the quilt. In each

diagram, how many triangles with the same size and shape do you see? How-

many squares? How many rectangles?

Whenever two figures have the same size and shape, they are called

congruent. You are already familiar with congruent segments (segments that

have equal lengths) and congruent angles (angles that have equal measures).

In this chapter you will learn about congruent triangles.

Triangles ABC and DEE are congruent. If you mentally slide AABC to

the right, you can fit it exactly over ADEF by matching up the vertices like

this:

A ^ d B — E

The sides and angles will then match up like this:

C

Corresponding angles

Z.A — LD
_fl ^^ _£

Corresponding sides

AB +-+DE

B~C — EF

AC +-+DF

Congruent Triangles / 117
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Do you see that the following statements are true?

('1) Since congruent triangles have the same shape, their corresponding angles

are congruent.

(2) Since congruent triangles have the same size, their corresponding sides are

congruent.

We have the following definition for congruent triangles.

Two triangles are congruent if and only if their vertices can be matched up

so that the corresponding parts (angles and sides) of the triangles are congruent.

The congruent parts of the triangles shown are marked alike.

Imagine sliding ASUN up until UN falls on AY and then flipping

ASUN over so that point 5 falls on point R. The vertices are matched

like this:

R U N

ASUN fits over ARAY. The corresponding parts are congruent,

and the triangles are congruent.

When referring to congruent triangles, we name their corre-

sponding vertices in the same order. For the triangles shown,

ASUN is congruent to ARAY.
ASUN = ARAY

The following statements about these triangles are also correct, since cor-

responding vertices of the triangles are named in the same order.

ANUS = AYAR ASNU = ARYA

Suppose you are given that AXYZ = AABC. From the definition of con-

gruent triangles you know, for example, that

XY = AB and LX = LA.

When the definition of congruent triangles is used to justify either of these

statements, the wording commonly used is

Corresponding parts of congruent triangles are congruent,

which is often written:

Corr. parts of = A are =

.

Two polygons are congruent if and only if their vertices can

be matched up so that their corresponding parts are congruent. Just

as for triangles, there are many ways to list the congruence between

the two pentagons at the right so that corresponding vertices are

written in the same order.

Notice that side KE of pentagon BRAKE corresponds to side

KE of pentagon CHOKE. KE is called a common side of the two

pentagons.
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Classroom Exercises

Suppose you know that AFIN = AWEB.

1. Name the three pairs of corresponding sides.

2. Name the three pairs of corresponding angles.

3. Is it correct to say ANIF = ABEW?
4. Is it correct to say AINF = AEWB1

The two triangles shown are congruent. Complete.

5. AABO = _2_ 6. / A = ?

7. AO = _L_ 8. 50 = _L_

9. Can you deduce that O is the midpoint of any segment?

Explain.

10. Explain how you can deduce that DC II AB.

11. Suppose you know that DB1DC. Explain how

you can deduce that DB 1 BA.

The pentagons shown are congruent. Complete.

12. B corresponds to __L_.

13. BLACK = _2_

14. _JL_ = mLE
15. KB = _2_ cm

16. If CA 1 LA, name two right angles in

the figures.

B Exs.5-11

4 cm

17. The five leaves shown are all congruent,

but one differs from the others. Which

one is different and how?

18. a. Name the coordinates of points A, B, and C.

b. Name the coordinates of a point D such that

AABC = AABD.

19. Name the coordinates of a point G such that

AABC = AEFG. Is there another location for G
such that AABC = AEFG1

20. Name the coordinates of two possible points H such

that AABC = AFEH.

5 c
A 1

1

3 7K
\Jl Sj~ <

:
a «

i

12345678 9*
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Written Exercises

Suppose ABIG = ACAT. Complete.

1. Z_G = _2_ 2. _L_ = mLA
4. _1_ = AT 5. AIGB = _L_

3. BI =

6. _J_s AC7A

7. If ADEF = ARST,mtD = 100, and m^F = 40, name four congruent

angles.

8. Is the statement "Corresponding parts of congruent triangles are

congruent" based on a definition, postulate, or theorem?

9. Suppose ALXR = AFNE. List six congruences that can be justified by

the following reason: Corr. parts of = A are =

.

10. The two triangles shown are congruent. Complete.

a. ASTO =
b. / S = ? because ?

,

c. SO = ? because- ?
.

Then point O is the midpoint of ?

4. / T = ? because •

Then 5T II RK because ?
.

11. The two triangles shown are congruent.

a. APAf. = 1

Complete.

b. PA = ?

c. / 1 = ? because ?

Then PA II
? because ?

d. / 2 = ? hecause ?

Then ?
II

? hecanse ?

Plot the given points on graph paper. Draw A FAT. Locate point C so that

AFAT = ACAT.

12. F(l, 2) A(4, 7) 7/(4, 2) 13. F(l, 5) A(-2, 2)

Plot the given points on graph paper. Draw AABC and ADEF. Copy and

complete the statement AABC = _i_.

B 14. A(-l, 2) 5(4, 2) C(2, 4)

D(5, -1) £(7, 1) F(10, -1)

16. A(-3, 1) B(2, 1) C(2, 3)

D(4, 3) £(6, 3) F(6, 8)

15. A(-7, -3) fi(-2, -3)

D(0, 1) £(5, 1)

17. A(l, 1)

£>(3, -7)
5(8, 1)

£(5, -3)

Plot the given points on graph paper. Draw AABC and DE. Find two

locations of point F such that AABC = ADEF.

18. Ad, 2) 5(4, 2) C(2, 4) D(6, 4) £(6,7)

19. A(-1,0) 5(-5,4) C(-6, 1) D(1,0) E(5, 4)

T(5, 2)

C(-2, 0)

F(0, -2)

C(4, 3)

F(3, 0)
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OR is a common side of two congruent quadrilaterals.

20. Complete: quad. NERO = quad. ?

21. In your own words explain why each of the

following statements must be true.

a. O is the midpoint of NM

.

b. <LNOR = LMOR
c. RO jL NM

22. Accurately draw each triangle described. Predict whether your triangle

will be congruent to your classmates'.

a. In ARST. RS = 4 cm, mZS = 45. and ST = 6 cm.

b. In AUVW. mZ.U = 30. UV = 5 cm. and m L V = 100.

c. In ADEF. mZ.D = 30. mLE = 68. and mLF = 82.

d. In AXYZ, XY = 3 cm. YZ = 5 cm. and XZ = 6 cm. (Try for a

reasonably accurate drawing. You may find it helpful to cut a thin

strip of paper for each side, then form the triangle.)

23. Does congruence of triangles have the reflexive property? the symmetric

property? the transitive property?

C 24. Suppose you are given a scalene triangle and a point P on some line /.

How many triangles are there with one vertex at P. another vertex on /,

and each triangle congruent to the given triangle?

Challenge
Twelve toothpicks are arranged as shown to form a regular hexagon.

a. Copy the figure and show how six more toothpicks of the same size

could be used to divide it into three congruent regions.

b. Keeping two of the toothpicks from part (a) in the same place and

moving four, use the six toothpicks to divide the figure into two

congruent regions.

Mixed Review Exercises

Write proofs in two-column form.

1. Given: AD ± BC;

; BA _L AC
Prove: Z. 1 = Z.2

2. Given: FC and SH bisect each

other at A: FC = SH
Prove: SA = AC
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4-2 Some Ways to Prove

Triangles Congruent
If two triangles are congruent, the six parts of one triangle are congruent to

the six corresponding parts of the other triangle. If you are not sure whether

two triangles are congruent, however, it is not necessary to compare all six

parts. As you saw in Written Exercise 22 of the preceding section, sometimes

three pairs of congruent corresponding parts will guarantee that two triangles

are congruent. The following postulates give you three ways to show that two

triangles are congruent by comparing only three pairs of corresponding parts.

Postulate 12 SSS Postulate

If three sides of one triangle are congruent to three sides of another triangle,

then the triangles are congruent.

A C F H P 4 O

By the SSS Postulate, AABC = AFGH and APOE = A77?y.

Sometimes it is helpful to describe the parts of a triangle in terms of their

relative positions.

AB is opposite LC.

AB is included between LA and /LB.

LA is opposite BC.

LA is included between AB and AC.

Postulate 13 SAS Postulate

If two sides and the included angle of one triangle are congruent to two sides

and the included angle of another triangle, then the triangles are congruent.

A C F H Y

By the SAS Postulate, AABC = AFGH and AMEL = AODY
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Postulate 14 ASA Postulate
If two angles and the included side of one triangle are congruent to two angles

and the included side of another triangle, then the triangles are congruent.

A C F H N o E

By the ASA Postulate, AABC = AFGH and AMON = AKEY.

Example Supply the missing statements and reasons in the following proof.

Given: E is the midpoint of MJ: T

TE ±MJ
Prove: AMET = AJET

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. £ is the midpoint of MJ. 1. Given

7 ? = ? 2. Def. of midpoint

3. TE 1 MJ 3.

4. LMET = LJET 4.
T

S TF = ?
5.

9

6. AMET = AJET 6.

Solution Statement 2

Reason 3

Reason 4

Statement 5

Reason 5

Reason 6

ME = JE
Given

If two lines are ±

TE
Reflexive Prop.

SAS Postulate

then they form = adj. A

Classroom Exercises

Does the SAS Postulate justify that the two triangles are congruent?

H—

^

3.
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Can the two triangles be proved congruent? If so, what postulate can be

used?

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.

10. Explain how you would prove the following.

Given: HY = LY;

whWlf
Prove: A WHY = AFLY

11. a. List two pairs of congruent correspond-

ing sides and one pair of congruent

corresponding angles in AYTR and

AXTR.
b. Notice that, in each triangle, you listed

two sides and a nonincluded angle. Do
you think that SSA is enough to guarantee

that two triangles are congruent?

Written Exercises

Decide whether you can deduce by the SSS, SAS, or ASA Postulate that

another triangle is congruent to AABC. If so, write the congruence and name
the postulate used. If not, write no congruence can be deduced.
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/I 6. 5

y Z B C

7. 9. C

10. B

S<-—>-*-

13. B B 15. N

~LM

16. Supply the missing reasons.

Given: AB II DC, AB = DC
Prove: AAflC = ACDA

Proof:

D

5

Statements Reasons

1. AB = DC 1.
9

2. AC = AC 2.
9

3. A£ II DC 3.
9

4. ^BAC = LDCA 4.
9

5. AAflC = ACDA 5.
9
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17. Supply the missing statements and reasons.

Given: RS 1 ST; TV 1 ST;

V is the midpoint of ST.

Prove: ARSV = AUTV

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1 . RS ±ST;TU 1ST 1
?

1 m / $ = Of); m / ? = 90 ? ?

3. zL5 = LT 3 ?

4. V is the midpoint of ST. 4 '

S XV m 1 5. *

6 / RVS = / 1 6
9

7 A ? = A ? 7. »

Write proofs in two-column form.

B 18. Given: 771/ = PR; TM II ^P
Prove: ATEM = APER

19. Given: E is the midpoint of TP;

E is the midpoint of MR.
Prove: ATEM = APER

20. Given: Plane M bisects Afi; PA = P~B

Prove: APOA = APOB
21. Given: Plane A/ bisects AB; P~0 ± AB

Prove: APOA = APOB

Draw and label a diagram. List, in terms of the diagram, what is given and

what is to be proved. Then write a two-column proof.

22. In an isosceles triangle, if the angle between the congruent sides is bisected,

then two congruent triangles are formed.

23. In an isosceles triangle, if a segment is drawn from the vertex of the angle

between the congruent sides to the midpoint of the opposite side, then

congruent triangles are formed.

24. If a line perpendicular to AB passes through the midpoint of AB, and

segments are drawn from any other point on that line to A and B, then

two congruent triangles are formed.

25. If pentagon ABCDE is equilateral and has right angles at B and E, then

diagonals AC and AD form congruent triangles.
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Copy each three-dimensional figure and with colored pencils outline the triangles

listed. What postulate proves that these triangles are congruent?

C 26. 27.

Given: Cube whose faces are

congruent squares

Show: AABF, ABCG

Given: Pyramid with square base:

VA = VB = VC = VD
Show: AVAB. AVBC

4-3 Using Congruent Triangles

Our goal in the preceding section was to prove that two triangles are congruent.

Our goal in this section is to deduce information about segments or angles once

we have shown that they are corresponding parts of congruent triangles.

Example 1

Given: AB and CD bisect each other at M.

Prove: AD II BC

Plan for Proof: You can prove AD II BC if you can show that alternate interior

angles LA and /-B are congruent. You will know that LA and LB are

congruent if they are corresponding parts of congruent triangles. The diagram

suggests that you try to prove AAMD = A BMC.

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. AB and CD bisect each other at M. 1. Given

2. M is the midpoint of AB and of CD. 2. Def. of a bisector of a segment

3. AM = MB; DM = MC 3. Def. of midpoint

4. LAMD = LBMC 4. Vertical A are =.

5. AAMD = ABMC 5. SAS Postulate

6. LA = LB 6. Coir, parts of = A are =.

1. AD \\~BC 7 . If two lines are cut by a transversal and

alt. int. A are = . then the lines are II

.
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Some proofs require the idea of a line perpendicular to a plane. A line

and a plane are perpendicular if and only if they intersect and the line is

perpendicular to all lines in the plane that pass through the point of intersec-

tion. Suppose you are given PO 1 plane X. Then you know that PO 1 OA,

PO 1 OB,PO 1 OC,PO 1 OC, and so on. The ice-fishing equipment shown

below suggests a line perpendicular to a plane.

Example 2

Given: PO 1 plane X;

AO =BO
Prove: PA = PB

Plan for Proof: You can prove PA = PB if you can show that these segments

are corresponding parts of congruent triangles. The diagram suggests that you

try to prove APOA = APOB.

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. PO 1 plane X 1. Given

2. PO 1 OA; PO 1 OB 2. Def. of a line perpendicular to a plane

3. mLPOA = 90; m LPOB ---- 90 3. Def. of 1 lines

4. LPOA = LPOB 4. Def. of=i
5. AO = BO 5. Given

6. PO = PO 6. Reflexive Prop.

7. APOA = APOB 7. SAS Postulate

8. PA = PB 8. Corr. parts of = A are =.
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A Way to Prove Two Segments
or Two Angles Congruent
1

.

Identify two triangles in which the two segments or angles are corresponding

parts.

2. Prove that the triangles are congruent.

3. State that the two parts are congruent, using the reason

Corr. parts of = A are =

.

Classroom Exercises

Describe your plan for proving the following.

1. Given: PR bisects LQPS; PQ = PS
Prove: LQ = Z.S

2. Given: PR bisects L QPS and L QRS

Prove: RQ = RS

3. Given: WX = YZ: ZW = XY

Prove: WX II ZY

4. Given: ZW I YX\ ZW = XY

Prove: ZY !

! WX

5. Given: CD 1 AB\

D is the midpoint of AB.

Prove: ~CA = CB

6. Given: M is the midpoint of AB;

plane X ± AB at M.
_

What can you deduce about AP and BP ?

Describe a plan for proving that your

conclusion is correct.
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Written Exercises

Copy and complete the proof.

1. Given: LP = LS;

is the midpoint of PS.

Prove: O is the midpoint of RQ.

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. LP = LS 1.
7

2. is the midpoint of PS. 2. 7

3. PO = SO 3. 7

4. LPOQ = LSOR 4. 7

5. APOQ = ASOR 5.
n

6. QO = RO 6. 7

7. is the midpoint of RQ. 7.
9

The statements in Exercise 2 might be used as statements in a proof but they

are given out of order. Find an appropriate order for the statements. (There

may be more than one correct order.)

2. Given: AM = BM; TM ±AB
Prove: AT = BT

(a) AM = BM
(b) AAMT = ABMT
(c) Z_l = L 2

(d) AT = BT

(e) TM LAB
(f) TM = TM

Write proofs in two-column form.

3. Given: WO = ZO ; XO = YO
Prove: LW = LZ

W

4. Given: M is the midpoint of AB;

L\ = L2; L3 = L4
Prove: AC = BD
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B

5. Prove the following statement: If both pairs of

opposite sides of a quadrilateral are parallel,

then they are also congruent.

Given: SK\\NR;SN\\KR

Prove: SK = NR;SN = KR

6. Prove the converse of the statement in

Exercise 5: If both pairs of opposite sides of a

quadrilateral are congruent, then they are also

parallel.

Given: SK = NR;S~N = KR
Prove: SK \\NR;SN \\KR

Write proofs in two-column form.

7. Given: AD II ME; MD\\b~E;

M is the midpoint of AB.

Prove: MD = B~E

8. Given: M is the midpoint of AB;

AD = ME; AD \\ME

Prove: MD II BE

In Exercises 9 and 10 you are given more information than you need. For

each exercise state one piece of given information that you do not need for

the proof. Then give a two-column proof that does not use that piece of

information.

9. Given: PQ = PS; QR = SR;

Prove: ^3 = ^4

10. Given: LM = LN; KM = KN;

KO bisects LMKN'.

Prove: LO bisects LMLN.

M O

11. Given: WX 1 YZ; L 1 = L2; UX = VX
Which one(s) of the following statements must be true?

(1) XW 1 UV (2) UV II YZ (3)VX1UX
12. Given: WX ±UV;WX ±YZ;WU =WV

Prove whatever you can about angles 1, 2, 3, and 4.
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13. Given: RS _ plane Y:

Z.TRS = L VRS

Prove: ARTV is isosceles.

14. Given: PA _ plane X: QB _ plane X:

is the midpoint of .45.

Prove: is the midpoint of PQ.

15. A young tree on level ground is supported at P by three wires of

equal length. The wires are staked to the ground at points A. B.

and C. which are equally distant from the base of the tree. T.

Explain in a paragraph how you can prove that the angles the

wires make with the ground are all congruent.

16. Napoleon, on a river bank, wanted to know the width of the stream. A
young soldier faced directly across the stream and adjusted the visor of

his cap until the tip of the visor was in line with his eye and the opposite

bank. Next he did an about-face and noted the spot on the ground now
in line with his eye and visor-tip. He paced off the distance to this spot,

made his report, and earned a promotion. What postulate is this method

based on? Draw a diagram to help you explain.

Self-Test 1

Given: AKOP = AMAT

1. What can you conclude about LP*) Why?

2. Name three pairs of corresponding sides.

Decide whether the two triangles must be congruent. If so, write the congruence

and name the postulate used. If not. write no congruence can be deduced.

4.
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Write proofs in two-column form.

6. Given: Zl s^2; /13 = Z4
Prove: AADB = ACBD

7. Given: CD = AB;CB = AD
Prove: £1 = Z_2

8. Given: AD II BC; AD = CB
Prove: DC II AB

Application Bracing With Triangles

The two famous landmarks pictured above have much in common. They were

completed within a few years of each other, the Eiffel Tower in 1889 and the

Statue of Liberty in 1886. The French engineer Gustave Eiffel designed both

the tower's sweeping form and the complex structure that supports Liberty's

copper skin. And both designs gain strength from the rigidity of the triangular

shape.

The strength of triangular bracing is related to the SSS Postulate, which

tells us that a triangle with given sides can have only one shape. A rectangle

formed by four bars joined at their ends can flatten into a parallelogram, but

the structural triangle cannot be deformed except by bending or stretching the

bars.

The Eiffel Tower's frame is tied together by a web of triangles. A portion

of the statue's armature is shown in the photograph at the right. The inner

tower of wide members is strengthened by double diagonal bracing. A framework

of lighter members, also joined in triangular patterns, surrounds this core.

Structural engineers use geometry in designing bridges, towers, and large-

span roofs. See what you can find out about Eiffel's bridges and about the

work of some of the other great modern builders.
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Explorations

These exploratory exercises can be done using a computer with a program
that draws and measures geometric figures.

Draw several isosceles triangles. For each triangle, measure all sides and

angles. What do you notice?

What is the relationship between the congruent sides and some of the angles?

Draw several triangles with two congruent angles. Measure all sides.

What do you notice?

What is the relationship between the congruent angles and some of the sides?

Some Theorems Based on
Congruent Triangles

Objectives

1. Apply the theorems and corollaries about isosceles triangles.

2. Use the AAS Theorem to prove two triangles congruent.

3. Use the HL Theorem to prove two right triangles congruent.

4. Prove that two overlapping triangles are congruent.

4-4 The Isosceles Triangle Theorems
The photograph shows the Transamerica Pyramid

in San Francisco. Each of its four faces is an isos-

celes triangle, with two congruent sides. These

congruent sides are called legs and the third side

is called the base. The angles at the base are called

base angles and the angle opposite the base is called

the vertex angle of the isosceles triangle.

vertex angle

base
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You can use the steps described below to form an isosceles triangle.

Refer to the diagrams shown.

(1) Fold a sheet of paper in half.

(2) Cut off a double-thickness corner piece along the dashed line.

(3) Open the corner piece and lay it flat. You will have a triangle, which

is labeled APRS in the diagram. The fold line is labeled PQ.

(4) Since PR and PS were formed by the same cut line, you can conclude
that they are congruent segments and that APRS is isosceles.

Since APRQ fits exactly over APSQ when you fold along PQ,
you can also conclude the following about isosceles APRS:

LPRS = L PSR

PQ bisects LRPS.

PQ bisects RS.

PQ IRS at Q.

APQR = APQS
These observations suggest some of the following results.

Theorem 4-1 The Isosceles Triangle Theorem
If two sides of a triangle are congruent, then the angles opposite those sides

are congruent.

Given: AB as AC

Prove: LB = LC

Plan for Proof: You can show that LB and LC are

corresponding parts of congruent triangles if you draw

an auxiliary line that will give you such triangles. For

example, draw the bisector of LA.

Theorem 4-1 is often stated as follows: Base angles of an isosceles triangle

are congruent. The following corollaries of Theorem 4-1 will be discussed as

classroom exercises.

Corollary 1

An equilateral triangle is also equiangular.

Corollary 2
An equilateral triangle has three 60° angles.

Corollary 3
The bisector of the vertex angle of an isosceles triangle is perpendicular to

the base at its midpoint.
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Theorem 4-2

If two angles of a triangle are congruent, then the sides opposite those angles

are congruent.

Given: LB = LC
Prove: AB = AC

Plan for Proof: You can show that AB and AC are

corresponding parts of congruent triangles. Draw the

bisector of LA as your auxiliary line, show that

LADB = LADC, and use ASA.

Corollary
An equiangular triangle is also equilateral.

Notice that Theorem 4-2 is the converse of Theorem 4-1 , and the corollary

of Theorem 4-2 is the converse of Corollary 1 of Theorem 4-1.

Classroom Exercises

1. If AAOD is isosceles, with OA = OD, then L.

2. If ABOC is isosceles, with 05 = OC, then L.

8 cm

= L.

3. If AAOD is an isosceles right triangle with right LAOD,
then the measure of LA is

?

4. Given the triangles at the right, which of the

following can you conclude are true?

a. LD = LR b.DE = DF
c.DF = R~f d. LE = LF
e. LE = LS f. LS = LT

Given the two congruent angles, name two segments

that must be congruent.

5. LI = L2

6. L3 = LA
7. L5 = L6
8. Is the statement "MK = NK if and only if

L3 = L4" true or false?

9. Explain how Corollary 1 follows from Theorem 4-1.

10. Explain how Corollary 2 follows from Corollary 1

.

11. Explain how Corollary 3 follows from Theorem 4-1.

12. Explain how the Corollary follows from Theorem 4-2.
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Written Exercises

Find the value of x.

A 1. y\ 2.

5. "\40

5x-8 4x-6

For each exercise place the statements in an appropriate order for a proof.

(There may be more than one correct order.)

9. Given: RS = RT
Prove: L3 = LA
(a) L 3 = L 4

(b) L. 3 =_L 1 ; L 2 = L. 4

(c) RS = RT
(d) Z. 1 = L 2

10. Given: BD \\CE; L5 = L6
Prove: AC = A£

(a) 5D II C£

(b) AC = AE
(c) L5 = LC\ Z-6 = LE
(d) Z5 = Z.6

(e) ZC = LE

Write proofs in two-column form.

11. Theorem 4-1

13. Given: M is the midpoint of JK\

L\ = L2
Prove: JG = MK

12. Theorem 4-2

14. Given: XY = XZ
Prove: L3 = L5
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B 15. Given: PQ = PR; TR = TS

Which one(s) of the following must be true?

(1) ST II QP (2)ST=QP (3) LT = LP
16. Given: L S = LT;ST\\QP

Which one(s) of the following must be true?

(1) LP = LQ (2) PR = QR

(3) R is the midpoint of PT.

Write proofs in two-column form.

17. Given: XY = XZ; OY = OZ
Prove: m L\ = m L 4

18. Given: XY = XZ,

YO bisects LXYZ;

ZO bisects LXZY

.

Prove: YO = ZO

19. Given: AB = AC; AL and AM trisect LBAC.
(This means ZL 1 = L 2 = L 3.)

Prove: AL = AM
20. Given: LA= Ll; L\ = Ll

Prove: AABC is isosceles.

21. Given: OP = OQ; L3 = Z4
Prove: z!5 = ^6

22. Given: PO = QO; RO = SO
a. If you are also given that m L 1 = 40, find the measures

of L2, Ll , L5, and zL6. Then decide whether PQ
must be parallel to SR

.

b. Repeat part (a), but use mL\ = k.

23. Complete.

a. If mL 1 = 20, then mL3 =

mZ.4 = ?
, and mZ.5 =

b. If m Z_ 1 = x, then mZ.3 =

mZ.4 = _L_, and mZ.5 =

24. a. UmLl
b. If w^l

35, find mLABC.
k, find m^lAflC.

25. a. If mL\
b. If mL 1

23, find m Ll.

k, find m Ll

.
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26. Draw an isosceles AABC whose vertex angle, A. A, has measure 80.

a. Draw AX the bisector of an exterior angle at A. Is AX I! BC1 Explain.
b. Would your answer change if the measure of LA changed?

Find the values of x and y.

27. In equiangular AABC, AB = Ax - v. BC = 2x + 3y. and AC = 7.

28. In equilateral ADEF. m L.D = x + y and m/LE = 2x - v.

29. In AJKL. JK = KL. mL.J = 2x - y, mZ.K = 2x + 2y.

and m L.L = x - 2y.

30. Given: AABC in plane M. D not in plane M\
L.ACB = LABC\ LDCB = Z.DBC

Name a pair of congruent triangles.

Prove that your answer is correct.

31. Given: JL 1 plane Z;

L\KMN is isosceles, with KM = KN.
a. Prove that two other triangles are isosceles.

b. Must these two isosceles triangles be congruent?

Explain.

32. Draw an isosceles triangle and then join the midpoints

of its sides to form another triangle. What can you

deduce about this second triangle? Explain.

33. ABCDE is a regular Dentaeon and DEFG 34. Given: AABC is equilateral:

L.CAD = L.ABE = /LBCF
Prove something interesting about

33. ABCDE is a regular pentagon and DEFG
is a square. Find the measures of Z. EAF',

LAFD. and L.DAF

.

ADEF.

Challenge

The figure shown at the right can be dissected into

three congruent pieces, as shown by the dashed lines.

Can you dissect the figure into (a) two congruent

pieces? (b) four congruent pieces?

2
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4-5 Other Methods of Proving

Triangles Congruent
The SSS, SAS, and ASA Postulates give us three methods of proving triangles

congruent. In this section we will develop two other methods.

Theorem 4-3 AAS Theorem
If two angles and a non-included side of one triangle are congruent to the

corresponding parts of another triangle, then the triangles are congruent.

Given: AABC and ADEF; LB = LE;

LC = LF\ AC = DF
Prove: AABC = ADEF

B

Plan for Proof: You can prove the triangles congruent if you can apply one

of the SSS, SAS, or ASA Postulates. You can use the ASA Postulate if you

first show that LA = LD. To do that, use the fact that the other two angles

of AABC are congruent to the other two angles of ADEF

.

Do you see overlapping triangles in the pho-

tograph? Sometimes you want to prove that certain

overlapping triangles are congruent. For example,

suppose you have the following problem:

Given: GJ = GK; G
LH = LI

Prove: AGHJ = AGIK K

H I

You may find it helps you visualize the congruence

if you redraw the two triangles, as shown below.

Now you can see that since L G is common to both

triangles, the triangles must be congruent by the

AAS Theorem.

K

H
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Our final method of proving triangles congruent applies

only to right triangles. In a right triangle the side opposite
the right angle is called the hypotenuse (hyp.). The other two
sides are called legs.

A proof in two-column form for the next theorem would be too long and
involved. The proof shown below is written instead in paragraph form, which
emphasizes the key steps in the proof. You will learn to write paragraph proofs

in the next section.

hypotenuse

Theorem 4-4 HL Theorem
If the hypotenuse and a leg of one right triangle are congruent to the cor-

responding parts of another right triangle, then the triangles are congruent.

Given: AABC and ADEF:
LC and LF are right A;

AB = DE (hypotenuses):

BC = EF (legs)

Prove: AABC = ADEF

Proof:

By the Ruler Postulate there is a point G on the ray opposite to FD such that

FG = CA. Draw GE. Because LDFE is a right angle. L GFE is also a right

angle. AABC = AGEF by the SAS Postulate. Then AB = GE. Since

DE = AB, we have DE = GE. In isosceles ADEG, LG = LD. Since

AABC = AGEF, LA = LG. Then LA = AD. Finally. AABC = ADEF
by the AAS Theorem.

Recall from Exercise 22 on page 121 and Exercise 11 on page 124 that

AAA and SSA correspondences do not guarantee congruent triangles. We can

now summarize the methods available for proving triangles congruent.

Summary of Ways to Prove
Two Triangles Congruent
All triangles:

Right triangles:

SSS

HL
SAS ASA

Which of these methods are postulates and which are theorems?
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Classroom Exercises

State which congruence method(s) can be used to prove the triangles congruent.

If no method applies, say none.

1.

4.

7.

2.

5.

8.

3.

For each diagram, name a pair of overlapping triangles. Tell whether the

triangles are congruent by the SSS, SAS, ASA, AAS, or HL method.

10. Given: AB = DC\

AC = ~DB

11. Given: L2 = Ll;
L\ = Z4

L

12. Given: WU = ZV;

WX = YZ,

L U and L V are rt. A

13. Given: LABC = LACB;

AE ±EC;
AD ±DB
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14. To prove that right triangles are congruent, some geometry books also use

the methods stated below. For each method, draw two right triangles that

appear to be congruent. Mark the given information on your triangles.

Use your marks to determine which of our methods (SSS, SAS, ASA,
AAS, or HL) could be used instead of each method listed.

a. Leg-Leg Method (LL) If two legs of one right triangle are congruent

to the two legs of another right triangle, then the triangles are

congruent.

b. Hypotenuse-Acute Angle Method (HA) If the hypotenuse and

an acute angle of one right triangle are congruent to the hypotenuse and

an acute angle of another right triangle, then the triangles are congruent.

c. Leg-Acute Angle Method (LA) If a leg and an acute angle of one right

triangle are congruent to the corresponding parts in another right triangle,

then the triangles are congruent.

Written Exercises

A 1. Supply the missing statements and reasons.

Given: Z.W and LY are rt. A;

WX =YX
Prove: WZ=YZ

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. AW and AY are rt. A. 1.
9

2. AXWZ and AXYZ are rt. A. 2.

3. WX = YX 3.

A ? 4. Reflexive Prop.

5 A XW7 == 7 5.
9

6. ? 6.

2. Place the statements in an appropriate order for a proof.

Given: KL 1 LA; KJ 1 JA;

AK bisects ALAJ.

Prove: LK = JK

(a) KL 1 LA; KJ 1 JA

(b) L 1 = A 2

(c) AK bisects LLAJ

.

(d) mLL = 90; mLJ = 90

(e) LK = JK
(f) LL = A-J

(g) ALKA = AJKA
(h)KA=KA
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Write proofs in two-column form.

• 3. Given: EF 1EG;HG LEG;
EH =GF

Prove: LH = LF
E A ,F

4. Given: RT = AS;

RS = AT
Prove: LTSA = LSTR

Use the information given in each exercise to name the method (SSS, SAS,

ASA, AAS, or HL) you could use to prove AAOB = AAOC. You need not

write the proofs.

5. Given: AO 1 plane M;BO = CO
6. Given: AO 1 plane M; LB = LC
7. Given: AO 1 plane M;A~B=AC

B 8. Given: AB = AC; OB = OC
a. Is it possible to prove that LAOB = LAOC1
b. Is it possible to prove that LAOB and LAOC

are right angles?

9. In many proofs you may find that different methods

can be used. You may not know in advance which

method will be better. There are two possible

pairs of overlapping triangles that could be used

in this proof. To compare the two methods, write

a two-column proof for each plan.

Given: PR = PQ;SR = TQ
Prove: QS = RT
a. Plan for Proof: Show that Atf£?S = AQRT by SAS.
b. Plan for Proof: Show that APQS = APRT by SAS.

10. a. Draw an isosceles ARST with RT = ST. Let M be the midpoint of ST

and /V be the midpoint of RT. Draw RM and SN and label their common

point O. Now draw NM.
b. Name four pairs of congruent triangles.

Tell which pairs of congruent parts and what method (SSS, SAS, ASA, AAS,
or HL) you would use to prove the triangles are congruent.

11. Given:. L 1 = L2; L3 = LA; QR = TS
AQPR = ATPS by what method?

12. Given: L3 = L4; L5 = L6
APQX = APTY by what method?

13. Given: L3 = L 4; L5 = L6
AQPY = ATPX by what method?
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Write proofs in two-column form.

14. Given: LR = /_T\ RS II QT
Prove: RS = TQ
{Hint: What auxiliary line can you draw-

to form congruent triangles?)

R

15. Given: _ 1 = _2 = L3:

EN = DG
Prove: LA = A 5

For Exercises 16-19 draw and label a diagram. List, in terms of the diagram,

what is given and what is to be proved. Then write a two-column proof.

16. In two congruent triangles, if segments are drawn from two corresponding

vertices perpendicular to the opposite sides, then those segments are congruent.

17. If segments are drawn from the endpoints of the base of an isosceles triangle

perpendicular to the opposite legs, then those segments are congruent.

18. If LA and LB are the base angles of isosceles AABC. and the bisector

of L A meets BC at X and the bisector of L B meets AC at Y. then AX = BY.

19. If segments are draw n from the midpoints of the legs of an isosceles triangle

perpendicular to the base, then those segments are congruent.

20. Write a detailed plan for proof.

Given: FL = AK:

~SF = SK:

M is the midpoint of SF:

N is the midpoint of SK.

Prove: AM = Ev

Write proofs in two-column form. Use the facts that the

sides of a square are all congruent and that the angles of

a square are all right angles.

C 21. The diagram shows three squares and an equilateral

triangle.

Prove: AE = FC = ND
22. Use the results of Exercise 21 to prove that AFAN is

equilateral.
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Self-Test 2

2. 4x-2 3.

5x-ll 3x+ 3

4. Given: AB = AC: BN JL AC; CM J. AB

Explain how you could prove that AABN = AACM.

5. Given: MB = NC: BN ±AC:CM ±AB
Prove: CM = BN

More about Proof in Geometry

Objectives

1

.

Prove two triangles congruent by first proving two other triangles

congruent.

2. Apply the definitions of the median and the altitude of a triangle and

the perpendicular bisector of a segment.

3. State and apply the theorem about a point on the perpendicular

bisector of a segment, and the converse.

4. State and apply the theorem about a point on the bisector of an angle,

and the converse.

4-6 Using More than One Pair

of Congruent Triangles

Sometimes two triangles that you want to prove congruent have common parts

with two other triangles that you can easily prove congruent. You may then

be able to use corresponding parts of these other triangles to prove the original

triangles congruent.
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Example

Given: Z1 = Z2:Z5 = Z6
Prove: AC 1 BD

Plan for Proof: It may be helpful here to reason backward from what you

want to prove. You can show AC _L BD if you can show that Z3 = Z4.
You can prove Z 3 = Z 4 if you can prove that the angles are corresponding

parts of congruent triangles. To prove AABO = AADO. you need AB = AD.
You can prove this congruence by proving that AABC = AADC. You should

prove this congruence first.

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. Zl = Z2: Z5 = Z6 1. Given

2. AC = AC 2. Reflexive Property

3. AA#C = AADC 3. ASA Postulate

4. Afi = AD 4. Corr. parts of = A are =

.

5. AO = A<9 5. Reflexive Property

6. AAfiO = AAD6> 6. SAS Postulate (Steps 1. 4. and 5)

7. Z3 = Z4 7. Corr. parts of = A are =

.

8. AC ± BD 8. If two lines form = adj. A. then the lines are _L

.

If you were to outline this two-column proof, you might pick out the

following key steps.

Key steps of proof:

1. AAflC = AADC
2. AB = AD
3. AABO = AAZX9
4. Z3 = Z4
5. AC ± BD

(ASA Postulate)

(Corr. parts of = A are =.)

(SAS Postulate)

(Corr. parts of = A are =.)

(If two lines form = adj. A. then the lines are J_.)

In mathematics a proof is often given in paragraph form rather than in

two-column form. A paragraph proof usually focuses on the key ideas and

omits details that the writer thinks will be clear to the reader. The following

paragraph proof might be given for the example above.

Paragraph proof:

AAfiC = AADC by the ASA Postulate. Therefore, corresponding parts AB

and AD are congruent. AB and AD are also corresponding parts of AABO and

AADO. which can now be proved congruent by the SAS Postulate. So cor-

responding parts Z3 and Z4 are congruent, and AC _L BD.
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Classroom Exercises

In Exercises 1-3 you are given a diagram that is marked with given information.

Give the reason for each key step of the proof.

1. Prove: AS = DT
Key steps of proof:

a. AABC = ADEF
b. LC = LF
c. AACS = ADFT
d. AS = DT

2. Prove: AX = AY
Key steps of proof:

a. A PAL = A KAN
b. LL = LN
c. ALAX = ANAY
d.AX = AY

3. Prove: Z. 3 = LA .

Key steps of proof:

a. ALOB = AJOB
b. L\ = L2
c. ALBA = AJBA
d. L3 = LA

4. Suggest a plan for proving that LD = LF.

Written Exercises

In Exercises 1-6 you are given a diagram that is marked with given information.

Give the reason for each key step of the proof.

1. Prove: NE = OS
Key steps of proof:

a. ARNX = ALOY
b. LX = LY
c. ANEX = AOSY
d.NE = OS

2. Prove: BE = L)F

Key steps of proof:

a. AABC ss ACDA
b. L\ = L2
c. AABE = ACDF
d. ~BE = ~DF

O
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3. Prove: AG = AT
Key steps of proof:

a. A RAJ = ANAK
b.RJ = NK
c. AGRJ = ATNK
d. AG = AT

4. Prove: XZ = CM
Key steps of proof:

a. AABD = ACDB
b. AD = CB: A 1 = Al
c. AADL = ACBM
d. AL = CM

5. Prove: DX = EX
Key steps of proof:

a. APOD = AP6>£

b. PD = P£
c. APDX = APEX
d.DX = EX

6. Prove: £ CflA = A DBA
Key steps of proof:

a. OC = OD
b. ACAO = ADAO
c. ACAO = Z.DAO
d. AC/IB = ADAS
e. ^C#A = A DBA

B 7. Given: LF = KF. LA = KA

Prove: LJ = KJ

a. List the key steps of a proof.

b. Write a proof in two-column form.

8. Given: PR bisects ASPT and ASRT.

Prove: P~R bisects ASQT.

a. List the key steps of a proof.

b. Write a proof in paragraph form.
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Write proofs in the form specified by your teacher (two-column form, paragraph

form, or a list of key steps).

9. Given: ARST = AXYZ;

SK bisects LRST;

YL bisects LXYZ.

Prove: SK = YL

K

10. Given: Congruent parts as marked in the diagram.

Prove: LB = LF
(Hint: First draw two auxiliary lines.)

11. Given: DE = FG; GD = EF;

LHDE and Z.KFG are rt. A,

Prove: D// = F~K

12. Given: PQ 1 QR;

PS 1SR,

PQ = PS

Prove: O is the midpoint of QS.

13. Draw two line segments, KL and MN, that bisect each other at O. Mark

a point P on KN and let Q be the point where PO intersects ML. Prove

that O is the midpoint of PQ. (First state what is given and what is to be

proved.)

14. This figure is like the one that Euclid used to prove that the base angles

of an isosceles triangle are congruent (our Theorem 4-
1 ) . Write a paragraph

proof following the key steps shown below.

Given: AB = AC;

AB and AC are extended so BD = CE.
Prove: A ABC = LACB
Key steps of proof:

1. ADAC = AEAB
2. ADBC = AECB
3. LDBC = LECB
4. LABC = LACB



C 15. Given: AM = ~MB\ AD = BC:

L MDC = L MCD
Prove: AC = BD
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16. Given: ^1 = ^2;
A3 = ^4;

Prove: BC = ED

17. A, B, C, and D are noncoplanar. AABC. AACD, and AA££>

are equilateral. X and F are midpoints of AC and AD. Z is a

point on A5. What kind of triangle is AXYZ? Explain.

Mixed Review Exercises

1. Write the Isosceles Triangle Theorem (Theorem 4-1) and its converse

(Theorem 4-2) as a single biconditional statement.

Complete each statement with the word always, sometimes, or never.

2. Two isosceles triangles with congruent bases are !_ congruent.

3. Two isosceles triangles with congruent vertex angles are :_ congruent.

4. Two equilateral triangles with congruent bases are :_ congruent.

Draw a diagram for each of the following.

5. a. M is between A and B.

b. M is the midpoint of AB.

7. a. acute scalene AJKL
b. obtuse scalene AJKL

9. a. right scalene ARST
b. right isosceles ARST

11. Write a proof in two-column form.

Given: BE = CD: BD = CE
Prove: AABC is isosceles.

6. a. XY bisects CD.

b. XY bisects LCXD.

8. a. acute isosceles AXYZ
b. obtuse isosceles AXYZ

10. a. equilateral AEFG
b. equiangular AEFG

A
e/\d
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4-7 Medians, Altitudes, and

Perpendicular Bisectors

A median of a triangle is a segment from a vertex to the midpoint of the

opposite side. The three medians of AABC are shown below in red.

An altitude of a triangle is the perpendicular segment from a vertex to

the line that contains the opposite side. In an acute triangle, the three altitudes

are all inside the triangle.

In a right triangle, two of the altitudes are parts of the triangle. They are

the legs of the right triangle. The third altitude is inside the triangle.

In an obtuse triangle, two of the altitudes are outside the triangle. For

obtuse AKLN, LH is the altitude from L, and NI is the altitude from N.
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A perpendicular bisector of a segment is a line (or ray or

segment) that is perpendicular to the segment at its midpoint. In

the figure at the right, line / is a perpendicular bisector of JK.

In a given plane, there is exactly one line perpendicular to a

segment at its midpoint. We speak of the perpendicular bisector of

a segment in such a case.

Proofs of the following theorems are left as Exercises 14 and 15.

Theorem 4-5

If a point lies on the perpendicular bisector of a segment, then the point is

equidistant from the end points of the segment.

Given: Line / is the perpendicular bisector of BC: A is on /.

Prove: AB = AC

Theorem 4-6

If a point is equidistant from the endpoints of a segment, then the point lies

on the perpendicular bisector of the segment.

Given: AB = AC

Prove: A is on the perpendicular bisector of BC

.

Plan for Proof: The perpendicular bisector of BC must

contain the midpoint of BC and be perpendicular to BC. Draw

an auxiliary line containing A that has one of these properties

and prove that it has the other property as well. For example, first draw a

segment from A to the midpoint A' of BC. You can show that AX 1 BC if you

can show that _ 1 = _2. Since these angles are corresponding parts of two

triansles. first show that AAXB = AAXC.

In the proof of Theorem 4-6 other auxiliary

lines could have been chosen instead. For example,

we can draw the altitude to BC from A. meeting

BC at a point }' as shown in the diagram at the

right. Here, since AY 1 BC we need to prove that

YB s YC. Either method can be used to prove

Theorem 4-6.
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Example Suppose you know that line / is the perpendicular bisector of RS.

What can you deduce if you also know that

a. P lies on 11

b. there is a point Q such that QR = 7 and QS = 7?

Solution a. PR = PS (Theorem 4-5)

b. Q lies on /. (Theorem 4-6)

The distance from a point to a line (or plane) is defined to be

the length of the perpendicular segment from the point to the line

(or plane). Since RS _L t, RS is the distance from R to line t.

In Exercises 16 and 17 you will prove the following theorems,

which are similar to Theorems 4-5 and 4-6.

R<

n

Theorem 4-7

If a point lies on the bisector of an angle, then the point is equidistant from

the sides of the angle.

Given: BZ bisects A ABC; P lies on BZ; X S* A

PX ± BA;PY ± BC

Prove: PX = PY

Theorem 4-8

If a point is equidistant from the sides of an angle, then the point lies on the

bisector of the angle.

Given: PX 1 BA\ PY 1 BC;

PX = PY

Prove: BP bisects L ABC.

Theorem 4-5 and its converse, Theorem 4-6, can be combined into a single

biconditional statement. The same is true for Theorems 4-7 and 4-8.

A point is on the perpendicular bisector of a segment if and only

if it is equidistant from the endpoints of the segment.

A point is on the bisector of an angle if and only if it is equidistant

from the sides of the angle.
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Classroom Exercises

Complete.

1. If K is the midpoint of ST. then RK is called a(n) —L_ of &RST.

2. URK- ~ST. then RK is called a(n) _L_ of AflST.

3. If K is the midpoint of ST and PA" 1 57". then RK is called a(n)

_1_ of S7\

4. If /?AT is both an altitude and a median of ARST. then:

a. ARSK = ARTK by _I_. b. A/?5I is a(n) _L_ triangle.

5. If R is on the perpendicular bisector of ST, then P is equidistant

from and Thus

6. Refer to AABC and name each of the following.

a. a median of AABC
b. an altitude of AABC
c. a bisector of an angle of AABC

7. Draw AT. Label its midpoint (9.

a. Select a point P equidistant from X and K. Draw PX. PY. and PQ.

b. What postulate justifies the statement APQX = APQY1
c. What reason justifies the statement /LPQX = LPQY1
d. What reason justifies the statement PQ _L XK?

e. What name for PQ best describes the relationship between PQ and

8. Given: ADEF is isosceles with DF = EF:

FX bisects LDFE.
a. Would the median drawn from F to DE be the same

segment as FX1
b. Would the altitude drawn from F to DE be the same

segment as FX?

9. What kind of triangle has three angle bisectors that are also altitudes and

medians?

10. Given: SO bisects LN

.

What can you conclude from each of the following additional statements?

a. P lies on NO.
b. The distance from a point Q to each side of LN is 13.

11. Plane M is the perpendicular bisecting plane of AB at O

(that is, M is the plane that is perpendicular to AB at its

midpoint. O). Points C and D also lie in plane M. List

three pairs of congruent triangles and tell which congruence

method can be used to prove each pair congruent.
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Written Exercises

1. a. Draw a large scalene triangle ABC. Carefully draw the bisector of

LA, the altitude from A, and the median from A. These three should

all be different.

b. Draw a large isosceles triangle ABC with vertex angle A. Carefully

draw the bisector of LA, the altitude from A, and the median from A.

Are these three different?

2. Draw a large obtuse triangle. Then draw its three altitudes in color.

3. Draw a right triangle. Then draw its three altitudes in color.

4. Draw a large acute scalene triangle. Then draw the perpendicular bisectors

of its three sides.

5. Draw a large scalene right triangle. Then draw the perpendicular bisectors

of its three sides and tell whether they appear to meet in a point. If so,

where is this point?

6. Cut out any large triangle. Fold the two sides of one angle of the triangle

together to form the angle bisector. Use the same method to form the

bisectors of the other two angles. What do you notice?

BHHMK

Complete each statement.

7. If X is on the bisector of LSKN, then X is equidistant

from and

8. If X is on the bisector of L SNK, then X is equidistant

from ? and __!_.

9. If X is equidistant from SK and SN, then X lies on the

10. If O is on the perpendicular bisector of LA, then O is

equidistant from ? and _2_.

11. If O is on the perpendicular bisector of AF, then O is

equidistant from ? and ?

12. If O is equidistant from L and F, then O lies on the _•

13. Given: P is on the perpendicular bisector of AB;

P is on the perpendicular bisector of BC.
Prove: PA = PC

Use the diagrams on pages 153 and 154 to prove the following theorems.

B 14. Theorem 4-5 15. Theorem 4-6

16. Theorem 4-7 17. Theorem 4-8
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18. Given: S is equidistant from E and D:

V is equidistant from E and D.

Prove: SV is the perpendicular bisector of ED.

19. a. A town wants to build a beach house on

the lake front equidistant from the recreation

center and the school. Copy the diagram

and show the point B where the beach house

should be located.

b. The town also wants to build a boat-launching

site that is equidistant from Elm Road and

Main Street. Find the point L where it should

be built.

c. On your diagram, locate the spot F for a

flagpole that is to be the same distance from

the recreation center, the school, and the

courthouse.

20. Given: ALMN = ARST:

LX and RY are altitudes.

Prove: LX = RY n

courthouse

~l

school

recreation center

Main St.

M N

21. a. Given: AB = AC: BD 1 AC: CE J_ AB

Prove: BD = CE
b. The result you proved in part (a) can be stated as a theorem

about certain altitudes. State this theorem in your own
words.

22. Prove that the medians drawn to the legs of an isosceles triangle are

congruent. Write the proof in two-column form.

For Exercises 23-27 write proofs in paragraph form. {Hint. You can use

theorems from this section to write fairly short proofs for Exercises 23

and 24.)

23. Given: SR is the _L bisector of QT:

QR is the _L bisector of SP

.

Prove: PQ = TS

24. Given: DP bisects ^ADE:

EP bisects A DEC.

Prove: BP bisects A ABC.
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25. Given: Plane M is the perpendicular bisecting plane of AB.

(That is, AB _L plane M and O is the midpoint of AB.)

Prove: a. AD = BD
b.AC = BC
c. L CAD = L CBD

26. Given: m LRTS = 90;

MN is the ± bisector of TS.

Prove: TM is a median.

27. Given: £7/ and FJ are medians of scalene AEFG: P is on EH such that

£/7 = HP: Q is on f7 such that FJ = JQ.

Prove: a. GQ = GP
b. G() and GP are both parallel to EF.

c. /\ G. and Q are collinear.

Write paragraph proofs. (In this book a star designates an exercise that is

unusually difficult.)

• 28. Given: AE II BD; BC II AD;

AE = BC;AD = B~D

Prove: a. AC_ = BE
b. EC II AB

• 29. Given: AM is the 1 bis.

A£ J. fiD: AF _L

£1 = Z.2

Prove: fi£ = CF

of 5C;

DF:

Explorations

These exploratory exercises can be done using a computer with a program
that draws and measures geometric figures.

Decide if the following statements are true or false. If you think the statement

is true, give a convincing argument to support your belief. If you think the

statement is false, make a sketch and give all the measurements of the triangle

that you find as your counterexample. For each false statement, also discover

if there are types of triangles for which the statement is true.

1. An angle bisector bisects the side opposite the bisected angle.

2. A median bisects the angle at the vertex from which it is drawn.

3. The length of a median is equal to half of the length of the side it bisects.
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Self-Test 3

1. Suppose you wish to prove AAFE = ABFD. If you have
already proved AABE = ABAD. what corresponding parts

from this second pair of congruent triangles would you
use to prove the first pair of triangles congruent?

2. Given: AMPQ = APMN:
MS = PR

Prove: AMSN = APRQ

3. In AJKL name each of the following.

a. an altitude b. a median

4. Note that ZL = ZJ . Can you deduce that KZ
bisects LLKP.

5. UV bisects /L WUX. Write the theorem that justifies the statement that V

is equidistant from UW and UX.

6. In AABC. AB = 7 and BC = 7 . Write the theorem that allows you to

conclude that B is on the perpendicular bisector of AC.

Chapter Summary
1. Congruent figures have the same size and shape. Two triangles are congruent

if their corresponding sides and angles are congruent.

2. We have five ways to prove two triangles congruent:

SSS SAS ASA AAS HL (rt. A)

3. A common way to prove that two segments or two angles are congruent

is to show that they are corresponding parts of congruent triangles.

4. A line and plane are perpendicular if and only if they intersect and the

line is perpendicular to all lines in the plane that pass through the point

of intersection.

5. If two sides of a triangle are congruent, then the angles opposite those

sides are congruent. An equilateral triangle is also equiangular, with three

60° angles.
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6. If two angles of a triangle are congruent, then the sides opposite those

angles are congruent. An equiangular triangle is also equilateral.

7. Sometimes you can prove one pair of triangles congruent and then use

corresponding parts from those triangles to prove that another pair of

triangles are congruent.

8. Proofs in geometry are commonly written in two-column form, as a list

of key steps, or in paragraph form.

9. Every triangle has three medians and three altitudes.

10. The perpendicular bisector of a segment is the line that is perpendicular

to the segment at its midpoint.

11. A point lies on the perpendicular bisector of a segment if and only if the

point is equidistant from the endpoints of the segment.

12. A point lies on the bisector of an angle if and only if the point is equidistant

from the sides of the angle.

Chapter Review

The two triangles shown are congruent.

Complete.

1. ASTW =

3. LR = _2

2. APQR = _

4. _^ = RP

Can you deduce from the given information that ARXY = A SAT? If so,

what postulate can you use?

5. Given: RX = SX; RY = SY

6. Given: RY = SY; LR = tS
7. Given: AT bisects tRXS and LRYS.

8. Given: ARXY = ASXY; RX = SX

Write proofs in two-column form.

9. Given: JM = LM; JK = LK
Prove: LMJK = LMLK

10. Given: LJMK = LLMK\ ~MK 1 plane P

Prove: JK = LK

4-1

4-2

4-3
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Complete.

11. If Z.3 = Z.4, then which segments must be

congruent?

12. If AREV is an equiangular triangle, then ARE\ is

also a(n) L_ triangle.

13. If ES = If. wZ.1 = 75. and mZ.2 = 3.v. then

X = L_.

14. If L 1 = Z.2. £5 = 3v - 5, and ET = 25 - y.

then y = .__.

Write proofs in two-column form.

15. Given: GH ± HJ : KJ 1 HJ'';

AG = LK
Prove: AGHJ = AKJH

16. Given: GH _ 777: K~J ± 7/7:

cy = at/

Prove: GH = KJ

17. Give the reason for each key step of the proof.

Given: AX = CT: -.4 = _ C:

5X _ AD: /J? _l BC
Prove: .4/3 fiC

1. AABX = ACDY
2.B~X = m
3. ABDX = A/Jfi}

4. ZJ =_^2
5. AD II 5C

4-4

4-5

4-6

18. Refer to ADEE and name each of the

following:

a. an altitude

b. a median

c. the perpendicular bisector of a side

of the triangle

4-7

19. Point G lies on the perpendicular bisector of EE. Write the theorem that

justifies the statement that GE = GE.

20. AABC and AABD are congruent right triangles with common hypotenuse

AB. Write the theorem that allows you to conclude that point B lies on

the bisector of ^DAC.
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Chapter Test

Complete.

1. If ABAD = ATOP, then ~DB and APTO =

2. AEFG is isosceles, with m LG = 94. The legs are sides !_ and
'•'

m/LE = :_ (numerical answer).

3. You want to prove AABC = AXYZ. You have shown AB = XY and

AC = XZ. To prove the triangles congruent by SAS you must show that

L_ = L_. To prove the triangles congruent by SSS you must show that

4. A method that can be used to prove right triangles congruent, but cannot

be used with other types of triangles, is the
'

method.

5. ACAP and ATAP are equilateral and coplanar. AP is a common side of

the two triangles. m/LCAT = :_ (numerical answer).

6. A segment from a vertex of a triangle to the midpoint of the opposite side

is called a(n) l_ of the triangle.

7. A point lies on the bisector of an angle if and only if it is equidistant from

8. If in AABC mLA = 50. m LC = SO. AC = 1.x + 8.andfiC = 38 - 3.v.

then v = __.

Can two triangles be proved congruent? If so, by which method, SSS, SAS,
ASA, AAS, or HL?

10.

WX and YZ are perpendicular bisectors of each other.

15. W is equidistant from
''

and
'•'

16. Z is equidistant from
''

and
''

17. Name four isosceles triangles.

18. How many pairs of congruent triangles are

shown in the diagram?
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19. Given: ^1 = ^2: ^PQR = LSRQ
Prove: ~PR =~SQ

20. Given: ^l = ^2:^3 = zL4

Prove: AZXY is isosceles.

Algebra Review: Quadratic Equations

Solve each equation by factoring or by using the quadratic formula. The

quadratic formula is:

If ox
2 + bx + c = 0, with a ± 0, then* =

3a
2 + 14a + 8 =

- b ± \ b
1 - Aac

la

Example

Solution 1 By factoring

3.x
2 + 14a + 8 =

(3.t + 2)(x + 4) =

3a + 2 = or x + 4 =

2
x = — - or x — - 4

Solution 2 By quadratic formula

3x
2 + 14.v + 8 = a = 3. b = 14. c =

x =
-b ± \> - 4ac

2a

-14 ± \ 196 - 96

-14 ± \ 14- 4(3)( Si

2(3)

14 = 10

x =

1. a- ^ 5.r - 6 =

4. .r + 8.v =

7. rr - 144 = 25

10. 49r
: = 1

13. y
: + 8y + 12 =

16. .v
: = 3x - 4

19. 3v
: + 3v = 4

22. x
2 + 2x - 1 =

25. (y - 5)
: = 16

or x

=

4

2. n~ — 6n -

5. v
: = 13y

8. 50a
: = 200

11. v
: - 6y + 9 =

14. r + 51 = 24

17. r - t = 20

20. 15 - 4v
: = 17y

23. x
2 - 5a ^3 =

26. z
2 = 4(2_- - 3)

8 =3. y- - 7y - 1

6. 2r - 7r =

9. 50a
: = 2

12. x
2 - 7a - 12

15. v
: - 25 = lOv

18. y
: = 20y - 36

21. x
2 - 5a ^2 =

24. x2 ~ 3a -2 =

27. x{x + 5) = 14

In Exercises 28-33 x represents the length of a segment. When a value of x

doesn't make sense as a length, eliminate that value of x.

28. a(a - 50) =

31. 2y
2 + x - 3 =

29. A" - 400 =

32. 2a
2 - 7a - 4 =

30. x2 - 17a + 72 =

33. 6a
2 = 5a - 6
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Preparing for College Entrance Exams

Strategy For Success
Some college entrance exam questions ask you to decide if several state-

ments are true based on given information (see Exercises 3 and 8). In

these exercises, check each statement separately and then choose the

answer with the correct combination of true statements.

Indicate the best answer by writing the appropriate letter.

1. The measures of the angles of a triangle are 2.x + 10, 3.v, and 8.v — 25.

The triangle is:

(A) obtuse (B) right (C) acute (D) equilateral (E) isosceles

2. A regular polygon has an interior angle of measure 1 20. How many vertices

does the polygon have?

(A) 3 (B) 5 (C) 6 (D) 9 (E) 12

3. Plane M is parallel to plane N. Line / lies in M and line k lies in N.

Which of the following statement(s) are possible?

(I) Lines / and k are parallel. (II) Lines / and k intersect.

(Ill) Lines / and k are skew.

(A) I only (B) II only (C) III only

(D) I and III only (E) L II, and III

4. Given: BE bisects AD. To prove that the triangles are

congruent by the AAS method, you must show that:

(A) LA = LE (B) LA = LD (C) LB = LE
(D) LB = LD (E)AD bisects BE.

5. Given: ARGA and APMC with RG = ~PM, RA = PC, and LR
Which method could be used to prove that ARGA = A PMC?
(A) SSS (B) SAS (C) HL (D) ASA
(E) There is not enough information for a proof.

6. Predict the next number in the sequence, 2, 6, 12, 20, 30, 42, __i

(A) 52 (B) 54 (C) 56 (D) 58 (E) 60

7. In AJKL. ~KL =JL, mLK = 2.x - 36, and mLL = .x + 2. Find

mLJ.
(A) 56 (B) 52 (C) 53 (D) 55 (E) 64

8. In ARST, SU is the perpendicular bisector of RT and U lies on RT. Which

statement(s) must be true?

(I) ARST is equilateral. (II) ARSU = ATSU
(III) SU is the bisector of LRST.
(A) I only (B) II only (C) III only

(D) II and III only (E) I. II, and III

9. Given: ASUN = ATAN. You can conclude that:

(\)LS=LA (B)SN = TN (C)LT=LU
(D) SU = 77V (E) ~UN = TA
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Cumulative Review: Chapters 1-4

Complete each sentence with the most appropriate word, phrase, or value.

1. If S is between R and T. then RS - ST = RT by the _Z_.

2. If two parallel planes are cut by a third plane, then the lines of intersection

are :_.

3. BD bisects ^ABC. m^ABC = 5x - 4. and m^CBD = 2x - 10.

/LABC is a(n) 1_ angle.

4. If two intersecting lines form congruent adjacent angles, then the lines are

5. If Z_ 1 and <L 2 are complements and m z_ 1 = 74. then /// _ 2 = _

6. Given the conditional "If x = 9. then 3x = 27.*" its converge is

7. If the measure of each interior angle of a polygon is 144. then the polygon

has L_ sides.

8. In quadrilateral EFGH. ~EF HG. m_E = y - 10. mLF = 2v - 40.

and ///zi/7 = 2y — 31. m _ G = L_ (numerical answer)

9. If a diagonal of an equilateral quadrilateral is drawn, the two triangles

formed can be proved congruent by the L_ method.

Find the measure of each numbered angle.

10. /

Could the given information be used to prove that two lines are parallel? If

so. which lines?

12. m_8 - m/-9 = 180

13. ds^4
14. m _ 2 = m /L6

15. zL8 and Z.5 are rt. A.

B 16. Given: Jl\ = JlP: _.Y.\/<9 s _PMO
Prove: A/O is the 1 bisector of NP.

17. Given: JlO _ \P : XO = P~0

Prove: MX = JfP

a b

1 2 3 4 c

8 6 5

9 10 11 12 d
16 15 14 13

18. Write a paragraph proof: If AX is both a median and an altitude of

<-±ABC. then -ABC is isosceles.
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Parallelograms

Objectives

1

.

Apply the definition of a parallelogram and the theorems about

properties of a parallelogram.

2. Prove that certain quadrilaterals are parallelograms.

3. Apply theorems about parallel lines and the segment that joins the

midpoints of two sides of a triangle.

5-1 Properties of Parallelograms

A parallelogram (O) is a quadrilateral with both pairs of

opposite sides parallel. The following theorems state some

properties common to all parallelograms. Your proofs of these

theorems (Written Exercises 13- 15) will be based on what

you have learned about parallel lines and congruent triangles.

Theorem 5-1

Opposite sides of a parallelogram are congruent.

Given: CJEFGH

Prove: EF = H~G: FG = EH

Plan for Proof: Draw EG to form triangles with corresponding sides EF and

HG. FG and EH. Use the pairs of alternate interior angles L l and Z.2, Z_ 3

and LA, to prove the triangles congruent by ASA.

Theorem 5-2

Opposite angles of a parallelogram are congruent.

Theorem 5-3

Diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other.

Given: CJQRST with diagonals QS and TR

Prove: QS and TR bisect each other.

Plan for Proof: You can prove that QM = MS and RM = MT by showing

that they are corresponding parts of congruent triangles. Since QR = TS by

Theorem 5-1. you can show that AQMR = ASMT by ASA.

Quadrilaterals / 167
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, Classroom Exercises

1. Quad. GRAM is a parallelogram.

a. Why is LG supplementary to LM1
b. Why is LM supplementary to /_A!

c. Complete: Consecutive angles of a parallelogram are _, while

opposite angles are :

2. Suppose that ZM is a right angle. What can you deduce about

angles G, R, and A?

M

In Exercises 3-5 quad. ABCD is a parallelogram. Find the values of jc, y,

and z.

C 4. A

Must quad. EFGH be a parallelogram? Can it be a parallelogram? Explain.

H 8.

86
c

115°

85<

Quad. ABCD is a parallelogram. Name the principal theorem or

definition that justifies the statement.

9. AD II BC

11. mLABC = mLCDA
13. AX = hAC

10. Z.ADX = LCBX
12. AD = BC

14. DX = BX

15. Draw a quadrilateral that isn't a parallelogram but does have two 60° angles

opposite each other.

16. State each theorem in if-then form. (Begin "If a quadrilateral is a — ")

a. Theorem 5-1 b. Theorem 5-2 c. Theorem 5-3

17. a. Draw any two segments, AC and BD, that bisect each other at O. What

appears to be true of quad. ABCD?
b. This exercise investigates the converse of what theorem?

18. Draw two segments that are both parallel and congruent. Connect their

endpoints to form a quadrilateral. What appears to be true of the

quadrilateral?
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Written Exercises

Exercises 1-4 refer to —CREW.

A 1. If OE = 4 and WE = 8. name two segments congruent to WE.

2. If WR _L C£, name all angles congruent to ARCE.

3. If WR _L CE, name all segments congruent to WE.

4. If RE = EW. name all angles congruent to /LERW.

In Exercises 5-10 quad. PQRS is a parallelogram. Find the values of a, b,

x, and y.

6. P 15 7. P b Qp 10 1

/
V/

i / °

/62
c A /

3 /?

8. P 9. P

5 33

11. Find the perimeter of aRISK if RI = 17 and IS = 13.

12. The perimeter of LJSTOP is 54 cm. and ST is 1 cm longer than SP. Find

ST and SP.

13. Prove Theorem 5-1.

14. Prove Theorem 5-2. (Draw and label a diagram. List what is given and

what is to be proved.)

15. Prove Theorem 5-3.

16. Given: ABCX is a O:
DXFE isaD.

Prove: LB = AE
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The coordinates of three vertices of coABCD are given. Plot the points and

find the coordinates of the fourth vertex.

17. A(l, 0), B(5, 0), C(7, 2), D(_2_, _L_)

18. A(3, 2), 5(8, 2), C(^_, _2_), D(0, 5)

Each figure in Exercises 19-24 is a parallelogram with its diagonals drawn.

Find the values of x and v.

Quad. DECK is a parallelogram. Complete.

2x + y, DT = x + 2v, TE = 12, and TC = 9,
9 i __ ?

25. If #7
then x = '•'

and y

26. If DE = x + y, £C = 12, CK
AX> = 3x - 2y,then;t = _L_,y = _JL

of CODECK = _•_.

27. If m Z 1 = 3jc, m Z 2 = 4*, and m Z 3 = jc
2

* = ? and m Z CED =

= 2x — v, and

, and the perimeter

28. If mZl
mZ2 =

70, then

(numerical answers).

42, mZ2 = x
2

, and mLCED = 13x, then

or m Z 2 = (numerical answers).

29. Given: CJPQRS, PJ = RK
Prove: SJ = QK

30. Given: CJJQKS; PJ = RK
Prove: LP = LR

31. Given: AflCD is aO;CO:
Prove: ziAsZE

32. Given: AflCD is a O; ZA
Prove: AS = CE

CE

LE
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Find something interesting to prove. Then prove it. Answers may vary.

33. Given: CJABCD: L\ = L.2 34. Given: CJEFIH: OJEGJH: L 1 =

J

zl2

The coordinates of three vertices of a parallelogram are given. Find all the

possibilities you can for the coordinates of the fourth vertex.

C 35. (3, 4), (9, 4), (6, 8) 36. (-1, 0), (2. -2), (2, 2)

37. a. Given: Plane P II plane Q: j II k

Prove: AX = BY
b. State a theorem about parallel planes and lines that

you proved in part (a).

38. Prove: If a segment whose endpoints lie on opposite

sides of a parallelogram passes through the midpoint

of a diagonal, that segment is bisected by the diagonal.

A X/* p/

w
/ x\ \y 7

Kx.yi n
* 39. Write a paragraph proof: The sum of the lengths of the segments drawn

from any point in the base of an isosceles triangle perpendicular to the

legs is equal to the length of the altitude drawn to one leg.

Biographical Note Benjamin Banneker

- -

Benjamin Banneker ( 1731-1806) was a

noted American scholar, largely self-

taught, who became both a surveyor and

an astronomer. As a surveyor, Banneker

was a member of the commission that

defined the boundary line and laid out

the streets of the District of Columbia.

As an astronomer, he accurately predicted a solar eclipse

in 1789. From 1791 until his death he published almanacs

containing information on astronomy, tide tables, and

also such diverse subjects as insect life and medicinal

products. Banneker' s almanacs included ideas that were

far ahead of their time, for example, the formation of a

Department of the Interior and an organization like the

United Nations.
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5-2 Ways to Prove that Quadrilaterals

Are Parallelograms

If both pairs of opposite sides of a quadrilateral are parallel, then by definition

the quadrilateral is a parallelogram. The following theorems will give you

additional ways to prove that a quadrilateral is a parallelogram.

Theorem 5-4

If both pairs of opposite sides of a quadrilateral are congruent, then the

quadrilateral is a parallelogram.

Given: TS=QR;TQ=SR
Prove: Quad. QRST is a o.

Plan for Proof: Draw QS and prove that

ATSQ = ARQS. Then A 1 = L 2 and L. 3 = Z.4,

and opposite sides are parallel.

Theorem 5-5

If one pair of opposite sides of a quadrilateral are both congruent and parallel,

then the quadrilateral is a parallelogram.

Theorem 5-6

If both pairs of opposite angles of a quadrilateral are congruent, then the

quadrilateral is a parallelogram.

Theorem 5-7

If the diagonals of a quadrilateral bisect each other, then the quadrilateral

is a parallelogram.

Five Ways to Prove that a
Quadrilateral Is a Parallelogram

1. Show that both pairs of opposite sides are parallel.

2. Show that both pairs of opposite sides are congruent.

3. Show that one pair of opposite sides are both congruent and parallel

4. Show that both pairs of opposite angles are congruent.

5. Show that the diagonals bisect each other.
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Classroom Exercises

Study the markings on each figure and decide whether ABCD must be a

parallelogram. If the answer is yes, state the definition or theorem that

applies.

1.

4. D

12 C 2. D

3. 6.

7. D 8. D C 9. D

10. Draw a quadrilateral that has two pairs of congruent sides but that is not

a parallelogram.

11. Draw a quadrilateral that is not a parallelogram but that has one pair of

congruent sides and one pair of parallel sides.

12. Parallel rulers, used to draw parallel lines,

are constructed so that EF = HG and

HE = GF . Since there are hinges at

points E. F. G. and H. you can vary the

distance between HG and EF. Explain

why HG and EF are always parallel.

13. The pliers shown are made in such a

way that the jaws are always parallel.

Explain.
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Written Exercises

State the principal definition or theorem that enables you to deduce, from

the information given, that quad. SACK is a parallelogram.

1. SA \\KC\ S~kW AC

2. SA = KC;SK = AC

3. SA = KC; SA II KC

4. SO = jSC; KO = \KA

5. LSKC = LCAS; LKCA = LASK

6. Suppose you know that ASOK = ACOA. Explain how you could prove

that quad. SACK is a parallelogram.

7. The legs of this ironing board are built so that

BO = AO = RO = DO. What theorem

guarantees that the board is parallel to the floor

(AR II B~D)1

8. The quadrilaterals numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

are parallelograms. If you wanted to show that

quadrilateral 6 is also a parallelogram, which

of the five methods listed on page 172 would

be easiest to use?

/
~h k\ 6 /

c

9. What theorem in this section is the converse of each theorem?

a. Theorem 5-1 b. Theorem 5-2 c. Theorem 5-3

10. Give the reasons for each step in the following proof of Theorem 5-6

Given: mLA = mLC
mLB = mLD

Prove: ABCD is a o.

Proof:

Statements

X',

y

1. mLA = mLC = x;

mLB = mLD = y

1.
?

2. 2x + 2y = 360 2.
7

3. x + y = 180

4. AB II DC and AD II BC

3.

4.

7

7

5. ABCD is a o. 5.
7
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Draw and label a diagram. List what is given and what is to be proved.

Then write a two-column proof of the theorem.

B 11. Theorem 5-4 12. Theorem 5-5

For Exercises 14-18 write paragraph proofs.

14. Given: EJABCD; M and N are the mid-

points of AB and DC.
Prove: AMCN is a .

15. Given: EJABCD: AN bisects /.DAB:

CM bisects ^BCD.
Prove: AMCN isaD.

16. Given: EJABCD: W, X. Y, Z are mid-

points of AO, ~BO. CO. and ~DO.

Prove: WXYZ isaD.

D^ .C

13. Theorem 5-7

17. Given: EJABCD: DE = BF

Prove: AFCE is a D.

18. Given: EJKGLJ: FK = HL
Prove: FGHJ isaD.

What values must x and v have to make the quadrilateral a parallelogram?

19. 20.

21.

26' i3jc-2v

4.v + y

22.
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23. Given: UABCD;
~DE ± AC; ~BF 1 AC

Prove: DEBF is a o.

24. Given: Plane X II plane X;

LM = 0N
Prove: LMNO isaD.

C 25. Write a paragraph proof.

Given: CJABCD; uBEDF
Prove: AECF is a D.

{Hint: A short proof is possible if certain

auxiliary segments are drawn.)

Explorations

These exploratory exercises can be done using a computer with a program

that draws and measures geometric figures.

Draw any AABC. Label the midpoint of AB as D.

Draw a segment through D parallel to BC that intersects

AC at E. Measure AE and EC. What do you notice?

Draw any AABC. Label the midpoints of AB

and AC as D and E, respectively. Draw DE. Meas-

ure LAED and LACB. What do you notice? What

is true of ~DE and BC? Measure DE and BC. What

do you notice?

Write an equation that relates DE and BC. Repeat the

drawing and measurements until you are sure of your

equation.
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5-3 Theorems Involving Parallel Lines

In this section we will prove four useful theorems about parallel lines. The
first theorem uses the definition of the distance from a point to a line. (See

page 154.)

Theorem 5-8

If two lines are parallel, then all points on one line are equidistant from the

other line.

Given: / II m; A and B are any points on /;

AC ± m\ BD 1 m

Prove: AC = BD

I

m u
c D

Proof:

Since AB and CD are contained in parallel lines, AB II CD. Since AC and BD
are coplanar and are both perpendicular to m, they are parallel. Thus ABDC
is a parallelogram, by the definition of a parallelogram. Since opposite sides

AC and BD are congruent, AC = BD.

Theorem 5-9

If three parallel lines cut off congruent segments on one transversal, then

they cut off congruent segments on every transversal.

Given: AX II 5? II CZ,

AB = BC

Prove: XY =YZ

Proof:

Through X and Y draw lines parallel to AC, intersecting BY at R and CZ at S,

as shown. Then AXRB and BYSC are parallelograms, by the definition of a

parallelogram. Since the opposite sides of a parallelogram are congruent.

XR = AB and BC = YS. It is given that AB = BC, so using the Transitive

Property twice gives XR = YS. Parallel lines are cut by transversals to form

the following pairs of congruent corresponding angles:

Z11 = Z3 Z3 = ^4 zl4=^2 ^5 = Z6
Then L 1 = L 2 (Transitive Property), and AXYR = AYZS by AAS. Since

XY and YZ are corresponding parts of these triangles, XY = YZ.
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Theorem 5-10

A line that contains the midpoint of one side of a triangle and is parallel to

another side passes through the midpoint of the third side.

Given: M is the midpoint of AB:

mn\\ bc

Prove: N is the midpoint of AC.

B ^ C
Proof:

Let AD be the line through A parallel to MN. Then AD, MN, and BC are three

parallel lines that cut off congruent segments on transversal AB. By Theorem

5-9 they also cut off congruent segments on AC. Thus AN = NC and N is the

midpoint of AC.

The next theorem has two parts, the first of which is closely related to

Theorem 5-10.

Theorem 5-11

The segment that joins the midpoints of two sides of a triangle

(1) is parallel to the third side;

(2) is half as long as the third side.

Given: M is the midpoint of AB:

N is the midpoint of AC.

Prove: (1) MN II BC
(2) MN = h_BC

Proof of (1):

There is exactly one line through M parallel to BC. By Theorem 5-10 that

line passes through N, the midpoint of AC. Thus MN II BC.

Proof of (2):

Let L be the midpoint of BC, and draw NL. By part (1),

MN II BC and also NL II AB. Thus quad. MNLB is a par-

allelogram. Since its opposite sides are congruent, MN = BL.

Since L is the midpoint of BC, BL = \BC . Therefore

MN = hBC.
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Example P.

a.

b.

Solution a.

Q. and R are midpoints of the sides of ADEF.
What kind of figure is DPQR 1

What is the perimeter of DPQR1

Since RQ II DE and PQ II DF. quad. DPQR
is a parallelogram.

fl(? = hDE = DP = 6 and />(? = h_DF = DR 4.

Thus the perimeter of DPQR is 6 + 4 + 6 + 4. or 20.

Classroom Exercises

1. You can use a sheet of lined notebook paper to divide a segment

into a number of congruent parts. Here a piece of cardboard

with edge AB is placed so that AB is separated into five congruent

parts. Explain why this works.

M, A\ and T are the midpoints of the sides of AXYZ.

2. If XZ = 10. then MN = _J_.

3. If 77V = 7. then XY = _2_.

4. If ZJV = 8. then 7/M = _!_.

5. If XY = Ik, then 7W = _!_.

6. Suppose XY = 10. FZ = 14. and XZ = 8.

What are the lengths of the three sides of

a. A77VZ? b. AMYN?
c. AXMT1 d. ANTM1

7. State a theorem suggested by Exercise 6.

8. How many parallelograms are in the diagram?

9. What result of this section do the railings suggest?
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Written Exercises

Points A, B, E, and F are the midpoints of XC, XD,

YC, and YD. Complete.

1. If CD = 24. then AB = _L_ and EF = _L_.

2. If AB = k, then CD = _L_ and £F = _L_.

3. If A£ = 5.v - 8 and EF = 3a, then .v = _!_.

4. If CD = 8jc and AB = 3a + 2. then a = _1_.

5. Given: L, A/, and TV are midpoints of the sides of ATKO.
Find the perimeter of each figure.

a. ATKO b. ALMK
c. EJTNML d. quad. Z.M9/T

6. a. Name all triangles congruent to ATNL.
b. Suppose you are told that the area of ANLM is

17.32 cm 2
. What is the area of ATKO?

Name all the points shown that must be midpoints of the sides of the large

triangle.

6 F

F z+1

AE, BF, CG, and DH are parallel, with EF = FG = GH. Complete.

10. If AB = 5, then AD = _Z_.

11. If AC = 12. then CD = _L_.

12. If A# = 5a and BC = 2.x + 12, then
7

A = ___.

13. If AC = 22 - x and 5D = 3a - 22, then
•?

a = __.

A/ E
b/ F

c/
d/ H

/
^

B 14. If Afi = 15, #C
then jc =

2a

and v =
v. and CD = x + v,

Exs. 10-15

15. IfA# = 12,flC = 2x + 3v.andflD = 8a, then

a = ? and y = °
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In Exercises 16-17 a segment joins the midpoints of two sides of a triangle.

Find the values of x and y.

18. Given: A is the midpoint of OX:

ab\\xy\~bc\\yz

Prove: AC II XZ

19. Given: ^ABCD: BE \\ MD:

M is the midpoint of AB.

Prove: DE = BC

20. Given: PQ. RS. and TU are each

perpendicular to UQ:

R is the midpoint of PT.

Prove: R is equidistant from U and Q.

21. EFGH is a parallelogram whose diagonals intersect at P. M is the midpoint

of FG. Prove that MP = hEF.

22. A skew quadrilateral SKEW is shown. A/, N, O,

and P are the midpoints of SK. KE. WE, and SW.

Explain why PMNO is a parallelogram.

23. Draw AAfiC and label the midpoints of AB. AC. and BC as X. Y. and Z.

respectively. Let P be the midpoint of BZ and (2 be the midpoint of CZ.

Prove thatW = QY.

24. Draw AAfiC and let D be the midpoint of AB. Let £ be the midpoint of

CD. Let F be the intersection of AE and AC. Draw DG parallel to EF

meeting BC at G. Prove that BG = GF = FC

.
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25. Given: Parallel planes P, Q, and R cutting trans-

versals AC and DF; AB = BC
Prove: DE = EF

(Hint: You can't assume that AC and DF are

coplanar. Draw AF, cutting plane Q at X. Using

the plane of AC and AF, apply Theorems 3-1 and

5-10. Then use the plane of AF and FD.)

Self-Test 1

The diagonals of nABCD intersect at Z. Tell

whether each statement must be, may be, or cannot

be true.

1. AC = BD
3. AD II BC

2. DZ = BZ

4. mLDAB 85 and m LBCD = 95

5. List five ways to prove that quad. ABCD is a parallelogram.

6. a. State a theorem that allows you to

conclude that 3x — 7 = 1 1

.

b. Find the values of x and y.

7. Given: CJABCD;

M is the midpoint of AB.

Prove: MO = \AD

8. Given: OPQRS;

PX bisects LQPR\

RY bisects LSRP.
Prove: RYPX is a O.
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Computer Key-In

The BASIC computer program below will calculate the lengths of sides and
diagonals of a quadrilateral. (Line 200 uses the distance formula, which you
will study in Chapter 13. ) Do the exercises to see what you can discover before

studying special quadrilaterals in the next two sections.

4) = "D'

10 DIM X(4), Y(4), A$(4)
15 A$(l) = "A":A$(2) :

_ MgM :A$(3) = "C" :A$(

20 FOR I - 1 TO 4

30 PRINT "VERTEX ";A$(I TT .

40 INPUT X(I), Y(I)
50 NEXT I

60 PRINT "SIDES"
70 FOR I = 1 TO 4
80 LET J = I + l-4* INT (1/4)
90 G0SUB 200
95 NEXT I

100 PRINT "DIAGONALS"
110 LET I - 1:LET J = 3

120 GOSUB 200
130 LET I = 2: LET J = 4

140 GOSUB 200
150 END
200 LET D = SQR( (X(I)--X(J)) -Y(J
210 LET D = INT (100 * D + 5)/100
220 PRINT A$(I);AS(J) . ii ";D
230 RETURN

Exercises

T2

Plot the given points and draw quad. ABCD and its diagonals. Also RUN
the program above, inputting the given coordinates for the vertices. Then
tell which of the following statements are true for quad. ABCD.

I. Quad. ABCD is a parallelogram.

II. Both pairs of opposite sides are congruent.

III. All sides are consruent.

IV. The diagonals are congruent.

V. The diagonals are perpendicular.

VI. The sides form four risht angles.

1. a. A(l. 1). 5(3. 4). C(10. 4). D(8. 1)

b. A(0, -3). B( -4. -1). C(-2. 1). D(2. - 1)

2. a. .4(1. 2). fl(-3, - 1). C(-7, 2). D(-3, 5)

b. A(\. 1). 5(3. -3). C(-l. -1), D(-3, 3)

3. a. A(4. -1). 5(-2. - 1), C(-2, 2), D(4. 2)

b. A(-5. 0). B(-3, 4). C(5, 0). D(3. -4)

4. a. A(2. 2). 5(2. -2), C(-2. -2), D<-2. 2)

b. A(0. 3). 5(3. 0). C(0. -3). D(-3, 0)

5. a. A(-7. 0). 5(-4. 4). C( - 1 . 4). D( - 1 . 0)

b. A(4. 6). 5(10. 3). C(4. -3). D( 1 . 3)

6. a. A(0. 0). 5(2. 4). C(4. 0). D(2. -2)

b. A(6. 0). 5(3. -5). C( -4. 0). D(3, 5)
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Special Quadrilaterals

Objectives

1. Apply the definitions and identify the special properties of a

rectangle, a rhombus, and a square.

2. Determine when a parallelogram is a rectangle, rhombus, or square.

3. Apply the definitions and identify the properties of a trapezoid and an

isosceles trapezoid.

5-4 Special Parallelograms

In this section you will study the properties of special parallelograms:

rectangles, rhombuses, and squares.

A rectangle is a quadrilateral with four right angles.

Therefore, every rectangle is a parallelogram.

(Why?)

A rhombus is a quadrilateral with four congruent sides.

Therefore, every rhombus is a parallelogram.

(Why?)

Rectangle

Rhombus

A square is a quadrilateral with four right angles

and four congruent sides. Therefore, every square is

a rectangle, a rhombus, and a parallelogram. (Why?)

Square

Since rectangles, rhombuses, and squares are parallelograms, they have

all the properties of parallelograms They also have the special properties given

in the theorems on the next page. Proofs of these theorems are left as exercises.
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Theorem 5-12
The diagonals of a rectangle are congruent.

Theorem 5-13
The diagonals of a rhombus are perpendicular.

Theorem 5-14
Each diagonal of a rhombus bisects two angles of the rhombus.

Example Given: ABCD is a rhombus.

What can you conclude?

Solution ABCD is a parallelogram, with all the properties of

a parallelogram. Also:

By Theorem 5-13, AC _L BD.

By Theorem 5-14, AC bisects LDAB and LBCD\
BD bisects L ABC and /.ADC.

The properties of rectangles lead to the following interesting

conclusion about any right triangle.

Begin with rt. AXYZ.
1. Draw lines to form rectangle XZYK. (How?)

2. Draw ZK. ZK = XY (Why?)

3. ZK and XY bisect each other. (Why?)

4. MX = MY = MZ = MK, by (2) and (3).

Since MX = MY = MZ, we have shown the following.

M

Theorem 5-15
The midpoint of the hypotenuse of a right triangle is equidistant from the

three vertices.

Proofs of the next two theorems will be discussed as Classroom Exercises.

Theorem 5-16
If an angle of a parallelogram is a right angle, then the parallelogram is a

rectangle.

Theorem 5-17
If two consecutive sides of a parallelogram are congruent, then the parallelogram

is a rhombus.
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Classroom Exercises

1. Name each figure shown that

appears to be:

a. a parallelogram

b. a rectangle

c. a rhombus

d. a square

2. Name each figure that is both

a rectangle and a rhombus.

3. Name each figure that is a rec-

tangle but not a square.

4. Name each figure that is a

rhombus but not a square.

5. When you know that one angle of a parallelogram is a right angle, you

can prove that the parallelogram is a rectangle. Draw a diagram and

explain.

6. When you know that two consecutive sides of a parallelogram are congruent,

you can prove that the parallelogram is a rhombus. Draw a diagram and

explain.

7. Given: Rhombus EFGH
a. F, being equidistant from E and G, must lie on the

^_of EG.

b. //, being equidistant from E and G. must lie on the

_L_of EG.

c. From (a) and (b) you can deduce that EH
is the ? of EG.

d. State the theorem of this section that you have just

proved.

L KAP is a right angle, and AM is a median. Complete.

8. If MP then MA

K

M
9. If MA = t, then KP = _2_.

10. If m L K = 40, then m L KAM = _1_.

11. In the diagrams below, the red figures are formed by joining the midpoints

of the sides of the quadrilaterals.

a. What seems to be the common property of the red figures?

b. Describe how you would prove your answer to part (a).
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Property Parallelogram Rectangle Rhombus Square

Opp. sides are II.

Opp. sides are = .

Opp. A are = .

A diag. forms two = A.

Diags. bisect each other.

Diags. are =.

Diags. are 1.

A diag. bisects two A.

All A are it. A.

All sides are = .

Written Exercises

Copy the chart. Then place check marks in the appropriate spaces.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Quad. SLTM is a rhombus.

11. If mZ.1 = 25, find the measures of Z.2, Z.3,

Z.4, and Z.5.

12. If mA 1 = 3jc + 8 and mA2 = lhr - 24, find the

value of .v.

13. Urn A I = 3.x + 1 and m A 3 = 7.r - 1 1 . find the

value of x.

Quad. FLAT is a rectangle.

14. If m Z. 1 = 18. find the measures of A 2, Z. 3, and

Z.4.

15. If FA = 27. find LO.

16. If TO = Ay + 7 and FA = 30. find the value

of v.

GM is a median of right AIRG.

17. If m A 1 = 32. find the measures of A 2. Z.3, and

Z.4.

18. IfwZ.4 = 7.x - 3 and m Z.3 = 6(.r + 1), find the

value of x.

19. IfGA* = 2v + 3 and/?/ = 12 - 8y. find the value

of y.
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The coordinates of three vertices of a rectangle are given. Plot the points

and find the coordinates of the fourth vertex. Is the rectangle a square?

20. (9(0, 0), P(0, 5), e(_I_, _2_), R(2, 0) 21. A(2, 1), B(4, 1), C(4, 5), D(-l_, _L_

22. O(0, 0), E(4, 0), F(4, 3), G(_2_, _Z_) 23. //(I, 3), 7(4, 3), /(_!_, _L-), ff(l, 6)

RA is an altitude of ASAT. P and g are mid-

points of SA and TA. SR = 9, /?7 = 16,

QT = 10, and PR = 7.5.

B 24. Find RQ. 25. Find SA.

26. Find the perimeter of APQR.

27. Find the perimeter of ASAT.

28. Given: OAflZK; ZY = BX\

L\ = Z.2

Prove: AfiZy is a rhombus.

29. Given: oAfiZy; A?; = BX
Prove: Z. 1 = L 2 and Z. 1 = L. 3

30. Given: Rectangle QRST:
CJRKST

Prove: AQSK is isosceles.

31. Given: Rectangle QRST;

OJRKST; OJJQST

Prove: JT = KS

S 9 R 16 T

B

/] i\

A

3\
X Z Y

T S

/X\
J Q R K

32. Prove Theorem 5-12.

33. Prove Theorem 5-14 for one diagonal of the rhombus. (Note that a proof

for the other would be similar, step-by-step.)

34. Prove: If the diagonals of a parallelogram are perpendicular, then the

parallelogram is a rhombus.

35. Prove: If the diagonals of a parallelogram are congruent, then the paral-

lelogram is a rectangle.

36. a. The bisectors of the angles of CJABCD inter- D>

sect to form quad. WXYZ. What special kind

of quadrilateral is WXYZ?
b. Prove your answer to part (a).

37. Draw a rectangle and bisect its angles. The bi-

sectors intersect to form what special kind of

quadrilateral?

The coordinates of three vertices of a rhombus are given, not necessarily in

order. Plot the points and find the coordinates of the fourth vertex. Measure

the sides to check your answer.

38. O(0, 0), L(5, 0), D(4, 3), V(JL, _L) 39. O(0, 0), 5(0, 10), £(6, 18), W(_L, _L)
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C 40. a. Suppose that two sides of a quadrilateral are parallel and that one

diagonal bisects an angle. Does that quadrilateral have to be special

in other ways? If so, write a proof. If not. draw a convincing diagram.

b. Repeat part (a) with these conditions: Suppose that two sides are parallel

and that one diagonal bisects two angles of the quadrilateral.

41. Draw a regular pentagon ABCDE. Let X be the in-

tersection of AC and BD. What special kind of quad-

rilateral is AXDE? Write a paragraph proof.

42. Given: Rectangle RSTW;
equilateral A YWT and STZ

What is true of A/?FZ?

Write a paragraph proof.
Ex.42

Explorations

These exploratory exercises can be done using a computer with a program

that draws and measures geometric figures.

As you will learn in the next section, a trapezoid is a B

quadrilateral with exactly one pair of parallel sides.

Draw trapezoid ABCD with BA II CD. Label the midpoints

of AD and BC as E and F respectively, and draw FE.
t

Measure LBFE and LBCD. What is true of CD and

F£? What postulate or theorem tells you this?

What is true of FE and ~BA'l Why? C
Measure the lengths of BA, CD. and FE. What do you notice?

Write an equation that relates BA. CD. and FE. Repeat the drawing and

measurements until you are sure of your equation.

Mixed Review Exercises

Find the average of the given numbers. (The average is the sum of the numbers

divided bv the number of numbers.)

1. 17. 9 2. 15. 25 3. 18. 2. 13 4. 7. 8. 5. 15. 10

5. 7.9. 8.5 6. 4. -7 7. -3. 4. -7. 10 8. 1.7. 2.6. 9.1. 0.4

9. The numbers given are the coordinates of the endpoints of a segment on

a number line. Find the coordinate of the midpoint by taking the average.

a. 12. 34 b. -3, 7 c. 17. -9 d. -5. -7
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5-5 Trapezoids

A quadrilateral with exactly one pair of parallel sides

is called a trapezoid. The parallel sides are called

the bases. The other sides are legs.

base 70^^]eg
/40°' 100°\

leg/ w *
110°

yio° 80°\ base 90° 90°
k

base

base leg

Trapezoids

A trapezoid with congruent legs is called an

isosceles trapezoid. If you fold any isosceles trapezoid

so that the legs coincide, you will find that both

pairs of base angles are congruent.

Isosceles trapezoid

A trapezoidal shape can be seen in the photo-

graph. Is it isosceles?

Theorem 5-18
Base angles of an isosceles trapezoid are congruent.

Given: Trapezoid ABXY with BX = AY

Prove: LX = LY\ LB = LA

Plan for Proof: Note that the diagram does not contain any parallelograms

or congruent triangles that might be used. To obtain such figures, you could

draw auxiliary lines. You could use either diagram below to prove the theorem.

Z

Draw BZ II AY so that

ABZY is a O.

X P Q Y

Draw BP 1 XY and AQ 1 XY.

Since BA II X?, BP = AQ by Theorem 5-
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The median of a trapezoid is the segment that joins the midpoints of the

legs. Note the difference between the median of a trapezoid and a median of

a triangle.

P Q

MN is the median of trapezoid PQRS.

A B

AT is a median of AABC.

Theorem 5-19
The median of a trapezoid

(1) is parallel to the bases;

(2) has a length equal to the average of the base lengths.

Given: Trapezoid PQRS with median MN

Prove: (1) MN II PQ and MN II SR (2) MN = i(PQ + SR)

Plan for Proof: Again it is necessary to introduce auxiliary lines, and again

there is more than one way to do this. Although any of the diagrams below

could be used to prove the theorem, the proof below uses the second diagram.

Draw RT II SP.

T

Draw SN intersecting PQ at T. Draw SQ.

Proof:

Extend SN to intersect PQ at T. ATNQ = ASNR by ASA. Then SN = NT
and N is the midpoint of ST. Using Theorem 5-11 and APST. (l)MNWPQ
(and also MNWsR). and (2) MN = h_PT = \(PQ + QT) = \(PQ + SR),

since QT = SR.

Example A trapezoid and its median are shown.

Find the value of x.

Solution 10 = h [(2.x - 4) + (x - 3)]

20 = (2x - 4) + (x - 3)

20 = 3x - 7

27 = 3.v

9 = .v

2v-4

v-3
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Classroom Exercises

X, Y, and Z are midpoints of the sides of isosceles AABC.

1. Explain why XZBA is a trapezoid.

2. Name two trapezoids other than XZBA.

3. Name an isosceles trapezoid and find its perimeter.

Find the length of the median of each trapezoid.

4. 6 5. 6. 1 1 - x

Draw the trapezoid described. If such a trapezoid cannot be drawn, explain

why not.

7. with two right angles

9. with congruent bases

8. with both bases shorter than the legs

10. with three acute angles

11. Draw a quadrilateral such that exactly three sides are congruent and two

pairs of angles are congruent.

Written Exercises

Each diagram shows a trapezoid and its median. Find the value of x

A 1. 9 2. 25 3.

13

4. 6.

7.v + 3

8. 3.v + 2

2.v + 4

2x + I

5.v + I 2 5x 3v
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10. One angle of an isosceles trapezoid has measure 57. Find the measures
of the other angles.

11. Two congruent angles of an isosceles trapezoid have measures 3a + 10

and 5.Y - 10. Find the value of x and then give the measures of all angles

of the trapezoid.

In Exercises 12-20, TA = AB = BC and TD = DE = EF.

12. Write an equation that relates AD and BE.

(Hint: Think of ATBE.)

13. Write an equation that relates AD. BE, and CF.

(Hint: Think of trapezoid CFDA.)

14. If AD = 7. then BE = _L_ and CF = '

15. If BE = 26, then AD = _2_ and CF = _1_.

16. If AD = x and BE = x + 6. then x = '

and CF = L_ (numerical answers).

Exs. 12-20

B 17. If AD = x + 3, BE = x + y, and CF = 36, then x = and

18 If AD = x + y. BE = 20, and CF = 4x - y, then CF = _^ (numerical

answer).

19. Tony makes up a problem for the figure, setting AD = 5 and CF = 17.

Katie says, "You can't do that." Explain.

20. Mike makes up a problem for the figure, setting AD = 2x + 1,

BE = 4.v + 2, and CF = 6.v + 3 and asking for the value of x. Katie

says, "Anybody can do that problem." Explain.

Draw a quadrilateral of the type named. Join, in order, the midpoints of

the sides. What special kind of quadrilateral do you appear to get?

21. rhombus 22. rectangle 23. isosceles trapezoid

24. non-isosceles trapezoid 25. quadrilateral with no congruent sides

26. Carefully draw an isosceles trapezoid and measure its diagonals. What do

you discover? Write a proof of your discovery.

27. Prove Theorem 5-18.

A kite is a quadrilateral that has two pairs of congruent sides, but opposite

sides are not congruent.

28. Draw a convex kite. Discover, state, and prove whatever you can about

the diagonals and angles of a kite.

29. a. Draw a convex kite. Join, in order, the midpoints of the sides. What

special kind of quadrilateral do you appear to get?

b. Repeat part (a), but draw a nonconvex kite.
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ABCD is a trapezoid with median MN.

30. If DC = 6 and AB = 16, find ME, FN, and £F.

31. Prove that EF = \(AB - DC).

32. If DC = 3x, AB = 2x
2

, and EF = 7,

find the value of x.

33. VE and FG are congruent. J, K, L, and M are the

midpoints of EF, VF, VG, and £G. What name best

describes JKLM1 Explain.

34. When the midpoints of the sides of quad. ABCD are

joined, rectangle PQRS is formed.

a. Draw other quadrilaterals ABCD with this property.

b. What must be true of quad. ABCD if PQRS is

to be a rectangle?

35. When the midpoints of the quad. ABCD are joined,

rhombus PQRS is formed.

a. Draw other quadrilaterals ABCD with this property.

b. What must be true of quad. ABCD if PQRS is

to be a rhombus?

36. P, Q, R, and S are the midpoints of the sides of

quad. ABCD. In this diagram PR and SQ have the

same midpoint, point O. If you think this will be

the case for any quad. ABCD, prove it. If not, tell

what other information you need to know about quad.

ABCD before you can conclude that PR and SQ have

the same midpoint.

Challenge
The three-dimensional figure shown has six congruent edges. Draw

four such figures. On your diagrams show how a plane can intersect

the figure to form (a) a triangle with three congruent sides, (b) a

triangle with sides not all congruent, (c) a rectangle, and (d) an isosceles

trapezoid.
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Explorations

These exploratory exercises can be done using a computer with a program
that draws and measures geometric figures.

Draw any AABC. Label the midpoint of AB as D. of

AC as E. and of BC as F. ,

Form a quadrilateral (ABFE. BCED. or CADF) by using

two midpoints and two vertices.

What kind of quadrilateral is each of ABFE. BCED. and

CADF? How do you know?

Form a quadrilateral (ADFE. BFED. or CEDF) by using

three midpoints and a vertex.

What kind of quadrilateral is each of ADFE. BFED. and

CEDF'1
. How do vou know?

Self-Test 2
Quad. WXYZ must be a special figure to meet the conditions stated. Write

the best name for that special quadrilateral.

1. WX = YZ and WX II YZ 2. WX II YZ and WX # YZ

3. WX = YZ, XY = ZW, and diag. WY = diag. XZ

4. Diagonals WY and XZ are congruent and are perpendicular bisectors of

each other.

5. An isosceles trapezoid has sides of lengths 5. 8. 5. and 14. Find the length

of the median.

6. M is the midpoint of hypotenuse AB.

Find AM and m A ACM.
7. Given: /L\ = L2 = Ll> = L\

Prove: EFGH is a rhombus.

8. PQRS is a o.

a. If X is the midpoint of PQ and y is the midpoint of

SR. what special kind of quadrilateral is XQRY 1
.

b. Prove your answer to part (a).

c. Draw a line through O intersecting PQ at J and

SR at K. If 7 and A" are not midpoints, what

special kind of quadrilateral is JQRK1
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Application Rhombuses

Many objects that need to change in size or shape are built in the shape of a

rhombus. What makes this shape so useful is that if you keep the lengths of

the sides the same, opposite sides remain parallel as you change the measures

of the angles. A rhombus also has the property that as you change the measures

of the angles, the vertices slide along the lines that contain the diagonals and

the diagonals remain perpendicular. Two applications of this property are

illustrated in the photographs below.

A rhombic shape can be used to support weight

when the height of the object changes but the load

must remain balanced. To use the jack shown above,

you turn a crank. This brings the two hinges on

the horizontal diagonal closer together and forces

the hinges on the vertical diagonal farther apart,

which lifts the car. Could a jack be in the shape

of a parallelogram that is not a rhombus? Would
a jack in the shape of a kite work?

The folding elevator gate shown at the right

changes in width, but the vertical bars remain ver-

tical. Some types of fireplace tongs can extend and

retract in a similar way. Electric trains sometimes

use rhombic arrangements to maintain contact with

overhead wires even when the distance between the

top of the coach and the wire changes. Can you

think of other objects that use this property?
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Chapter Summary
1. A parallelogram has these properties:

a. Opposite sides are parallel.

b. Opposite sides are congruent.

c. Opposite angles are congruent.

d. Diagonals bisect each other.

2. The chart on page 172 lists five ways to prove that a quadrilateral is a

parallelogram.

3. If two lines are parallel, then all points on one line are equidistant from
the other line.

4. If three parallel lines cut off congruent segments on one transversal, then

they cut off congruent segments on every transversal.

5. A line that contains the midpoint of one side of a triangle and is parallel

to another side bisects the third side.

6. The segment that joins the midpoints of two sides of a triangle is parallel

to the third side and has a length equal to half the length of the third side.

7. The midpoint of the hypotenuse of a right triangle is equidistant from all

three vertices.

8. Rectangles, rhombuses, and squares are parallelograms with additional

properties. Trapezoids and kites are not parallelograms, but are special

quadrilaterals with additional properties.

9. The median of a trapezoid is parallel to the bases and has a length equal

to half the sum of the lengths of the bases.

Chapter Review

In parallelogram EFGH, m LEFG = 70.

1. mLHEF = _L_

2. If m/LEFH = 32, then m LEHF = _•_.

3. If HQ = 14, then HF = _J_.

4. If EH = 8.v - 7 and FG = 5x + 11, then x = -1

In each exercise you could prove that quad. SANG is a parallelogram if one

more fact, in addition to those stated, were given. State that fact.

5. GN = 9; NA = 5; SA = 9 S^ ^?A
6. LASG = AGNA
l.~SZ = ~NZ

8. SA \\GN\ SA = 17
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State the principal theorem that justifies the

statement about the diagram.

9. If ~DE II AC, then D is the midpoint of AS.

10. If D is the midpoint of AB, then DE II BC.

11. If D is the midpoint of AB, then DE = 6.

5-3

12. Given: O/CDEF; S and T are the

midpoints of EF and £D.

Prove: SR = FD

Give the most descriptive name for quad. MNOP.

13. MN = P~d;MN\\pd

14. MN\\p~d;Nd II MP; MO _LNP

15. ZM = LN = LO = LP
16. M/VOP is a rectangle with MN = NO.

5-4

17. Given: ABCD is a rhombus;

Prove: AECF is a rhombus.

Draw and label a diagram. List, in terms of the diagram, what is given and

what is to be proved. Then write a proof.

18. PX and QY are altitudes of acute APQR, and Z is the midpoint of PQ.
Prove that AXYZ is isosceles.

MN is the median of trapezoid ZOID.

19. The bases of trap. ZOID are ? and ?

20. If ZO = 8 and MN = 11, then DI = _1_.

21. If ZO = 8, then TN = _?_.

22. If trap. ZOID is isosceles and m LD = 80,

then m LO = —1

5-5
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Chapter Test

Complete each statement with the word always, sometimes, or never.

1. A square is _L_ a rectangle. 2. A rectangle is
? a rhombus.

3. A rhombus is _!_ a square. 4. A rhombus is
? a parallelogram.

5. A trapezoid —L_ has three congruent sides.

6. The diagonals of a trapezoid
'

? bisect each other.

7. The diagonals of a rectangle are ? congruent.

8. The diagonals of a parallelogram
'

? bisect the angles.

Trapezoid ABCD has median MN.

9. If DC = 42 and A/yV = 35 , then AB = _Z_.

10. If FC = 9, then EN = _L_.

11. If Afl = 5/ + Ik and DC = 9/

MN = _Z_.

3&, then

Can you deduce from the given information that quad. ABCD is a parallelogram?

If so, what theorem can you use?

12. LADC = LCBA and L BAD = LDCB
13. AD I! BC and AD = BC

14. A7 = CT and DI = |Dfi

15. AB, BC, CD, and DA are all congruent.

16. RE is an altitude of ARST.
Find A/W. /V£. and RT.

R

17. / II m II n

Find the values of x. v. and z.

18. Given: CJPQRS: PA = RB
Prove: A5 = 50

/>
,

A Q

19. Given: />/? II VO; RO II PV: /»/? = RO
Prove: L 1 and Z. 2 are complementary.
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. Cumulative Review: Chapters 1-5

1 1. Given two parallel lines n and k, how many planes contain n and kl

2. a. Is it possible for two lines to be neither intersecting nor parallel? If

so, what are the lines called?

b. Repeat part (a), replacing lines with planes.

3. Write the converse of the statement: If you are a member of the skiing

club, then you enjoy winter weather.

4. On a number line, point A has a coordinate —5 and B has a coordinate 3.

Find the coordinate of the midpoint of AB.

5. Name the property that justifies the statement: If Zl = Z2 and

Z2 = Z3, then Zl = Z3.

In Exercises 6-10, complete each statement about the diagram. Then state

the definition, postulate, or theorem that justifies your answer.

6. m Z 1 + m Z 2 + mZ. 3 = _L_

7. mZ 1 + mZ4 = _L_

8. m Z 1 + m Z.2 = m L ?

9. If EC II Z?D, then Z. 7 = _Z_.

10. If Z.2 = Z.3, then £T = _2_.

Complete each statement.

11. The median to the base of an isosceles triangle
'

the vertex angle and

is
? to the base.

12. a. If a point lies on the perpendicular bisector of AB, then the point is

equidistant from ?

b. If a point lies on the bisector of ARST, then the point is equidistant

from __!_.

13. Suppose AART = ADEB.
a. AEBD = _L_ b. AT = _L_ c. mLK = _L_

14. If a regular polygon has 40 sides, the measure of each interior angle
•7

is :

15. When two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, a pair of corresponding

angles have measures 2x + 50 and 3.v. The measures of the angles are

i_ and
'•

16. In ASUN, LS = LN. Given that SU = 2.x + 7, UN = 4.v -
1 , and

SN = 3x + 4, find the numerical length of each side.

17. M and /V are the midpoints of the legs of trapezoid EFGH. If bases

EF and HG have lengths 2r + s and 4r — 3s, express the length of MN
in terms of r and s.
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Given: ABCD is a parallelogram;

AD = AC; AE = EC
LADF = LCDF\ m LDAC = 36

Complete each statement about the diagram.

18. AE = EC, so BE is a(n)

AABC.
of

19. AADF = LCDF, so DF is a(n) _L_ of

AADC.

20. AADC is a(n) _JL_ triangle.

21. mLDAC = 36, so mLADC
mLADF = _•_.

and

22. AADF is a(n)

23. tADC = A_
triangle.

= L. = L

In the diagram, m L VOZ = 90.

OW is an altitude of A VOZ.

OX bisects L VOZ.

OY is a median of A VOZ.
Find the measures of the four numbered angles.

24. mLZ = 30 25. m/LZ = k V W X Y

In Exercises 26-29, complete each statement about the diagram. Then state

the definition, postulate, or theorem that justifies your answer.

26. If LM = ON and LO = MN, then LMNO is

a :

27. If LMNO is a rhombus, then LLOM = _•_ =

28. If MP = PO and P£> II CW, then Q is the __
of_L_.

29. If P0 II CW, PP = PO and QS = SN, then

PS = i(_^ + J.

30. Given: WP = ZP\ PY = PX

Prove: LWXY = LZYX
31. Given: AD = BC: AD II BC

Prove: EF = FG
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Inequalities and
Indirect Proof

Objectives

1. Apply properties of inequality to positive numbers, lengths of

segments, and measures of angles.

2. State the contrapositive and inverse of an if-then statement.

3. Understand the relationship between logically equivalent statements.

4. Draw correct conclusions from given statements.

5. Write indirect proofs in paragraph form.

6-1 Inequalities

Our geometry up until now has emphasized congruent segments and angles,

and the triangles and polygons they form. To deal with segments whose lengths

are equal and angles whose measures are equal, you have used properties of

equality taken from algebra. They are stated on page 37. In this chapter you

will work with segments having unequal lengths and angles having unequal

measures. You will use properties of inequality taken from algebra.

Example 1 Complete each conclusion by inserting one of the symbols <. =. or >.

a. Given: AC > AB: AB > BC B

Conclusion: AC L_ BC

Given: m ABAC + m A- CAD = m A BAD
Conclusion: m LBAD ? m/LBAC:

m L BAD _^ m L. CAD

Solution a. AC >AC (Equivalents. BC < AC.)

b. mLBAD > m ABAC (Equivalents, m ABAC < mABAD.)
mABAD > mLCAD (Equivalently, m ACAD < m/LBAD.)

The properties of inequality you will use most often in geometry are stated

on the following page. When you use any one of them in a proof, you can

write as your reason A Prop, of Ineq. Can you see which properties were used

in Example 1?

Inequalities in Geometry / 203
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Properties of Inequality

If a > b and c 2: d, then a + c > b + d.

a b
If a > b and c > 0, then ac > be and - > -.

c e

a b
If a > b and c < 0, then ar < or and - < -.

c c

If a > b and b > c, then a > c.

U a = b + c and c > 0. then a > b.

Example 2

Given: AC > BC\ CE > CD

Prove: AE > BD

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. AC > BC, CE > CD I. Given

2. AC + CE > BC + CD 2. A Prop, of Ineq.

3. AC + CE = AE; BC + CD == BD 3. Segment Addition Postulate

4. AE > BD 4. Substitution Prop.

Example 3

Given: Z_ 1 is an exterior angle of ADEF.

Prove: m L. 1 > m /LD\

m L 1 > m /-E

Proof:

Statements

1. mL\ = mLD + mAE 1. The measure of an ext. Z. of a A
equals the sum of the measures of the

two remote int. A.

2. mL\ > mLD\ mL\ > mLE 2. A Prop, of Ineq.

Example 3 above proves the following theorem.

Theorem 6-1 The Exterior Angle Inequality Theorem

The measure of an exterior angle of a triangle is greater than the measure

of either remote interior angle.
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Classroom Exercises

Classify each conditional as true or false.

1. If 3a > 9. then a > 27.

3. If x > 4. then x + 1 > 5.

5. If c - 5 > 45. then c > 48.

7. If v > 18. then v > 20.

9. If a > 5 and 5 > ft. then a > ft.

11. If g > h and / = ft. then g > j.

13. If c > d and ? = /. then c + e = d + f.

14. If g > h and /' > /. then g + h> i + ;'.

15. If A- > / and m > //. then k + m > I + n.

16. If a > ft. then 100 - a > 100 - ft.

Complete each statement by writing < , = , or >

17. X Y Z 18.
• • •

^^MaMai

2. If 4ft > 20. then ft > 5.

4. If x + 1 > 5, then .v > 4.

6. If a + ft = n and c > ft. then a + c > n.

8. If v > 20. then y > 18.

10. If d > e and f>e, then d > f.

12. If p = q + 6. then p > q.

a. XZ
b. XZ
c. XZ

XY
XY
YZ

YZ

19.

a. m Z. 1

b. mZ-2
c. m Z 1

mZ.3
mZ3
wZ2 a. Afi _L_ AC

b. Afi _Z_ AX + XB
c. Afi _!_ XB
d. AC _L_ XB

20. Supply reasons to complete the proof.

Given: mZ.2 > m Z 1

Prove: m Z.2 > mZ4

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1

.

m Z 2 > m Z 1

2. mZl > mZ3
3. mZ.2 > mZ3
4. Z3 = Z4, or wiZ.3

5. mZ2 > /wZ4

mZ.4

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Written Exercises

Some information about the diagram is given. Tell whether the other statements

can be deduced from what is given. (Write yes or no.)

1. Given: Point Y lies between points X and Z.

a. XY = hXZ b. XZ = XY + YZ

c. XZ > XY d. YZ > XY
e. XZ > YZ f. XZ > 2XY

2. Given: Point B lies in the interior of IAOC.
a. mZLl = mZ.2 b. mlAOC = mil + m 12
c.mlAOC>ml\ d.mlAOC>ml2
e. ml. 1 > mZ.2 f. mlAOC > 90

3. Given: CJABCD: AC > BD
a. AB > AD b. AM > MC
c. DM = MB d. AM > A/fl

4. Given: m^RVS = mARSV = 65

a. /?7 > /?S b. fl7 > /?V

c. RS > ST d. VT < RS

5. When some people are given thaty > k and I > m. they carelessly conclude

that y + k > I + m. Find values for), k. /. and m that show this conclusion

is false.

Write the reasons that justify the statements.

6. C T 1.

Given: AABC = ARST
Prove: AK > RS

Statements of proof:

1. AABC = ARST
2. AB = RS, or AB = RS
3. AK = AB + BK
4. AK > AB
5. AK > RS

Given: DE, FG and ZH contain point Z.

Prove: m L DZH > m L GZE

Statements of proof:

1. LDZF = L GZE,

or ml DZF = mL GZE

2. ml DZH = ml DZF + mlFZH
3. ml DZH > ml DZF
4. ml DZH > ml GZE
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Write proofs in two-column form.

B 8. Given: KL > XL: LM > LP
Prove: KM > NP

9. Given: m/_ROS > m/.TOV
Prove: m L ROT > m /_ SOV

10. Given: VY _ YZ

Prove: Z. VXZ is an obtuse angle.

11. Given: The diagram

Prove: m L 1 > wZ.4

12. Given: QR and ST bisect each other.

Prove: m^XRT > m£S

C 13. Given: Point K lies inside AABC.
Prove: mZ.K > m£C

Challenge
A cube with sides n cm long is painted on all faces. It is then cut

into cubes with sides 1 cm long. If n = 4. as the diagram at

the right illustrates, how many of these smaller cubes will have

paint on

a. 3 surfaces'? b. 2 surfaces?

c. 1 surface? d. surfaces?

Answer the questions for any positive integer n.

£=Z^zz

1 cm

^
-«
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6-2 Inverses and Contrapositives

You have already studied the converse of an if-then statement. Now we consider

two other related conditionals called the inverse and the contrapositive.

Statement: If p, then q.

Inverse: If not p. then not q.

Contrapositive: If not q, then not p.

Example Write (a) the inverse and (b) the contrapositive of the true conditional:

If two lines are not coplanar, then they do not intersect.

Solution a. Inverse: If two lines are coplanar, then they intersect. (False)

b. Contrapositive: If two lines intersect, then they are coplanar. (True)

As you can see, the inverse of a true conditional is not necessarily true.

You can use a Venn.diagram to represent a conditional. Since

any point inside circle p is also inside circle q, this diagram represents

"If p, then q." Similarly, if a point is not inside circle q, then it

can't be inside circle/?. Therefore, the same diagram also represents

"If not q, then not /?." Since the same diagram represents both a

conditional and its contrapositive, these statements are either both

true or both false. They are called logically equivalent statements.

Since a conditional and its contrapositive are logically equivalent, you

may prove a conditional by proving its contrapositive. Sometimes this is easier,

as you will see in Written Exercises 21 and 22.

The Venn diagram at the right represents both the converse "If

q, then p" and the inverse "If not p, then not g." Therefore, the

converse and the inverse of a conditional are also logically equivalent

statements.

Summary of Related If-Then Statem
Given statement: If p. then q.

Contrapositive: If not q, then not p.

Converse: If q, then p.

Inverse: If not p, then not q.

A statement and its contrapositive are logically equivalent.

A statement is not logically equivalent to its converse or to its inverse.
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Using a Venn diagram to illustrate a conditional

statement can also help you determine whether an argument

leads to a valid conclusion.

Suppose this conditional is true:

All runners are athletes.

(If a person is a runner, then that person is an athlete.)

What can you conclude from each additional statement?

1. Leroy is a runner.

2. Lucia is not an athlete.

3. Linda is an athlete.

4. Larry is not a runner.

The conditional is paired with the four different statements

as shown below.

1. Given: If p, then q\

P

Conclusion: q

All runners are athletes.

Leroy is a runner.

Leroy is an athlete.

2. Given: If p, then q\

not q

Conclusion: not p

All runners are athletes.

Lucia is not an athlete.

Lucia is not a runner.

3. Given: If p, then q\

No conclusion follows.

All runners are athletes.

Linda is an athlete.

Linda might be a runner

or she might not be.

4. Given: If p. then q;

not p

No conclusion follows.

All runners are athletes.

Larry is not a runner.

Larry might be an athlete

or he might not be.
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Classroom Exercises

1. State the contrapositive of each statement.

a. If I can sing, then you can dance.

b. If you can't play baseball, then I can't ride a horse.

c. If x = 4. then x
1 - 5 = 1 1

.

d. If v < 3. then y f 4.

e. If a polygon is a triangle, then the sum of the measures of its angles

is 180.

2. State the inverse of each statement in Exercise 1

.

3. A certain conditional is true. Must its converse be true? Must its inverse

be true? Must its contrapositive be true?

4. A certain conditional is false. Must its converse be false? Must its inverse

be false? Must its contrapositive be false?

Classify each conditional as true or false. Then state its inverse and contra-

positive, and classify each of these as true or false.

5. If a triangle is equilateral, then it is equiangular.

6. If LA is acute, then mLA ^ 100.

7. If a triangle is not isosceles, then it is not equilateral.

8. If two planes do not intersect, then they are parallel.

Express each statement in if-then form.

9. All squares are rhombuses.

10. No trapezoids are equiangular.

11. All marathoners have stamina.

12. Suppose "All marathoners have stamina" is a

true conditional. What, if anything, can you

conclude from each additional statement? If

no conclusion is possible, say so.

a. Nick is a marathoner.

b. Heidi has stamina.

c. Mimi does not have stamina.

d. Arlo is not a marathoner.

Written Exercises

Write (a) the contrapositive and (b) the inverse of each statement.

1. If n = 17, then An = 68.

2. If those are red and white, then this is blue.

3. If x is not even, then x + 1 is not odd.

4. If Abby is not here, then she is not well.
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_:em«eiit in Exercises 5-l§ copy

shown be!

I:
~

- : - : :

s • ; - — -=—

. :
-~ - r -

J:-.;--

In "• z t>z

7. IfAM = MB. then M is thi

8. If a triangle is scalene, tfaa

B f. If -2n < 6, then * > - 3

It. If jt > 1. then j> I.

If no eooehi?

11. Given: All senators are at least 30 yens ohL

a. Jose Avila is 48 yens oML

b. Rebecca CasteDoe is a senator.

c Constance Brown is not a senator.

d. L -.i Z-i~ .i
'.- t--* : -

12. Given: Math teachers assign boors of homework.

a. Bridget Sullivan is a mam teacher.

b. August Campos yyqgre hours of homework.

- -
" -

" - -

:

-

d. Jason Bather is not a maii teacher.

OH

13. Given: If it is not raining, then I am happy.

a. I am not happy. h. It is not raining,

c I am overjoyed. d. It is raining.

14. Given: All my students love geometry.

a. Sm is my student. h. Luis loves geometry.

c Stella is not my student. d- George does not love geometry.

15. Given: If two angles are vertical angles, then they ate congruent.

a. ^_ 1 = _ I b. m^ABC # m^DBF
c. ZL3 and _- - .-.- ^r.t.ts d. RS and TV intersect at V.
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What can you conclude by using the given statement together with each

additional statement? If no conclusion is possible, say so.

16. Given: The diagonals of a rhombus are perpendicular.

a. JKLM is a rhombus. b. In quad. DIME, DM J_ IE.

c. STUV is not a rhombus. d. In quad. NOPQ, NP I OQ.

Given: The diagonals of a rectangle are congruent.17.

a. PQRS is a rectangle. b.

c. WXYZ is not a rectangle. d.

18. Given: Every square is a rhombus.

a. ABCD is a rhombus. b.

c. PQRS is a square. d.

In quad. ABCD, AC = BD.

In quad. STAR, SA > TR.

In quad. LAST, LA f LT.

GHIJ is not a square.

19. What simpler name can be used for the converse of the inverse of a

conditional?

20. Write the contrapositive of the converse of the inverse of the conditional:

If r, then s.

Prove each of the following statements by proving its contrapositive. Begin

by writing what is given and what is to be proved.

21. Urn LA + mLB ± 180,

then mLD + m LC ± 180.

22. If n
1

is not a multiple of 3.

then n is not a multiple of 3.

B C

Mixed Review Exercises

Complete each statement with the word always, sometimes, or never.

1. Two lines that do not intersect are ? parallel.

2. Two lines parallel to the same plane ? intersect.

3. The diagonals of a parallelogram
'*

bisect each other.

4. An acute triangle is
? a right triangle.

5. Two lines parallel to a third line are ? parallel.

6. A square is
? a rectangle.

7. An altitude of a triangle is
''

a median.

8. Find the measures of L 1, L 2, L 3, 9. Find the value of .v.

and Z.4 in the figure shown.
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Career

Cartographer
When you think of a map. do

you think of a piece of paper

with colored areas and lines?

Surprisingly, some maps now
consist of thousands, or even

millions, of numbers stored on

computer tapes. Obviously

cartography, or map-making.

is changing.

Several technical advances

have led to changes in map-

ping. Space satellites carrying

scanners produce extremely

detailed images of the entire

world at regular intervals.

Besides conventional photo-

graphs, these scanners also

record images using infrared

and other wavelengths beyond

the range of visible light.

After processing by computer,

such images provide many
more kinds of information

than the traditional political

boundaries and topographic

features of conventional maps.

For example, they can map
soil types and land use. dis-

tinguishing among farm fields,

forests, and urban areas. In

fact, they can even differen-

tiate a corn field from a soy-

bean field, or a freshly

plowed field from a field with

a mature crop.

In the false-color map
shown below of Oregon and

Washington, vegetation ap-

pears as red. dry regions are

blue, water is black, and

snow on the Cascade Moun-

tains and the Olympic Moun-

tains is white.

Both new images and con-

ventional map data are being

digitized, that is. converted to

numerical codes and stored on

computer tape. As new im-

ages are received, changes in

physical features are coded

and recorded. Map users can

thus be provided with maps

that are constantly being re-

vised and kept up to date.
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6-3 Indirect Proof
Until now, the proofs you have written have been

direct proofs. Sometimes it is difficult or even

impossible to find a direct proof. In that case it

may be possible to reason indirectly. Indirect rea-

soning is commonplace in everyday life. Suppose.

for example, that after walking home, Sue enters

the house carrying a dry umbrella. You can conclude

that it is not raining outside. Why? Because if it

were raining, then her umbrella would be wet. The

umbrella is not wet. Therefore, it is not raining.

In an indirect proof you begin by assuming temporarily that the desired

conclusion is not true. Then you reason logically until you reach a contradiction

of the hypothesis or some other known fact. Because you've reached a con-

tradiction, you know that the temporary assumption is impossible and therefore

the desired conclusion must be true.

The procedure for writing an indirect proof is summarized below. Notice

how these steps are applied in the examples of indirect proof that follow.

How to Write an Indirect Proof

1. Assume temporarily that the conclusion is not true.

2. Reason logically until you reach a contradiction of a known fact.

3. Point out that the temporary assumption must be false, and that the conclusion

must then be true.

Example 1

Given: n is an integer and n
2

is even.

Prove: n is even.

Proof:

Assume temporarily that n is not even. Then n is odd, and

n — n x n

= odd x odd = odd.

But this contradicts the gi\en information that n
2

is even. Therefore the temporary

assumption that n is not even must be false. It follows that n is even.
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Example 2

Prove that the bases of a trapezoid have unequal lengths.

Given: Trap. PQRS with bases PQ and ~SR

Prove: PQ ± SR p

Proof:

Assume temporarily that PQ = SR. We know that PQ SR by the definition

of a trapezoid. Since quadrilateral PQRS has two sides that are both congruent

and parallel, it must be a parallelogram, and PS must be parallel to QR. But

this contradicts the fact that, by definition, trapezoid PQRS can have only one

pair of parallel sides. The temporary assumption that PQ = SR must be false.

It follows that PQ ± SR.

Can you see how proving a statement by proving its contrapositive is

related to indirect proof*) If you want to prove the statement "If p. then q."

you could prove the contrapositive "If not q. then not p." Or you could write

an indirect proof—assume that q is false and show that this assumption implies

that p is false.

Classroom Exercises

1. An indirect proof is to be used to prove the following:

If AB = AC. then AABD = AACD.

Which one of the following is the correct way to begin?

a. Assume temporarily that AB ^ AC.

b. Assume temporarily that AABD # AACD.

What is the first sentence of an indirect proof of the statement shown?

2. AABC is equilateral. 3. Doug is a Canadian.

4. a > b 5. Kim isn't a violinist.

6. mLX > m/LY 1 . CX isn't a median of AABC.

8. Planning to write an indirect proof that /LA is an obtuse angle. Becky

began by saying "'Assume temporarily that Z.A is an acute angle." What

has Becky overlooked?

9. Wishing to prove that / and m are skew lines. John began an indirect proof

by supposing that / and m are intersecting lines. What possibility has John

overlooked?
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10. Arrange sentences (a)-(e) in an order that completes an indirect proof of

the following statement: In a plane, two lines perpendicular to a third line

are parallel to each other.

r:Given: Lines a, b, and / lie in a plane;

a 1 t; b ± t

Prove: a II b

(a) Then a intersects b in some point Z.

(b) But this contradicts the theorem which says that there is exactly one

line perpendicular to a given line through a point outside the line.

(c) It is false that a is not parallel to b, and it follows that a II b.

(d) Assume temporarily that a is not parallel to b.

(e) Then there are two lines through Z and perpendicular to t.

Written Exercises

Suppose someone plans to write an indirect proof of each conditional. Write

a correct first sentence of the indirect proof.

1. If m LA = 50, then m LB = 40.

2. If DF # RT, then ~DE^~RS.

3. If a ± b, then a - b + 0.

4. If x
1

^ y
2

, then x £ y.

5. If ~EF ^ GH, then EF and GH aren't parallel.

Write an indirect proof in paragraph form.

6. Given: People wearing coats are shivering as they come to the door.

Prove: It's cold outside.

7. Given: AXYZ; m LX = 100

Prove: L Y is not a rt. L .

8. Given: n is an integer and n
2

is odd.

Prove: n is odd.

Given: Transversal / cuts lines a and b;

m L\ 7^ m L 2

Prove: a If b

10. Given: OJ = OK; JE # KE

Prove: OE doesn't bisect LJOK.



B 11. Given: AB Jf CD
Prove: Planes P and Q intersect.
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12. Given: ARVT and SVT are equilateral;

ARVS is not equilateral.

Prove: ARST is not equilateral.

13. Given: quad. EFGH in which m LEFG = 93;

mLFGH = 20; m^GHE = 147; m LHEF = 34

Prove: EFGH is not a convex quadrilateral.

14. Given: AT = BT = 5; C7 = 4

Prove: ,/ ACT? is not a rt. Z.

.

15. Given: Coplanar lines /, k, n;

n intersects / in P: I II it

Prove: n intersects k.

16. Prove that if two angles of a triangle are not congruent, then the sides

opposite those angles are not congruent.

17. Prove that there is no regular polygon with an interior angle whose measure

is 155.

18. Prove that the diagonals of a trapezoid do not bisect each other.

C 19. Prove that if two lines are perpendicular to the same plane, then

the lines do not intersect.

20. Given: Points R, S, T, and W; RS and TW are skew.

Prove: RT and SW are skew. / B

Ex.19

Challenge

One of four children ate the last piece of lasagna. When questioned they

responded as follows:

Joan: I didn't eat it. Ken: Leo ate it.

Leo: Martha ate it. Martha: Leo is lying.

If only one of the four children lied, who ate the last piece?
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Self-Test 1

Classify each conditional as true or false.

1. If y > it, then k <j.

2. If a > b and b — c, then a > c

.

3. If r > t and s > t. then r > s.

4. If LBCD is an exterior angle of l\ABC. then

m/_BCD > mLA + mLB.

Use the conditional: If AABC is acute, then m Z.C ^ 90.

5. Write the inverse of the statement. Is it true or false?

6. Write the contrapositive of the statement. Is it true or false?

7. Write the letter paired with the statement that is logically equivalent to

"If Dan can't go, then Valerie can go."

A. If Valerie can go", then Dan can't go. B. If Dan can go, then Valerie can't go.

C. If Valerie can't go, then Dan can go. D. If Dan can go, then Valerie can go.

8. Given: All rhombuses are parallelograms.

What can you conclude from each additional statement? If no conclusion

is possible, write no conclusion.

a. ABCD is not a parallelogram. b. QRST is not a rhombus.

c. MNOP is a parallelogram. d. GHIJ is a rhombus.

9. Suppose you plan to write an indirect proof of the statement: If AB = 7,

then AC = 14. WT

rite a correct first sentence of the indirect proof.

10. Write the letters (a)-(d) in an order that completes an indirect proof of

the statement: Through a point outside a line, there is at most one line

perpendicular to the given line.

Given: Point P not on line k
\ /

Prove: There is at most one line through P p^
perpendicular to k. /\

I \ *.
(a) But this contradicts Corollary 3 of Theorem 3-11: In 4, 15

a triangle, there can be at most one right angle or

obtuse angle.

(b) Then LPAB and ^PBA are right angles, and APAB has two right

angles.

(c) Thus our temporary assumption is false, and there is at most one line

through P perpendicular to k.

(d) Assume temporarily that there are two lines through P perpendicular

to k at A and B.
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Inequalities in Triangles

Objectives

1. State and apply the inequality theorems and corollaries for one

triangle.

2. State and apply the inequality theorems for two triangles.

6-4 Inequalities for One Triangle

From the information given in the diagram at the left below you can deduce

that LC = LB.

Using the information in the diagram at the right you could write an

indirect proof showing that m L S j= m LT. The following theorem enables

you to reach an even stronger conclusion, the conclusion that mLS > m LT

.

Theorem 6-2

If one side of a triangle is longer than a second side, then the angle opposite

the first side is larger than the angle opposite the second side.

Given: ARST: RT > RS

Prove: mLRST > m LT

Proof:

By the Ruler Postulate there is a point Z on RT such that RZ = RS. Draw SZ.

In isosceles ARZS. m L 3 = m/L2.

Because m^RST = mL\ + m^2. you have mLRST > ml.2.

Substitution of m L 3 for m L 2 yields m L RST > m L 3.

Because Li is an ext. Z. of AZST. you have m/L3 > mLT.
From m L RST > m L 3 and m L 3 > m L T, you get m L RST > m LT

.
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Theorem 6-3

If one angle of a triangle is larger than a second angle, then the side opposite

the first angle is longer than the side opposite the second angle.

Given: ARST; m LS > m LT
Prove: RT > RS

Proof: T

Assume temporarily that RT ^ RS. Then either RT = RS or RT < RS.

Case J: If RT = RS. then m LS = m LT

.

Case 2: If RT < RS, then m LS < m LT by Theorem 6-2.

In either case there is a contradiction of the given fact that m LS > m LT
The assumption that RT ^ RS must be false. It follows that RT > RS.

Corollary 1

The perpendicular segment from a point to a line is the shortest segment

from the point to the line.

Corollary 2
The perpendicular segment from a point to a plane is the shortest segment

from the point to the plane.

See Classroom Exercises 18 and 19 for proofs of the corollaries.

Theorem 6-4 The Triangle Inequality

The sum of the lengths of any two sides of a triangle is greater than the

length of the third side.

Given: AABC
Prove: (1) AB + BC > AC

(2) AB + AC > BC
(3) AC + BC > AB

A B
Proof:

One of the sides, say AB, is the longest side. (Or AB is at least as long as

each of the other sides.) Then (1) and (2) are true. To prove (3), draw a line,

CZ, through C and perpendicular to AB. (Through a point outside a line,

there is exactly one line perpendicular to the given line.) By Corollary 1 of

Theorem 6-3, AZ is the shortest segment from A to CZ. Also, BZ is the shortest

segment from B to CZ. Therefore AC > AZ and BC > ZB.

AC + BC > AZ + ZB (Why?)

AC + BC > AB (Why?)
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Example The lengths of two sides of a triangle are 3 and 5. The length of the third

side must be greater than , but less than _•_.

Solution Let .x be the length of the third side.

x + 3 > 5 3 + 5 > x x + 5 > 3

x > 2 8 > .v x > - 2

The length of the third side must be greater than 2 but less than 8.

Note that the inequality x + 5 > 3 did not give us any useful information.

Since 5 > 3, the sum of 5 and any positive number is greater than 3.

Classroom Exercises

Name the largest angle and the smallest angle of the triangle.

1. 2.

Name the longest side and the shortest side of the triangle.

4. C 5. F E 6.

Is it possible for a triangle to have sides with the lengths indicated?

7. 10, 9. 8 8. 6. 6. 20 9. 7. 7. 14.1

10. 16. 11. 5 11. 0.6. 0.5. 1 12. 18. 18. 0.06

13. An isosceles triangle is to have a base that is 20 cm long. Draw a diagram

to show the following.

a. The legs can be very long.

b. Although the legs must be more than 10 cm long, each length can be

very close to 10 cm.

14. The base of an isosceles triangle has length 12. What can you say about

the length of a leg?

15. Two sides of a parallelogram have lengths 10 and 12. What can you say

about the lengths of the diagonals?

16. Two sides of a triangle have lengths 15 and 20. The length of the third

side can be any number between i_ and —:_.
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17. Suppose you know only that the length of one side of a rectangle is 100.

What can you say about the length of a diagonal?

18. Use the diagram below to explain how Corollary 1 follows from

Theorem 6-3.

B A

Ex.18 Ex.19

19. Use the diagram, in which PC _L plane M, to explain how Corollary 2

follows from Theorem 6-3 or from Corollary 1

.

20. Which is the largest angle of a right triangle? Which is the longest side

of a right triangle? Explain.

Written Exercises

The lengths of two sides of a triangle are given. Write the numbers that best

complete the statement: The length of the third side must be greater than

_i_, but less than ?
-

1. 6, 9

4. In, \0n

2. 15, 13

5. a, b (where a > b)

3. 100, 100

6. k, k + 5

In Exercises 7-9 the diagrams are not drawn to scale. If each diagram were

drawn to scale, which numbered angle would be the largest?

7. 8.

In Exercises 10-14 the diagrams are not drawn to scale. If each diagram

were drawn to scale, which segment shown would be the longest?

10. D
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B 13.

15. Use the lengths a. b, c, d, and e

to complete:

14.

16. Use m L_ 1 , m L 2, and m L 3

to complete:

17. The diagram is not drawn to scale. Use m/-\, m/^2,
m LX, m/LY, and m LXZY to complete:

_^_ > _? > _? > _? > ?

18. Given: Quad. A5CZ)
Prove: AB + BC + CD + DA > 2(AC)

19. Given: EJEFGH; EF > FG
Prove: m L. 1 > m L 2

C 20. Discover, state, and prove a theorem that compares the perimeter of a

quadrilateral with the sum of the lengths of the diagonals.

21. Prove that the sum of the lengths of the medians of a triangle is greater

than half the perimeter.

22. If you replace "medians" with "altitudes" in Exercise 21, can you prove

the resulting statement? Explain.

In Exercises 23 and 24, begin your proofs by drawing auxiliary lines.

23. Discover, state, and prove a theorem that compares the length of the

longest side of a quadrilateral with the sum of the lengths of the other three

sides.

24. Prove: If P is any point inside AXYZ. then ZX + ZY > PX + PY.
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1 Application Finding the Shortest Path

The owners of pipeline / plan to construct a pumping station at a point S on

line / in order to pipe oil to two major customers, located at A and B. To
minimize the cost of constructing lines from S to A and B, they wish to locate

S along / so that the distance SA + SB is as small as possible.

S? s? s?
-•—•-

.-4

The construction engineer uses the fol-

lowing method to locate S:

1

.

Draw a line through B perpendicular to

/, intersecting / at point P.

2. On this perpendicular, locate point C so

that PC = PB.

3. Draw AC.

4. Locate S at the intersection of AC and /.

B

sy/
A

A

Figure 1

n

T
i

4
B

Figure 2 shows the path of the new pipe-

lines through the pumping station located at

5, and an alternative path going through a

different point, X, on /. You can use

Theorem 6-4 (the Triangle Inequality) to

show that if X is any point on / other than 5,

then AX + XB > AS + SB. So any alter-

native path is longer than the path through S.

kc
/f\

' / 4-
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Exercises

Exercises 1 and 2 refer to Figure 2 on the preceding page.

1. Supply the reason for each key step of the proof that the method given

for finding S yields the shortest total length for the pipelines serving A
and B.

1. / is the perpendicular bisector of BC.
2. SC = SB

3. AS + SC = AC
4. AS + SB = AC
5. XC = XB
6. AX + XC > AC
7. AX + XB > AS + SB

2. This method for finding S is sometimes called a solution by reflection,

since it involves reflecting point B in line /. (See Chapter 14 for more on

reflections.) Show that AS and SB, like reflected paths of light, make
congruent angles with /. That is, prove that L QSA = APSB. (Hint: Draw
your own diagram, omitting the part of Figure 2 shown in blue.)

Explorations

These exploratory exercises can be done using a computer with a program
that draws and measures geometric figures.

Draw several pairs of triangles, varying the size of just one side or just one

angle. Make charts like the ones below to record your data. Record the lengths

of the sides and measures of the angles you give, as well as the measurements

you get. Do as many pairs as you need to help you recognize a pattern.

Enter the lengths of all three sides (SSS).

pair 1

AB =

BC =

AC =

same AB =

same BC =

longer AC =

mAABC = mAABC =

What happened to the angle opposite the side you made longer?

Enter the lengths of two sides and the included angle (SAS).

pair 1

AB =

ABAC =

AC =

same AB =

larger ABAC =

same AC -

BC = BC =

What happened to the side opposite the angle you made larger?
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Computer Key-In

If you break a stick into three pieces, what is the probability that you can join

the pieces end-to-end to form a triangle?

It's easy to see that if the sum of the lengths of any two of the pieces is

less than or equal to that of the third, a triangle can't be formed. This is the

Triangle Inequality (Theorem 6-4).

1 £

By an experiment, your class can estimate the probability that three pieces

of broken stick will form a triangle. Suppose everyone in your class has a

stick 1 unit long and breaks it into three pieces. If there are thirty people in

your class and eight people are able to form a triangle with their pieces, we
estimate that the probability of forming a triangle is about 30, or tV-

Of course, this experiment is not very practical. You can get much better

results by having a computer simulate the breaking of many, many sticks, as

in the program in BASIC on the next page.

Computer simulations are useful whenever large numbers of operations

need to be done in a short period of time. In this problem, for example, an

accurate probability depends on using a large number of sticks. Computer

simulations have been used when a real experiment would be costly or dangerous;

aeronautics companies use real-time flight simulators on the ground to train

pilots. Simulations are also applied to investigate statistical data where many
variables determine the outcome, as in the analysis and prediction of weather

patterns. In the stick-triangle problem, using the computer has another advantage

—

a computer can break very small pieces that a human couldn't, so the probability

figure will be theoretically more accurate, if less "realistic."

In lines 30 and 40 of the following program, you tell the computer how
many sticks you want to break. Each stick is 1 unit long, and the computer

breaks each stick by choosing two random numbers x and y between and 1

.

These numbers divide the stick into three lengths r, s, and /.

The computer then keeps count of the number of sticks (N) which form a

triangle when broken.

Notice that RND is used in lines 70 and 80. Since usage of RND varies,

check this with the manual for your computer and make any necessary changes.

The computer print-outs shown in this text use capital letters. The x, y, r, s,

and / used in the discussion above appear as X, Y, R, S, T.
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10 PRINT "SIMULATION—BREAKING STICKS TO MAKE TRIANGLES"
20 PRINT
30 PRINT "HOW MANY STICKS DO YOU WANT TO BREAK";
40 INPUT D

50 LET N =

60 FOR I = 1 TO D

70 LET X = RND (1)

80 LET Y = RND (1)

90 IF X > = Y THEN 70
100 LET R = X

110 LET S = Y - R

120 LET T = 1 - R - S

130 IF R + S < = T THEN 170
140 IF S + T < _ R THEN 170
150 IF R + T < = S THEN 170
160 LET N = N + 1

170 NEXT I

180 LET P = N/D
190 PRINT
200 PRINT "THE EXPERIMENTAL PROBABILITY THAT"
210 PRINT "A BROKEN STICK CAN FORM A TRIANGLE IS ";P
220 END

Line Number Explanation

60-120

130-150

160

170

These lines simulate the breaking of each stick. When
I = 10, for example, the computer is "breaking" the tenth stick.

Here the computer uses the Triangle Inequality to check whether the

pieces of the broken stick can form a triangle. If not, the computer

goes on to the next stick (line 170) and the value of N is not

affected.

If the broken stick has survived the tests of steps 130-150, then the

pieces can form a triangle and the value of N is increased by 1

.

Lines 60-170 form a loop that is repeated D times. After I = D,

the probability P is calculated and printed (lines 180-210).

Exercises

1. Pick any two numbers x and y between and 1 with x < y. With paper

and pencil, carry out the instructions in lines 100 through 150 of the

program to see how the computer finds r, s, and t and tests to see whether

the values can be the lengths of the sides of a triangle.

2. If you use a language other than BASIC, write a similar program for your

computer.

3. Run the program several times for large values of D, say 100, 400, 800,

and compare your results with those of some classmates. Does the probability

that the pieces of a broken stick form a triangle appear to be less than or

greater than £?
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6-5 Inequalities for Two Triangles

Begin with two matched pairs of sticks joined loosely at B and E. Open them

so that m LB > m LE and you find that AC > DF. Conversely, if you open

them so that AC > DF, you see that m LB > m LE. Two theorems are suggested

by these examples. The first theorem is surprisingly difficult to prove. The

second theorem has an indirect proof.

Theorem 6-5 SAS Inequality Theorem

If two sides of one triangle are congruent to two sides of another triangle,

but the included angle of the first triangle is larger than the included angle

of the second, then the third side of the first triangle is longer than the third

side of the second triangle.

Given: BA = ED; BC = EF;

mLB > mLE
Prove: AC > DF

Proof:

Draw BZ so that mLZBC = mLE. On BZ take point X so that BX

Then either X is on AC or X is not on AC.
In both cases AXBC = ADEF by SAS, and XC = DF.

F

ED.

Case 1: X is on AC.
AC > XC (Seg. Add. Post, and a Prop, of Ineq.)

AC > DF (Substitution Property, using the

equation in red above)

Case 2: X is not on AC.
Draw the bisector of LABX, intersecting

AC at Y.

Draw XY and XC.

BA = ED = BX
Since AABY = AXBY (SAS), AY = XY.

XY + YC> XC (Why?)

AY + YC > XC (Why?), or AC > XC
AC > DF (Substitution Property) Case 2
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Theorem 6-6 SSS Inequality Theorem
If two sides of one triangle are congruent to two sides of another triangle,

but the third side of the first triangle is longer than the third side of the

second, then the included angle of the first triangle is larger than the included

angle of the second.

Given: BA = ED: BC = EF:

AC > DF
Prove: m LB > mLE

Proof:

Assume temporarily that m LB ^ mLE.
Then either m L B = m L E or m L B < m L E.

Case 1: If m LB = mZ.E, then LxABC = l\DEF by the SAS Postulate,

and AC = DF.

Case 2: If m LB < m LE. then AC < DF by the SAS Inequality Theorem.

In both cases there is a contradiction of the given fact that AC > DF. What

was temporarily assumed to be true, that m/-B ^> mLE. must be false. It

follows that m LB > mLE.

Example 1 Given: RS = RT: mL\ > m L 2

What can you deduce?

Solution In the two triangles you have RV = RV as

well asRS = RT. Since mL 1 > m L 2.

you can apply the SAS Inequality Theorem

to get SV > TV.

Example 2 Given: EF = EG: DF > DG
What can you deduce

Solution DE and EF of ADEF are congruent to DE
and EG of ADEG. Since DF > DG. you

can apply the SSS Inequality Theorem to

set m _ DEF > m L DEG.
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Classroom Exercises

What can you deduce? Name the theorem that supports your answer.

1. C F 2. L P

K N

3. m L 1 > m L 2 4. Z. 1 is a rt. zl ; L 2 is an obtuse L

C F

B D

6.

8. F

You will need a centimeter ruler and a protractor for Exercises 9 and 10.

9. a. Draw an isosceles triangle with legs 7 cm long and a vertex angle of

120°. Measure the length of the base of the triangle.

b. If you keep the legs at 7 cm in length but halve the measure of the

vertex angle to 60°, what happens to the length of the base? What kind

of triangle is this new triangle? What is the length of the third side?

10. a. Draw a right triangle with legs of 6 cm and 8 cm. Measure the length

of the hypotenuse.

b. If you keep the 6 cm and 8 cm sides the same lengths but halve the

measure of the included angle to 45°, what happens to the length of the

third side? Test your answer by drawing the new triangle.
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Written Exercises

What can you deduce? Name the theorem that supports your answer.

A 1. Given: M is a median of AABC: 2. Given: CJRSTV:

m L TSR > ml. VRS

V * , T

BMC
Complete the statements by writing < , = , or >

.

3. XY

.

XW
xz,

. 12

4. AD_ CE

Y 12 W 12 Z

5. m 1.1 ? m 1.2;

m 1.3 __!_ m /L4

6. m 1.5 ? m I. 6

1. a— b
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Complete the statements by writing < , = , or >

.

B. 9. mL\ mL2

Write proofs in two-column form.

11. Given: TU = US = SV
Prove: ST > SV

10. SR = ST; VX = VT
mLRSV

12. Given: Plane P bisects XZ at Y;

WZ > WX
Discover and prove something about

the figure.

13. Given: PA = PC = QC = QB
Prove: m /LPCA < mAQCB

14. Given: DE 1 plane M; EK > EJ

Prove: DK > DJ

{Hint: On EK, take Z so that EZ = EJ.)

15. In the three-dimensional figure shown, all the edges except

VC are congruent. What can you say about the measures of

the largest angles of the twelve angles in the figure

a. if VC is longer than the other edges?

b. if VC is shorter than the other edges?
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Self-Test 2
1. In AXYZ. m/LX = 50, m LY = 60, and m LZ = 70. Name the longest

side of the triangle.

2. In ADOM, ^O is a right angle and m AD > mLM. Which side of

ADOM is the shortest side?

Complete each statement by writing <, =, or >.

3. If ER > EN, then m LR _1_ m LN

.

4. If AG = ER, AP = EN, and LA = LE. then

GP _L_ RN.

5. If GA = RE. GP = RN, and AP > EN. then

m/LG _J_ mLR.
P E

Exs. 3-5

6. The lengths of the sides of a triangle are 5, 6. and x. Then x must be

greater than ? and less than __•_.

The longer diagonal of nQRST is QS. Tell whether each statement must be,

may be, or cannot be true.

7. LR is an acute angle. 8. QS > RS 9. RS > RT

Extra Non-Euclidean Geometries

When you develop a geometry, you have some choice as to which statements

you are going to postulate and which you are going to prove. For example,

consider these two statements:

(A) If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then corresponding angles

are congruent.

(B) Through a point outside a line, there is exactly one line parallel to the

given line.

In this book, statement (A) is Postulate 10 and statement (B) is Theorem 3-8.

In some books, statement (B) is a postulate (commonly called Euclid's Parallel

Postulate) and statement (A) is a theorem. In still other developments, both

of these statements are proved on the basis of some third statement chosen as

a postulate.

A geometry that provides for a unique parallel to a line through a point

not on the line is called Euclidean, so this text is a Euclidean geometry book.

In the nineteenth century, it was discovered that geometries exist in which the

Parallel Postulate is not true. Such geometries are called non-Euclidean. The

statements at the top of the next page show the key differences between Euclidean

geometry and two types of non-Euclidean geometry.
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Euclidean geometry

Hyperbolic geometry

Elliptic geometry

Through a point outside a line, there is exactly one line parallel to

the given line.

Through a point outside a line, there is more than one line parallel

to the given line. (This geometry was discovered by Bolyai,

Lobachevsky, and Gauss.)

Through a point outside a line, there is no line parallel to the given

line. (This geometry was discovered by Riemann and is used by

ship and airplane navigators.)

To see a model of a no-parallel geometry, visualize the surface

of a sphere. Think of a line as being a great circle of the sphere,

that is, the intersection of the sphere and a plane that passes through

the center of the sphere. On the sphere, through a point outside a

line, there is no line parallel to the given line. All lines, as defined,

intersect. In the figure, for example, X is a point not on the red

great circle. A line has been drawn through X, namely the great

circle shown in blue. You can see that the two lines intersect in

two points, A and B.

To see how statement (B) follows from our postulates, notice that Postulates

10 and 11 play a crucial role in the following proof. In fact, without such

assumptions about parallels there couldn't be a proof. Before the discovery of

non-Euclidean geometries people didn't know that this was the case and tried,

without success, to find a proof that was independent of any assumption about

parallels.

Given: Point P outside line k.

Prove: (1) There is a line through P parallel to k.

(2) There is only one line through P parallel to k.

Key steps of proof of (1):

1. Draw a line through P and some point Q on k.

(Postulates 5 and 6)

2. Draw line / so that Z_ 2 and Z_ 1 are corresponding

angles and m L 2 = mL\. (Protractor Postulate)

3. / II k, so there is a line through P parallel to k.

(Postulate 11)

Indirect proof of (2):

Assume temporarily that there are at least two lines, x

and y, through P parallel to k. Draw a line through P
and some point R on k. L 4 = Z. 3 and L 5 = L 3 by

Postulate 10, so L 5 = Z. 4. But since x and y are different

lines we also have mZ.5 > mZ.4. This is impossible,

so our assumption must be false, and it follows that there

is only one line through P parallel to k.
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Chapter Summary
1. The properties of inequality most often used are stated on page 204.

2. The measure of an exterior angle of a triangle is greater than the measure
of either remote interior angle. (The Exterior Angle Inequality Theorem)

3. The summary on page 208 gives the relationship between an if-then statement,

its converse, its inverse, and its contrapositive. An if-then statement and

its contrapositive are logically equivalent.

4. You begin an indirect proof by assuming temporarily that what you wish

to prove true is not true. If this temporary assumption leads to a contradiction

of a known fact, then your temporary assumption must be false and what

you wish to prove true must be true.

5. In ARST. if RT > RS. then m/S> m/LT. Conversely, if m/S >
mAT. then RT > RS.

6. The perpendicular segment from a point to a line (or plane) is the shortest

segment from the point to the line (or plane).

7. The sum of the lengths of any two sides of a triangle is greater than the

length of the third side. (The Triangle Inequality)

8. You can use the SAS Inequality and SSS Inequality Theorems to compare

the lengths of sides and measures of angles in two triangles.

Chapter Review

Complete each statement by writing <, =, or >,

1. m/_\ _JL_ m/_5

2. msL\ _L_ mZ.2

3. mA3 _^ m/-4

4. m Z.5 _L_ m l_ 2

5. If a > b. c < b. and d = c. then a i_ d.

6-1

Given: All registered voters must be at least 18 years old.

What, if anything, can you conclude from each additional statement?

6. Eric is 19 years old.

8. Will is 15 vears old.

7. Bonnie is not registered to vote.

9. Barbara is a registered voter.

6-2
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10. Write the letters (a)-(d) in an order that completes an indirect proof of

the statement: If n
2 + 6 = 32, then n ^ 5.

(a) But this contradicts the fact that n
2 + 6 = 32.

(b) Our temporary assumption must be false, and it follows that n ^ 5.

(c) Assume temporarily that n = 5.

(d) Then n
2 + 6 = 31.

11. In ATOP, if OT > OP, then mLP > _I_.

6-3

pr.

12. In ARED, if m Z D < m Z £, then PD > _J_.

13. Points X and K are in plane M. If PX ± plane Af , then PX .

14. Two sides of a triangle have lengths 6 and 8. The length of the third side

must be greater than ? and less than _L_.

Complete each statement by writing < , = , or >

.

15. If AB = AC and m L 1 > m Z_ 2, then BT _2_ C7\

16. If TB = TC and Afi < AC, then m ^ 3 _1_ m L 4.

17. If /1 1 = Z. 2 and Z.-3 = Z. 4, then AB _1_ AC.

18. If H? = 7T and w L 3 > w Z. 4, then Afl _L_ AC.

6-4

6-5

Chapter Test

Complete each statement by writing <, =, or >.

1. If x > y and y = z, then x ?
z. 2. If a > b, and c < b, then c _

3. If s = t + 4, then s _L_ f. 4. If e + 5 = / + 4, then e _L_/.

a.

5. Write (a) the inverse and (b) the contrapositive of

"If point P is on AB, then AB > AP."

6. Pair each statement below with the given statement above and tell what

conclusion, if any, must follow.

a. P is not on AB. b. P is on AB. c. AB < AP d. Afi > AP

7. If the lengths of the sides of a triangle are x, 15, and 21, then x must be

greater than ? and less than ?

In Exercises 8-10 the diagrams are not drawn to scale. If each diagram were

drawn accurately, which segment shown would be the shortest?
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11. If VE > VO, then ml.. > m/L.

>12. If m L UEO > ml. UOE, then .

13. IfV£=Wand/nZ UVE > ml. UVO,
then >

14. If mLEVU = 60, OE = OU, and

m I- VOE > mAVOU, then the larg-

est angle of A UVE is / ?

15. Write an indirect proof.

Given: Trap. ABCD with AB II DC
Prove: LC and LD are not both

right angles.

D

E O
Exs. 11-14

16. Given: XS > YS;RX = 7T;

S is the midpoint of RT.

Prove: m LR > mAT
X

C

Algebra Review: Fractions

Simplify the following fractions.

Example

Solution

a.
8w

2

a. 4w

b.

b.

5/
- 10

15

5(i 2)

15

t - 2

c.
x + 6

36 - x
2

x + 6

(6 jc)(6 + x)

1

6 - x

1.
14

70
2.

5.
3Jc

6.

9.
3ab

2

6bc
10.

13.
x + 2

3x + 6
14.

17 Zr - 25

fc
2 - 12b + 35

75

15

5bc

\0b
2

6a + 12

6

2c - 2J

2c + 2d

18.

3.

7.

11.

15.

18a

36

-8y 3

9x - 6v

r - 1

q- + 8q + 16

a
2 - 16

19.

8.
-18rr

12rr

12.
33ab - 22b

lib

16.
5a + 5b

a — b

3.v
: — Sx - 24

3x
2 + 2x -
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Preparing for College Entrance Exams

Strategy for Success
You may find it helpful to sketch figures or do calculations in your test

booklet. Be careful not to make extra marks on your answer sheet.

Indicate the best answer by writing the appropriate letter.

1. The diagonals of quadrilateral MNOP intersect at X. Which statement

guarantees that MNOP is a rectangle?

(A) MX = NX = OX = PX (B) LPMN = LMNO = LNOP
(C) MO = NP (D)MO±NP (E)MN±~MP

2. Which statement does not guarantee that quadrilateral WXYZ is a

parallelogram?

(A) WX = YZ, XY II WZ (B) LW = LY; LX = LZ
(C) WX = YZ\ XY = WZ (D) XY II WZ; WX II ZY

(E)XY=WZ;XY^WZ
3. In AABC, if AB = BC and AC > BC, then:

(A) AB < AC - BC {$)mLB>mLC (C)mLB<mLA
(D) mLB = 60 (E) m LB = mLA

4. Which statement is not always true for every rhombus ABCD1
(A) AB = BC (B) AC = BD (C) LB = LD
(D) AC 1 BD (E) LABD = LCBD

5. Given: m L 3 > mLA
Compare: x - m L\ + mLA and

y = m L2 + m L2>

(A) x > y (B) y > x (C) x = y
(D) No comparison possible with information given

6. Given: Trapezoid LMNO; MN II LO; LO is twice as long as MN. How
long is the median of the trapezoid?

(A)
A
-LO (B) -LO (C) -MN (D) -MV

4
(E) -MN

7. Quad. C4tf£ is a rectangle. Find C£.
(A) 2 (B) 3 (C) 4 (D) 6 (E) 8

Which of the following statement(s) are true?

(I) If a > b, then ax > bx for all numbers x.

(II) If ax > bx for some number x, then a > b.

(III) If a > b, then for some number x, ax < bx.

(A) I only (B) II only (C) III only (D) all of the above

(E) none of the above
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Cumulative Review: Chapters 1-6

1. An angle and its complement have the measures x + 38 and 2.v — 5.

Find the measure of the angle.

2. Find the sum of the measures of the interior angles of a pentagon.

3. Can the given information be used to prove the triangles p
congruent? If so. which congruence postulate or theorem

would you use?

a. Given: PC and AL bisect each other.

b. Given: LP = LC: U is the midpoint of PC.

c. Given: P~A II LC

d. Given: PA ±AL;LC ±AL;PU =UC

4. Tell whether the statement is always, sometimes, or never true for a par-

allelogram ABCD with diagonals that intersect at P.

a. AB = BC b. AC _L BD c. LA and _5 are complementary A

d. LADB = LCBD e. AP = PC f. l^ABC = LCDA

5. In L\XYZ. m LX = 64 and m L Y = 54. Name (a) the longest and

(b) the shortest side of AXYZ.

6. a. Which segment is longer: RS or JK°.

b. Name the theorem that supports your answer.

B 7. The difference between the measures of two supplementary angles is 38.

Find the measure of each angle.

8. The lengths of the sides of a triangle are r. r + 3. and r + 6. What can

you conclude about the value of z?

9. Write an indirect proof of the following statement: If PORS is a quadrilateral,

then LQ. LR. and LS are not all 120°.

11. Given: DC AB: CE ± AB: AF _ AB10. Given: m LB > mLA:
mLE > mLD

Prove: AD > BE
Prove: AECF is a rectangle.

D F C
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Ratio, Proportion,

and Similarity

Objectives

1. Express a ratio in simplest form.

2. Solve for an unknown term in a given proportion.

3. Express a given proportion in an equivalent form.

4. State and apply the properties of similar polygons.

7-1 Ratio and Proportion

The ratio of one number to another is the quotient when the first number is

divided by the second. This quotient is usually expressed in simplest form.

8 2
The ratio of 8 to 1 2 is— . or -

.

12 3

If v 7^ 0. the ratio of x to y is

Since we cannot divide by zero, a ratio - is defined only if s ^ 0. When an
s

f
expression such as - appears in this book, you mav assume that 5^0.

s

Example 1 a. Find the ratio of 01 to ZD.

b. Find the ratio of the measure of the smallest

angle of the trapezoid to that of the largest

angle.

Solution
01 14

a.
ZD 6b 3b

The ratio of 01 to ZD is 7 to 3b.

b. LO has measure 180 - 70. or 110. Thus zLD is the smallest angle and

LZ is the largest angle.

mLD 60 1

mLZ ~
120

~
2

The ratio of the measure of the smallest angle of the trapezoid to that of

the largest angle is 1 to 2.

Ratios can be used to compare two numbers. To find the ratio of the

lengths of two segments, the segments must be measured in terms of the same

unit.

Similar Polygons / 241
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Example 2

Solution

A poster is 1 m long and

52 cm wide. Find the ratio

of the width to the length.

Method 1

Use centimeters.

1 m = 100 cm
width 52 13

length
~

TOO
~

25

Method 2

Use meters.

52 cm
width

length

0.52 m
0.52 _ _52_

1 " 100

12
25

Example 2 shows that the ratio of two

quantities is not affected by the unit

chosen.

Sometimes the ratio of a to b is written in the form a:b. This form can

also be used to compare three or more numbers. The statement that three

numbers are in the ratio c:d:e (read "c to d to e") means:

(1) The ratio of the first two numbers is c:d.

(2) The ratio of the last two numbers is d:e.

(3) The ratio of the first and last numbers is c:e.

Example 3 The measures of the three angles of a triangle are in the ratio

2:2:5. Find the measure of each angle.

Solution Let 2x, 2x, and 5x represent the measures.

Zt + Zt + 5.v = 180

9x = 180

x = 20

Then 2x = 40 and 5x =100.

The measures of the angles are 40, 40, and 100.

A proportion is an equation stating that two ratios are equal. For example,

a c
- = - and a : b = c:d
b d

are equivalent forms of the same proportion. Either form can be read "a is

to b as c is to d." The number a is called the first term of the proportion.

The numbers b, c, and d are the second, third, and fourth terms, respectively.

When three or more ratios are equal, you can write an extended proportion:

ace
~b

=
d
=
f
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Classroom Exercises

Express the ratio in simplest form.

1.1?
20

3p

5p

An 4.^
4//

5. Is the ratio a:b always, sometimes, or never equal to the ratio b:a'l

Explain.

6. An office copy machine can make a reduction to 90%. thus making the

copy slightly smaller than the original. What is the ratio of the length of

a line of text in the original to the length of a copy of that line?

7. Barbara is making oatmeal for breakfast. The instructions say to use

3 cups of water with 2 cups of oatmeal.

a. What is the ratio of water to oatmeal?

b. If Barbara uses 6 cups of water, how much oatmeal does she need?

Express the ratio in simplest form.

8. Dl.IS 9. ST.DI 10. IT.DT

11. DI-.1T 12. 1T.DS 13. IS:DI:IT

14. What is the ratio of 750 mL to 1.5 L?

15. Can you find the ratio of 2 L to 4 km? Explain.

16. The ratio of the lengths of two segments is 4:3 when they are measured

in centimeters. What is their ratio when they are measured in inches 1

17. Three numbers aren't known, but the ratio of the numbers is 1 : 2: 5. Is it

possible that the numbers are 1. 2. and 5? 10. 20. and 50? 3. 6. and 20?

18.

x, 2.v. and 5.r?

What is the second term of the proportion - = -?
b v

Written Exercises

ABCD is a parallelogram. Find the value of each ratio.

1. AB-.BC 2. AB.CD

3. mLC:mLD 4. m/.B:m/-C

5. AD: perimeter of ABCD 15

In Exercises 6-14, x = 12, y = 10, and z = 24. Write each ratio in simplest

form.

6. X to y

9.
X

X - z

2. X : v :

7. z to x

x — V
10.

V

13. r:.v:v

8. X + y to z

11.
V +

yX -

14. X (.V * v):(y + z)

c
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Exercises 15-20 refer to a triangle. Express the ratio of the height

to the base in simplest form.

15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20.

height 5 km 1 m 0.6 km 1 m 8 cm 40 mm

base 45 km 0.6 m 0.8 km 85 cm 50 mm 0.2 m

Write the algebraic ratio in simplest form.

21.

In

B 24.

25,

26

27.

28,

29,

30

31

32

33

la

Aab
22.

led

5c
2

23.
3U + 4)

a(x + 4)

C 34.

35.

36.

Exercises 24-29 find the measure of each angle.

The ratio of the measures of two complementary angles is 4:5.

The ratio of the measures of two supplementary angles is 11:4.

The measures of the angles of a triangle are in the ratio 3:4:5.

The measures of the acute angles of a right triangle are in the ratio 5:7.

The measures of the angles of an isosceles triangle are in the ratio 3:3:2.

The measures of the angles of a hexagon are in the ratio 4:5:5:8:9:9.

The perimeter of a triangle is 132 cm and the lengths of its sides are in

the ratio 8: 1 1 : 14. Find the length of each side.

The measures of the consecutive angles of a quadrilateral are in the ratio

5:7:11:13. Find the measure of each angle, draw a quadrilateral that

satisfies the requirements, and explain why two sides must be parallel.

What is the ratio of the measure of an interior angle to the measure of an

exterior angle in a regular hexagon? A regular decagon? A regular /*-gon?

A team's best hitter has a lifetime batting average of .320. He has been

at bat 325 times.

a. How many hits has he made?
b. The same player goes into a slump and doesn't get any hits at all in

his next ten times at bat. What is his current batting average to the

nearest thousandth?

A basketball player has made 24 points out of

30 free throws. She hopes to make all her next

free throws until her free-throw percentage is

85 or better. How many consecutive free throws

will she have to make?

Points B and C lie on AD. Find AC if

AB _ 3 AC
BD ~ 4' CD

-, and BD = 66.
6

4 3
Find the ratio of x to v: —I- -

v .v

11 _ 1
V X

= 44

= 44
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7-2 Properties of Proportions

The first and last terms of a proportion are called the extremes. The middle

terms are the means. In the proportions below, the extremes are shown in red.

The means are shown in black.

6 2
a:b = c:d 6:9 = 2:3

9 3

Notice that 6-3 = 9*2. This illustrates a property of all proportions, called

the means-extremes property of proportions:

The product of the extremes equals the product of the means.

a c
- = - is equivalent to ad = be.
b d

H

The two equations are equivalent because we can change either of them into

the other by multiplying (or dividing) each side by bd. Try this yourself.

It is often necessary to replace one proportion by an equivalent proportion.

When you do so in a proof, you can use the reason "A property of proportions."

The following properties will be justified in the exercises.

Properties of Proportions

1. - = - is equivalent to:
b d

a b b d
a. ad = be b. - = - c. - = -

c d a c

a + b c + d
d

- * = *

a c e a + c + e + • •
•

1 Tf tVion
a

b
*• * r .

—
.
—

-
—

.
tnen

b d f b + d + / + • •
•

x 5
Example Use the proportion - = - to complete each statement.

.v + v ?
a. 5v = b. = -

c. - = - d. - = -

5 9 5 ?

x + y 1
Solution a. 5v = 2x b. = -

y 2

2 y a x y
C. - = - O. 7 = -

5 jc ^2
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Classroom Exercises

1. If - = -, which equation is correct?
/ h'

H

a. ef = gh b. eh = fg c. eg = fh

x 3
2. Which proportions are equivalent to — = -?

x 12 . x 12 12 4 „ jc + 12 7
a. - = — b. - = — c. — = - d. = -34 43 jc 3 12 4

Complete the statement.

3. If - = -, then 3a = 4. If - = -, then - = -.

b 3 rf 7' c ?

5. If - = -\ then - = ?. 6. If ? = £. then =* = -.

/ 9 5 ? /?

7. If - = -, then = -. 8. If - = - = -, thenmi ml p r 9 /? + r + 9

9. a. Apply the means-extremes property of proportions to the proportion

eg r,

- = - and you get 5e =
:

J •)

b. Apply the property to the proportion - = - and you get L_ = _2
/ e

eg 5 g
c. Are the proportions - = - and - = - equivalent? Why?

x 2 x 3
10. Explain an easy way to show that the proportions - = - and - = - are

not equivalent.

x 4 7

11. Apply the means-extremes property to — = - and you get 5x = —:

—

and x =

•)

12. If - = I, then JL_ = _L_ and v = _^_.
v 9'

y

What can you conclude from the given information?

13. - = - and - = - 14. - = 7 and - = -

a x b p 5 k z K

a c a b
15. Apply the means-extremes property to - = - and also to - = -.

(Note that you have justified Property 1(b) on page 245 by showing that

each proportion is equivalent to the same equation.)

16. Explain why - = - and - = - are equivalent. (This justifies

Property 1(c) on page 245.)
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Written Exercises

Complete each statement.

1. If^
3

then 5.v =

3. If a:3 = 7:4. then Aa =

a
5. If

b . a ?
-. then - = -.

7 b ?

7. If - = -. then
2 3 2

2. If - = -, then 2x = _

4. [f A:t = 8:9. then 8/

6. If-
v

3 u v
-. then - =
8 x

Tr a 5 — x . a +
8. If - = . then

o x b

Find the value of x.

9.
X-
4

12. - = -
x 5

15.

18.

v + 2

x + 3

x + 4

x - 4

10. -
.V

13.

16.

19.

x + 5

4

2v ->-
1

4v - 1

7

6.v - 4 4v

11. -
5

14.

17.

20.

3x

7

2 _ 4
~

3

x

2

3.v + 5

3

18a

KR KS
For the figure shown, it is given that — = —. Copy and complete the table.

RT SL

KR RT KT KS SU KU

21. 12 9 9 16 9 9

22. 8 7 10 12 9 9

23. 16 9 9 10 30

24. 7 2 ? 9 7 12

B 25. 7 9 12 10 5 7

26. 12 4 9 9 9 20

27. 9 36 9 9 48

28. 9 9 30 28 9 42

(Hint for Ex. 25: Let KR = x,

then RT = 12 - .v.)

29. Show that the proportions
a c + d , a c . .—-— and - = - are equivalent.

a b a

(Note that this exercise justifies property 1(d) on page 245.)

x + y r . x — v s
= - and = -

y s x + v y
30. Given the proportions

conclude?

what can you
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Show that the given proportions are equivalent.

a- b
31

c — d .a
and -

a + b c + d

,„ a + c a — c .a c
32. = and - = -

b + d b - d b d

33.

C 36.

Find the value of x.

x. x - 4

x + 5 .v

x - 1 .r + 4

.v + 2

34.

37.

x X

x x + 3

x(x + 5) _ 9

4v + 4 '"
5

35.

38.

A + 1

x - 2

x -
1

x + 2

x + 5

x - 6

10

3.v - 2

Find the values of x and y.

39.
.v - 9

v + y

x - y

40.
v + 2

4

.Y + V

a + c + eace
41. Prove: If - = - = -, then

b d f b + d + f

x - v +

(////?/: Let - = r. Then

a &r, c = dr, and ^ -)

42. Explain how to extend the proof of Exercise 41 to justify Property 2 on

page 245.

43. If
Aa - 9b a - 2b

Aa
find the numerical value of the ratio a: b.

7-3 Similar Polygons
When you draw a diagram of a soccer field, you don't need an enormous piece

of paper. You use a convenient sheet and draw to scale. That is, you show

the right shape, but in a convenient size. Two figures, such as those below,

that have the same shape are called similar.
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Two polygons are similar if their vertices can be paired so that:

(1) Corresponding angles are congruent.

(2) Corresponding sides are in proportion. (Their lengths have the same ratio.)

When you refer to similar polygons, their corresponding vertices must be

listed in the same order. If polygon PQRST is similar to polygon VWXYZ, you

write polygon PQRST ~ polygon VWXYZ.

From the definition of similar polygons, we have:

(l)Z.P=Z.V tQ = AW LR = AX
PQ QR RS ST TP

LS = tY LT =

(2)
VW WX XY YZ ZV

Similarity has some of the same properties as equality and congruence

(page 37). Similarity is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.

If two polygons are similar, then the ratio of the lengths of two corresponding

sides is called the scale factor of the similarity. The scale factor of pentagon

PQ 20 5
PQRST to pentagon VWXYZ is

VW 32 8

The example that follows shows one convenient way to label corresponding

vertices: A and A' (read A prime), B and B' . and so on.

Example Quad. ABCD ~ quad. A'B'CD'.

a. their scale factor

b. the values of x, y. and z

c. the perimeters of the two

quadrilaterals

d. the ratio of the perimeters

Find

D

10

i—^L^
A X B

Solution
DC 20

a. The scale factor is =
2

~ 3"

DC AB DC _ BC
b

* D'C A'B' D'C B'C
2 x 2 _ 8

DC AD
D'C

2

A'D'

_ 10

3 21 3 y

x= 14 v= 12

3

= 15

The perimeter of quad. ABCD is 10 + 20 + 8 + 14 = 52.

The perimeter of quad. A'B'CD' is 15 + 30 + 12 + 21 = 78.

52 2— , or -
78 3

The ratio of the perimeters is
—

If you compare the ratio of the perimeters with the scale factor of the

similarity, you discover they are the same. This property will be discussed

further in Exercise 23 on page 251 and in Theorem 11-7.
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Classroom Exercises

Are the quadrilaterals similar? If they aren't, tell why not.

2. ABCD and JKLM1. ABCD and EFGH

3. ABCD and NOPQ

D C
J L

5

i r

5

4. JAXM and M9/>0

// 4 g
r~ TJ

d d
5

5. If the corresponding angles of two polygons are congruent, must the polygons

be similar?

6. If the corresponding sides of two polygons are in proportion, must the

polygons be similar?

7. Two polygons are similar. Do they have to be congruent?

8. Two polygons are congruent. Do they have to be similar?

9. Are all regular pentagons similar?

10. Quad. JUDY
a. mLY' =

quad. J'U'D'Y'. Complete.

_ and m LD = _J

b. The scale factor of quad. JUDY
to quad. J'U'D'Y' is _•_.

c. Find DU, Y'J', and J'U'.

d. The ratio of the perimeters is
•

e. Explain why it is not true that

quad. DUJY ~ quad. Y'J'U'D'.

Written Exercises

Tell whether the two polygons are always, sometimes, or never similar.

1. Two equilateral triangles 2. Two right triangles

3. Two isosceles triangles 4. Two scalene triangles

5. Two squares 6. Two rectangles

7. Two rhombuses 8. Two isosceles trapezoids

9. Two regular hexagons 10. Two regular polygons

11. A right triangle and an acute triangle

12. An isosceles triangle and a scalene triangle

13. A right triangle and a scalene triangle

14. An equilateral triangle and an equiangular triangle

i
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In Exercises 15-23 quad. TL\E - quad. T'L \ E .

15. What is the scale factor of quad. TUNE
quad. T

16. What special kind of quadrilateral must

quad. T t>e? Explain.

17. Find w_T '. 18. Find w _ £

19. Find T.V. 20. Find 7T .

21. Find TE. 22. Find the ratio of the perimeters.

B 23. What property of proportions on page 245 would
you use to show that the ratio of the perimeter s

equal to the ratio of the lengths of any two corre-

sponding sides?

Two similar polygons are shown. Find the \alues of .v. y. and z.

24. 25.

16

/
~

2 v V

r If

/ 15

* -s V

28. Draw two equilateral hexagons that are clearly not similar.

29. Draw two equiangular hexagons that are clearly not similar.

30. If _ABC — —DEF. express AB in terms oi other lengths. (There

are two possible answer-

31. Explain how you can tell at once that quadrilateral /?5H.\ is

not similar to quadrilateral RSYZ R

Plot the given points on graph paper. Draw quadrilateral ABCD and A B
Locate points C and D so that ABCD is similar to ABCD.

32. .4(0. 0). fli4. 0), 02. 4). D<v. 2 -10, -2), B -2,-2

33. A(0. - : 4». D(0. 2). .4(7. 2). B'O. 0)
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34. The card shown was cut into four congruent pieces with each

piece similar to the original. Find the value of .r.

35. Quad. WHAT is a figure such that WHAT ~ HATW. Find the

measure of each angle. What special kind of figure must the

quadrilateral be?

36. What can you deduce from the diagram

shown at the right? Explain.

37. The large rectangle shown is a golden rectangle. This

means that when a square is cut off. the rectangle that

remains is similar to the original rectangle.

a. How wide is the original rectangle?

b. The ratio of length to width in a golden rectangle is

called the golden ratio. Write the golden ratio in sim-

plified radical form. Then use a calculator to find an

approximation to the nearest hundredth

Self-Test 1

Express the ratio in simplest form.

1. 9:15 2. 60 cm to 2 m jab

Solve for x.

4.
X
- = ±
8 12

12

Tell whether the equation is equivalent to the proportion - - = -.
b

~ 8. la = 5b
a + b

10. If LABC~~tLRST. mLA = 45. and m /LC = 60. then m^R =

m/LT = i_, and m/LS = L_.

12

7

The quadrilaterals shown are similar.

11. The scale factor of the smaller quadrilateral to

the larger quadrilateral is !_. 6

12. x = _L_ 13. v = _L_ 14. .- = _i_

10

15. The measures of the angles of a hexagon are in the ratio 5:5:5:6:7:8.

Find the measures
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Calculator Key-In

Before the pediment on top of the Parthenon in Athens was destroyed, the front

of the building fit almost exactly into a golden rectangle. In a golden rectangle,

/ I + w
the length / and width u satisfy the equation — =

w I

the golden ratio.

The ratio — is called
w

MM MM III! MM 111

TT\
Over the centuries, artists and architects have found the golden rectangle

to be especially pleasing to the eye. How many golden rectangles can you

find in the painting by Piet Mondrian (1872-1944) that is shown?

Exercises

1. A regular pentagon is shown. It happens to be true that

— .

'— . and -— all equal the golden ratio. Measure the
AC AB BC M

appropriate lengths to the nearest millimeter and compute

the ratios with a calculator.

2. From the equation — = —

-

w l

numerical value of — is
w

it can be shown that the

- \5

2
Express the value of

the solden ratio, as a decimal.
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Explorations

These exploratory exercises can be done using a computer with a program
that draws and measures geometric figures.

Draw any triangle and a median of the triangle. Measure and record the lengths

of the sides and the median, the measures of the angles, and the perimeter of

the triangle.

Change the scale of your triangle. Remeasure and record the lengths of

the sides and the median, the measures of the angles, and the perimeter of the

triangle.

Compare the measurements of the corresponding angles of the two triangles.

What do you notice?

Divide the length of each side of the original triangle by the length of the

corresponding side of the second triangle. What do you notice?

What do you know about the two triangles?

Divide the length of the median of the original triangle by the length of

the median of the second triangle. What do you notice?

Divide the perimeter of the original triangle by the perimeter of the second

triangle. What do you notice?

Working with Similar Triangles

Objectives

1. Use the AA Similarity Postulate, the SAS Similarity Theorem, and

the SSS Similarity Theorem to prove triangles similar.

2. Use similar triangles to deduce information about segments or angles.

3. Apply the Triangle Proportionality Theorem and its corollary.

4. State and apply the Triangle Angle-Bisector Theorem.

7-4 A Postulate for Similar Triangles

You can always prove that two triangles are similar by showing that they satisfy

the definition of similar polygons. However, there are simpler methods. The

following experiment suggests the first of these methods: Two triangles are

similar whenever two pairs of angles are congruent.
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1. Draw any two segments AB and A'B'

.

2. Draw any angle at A and a congruent angle at .A'. Draw any

angle at B and a congruent angle at B' . Label points C and

C as shown. Z.ACB s Z-A'C'B'. (Why?)

3. Measure each pair of corresponding sides and compute an

approximate decimal value for the ratio of their lengths:

AB BC AC
A'B' B'C .vr

4. Are the ratios computed in Step 3 approximately the same?

If you worked carefully, your answer in Step 4 was yes. Corresponding

angles of the two triangles are congruent and corresponding sides are in proportion.

By the definition of similar polygons. AABC ~ AA'B'C'

.

Whenever you draw two triangles with two angles of one triangle congruent

to two angles of the other, you will find that the third angles are also congruent

and that corresponding sides are in proportion.

Postulate 15 AA Similarity Postulate

If two angles of one triangle are congruent to two angles of another triangle.

then the triangles are similar.

Example

Given: <LH and LF are rt. A.

Prove: HK • GO = FG KO

Plan for Proof: You can prove that HK • GO = FG • KO if

HK KO
vou show that — = —

. ^ ou can set this proportion it you
FG GO E F F

show that AHKO ~ AFGO.

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. Z.1 = Z2 1. Vertical -j; are =.

2 LH and _.F are rt. A. 5 Given

3. m/LH = 90 = m/LF 3. Def. of a rt. Z.

4. LH = ^F 4. Def. of = ^

5. AHKO ~ AFGO 5. AA Similarity Postulate

b.
HK KO
FG ~ GO

6. Corr. sides of ~ A are in proportion.

7. HK- GO = FG ' KO 7. A property of proportions
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The example shows one way to prove that the product of the lengths of

two segments is equal to the product of the lengths of two other segments.

You prove that two triangles are similar, write a proportion, and then apply

the means-extremes property of proportions.

Classroom Exercises

In Exercises 1-8 AABC ~ ADEF. Tell whether each statement must be true.

1. ABAC ~ AEFD
2. If mLD = 45 , then m/LA = 45.

3. If mLB = 70, then m LF = 70.

4. AB-.DE = EF-.BC

5. AC.DF = AB-.DE

6.
ir DF 8 , m Z. D 8
If — = -, then = -.
AC 5 m LA 5

„ Tr DF 8 , EF- 8
7. If — = -, then —

AC 5 BC 5

8. If the scale factor of AABC to ADEF is 5 to 8, then the scale factor of

ADEF to AABC is 8 to 5.

9. One right triangle has an angle with measure 37. Another right triangle

has an angle with measure 53. Are the two triangles similar? Explain.

10. Name all pairs of congruent angles in the figure.

11. Complete.

a. AIKJ ~ _L_

12.

13.

c.

X

9_

24

= — and .y =
24

= - and v =

Suppose you want to show AB • YZ = CD • WX.
proportions that are equivalent to that equation?

Cecelia wanted to find the height of a certain

tree for a report in her biology class. Her

method used shadows as shown in the dia-

gram. She measured the shadow of the tree

and found it was 5 m long. She measured

her shadow and found it was 0.8 m long.

a. A_-_~ A_i_
i_ /~i i SC CH
b. Complete: — = —
c. If Cecelia is 1.6 m tall, about how tall is the tree?

Exs. 10, 11

What are some

(Not to scale)
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Written Exercises

Tell whether the triangles are similar or not similar. If you can't reach a

conclusion, write no conclusion is possible.

A l.

Trapezoid given
Parallelograms given

10. Complete.

a. AJKN

15 18 . 15 12
c. — = — and —

- = —
9 9 9 9

Find the values of x and y

11.

JK JN KN

d. x = ? and v = —

_

B 14. a. Name two triangles that are

similar to AABC.
b. Find the values of .v and y.

C

15. If IV = 36 m. VE = 20 m. and EB

find the width. RI. of the river.

= 15 m.

16 D v
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16. To estimate the height of a pole, a basketball

player exactly 2 m tall stood so that the ends

of his shadow and the shadow of the pole co-

incided. He found that DE and DF measured

1.6 m and 4.4 m, respectively. About how
tall was the pole?

(Not to scale)

17. The diagram, not drawn to scale, shows a film being projected on a screen.

LF = 6 cm and LS = 24 m. The screen image is 2.2 m tall. How tall

is the film image?

L

Lamp
F

Film image

Screen image

In Exercises 18 and 19 ABCD is a parallelogram. Find the values of x and y.

18. y, 19.

20. You can estimate the height of a flagpole by placing a

mirror on level ground so that you see the top of the

flagpole in it. The girl shown is 172 cm tall. Her eyes

are about 12 cm from the top of her head. By measurement,

AM is about 120 cm and A'M is about 4.5 m. From

physics it is known that L\ = Z.2. Explain why the

triangles are similar and find the approximate height of

the pole.

t
Mirror

N /
/
/
/
/
/a

l\tX2

M A'

21. Given: EF II RS
Prove: a. AFXE ~ ASXR

. FX EF
b. — = —

SX RS

22. Given: Z. 1 = L 2

Prove: a. AJIG ~ AJZY
JG GI

b.
JY YZ
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23. Given: AB = LC
Prove: NM • CM = LM • BM

24. Given: BY II LC
Prove: BN • LM = CL • NM

25. Given: AABC ~ AAYZ:

AD and AW are altitudes.

AD AB
Prove: — = —

AW XY

26. Given: APQR ~ AG///;

PS and G7 are angle bisectors.

_ PS PQ
Prove: — = —

GJ GH

B D C Y W

27. Given: AH _l_ ~EH\ AD ± DG

Prove: AE DG = AG • //£

28. Given: £>r II /?5

Prove: w = W

29. Given: ^1 = Z2
Prove: (Afi)

2 = AD • AC

In the diagram for Exercises 30 and 31, the plane of

AA'B'C is parallel to the plane of AABC.

30. VA' = 15 and A'A = 20

a. If VC = 18, then VC = -J—.

b. If VB = 49, then BB' = _L_.

c. If A'B' = 24. then AB = ^_.

31. If VA' = 10. VA = 25. AB = 20. £C = 14.

and AC = 16. find the perimeter of AA'B'C.

C 32. Two vertical poles have heights 6 ft and 12 ft.

A rope is stretched from the top of each pole

to the bottom of the other. How far above the

ground do the ropes cross? (Hint: The lengths

y and z do not affect the answer.)
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In Exercises 33 and 34 write a paragraph proof for anything you are asked

to prove.

33. Given: Regular pentagon ABCDE
a. Make a large copy of the diagram.

b. Write the angle measures on your diagram.

DA DK
c. Prove that

DK AK

*34. ABCD is a square.

a. Find the distance from H to each side of the square.

b. Find BF'. FC, CG. DE, EA, EH, and HF.

* 35. Related to any doubly convex lens there is

a focal distance OF. Physicists have de-

termined experimentally that a vertical lens,

a vertical object JT (with JO horizontal), a

vertical image /M. and a focus F are related

as shown in the diagram. Once the rela-

tionship is known, geometry can be used to

establish a lens law:

D 12 G C

+
object distance image distance focal distance

1 1 1

a. Prove that — -I = —

.

OJ 01 OF
b. Show algebraically that OF

OJ • 01

OJ + OF

Challenges

Explain how to pass a plane through a cube so that the intersection is:

a. an equilateral triangle

b. a trapezoid

c. a pentagon

d. a hexagon

The six edges of the three-dimensional figure are congruent.

Each of the four corners is cut off by a plane that passes through

the midpoints of the three edges that intersect at that corner.

For example, corner A is cut off by plane MNT. Describe the

three-dimensional figure that remains.
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Computer Key-In

The sequence 1, 1. 2. 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, . . . is called a Fibonacci sequence
after its discoverer, Leonardo Fibonacci, a thirteenth century mathematician.

The first two terms are 1 and 1. You then add two consecutive terms to get

the next term.

1st
+

2nd

term term

3rd

term

2nd 3rd

term term

4th

term

3rd

term

4th

term

5th

term

The following computer program computes the first twenty-five terms of

the Fibonacci sequence shown above and finds the ratio of any term to its

preceding term. For example, we want to look at the ratios

1
.

2 „ 3 5
- = 1. - = 2, - = 1.5.

-
1 1 2 3

1.66667. and so on.

10 PRINT "TERM NO.", "TERM", "RATIO"
20 LET A = 1

30 LET B = 1

40 PRINT "1",A,"-" 100 PRINT N,B,G
50 FOR N = 2 TO 25 110 LET C = B + A

60 LET D = B/A 120 LET A = B

70 LET E = 10000 * D 130 LET B = C

80 LET F = INT(E) 140 NEXT N

90 LET G = F/10000 150 END

Exercises

Type the program into your computer and use it in Exercises 1-4.

1. RUN the given computer program. As the terms become larger, what

happens to the values of the ratios'?

2. Suppose another sequence is formed by choosing starting numbers different

from 1 and 1. For example, suppose the sequence is 3, 11. 14. 25.

39, ... , where the pattern for creating the terms of the sequence is still

the same. Change lines 20 and 30 to:

20 LET A

30 LET B

3

11

RUN the modified program. What happens to the values of the ratios as

the terms become larger and larger?

3. Modify the program again so that another pair of starting numbers is used

and the first thirty terms are computed. RUN the program. What can you

conclude from the results?

4. Compare this ratio to the golden ratio calculated in Exercise 2 on

page 253. Do you see a connection?
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1 Application Scale Drawings

Scale

I in. =24 ft

This "octagon house" was built in Irvington, New York, in 1860. The plan

shows the rooms on the first floor. The scale on this scale drawing tells you

that a length of 1 in. on the plan represents a true length of 24 ft.

Plan length in inches 1

True length in feet 24

The following examples show how you can use this formula to find actual

dimensions of the house from the plan or to convert dimensions of full-sized

objects to plan size.

The verandah measures § in. wide on the

plan. Find its true width, T.

- 1

J = — , so 1 • T = | • 24
T 24

T = 9 The real verandah is 9 ft wide.

A sofa is 6 ft long. Find its plan

length, P.

P 1

- = — , so 24
6 24

P = \

P = 6- 1

The plan length is { in.

Exercises

1. Find the true length and width of the dining room.

2. A rug measures 9 ft by l\ ft. What would its dimensions be on the floor

plan? Would it fit in the northeast sitting room?

3. If a new floor plan is drawn with a scale of 1 in. = 10 ft, how many

times longer is each line segment on the new plan than the corresponding

segment on the plan shown?

4. Suppose that on the architect's drawings each side of the verandah (the

outer octagon) measured 12 in. What was the scale of these drawings?
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7-5 Theorems for Similar Triangles

You can prove two triangles similar by using the definition of similar polygons
or by using the AA Postulate. Of course, in practice you would always use

the AA Postulate instead of the definition. (Why?) Two additional methods
are established in the theorems below. The proofs involve proportions, con-

gruence, and similarity.

Theorem 7-1 SAS Similarity Theorem
If an angle of one triangle is congruent to an angle of another triangle and
the sides including those angles are in proportion, then the triangles are

similar.

Given: /LA = /LD\

AB _ AC
DE ~ DF

Prove: AABC ~ ADEF

B C E F

Plan for Proof: Take X on DE so that DX = AB. Draw a line through X
„ , i^r A . DX DY AB AC

parallel to EF. Then ADEF - ADXY and— = —
. Since— = — and

DE DF DE DF
DX = AB, you can deduce that DY = AC. Thus AABC = ADXY by SAS.
Therefore, AABC ~ ADXY. and AABC ~ ADEF by the Transitive Property

of Similarity.

Theorem 7-2 SSS Similarity Theorem
If the sides of two triangles are in proportion, then the triangles are similar.

Given:
AB _ BC _ AC
DE ~ EF ~ DF

Prove: AABC ~ ADEF

Plan for Proof: Take X on DE so that DX = AB. Draw a line through X
«— DX XY DY

parallel to EF. Then ADEF ~ ADXY and— = — = — . With the given
DE EF DF

proportion and DX = AB, you can deduce that AC = DY and BC = XY. Thus

AABC = ADXY by SSS. Therefore, AABC ~ ADXY, and AABC ~ ADEF
by the Transitive Property of Similarity.
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To prove two polygons similar, you might need to compare the corresponding

sides. As shown in the example below, a useful technique is to compare the

longest sides, the shortest sides, and so on.

Example

Solution

Can the information given in each part be used to

prove ARST ~ AWZT? If so, how?
a. RS = 18. ST = 15. RT = 10.

WT --= 6, ZT -= 9, WZ = 10.8

TZ

TS

c. ST 1 RW. ST -- 32, SZ = 8. RT = 20,

WT = 15

„ wz
L\ =1.2, —

RS

a. Comparing the longest sides.

Comparing the shortest sides.

ST 15 5
Comparing the remaining sides, — = — = -

f b & zr 9 3

RS 18 5

WZ 10.8
"

3

RT

WT
~

10

6

5

3'

RS
Thus, —

WZ
RT _ ST

WT ~ ZT
ARST - AWZT by the SSS Similarity Theorem.

b. Notice that L 1 and L 2 are not the angles included by the sides that are

in proportion. Therefore, the triangles cannot be proved similar.

RT _ 20 _ 4

WT ~
15

~ 3'

ST _ 32 _ 32 _ 4
~
24

_
3'

RT ST

WT ~ ZT
ARST ~ AWZT by the SAS Similarity Theorem.

c. Comparing the shorter legs,

Comparing the other legs.
ZT 32 -

and Z.RTS = Z.WTS.

The perimeters of similar polygons are in the same ratio as the corresponding

sides. By using similar triangles, you can prove that corresponding segments

such as diagonals of similar polygons also have this ratio. (See Exercises 25

and 26, page 259 and Exercises 17 and 18, page 267.)

Classroom Exercises

Can the two triangles shown be proved similar? If so, state the similarity

and tell which similarity postulate or theorem you would use. n
R

I. C

'70° 40°

D
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3.

5.

P 25 N 9 A 36 B

7. Suppose you want to prove that ARST ~ AXYZ by the SSS Similarity

Theorem. State the extended proportion you would need to prove first.

8. Suppose you want to prove that ARST ~ AXYZ by the SAS Similarity

Theorem. If you know that /LR = Z.X, what else do you need to

prove?

9. A pantograph is a tool for enlarging or reducing maps and drawings. Four

bars are pinned together at A, B, C, and D so that ABCD is a parallelogram

and points P, D, and E lie on a line. Point P is fixed to the drawing

board. To enlarge a figure, the artist inserts a stylus at D, a pen or pencil

at £, and guides the stylus so that it traces the original. As D moves, the

angles of the parallelogram change, but P, D, and E remain collinear.

Suppose PA is 3 units and AB is 7 units.

P
v

\ \
\ \

Y\
\ \

a. Explain why APBE ~ APAD.
b. What is the ratio of PB to PA1

c. What is the ratio of PE to PD1
d. What is the ratio of the butterfly's wingspan, E'E, in the enlargement

to its wingspan. D'D, in the original?
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Written Exercises

Nai

A 1.

Name two similar triangles. What postulate or theorem justifies your answer?

E

A 12 B X 8 R

6. C

One triangle has vertices A, B, and C. Another has vertices T, R, and /.

Are the two triangles similar? If so, state the similarity and the scale factor.

AB BC AC TR RI TI

7. 6 8 10 9 12 15

8. 6 8 10 12 22 16

9. 6 8 10 20 25 15

0. 6 8 10 10 7.5 12.5

11. Given:
DE DF _ EF

GH ~
GI HI

Prove: LE ss LH

12. Given:
GH HI

Prove:
EF _ DF
HI " GI

13. Given:
VW _ VZ

VX " VY

Prove: WZ II XY

14. Given:
VW _ VZ

H

VY VX X
Which one(s) of the following must be true?

(1) AVWZ ~ AVXY (2)WZ\\XY (3) L 1 = L Y
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15. Given: — = —
NL ML

16. Given: — = —
SR RA

Prove: BC II Afl

5

CA

AS

Draw and label a diagram. List, in terms of the diagram, what is given and

what is to be proved. Then write a proof.

17. If two triangles are similar, then the lengths of corresponding medians are

in the same ratio as the lengths of corresponding sides.

18. If two quadrilaterals are similar, then the lengths of corresponding diagonals

are in the same ratio as the lengths of corresponding sides.

19. If the vertex angle of one isosceles triangle is congruent to the vertex angle

of another isosceles triangle, then the triangles are similar.

20. The faces of a cube are congruent squares.

The cube shown is cut by plane ABCD.
VA = VB and VW = 4 • VA.

Find, in terms of AS, the length of the median

of trap. ABCD.

21. Given: OR' = 2 • OR;

OS' = 2 • OS;

OT' = 2 • OT
Prove: ARST -AR'ST

22. Prove Theorem 5-11 on page 178: The segment that

joins the midpoints of two sides of a triangle is parallel

to the third side and is half as long as the third side.

Given: M is the midpoint of AB;

N is the midpoint of AC.

Prove: MN II BC; MN = \BC

C 23. Given: CJWXYZ
Prove: AATB ~ AA'TB'

AT BT TW
Hint: Show that -~r and— both equal —

A T B T li
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Explorations

These exploratory exercises can be done using a computer with a program

that draws and measures geometric figures.

1. Draw any triangle ABC. Choose a point D on AB.

Draw a line through D parallel to BC and intersecting

AC at point E.

What do you know about AABC and AADE?

AE AD
What do you know about — and —

?

J AC AB

AE AD
Calculate — and — . What do you notice?

EC DB J

PC DR
Calculate — and — . What do you notice?

AC AB J

Repeat on other triangles. What do you notice?

2. Draw any triangle ABC. Draw the bisector of Z.A

intersecting CB at point D.

Measure and record the four lengths: AB, AC, BD, DC.

Calculate — and — . What do you notice?
DC AC J

Repeat on other triangles. What do you notice?

Mixed Review Exercises

Complete.

1. Given: AFWbeW CD: AB = BC
a. GF = and ED =
b. If AB = 9, then AC = __.
c. If FG = 3x + 2 and GC = Ix - 10, then

d. mLFEG =

a\ F

b\ G/ E

cV' r D

2. Given: W and U are the midpoints of RV and VT;

swWvf
a. S is the _L_ of RT and SU II _1_.

b. If TV = 12jc + 4 and SW = 3x + 8,

then x = i

c. If RW = 4y + 1 and SU = 9y - 19,

then y = :
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7-6 Proportional Lengths

Points L and M lie on AB and CD respectively. If -— = — . we sav thatK
' LB MD

AB and CD are divided proportionally.

C M D

Theorem 7-3 Triangle Proportionality Tlieorem

If a line parallel to one side of a triangle intersects the other two sides, then

it divides those sides proportionally.

Given: ARST; PQ II RS

RP SO
Prove:

PT OT

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. PQ RS 1.
o

2 L\ = ZL2; ZL3 = ZL4 -i

)

3. A/?S7" ~ _lP0r 3.
o

4. 4. Corr. sides of ~ A are in proportion.

5. RT = RP - PT.

ST = SQ - OT
5.

-»

6.
RP ^ PT SQ - c»r

/T 07"
6.

o

7.
RP SQ

7. A property of proportions
PT OT (Property 1(d). page 245.)

We will use the Triangle Proportionality Theorem to justify

RP SO
, M .

any proportion equivalent to — = —
. For the diagram at

the right, some of the proportions that may be justified by the

Triangle Proportionality Theorem include:

b da c

a c

b~ d

- = l
c k

a b

c~ d

J *

d k
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Example Find the numerical value.

TN TR RN
b. — c.

—
NR RT

a
' NR

Solution
TN

a. — =
AT?

SM _ 3 1

MR ~
6
~

2

TR SR 9 3
b. — = — — —- —

NR MR 6 2

RN /?M 6 2
c. — = = — = —

RT RS 9 3

Compare the following corollary with Theorem 5-9 on page 177.

Corollary
If three parallel lines intersect two transversals, then they divide the transversals

proportionally.

Given: RX II SY II TZ

XY

YZ
Prove: —

ST

Plan for Proof: Draw TX, intersecting SY at N. Note that SY is parallel to

one side of ARTX, and also to one side of ATXZ. You can apply the Triangle

Proportionality Theorem to both of these triangles. Use those proportions to

RS XY
show — = —

.

ST YZ

Theorem 7-4 Triangle Angle-Bisector Theorem

If a ray bisects an angle of a triangle, then it divides the opposite side into

segments proportional to the other two sides.

Given: ADEF: DG bisects LFDE.

GF DF
Prove: — = —

GE DE

Plan for Proof: Draw a line through E parallel to

DG and intersecting FD at K. Apply the Triangle

Proportionality Theorem to AFKE. ADEK is isosceles

with DK = DE. Substitute this into your proportion

to complete the proof.
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Classroom Exercises

1. The two segments are divided pro-

portionally. State several correct

proportions. w

2. Complete the proportions stated informally below,

lower left _ lower right upper left ?

whole left

upper left

whole left

lower left

upper parallel

State a proportion for each diagram

3. y\ 4.

10-x

15

A

.14

Suppose you want to find the length of the upper left segment

in the diagram at the right. Three methods are suggested below.

Complete each solution.

b.

14-jc

7. Explain why the expressions 3y and 5y can be used in Exercise 6(c).

8. The converse of the corollary of the Triangle Proportionality Theorem is:

If three lines divide two transversals proportionally, then the lines are

parallel. Is the converse true? (Hint: Can you draw a diagram with

lengths like those shown below, but in which lines r, s, and t are not

parallel?)

a

r

Ex. 8 Ex. 9

9. Must lines a, b, and c shown above be parallel? Explain.
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Written Exercises

r n

1. Tell whether the proportion is correct.

a. - = - b. - = -so a r

k J

2. Tell whether the proportion is correct.

»•- = !e g d

e A ^ _ e

d 'f~"g

a. - = -

Find the value of x.

3.

6. 7. 42

10. 1

8.

15 24

11.

Copy the table and fill in as many spaces as possible. It may help to draw

a new sketch for each exercise and label lengths as you find them.

AR RT AT AN NP AP RN TP

B 12. 6 4 9 9 9 9 9 15

13. 9 9 9 •">

6 16 9 9

14. 18 9 9 9 9 9 30 40

15. 12 9 20 9 9 30 15 9

16. 9 18 9 9 26 9 12 36

17. 9 8 16 6
•7 9 9 9
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18. Prove the corollary of the Triangle Proportionality Theorem.

19. Prove the Triangle Angle-Bisector Theorem.

Complete.

20. AD = 21. DC = 14. AC = 25. AB = _L_

21. AC = 60. CD = 30. AD = 50. BC = _^
22. AB = 27. BC = v. CD = |jc, AD = x, AC = _L_

23. A5 = 2.v - 12. BC = v. CD = x - 5. AD = 2.x - 4. AC

}[cVr

24. Three lots with parallel side boundaries extend from the

avenue to the boulevard as shown. Find, to the nearest

tenth of a meter, the frontages of the lots on Martin Luther

King Avenue.

25. The lengths of the sides of AABC are BC = 12. CA = 13.

and AB = 14. If M is the midpoint of CA. and P is the

point where CA is cut by the bisector of ^B. find MP.

26. Prove: If a line bisects both an angle of a triangle and the

opposite side, then the triansle is isosceles.w

Ex. 24
C 27. Discover and prove a theorem about planes and transversals suggested by

the corollary of the Triangle Proportionality Theorem.

28. Prove that there cannot be a triangle in which the trisectors of an angle

also trisect the opposite side.

29. Can there exist a AROS in which the trisectors of /_ O intersect RS at D
and £. with RD = 1, DE = 2, and ES = 4? Explain.

30. Angle E of AZES is obtuse. The bisector of z_£ intersects Z.V at A'. J

and K lie on ZE and NE with ZJ = ZX and XK = XX. Discover and

prove something about quadrilateral ZXKJ

.

• 31. In AABC. AB = 8. BC = 6. and AC = 12. Each

of the three segments drawn through point K has

length x and is parallel to a side of the triangle.

Find the value of x.

• 32. In ARST. U lies on TS with TU:US = 2:3. M is the midpoint of RU
TM intersects RS in V. Find the ratio RV.RS.

• 33. Prove Cevo's Theorem: If P is any point inside

AABC. then ^ • - • - = 1.

XB YC ZA

{Hint: Draw lines parallel to CX through A and B.

Apply the Triangle Proportionality Theorem to

AABM. Show that AAPN ~ AMPB. ABYM ~

ACYP. and ACZP ~ AAZN .)

ista McAuliffe Blvd.
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Self-Test 2

State the postulate or theorem you can use to prove that two triangles are

similar.

4. Complete.

a. AABC

15 21
c. — = —

.

and .v

b.
AB AC BC

? 12

and v =
.

In the figure, it is given that RS II TQ. Complete

each proportion.

h p

l.
r
- = p-

g ?

Find the value of jc.

9.

6.
a w

h

h 9

8. = —
P w

10. 11.
12

Challenge
Given: FD II AC; BD II AE; FB II £C
Show that B, D, and F are midpoints of AC, CE, and EA.
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Extra Topology

In the geometry we have been studying, our interest has been in congruent

figures and similar figures, that is. figures with the same size and shape or at

least the same shape. If we were studying the branch of geometry called

topology, we would be interested in properties of figures that are even more

basic than size and shape. For example, imagine taking a rubber band and

stretchine it into all kinds of fisures.

These figures have different sizes and shapes, but they still have something in

common: Each one can be turned into any of the others by stretching and

bending the rubber band. In topology figures are classified according to this

kind of family resemblance. Figures that can be stretched, bent, or molded

into the same shape without cutting or puncturing belong to the same family

and are called topologically equivalent. Thus circles, squares, and triangles

are equivalent. Likewise the straight line segment and wiggly curves below

are equivalent.

Notice that to make one of the figures above out of the rubber band you

would have to cut the band, so these two-ended curves are not equivalent to

the closed curves in the first illustration.

Suppose that in the plane figures below, the lines are joined where they

cross. Then these figures belong to a third family. They are equivalent to

each other but not to anv of the fieures above.

One of the goals of topology is to identify and describe the different families

of equivalent figures. A person who studies topology (called a topologist) is

interested in classifying solid figures as well as figures in a plane. For example,

a topologist considers an orange, a teaspoon, and a brick equivalent to each

other.
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"'47\
—<a> f— —+-n—

r

Orange Teaspoon Brick

In fact, a doughnut is topologically equivalent to a coffee cup. (See the

diagrams below.) For this reason, a topologist has been humorously described

as a mathematician who can't tell the difference between a doughnut and a

coffee cup!

Think of the objects as made of modeling clay. Push thumb into clay to

make room for coffee.

S3
Exercises

In each exercise tell which figure is not topologically equivalent to the rest.

Exercises 1 and 2 show plane figures.

1. a. b. "Ch d.

2. a. b. d.

<^2>
3. a. solid ball

4. a. saucer

5. a. hammer

b. hollow ball

b. house key

b. screwdriver

c. crayon

c. coffee cup

c. thimble

d. comb

d. wedding ring

d. sewing needle

6. Group the block numbers shown into three groups such that the numbers

in each group are topologically equivalent to each other.

7. Make a series of drawings showing that the items in each pair are topologically

equivalent to each other.

a. a drinking glass and a dollar bill b. a tack and a paper clip
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Chapter Summary

1. The ratio of a to b is the quotient - (b cannot be 0). The ratio - can also
b b

be written a:b.

2. A proportion is an equation, such as - = -, stating that two ratios are
b d

equal.

3. The properties of proportions (see page 245) are used to change proportions

into equivalent equations. For example, the product of the extremes equals

the product of the means.

4. Similar figures have the same shape. Two polygons are similar if and only

if corresponding angles are congruent and corresponding sides are in

proportion.

5. Ways to prove two triangles similar:

AA Similarity Postulate SAS Similarity Theorem SSS Similarity Theorem

6. Ways to show that segments are proportional:

a. Corresponding sides of similar polygons are in proportion.

b. If a line is parallel to one side of a triangle and intersects the other

two sides, then it divides those sides proportionally.

c. If three parallel lines intersect two transversals, they divide the transversals

proportionally.

d. If a ray bisects an angle of a triangle, then it divides the opposite side

into segments proportional to the other two sides.

Chapter Review

Write the ratio in simplest form.

1. 15:25 2. 6:12:9 3. ^? 7-1
24,v"

4. The measures of the angles of a triangle are in the ratio 4:4:7. Find the

three measures.

IL . .. . . 30 - x 8 „
Is the equation equivalent to the proportion = - ?

5. Ix = 8(30 - x) ^— = i 7-2

7. 8.v = 210 - Ix

6.
X

30 - X

8.
30 _

X

15

7
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9. If AABC - ANJT, then LB

10. If quad. DEFG ~~ quad. PQRS. then — = ^
7-3

11. AABC ~~ A JET, and the scale factor of AABC to A./£7 is

a. If AC = 20. then ET = _2_.

b. If the perimeter of AJET is 30. then the perimeter of AABC is

12. The quadrilaterals are similar.

Find the values of x and v.

13. a. ARTS 7-4

14.

b. What postulate or theorem justifies the statement

in part (a)?

RT TS RS

15. Suppose you wanted to prove

RS UV = RT • UH.

You would first use similar triangles to show that

RS _ ?

Can the two triangles be proved similar? If so, state the similarity and the

postulate or theorem you would use. If not, write no.

16. LA = LD

18. CN = 16. ND = 14,

BN = 7, AN = 8

20.

17. LB = LD

19. AN
DN

7. AB = 13,

14, DC = 26
Exs. 16-19

7-5

21. Which proportion is incorrect!

OV
ST

(3)
OT

ow
OS

22. If OS = 8, ST = 12. and <9V = 10. then OW = _I_.

23. If 05 = 8. ST = 12. and OW = 24. then VW = _1_.

24. In A/lflC. the bisector of LB meets AC at A:. /Itf = 18. BC
AC = 28. Find AK.

O

T

24. and

7-6

^
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Chapter Test

1. Two sides of a rectangle have the lengths 20 and 32. Find, in simplest

form, the ratio of:

a. the length of the shorter side to the length of the longer side

b. the perimeter to the length of the longer side

2. If quad. ABCD ~ quad. THUS, then:

a. LU = JL-

and v

BC _ AD
' HU ~

?

3. If x'.y : z = 4:6:9 and z = 45 , then x

4. If - = -, then x = __^. 5. If

-

9 15 b

6. What postulate or theorem justifies the statement

AAVB ~ ANVK?

c a + b 9

then
10' •i 10

- AB_ _ VA
' NK ~

?

9. The scale factor of AAVB to ANVK is

If VA = 2.5 and VB = 1.7. then V7V =

8. L VBA =

5

10. If PR = 10, /?5 = 6, and /T = 15, then TU =

11. If Pr = 32, Ft/ = 48, and RS = 10, then PR

12. If PR = 14, AS = 7, and /?7/ = 26, then SU =

In AG£#, the bisector of LE meets GB at #.

13. If GK = 5, KB = 8, and G£ = 7, then EB = —
14. If G£ = 14, Efl = 21. and Gfl = 30, then GK =

K

15. Given: DE II FG II HJ

Prove: DF • GJ = FH • EG

16. Given: 5X = 6; AX

CX = 9; DX
Prove: AB II CD

= 12
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Algebra Review: Radical Expressions

The symbol

radical v64

Simplify.

Example 1

Solution

V always indicates the positive square root of a number. The
can be simplified.

56
'26

c. 0\flY

T4a. \/56 = \A' 14 = V4 ' Vl4 = T
f\6 _ 06 _ 4 _ V3 _ 40

' vl V3 ""
V3 V3

~ ~^~

c. (3A/7)
2 = 3V7 • 3V7 = 3-3-V

/

7 , V7 = 9-7 = 63

1. V36

'Jl
11. VI3

2

2. y/s\

'•1
12. (\Zi7)

2

3. V24

8. /»
\25

13. (2V3)
2

4. V98

20
V12

14. (3V8)
2

5.

10.

15.

V300
/250

V 48"

(9V2)
2

16. 5VT8 17. 4\/27 18. 6V24 19. 5V8 20. 9V40

Solve for x. Assume x represents a positive number.

Example 2 2
2 + jc = 4 Example 3 x

2 + (3\/2)
2 = 9

2

Solution 4 + x
2 = 16

x
2 = 12

x = Vl2
x = 2V3

Solution x
2 + 18 = 81

x
2 = 63

jc = A/63

jc = 3\/7

21. 3
2 + 4

2
22. x

2 + 4
2 = 5

2
23. 5

2 + jc
2 - 13

2

24. jc
2 + 3

2 = 4
2

25. 4
2 + 7

2 = x
2

26. jc
2 + 5

2 = 10
2

27. I
2 + x

2 = 3
2

28. x
2 + 5

2 = (5V2)
2

29. (jc)
2 + (1

r

V3)
2 = (2;c)

2

Challenge

Given regular hexagon ABCDEF, with center O and sides

of length 12. Let G be the midpoint of BC. Let H be the

midpoint of DE. AH intersects EB at J and FG intersects

EB at tf

.

Find JK.

{Hint: Draw auxiliary lines HG and D/L)
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Cumulative Review: Chapters 1-7

True-False Exercises

Write T or F to indicate your answer.

A 1. If AX = XB, then X must be the midpoint of AB.

2. Definitions may be used to justify statements in a proof.

3. If a line and a plane are parallel, then the line is parallel to every line in

the plane.

4. When two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, any two angles formed

are either congruent or supplementary.

5. If the sides of one triangle are congruent to the corresponding sides of

another triangle, then the corresponding angles must also be congruent.

6. Every isosceles trapezoid contains two pairs of congruent angles.

B 7. If a quadrilateral has two pairs of supplementary angles, then it must be

a parallelogram.

8. If the diagonals of a quadrilateral bisect each other and are congruent, then

the quadrilateral must be a square.

9. In APQR. mZ.P = m LR = 50. If T lies on PR and m LPQT = 42,

then PT < TR.

10. In quad. WXYZ, if WX = XY = 25. YZ = 20, ZW = 16. and

WY = 20. then WY divides the quadrilateral into two similar triangles.

11. Two equiangular hexagons are always similar.

Multiple-Choice Exercises

Indicate the best answer by writing the appropriate letter.

A 1. Which pair of angles must be congruent?

a. Z. 1 and Z_4 b. Z. 2 and Z_ 3

c. Z.2 and Z_4 d. Z.4 and Z.5

e. L 2 and L 8

2. If a. b, c, and d are coplanar lines such that a J_ b, c _L d, and b II c, then:

a. a _L d b. b II d c. a II d d. a II c e. none of these

3. If AABC = ANDH. then it is also true that:

a. /.B = LH b. l-A = AH c. AB = HD

d. CA =HN e. ACBA = ADHN

B 4. If P(?/?S is a parallelogram, which of the following must be true?

a. PQ = QR b. PQ = RS c. PR = QS d.PR±QS e. LQ = LR

5. Which of the following can be the lengths of the sides of a triangle?

a. 3, 7. 10 b. 3. 7. 11 c. 0.5, 7. 7 d.
X

-, £, ^
e. 1, 3, 5
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Always-Sometimes-Never Exercises

• Write A, S, or N to indicate your choice.

A 1. If a conditional is false, then its converse is
? false.

2. Two vertical angles are :_ adjacent.

3. An angle L_ has a complement.

4. Two parallel lines are i_ coplanar.

5. Two perpendicular lines are
'*

both parallel to a third line.

6. A scalene triangle is L_ equiangular.

7. A regular polygon is
? equilateral.

8. A rectangle is L_ a rhombus.

9. If RS = MN, ST = NO. and LR = LM, then ARST and AMNO
are L_ congruent.

10. The HL method is L_ appropriate for proving that two acute triangles

are congruent.

11. If AX = BX. AY = BY. and points A, B, X. and Y are coplanar. then AB

and XY are L_ perpendicular.

B 12. The diagonals of a trapezoid are L_ perpendicular.

13. If a line parallel to one side of a triangle intersects the other two sides,

then the triangle formed is

"

? similar to the given triangle.

14. If A/AX = ANET and NE LET, then it is _^ true that LJ < TE.

15. If AB + BC > AC, then A, B. and C are ? collinear points.

16. A triangle with sides of length x — 1, .v, and x is
? an obtuse triangle.

Completion Exercises

Complete each statement in the best way.

A 1. If YW bisects LXYZ and m^WYX = 60. then m^XYZ = _L_.

2. The acute angles of a right triangle are ?

3. A supplement of an acute angle is a(n) ? angle.

4. Adjacent angles formed by lines are congruent.

5. The measure of each interior angle of a regular pentagon is —_.
6. In AABC and AD£F, LA = LD and LB = LE. AABC and ADEF

must be _J

B 7. When the midpoints of the sides of a rhombus are joined in order, the

resulting quadrilateral is best described as a _J

—

8. If - = -, then = -.

s u t + u ?

9. The ratio of the measures of the acute angles of a right triangle is 3:2.

The measure of the smaller acute angle is
?
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Algebraic Exercises

In Exercises 1-9 find the value of x.

1. On a number line. R and S have coordinates -8 and .v. and the midpoint

of RS has coordinate — 1

.

2. Two vertical angles have measures x2 - 18.v and x
2 - 54.

3. The measures of the angles of a quadrilateral are x, x + 4, x + 8, and

x - 12.

4. The lengths of the legs of an isosceles triangle are 7x - 13 and 2.v - 17.

5. Consecutive angles of a parallelogram have measures 6.v and 2.y + 20.

6. A trapezoid has bases of length x and x + 8 and a median of length 15.

3.v - 1 2
7. 8.? 9.

Ax + 2 3 "86 " x + 4 x + 9

B 10. The measure of a supplement of an angle is 8 more than three times the

measure of a complement. Find the measure of the angle.

11. In a regular polygon, the ratio of the measure of an exterior angle to the

measure of an interior angle is 2:13. How many sides does the polygon

have?

12. The sides of a parallelogram have lengths 12 cm and 15 cm. Find the

lengths of the sides of a similar parallelogram with perimeter 90 cm.

13. A triangle with perimeter 64 cm has sides with lengths in the ratio 4:5:7.

Find the length of each side.

14. In AXYZ. XY = YZ. Find the measure

of Z.Z if mZ-X:m/LY = 5:2.

15. In the diagram. AB DC and AD GC.

Find the values of x and y.

Proof Exercises

A 1. Given: SU = SV; Z.1 = Z.2

Prove: U~0 = YQ

2. Given: OS bisects LRQT; _/? = _7/

Prove: SQ bisects Z_/?57\

B 3. Given: &QRV = &QTV; US = VS

Prove: AQRS = AOTS

4. Given: QS bisects zLUQV and l. USY: LR =
Prove: RQ = TQ

5. Given: ~EF JK: JR ~Hl

Prove: ^EFG ~ AIHG

- = — . <L\ = _2
HG IG

JG
HG

: ~EF
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Right Triangles

Objectives

1. Determine the geometric mean between two numbers.

2. State and apply the relationships that exist when the altitude is drawn

to the hypotenuse of a right triangle.

3. State and apply the Pythagorean Theorem.

4. State and apply the converse of the Pythagorean Theorem and related

theorems about obtuse and acute triangles.

5. Determine the lengths of two sides of a 45
c-45~-90 ::

or a 30
:-60 c

-90
r

triansle when the lensth of the third side is known.

8-1 Similarity in Right Triangles

a
Recall that in the proportion - = — , the terms shown in red are called the

x b

a x
means. If a. b. and x are positive numbers and - = -, then x is called the

x b

geometric mean between a and b. If you solve this proportion for x. you will

find that x = \ab. a positive number. (The other solution, x = — \ab. is

discarded because x is defined to be positive.)

Example 1 Find the geometric mean between 5 and 11.

5 x —
Solution 1 Solve the proportion - = —

: x =5*ll;x = > 55
x 11

Solution 2 Use the equation .r = \ aZ? = \ 5 * 11 = \ 55

Theorem 8-1

If the altitude is drawn to the hypotenuse of a right triangle, then the two

triangles formed are similar to the original triangle and to each other.

Given: _.45C with rt. -ACB: C

altitude C.V

Prove: _1.4C£ - _.4.\"C - 1C.VB

B

Plan for Proof: Begin by redrawing the three triangles you want to prove

similar. Mark off congruent angles and apply the AA Similarity Postulate.

Right Triangles 285
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The proof of Theorem 8-1 is left as Exercise 40. The altitude to the

hypotenuse divides the hypotenuse into two segments. Corollaries 1 and 2 of

Theorem 8-1 deal with geometric means and the lengths of these segments.

For simplicity in stating these corollaries, the words segment, side, leg,

and hypotenuse are used to refer to the length of a segment rather than the

segment itself. We will use this convention throughout the book when the

context makes this meaning clear.

Corollary 1

When the altitude is drawn to the hypotenuse of a right triangle, the length

of the altitude is the geometric mean between the segments of the hypotenuse.

Given: AABC with rt. LACB; altitude CN

AN CN
Prove:

Proof:

CN BN

By Theorem 8-1, AANC- ~ ACNB. Because corresponding sides of similar

AN CN
triangles are in proportion, — = —

.

5 F F CN BN

Corollary 2
When the altitude is drawn to the hypotenuse of a right triangle, each leg is

the geometric mean between the hypotenuse and the segment of the hypotenuse

that is adjacent to that leg.

C
Given: AABC with rt. /LACB; altitude CN

AB AC AB BC
Prove: (1) — = — and (2) — = —

AC AN BC BN

Proof of (1):

By Theorem 8-1, AACB ~ AANC. Because corresponding sides of similar

AB AC
triangles are in proportion, — = —

. The proof of (2) is very similar.
AC AN

Example 2 Use the diagram to find the values of h, a, and b.

Solution First determine what parts of the "big"

triangle are labeled h, a, and b:

h is the altitude to the hypotenuse,

a is a leg, and b is a leg.

3 h r—
By Corollary I, - = - and h = \/21.

By Corollary 2, — = - and a
a 3

10 b r-
By Corollary 2, — = - and b = \/70.

b 1

30.

10
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Working with geometric means may involve working with radicals. Radicals

should always be written in simplest form. This means writing them so that

1. No perfect square factor other than 1 is under the radical sign.

2. No fraction is under the radical sign.

3. No fraction has a radical in its denominator.

Example 3 Simplify: a. 5\ 18 c.

V5

Solution a. Since 18 = 9*2. there is a perfect square factor. 9. under the radical sign.

5\l8 = 5 • \9T2 = 5 • \ 9 • \ 2 = 5 • 3 • V2
3

15V2

Solution

b. There is a fraction. -. under the radical sign.

/3 /3 2 /6 \6 \6
/ — — / — * — — / — — = —
V 2 V 2 2 V 4 V4 2

c. There is a radical in the denominator of the fraction.

15 15 \ 5 15\5

\5 ~
\5 \5 ~

5

Find the values of w, x, y, and z.

w "
18 -\

6 /y
.

x """"---^^

<*

18 6 16— = - (Cor. 2) — =
b w y

|(Cor. 1)

18

z
-^(Cor.2)
lo

18w = 36 y
2 = 16 • 2

\ 16-2

2
z~ =

z =
16- 18

vv = 2 v = V16 • 18

Then* = 18 - 2 = 16. -

v = Vl6- V2 z = \.16 • 9 • 2

y = 4V2 - = 4 • 3 • \ 2 = 12V2

Classroom Exercises

Use the diagram to complete each statement.

1. \im/LR = 30, then mARSU = _Z_,

m L. TSU = _Z_, and m LT =

2. If m£R = k, then m L RSU = _Z_,

m LTSU = _2_, and m LT = :_.

3. ARST ~ A_l_ ~ A^
4. A/?5f/ ~ A. A. Exs. 1-4
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Simplify.

. 5. V50 6. 3V8 7. V225 8. 7V63 9. V288

•yj /I V5
»-A 14. ^ /??

4\ 3

15. Give the geometric mean between:

a. 2 and 3 b. 2 and 6 c. 4 and 25

Study the diagram. Then complete each statement.

16. a. / is the geometric mean between ? and _
b. u is the geometric mean between ? and _
c. v is the geometric mean between ? and _

17. a. z is the geometric mean between ? and

Thus z = _L_.

b. x is the geometric mean between L_ and

Thus x = __2_.

c. v is the geometric mean between L_ and

Thus v = —

Written Exercises

Simplify.

1. Vl2 2. V72

6. V54 7. 9V40

1 12. II
1 V 5

11

3. V45

8. 4V28

13.

V^

4. V75

9. V30 • V6
24

14

Find the geometric mean between the two numbers.

16. 2 and 18 17. 3 and 27

19. 1 and 1000 20. 16 and 24

3>/2

5. V800

10. V5 • V35

VT5
15.

18. 49 and 25

21. 22 and 55

3V45

B

Exercises 22-30 refer to the figure at the right.

22. If LA/ = 4 and MK = 8, find JM.

23. If LM = 6 and JM = 4, find MK.

24. If JM = 3 and MK = 6, find LM.

25. If JM = 4 and JA: = 9, find L/C.

26. If JM = 3 and MK = 9, find L7.

27. If JM = 3 and JL = 6, find MK.

29. If L/C = 3V6 and MK = 6, find JM.

28. If JL = 9 and JM = 6, find MK.

30. If LA" = 7 and MA" = 6, find JM.



Find the values of x, v, and z.

31. . 32.
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33. J_ 1

3 6

1 7
_J /

X
Z\, A

37.

35.

38. 39.

.Y+ I

40. Prove Theorem 8-1.

41. a. Refer to the figure at the right, and use Corollary 2

to complete:

a
2 = ? and b

2 = '*

b. Add the equations in part (a), factor the sum on the

right, and show that a
2 + b

2 = c
2

.

C 42. Prove: In a right triangle, the product of the hypotenuse and the length of

the altitude drawn to the hypotenuse equals the product of the two legs.

43. Given: PQRS is a rectangle;

PS is the geometric mean

between 57" and TR.

Prove: LPTQ is a right angle.

44. Given: PQRS is a rectangle;

ZA is a right angle.

Prove: BS • RC = PS • QR = (PS)
2

R C
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45. The arithmetic mean between two numbers r and s is defined to be

a. CM is the median and CH is the altitude to the hypotenuse

of right AABC. Show that CM is the arithmetic mean

between AH and BH, and that CH is the geometric

mean between AH and BH. Then use the diagram to

show that the arithmetic mean is greater than the geo-

metric mean.

r + s

A H M
b. Show algebraically that the arithmetic mean between two different numbers

r and s is greater than the geometric mean. (Hint: The geometric mean

is y/rs. Work backward from —-

—

reverse the steps.)

> Vrs to (r — s)
2 > and then

8-2 The Pythagorean Theorem
One of the best known and most useful theorems in all of mathematics is the

Pythagorean Theorem. It is believed that Pythagoras, a Greek mathematician

and philosopher, proved this theorem about twenty-five hundred years ago.

Many different proofs exist, including one by President Garfield (Exercise 32,

page 438) and the proof suggested by the Challenge on page 294.

Theorem 8-2 Pythagorean Theorem
In a right triangle, the square of the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the

squares of the legs. ^

Given: AABC; LACB is a rt. L .

Prove: c
2 = a

2 + b
2

Proof:

Statements

e B

Reasons

1. Draw a perpendicular

c a c b

a e' b d

from C to AB. 1. Through a point outside a line, there is

exactly one line ?
.

2. 2. When the altitude is drawn to the

hypotenuse of a rt. A, each leg is the

geometric mean between

3. ce = a
2

; cd = b
2

3. A property of proportions

4. ce + cd — a
2 + b

2
4. Addition Property of =

5. c(e + d) = a
2 + b

2
5. Distributive Property

6. c
2 = a

2 + b
2

6. Substitution Property

L
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Example

Solution

Find the value of x. Remember that the length of a segment must be a posi-

tive number.

a. .r
2 = I

2 + 3
2

x
2 = 49 + 9

x
2 = 58_
x = \58

x + 2

x
2 + (jc + 2)

2 = 10
2

x
2 + x

2 + 4x + 4 = 100

2x
2 + 4x - 96 =

.r
2 + 2x - 48 =

(x + 8)(.v - 6) =

ff x = 6

Classroom Exercises

1. The early Greeks thought of the Pythagorean Theorem in this form: The

area of the square on the hypotenuse of a right triangle equals the sum

of the areas of the squares on the legs. Draw a diagram to illustrate that

interpretation.

2. Which equations are correct for the right triangle shown?

a. r = r + r b. r = r + t c. r + r = t

d. r r - r e. / = r + s

Complete each simplification.

3. (\3)
2 = \ 3 • _^ = _

f. r

4. ovur

(r + *)

= 9

Simplify each expression.

5. (V^)
2

6. (2V7)
2

V2^
2

9.

\5
10.

7. (7\72)
2

"• fe)

:

8. (2ai)
2

12. (|VS

State an equation you could use to find the value of x. Then find the value

of x in simplest radical form.

13.

16.

14. 15.

17. 18.

x+ 1
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MHHWHH
Written Exercises

Find the value of x.

A 1.1.

3
^vJf

n \
4

4. 9

J >•
X /\\

2.

5. 6.

7. 8. 6

>•

10. 11. 12.

13. A rectangle has length 2.4 and width 1.8. Find the length of a diagonal.

14. A rectangle has a diagonal of 2 and length of \/3. Find its width.

15. Find the length of a diagonal of a square with perimeter 16.

16. Find the length of a side of a square with a diagonal of length 12.

17. The diagonals of a rhombus have lengths 16 and 30. Find the perimeter

of the rhombus.

18. The perimeter of a rhombus is 40 cm, and one diagonal is 12 cm long.

How long is the other diagonal?

Find the value of x.

B 19. 20.

12-
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Find the value of x.

22. I -v 23.

13
x x

21

J3'

24.

25. 5

J \
8 V

"1 \

26. 12

J

(Hint: Use the Angle-

Bisector Theorem, p. 270.)

31. A right triangle has legs of 6 and 8. Find the lengths of:

a. the median to the hypotenuse b. the altitude to the hypotenuse.

32. A rectangle is 2 cm longer than it is wide. The diagonal of the rectangle

is 10 cm long. Find the perimeter of the rectangle.

In Exercises 33-36 the dimensions of a rectangular box are given. Sketch

the box and find the length of a diagonal of the box.

Example

Solution

Dimensions 6, 4, 3

U

2 /r2 i a2
a = 6 + 4

a
2 = 36 + 16
" = 52

33. 12, 4, 3 34. 5. 5. 2 35. e, e, e 36. /, w, h
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Find the value of h.

-37. 38.

(Hint: Let PQ = x; QR = 21 - x.)

39. O is the center of square ABCD (the point of intersection

of the diagonals) and WO is perpendicular to the plane of

the square. Find OE, the distance from O to the plane

of AVBC.

S 11 T V

{Hint: Let TV = x; SV = x + 11.)

V

Mixed Review Exercises

Given: AABC. Complete.

1. If mLA > mLB, then BC > __
2. If AB > BC, then m L C JL_ m L
3. AB + BC AC
4. If LC is a right angle, then ?

is the longest side.

5. If AB = AC, then ^_2_ s

6. If zlA = Z.C, then AC =

zl

7. If LC is a right angle and X is the midpoint of the hypotenuse, then

AX = _L_ = _?_.

Challenge

Start with a right triangle. Build a square on each side.

Locate the center of the square drawn on the longer leg.

Through the center, draw a parallel to the hypotenuse and

a perpendicular to the hypotenuse.

Cut out the pieces numbered 1-5. Can you arrange

the five pieces to cover exactly the square built on the

hypotenuse? (This suggests another proof of the

Pythagorean Theorem.)

5
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8-3 The Converse of the

Pythagorean Theorem
We have seen that the converse of a theorem is not necessarily true. However,
the converse of the Pythagorean Theorem is true. It is stated below as

Theorem 8-3.

Theorem 8-3

If the square of one side of a triangle is equal to the sum of the squares of

the other two sides, then the triangle is a right triangle.

Given: AABC with c
2 = a

2 + b
2

Prove: AABC is a right triangle.

Key steps of proof:

1. Draw rt. AEFG with legs a and b. A

2. d2 = a
2 + b

2
(Pythagorean Theorem)

3. c~ = a
2 + b

2
(Given)

4. c = d (Substitution)

5. AABC = AEFG (SSS Postulate)

6. Z.C is a rt. /L. (Corr. parts of = A are = .)

7. AABC is a rt. A. (Def. of a rt. A) E

A triangle with sides 3 units. 4 units, and 5 units long is called a 3-4-5

triangle. The numbers 3, 4, and 5 satisfy the equation a
2 + b

2 = c
:

, so we
can apply Theorem 8-3 to conclude that a 3-4-5 triangle is a right triangle.

The side lengths shown in the table all satisfy the equation a
2 + b

2 = c
2

, so

the triangles formed are right triangles.

Some Common Right Triangle Lengths

3, 4. 5 5. 12. 13

6, 8. 10 10, 24, 26

9, 12, 15

12, 16, 20

15, 20, 25

I, 15. 17 7. 24, 25

Theorem 8-3 is restated on the next page, along with Theorems 8-4 and

8-5. If you know the lengths of the sides of a triangle, you can use these

theorems to determine whether the triangle is right, acute, or obtuse. In each

theorem, c is the length of the longest side of AABC. Exercises 20 and 19

ask you to state Theorems 8-4 and 8-5 more formally and then prove them.
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Theorem 8-3 Theorem 8-4

y\ zA;
A B

If c
2 = a

2 + b
2

,

then mLC = 90,

and AABC is right.

A B

If c
2 <a2 + b

2

,

then mLC < 90,

and AABC is acute

Theorem 8-5

If c
2 > a

2 + b
2

,

then mLC > 90,

and AABC is obtuse.

Example A triangle has sides of the given lengths. Is it acute, right, or obtuse?

a. 9, 40, 41 b. 6, 7, 8 c. 7, 8, 11

Solution a. 41
2 JL 9

2 + 402
b. 8

2 JL 6
2 + 7

2
c. II

2
_•_ 7

2 + 8
2

1681 _L 81 + 1600 64 _L 36 + 49 121 _•_ 49 + 64

1681 = 1681 64 < 85 121 > 113

The triangle is right. The triangle is acute. The triangle is obtuse.

Classroom Exercises

If a triangle is formed with sides having the lengths given, is it acute, right,

or obtuse? If a triangle can't be formed, say not possible.

1. 6, 8, 10

4. 8, 10, 12

2. 4, 6, 8

5. V7, V7, Vl4

3. 1, 4, 6

6. 4, 4V3, 8

7. Specify all values of x that make the statement true.

a. L 1 is a right angle. b. L 1 is an acute angle.

c. L 1 is an obtuse angle. d. The triangle is isosceles.

e. No triangle is possible.

Exercises 8-10 refer to the figures below.

8. Explain why x must equal 5.

9. Explain why LD must be a right angle.

10. Explain why LP must be a right angle.

1\6

Ex.9 Ex. 10
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Written Exercises

Tell whether a triangle with sides of the given lengths is acute, right, or

obtuse.

1. 11. 11, 15

4. 6, 6. 6V2

7. a. 0.5, 1.2, 1.3

8. a. 33, 44, 55

2. 9, 9, 13 3. 8. 8\ 3, 16

5. 8, 14, 17 6. 0.6. 0.8, 1

b. 5/7, 12/7, 13/7 where n >

b. 3/7, 4/i, 5/z where n >

9. Given: /.UTS is a rt. L.

Show that ARST must be a rt. A.

10. Given: AC _L plane P
Show that ABCD must be obtuse.

Use the information to decide if AABC is acute, right, or obtuse.

B 11. AC = 13, BC = 15, CD = 12 C

12. AC = 10. BC = 17. CD = 8

13. AC = 13, 5C = \34. CD = 3

14. AD = 2. Dfl = 8, CD = 4

15. The sides of a triangle have lengths x, x + 4, and 20. Specify those

values of x for which the triangle is acute with longest side 20.

16. Sketch CJEFGH with EF = 13, EG = 24, and EH = 10. What special

kind of parallelogram is EEGH1 Explain.

17. Sketch nRSTU, with diagonals intersecting at M. RS = 9. ST = 20.

and RM =11. Which segment is longer. SM or RM1 Explain.

18. If x and y are positive numbers with x > y, show that a triangle with sides

of lengths 2xy, x
2 - y

2
. and x

2 + y
2

is always a right triangle.

19. a. Complete this statement of Theorem 8-5:

If the square of the longest side of a triangle :

b. Prove Theorem 8-5.

Given: ARST: I
2 > f + k

2

Prove: ARST is an obtuse triangle.

(Hint: Start by drawing right A UVW with legs j and k.

Compare lengths / and n.)
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20. a. Complete this statement of Theorem 8-4:

If the square of the longest side of a triangle

b. Prove Theorem 8-4.

Given: ARST; RT is the longest side; I
2 < j

2

Prove: ARST is an acute triangle.

(Hint: Start by drawing right A UVW with legs j and k.

Compare lengths / and n.)

+ k
2

21. Given: CN 1 AB;

h is the geometric mean between d and e.

Prove: AABC is a right triangle.

22. A frame in the shape of the simple scissors truss shown at the right

below can be used to support a peaked roof. The weight of the roof

compresses some parts of the frame (green), while other parts are in tension

(blue). A frame made with s segments joined at j points is stable if

s > 2/ - 3. In the truss shown, 9 segments connect 6 points. Verify that

the truss is stable. Then find the values of x and y.

Explorations

These exploratory exercises can be done using a computer with a program
that draws and measures geometric figures.

The sides of a quadrilateral have lengths a, b, c, and d. The diagonals have

lengths e and /. For what kinds of quadrilaterals does

a
2 + b

2 + c
2 + d

2 = e
2 + /

2
?

Draw various quadrilaterals including a parallelogram, rectangle, rhombus,

trapezoid, and a random quadrilateral.
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Suppose a, b, and c are positive integers such that a
2 + b

2 = c
2

. Then the

converse of the Pythagorean Theorem guarantees that a, b, and c are the lengths

of the sides of a right triangle. Because of this, any such triple of integers is

called a Pythagorean triple.

For example, 3, 4, 5 is a Pythagorean triple since 3
2 + 4

2 = 5
2

. Another
triple is 6, 8, 10, since 6

2 + 8
2 = 10

2
. The triple 3, 4, 5 is called a primitive

Pythagorean triple because no factor (other than 1) is common to all three

integers. The triple 6, 8, 10 is not a primitive triple.

The following program in BASIC lists some Pythagorean triples.

10 FOR X = 2 TO 7
20 FOR Y = 1 TO X - 1

30 LET A = 2 * X * Y
40 LET B = X*X-Y*Y
50 LET C = X*X + Y*Y
60 PRINT A; ", " ;B; "," ;C

70 NEXT Y

80 NEXT X
90 END

Exercises

1. Type and RUN the program. (If your computer uses a language other than

BASIC, write and RUN a similar program.) What Pythagorean triples did

it list? Which of these are primitive Pythagorean triples?

2. The program above uses a method for finding Pythagorean triples that was

developed by Euclid around 320 B.C. His method can be stated as follows:

If x and y are positive integers with y < x, then a = 2xy,

b = x
2 — y

2
, and c = .v

2 + y
2

is a Pythagorean triple.

To verify that Euclid's method is correct, show that the equation below

is true.

Look at the primitive Pythagorean triples found in Exercise 1 . List those

triples that have an odd number as their lowest value. Do you notice a

pattern in some of these triples?

Another method for finding Pythagorean triples begins with an odd number.

If n is any positive integer. In + 1 is an odd number. A triple is given

by: a = In +1, b = 2/z
2 + 2n, c = {In

2 + In) + 1.

For example, when n = 3, the triple is

2(3) +1=7, 2(3
2
) + 2(3) = 24, 24 + 1 = 25.

a. Use the formula to find another primitive triple with 33 as its lowest

value. (Hint: n = 16)

b. Use the Pythagorean Theorem to verify the method described.
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8-4 Special Right Triangles

An isosceles right triangle is also called a 45°-45°-90° triangle, because the

measures of the angles are 45, 45, and 90.

Theorem 8-6 45 -45 -9(P Theorem

In a 45°-45°-90° triangle, the hypotenuse is \J2 times as long as a leg.

Given: A 45°-45°-90° triangle

Prove: hypotenuse = \Jl • leg

Plan for Proof: Let the sides of the given triangle be a, a, and c.

Apply the Pythagorean Theorem and solve for c in terms of a.

Example 1 Find the value of x.

a.

Solution a. hyp = \J1 • leg

x = V2- 12

x = 12\/2

b. hyp = \jl • leg

8 = \/2-jc

8 V2 8\/2
x =

V2 V2 V2 2

x = 4V2

Another special right triangle has acute angles measuring 30 and 60.

Theorem 8-7 3(f-6(f-9(f Theorem
In a 30°-60°-90° triangle, the hypotenuse is twice as long as the shorter leg,

and the longer leg is \ 3 times as long as the shorter leg.

Given: AABC, a 30°-60°-90° triangle

Prove: hypotenuse = 2 shorter leg

longer leg = y/3 • shorter leg

Plan for Proof: Build onto AABC as shown.

AADC = AABC, so AABD is equiangular and equi-

lateral with c = 2a. Since AABC is a right triangle,

a
2 + b

2 = c
2

. By substitution, a
2 + b

2 = 4a
2

, so

b
2 = 3a

2
and b = a\[2>.
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Example 2 Find the values of x and v.

a.

6
6°

:\
J 30^

Solution a. hyp. = 2 -shorter leg

x = 2 • 6

x = 12

longer leg = \ 3 • shorter leg

v = 6\3

b. longer leg = \ 3 • shorter leg

8 = \ 3 • .v

8 8\3

hyp. = 2 • shorter leg

8\3 16\ 3

Classroom Exercises

Find the value of x.

1. 2.

KK2/

/45° r

3.

10 10

10. In regular hexagon ABCDEF. AB = 8. 11. Express PO. PS. and OR in terms of a.

Find AD and AC.

FN
'E

12. If the measures of the angles of a triangle are in the ratio 1:2:3. are the

lengths of the sides in the same ratio? Explain.
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Written Exercises

Copy and complete the tables.

A 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

a 4 ? V5 7 7 7 7 7

b 7
2
3 7 7 7 7 4\Jl 7

c ? 7 7 3V2 6 \f\A 7 5

9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16.

d 7
1

4 7 7 7 7 7 7

e 7 7 5\/3 6 7 7 3 7

f 7 7 7 7 10 13 7 6V3

17. Find the length of a diagonal of a square whose perimeter is 48.

18. A diagonal of a square has length 8. What is the perimeter of the square?

19. An altitude of an equilateral triangle has length 6\/3 . What is the perimeter

of the triangle?

20. Find the altitude of an equilateral triangle if each side is 10 units long.

Find the values of x and v in each diagram.

B 21.

25. .

V
^s

\y

/a5° r~ 30°\^

23.

26. 4 6

y

/

/ ^

/A5° —< r

27. The diagram shows four 45
o-45°-90° triangles.

H OA = 1, find OB, OC, OD, and OE.
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28. The diagonals of a rectangle are 8 units long and intersect at a 60° angle.

Find the dimensions of the rectangle.

29. The perimeter of a rhombus is 64 and one of its angles has measure 120.

Find the lengths of the diagonals.

30. Prove Theorem 8-6.

31. Explain why any triangle having sides in the ratio 1 : \ 3 : 2 must be a

30°-60°-90° triangle.

Find the lengths of as many segments as possible.

32. G 33. J

C 35. In quadrilateral QRST. mZ.R = 60, m LT = 90. QR = RS. ST

and TQ = 8.

a. How long is the longer diagonal of the quadrilateral?

b. Find the ratio of RT to QS.

36. Find the perimeter of the triangle. 37. Find the length of the median

of the trapezoid in terms of j.

r60°

38. If the wrench just fits the hex-

agonal nut, what is the value

of x?

1 cm

"fc

* 39. The six edges of the solid shown

are 8 units long. A and B are mid-

points of two edges as shown. Find

AB.
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Self-Test 1

1. Find the geometric mean between 3 and 15.

2. The diagram shows the altitude drawn to the

hypotenuse of a right triangle.
9

a. x =

b. v = _L_
9

C. Z = :

3. The sides of a triangle are given. Is the triangle acute, right, or obtuse?

a. 11, 60, 61 b. 7, 9, 11 c. 0.2, 0.3, 0.4

4. A rectangle has length 8 and width 4. Find the lengths of the diagonals.

5. Find the perimeter of a square that has diagonals 10 cm long.

6. The sides of an equilateral triangle are 12 cm long. Find the length of an

altitude of the triangle.

7. How long is the altitude to the base of an isosceles triangle if the sides

of the triangle are 13, 13, and 10?

Biographical Note Nikolai Lobachevsky

Lobachevsky (1793-1856) was a Russian

mathematician who brought a new insight

to the study of geometry. He realized

that Euclidean geometry is only one ge-

ometry, and that other geometric systems

are possible.

A modern restatement of Euclid's

fifth postulate, often called the Parallel Postulate, is

"Through a point outside a line, there is exactly one line

parallel to the given line." It is this postulate that defines

Euclidean geometry. For 2000 years, mathematicians

tried to prove this fifth postulate from the other four.

Lobachevsky tried a different approach. He created

a geometric system where Euclid's first four postulates

were the same but the fifth was changed to allow more

than one parallel through a given point. The antique

model at the left shows such a system. Other geometric

systems based on a different fifth postulate followed.

(See Extra: Non-Euclidean Geometries, page 233.)

Although Lobachevsky thought our universe was

Euclidean, some physicists have decided the universe

may be better described by Lobachevsky's system. Even

so, over small regions Euclidean geometry is accurate.

Similarly, although the surface of the Earth is a sphere,

we treat small areas of it as flat.
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Trigonometry

Objectives

1. Define the tangent, sine, and cosine ratios for an acute angle.

2. Solve right triangle problems by correct selection and use of the

tangent, sine, and cosine ratios.

8-5 The Tangent Ratio

The word trigonometry comes from Greek words that mean "triangle meas-

urement." In this book our study will be limited to the trigonometry of right

triangles. In the right triangle shown, one acute angle is marked. The leg

opposite this angle and the leg adjacent to this angle are labeled.

The following ratio of the lengths of the legs is called the tangent ratio.

. leg opposite LA
tangent of LA =

leg adjacent to LA
opposite

In abbreviated form: tan A =
adjacent

Example 1

Solution tan X

Find tan X and tan Y

.

leg opposite L X

tan Y =

12

leg adjacent to L X 5

leg opposite LY 5

leg adjacent to L Y 12

A adjacent leg

opposite leg

Z 5 X

In the right triangles shown below, mLA = mLR. Then by the AA
Similarity Postulate, the triangles are similar. We can write these proportions:

(Why?)

- = - (A property of proportions)
b s

tan A = tan R (Def. of tangent ratio)

We have shown that if mLA = mLR, then tan A = tan R. Thus, we

have shown that the value of the tangent of an angle depends only on the size

of the angle, not on the size of the right triangle. It is also true that if

tan A = tan R for acute angles A and R, then mLA = mLR.
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Since the tangent of an angle depends only on the measure of the angle,

we can write tan 10°, for example, to stand for the tangent of any angle with

a degree measure of 10. The table on page 31 1 lists the values of the tangents

of some angles with measures between and 90. Most of the values are

approximations, rounded to four decimal places. Suppose you want the ap-

proximate value of tan 33°. Locate 33° in the angle column. Go across to the

tangent column. Read .6494. You write tan 33° ~ 0.6494, where the sym-

bol ~ means "is approximately equal to." You can also use a scientific calculator

to find tan 33° ~ 0.649407593. Your calculator may give more or fewer

decimal places than the nine that are shown.

Example 2 Find the value of y to the nearest tenth.

Solution tan 56° = ±
32

y = 32(tan 56°)

y * 32(1.4826)

v « 47.4432, or 47.4

You can find the approximate degree measure of an angle with a given

tangent by reading the table from the tangent column across to the angle column,

or by using the inverse tangent key(s) of a calculator.

Example 3

Solution

The grade of a road is the ratio of its

rise to its run and is usually given as

a decimal or percent. Find the angle

that the road makes with the horizon-

tal if its grade is 4% (rk or 0.04).

(Not to scale)

run

tan x" 0.0400
2°

grade = rise

run

rise

If you use the table on page 311, notice that 0.0400 falls between two values

in the tangent column: tan 2° « 0.0349 and tan 3° « 0.0524. Since 0.0349 is

closer to 0.0400, we use 2° as an approximate value for x°.

Classroom Exercises

In Exercises 1-3 express tan R as a ratio.

1. S 2.

19 13

3.

R S I R S

4-6. Express tan 5 as a ratio for each triangle above.

7. Use the table on page 311 to complete the statements.

a. tan 24° « _L_ b. tan 41° « _L_
d. tan _L_ - 2.4751 e. tan _L_ - 0.3057

c. tan 88°

f. tan _L_ 0.8098
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8. Three 45°-45°-90° triangles are shown below.

a. In each triangle, express tan 45° in simplified form.

b. See the entry for tan 45° on page 311. Is the entry exact?

9. Three 30°-60°-90° triangles are shown below.

a. In each triangle, express tan 60° in simplified radical form.

b. Use \ 3 ~ 1.732051 to find an approximate value for tan 60°.

c. Is the entry for tan 60
c
on page 311 exact? Is it correct to four decimal

places

3x3

5%3

10. Notice that the tangent values increase rapidly toward the end of the table

on page 311. Explain how you know that there is some angle with a

tangent value equal to 1.000.000. Is there any upper limit to tangent

values?

11. Two ways to find the value of x are started below.

Using tan 40°: Using tan 50°:

97
tan 40°

0.8391

27

x

27

x

tan 50° = —

1.1918 ~-

Which of the following statements are correct

a. x « 27 • 0.8391 b. x « 27 • 1.191!

27 . 27
C. X d. x «

19180.8391

Which correct statement is easier to use for computing if you are not using

a calculator for the arithmetic?
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Written Exercises

Find the value of x to the nearest tenth. Use a calculator or the table on

page 311.

A 1. 3.

Find v° correct to the nearest degree.

7.

6.1

10. An 12.

Find w, then z, correct to the nearest integer.

B 13.

i
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19. The grade of a road is 1%. What angle does the road make with the

horizontal?

20. A road climbs at an 8° angle with the horizontal. What is the grade of

the road?

21. The base of an isosceles triangle is 70 cm long. The altitude to the base is

75 cm long. Find, to the nearest degree, the base angles of the triangle.

22. A rhombus has diagonals of length 4 and 10. Find the angles of the

rhombus to the nearest degree.

23. The shorter diagonal of a rhombus with a 70° angle is 122 cm long. How
long, to the nearest centimeter, is the longer diagonal?

24. A rectangle is 80 cm long and 20 cm wide. Find, to the nearest degree,

the acute angle formed at the intersection of the diagonals.

25. A natural question to consider is the following:

Does tan A + tan B = tan (A + B)l

Try substituting 35° for A and 25° for B.

a. tan 35° + tan 25° - _!_ + _I_ = _L_
b. tan (35° + 25°) = tan _^° - _^
c. What is your answer to the general question raised in this exercise, yes

or no .

d. Do you think tan A - tan B = tan (A - B)l Explain.

26. a. Given: APQR: AR is a right angle.

Prove: tan P tan Q = 1

b. If tan 32° « -, find tan 58°
8

without using a table or a calculator.

27. A rectangular box has length 4, width 3, and height 2.

a. Find BD.

b. Find /LGBD to the nearest degree.
^

C 28. If the figure is a cube, find L TQS to the nearest degree.
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29. A person at window W, 40 ft above street level, sights points on a building

directly across the street. H is chosen so that WH is horizontal.

T is directly above H, and B is directly below. By measurement,

mLTWH = 61 and mLBWH = 37. How far above street level is Tl

Ex.29 Ex.30

30. Use the figure to find EF to the nearest integer.

Explorations

These exploratory exercises can be done using a computer with a program

that draws and measures geometric figures.

As you will learn in the next section, two other trigonometric ratios are the

sine and cosine. If AABC has a right angle at B, then:

C
sin A =

cos A =

leg opposite L A BC

hypotenuse AC

leg adjacent to /LA AB

hypotenuse AC

Using ASA, draw nine right triangles using nine values for m LA: 10, 20, 30,

40, 45, 50, 60, 70, and 80. Keep m LB = 90.

Compute and record sin A, cos A, and tan A for each measure of LA. What

do you notice?

If you change the length of AB but keep the measures of LA and LB the

same, do the sine, cosine, and tangent of LA change?

Complete.

1. cos x° = sin x° when x = '

2. cos (90 - x)° = sin _L_

3. sin (90 - x)° = cos ?

4. tan x° - tan (90 - x)° = _^_

5. For acute angles, what trigonometric ratios have values between and 1?

6. What trigonometric ratio can have values greater than 1?
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Table of Trigonometric Ratios

Angle Sine Cosine Tangent Angle Sine Cosine Tangent

1° .0175 .9998 .0175 46° .7193 .6947 1.0355
2° .0349 .9994 .0349 47° .7314 .6820 1.0724
3° .0523 .9986 .0524 48° .7431 .6691 1.1106
4° .0698 .9976 .0699 49° .7547 .6561 1.1504
5° .0872 .9962 .0875 50° .7660 .6428 1.1918

6° .1045 .9945 .1051 51° .7771 .6293 1.2349
7° .1219 .9925 .1228 52° .7880 .6157 1.2799
8° .1392 .9903 .1405 53° .7986 .6018 1.3270
9° .1564 .9877 .1584 54° .8090 .5878 1.3764

10° .1736 .9848 .1763 55° .8192 .5736 1.4281

11° .1908 .9816 .1944 56° .8290 .5592 1.4826

12° .2079 .9781 .2126 57° .8387 .5446 1.5399

13° .2250 .9744 .2309 58° .8480 .5299 1.6003

14° .2419 .9703 .2493 59° .8572 .5150 1.6643

15° .2588 .9659 .2679 60° .8660 .5000 1.7321

16° .2756 .9613 .2867 61° .8746 .4848 1.8040

17° .2924 .9563 .3057 62° .8829 .4695 1.8807

18° .3090 .9511 .3249 63° .8910 .4540 1.9626

19° .3256 .9455 .3443 64° .8988 .4384 2.0503

20° .3420 .9397 .3640 65° .9063 .4226 2.1445

21° .3584 .9336 .3839 66° .9135 .4067 2.2460

22° .3746 .9272 .4040 67° .9205 .3907 2.3559

23° .3907 .9205 .4245 68° .9272 .3746 2.4751

24° .4067 .9135 .4452 69° .9336 .3584 2.6051

25° .4226 .9063 .4663 70° .9397 .3420 2.7475

26° .4384 .8988 .4877 71° .9455 .3256 2.9042

27° .4540 .8910 .5095 72° .9511 .3090 3.0777

28° .4695 .8829 .5317 73° .9563 .2924 3.2709

29° .4848 .8746 .5543 74° .9613 .2756 3.4874

30° .5000 .8660 .5774 75° .9659 .2588 3.7321

31° .5150 .8572 .6009 76° .9703 .2419 4.0108

32° .5299 .8480 .6249 77° .9744 .2250 4.3315

33° .5446 .8387 .6494 78° .9781 .2079 4.7046

34° .5592 .8290 .6745 79° .9816 .1908 5.1446

35° .5736 .8192 .7002 80° .9848 .1736 5.6713

36° .5878 .8090 .7265 81° .9877 .1564 6.3138

37° .6018 .7986 .7536 82° .9903 .1392 7.1154

38° .6157 .7880 .7813 83° .9925 .1219 8.1443

39° .6293 .7771 .8098 84° .9945 .1045 9.5144

40° .6428 .7660 .8391 85° .9962 .0872 11.4301

41° .6561 .7547 .8693 86° .9976 .0698 14.3007

42° .6691 .7431 .9004 87° .9986 .0523 19.0811

43° .6820 .7314 .9325 88° .9994 .0349 28.6363

44° .6947 .7193 .9657 89° .9998 .0175 57.2900

45° .7071 .7071 1.0000
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8-6 The Sine and Cosine Ratios

Suppose you want to find the legs, x and y, in the triangle at the

right. You can't easily find these values using the tangent ratio

because the only side you know is the hypotenuse. The ratios that

relate the legs to the hypotenuse are the sine and cosine.

sine of ZA
leg opposite Z. A

hypotenuse

cosine of LA = leg adjacent to L A
hypotenuse

hypotenuse
opposite leg

adjacent leg

We now have three useful trigonometric ratios, given below in abbreviated

form:

tan A

sin A

cos A

opposite

adjacent

opposite

hypotenuse

adjacent

hypotenuse

Example 1 Find the values of x and y to the nearest integer.

Solution sin 67° = x

120

x = 120 • sin 67°

x « 120(0.9205)

x « 110.46, or 110

cos 67° = -=—
120

y = 120 • cos 67°

y « 120(0.3907)

v « 46.884, or 47

Example 2 Find the value of n to the nearest integer.

22

40

sin/? = 0.5500

n « 33

Solution sin n =
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Example 3 An isosceles triangle has sides 8. 8. and

6. Find the lengths of its three altitudes.

Solution The altitude to the base can be found us-

ing the Pythagorean Theorem.

.r
2 = 8

2 - 3
: = 55

x = \55 = 7.4

Notice that cos B - (so

mZ.fi ~ 68), and that the altitudes from

A and B are congruent. (Why?)

To find the length of the altitudes from A
and B. use

sin B ~ sin 68° « "-.

6

y « 6 • sin 68
c

y « 5.6

A 6 B

Classroom Exercises

In Exercises 1-3 express sin A, cos A, and tan A as fractions.

1. B 1. B 3.

4-6. Using the triangles in Exercises 1-3. express sin B, cos B. and tan B

as fractions.

7. Use the table on page 311 or a scientific calculator to complete the statements.

a. sin 24° « _L_ b. cos 57° - _J_ c. sin 87° « _J_
d. cos _L_ * 0.9659 e. sin _^ « 0.1045 f. cos _L_ - 0.1500

State two different equations you could use to find the value of x.

11. The word cosine is related to the phrase "complement's

sine." Explain the relationship by using the diagram to

express the cosine of Z. A and the sine of its complement.

Z.A.
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12. The table on page 311 lists 0.5000

as the value of sin 30°. This value

is exact. Explain why.

13. Suppose sin n° = — . Find cos n° and

tan n° without using a table or calculator.

14. According to the table on page 311, sin 1° and tan 1° are both

approximately 0.0175. Which is actually larger? How do you know?

15. a. Using the definition of sine, explain why the sine of an acute angle is

always less than one.

b. Is the cosine of an acute angle always less than one?

Written Exercises

In these exercises, use a scientific calculator or the table on page 311.

Find lengths correct to the nearest integer and angles to the nearest

degree.

In Exercises 1-12 find the values of the variables.

A l.

4. 5.

\-y-\

9.

10/ \io
X \

/° r
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10.

13. a. Use the Pythagorean Theorem to find the value of x

in radical form.

b. Use trigonometry to find the values of v. then i.

c. Are the values ofx from parts (a) and (b) in reasonable

agreement?

B 14. A guy wire is attached to the top of a 75 m tower and

meets the ground at a 65
c
angle. How long is the wire?

? m

•-.^.-*_-—«.—... ^^.••-_^^-^

15. To find the distance from point .A on the shore

of a lake to point B on an island in the lake,

surveyors locate point P with m _PAB = 65

and m^APB = 25. By measurement.

PA = 352 m. Find AB.

16. A certain jet is capable of a steady 20" climb.

How much altitude does the jet gain when it

moves 1 km through the air? Answer to the

nearest 50 m.

17. A 6 m ladder reaches higher up a wall when

placed at a 70° angle than when placed at a

60
=
angle. How much higher, to the nearest

tenth of a meter?

/
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18. In AABC, AB = AC = 13 and BC = 10.

a. Find the length of the altitude from A.

b. Find the measures of the three angles of AABC.
c. Find the length of the altitude from C.

19. In AABC, m LB = mLC = 72 and BC = 10.

a. Find AB and AC.

b. Find the length of the bisector of LA to BC.

20. In APAL, mLA = 90, m LL = 24 and median AM is 6 cm long.

Find PA.

21. The diagonals of rectangle ABCD are 18 cm long and intersect in a 34°

angle. Find the length and width of the rectangle.

22. Points A, B, and C are three consecutive vertices of a regular decagon

whose sides are 16 cm long. How long is diagonal AC?

23. Points A, B, C, and D are consecutive vertices of a regular decagon with

sides 20 cm long. AB and DC are drawn and intersect at X. Find BX.

24. Prove that in any triangle with acute angles A and B,

a b

For Exercises 24-26 write proofs in paragraph form.

iny triangle with acute angles A and

{Hint: Draw a perpendicular from the
sin A sin B

third vertex to AB. Label it p.)

25. Prove: If R is any acute angle, (sin R)
2 + (cos R)

2 = 1. (Hint:

From any point on one side of LR, draw a perpendicular to the

other side.)

26. A rectangular card is 10 cm wide. The card is folded

so that the vertex D falls at point D' on AB as

shown. Crease CE with length k makes an n° angle

10
with CD. Prove: k =

sin (2n)° cosn°

10 cm

Challenge

The two blocks of wood have the same size and shape. It is

possible to cut a hole in one block in such a way that you can

pass the other block completely through the hole. How?
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8-7 Applications of Right Triangle

Trigonometry

Suppose an operator at the top of a light-

house sights a sailboat on a line that makes

a 2° angle with a horizontal line. The angle

between the horizontal and the line of sight

is called an angle of depression. At the

same time, a person in the boat must look

2° above the horizontal to see the tip of

the lighthouse. This is an angle of elevation.

horizontal ^-angle of depression 2 C

horizontal

If the top of the lighthouse is 25 m above sea level, the distance x between

the boat and the base of the lighthouse can be found in these two ways:

tan 2°

Method 1

25
tan

x = 25

tan 2°

25

0.0349

716.3

Method 2

r = —
25

x = 25(tan 88°)

x « 25(28.6363)

x « 715.9

Because the tangent values in the table are approximations, the two methods

give slightly different answers. In practice, the angle measurement will not

be exact, and the boat may be moving. In a case like this we cannot claim

high accuracy for our answer. A good answer would be: The boat is roughly

700 m from the lighthouse.

Classroom Exercises

1 . Two people at points X and Y sight an airplane at A

.

a. What is the angle of elevation from X to A?

b. What is the angle of depression from A to XI

c. What is the angle of depression from A to Yl

d. What is the angle of elevation from Y to A?

e. Is the measure of the angle of elevation from

Z to A greater or less than 35?
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The lines shown are horizontal and vertical lines except for HT and HG.
Give the number of the angle and its special name when:

2. A person at H sights T.

3. A person at H sights G.

4. A person at T sights H.

5. A person at G sights H.

6. A driveway has a 15% grade.

a. What is the angle of elevation of the driveway?

b. If the driveway is 12 m long, about how much does it rise?

7. A toboggan travels from point A at the top of the hill to point B at the

bottom. Because the steepness of the hill varies, the angle of depression

from A to B is only an approximate measure of the hill's steepness. We
can, however, think of this angle of depression as representing the average

steepness.

a. If the toboggan travels 130 m from A
to B and the vertical descent AC is

50 m, what is the approximate angle

of depression?

b. Why is your answer approximate?

Written Exercises

Express lengths correct to the nearest integer and angles

correct to the nearest degree. Use a calculator or the

table on page 311.

1. When the sun's angle of elevation is 57°, a building

casts a shadow 21 m long. How high is the

building?

2. At a certain time, a vertical pole 3 m tall casts a

4 m shadow. What is the angle of elevation of

the sun?

D

D a

a a
57°

21 m
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B

In Exercises 3-8 first draw a diagram.

3. A kite is flying at an angle of elevation of about 40°. All 80 m of string

have been let out. Ignoring the sag in the string, find the height of the

kite to the nearest 10 m.

4. An advertising blimp hovers over a stadium at an altitude of 125 m. The

pilot sights a tennis court at an 8° angle of depression. Find the ground

distance in a straight line between the stadium and the tennis court. (Note:

In an exercise like this one. an answer saying about . . . hundred meters

is sensible.)

5. An observer located 3 km from a rocket launch site sees a rocket at an

angle of elevation of 38°. How high is the rocket at that moment?

6. To land, an airplane will approach an airport at a 3° angle of depression.

If the plane is flying at 30.000 ft. find the ground distance from the airport

to the point directly below the plane when the pilot begins descending.

Give your answer to the nearest 10.000 feet.

7. Martha is 180 cm tall and her daughter Heidi is just 90 cm tall. Who casts

the longer shadow. Martha when the sun is 70° above the horizon, or

Heidi when the sun is 35° above the horizon? How much longer?

8. Two buildings on opposite sides of a street are 40 m apart. From the top

of the taller building, which is 185 m high, the angle of depression to the

top of the shorter building is 13°. Find the height of the shorter building.

9. Scientists can estimate the depth of craters on

the moon by studying the lengths of their shad-

ows in the craters. Shadows" lengths can be

estimated by measuring them on photographs.

Find the depth of a crater if the shadow is

estimated to be 400 m long and the angle of

elevation of the sun is 48°.

10. A road has a 10% grade.

a. What is the angle of elevation of the road?

b. If the road is 2 km long, how much does it rise?

11. A road 1.6 km long rises 400 m. What is the angle of elevation of the

road?

12. The force of gravity pulling an object down a hill is its weight multiplied

by the sine of the angle of elevation of the hill.

a. With how many pounds of force is gravity pulling on a 3000 lb car on

a hill with a 3° angle of elevation

b. Could you push against the car and keep it from rolling down the hill?
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13. A soccer goal is 24 ft wide. Point A is 40 ft in front

of the center of the goal. Point B is 40 ft in front

of the right goal post.

a. Which angle is larger, A A or LB n
.

b. From which point would you have a better chance

of kicking the ball into the goal? Why?

C 14. From the stage of a theater, the angle of elevation

of the first balcony is 19°. The angle of elevation

of the second balcony, 6.3 m directly above the first,

is 29°. How high above stage level is the first balcony?

(Hint: Use tan 19° and tan 29° to write two equations

involving x and d. Solve for d, then find x.)

2nd

Self-Test 2
Exercises 1-5 refer to the diagram at the right.

1. tan E = -
9

2. cos E = -

9 9

3. sin E = - 4. tan D = -
9 9

5. To the nearest integer, m AD

Find the value of x to the nearest integer.

9. From a point on the ground 100 m from the foot of a cliff, the angle of

elevation of the top of the cliff is 24°. How high is the cliff?
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Application Passive Solar Design

Passive solar homes are designed to let the sun heat the house during the winter

but to prevent the sun from heating the house during the summer. Because

the Earth's axis is not perpendicular to the ecliptic (the plane of the Earth's

orbit around the sun), the sun is lower in the sky in the winter than it is in

the summer.

From the latitude of the homesite the architect can

determine the elevation angle of the sun (the angle at

which a person has to look up from the horizontal to see

the sun at noon) during the winter and during the summer.

The architect can then design an overhang for windows

that will let sunlight in the windows during the winter,

but will shade the windows during the summer.

The Earth's axis makes an angle of 23^° with a

perpendicular to the ecliptic plane. So for places in the

northern hemisphere between the Tropic of Cancer and

the Arctic Circle, the angle of elevation of the sun at

noon on the longest day of the year, at the summer

solstice, is 90° - the latitude + 23|°. Its angle of el-

evation at noon on the shortest day, at the winter solstice,

is 90° - the latitude - 23|°. For example, in Terre

Haute, Indiana, at latitude 39|° north, the angle of

elevation of the sun at noon on the longest day is 74°

(90 - 39i + 23| = 74), and at noon on the shortest

day it is 27° (90 - 39| - 23* = 27).

V-

Wk
f "^Jiij^^nt

m
fie

'

Bo

II

Exercises

Find the angle of elevation of the sun at noon on the longest day and at noon

on the shortest day in the following cities. The approximate north latitudes

are in parentheses.

2. Chicago. Illinois (42°)

4. Los Angeles, California (34°)

6. Miami. Florida (26°)

1. Seattle, Washington (47|°)

3. Houston, Texas (30°)

5. Nome, Alaska (64|°)

7. For a city south of the Tropic of Cancer, such as San Juan. Puerto Rico

(18°N), the formula gives a summer solstice angle greater than 90°. What

does this mean?

8. For a place north of the Arctic Circle, such as Prudhoe Bay, Alaska (70°N).

the formula gives a negative value for the angle of elevation of the sun at

noon at the winter solstice. What does this mean?
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9. An architect is designing a passive solar house to be located

in Terre Haute, Indiana. The diagram shows a cross-

section of a wall that will face south. How long must the

overhang x be to shade the entire window at noon at the

summer solstice?

10. If the overhang has the length found in Exercise 9, how
much of the window will be in the sun at noon at the

winter solstice?

Wf3,

74^

Window
6 ft

high

Chapter Summary

a x
1. When - = -, x is the geometric mean between a and b.

x b
&

2. A right triangle is shown with the altitude drawn to the

hypotenuse.

a. The two triangles formed are similar to the original

triangle and to each other.

x _ h c _ b c _ a

h y b x a y

b. Pythagorean Theorem: c
2 = a

2 + b
2

3. The longest side of the triangle shown is c.

If c
2 = a

2 + b
2

, then the triangle is a right triangle.

If c
2 > a

2 + b
2

, then the triangle is obtuse.

If c
2 < a

2 + b
2

, then the triangle is acute.

4. The sides of a 45°-45°-90° triangle and

the sides of a 30°-60°-90° triangle are

related as shown.

nV3

5. In the right triangle shown:

tan A = -
b

sin A cos A = -
c

The tangent, sine, and cosine ratios are useful in

solving problems involving right triangles.
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Chapter Review

1. Find the geometric mean between 12 and 3.

2. x = JL.

3. v = _L_

4. z = _2_

5. The legs of a right triangle are 3 and 6. Find the length of the hypotenuse.

6. A rectangle has sides 10 and 8. Find the length of a diagonal.

7. The diagonal of a square has length 14. Find the length of a side.

8. The legs of an isosceles triangle are 10 units long and the altitude to the

base is 8 units long. Find the length of the base.

Tell whether a triangle formed with sides having the lengths named is acute,

right, or obtuse. If a triangle can't be formed, write not possible.

9. 4, 5, 6

11. 11, 60, 61

10. 8, 8, 17

12. 2V3, 3V2, 6

8-1

8-2

8-3

Find the value of x.

13. 8-4

16. The legs of an isosceles right triangle have length 12. Find the lengths

of the hypotenuse and the altitude to the hypotenuse.

Complete. Find angle measures and lengths correct to the nearest integer.

Use a calculator or the table on page 311 if needed.

17. 8-5

a. tan A

b. tan B

c. m/-B

a. QN =

b. PN «
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Complete. Find angle measures and lengths correct to the nearest integer.

Use a calculator or the table on page 311 if needed.

19. 20.

a. WX

b. VX

Find the values of x and v correct to the nearest integer.

23.

8-6

24. Lee, on the ground, looks up at Chong Ye in a hot air balloon at a 35°

angle of elevation. If Lee and Chong Ye are 500 ft apart, about how far

off the ground is Chong Ye?

8-7

Chapter Test

Find the geometric mean between the numbers.

1. 5 and 20 2. 6 and 8

In the diagram, LDNF is a right angle and NE 1 DF.

3. ADNF - A_L_, and ADNF ~ A_Z_.

4. NE is the geometric mean between ? and _:

5. NF is the geometric mean between ? and —
6. If DE = 10 and EF = 15, then ND = _1_.

Find the values of x and y.

7. 1
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Tell whether a triangle formed with sides having the lengths named is acute,

right, or obtuse. If a triangle can't be formed, write not possible.

9. 3, 4, 8

11. 7, 7, 10

10. 11, 12, 13

u.
f

.

f.

,

Find the value of x.

13. 11 14.

7V3

17.

Find lengths correct to the nearest integer and angles correct to the nearest

degree.

20.

22.

25. The sides of a rhombus are 4 units long and one diagonal has length 4.

How lone is the other diagonal?
V

26. In the diagram, /LRTS is a right angle;

RT, RS, VT and VS have the lengths

shown.

What is the measure of Z. V? Explain.

27. From the top of a lighthouse 18 m high, the angle of depression to sight

a boat is 4°. What is the distance between the boat and the base of the

lighthouse?
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Preparing for College Entrance Exams
Strategy for Success
Problems in college entrance exams often involve right triangles. One
thing you can do in preparing for the exams is to learn the common
right-triangle lengths listed on page 295. These Pythagorean triples are

often used on tests where calculators are not allowed. Also, keep in

mind that if a, b, and c are the lengths of the sides of a right triangle,

then for any k > 0, ak, bk, and ck are also lengths of sides of a right

triangle.

Indicate the best answer by writing the appropriate letter.

1. In AABC, mAA:mAB:mAC = 2:5:5. m LB =

(A) 75 (B) 60 (C) 30 (D) 40

2. The proportion - = — is not equivalent to:

(A)
it

-

(B) - (C)

(E) 100

(D) tk = mz TO ; -
'

t m

<c> = -
="

v BC EF

k z t m

3. If AABC ~ ADEF, which statement is not necessarily true?

(A) LC = LF (B)BC = EF

(D) mAA + mAE = m AB + m AD

4. If ZY = 2x + 9, ZM =10, ZN = x + 3, and

MW = x, then x =

(A) 2 + V34 (B) -12 (C) 12 (D) 5 (E) -5

5. BD bisects AABC and D lies on AC. If AB = 6,

BC = 14, and AC = 14, find AD.
(A) 6 (B) 8.4 (C) 9.8 (D) 7 (E) 4.2

6. Find the geometric mean of 2x and 2y.

(A) 2Vxy (B) \/2xy (C) 2\]x + y

1. If XY = 8, YZ = 40, and XZ = 41, then:

(A) AXYZ is acute (B) AXYZ is right

(D) m AY < m AZ (E) no AXYZ is possible

8. A rhombus contains a 120° angle. Find the ratio of the length of the longer

diagonal to the length of the shorter diagonal.

(A) V3:l (B) V3:3 (C) V2:

1

(D) \/2:2 (E) cannot be determined

(D) V2(jc + y) (E) Axy

(C) AXYZ is obtuse

k =

(A) ;' sin A

(D) / cos A

(B) ; tan A

(E) / tan A

(C)
sin/\

10. The legs of an isosceles triangle have length 4 and the base angles have

measure 65. If sin 65° = 0.91, cos 65° « 0.42, and tan 65° « 2. 14, then

the approximate length of the base of the triangle is:

(A) 1.7 (B) 1.9 (C) 3.4 (D) 3.6 (E) 4.4
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Cumulative Review: Chapters 1-8

In Exercises 1-8, complete each statement.

1. If 5 is between R and T, then RS + ST = RT by the _L_.

2. A statement that is accepted without proof is called a __2_.

3. A statement that can be proved easily by using a theorem is called a _•_.

4. To write an indirect proof, you assume temporarily that the ?
is not

true.

5. A conditional and its _L_ are always logically equivalent.

6. The sides of an obtuse triangle have lengths x, 2x + 2, and 2x + 3.

: < x < _.

7. In an isosceles right triangle, the ratio of the length of a leg to the length

of the hypotenuse is
?

o

8. If sin B = — , then cos B = _•_.
17

9. Given: A triangle is equiangular only if it is isosceles.

a. Write an if-then statement that is logically equivalent to the given

conditional.

b. State the converse. Sketch a diagram to disprove the converse.

10. Use inductive reasoning to guess the next two numbers in the sequence:

1, 2, 6, 15, 31, 56, . . .

11. When two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, two corresponding angles

have measures x
2
and 6x. Find the measure of each angle.

B 12. In AXYZ, mLX:mLY:mLZ = 3:3:4.

a. Is AXYZ scalene, isosceles, or equilateral?

b. Is AXYZ acute, right, or obtuse? A B C
c. Name the longest side of AXYZ.

13. If AB = x - 5, BC = x - 2, CD = x + 4,

and DA = x, find the value of x. D

14. The diagonals of a rhombus have lengths 18 and 24. Find the length of

one side.

15. Write a paragraph proof: If AX is a median and an altitude of AABC, then

AABC is isosceles.

16. Given: NPQRST is a regular hexagon.

Prove: NPRS is a rectangle.

(Begin by drawing a diagram.)

17. Given: L WXY = AXZY
Prove: (XY)

2 = WY • ZY
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Tangents, Arcs, and Chords

Objectives

1. Define a circle, a sphere, and terms related to them.

2. Recognize circumscribed and inscribed polygons and circles.

3. Apply theorems that relate tangents and radii.

4. Define and apply properties of arcs and central angles.

5. Apply theorems about the chords of a circle.

9-1 Basic Terms
A circle is the set of points in a plane at a given distance from a

given point in that plane. The given point is the center of the circle

and the given distance is the radius. Any segment that joins the

center to a point of the circle is called a radius. All radii of a circle

are congruent. The rim of the Ferris wheel shown is a circle with

center (QO) and radius 10.

A chord is a segment whose endpoints lie on a circle. A secant

is a line that contains a chord. A diameter is a chord that contains

the center of a circle. (Like the word radius, the word diameter

can refer to the length of a segment or to a segment.)

A tangent is a line in the plane of a circle that intersects the

circle in exactly one point, called the point of tangency. The tangent

ray PA and tangent segment PA are often called tangents.

AP is tangent to QO.

QO is tangent to AP.

A is the point of tangency.

A sphere with center O and radius r is the set of all points in space at a

distance r from point O. Many of the terms used with spheres are the same

as those used with circles.

OA, OB. and OD are radii.

BD is a diameter.

BC is a chord.

BC is a secant.

AT is a tangent.

AT is a tangent segment.

Circles / 329
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Congruent circles (or spheres) are circles (or spheres) that have

congruent radii.

Concentric circles are circles that lie in the same plane and have

the same center. The rings of the target illustrate concentric circles.

Concentric spheres are spheres that have the same center.

A polygon is inscribed in a circle and the circle is circumscribed

about the polygon when each vertex of the polygon lies on the circle.

Inscribed polygons

Circumscribed circles

Classroom Exercises

1. Name three radii of XDO.

2. Name a diameter.

3. Consider RS and RS. Which is a chord and which is a

secant?

4. Why is TK not a chord?

5. Name a tangent to GO.

6. What name is given to point L?

7. Name a line tangent to sphere Q.

8. Name a secant of the sphere and a chord of the sphere.

9. Name 4 radii. (None are drawn in the diagram.)

10. What is the diameter of a circle with radius 8? 5.2? 4V3? p.

11. What is the radius of a sphere with diameter 14? 13? 5.6? 6«? c

Written Exercises

1. Draw a circle and several parallel chords. What do you think is true of

the midpoints of all such chords?

2. Draw a circle with center O and a line TS tangent to OO at T. Draw OT,

and use a protractor to find mLOTS.

3. a. Draw a right triangle inscribed in a circle.

b. What do you know about the midpoint of the hypotenuse?

c. Where is the center of the circle?

d. If the legs of the right triangle are 6 and 8, find the radius of the circle.
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4. Plane Z passes through the center of sphere Q.

a. Explain why QR = QS = 07\
b. Explain why the intersection of the plane and the sphere

is a circle. (The intersection of a sphere with any.plane

passing through the center of the sphere is called a

great circle of the sphere.)

5. The radii of two concentric circles are 15 cm and 7 cm. A diameter AB
of the larger circle intersects the smaller circle at C and D. Find two

possible values for AC.

For each exercise draw a circle and inscribe the polygon in the circle.

6. A rectangle 7. A trapezoid

8. An obtuse triangle 9. A parallelogram

10. An acute isosceles triangle 11. A quadrilateral PQRS. with PR a diameter

For each exercise draw (DO with radius 12. Then draw radii OA and OB
to form an angle with the measure named. Find the length of AB.

B 12. mLAOB = 90 13. mLAOB = 180

14. m^AOB = 60 15. mLAOB = 120

16. Draw two points A and B and several circles that pass through A and B.

Locate the centers of these circles. On the basis of your experiment,

complete the following statement:

The centers of all circles passing through A and B lie on :

Write an argument to support your statement.

17. 0<2 and OR are congruent circles that intersect at C

and D. CD is called the common chord of the circles.

a. What kind of quadrilateral is QDRC 1 Why?

b. CD must be the perpendicular bisector of QR. Why?

c. If QC - 17 and QR = 30. find CD.

18. Draw two congruent circles with radii 6 each passing through the center

of the other. Find the length of their common chord.

C 19. OP and QQ have radii 5 and 7 and PQ = 6. Find

the length of the common chord AB. (Hint: APBQ

is a kite and PQ is the perpendicular bisector of AB.

See Exercise 28 . page 1 93 . Let N be the intersection

of P~Q and AB. and let PN = x and AN = y. Write

two equations in terms of x and y.)

20. Draw a diagram similar to the one shown, but much larger.

Carefully draw the perpendicular bisectors of AB and BC.

a. The perpendicular bisectors intersect in a point. Where

does that point appear to be?

b. Write an argument that justifies your answer to part (a).
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Extra Networks

The Pregel River flows through the old city of Koenigsberg, now Kaliningrad.

Once, seven bridges joined the shores and the two islands in the river as shown

in the diagram at the left below. A popular problem of that time was to try

to walk across all seven bridges without crossing any bridge more than once.

Can you find a way to do it?

north shore

south shore

Mathematician Leonard Euler analyzed this problem using a diagram called

a network, shown at the right above. He represented each land mass by a point

(called a vertex) and each bridge by an arc. He then classified each vertex

with an odd number of arcs coming from it as odd and each vertex with an

even number of arcs as even. From here Euler discovered which networks can

be traced without backtracking, that is, without drawing over an arc twice.

Exercises

Find the number of odd and even vertices in each network. Imagine traveling

each network to see if it can be traced without backtracking.

1. 2. y\ 3.

w
The number of odd vertices will tell you whether or not a network can be

traced without backtracking. Do you see how? If not, read on.

4. Suppose that a given network can be traced without backtracking.

a. Consider a vertex that is neither the start nor end of a journey through

this network. Is such a vertex odd or even?

b. Now consider the two vertices at the start and finish of a journey

through this network. Can both of these vertices be odd? even?

c. Can just one of the start and finish vertices be odd?

5. Tell why it is impossible to walk across the seven bridges of Koenigsberg

without crossing any bridge more than once.
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9-2 Tangents

In Written Exercise 2 on page 330 you had the chance to preview the next

theorem about tangents and radii.

Theorem 9-1

If a line is tangent to a circle, then the line is perpendicular to the radius

drawn to the point of tangency.

Given: m is tangent to 30 at T.

Prove: OT _ m O*

Proof:

Assume temporarily that OT is not perpendicular to m. Then the perpendicular

segment from O to m intersects m in some other point Z. Draw OZ. By

Corollary 1. page 220. the perpendicular segment from O to m is the shortest

segment from O to m, so OZ < OT. Because tangent m intersects 3 only

in point T. Z lies outside 30. and OZ > OT. The statements OZ < OT and

OZ > OT are contradictory. Thus the temporary assumption must be false. It

follows that OT 1 m.

Corollary
Tangents to a circle from a point are congruent.

In the figure. PA and PB are tangent to the circle at A

and B. By the corollary. PA = PB. For a proof, see Classroom

Exercise 4.

Theorem 9-2 is the converse of Theorem 9-1 . Its proof is left as Exercise 22.

Theorem 9-2

If a line in the plane of a circle is perpendicular to a radius at its outer

endpoint. then the line is tangent to the circle.

Given: Line / in the plane of 2 0: I ( Q
I _L radius QR at R

Prove: / is tangent to OQ. R"
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When each side of a polygon is tangent to a circle, the polygon is said

to be circumscribed about the circle and the circle is inscribed in the polygon.

Circumscribed polygons

Inscribed circles

A line that is tangent to each of two coplanar circles is called a common
tangent.

A common internal tangent intersects

the segment joining the centers.

A common external tangent does not intersect

the segment joining the centers.

AB is a common internal tangent.

Can you find another one that has not

been drawn?

RS is a common external tangent.

Can you find another one that has not

been drawn?

A circle can be tangent to a line, but it can also be tangent to another

circle. Tangent circles are coplanar circles that are tangent to the same line

at the same point.

OA and QB are externally tangent.

/

QC and QD are internally tangent.

k

The ends of the plastic industrial pipes

shown in the photograph illustrate externally

tangent circles. Notice that when a circle

is surrounded by tangent circles of the same

radius, six of these circles fit exactly around

the inner circle.

Wmmmmmmmm
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Classroom Exercises

1. How many common external tangents can be drawn to the two circles?

a. S*- \ b. S* \ c.

d. e.

2. How many common internal tangents can be drawn to each pair of circles

in Exercise 1 above?

3. a. Which pair of circles shown above are externally tangent?

b. Which pair are internally tangent?

4. Given: PA and PB are tangents to 0)0.

Use the diagram at the right to explain how the corollary

on page 333 follows from Theorem 9-1.

5. In the diagram, which pairs of angles are congruent?

Which pairs of angles are complementary? Which pairs

of angles are supplementary?

Written Exercises

If is tangent to OO at T. Complete.

1. If Or = 6 and JO = 10, then JT = _1

2. If (97 = 6 and JT = 10, then JO = JL

3. If m L TOJ = 60 and OT = 6, then JO

4. If JK = 9 and KO = 8, then JT = _L.

<uw

5. The diagram below shows tangent

lines and circles. Find PD.

6. RS and TU are common internal

tangents to the circles. If RZ = 4.7

and ZU = 7.3, find RS and TU.
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7. a. What do you think is true of common external

tangents AB and CD! Prove it.

b. Will your results in part (a) be true if the circles

are congruent?

D

8. Given: TR and TS are tangents to OO from T;

mLRTS = 36

a. Copy the diagram. Draw RS and find m /LTSR and m/LTRS.

b. Draw radii OS and 0~R and find m L ORS and m L OSR.

c. Find mLROS.
d. Does your result in part (c) support one of your conclusions

about angles in Classroom Exercise 5? Explain.

9. Draw OO with perpendicular radii OX and OY. Draw tangents to the circle

at X and Y.

a. If the tangents meet at Z, what kind of figure is OXZY! Explain.

b. If OX = 5, find OZ.

10. Given: PT is tangent to OO at T; TS 1 PO
Complete the following statements.

a. TS is the geometric mean between ? and _

b. TO is the geometric mean between ? and .

c. If OS = 6 and SP = 24, TS = _L_ and TP

11. Given: RS is a common internal

tangent to OA and OB.
AC RC

Explain why
BC SC

B 12. Discover and prove a theorem about two lines tangent to a circle at the

endpoints of a diameter.

13. Is there a theorem about spheres related to the theorem in Exercise 12?

If so, state the theorem.

14. Quad. ABCD is circumscribed about

a circle. Discover and prove a rela-

tionship between AB + DC and

AD + BC.

15. PA, PB, and RS are tangents.

Explain why PR + RS + SP

PA + PB.
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16. SR is tangent to Of and QQ.
QT = 6; 77? = 8; PR = 30.

PQ = —_; PS = ^_; ST = _I_.

17. JK is tangent to OP and QQ.
JK = _L_ (Hint: What kind of

quadrilateral is JPQK1)

18. Circles P and Q have radii 6 and 2 and are tangent to each

other. Find the length of their common external tangent AB.

(Hint: Draw PQ, PA, and QB.)

19. Given: Two tangent circles; EF is a common external tangent;

GH is the common internal tangent.

a. Discover and prove something interesting about point G.

b. Discover and prove something interesting about LEHF

.

20. Three circles are shown. How many circles tangent to all three

of the given circles can be drawn? o
21. Suppose the three circles represent three spheres. ^_^^ ^_^

a. How many planes tangent to each of the spheres can be drawn? ( J ( J
b. How many spheres tangent to all three spheres can be drawn?

~"

22. Prove Theorem 9-2. (Hint: Write an indirect proof.)

23. Find the radius of the circle inscribed in the triangle.

Mixed Review Exercises

Find AB. In Exercise 3, CB is tangent to OA.

B 6 C
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Biographical Note Maria Gaetana Agnesi

Maria Gaetana Agnesi (1718-1799) was

born in Milan, Italy. A child prodigy,

she had mastered seven languages by

the age of thirteen. Between the ages

of twenty and thirty she compiled the

works of the mathematicians of her time

into two volumes on calculus, called

Analytical Institutions. This was an enormous task, since

the mathematicians had originally published their results

in different languages and had used a variety of methods

of approach.

Agnesi's volumes were praised as clear, methodical,

and comprehensive. They were translated into English

and French and were widely used as textbooks. One of

the most famous aspects of Agnesi's volumes was an

exercise in analytic geometry and the discussion of a

curve called a versirea, shown at the left below. The

name, derived from the Latin vertere, "to turn," was

apparently mistranslated into English texts as "witch."

Thus the curve is commonly known as the "witch of

Agnesi."

Due to Agnesi's scholarship, she was elected to the

Bologna Academy of Sciences and in 1750 she was ap-

pointed honorary professor in mathematics at the University

of Bologna, shown at the left.

Explorations

These exploratory exercises can be done using a computer with a program

that draws and measures geometric figures.

Draw parallelogram ABCD. Draw four circles as follows.

(1) Use A, B, and D to draw circle E.

(2) Use A, D, and C to draw circle F.

(3) Use B, C, and D to draw circle G.

(4) Use A, B, and C to draw circle H.

Connect the centers of the circles to get quad. EFGH.
Compare quad. ABCD with quad. EFGH. What do you notice?

Repeat on other types of quadrilaterals: a rhombus, a trapezoid, a rectangle,

and an isosceles trapezoid. What do you notice?
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9-3 Arcs and Central Angles
A central angle of a circle is an angle with its vertex at the center of the circle.

In the diagrams below, Z.YOZ is a central angle. An arc is an unbroken part

of a circle. Two points Y and Z on a circle O are always the endpoints of two

arcs. Y and Z and the points of (DO in the interior of LYOZ form a minor

arc. Y and Z and the remaining points of GO form a major arc. If Y and Z
are the endpoints of a diameter, then the two arcs are called semicircles.

A minor arc is named by its endpoints: YZ is read '"arc YZ." You use three

letters to name a semicircle or a major arc: YWZ is read '"arc FWZ."

Minor Arc

J/

L-

YZ

Major Arc

Y/

L-

Semicircles

W
O

YWZ YXZ YWZ

The measure of a minor arc is defined to be the measure of its central

angle. In the diagram at the left below, mYZ represents the measure of minor

arc YZ. In the middle diagram, can you see why the measure of a major arc

is 360 minus the measure of its minor arc? The third diagram shows that the

measure of a semicircle is 180.

Minor Arc

mYZ = m Z. YOZ
= 50

Major Arc

mYWZ = 360 - mYZ
= 360 - 50 = 310

Semicircle

mYXZ = 180

Adjacent arcs of a circle are arcs that have exactly one point in common.

The following postulate can be used to find the measure of an arc formed by

two adjacent arcs.

Postulate 16 Arc Addition Postulate

The measure of the arc formed by two adjacent arcs is the sum of the measures

of these two arcs.
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Applying the Arc Addition Postulate to the circle shown at the right,

we have A

mAB + mBC = mABC

90 + 110 = 200

90°

Congruent arcs are arcs, in the same circle or in congruent circles, that

have equal measures. In the diagram below, QP and QQ are congruent circles

and AB = CD = EF. However, EF is not congruent to RS even though both

arcs have the same degree measure, because QQ is not congruent to (DO.

s' >r

(4):
Notice that each of -the congruent arcs above has an 80° central angle, so

these congruent arcs have congruent central angles. The relationship between

congruence of minor arcs and congruence of their central angles is stated in

Theorem 9-3 below. This theorem follows immediately from the definition of

congruent arcs.

Theorem 9-3

In the same circle or in congruent circles, two minor arcs are congruent if

and only if their central angles are congruent.

C

10

Example The radius of the Earth is about 6400 km. The latitude of the Arctic Circle

is 66.6° North. (That is, in the figure, mBE = 66.6.) Find the radius of the

Arctic Circle.

Solution Let N be the North Pole and let ON intersect AB in M. Since mNE = 90,

mNB = 90 - 66.6 = 23.4 and mANOB = 23.4. Similarly, mLNOA =

23.4. Since AAOB is isosceles and OM
bisects the vertex AAOB, (1) M is the

midpoint of AB (and thus the center of the

Arctic Circle) and (2) OM ± AB. Using

trigonometry in right AMOB:

MB
OB

MB = OB- sin 23.4°

MB « 6400(0.3971)

MB - 2500 km

66.6°

sin 23.4°
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Classroom Exercises

1. Using the letters shown in the diagram, name:
a. two central angles b. a semicircle '

c. two minor arcs d. two major arcs

In Exercises 2-7 find the measure of the arc.

2. AB_^ 3. AC 4. ABD
5. BAD 6. CDA 7. CDB

In Exercises 8-13 find the measure of the angle or the

arc named.

8. LGQF
11. GE

9. LEQF
12. GHE

10. /LGQE

13. EHF

Written Exercises

Find the measure of central zl 1.

A 1. 85° 2. 3.

150°

4. 130 c
5. 240° 6. 35

7. At 1 1 o'clock the hands of a clock form an angle of _1_°.

8. The hands of a clock form a 120° angle at
? o'clock and at

? o'clock.

9. a. Draw a circle. Place points A, B, and C on it in such positions

that mAB + mBC does not equal mAC.
b. Does your example in part (a) contradict Postulate 16?
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Complete the tables in Exercises 10 and 11.

10. mCB 60 70 7 9 7

mL\ 7 9 56 9 9

mLl 9
7 9 25 X

11. mCB 70 60 66 60 p

mBD 30 28 9 7 a

ml. COD 7 7 100 7 7

mLCAD 7 7 7 52 7

12. Use a compass to draw a large OO. Draw a central LAOB.

a. Label three other points P. Q. and R that are on OO but not on AB.

Then draw LAPB, LAQB, and LARB.
b. Use a protractor to find mLAOB, mLAPB* mLAQB, and

mLARB.
c. What is the relationship between mLAPB, mLAQB, and mLARBl

What is the relationship between mLAOB and mLAPB?
13. a. Draw three large circles and inscribe a different-shaped

quadrilateral ABCD in each.

b. Use a protractor to measure all the angles.

c. Compute mLA + m LC and m LB + m/LD.
d. What is the relationship between opposite angles of an inscribed

quadrilateral?

B 14. Given: WZ is a diameter of OO; OX
Prove: WX = XY
(Hint: Draw OY.)

15. Given: WZ is a diameter of OO;
mWX = mXY = n

Prove: m Z.Z = n

16. AC is a diameter of OO.
a. If m Z.A = 35, then m LB = JL
mLBOC = _!_, and mBC = -1

b. If mLA = n, then mfiC = _L_.

c. If wfiC = 6k, then mzlA = _Z_.

ZY

In Exercises 17-20, the latitude of a city is given. Sketch the Earth and a

circle of latitude through the city. Find the radius of this circle.

17. Milwaukee, Wisconsin; 43°N
19. Sydney, Australia; 34°S

18. Columbus, Ohio; 40°N

20. Rio de Janeiro; 23°S
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21. Given: QO and QQ intersect at R and 5:

mRVS = 60; mRUS = 120

Prove: OR is tangent to G>(?;

QR is tangent to OO.

22. Given: AB is a diameter of 0Z; points 7 and K
lie on OZ with mAJ = mBK. Discover and prove

something about JK. {Hint: There are two possibili-

ties, depending on whether AJ and BK lie on the

same side of AB or on opposite sides. So your state-

ment will be of the either . . . or type.)

The diagram, not drawn to scale, shows satellite S above the Earth, represented

as sphere E. All lines tangent to the Earth from 5 touch the Earth at points

on a circle with center C. Any two points on the Earth's surface on or above

that circle can communicate with each other via S. X and Y are as far apart

as two communication points can be. The Earth distance between X and Y

n
equals the length of XTY, which equals circumference of the Earth. That

circumference is approximately 40.200 km and the radius of the Earth is ap-

proximately 6400 km.

*/*^. s

23. The photograph above shows the view from Gemini V looking north over

the Gulf of California toward Los Angeles. The orbit of Gemini V ranged

from 160 km to 300 km above the Earth. Take 5 to be 300 km above the

Earth. That is. ST = 300 km. Find the Earth distance, rounded to the

nearest 100 km, between X and Y. (Hint: Since you can find a value for

cos — you can determine n° .)

24. Repeat Exercise 23, but with 5 twice as far from the Earth. Note that the

distance between X and Y is not twice as great as before.
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9-4 Arcs and Chords
In OO shown at the right, RS cuts off two arcs, RS and

RTS. We speak of RS, the minor arc, as being the arc

of chord RS. (3
Theorem 9-4

In the same circle or in congruent circles:

(1) Congruent arcs have congruent chords.

(2) Congruent chords have congruent arcs.

Here is a paragraph proof of part (1) for one circle.

You will be asked to write a paragraph proof of

part (2) in Written Exercise 16.

Given: OO; RS =

Prove: RS = TU

TU

Proof:

Draw radii OR, OS, OT, and OU. OR = OT and OS = 0~U because they are

all radii of the same circle. Since RS = TU, central angles 1 and 2 are con-

gruent. Then AROS = ATOU by SAS and corresponding parts RS and TU
are congruent.

A point Y is called the midpoint of XYZ if XY = YZ.

Any line, segment, or ray that contains Y bisects XYZ.

Theorem 9-5

A diameter that is perpendicular to a chord bisects the chord and its arc

Given: OO; CD 1 AB

Prove: AZ = BZ, AD = BD

Plan for Proof: Draw OA and OB. Then use

the HL Theorem to prove that AOZA s AOZB.
Then use corresponding parts of congruent triangles

to show that AZ = BZ and /L 1 = L 2. Finally,

apply the theorem that congruent central angles

have congruent arcs.
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Example 1 Find the values of x and v.

Solution Diameter CD bisects chord AB, so x = 5.

(Theorem 9-5)

AB = EF, so mAB = 86. (Theorem 9-4)

Diameter CD bisects AB, so y = 43.

(Theorem 9-5)

Recall (page 154) that the distance from a point to a line is the length of

the perpendicular segment from the point to the line. This definition is used
in the following example.

Example 2 Find the length of a chord that is a distance 5 from the center

of a circle with radius 8.

Solution Draw the perpendicular segment. OP. from O to AB.

x
2 + 5

2 = 8
2

x
2 + 25 = 64

.v
2 = 39_
x = \39

By Theorem 9-5. OP bisects AB so

AB = 2 • AP = 2x = 2\ 39.

It should be clear that all chords in COO above that are a distance 5 from

center O will have length 2\ 39. Thus, all such chords are congruent, as stated

in part (1) of the next theorem. You will prove part (2) of the theorem as

Classroom Exercise 6.

Theorem 9-6

In the same circle or in congruent circles:

(1) Chords equally distant from the center (or centers) are congruent.

(2) Congruent chords are equally distant from the center (or centers).

Example 3 Find the value of x.

Solution S is the midpoint of RT, so RT = 6.

(Theorem 9-5)

RT = UV, so x = 4. (Theorem 9-6)
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Classroom Exercises

1. If PQ = XY, can you conclude that

PQ = XY! Why or why not?

2. If PQ = RS, can you conclude that

PQ = RS! Why or why not?

3. Study the diagram at the right and tell what theorem justifies each statement.

a. LK = 8 L

b. OE = 3_

c. LK = GH

4. AB = 16

OM = 6

radius =

5. PQ = 10

radius = 13

OM = _^

6. Supply reasons to complete a proof of Theorem 9-6, part (2), for one circle.

Given: OO; AB = CD;

OY ±AB,OZ ±CD
Prove: OY = OZ

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. Draw radii OA and OC. 1.
9

2. OY ±AB;OZ 1 CD 2.
9

3. AB = CD, or Afi = CD 3.
9

4. |A£ = |CD 4.
9

5. AY = i4fl; CZ = \CD 5.
9

6. AK = CZ, or AY ^CZ 6.
9

7. 04 = OC 7.
9

8. rt. AOYA = rt. AOZC 8.
9

9. OK = OZ, or OY = OZ 9.
9

7. Suppose that in Theorem 9-6, the words "circle" and "circles" are replaced

by "sphere" and "spheres." Is the resulting statement true?
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Written Exercises

In the diagrams that follow, O is the center of the circle.

A 1. Y 2.

XY = PQ = 24; OM = OT = 9: RS = l:

OR = _L_

mACB =110;
mZ.1 = _L_

mCD =

7.

m^AOB = 60:

Afi = 24; OA =

OM = ON = 7;

CM = 6; EF =
AB = 18; OM
ON = 10: CD

= 12:

10. Sketch a circle with two noncongruent chords. Is the longer chord farther

from the center or closer to the center than the shorter chord?

11. Sketch a circle O with radius 10 and chord XY 8 cm long. How far is the

chord from 0?

12. Sketch a circle Q with a chord RS that is 16 cm long and 2 cm from Q.

What is the radius of QQ1
13. Sketch a circle P with radius 5 cm and chord AB that is 2 cm from P.

Find the length of AB.

14. Given: JZ = KZ
Prove: LJ = LK

15. Prove the converse of Exercise 14.
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B 16. Write a paragraph proof of part (2) of Theorem 9-4. First list what is

given and what is to be proved.

17. 18.

If OJ = 10, JK If OE = 8\/3, HG

19. A plane 5 cm from the center of a sphere intersects the sphere in a circle

with diameter 24 cm. Find the diameter of the sphere.

20. A plane P cuts sphere O in a circle that has diameter 20. If the diameter

of the sphere is 30, how far is the plane from 01

Use trigonometry to find the measure of the arc cut off by a chord 12 cm
long in a circle of radius 10 cm.

In QO, mRS = 70 and RS = 20. Use trigonometry to find the radius of

QO.

21

22

State and prove a theorem suggested by the figure

C 23. ^—

^

24.

25. A, B, C are points on QO such that AABC is equilateral. If the radius

of the circle is 6, what is the perimeter of AABC?

26. Investigate the possibility, given a circle, of drawing two chords whose

lengths are in the ratio 1 :2 and whose distances from the center are in the

ratio 2:1. If the chords can be drawn, find the length of each in terms of

the radius. If not, prove that the figure is impossible.

27. Three parallel chords of QO are drawn as shown. Their lengths are

20, 16, and 12 cm. Find, to the nearest tenth of a centimeter, the length

of chord XY (not shown).
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Self-Test 1

1. Points A, B, and C lie on QQ.
a. Name two radii of QQ.
b. Name a diameter of QQ.
c. Name a chord and a secant of ©£>.

2. Sketch each of the following.

a. AABC inscribed in QO b. Quad. LUMX circumscribed about QQ
3. NP is tangent to QO at P. If NO = 25 and /V/> = 20, find OP.

4. A plane passes through the common center of two concentric spheres.

Describe the intersection of the plane and the two spheres.

5. Find the length of a chord that is 3 cm from the center of a circle with

radius 7 cm.

6. Points^, F, G, H, and J lie on QO. ti

a. mEF = _J_ and mEHF = _•_.

b. Suppose JH = HG. State the A u ^\q
theorem that supports the conclusion

that JH = HG.

Angles and Segments

Objectives

1. Solve problems and prove statements involving inscribed angles.

2. Solve problems and prove statements involving angles formed by

chords, secants, and tangents.

3. Solve problems involving lengths of chords, secant segments, and

tangent segments.

9-5 Inscribed Angles
Angles 1 and 2 shown at the right are called inscribed

angles. An inscribed angle is an angle whose vertex

is on a circle and whose sides contain chords of

the circle. We say that the angles at the right in-

tercept the arcs shown in color. L 1 intercepts a

minor arc. L 2 intercepts a major arc.
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The next theorem compares the measure of an inscribed angle with the

measure of its intercepted arc. Its proof requires us to consider three possible

cases.

Theorem 9-7

The measure of an inscribed angle is equal to half the measure of its intercepted

arc.

Given: /LABC inscribed in QO
Prove: mAABC = \mAC

Case I:

Point O lies on LABC.
Case II:

Point O lies inside /.ABC.

Case III:

Point O lies outside L ABC.

Key steps of proof of Case I:

1. Draw radius OA and let mLABC = x.

2. mLA = x (Why?)

3. mLAOC = 2x (Why?)

4. mAC = 2x (Why?)

5. mLABC = \mAC (Substitution Prop.)

Now that Case I has been proved, it can be used to prove Case II and Case III.

An auxiliary line will be used in those proofs, which are left as Classroom

Exercises 12 and 13.

Example 1 Find the values of x and v in QO.

Solution mAPTQ = jmPQ, so

x = i • 40 = 20.

mAPSR = \mPR, so

50 = £(40 + y) and y = 60.

L
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Proofs of the following three corollaries of Theorem 9-7 will be considered
in Classroom Exercises 1-3.

Corollary 1

If two inscribed angles intercept the same arc, then the angles are
congruent.

Z.1 = ^2

Corollary 2
An angle inscribed in a semicircle is a right angle.

If MXN is a semicircle,

then zLX is a right angle.

Corollary 3
If a quadrilateral is inscribed in a circle, then its opposite angles are

supplementary.

/LE is supp. to ZG.
LF is supp. to LH.

Example 2 Find the values of x, y, and z.

Solution LADB and LACB intercept the same arc, so

x = 40. (Corollary 1)

/-ABC is inscribed in a semicircle, so LABC
is a right angle and y = 90. (Corollary 2)

ABCD is an inscribed quadrilateral, so LBAD
and LBCD are supplementary. (Corollary 3)

Therefore, z = 180 - (jc + 30)

z = 180 - (40 + 30) = 110.
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Study the diagrams below from left to right. Point B moves along the

circle closer and closer to point T. Finally, in diagram (4), point B has merged

with T, and one side of L T has become a tangent.

B

T

(3)

Apply Theorem 9-7 to diagrams (1), (2), and (3) and you have

mLT = \mAB. As you might expect, this equation applies to diagram (4),

too, since we say that LT intercepts AB in this case as well. Diagram (4)

suggests Theorem 9-8. In Exercises 13-15 you will prove the three cases of

the theorem.

Theorem 9-8

The measure of an angle formed by a chord and a tangent is equal to half

the measure of the intercepted arc.

For example, if PT is tangent to the circle and

AT is a chord, then LATP intercepts AT and

m/LATP = \mAJ = \ • 140 = 70.

Classroom Exercises

1. Explain why Corollary 1 of Theorem 9-7 is true,

explain why L\ = Z.2.

That is,

2. Explain why Corollary 2 is true. That is, explain how the fact

that MXN is a semicircle leads to a conclusion that LX is a

right angle.
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3. a. What is the sum of the measures of the red and blue arcs?

b. Explain how part (a) allows you to deduce that

x + y = 180.

c. State the corollary of Theorem 9-7 that you have just

proved.

Tangents and chords are shown. Find the values of x and y. In

Exercise 5, O is the center of the circle.

7.

10. a. State the contrapositive of Corollary 3.

b. In quadrilateral PQRS, mLP = 100 and m LR = 90. Is it

possible to circumscribe a circle about PQRS°. Why or

why not?

11. Inj:he diagram, mLAKB = m LCKD = n.

mAB = ? and mCD = —1 State a

theorem suggested by this exercise.

12. Outline a proof of Case II of Theorem 9-7. Use the diagram on page 350.

{Hint: Draw the diameter from B and apply Case I.)

13. Repeat Exercise 12 for Case III.

14. Equilateral AABC is inscribed in OO. Tangents to the circle at A and C
meet at D. What kind of figure is ABCD1
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Written Exercises

In the diagrams that follow, O is the center of the circle. In Exercises 1-9

find the values of x, v, and z.

A l. ioo°

4.

10. Prove: If two chords of a circle are parallel, the two

arcs between the chords are congruent.

Given: A~B II CD
Prove: AC = BD

(Hint: Draw an auxiliary line.)

11. a. State the converse of the statement in Exercise 10.

b. Is this converse true or false? If it is true, write a proof. If not. explain

why it is false.

12. Prove: AUXZ ~ AYVZ
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Exercises 13-15 prove the three possible cases of Theorem 9-8. In each case

you are given chord TA and tangent TP of (DO.

13. Supply reasons for the key steps of the proof that

mLATP = hmANT in Case I.

Case I: O lies on /LATP.

1. TP J_ TA and m/LATP = 90.

2. ANT is a semicircle and mANT = 180.

3. m^ATP = hmANT

In Case II and Case III, AT is not a diameter. You can draw diameter TZ
and then use Case I, Theorem 9-7, and the Angle Addition and Arc Addition

Postulates.

B 14. Case II. O lies inside /LATP.

Prove mLATP = hmANT
15. Case III. O lies outside LATP.

Prove mLATP = hmANT

16. Prove that if one pair of opposite sides of an inscribed quadrilateral are

congruent, then the other sides are parallel.

17. Draw an inscribed quadrilateral ABCD and its diagonals intersecting at E.

Name two pairs of similar triangles.

18. Draw an inscribed quadrilateral PQRS with shortest side PS. Draw its

diagonals intersecting at T. Extend QP and RS to meet at V. Name two

pairs of similar triangles such that each triangle has a vertex at V.

Exercises 19-21 refer to a quadrilateral ABCD inscribed in a circle.

19. m/LA = x.m/LB = 2.v. andmzlC = x + 20. Find jc and m LD.

20. m/LA = x
1

. mLB = 9.x - 2. and mLC = 1 l.v. Find x and mLD.
21. m LD = 75, mAB = x

2
. mBC = 5.v. and mCD = 6x. Find x and

mLA.

22. Parallelogram ABCD is inscribed in 30. Find mz_A.

23. Equilateral AABC is inscribed in a circle. P and Q are midpoints of

BC and C4, respectively. What kind of figure is quadrilateral AQPB?
Justify your answer.
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24. The diagram at the right shows a regular polygon with 7 sides.

a. Explain why the numbered angles are all congruent. (Hint:

You may assume that a circle can be circumscribed about

any regular polygon.)

b. Will your reasoning apply to a regular polygon with any

number of sides?

C 25. Given: Vertices A, B, and C of quadrilateral ABCD lie on QO;
mLA + mLC = 180; mLB + m LD = 180.

Prove: D lies on GO.

{Hint: Use an indirect proof. Assume temporarily that D is not on

QO. You must then treat two cases: (1) D is inside QO, and

(2) D is outside QO. In each case let X be the point where AD inter-

sects (DO and draw CX. Show that what you can conclude about

Z. AXC contradicts the given information.)

26. Given: PQ II SR

Prove: PS II QR

27. Ptolemy's Theorem states that in an inscribed quadrilateral, the sum of the

products of its opposite sides is equal to the product of its diagonals. This

means that for ABCD shown.

AB CD + BC AD = AC • BD

.

Prove the theorem by choosing point Q on AC so

that LADQ = LBDC. Then show AADQ -
ABDC and AADB ~ AQDC. Use these similar

triangles to show that

AQ
BC' AD

and QC
AB • CD

BD
"" BD

Add these two equations and complete the proof.

28. Equilateral AABC is inscribed in a circle. P is any point on BC. Prove

PA = PB + PC. (Hint: Use Ptolemy's Theorem.)

* 29. Angle C of AABC is a right angle. The sides of the triangle

have the lengths shown. The smallest circle (not shown)

through C that is tangent to AB intersects AC at J and BC
at K. Express the distance JK in terms of a, b, and c.
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Mixed Review Exercises

1. Name a diameter of ZO.

2. Name a secant of QO.

3. Name a tangent segment.

4. If OQ = 7. then LM = _!_.

5. If mMQ = .v. express mQLM in terms of v

6. Find the geometric mean between 4 and 9.

9-6 Other Angles

The preceding section dealt with angles that have their vertices on a circle.

Theorem 9-9 deals with the angle formed by two chords that intersect inside

a circle. Such an angle and its vertical angle intercept two arcs.

Theorem 9-9

The measure of an angle formed by two chords that intersect inside a circle

is equal to half the sum of the measures of the intercepted arcs.

Given: Chords AB and CD intersect inside a circle.

Prove: m/-\ = h(mAC + mBD)

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. Draw chord AD. 1. Through any two points there is

exactly one line.

2. m/-\ = m/-2 + mZ.3 2. The measure of an exterior Z. of a

A = the sum of the measures of the

two remote interior A.

3. m /- 2 = hnAC; 3. The measure of an inscribed angle is

m^3 = ImBD equal to half the measure of its

intercepted arc.

4. mL\ = hnAC + hnBD 4. Substitution Step 3 in Step 2)

or mZ.1 = |(mAC + mBD)
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One case of the next theorem will be proved in Classroom Exercise 10,

the other two cases in Exercises 25 and 26. Notice that angles formed by two

secants, two tangents, or a secant and a tangent intercept two arcs.

Theorem 9-10
The measure of an angle formed by two secants, two tangents, or a secant

and a tangent drawn from a point outside a circle is equal to half the difference

of the measures of the intercepted arcs.

Case I: Two secants Case II: Two tangents Case III: A secant and a tangent

mA\ = h(x - y) m/-2 = |(jc - v) mL7> = h(x - v)

Example 1 Find the measures of zl 1 and L2.

Solution mL\ = \{mCE + mFD) (Theorem 9-9)

mL 1 = |(70 + 50) = 60

mL2 = \{mCE - mBD) (Theorem 9-10)

mA2 = |(70 - 26) = 22

Example 2 BA is a. tangent. Find mBD and mBC.

Solution 100 = \{mBD + 66) (Theorem 9-9)

200 = mBD + 66, so mBD = 134

40 = \{mBD - mBC) (Theorem 9-10)

80 = 134 - mBC, so mBC = 54

Classroom Exercises

Find the measure of each numbered angle.

1. X" 2.

40°|
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260=

6.

160°

State an equation you could use to find the value of x. Then solve for jc.

7. /-—

\

8. ^—

\

9.

100=

360° -x°

10. Supply reasons to complete a proof of Case I of Theorem 9-10.

Given: Secants PA and PC

Prove: /?? Z. 1 = hmAC - mBD)

Proof:

1. Draw chord BC

.

2. m/_\ + mLl = mZ.3
3

.

m Z. 1 = m/i3 - m z_ 2

4. wZ.3 = imAC; mZ.2 = hiiBD

5. m/_\ = hmAC - hmBD. ormZ.1 = |(mAC - mBD)

Written Exercises

1-10. BZ is tangent to QO: AC is a diameter:

mBC = 90: mCD = 30: mDE = 20.

Draw your own large diagram so that you

can write arc measures alongside the arcs.

Find the measure of each numbered ansle.

Complete.

11. If mRT = 80 and mUS = 40. then mL\ =

12. If mRL = 130 and mTS = 100. then m/L 1

13. If mZ.1 = 50 and mRT = 70. then mUS =

14. If mA 1 = 52 and mUS = 36. then mRT =
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In Exercises 15-17 AT is a tangent.

15. If mCT = 110 and mBT = 50, then mLA
16. If mLA = 28 and mBT = 46, then mCT =

17. Mm LA = 35 and mCT = 110, then mBT

In Exercises 18-21 PX and /*F are tangents.

18. If mXZY = 250, then m LP = _1_.

19. If mXY = 90, then m LP = _2_.

20. If mAT = f, then mXZ? = _Z_ and

21. IfwzlP

in terms of /.

65, then mXY

B 22. A secant and a tangent to a circle intersect in a 42° angle. The two arcs

of the circle intercepted by the secant and tangent have measures in a

7:3 ratio. Find the measure of the third arc.

23. A quadrilateral circumscribed about a circle has angles of 80°, 90°, 94°,

and 96°. Find the measures of the four nonoverlapping arcs determined

by the points of tangency.

24. In the inscribed quadrilateral ABCD, the sides AB, BC, and CD are congruent.

AB and DC meet at a 32° angle. Find the measures of the angles of

ABCD.

25. Prove Case II of Theorem 9-10. (Hint: See Classroom Exercise 10.

Draw a figure like the second one shown below the theorem on page 358.

Label your figure, and draw the chord joining the points of tangency.)

26. Prove Case III of Theorem 9-10.

27. Write an equation involving a, b, and c. 28. Find the ratio x'.y.

29. Isosceles AABC with base BC is inscribed in a circle. P is a point on

AC and AP and BC meet at Q. Prove that LABP = LQ.

C 30. PT is a tangent. It is known that 80 < mRS < mST < 90.

State as much as you can about the measure of LP.
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31. AC and AE are secants of COO. It is given that AB = OB.
Discover and prove a relation between the measures of CE
and BD.

32. Take any point P outs ide a circle. Draw a tangent segment

PT and a secant PBA with A and B points on the circle.

Take K or^PA so that PK = PT. Draw TK. Let the intersec-

tion of TK with the circle be point X. Discover and prove

a relationship between AX and XB.

Explorations

These exploratory exercises can be done using a computer with a program
that draws and measures geometric figures.

1. Draw a circle. Choose four points on the circle.

Draw two intersecting chords using the points as

endpoints.

Measure the lengths of the pieces of the chords

and compute the products w • x and y • z. What
do you notice?

2. Draw any circle A. Choose two points B and C
on the circle and a point D outside the circle.

Draw secants BD and CD. Label their intersections

with the circle as E and F.

Measure and compute DE • DB and DF DC.
What do you notice?

3. Draw any circle A. Choose three points B. C,

and D on the circle. Draw a tangent to the circle

through point B that intersects CD at a point E.

Measure and compute (BE)
2
and ED • CE. What

do you notice?

9-7 Circles and Lengths of Segments

You can use similar triangles to prove that lengths of chords, secants,

and tangents are related in interesting ways.

In the figure at the right, chords AB and CD intersect inside QO.
AP and PB are called the segments of chord AB. As we did with the

terms "radius" and "diameter" we will use the phrase "segment of a

chord" to refer to the length of a segment as well as to the segment

itself.
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Theorem 9-11

When two chords intersect inside a circle, the product of the segments of one

chord equals the product of the segments of the other chord.

Given: AB and CD intersect at P.

Prove: r • s = t • u

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. Draw chords AD and CB. 1 . Through any two points there is

exactly one line.

2. LA = LC\ LD ss LB 2, If two inscribed angles intercept ?
.

3. AAPD ~ ACPfl 3
9

4.
r w

t s

4.
°

5. r ' s = t • u 5. A property of proportions

For a proof of the following theorem, see Classroom Exercise 7. In the

diagram for the theorem, AP and CP are secant segments. BP and DP are

exterior to the circle and are referred to as external segments. The terms "secant

segment" and "external segment" can refer to the length of a segment as well

as to the segment itself.

Theorem 9-12
When two secant segments are drawn to a circle from an external point, the

product of one secant segment and its external segment equals the product

of the other secant segment and its external segment.

Given: PA and PC drawn to the circle from point P

Prove: r • s = t • u

Study the diagrams at the top of the next page from left to right. As

PC approaches a position of tangency, C and D move closer together until they

merge. Then PC becomes a tangent, and t = u.
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C = D

In the first two diagrams we know that r • s = t • u. In the third diagram, u

and r both become equal to the length of the tangent segment, and the equation

becomes r • s = r. This result, stated below, will be proved more formally

in Exercise 10. As with earlier terms, the term '"tangent segment" can refer

to the length of a segment as well as to the segment itself.

Theorem 9-13
When a secant segment and a tangent segment are drawn to a circle from

an external point, the product of the secant segment and its external segment

is equal to the square of the tangent segment.

Example 1 Find the value of x

Solution 3-v.v = 6-8 (Theorem 9-11)

3.v
: = 48. .v

: = 16. and.v = 4

Example 2 Find the values of x and y.

Solution 4(4 + 5) = 3(3 + .v) (Theorem 9-12)

36 = 3(3 + .v). 12 = 3 + x, and.v

4(4 + 5) = y
2 (Theorem 9-13)

36 = v
:

. sov = 6

= 9

Classroom Exercises

Chords, secants, and tangents are shown. State the equation you would use

to find the value of x. Then solve for x.

1. 2. 3.
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Chords, secants, and tangents are shown. State the equation you would use

to find the value of x. Then solve for x.

4. 5. 6.

7. Supply reasons to complete the proof of Theorem 9-12.

Given: PA and PC drawn to the circle from point P
Prove: r • s = t • u

Proof:

1

.

Draw chords AD and BC.

2. LA = LC
3. LP = LP
4. AAPD ~ ACPB-

5.
r
- = U-
t s

6. r • s = t ' u

Written Exercises

Chords, secants, and tangents are shown. Find the value of x.

A 1.

6.
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10. Write a proof of Theorem 9-13.

Given: Secant segment PA and tangent segment

PC drawn to the circle from P.

Prove: r ' s = r

Plan for Proof: Draw chords AC and BC.
Show that LA and LPCB are congruent because

they intercept the same arc. Then show that APAC and APCB are similar

triangles and use the properties of proportions to complete the proof.

B 11. Given: O0 and OP are tangent to UT at T.

Prove: UV • UW = UX • UY
12. Given: AB is tangent to OQ;

AC is tangent to OS.

Prove: AB = AC

Chords AB and CD intersect at P. Find the lengths indicated.

Example AP = 5; BP = 4: CD = 12: CP = _2_

Solution Let CP = x. Then DP = 12 - x.

x(\2 - x) = 5 4

12.v - x
2 = 20

x
2 - 12.v + 20 =

(.v - 2)(.v - 10) =

x = 2 or a- = 10

CP = 2 or 10

13. AP = 6: BP = 8; CD = 16: DP = _L_

14. CD = 10: CP = 6: AB = 11; AP = _^
15. Afi = 12: CP = 9: DP = 4: £/> = ^_
16. AP = 6: BP = 5: CP = 3 • DP: DP = _!_

Pr is tangent to the circle. Find the lengths indicated.

17. PT = 6: PB = 3: AP = _Z_

18. PP = 12: CD = 18; PC = -J—

19. PD = 5: CD = 1: AB = 1 1 : PB = _^
20. PB = AB = 5; PD = 4: PP = _^ and PC = _1_
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21. A secant, a radius, and a tangent of QO are shown.

a. Explain why (r + h)
2 = r

2 + d~

.

b. Simplify the equation in part (a) to show that

d2 = h(2r + h).

c. You have proved a special case of a theorem. What
theorem is this?

22. PT is tangent to QO. Secant BA is perpendicular to PT
at P. UTA = 6 and PA = 3, find (a) AB, (b) the distance

from O to AB, and (c) the radius of QO.

23. A bridge over a river has the shape of a circular arc. The

span of the bridge is 24 meters. (The span is the length

of the chord of the arc.) The midpoint of the arc is

4 meters higher than the endpoints. What is the radius

of the circle that contains this arc?

24. A circle can be drawn through points X, Y,

and Z.

a. What is the radius of the circle?

b. How far is the center of the circle from % %

point Wl

6

n 12

W

25. Draw two intersecting circles with common chord PQ and let X be

any point on PQ. Through X draw any chord AB of one circle. Also

draw through X any chord CD of the other circle. Prove that

AX-XB = CX- XD.

26. A line is tangent to two intersecting circles at P and Q. The common

chord is extended to meet PQ at T. Prove that T is the midpoint of PQ.

C 27. In the diagram at the left below, PT is tangent to 00 and PN intersects

QO at J. Find the radius of the circle.

-•Z

Ex.27

* 28. In the diagram at the right above, CD is a tangent, AC = BC, AB = 3,

AF = 6, and FE = 10. Find ED. (Hint: Let ED = x and CD = y.

Then write two equations in x and y.)
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Self-Test 2
<—>

MD is tangent to the circle.

1. If mBD = 80. then m/.A =

2. Urn /-ADM = 75. then mAD =
!

3. If mBD = 80 and mZ. 1 = 81. then m.AC = _1
4. If AN = 12. BX = 6. and CX = 8. then DX =

.\f D

5. .45. AC. and DE are tangents.

Find the values of x and v.

PE and PF are secants and PJ is a tangent.

6. If mEF = 100 and mGH = 30. then m/.FPE =

7. If PG = 4. PE = 15, and Pfl = 6. then PF =

8. If PH = 8 and #F = 10. then PJ = _Z_.

Application Distance to the Horizon

If you look out over the surface of the Earth from a position

at P. directly above point B on the surface, you see the horizon

wherever your line of sight is tangent to the surface of the

Earth. If the surface around B is smooth (say you are on the

ocean on a calm day), the horizon will he a circle, and the

higher your lookout is. the farther away this horizon circle

will be.

You can use Theorem 9-13 to derive a formula that tells

how far you can see from any given height. The diagram at

the right shows a section through the Earth containing P. H.

and O. the center of the Earth. PH is tangent to circle OatH.

PA is a secant passing through the center O. Theorem 9-13

says that:

(PHY = PA • PB
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In the formula (PH)
2 = AP • BP, PH is the distance from the observer to

the horizon, and BP is the observer's height above the surface of the Earth. If

the height is small compared to the diameter, AB, of the Earth, then AP ~ AB
in the formula. Using 12,800,000 m for AB, you can rewrite the formula as:

(distance)
2 = (12,800,000)(height)

Taking square roots, you get:

distance « V 12,800,000 Vheight « 3600Vheight

So the approximate distance (in meters) to the horizon is 3600 times the square

root of your height (in meters) above the surface of the Earth. If your height is

less than 400 km, the error in this approximation will be less than one percent.

Exercises

In Exercises 1 and 2 give your answer to the nearest kilometer, in Exercises 3

and 5 to the nearest 10 km, and in Exercise 4 to the nearest meter.

1. If you stand on a dune with your eyes about 16 m above sea level, how
far out to sea can you look?

2. A lookout climbs high in the rigging of a sailing ship to a point 36 m
above the water line. About how far away is the horizon?

3. From a balloon floating 10 km above the ocean, how far away is the

farthest point you can see on the Earth's surface?

4. How high must a lookout be to see an

object on the horizon 8 km away?

5. You are approaching the coast of Japan

in a small sailboat. The highest point on

the central island of Honshu is the cone

of Mount Fuji, 3776 m above sea level.

Roughly how far away from the moun-

tain will you be when you can first

see the top? (Assume that the sky is

clear!)

Chapter Summary
1. Many of the terms used with circles and spheres are discussed on pages

329 and 330.

2. If a line is tangent to a circle, then the line is perpendicular to the radius

drawn to the point of tangency. The converse is also true.

3. Tangents to a circle from a point are congruent.
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4. In the same circle or in congruent circles:

a. Congruent minor arcs have congruent central angles.

Congruent central angles have congruent arcs.

b. Congruent arcs have congruent chords.

Congruent chords have congruent arcs.

c. Chords equally distant from the center are congruent.

Congruent chords are equally distant from the center.

A diameter that is perpendicular to a chord bisects the chord and its arc.

If two inscribed angles intercept the same arc, then the angles are congruent.

An angle inscribed in a semicircle is a right angle.

8. If a quadrilateral is inscribed in a circle, then its opposite angles are

supplementary.

9. Relationships expressed by formulas:

mL\ = k

mS-1 = h(k - j)

s ' e = r • c

mL\ = \k mL\ =\k

mL\ = h(k - j)

t = q

m/L\ = h(k + j)

a ' b = c • d

mL\ = \(k - j)

s • e = r

Chapter Review

Points A, B, and C lie on QO.

1. AC is called a _L_, while AC is called a

2. OB is called a _Z_.

3. The best name for AB is _!

4. AABC is QO.
(inscribed in/circumscribed about)

5. CD intersects OO in one point. CD is called a

9-1
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Lines ZX and ZY are tangent to OP.

6. PX, if drawn, would be ? to XZ.

7. If the radius of OP is 6 and XZ = 8, then PZ =

8. If mZZ = 90 and XZ = 13, then XY = _2_.

9. MmLXPY = 100, then mX? = _L_.

10. If mXW = 135 and mWT = 125, then mXWY =
.

11. If XW = WY, then AXPW = _1_.

In OX, mAC = 120.

12. mAB = JL_

13. If AC = CD, then mCD = _^.

14. If XE = 5 and AC = 24, then the

radius = _:

15. If AC = DC, state the theorem that

allows you to deduce that XE = XE.

9-2

9-3

9-4

RS is tangent to the circle at N.

16. If m/.K = 105, then mLPNL =

17. If mPyV = 100, then mAPLN =

mLPNR = _J_.

18. \ijnLK = 110, then m/WL

and

and

9-5

19. If mEF
m L\ =

120 and mGH = 90, then

20. If mEG = 100 and mDF = 40, then

mLEPG = J-_.

21. If W is a tangent, mGtf = 90 and

mLGPH = 25, then mFH = _2_.

9-6

Chords, secants, and a tangent are shown. Find the value of x

22. ^<z—k 23. /-^r\ 24. 9-7
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Chapter Test

Classify each statement as true or false.

1. Opposite angles of an inscribed quadrilateral must be congruent.

2. If a chord in one circle is congruent to a chord in another circle, the arcs

of these chords must have congruent central angles.

3. A diameter that is perpendicular to a chord must bisect the chord.

4. If a line bisects a chord, that line must pass through the center of the circle.

5. If GM intersects a circle in just one point, GM must be tangent to the

circle.

6. It is possible to draw two circles so that no common tangents can be

drawn.

7. An angle inscribed in a semicircle must be a right angle.

8. When one chord is farther from the center of a circle than another chord,

the chord farther from the center is the longer of the two chords.

9. In OO, if mAB = 100, then mAC = _2_.

10. If the radius of OO is 17 and AB = 30. then OE =

DA and DB are tangent to the circle.

11. If AB = BC and mBC = 80. then mLABC =

12. If mLD = 110. then m LBCA = —.
13. Given: mBC = mAB

Prove: AC II DB

14. If mAC = 40 and mBD = 28, then mLAEC = _

15. If AE = 10. EB = 9. and CE = 15, then ED =

PT is tangent to the circle.

16. If mRS = 120 and mST = 160, then m LP

17. If PT = 12 and PS = 18. then PR = ^_.

18. Given: oABCD is inscribed in a circle.

Prove: ABCD is a rectangle.
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Cumulative Review: Chapters 1-9

I 1. If x, x 4- 3, and y are the lengths of the sides of a triangle, then

_L_ < y < _1_.

2. Find the measure of an angle if the measures of a supplement and a

complement of the angle have the ratio 5:2.

3. Given: MN is the median of a trapezoid WXYZ.

Prove: MN bisects WY.

4. Prove: The diagonals of a rhombus divide the

rhombus into four congruent triangles. W

M

5. A 30°-60°-90° triangle is inscribed in a circle of radius 7. Find the length

of each leg of the triangle.

6. Must three parallel lines be coplanar? Draw a diagram to illustrate your

answer.

7. The measures of theangles of a triangle are in the ratio 1:9: 10. Find the

measure of each angle.

8. If a regular polygon has 18 sides, find the measure of each interior angle

and the measure of each exterior angle.

9. If ABCE is a square and AC = 4, find AB.

10. If the lengths of two sides of a right triangle are 6 and 10, find two possible

lengths for the third side.

11. Given: L 1

Prove: AB DC

N

X

12. When the altitude to the hypotenuse of a certain right triangle is drawn,

the altitude divides the hypotenuse into segments of lengths 8 and 10.

Find the length of the shorter leg.

13. Write (a) the contrapositive and (b) the inverse of the following statement:

If quad. ABCD is a parallelogram, then zLA = LC.

14. If OB bisects tAOC, mLAOB = 5t - 7, and mLAOC = St + 10,

find the numerical measure of LBOC.

15. Two chords of a circle intersect inside a circle, dividing one chord into

segments of length 15 and 12 and the other chord into segments of length

9 and t. Find the value of t.

16. If points R and S on a number line have coordinates - 1 1 and 3, and RS

has midpoint T, find RS and ST.
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17. Complete with outside, inside, or on: In a right triangle, (a) the medians

intersect _L_ the triangle, (b) the altitudes intersect ? the triangle, and

(c) the perpendicular bisectors of the sides intersect ? the triangle.

18. In ARST, the bisector of ZT meets RS at X. RS = 15, ST = 27,

TR = 18. Find/?*.

19. Given: All of Bill's sisters like to dance.

What can you conclude from each additional statement? If no conclusion

is possible, write no conclusion.

a. Janice is Bill's sister. b. Holly loves to dance.

c. Maureen is not Bill's sister. d. Kim does not like to dance.

20. Suppose someone plans to write an indirect proof of the statement "In

EJABCD if AB 1 BC, then ABCD is a rectangle." Write a correct first

sentence of the indirect proof.

Complete each statement with the words always, sometimes, or never.

21. A contrapositive of a true conditional statement is
? true.

22. The sides of a triangle are
'

? 14 cm, 17 cm, and 31 cm long.

23. In EJABCD, if m/_A> mLB, then LD is

24. Two obtuse triangles are ? similar.

25. Two lines perpendicular to a third line are ?

Complete.

an acute angle.

perpendicular to each other.

26. If - =
x 10

, then and x =

B 27. The sine of any acute angle must be greater than

28. a. ARWZ ~ _2_

and less than

W
. RW ZR wz

9

c. RW = 15, ZR = 10, and SZ =

WZ = _^ and RS = -L-

29. Given: AB > AC; BD = EC
Prove: BE > CD

30. Given
PR SR

TR QR
Prove: LS = LQ
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Basic Constructions

Objectives

1. Perform seven basic constructions.

2. Use these basic constructions in original construction exercises.

3. State and apply theorems involving concurrent lines.

10-1 What Construction Means
In Chapters 1-9 we have used rulers and protractors to draw segments with

certain lengths and angles with certain measures. In this chapter we will

construct geometric figures using only two instruments, a straightedge and a

compass. (You may use a ruler as a straightedge as long as you do not use

the marks on the ruler.)

Using a Straightedge in Constructions

Given two points A and B, we know from Postulate 6 that there is

exactly one line through A and B. We agree that we can use a straightedge

to draw AB or parts of the line, such as AB and AB.

Using a Compass in Constructions

Given a point O and a length r, we know from the definition of a

circle that there is exactly one circle with center O and radius r. We
agree that we can use a compass to draw this circle or arcs of the

circle.

Construction 1

Given a segment, construct a segment congruent to the given segment.

Given: AB

Construct: A segment congruent to AB

Procedure:

1. Use a straightedge to draw a line. Call it /.

2. Choose any point on / and label it X.

3. Set your compass for radius AB. Using X as center,

/

draw an arc intersecting line /. Label the point of in-

tersection Y.

XY is congruent to AB.

Justification: Since you used AB for the radius of OX, XY = AB.

B

Constructions and Loci / 375
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Construction 2
Given an angle, construct an angle congruent to the given angle.

Given: LABC
Construct: An angle congruent to LABC

Procedure:

1. Draw a ray. Label it RY.

2. Using B as center and any radius, draw an arc intersecting

BA and BC. Label the points of intersection D and E.

respectively.

3. Using R as center and the same radius as in Step 2, draw

an arc intersecting RY. Label the arc XS, with S the

point where the arc intersects RY.

4. Using S as center and a radius equal to DE, draw an arc

that intersects XS at a point Q.

5. Draw RQ.

/-QRS is congruent to LABC.

Justification: If you draw DE and QS, ADBE = AQRS (SSS Postulate).

Then L QRS = LABC.

C

Construction 3
Given an angle, construct the bisector of the angle.

Given: LABC
Construct: The bisector of LABC

Procedure:

1. Using B as center and any radius, draw an arc that

intersects BA at X and BC at Y.

2. Using X as center and a suitable radius, draw an arc.

Using Y as center and the same radius, draw an arc that

intersects the arc with center X at a point Z.

3. Draw BZ.

BZ bisects LABC.

Justification: If you draw XZ and YZ, AXBZ = AYBZ (SSS Postulate).

Then LXBZ = L YBZ and BZ bisects LABC.
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Example Given Z 1 and Z2, construct an angle whose
measure is equal to m Z 1 + raZ2.

Solution First use Construction 2 to construct /LLON
congruent to Z 1 . Then use the same method
to construct LMOL congruent to Z 2 (as

shown) so that m Z MON = w Z 1 + m/L2.

In construction exercises, you won't ordinarily have to write out the procedure

and the justification. However, you should be able to supply them when asked

to do so.

Classroom Exercises

1. Given: AJKM
Explain how to construct a triangle that is

congruent to AJKM.

2. Draw any AB.

a. Construct XY so that XY = AB.

b. Using X and Y as centers, and a radius equal to AB, draw arcs that

intersect. Label the point of intersection Z.

c. Draw XZ and YZ.

d. What kind of triangle is AATZ?

3. Explain how you could construct a 30° angle.

4. Exercise 3 suggests that you could construct other angles with certain

measures. Name some.

5. Suppose you are given the three lengths shown and are r

asked to construct a triangle whose sides have lengths

r, s, and t. Can you do so? State the theorem from
#

Chapter 6 that applies.

6. Z 1 and Z2 are given. You see two attempts at constructing an angle

whose measure is equal to wZl + mZ2. Are both constructions

satisfactory?

m Z SAY = m Z 1 + m Z 2 m Z OUI = m Z 1 + m Z 2
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Written Exercises

On your paper, draw two segments roughly like those shown. Use these

segments in Exercises 1-4 to construct a segment having the indicated length.

1. a + b 2. b - a 3. 3a - b 4. a + 2b

5. Using any convenient length for a side, construct an equilateral triangle.

6. a. Construct a 30° angle. b. Construct a 15° angle.

7. Draw any acute AACU. Use a method based on the SSS Postulate to

construct a triangle congruent to AACU.

8. Draw any obtuse AOBT. Use the SSS method to construct a triangle

congruent to AOBT.

9. Repeat Exercise 7, but use the SAS method.

10. Repeat Exercise 8, but use the ASA method.

On your paper, draw two angles roughly like those shown. Then for

Exercises 11-14 construct an angle having the indicated measure.

11. x + y 12. x - y 13. |jc 14. 180 - 2.y

B 15. a. Draw any acute triangle. Bisect each of the three angles.

b. Draw any obtuse triangle. Bisect each of the three angles.

c. What do you notice about the points of intersection of the bisectors in

parts (a) and (b)?

16. Construct a six-pointed star using the following procedure.

1. Draw a ray, AB. On AB mark off, in order, points C and D such that

AB = BC = CD.
2. Construct equilateral AADG.
3. On AG mark off points E and F so that both AE and EF equal AB.

4. On GD mark off points H and / so that both GH and HI equal AB.

5. To complete the star, draw the three lines FH, EB, and CI.

Construct an angle having the indicated measure.

17. 120 18. 150 19. 165 20. 45

21. Draw any AABC. Construct ADEF so that ADEF ~ AABC and

DE = 2AB.

22. Construct a ARST such that RS:ST:TR = 4:6:7.
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On your paper draw figures roughly like those shown. Use them in constructing
the figures described in Exercises 23-25.

d

23. An isosceles triangle with a vertex angle of if and legs of length d

24. An isosceles triangle with a vertex angle of if and base of length 5

C 25. A parallelogram with an if angle, longer side of length s. and longer
diagonal of length d

* 26. On your paper draw figures roughly like the ones shown. Then construct
a triangle whose three angles are congruent to L 1, z_2. and Z.3, and
whose circumscribed circle has radius r.

Biographical Note Grace Hopper

In 1944 the Mark I. the first

working computing machine,

started operations at Harvard.

It could do three additions per

second: calculations that

took six months by hand

could now be done in a day.

Today, computers are one billion times as fast,

partly because software (programming) has be-

come more efficient, but mostly because of ad-

vances in hardware (electronics) such as the devel-

opment of integrated circuits and silicon chips.

Rear Adm. Grace Hopper. U.S. Navy (Ret.)

worked on that first computing machine and

many others since. After getting her Ph.D. in

mathematics in 1934 from Yale and teaching

for several years. Hopper joined the Navy in

1943 and was assigned to Harvard as a pro-

grammer of the Mark I. In 1957. her work on

making programming faster and easier resulted

in her language called Flowmatic. based on the

novel idea of using English words in a computer

language. The first machine-independent lan-

guage. COBOL, was announced in 1960 and

was based on her language. She continues today

to promote computers and learning, saying

computers are the "first tool to assist man's

brain instead of his arm.*"
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Mixed Review Exercises

Complete.

1. A median of a triangle is a segment from a vertex to the

side.

of the opposite

2. A quadrilateral with both pairs of opposite angles congruent is a

3. A parallelogram with congruent diagonals is a L_.

4. A parallelogram with perpendicular diagonals is a ?

5. If a side of a square has length 5 cm, then a diagonal of the square has

length ? cm.

6. The measure of each interior angle of a regular pentagon is _J

10-2 Perpendiculars and Parallels

The next three constructions are based on a theorem and postulate from earlier

chapters. The theorem and postulate are repeated here for your use.

(1) If a point is equidistant from the endpoints of a segment, then

the point lies on the perpendicular bisector of the segment.

(2) Through any two points there is exactly one line.

Construction 4
Given a segment, construct the perpendicular bisector of the segment.

Given: AB

Construct: The perpendicular bisector of AB

Procedure:

1. Using any radius greater than \AB, draw four arcs of

equal radii, two with center A and two with center

B. Label the points of intersections of these arcs X
and Y.

2. Draw XY.

XY is the perpendicular bisector of AB.

Justification: Points X and Y are equidistant from A and

B. Thus XY is the perpendicular bisector

of AB.

+B

>{

+B

Note that you can use Construction 4 to find the midpoint of a segment.
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Construction 5
Given a point on a line, construct the perpendicular to the line at the given

point.

Given: Point C on line Ik

Construct: The perpendicular to k at C ,
C

Procedure:

1

.

Using C as center and any radius, draw arcs intersecting

k at X and Y.

2. Using X as center and a radius greater than CX. draw

an arc. Using Y as center and the same radius, draw
/

an arc intersecting the arc with center X at a point Z.

3. Draw CZ.

CZ is perpendicular to £ at C.

Justification: You constructed points X and Y so that C is equidistant from X
and Y. Then you constructed point Z so that Z is equidistant from

X and y. Thus CZ is the perpendicular bisector of XY. and

CZ _._ A- at C.

C

Construction 6
Given a point outside a line, construct the perpendicular to the line from the

given point.

Given: Point P outside line k

Construct: The perpendicular to k from P

Procedure:

1

.

Using P as center, draw two arcs of equal radii that

intersect k at points X and Y.

2. Using X and Y as centers and a suitable radius, draw

arcs that intersect at a point Z.

3. Draw PZ.

PZ is perpendicular to k.

Justification: Both P and Z are equidistant from X and

Y. Thus PZ is the perpendicular bisector

of XY. and PZ ± k.

P*

_A

P"

)(«

T7 )"
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Construction 7
Given a point outside a line, construct the parallel to the given line through

the given point.
/>•

Given: Point P outside line k

Construct: The line through P parallel to k

Procedure:

1. Let A and B be two points on line k. Draw PA.

2. At P, construct L 1 so that L 1 and L PAB are congru-

ent corresponding angles. Let / be the line containing

the ray you just constructed.

/ is the line through P parallel to k.

Justification: If two lines are cut by a transversal and

corresponding angles are congruent, then

the lines are parallel. (Postulate 11)

Classroom Exercises

1. Suggest an alternative procedure for Construction 7 that

Constructions 5 and 6.

uses

Describe how you would construct each of the following.

2. The midpoint of BC

3. The median of AABC that contains vertex B

4. The altitude of AABC that contains vertex B

5. The altitude of AABC that contains vertex A

6. The perpendicular to BC at C

7. A square whose sides each have length AC

8. A square whose perimeter equals AC

9. A right triangle with hypotenuse and one leg equal to AC and BC,

respectively

10. A triangle whose sides are in the ratio 1 :2:\/3
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Exercises 11-13 will analyze the following problem.

Given: Line /; points X and Y

Construct: A circle through Y and tangent to / at X

• Y

If the problem had been solved, we would have a diagram
something like the one shown.

11. Where does the center of the circle lie with respect to

line / and point X?

12. Where does the center of the circle lie with respect to

AY?

13. Explain how to carry out the construction of the circle.

Written Exercises

Draw a figure roughly like the one shown, but larger. Do the indicated

construction clearly enough so that your method can be understood easily.

A 1. The perpendicular to / at P 2. The perpendicular to / from 5

3. The perpendicular bisector of JK

K

4. The parallel to / through T

• T

I

5. The parallel to ED through F

D

6. The perpendicular to BA at A

A

E F B C

7. The perpendicular to HJ from G 8. A complement of L KMN
G K
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Construct an angle with the indicated measure.

9. 45 10. 135

11. 22i 12. 105

13. Draw a segment AB. Construct a segment XY whose length equals fAB.

B 14. a. Draw an acute triangle. Construct the perpendicular bisector of each

side.

b. Do the perpendicular bisectors intersect in one point?

c. Repeat parts (a) and (b) using an obtuse triangle.

15. a. Draw an acute triangle. Construct the three altitudes.

b. Do the lines that contain the altitudes intersect in one point?

c. Repeat parts (a) and (b) using an obtuse triangle.

16. a. Draw a very large acute triangle. Construct the three medians.

b. Do the lines that contain the medians intersect in one point?

c. Repeat parts (a) and (b) using an obtuse triangle.

On your paper draw figures roughly like those shown. Use them in constructing

the figures described in Exercises 17-24.

17. A parallelogram with an n° angle and sides of lengths a and b

18. A rectangle with sides of lengths a and b

19. A square with perimeter 2a

20. A rhombus with diagonals of lengths a and b

21. A square with diagonals of length b

22. A segment of length \Ja
2 + b

2

23. A square with diagonals of length b\J2

24. A right triangle with hypotenuse of length a and one leg of length b

25. Drawji segment and let its length be s. Construct a segment whose length

is sv3.

26. Draw a diagram roughly like the one shown. Without laying your straightedge

across any part of the lake, construct more of RS.
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27. Draw three noncollinear points R, S, and T. Construct a triangle whose

sides have R, S, and T as midpoints. (Hint: How is RT related to the side

of the triangle that has 5 as its midpoint?)

28. Draw a segment and let its length be 1.

a. Construct a segment of length \ 5

.

,_ ^ 1 \5 1 + \ 5
b. Construct a segment of lensth—I

. or .

*" 2 2 2

c. Construct a golden rectangle (as discussed on page 253) whose sides

1 + \5
are in the ratio 1 :

.

Challenge

Given AB. its midpoint M. and a point Z outside AB, use only

a straightedge (and no compass) to construct a line through

Z parallel to AB. (Hint: Use Ceva's Theorem, Exercise 33,

page 273.) M

Z

B

Explorations

These exploratory exercises can be done using a computer with a program

that draws and measures geometric figures.

1. Draw any AABC. Draw the bisectors of the angles of the triangle. They

should intersect in one point. Draw a perpendicular segment from this

point to each of the sides. Measure the length of each perpendicular

segment. What do you notice?

2. a. Draw any acute AABC. Draw the perpendicular bisector of each side

of the triangle. They should intersect in one point. Measure the distance

from this point of intersection to each of the vertices of the triangle.

What do you notice?

b. Repeat using an obtuse triangle and a right triangle. Is the same result

true for these triangles as well?

c. In a right triangle, the perpendicular bisectors of the sides intersect in

what point?

Draw the three medians. They A

in one point, as shown in

the right. Find the ratios

Fa-

Draw any AABC.
should intersect

the diagram at

AG BG CG
AD' BE'

an
CF'

What do you notice?
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10-3 Concurrent Lines

When two or more lines intersect in one point, the lines are said to be concurrent.

For example, as you saw in Exercise 15, page 378, the bisectors of the angles

of a triangle are concurrent.

Theorem 10-1

The bisectors of the angles of a triangle intersect in a point that is equidistant

from the three sides of the triangle.

Given: AABC; the bisectors of /LA, /LB, and LC
Prove: The angle bisectors intersect in a point; that point is

equidistant from AB, BC, and AC.

Proof:

The bisectors of LA and /LB intersect at some point /. We will

show that point / also lies on the bisector of L C and that / is

equidistant from AB, BC, and AC.

Draw perpendiculars from / intersecting AB, BC, and AC at R,

S, and T, respectively. Since any point on the bisector of an angle

is equidistant from the sides of the angle (Theorem 4-7, page 154),

IT = IR and IR = IS. Thus IT = IS. Since any point equi-

distant from the sides of an angle is on the bisector of the angle

(Theorem 4-8, page 154), / is on the bisector of /LC. Since

IR = IS = IT, point / is equidistant from AB, BC, and AC.

In Exercises 14-16, page 384, you discovered three other sets of concurrent

lines related to triangles: the perpendicular bisectors of the sides, the lines

containing the altitudes, and the medians. As you can see in the diagrams

below, concurrent lines may intersect in a point outside the triangle. The

intersection point may also lie on the triangle (see Classroom Exercise 4,

page 388).

Perpendicular bisectors Lines containing altitudes
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Theorem 10-2

The perpendicular bisectors of the sides of a triangle intersect in a point that

is equidistant from the three vertices of the triangle.

Given: AABC: the _L bisectors of AB, BC, and AC
Prove: The ± bisectors intersect in a point: that point is equi-

distant from A. B. and C.

Proof:

The perpendicular bisectors of AC and BC intersect at some
point O. We will show that point O lies on the perpendicular

bisector of AB and is equidistant from A, B. and C.

Draw OA. OB. and OC. Since any point on the perpen-

dicular bisector of a segment is equidistant from the endpoints

of the segment (Theorem 4-5. page 153). OA = OC and

OC = OB. Thus OA = OB. Since any point equidistant from

the endpoints of a segment lies on the perpendicular bisector

of the segment (Theorem 4-6. page 153). O is on the perpen-

dicular bisector of AB. Since OA = OB = OC. point O is

equidistant from A. B. and C.

The following theorems will be proved in Chapter 13.

Theorem 10-3

The lines that contain the altitudes of a triangle intersect in a point.

Theorem 10-4

The medians of a triangle intersect in a point that is two thirds of the distance

from each vertex to the midpoint of the opposite side.

According to Theorem 10-4. if AM, BN, and CO are

medians of AABC, then:

AX = \AM
XN = hBN

CX:XO:CO = 2:1:3

The points of intersection described in the theorems in this section are

sometimes called the incenter (point where the angle bisectors meet), circumcenter

(point where the perpendicular bisectors meet), orthocenter (point where the

altitudes meet), and centroid (point where the medians meet).
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Classroom Exercises

1. Draw, if possible, a triangle in which the perpendicular bisectors of the

sides intersect in a point with the location described.

a. A point inside the triangle b. A point outside the triangle

c. A point on the triangle

2. Repeat Exercise 1, but work with angle bisectors.

3. Is there some kind of triangle such that the perpendicular bisector of each

side is also an angle bisector, a median, and an altitude?

4. AJAM is a right triangle.

a. Is JM an altitude of A/AM?
b. Name another altitude shown.

c. In what point do the three altitudes of AJAM meet?

d. Where do the perpendicular bisectors of the sides of

AJAM meet?

e. Does your answer to (d) agree with Theorem 10-2?

5. The medians of ADEF are shown. Find the lengths indicated.

a. EP = _•_ b. PR = _L_
c. If FT = 9, then PT = _J^ and FP = __.

6. Given: RJ and SK are medians of ARST\

X and Y are the midpoints of RG and SG.

a. How are AT and RS related? Why?

b. How are KJ and RS related? Why?

c. How are KJ and AT related? Why?
d. What special kind of quadrilateral is XYJK1 Why?
e. Why does XG = G7?
f. Explain why RG = %RJ'.

Written Exercises

1. Draw a triangle such that the lines containing the three altitudes intersect

in a point with the location described.

a. A point inside the triangle b. A point outside the triangle

c. A point on the triangle

Exercises 2-5 refer to the diagram in which the medians of a triangle are

shown.

2. Find the values of x and y.

3. If AB = 6, then EP = _2_ and AP = _L_.

4. If AB = 7, then BP = -L. and AP = _^_.

5. If PB = 1.9, then AP = _^_ and AB = -J—.
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B

6. Use a ruler and a protractor to draw a regular pentagon. Then construct

the perpendicular bisectors of the five sides.

7. Draw a regular pentagon as in Exercise 6. Construct the angle bisectors.

8. Draw any large AABC and construct equilateral

triangles on each of the sides as shown.

a. In each of the three equilateral triangles,

construct any two medians and find their

point of intersection.

b. Draw the three segments connecting these

three points of intersection.

c. What appears to be true about the triangle

you drew in part (b)?

9. Three towns, located as shown, plan to build one recreation

center to serve all three towns. They decide that the fair

thing to do is to build the hall equidistant from the three

towns. Comment about the wisdom of the plan.

10. See Exercise 9. Locate three towns so that it isn*t possible

to find a spot equidistant from the three towns.

11. In the figure. AD and BE are congruent medians of AABC.
a. Explain why GD = GE.

b. GA = _Z_

•X
• z

c. Name three angles consruent to ^GAB.

AU, BV, and C\Y are the medians of AABC.

12. If AP = .v
2
and PC = 2.x. then x = _2_.

13. If BP = v
2 + 1 and PV = v + 2. then v = or

14. If C\V = lz- - 5r

_- = _2_ and PW =
12 and CP = r 15. then

15. ABCD is a parallelogram with M the midpoint of CD. If

BM intersects AC at X. prove that CX = \AC.

(Hint: Draw BD.)

16. Prove that if two of the medians of a triangle are congruent,

then the triangle is isosceles.

17. In the plane figure, point P is equidistant from R. S. and

T. Describe the location of the following points in the

plane.

a. Points farther from both R and 5 than from T

b. Points closer to both R and 5 than to T

D M c

B
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Self-Test 1

1. Draw any CD. Construct the perpendicular bisector of CD.

2. Construct a 60° angle, /LRST. and its bisector. SQ.

3. Draw a large acute AABC. Then construct altitude AD from vertex A.

4. Draw line / and choose any point P that is not on line t. Construct PQ II t.

5. Draw any AB. Construct rectangle JKLM so that JK = 2AB and KL = AB.

6. Name four types of concurrent lines, rays, or segments that are associated

with triangles.

7. The perpendicular bisectors of the sides of a right triangle intersect in a

point located at _2_.

8. The medians of equilateral AABC intersect at point X. If AD is a median

and AB = 12, then AX = _L_ and XD = _I_.

Application Center of Gravity

The center of gravity of an object is the

point where the weight of the object is

focused. If you lift or support an object,

you can do this most easily under its center

of gravity.

A mobile is either hung or supported

at its center of gravity. In planning a mo-

bile, a sculptor must take into account the

centers of gravity of the component parts.

If an object is not supported under its center of gravity,

it becomes unstable. Suppose you hold a heavy bar in one

hand. If you support it near the center of gravity, it will

be easy to hold (Figure 1 ). To support it at one end requires

more effort (Figure 2), since the pole tends to turn until

the center of gravity is directly below the point of support

(Figure 3).

The center of gravity may be inside an object or outside

of it. The center of gravity of an ice cube is in the middle

of the ice, but the center of gravity of an automobile tire

is not in a part of the tire itself.

17 3d)

*TF=
3(2)

<>
N\N

^
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Exercises

1. For this experiment, cut out a large, irregularly shaped

piece of cardboard.

a. Near the edge, poke a hole just large enough to

allow the cardboard to rotate freely when pinned

through the hole.

b. Pin the cardboard through the hole to a suitable wall

surface. The piece of cardboard will position itself

so that its center of gravity is as low as possible.

This means that it will lie on a vertical line through

the point of suspension. To find this line, tie a

weighted string to the pin. Then draw on the card-

board the line determined by the string.

c. Repeat parts (a) and (b) but use a different hole. The center of gravity

of the cardboard ought to lie on both of the lines you have drawn and

should therefore be their point of intersection. The cardboard should

balance if supported at this point.

2. Cut out a piece of cardboard in the shape of a large scalene triangle.

a. Follow the steps of Exercise 1 using three holes, one near each

of the three vertices.

b. If you worked carefully, all three lines drawn intersect in one

point, the center of gravity of the cardboard. This point is also

referred to as the center of mass or the centroid of the cardboard.

Study the lines you have drawn and explain why in geometry the

point of intersection of the medians of a triangle is called the

centroid of the triangle.

3. Do you think that the center of gravity of a parallelogram is the point

where the diagonals intersect? Use the technique of Exercise 1 to test this

idea.

Mixed Review Exercises

AB is tangent to O0 at B. Complete.

1. If the radius of 00 is 5 and AO = 13. then

AB = _I_.

2. If mLACO = 90 and AB = 10. then AC is

-!— to OO at C and AC = _2_.

3. A triangle circumscribed about a circle intersects the

circle in how many points?

4. Quad. QRST is inscribed in a circle. If

mLQ = 39, find mLS.
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Explorations

These exploratory exercises can be done using a computer with a program
that draws and measures geometric figures.

1. Inscribe a circle D inside a L\ABC. Draw DA, DB, and DC. Compare the

measures of LABD and AABC, LACD and LACB, LBAD and

/LBAC. What do you notice? What type of lines intersect at the center

of a circle inscribed in a triangle?

2. Circumscribe a circle D about a AABC. Draw perpendicular segments

from D to AB, BC, and C4, intersecting the sides at E, F, and G, respectively.

Compare the lengths of AE and AB, BF and BC, and CG and CA. What

do you notice? What type of lines intersect at the center of a circle

circumscribed about a triangle?

More Constructions

Objectives

1. Perform seven additional basic constructions.

2. Use the basic constructions in original construction exercises.

10-4 Circles

Construction 8
Given a point on a circle, construct the tangent to the circle

at the given point.

Given: Point A on QO
Construct: The tangent to QO at A

Procedure:

1. Draw OA.

2. Construct the line perpendicular to OA at A. Call it t.

Line t is tangent to QO at A.

Justification: Because t is perpendicular to radius OA at A,

t is tangent to QO.
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Construction 9
Given a point outside a circle, construct a tangent to the circle from the given

point.

Given: Point P outside QO
Construct: A tangent to QO from P

Procedure:

1. Draw OP.

2. Find the midpoint M of OP by constructing the

perpendicular bisector of OP.

3. Using M as center and MP as radius, draw a circle that

intersects 00 in a point X.

4. Draw PX.

PX is tangent to OO from P. PY. not drawn, is the other

tangent from P.

Justification: If you draw OX. L OXP is inscribed in a semicircle.

Then L OXP is a right angle and PX JL OX. Be-

cause PX is perpendicular to radius OX at its

outer endpoint. PX is tangent to (DO.

• P

Construction 10
Given a triangle, circumscribe a circle about the triangle.

Given: AABC
Construct: A circle passing through A. B. and C

Procedure:

1

.

Construct the perpendicular bisectors of any two sides of

AABC. Label the point of intersection O.

2. Using O as center and OA as radius, draw a circle.

Circle O passes through A. B. and C.

Justification: See Theorem 10-2 on page 387.
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Construction 11

Given a triangle, inscribe a circle in the triangle.

Given: AABC
Construct: A circle tangent to AB, BC, and AC

Procedure:

1. Construct the bisectors of LA and LB.
Label the point of intersection /.

2. Construct a perpendicular from / to AB,

intersecting AB at a point R.

3. Using / as center and IR as radius, draw

a circle.

Circle / is tangent to AB, BC, and AC.

Justification: See Theorem 10-1 on page 386.

Classroom Exercises

1. Explain how to find the midpoint of AB

.

2. Explain how to construct the center of the circle containing

points A, B, and C.

3. Explain how to find the line described.

a. Parallel to RS and passing through P

b. Parallel to RS and tangent to OP

4. Here you see a common method for using just one compass

setting for drawing a circle and dividing the circle into six

congruent arcs. Explain how the method works.

5. Suppose a circle is given. Explain how you can use the

method of Exercise 4 to inscribe an equilateral triangle in the

circle.

6. Suppose the construction of Exercise 4 has been carried out.

Explain how you can then inscribe a regular twelve-sided polygon

in the circle.

©
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7. A student intends to inscribe a circle in

ARST. The center / has been found as

shown. How should the student find the

radius needed?

Written Exercises

In Exercises 1 and 2 draw a diagram similar to the one shown, but larger.

1. Construct a tangent at A.

2. Construct two tangents from P.

3. Draw a large acute triangle. Construct the cir-

cumscribed circle.

P

Construct a large right triangle. Construct the

circumscribed circle.

Draw a large obtuse triangle. Construct the circumscribed circle.

Draw a large acute triangle. Construct the inscribed circle.

Construct a large right triangle. Construct the inscribed circle.

Draw a large obtuse triangle. Construct the inscribed circle.

B 9. Draw a circle. Inscribe an equilateral triangle in the circle.

10. Draw a circle. Inscribe a square in the circle.

11. a. Draw a circle. Inscribe a regular octagon in the circle.

b. How would you use your construction in part (a) to create

an eight-pointed star as shown at the right?

12. Draw a circle. Circumscribe a square about the circle.

13. Construct a square. Circumscribe a circle about the square.

14. Construct a square. Inscribe a circle in the square.

15. Draw a circle. Circumscribe an equilateral triangle about the circle.

In each of Exercises 16 and 17 begin with a diagram roughly

like the one shown, but larger.

16. Construct a line that is parallel to line / and tangent to

(DO.

17. Construct a line that is perpendicular to line / and tangent

toOO.

C 18. Construct three congruent circles, each tangent to the other two circles.

Then construct an equilateral triangle, each side of which is tangent to

two of the circles.

Ex. 11(b)
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In Exercises 19-21 begin with two circles P and Q such that OP and QQ
do not intersect and Q is not inside OF. Let the radii of OP and QQ be p
and q respectively, with p > q.

19. Construct a circle, with radius equal to PQ, that is tangent to OP and

oe-

20. Construct a common external tangent to OP and QQ. One method is

suggested below.

1. Draw a circle with center P and radius p — q.

2. Construct a tangent to this circle from Q, and call the point of tan-

gency Z.

3. Draw PZ. PZ intersects OP in a point X.

4. With center X and radius ZQ, draw an arc that intersects QQ in a.

point Y.

5. Draw XY.

As a justification for this construction, you could begin by drawing QY.

Then show that XZQY is a rectangle. The rest of the justification is easy.

21. Construct a common internal tangent to OP and QQ. (Hint: Draw a circle

with center P and radius p + q.)

10-5 Special Segments

Construction 12
Given a segment, divide the segment into a given number of congruent parts.

(3 shown)

Given: AB A* *B

Construct: Points X and Y on AB so that

AX = XY = YB

Procedure:

1. Choose any point Z not on AB. Draw AZ.

2. Using any radius, start with A as center and

mark off R, S, and T so that AR = RS = ST.

3. Draw TB.

4. At R and S construct lines parallel to TB,

intersecting AB in X and Y.

AX, XY, and YB are congruent parts of AB.

Justification: Since the parallel lines you constructed cut off congruent segments

on transversal AZ, they cut off congruent segments on transversal

AB. (It may help you to think of the parallel to TB through A.)
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Construction 13
Given three segments, construct a fourth segment so that the four segments

are in proportion.

Given: Segments with lengths a. b, and c ,
a

, m

a c
Construct: A segment of leneth .v such that - = - c

b x • '

Procedure:

1. Draw an LHIJ.

2. On IT, mark off IR = a and RS = b.

3. On IH, mark off IT = c.

4. Draw RT.

5. At 5, construct a parallel to RT. intersecting IH
in a point U.

TU has length x such that - = -.
b x

Justification: Because RT is parallel to side SU of ASIU. RT divides the other

two sides of the triangle proportionally. Therefore. -

Construction 14
Given two segments, construct their geometric mean.

Given: Segments with lengths a and b
,

a x
Construct: A segment of lenath x such that - = -

x b

(or x = \ ab)

Procedure:

1. Draw a line and mark off RS = a and ST = b.

2. Locate the midpoint O of RT by constructing the per-

pendicular bisector of RT.

3. Using O as center draw a semicircle with a radius

equal to OR.

4. At S. construct a perpendicular to RT. The

perpendicular intersects the semicircle at a point Z.

ZS. or jc, is the geometric mean between a and b.

Justification: RZT is a semicircle. If you draw RZ and ZT. then

ARZT is a right triangle. Since ZS is the altitude to

the hypotenuse of rt. LRZT.
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Classroom Exercises

1. Given a segment, tell how to construct an equilateral triangle whose perimeter

equals the length of the given segment.

Draw three segments and label their lengths a, b, and c.

c b
2. Construct a segment of length x such that - = -.

a x

3. Describe how to construct a segment of length x such that x — \J2ab.

4. Describe how to construct a segment of length x such that x = \5ab.

5. Describe how to construct a segment of length x such that x = \j4ab.

Exercises 6-11 will analyze the following problem.

Given: Line t\ points A and B

Construct: A circle through A and B and tangent to t

A

•B

//the problem had been solved, we would have a diagram

something like the one shown.

6. Where does the center of the circle lie with respect to

AB1

7. Where does the center of the circle lie with respect to

line t and K, the point of tangency?

K

B

Note that we don't have point K located in the given diagram.

Hunting for ideas, we draw AB. We now have a point J,

which we can locate in the given diagram.

8. State an equation that relates JK to JA and JB.

9 JK
9. Rewrite your equation in the form — = —

.

10. What construction can we use to get the length JK?

In a separate diagram we can mark off the lengths JA and

JB on some line / and then use Construction 14 to find x

JA x
such that — = — . Once we have x, which equals JK, we

x JB

return to the given diagram and draw an arc to locate K.

11. Explain how to complete the construction of the circle.

K

B
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Written Exercises

In each of Exercises 1-4 begin by drawing AB roughly 15 cm long.

1. Divide AB into three congruent segments.

2. a. Use Construction 12 to divide AB into four congruent segments.

b. Use Construction 4 to divide AB into four congruent segments.

3. a. Use Construction 12 to divide AB into five congruent segments.

b. Can Construction 4 be used to divide AB into five congruent segments'?

c. Divide AB into two segments that have the ratio 2:3.

4. Divide AB into two segments that have the ratio 3:4.

On your paper draw four segments roughly as long as those shown below.

Use your segments in Exercises 5-14. In each exercise construct a segment

that has length x satisfying the given condition.

5.*
w

6.^ = X-
x y

7. x = \fyp 8. 3.v = w + 2y

B 9. zx = wy (Hint: First write a proportion that is equivalent to the given

equation and has x as the last term.)

10. x
yp

11. X h\/yp 12. x V3wz 13. x \'6yz

14. Construct AB, with AB = p. Divide AB into two parts that have the ratio

w:y.

15. Draw a segment like the one shown and let its length_be 1. .

Use the segment to construct a segment of length \/15. •

16. a. If x = a\fn, then x is the geometric mean between a and _J

—

b. Draw a segment about 3 cm long. Call its length a. Use your results

from part (a) to construct a segment of length a\n for n = 2,3, and 4.

", 17. Draw CD about 20 cm long. Construct a triangle whose perimeter is equal

to CD and whose sides are in the ratio 2:2:3.

• 18. To trisect a general angle G, a student tried this procedure:

1. Mark off GA congruent to GB.

2. Draw AB.

3. Divide AB into three congruent parts using Construction 12.

4. Draw GX and GY.

Show that the student did not trisect LG. (Hint: Show that

GA > GY. Then use an indirect proof to show that

m/L2 f mL\.)
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Career

Accountant
An accountant is a financial

expert. Accountants study and

analyze a company's or an or-

ganization's overall financial

dealings. They prepare many

different kinds of financial

reports. These include profit-

and-loss statements, which

summarize the company's

earnings for a given period

of time, and balance sheets,

which state the current net

worth of the company. An-

other important accounting

function is the preparation of

tax reports and statements. A
company's owners or managers

rely on the accountant's reports

,w
-gjL_^

^^V ^^B HHl^^^HH
to determine whether the com-

pany is operating efficiently

and profitably, and where im-

provements can be made.

Accountants are usually

college graduates with a major

in accounting. They often

begin work as junior account-

ants. After sufficient work

experience they take an exami-

nation in order to become

certified. Upon passing this

examination, an accountant

becomes a certified public

accountant, or CPA. Further

career advancement may lead

to promotion to senior ac-

countant, specializing in areas

such as cost accounting or au-

diting. Advancement in a dif-

ferent direction may lead to a

financial policy position such

as that of controller or to start-

ing an independent accounting

company.
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Self-Test 2

1. Draw a large QO. Choose a point A that is oubide OO. Construct the

two tangents to OO from point A.

2. Draw a very large obtuse triangle. Construct the inscribed circle.

3. Draw a segment about half as long as the width of your paper. Then
divide the segment by construction into two segments whose lengths have

the ratio 2:1.

4. Draw a large AABC. Then construct DE such that
AB AC
BC ~ DE'

5. Use AABC drawn in Exercise 4 to construct a segment, PQ, whose length

is the geometric mean of AS and AC.

6. You are given OS and diameter FG. To construct parallel tangents to

OS, you could construct a line that is

'

? to FG at
'

and a line that

is
? to FG at _L_.

7. You are given A 77?/. Describe the steps you would use to circumscribe

a circle about A 77?/.

Locus

Objectives

1. Describe the locus that satisfies a given condition.

2. Describe the locus that satisfies more than one given condition.

3. Apply the concept of locus in the solution of construction exercises.

10-6 The Meaning of Locus

A radar system is used to determine the po-

sition, or locus, of airplanes relative to an

airport. In geometry locus means a figure that

is the set of all points, and only those points,

that satisfy one or more conditions.
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Suppose we have a line k in a plane and wish to picture the locus of points

in the plane that are 1 cm from k. Several points are shown in the first diagram
below.

?
1 cm

_L_
1 cm

i

All the points satisfying the given conditions are indicated in the next diagram.

You see that the required locus is a pair of lines parallel to, and 1 cm from, k.

t
1 cm

1 cm -

Suppose we wish to picture the locus of points 1 cm from k without requir-

ing the points to be in a plane. The problem changes. Now you need to con-

sider all the points in space that are 1 cm from line k. The required locus is a

cylindrical surface with axis k and a 1 cm radius, as shown below. Of course,

the surface will extend in both directions without end, just as line k does.

axis

When you are solving a locus problem, always think in terms of three

dimensions unless the statement of the problem restricts the locus to a plane.

Classroom Exercises

1. Draw a point A on the chalkboard.

a. Draw several points on the chalkboard that are 20 cm from A.

b. Draw all the points on the chalkboard that are 20 cm from A.

c. Complete: The locus of all points on the chalkboard that are

20 cm from point A is __Z_.

d. Remove the restriction that the points must lie in the plane of

the chalkboard. Now describe the locus.
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2. Draw two parallel lines k and /.

a. Draw several points that are in the plane containing k and / and are

equidistant from k and /.

b. Draw all the points that are in the plane containing k and / and are

equidistant from k and /.

c. Describe the locus of points that are in the plane of two parallel

lines and equidistant from them.

d. Remove the restriction that the points must lie in the plane of the

two lines. Now describe the locus.

3. Draw an angle.

a. Draw several points in the plane of the angle that are equidistant from

the sides of the angle.

b. Draw all the points in the plane of the angle that are equidistant from

the sides of the angle.

c. Describe the locus of points in the plane of a given angle that

are equidistant from the sides of the angle.

4. What is the locus of points in your classroom that are equidistant from the

ceiling and floor?

5. What is the locus of points in your classroom that are 1 m from the floor?

6. Choose a point P on the floor of the classroom.

a. What is the locus of points, on the floor, that are 1 m from P?

b. What is the locus of points, in the room, that are 1 m from PI

7. What is the locus of points in your class-

room that are equidistant from the ceiling

and floor and are also equidistant from

two opposite side walls?

8. What is the locus of points in your class-

room that are equidistant from the front

and back walls and are also equidistant

from the two side walls?

9. Describe the locus of points on a football

field that are equidistant from the

two goal lines.

10. Draw a circle with radius 6 cm. Use the following definition of distance

from a circle: A point P is x cm from a circle if there is a point of the

circle that is x cm from P but there is no point of the circle that is less

than x cm from P.

a. Draw all the points in the plane of the circle that are 2 cm from

the circle.

b. Complete: Given a circle with a 6 cm radius, the locus of all points in

the plane of the circle and 2 cm from the circle is __i

—

c.

11.

12.

Remove the restriction that the points must lie in the plane of the circle.

Now describe the locus.

Make up a locus problem for which the locus contains exactly one point.

Make up a locus problem for which the locus doesn't contain any points.
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Written Exercises

* Exercises 1-4 deal with figures in a plane. Draw a diagram showing the

locus. Then write a description of the locus.

A 1. Given two points A and B, what is the locus of points equidistant from A
and Bl

2. Given a point P, what is the locus of points 2 cm from P?

3. Given a line h, what is the locus of points 2 cm from /??

4. Given OO, what is the locus of the midpoints of all radii of OO?

In Exercises 5-8 begin each exercise with a square ABCD that has sides

4 cm long. Draw a diagram showing the locus of points on or inside the

square that satisfy the given conditions. Then write a description of the

locus.

5. Equidistant from AB and CD 6. Equidistant from points B and D
7. Equidistant from AB and BC 8. Equidistant from all four sides

Exercises 9-12 deal with figures in space.

9. Given two parallel planes, what is the locus of points equidistant from the

two planes?

10. Given a plane, what is the locus of points 5 cm from the plane?

11. Given point E, what is the locus of points 3 cm from El

12. Given points C and D, what is the locus of points equidistant from C
and D?

Exercises 13-17 deal with figures in a plane. (Note: If a point in a segment

or in an arc is not included in the locus, indicate the point by an open dot.)

B 13. a. Draw an angle HEX. Construct the locus of points equidistant from

the sides of A HEX.
b. Draw two intersecting lines j and k. Construct the locus of points

equidistant from j and k.

14. Draw a segment DE and a line n. Construct the locus of points whose

distance from n is DE.

15. Draw a segment AB. Construct the locus of points P such that LAPB is

a right angle.

16. Draw a segment CD. Construct the locus of points Q such that ACQD
is isosceles with base CD.

17. Draw a segment EF . Construct the locus of points G such that AEFG is

isosceles with leg EF.
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Exercises 18-20 deal with figures in space.

18. Given a sphere, what is the locus of the midpoints of the radii of the

sphere?

19. Given a square, what is the locus of points equidistant from the sides?

20. Given a scalene triangle, what is the locus of points equidistant from the

vertices?

C 21. A ladder leans against a house. As A moves up or down
on the wall, B moves along the ground. What path is

followed by midpoint M? (Hint: Experiment with a meter

stick, a wall, and the floor.)

22. Given a segment CD, what is the locus in space of points

P such that m L CPD = 90?

23. A goat is tied to a square shed as shown. Using

the scale 1:100, carefully draw a diagram that

shows the region over which the goat can graze.

24. A tight wire AC is stretched between the tops of

two vertical posts AB and CD that are 5 m apart

and 2 m high. A ring, at one end of a 6 m leash,

can slide along AC. A dog is tied to the other

end of the leash. Draw a diagram that shows the

region over which the leashed dog can roam. Use

the scale 1: 100.

2 m

5m

10-7 Locus Problems

The plural of locus is loci. The following problem involves intersections of

loci.

Suppose you are given three noncollinear points. A, B, and C. In the

plane of A, B, and C. what is the locus of points that are 1 cm from A and

are, at the same time, equidistant from B and C?

You can analyze one part of the problem at a time.

B»

•C

The locus of points 1 cm from A is

OA with radius 1 cm.

The locus of points equidistant from

B and C is /, the perpendicular bi-

sector of BC.
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The locus of points satisfying both conditions given on the previous page

must lie on both circle A and line /. There are three possibilities, depending

on the positions of A, B, and C, as shown below.

All three can be described in one sentence:

The locus is two points, one point, or no points, depending on the

intersection of the circle with center A and radius 1 cm and the line that

is the perpendicular bisector of BC.

The example that follows deals with the corresponding problem in three

dimensions.

Example Given three noncollinear points A, B, and C, what is the locus of points 1 cm
from A and equidistant from B and C?

Solution

B*

A*

•C
'*£,

The first locus is sphere A with

radius 1 cm.

The second locus is plane P, the

perpendicular bisector of BC.

Possibilities:

The plane might cut the sphere in a circle.

The plane might be tangent to the sphere.

The plane might not have any points in common with the sphere.

Thus, the locus is a circle, one point, or no points, depending on the intersection

of the sphere with center A and radius 1 cm and the plane which is the

perpendicular bisector of BC.
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Classroom Exercises

Exercises 1-4 refer to coplanar figures. Describe the possible intersections

of the figures named.

1. A line and a circle 2. Two circles

3. Two parallel lines and a circle 4. Two perpendicular lines and a circle

5. Consider the following problem: In a plane, what is the locus of points

that are equidistant from the sides of /-A and are equidistant from two

points B and C?

a. The locus of points equidistant from the sides of LA is L_.

b. The locus of points equidistant from B and C is :_.

c. Draw diagrams to show three possibilities with regard to points

that satisfy both conditions (a) and (b).

d. Describe the locus.

Exercises 6-9 refer to figures in space. Describe the possible intersections of

the figures named.

6. A line and a plane 7. A line and a sphere

8. Two spheres 9. A plane and a sphere

10. Let C be the point in the center of your classroom {not the center of the

floor). Describe the locus of points in the room that satisfy the given

conditions.

a. 3 m from C
b. 3 m from C and equidistant from the ceiling and the floor

c. 3 m from C and 1 m from either the ceiling or the floor

Written Exercises

Exercises 1 and 2 refer to plane figures.

1. Draw a new 2 for each part. Then place two points A and B outside

(DO so that the locus of points on 20 and equidistant from A and B is:

a. 2 points

b. points

c. 1 point

2. Draw two parallel lines m and n. Then place two points R and 5 so that

the locus of points equidistant from m and /; and also equidistant from R

and 5 is:

a. 1 point

b. 1 line

c. points
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Exercises 3 and 4 refer to plane figures.

3. Consider the following problem: Given two points D and £, what is the

locus of points 1 cm from D and 2 cm from £?

a. The locus of points 1 cm from D is

b. The locus of points 2 cm from E is _2_.

c. Draw diagrams to show three possibilities with regard to points that

satisfy both conditions (a) and (b).

d. Give a one-sentence solution to the problem.

4. Consider the following problem: Given a point A and a line k, what is the

locus of points 3 cm from A and 1 cm from kl

a. The locus of points 3 cm from A is
?

b. The locus of points 1 cm from k is _L_.

c. Draw diagrams to show five possibilities with regard to points that

satisfy both conditions (a) and (b).

d. Give a one-sentence solution to the problem.

Exercises 5-10 refer to plane figures. Draw a diagram of the locus. Then

write a description of the locus.

5. Point P lies on line /. What is the locus of points on / and 3 cm from PI

6. Point Q lies on line /. What is the locus of points 5 cm from Q and 3 cm
from /?

7. Points A and B are 3 cm apart. What is the locus of points 2 cm from both

A and fi?

8. Lines j and k intersect in point P. What is the locus of points equidistant

from j and k. and 2 cm from P?

9. Given LA. what is the locus of points equidistant from the sides of Z.A

and 2 cm from vertex A?

10. Given ARST, what is the locus of points equidistant from RS and RT and

also equidistant from R and SI

In Exercises 11-14 draw diagrams to show the possibilities with regard to

points in a plane.

B 11. Given points C and D. what is the locus of points 2 cm from C and 3 cm
from D?

12. Given point E and line k. what is the locus of points 3 cm from E and

2 cm from k'~!

13. Given a point A and two parallel lines j and k, what is the locus of points

30 cm from A and equidistant from j and k?

14. Given four points P. Q, R, and 5, what is the locus of points that are

equidistant from P and Q and equidistant from R and 5?
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Exercises 15-19 refer to figures in space. In each exercise te!! what the locus

is. You need not draw the locus or describe it precisely.

Example Given two parallel planes and a point A. what is the locus of

points equidistant from the planes and 3 cm from A?

Solution The locus is a circle, a point, or no points.

15. Given plane Z and point B outside Z. what is the locus of points in Z that

are 3 cm from 5?

16. Given plane Y and point P outside Y. what is the locus of points 2 cm
from P and 2 cm from F?

17. Given AB ± plane 0. what is the locus of points 2 cm from AB and 2 cm
from 0?

18. Given square ABCD. what is the locus of points equidistant from the

vertices of the square?

19. Given point A in plane Z. what is the locus of points 5 cm from A and

d cm from Z? (More than 1 possibility)

20. Given three points, each 2 cm from the other two. draw a diagram to show

the locus of points that are in the plane of the given points and are not

more than 2 cm away from any of them.

21. Points R. S. T. and W are not coplanar and no three of them are collinear.

a. The locus of points equidistant from R and 5 is •

b. The locus of points equidistant from R and T is :_.

c. The loci found in parts (a) and (b) intersect in a ' and all points

in this
'*

are equidistant from points R. 5. and T.

The locus of points equidistant from R and W is

This

C 22.

e. The intersection of the figures found in (c) and (d) is a —
'•*

is equidistant from the four given points.

Can you locate four points J. K. L. and M so that the locus of points

equidistant from J'. K. L. and M is named below? If the answer is yes.

describe the location of the points J. K. L. and M.

a. a point

b. a line

c. a plane

d. no points

23. Assume that the Earth is a sphere. How
many points are there on the Earth's surface

that are equidistant from

a. Houston and Toronto?

b. Houston. Toronto, and Los Angeles?

c. Houston. Toronto. Los Angeles, and

Mexico City?
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24. A mini-radio transmitter has been secured to

a bear. Rangers D, E, and F are studying the

bear's movements. Rangers D and E can receive

the bear's beep at distances up to 10 km, ranger

F at distances up to 15 km.

Draw a diagram showing where the bear might

be at these times:

a. When all three rangers can receive the signal

b. When ranger F suddenly detects the signal

after a period of time during which only

rangers D and E could receive the signal

c. When ranger D is off duty, and ranger F
begins to detect the signal just as ranger E
loses it

Challenge
Given AB, it is possible to construct the

midpoint M of AB using only a compass

(and no straightedge). Study the diagram

until you understand the procedure. Then

draw AB, about 10 cm long, construct its

midpoint M as shown, and prove that M
is the midpoint.

10-8 Locus and Construction

Sometimes the solution to a construction problem depends on finding a point

that satisfies more than one condition. To locate the point, you may have to

begin by constructing a locus of points satisfying one of the conditions.

Example Given the angle and the segments shown, construct AABC with m/LA = n,

AB = r, and the altitude to AB having length .v.
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Solution It is easy to construct LA and side AB.
Point C must satisfy two conditions: C
must lie on AZ. and C must be s units

from AB. The locus of points s units

from AB is a pair of parallel lines. Only

the upper parallel will intersect AZ. We
construct that parallel to AB as follows:

1

.

Construct the perpendicular to AB at

any convenient point X.

2. Mark off s units on the perpendicular

to locate point Y.

3. Construct the perpendicular to XY at

Y. Call it YW.

Note that all points on YW are 5 units

from AB. Thus the intersection of YW
and AZ is the desired point C. To
complete the solution, we simply draw

CB.
B y X

Classroom Exercises

1. The purpose of this exercise is to analyze the following construction

problem:

Given a circle and a segment with length k, inscribe in the circle

an isosceles triangle RST with base RS k units long.

a. Suppose R has been chosen. Where must S lie so that RS

equals k'l (In other words, what is the locus of points k units

from fl?)

b. Now suppose RS has been drawn. Where must T lie so that

RT = ST? (In other words, what is the locus of points equidistant

from R and 5?)

c. Explain the steps of the construction shown.

(1) _ (2)

d. Explain two different ways to finish the construction.
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Two different solutions, both correct, are shown for the following construction

problem. Analyze the diagrams and explain the solutions.

Given segments with lengths r and 5, construct AABC with m L C = 90,

AC = r, and AB = s.

First solution Second solution

Written Exercises

Exercises 1-4 refer to plane figures.

1. Draw any AB and a segment with length h. Use the following steps to

construct the locus of points P such that for every AAPB the altitude from

P to AB would equal h.

a. Construct a perpendicular to AB.

b. Construct two lines parallel to AB, h units from AB.

2. Begin each part of this exercise by drawing any CD. Then construct the

locus of points P that meet the given condition.

a. ACDP is a right angle.

b. LCPD is a right angle. (Hint: See Classroom Exercise 2.)

On your paper draw a segment roughly as long as the one shown. Use

it in Exercises 3 and 4.

3. Draw an angle XYZ. Construct a circle, with radius a, that is tangent to

the sides of L XYZ. (Hint: The center of the circle will be a units from

the sides of Z.ATZ.)

4. Draw a figure roughly like the one shown. Then construct

a circle, with radius a, that passes through N and is tangent

to line k. (Hint: Construct the locus of points that would,

as centers, be the correct distance from k. Also construct

the locus of points that would, as centers, be the correct

distance from N.)

N»
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On your paper draw an angle and three segments roughly like those shown.
Use them in Exercises 5-19. You may find it helpful to begin with a sketch.

5. Construct AB so that AB = t. Then construct the locus of all points C so

that in AABC the altitude from C has length r.

6. Construct AB so that AB = t. Then construct the locus of all points C so

that in AABC the median from C has length s.

B 7. Construct isosceles AABC so that AB = AC = t and so that the altitude

from A has length s.

8. Construct an isosceles trapezoid ABCD with AB the shorter base, with

AB = AD = BC = t. and with an altitude of length r.

9. Construct AABC so that AB = t, AC = s. and the median to AB has

length r.

10. Construct AABC so that m/LA = m/LB = n. and the altitude to AB
has length s.

11. Construct AABC so that tnAC = 90. m/LA = n. and the altitude to

AB has length s.

12. Construct AABC so that AB = s. AC = t. and the altitude to AB has

length r.

13. Construct AABC so that A# = t. and the median to AB and the altitude

to AB have lengths 5 and r, respectively.

14. Construct a right triangle such that the altitude to the hypotenuse and the

median to the hypotenuse have lengths r and s. respectively.

15. Construct both an acute isosceles triangle and an obtuse isosceles triangle

such that each leg has length s and each altitude to a leg has length r.

C 16. Construct a square whose sides each have length 45. A segment of length

35 moves so that its endpoints are always on the sides of the square.

Construct the locus of the midpoint of the moving segment.

17. Construct a right triangle such that the bisector of the right angle divides

the hypotenuse into segments whose lengths are r and s.

18. Construct an isosceles right triangle such that the radius of the inscribed

circle is r.

19. Construct AB so that AB = t. Then construct the locus of points P such

that mLAPB = n.
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Self-Test 3
Describe briefly the locus of points that satisfy the conditions.

1. In the plane of two intersecting lines j and k, and equidistant from the lines

2. In space and t units from point P

3. In space and equidistant from points W and X that are 10 cm apart

4. In the plane of LDEF . equidistant from the sides of the angle, and 4 cm

from EF

5. In the plane of two parallel lines s and t, equidistant from s and t, and

4 cm from a particular point A in the plane (three possibilities)

6. Construct a large isosceles ARST. Then construct the locus of points that

are equidistant from the vertices of ARST.

7. Draw a long segment. BC. and an acute angle, Z_ 1. Construct a right

triangle with an acute angle congruent to Z_ 1 and hypotenuse congruent to

BC.

Extra The Nine-Point Circle

Given any AABC. let H be the intersection of the

three altitudes. There is a circle that passes through

these nine special points:

midpoints L. M. N of the three sides

points R. S. T. where the three altitudes of the

triangle meet the sides

midpoints X. Y, Z of HA. ~HB. ~HC

Key steps of proof:

1. XYMN is a rectangle.

2. The circle circumscribed about XYMN has

diameters MX and NY.

3. Because LXSM and L YTN are right angles, the

circle contains points S and T as well as X. Y.

M, and N

.

4. XLMZ is a rectangle.

5. The circle circumscribed about XLMZ has

diameters MX and LZ.

6. Because LXSM and AZRL are right angles, the

circle contains points 5 and R as well as X. L.

M . and Z.

a <*i/
\s

NjrySH \\\I

/^x\ yy\
L R B

C
t/
/ H \s

\i\

j^^ > \
R B

I R B
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7. The circle of Steps 1-3 and the circle of Steps 4-6 must be the same circle,

because MX is a diameter of both circles.

8. There is a circle that passes through the nine points, L. M. N. R. S. T. X.

y. and Z. (See Steps 3 and 6.)

One way to locate the center of the circle is to locate points X and A/, then

the midpoint of XM.

Exercises

1. Test your mechanical skill by constructing the nine-point circle for an acute

triangle. (The larger the figure, the better.)

2. Repeat Exercise 1. but use an obtuse triangle.

3. Repeat Exercise 1. but use an equilateral triangle. What happens to some
of the nine points?

4. Repeat Exercise 1. but use a right triangle. How many of the nine points

are at the vertex of the right angle?

5. Prove that XYMN is a rectangle. Use the diagram shown for Steps 1-3

of the key steps of proof. (Hint: Compare NM with AB and NX with CR.

)

6. What is the ratio of the radius of the nine-point circle to the radius of the

circumscribed circle?

Chapter Summary
1. Geometric constructions are diagrams that are drawn using only a straightedge

and a compass.

2. Basic constructions:

(1) A segment congruent to a given segment, page 375

(2) An angle congruent to a given angle, page 376

(3) The bisector of a given angle, page 376

(4) The perpendicular bisector of a given segment, page 380

(5) A line perpendicular to a given line at a given point on the line,

page 381

(6) A line perpendicular to a given line from a given point outside the

line, page 381

(7) A line parallel to a given line through a given point outside the line,

page 382

(8) A tangent to a given circle at a given point on the circle, page 392

(9) A tangent to a given circle from a given point outside the circle,

page 393

(10) A circle circumscribed about a given triangle, page 393

(11) A circle inscribed in a given triangle, page 394
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(12) Division of a given segment into any number of congruent parts,

page 396

(13) A segment of length x such that 7 = - when segments of lengths a,ox °

b, and c are given, page 397

(14) A segment whose length is the geometric mean between the lengths

of two given segments, page 397

3. Every triangle has these concurrency properties:

(1) The bisectors of the angles intersect in a point that is equidistant from

the three sides of the triangle.

(2) The perpendicular bisectors of the sides intersect in a point that is

equidistant from the three vertices of the triangle.

(3) The lines that contain the altitudes intersect in a point.

(4) The medians intersect in a point that is two thirds of the distance

from each vertex to the midpoint of the opposite side.

4. A locus is the set of all points, and only those points, that satisfy one or

more conditions.

5. A locus that satisfies more than one condition is found by considering all

possible intersections of the loci for the separate conditions.

Chapter Review

In Exercises 1-3 draw a diagram that is similar to, but larger than, the one

shown. Then do the constructions. x
1. Draw any line m. On m construct ST such that ST = 3XY. / \ 10-1

2. Construct an angle with measure equal to m LX + m/LZ.

3. Bisect LY.

Use a diagram like the one below for Exercises 4-7.

• E
•D

B

4. Construct the perpendicular bisector of AB. 10-2

5. Construct the perpendicular to AC at C.

6. Construct the perpendicular to AC from D.

7. Construct the parallel to AC through E.
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8. The _^!_ of a triangle intersect in a point that is equi- \f 10-3
distant from the vertices of the triangle.

9. The _•_ of a triangle intersect in a point that is equi-

distant from the sides of the triangle.

10. If MR = 12. then MP = ?

11. QR-.RO = —L_ (numerical answer)

Draw a large GO. Label a point F on QO and a point G outside 00.

12. Construct the tangent to GO at F. 10-4

13. Construct a tangent to 00 from G.

14. Draw a large acute triangle. Find, by construction, the center of the circle

that could be inscribed in the triangle.

15. Draw a large obtuse triangle. Construct a circle that circumscribes the

triansle.

Draw segments about as long as those shown below. In each exercise, construct

a segment with the required length t.

16. r = be 17. at = be 18. t = k{a + b) 10-5

19. Given two parallel lines / and m, what is the locus of points in their 10-6

plane and equidistant from them?

20. Given two points A and B. what is the locus of points, in space, equidistant

from A and 5?

21. What is the locus of points in space equidistant from two parallel planes?

22. What is the locus of points in space that are equidistant from the vertices

of equilateral LsHJK'1
.

23. Points P and Q are 6 cm apart. What is the locus of points in a plane 10-7

that are equidistant from P and Q and are 8 cm from PI Sketch the locus.

24. Point R is on line /. What is the locus in space of points that are 8 cm
from / and 8 cm from 7??

25. What is the locus of points in space that are 1 m from plane Q and

2 m from point Z not in 0/? (There is more than one possibility.)

Use the segments with lengths a, b. and c that you drew for Exercises 16-18.

26. Construct an isosceles right triangle with hypotenuse of length a. 10-8

27. Construct a ARST with RS = a. RT = c. and the median to RS of

length b.
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Chapter Test

Begin by drawing segments and an angle roughly like those shown.

1. Construct an isosceles triangle with vertex angle congruent to Z. 1 and legs

of length z.

2. Construct a 30°-60°-90° triangle with shorter leg of length y.

3. Construct a segment of length \fx~y.

4. Construct a segment of length §(y + 2z).

5. Construct a segment of length n such that - y

z n

6. Draw a large circle and a point K not on the circle. Using K as one ver-

tex, construct any triangle that is circumscribed about the circle.

7. Draw a large triangle and construct the circle inscribed in the triangle.

8. In a right triangle (a) the ? of the triangle intersect at a point on the

hypotenuse, (b) the ? intersect at a point inside the triangle, and (c) the

altitudes of the triangle intersect at a ? of the triangle.

9. An isosceles triangle has sides of length 5,5, and 8.

a. What is the length of the median to the base?

b. When the three medians are drawn, the median to the base is divided

into segments with lengths ? and I

10. Given points R and S in plane Z, what is the locus of points (a) in Z and

equidistant from R and S and (b) in space and equidistant from R and SI

11. Given points T and U 8 units apart, what is the locus of points, in space,

that are 6 units from T and 4 units from U!

12. Draw a line / and a point A on it. Using y and z from Exercises 1-5,

construct the locus of points z units from / and y units from A.
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Algebra Review: Evaluating Formulas

Evaluate each expression for the given values of the variables.

Example \bh when b = 12 and h = 6\ 3 Solution l(12)(6V3) = 36\/3

1. Area of a square: s
2 when s = 1.3

2. Length of hypotenuse of a right triangle: \'a
2 + b

2 when a = 15 and fr = 20

5 3
3. Perimeter of parallelogram: 2x + 2v when x = - and y = -

4. Perimeter of triangle: a + b + c when a = 11.5, b = 7.2, and c = 9.9

5. Area of a rectangle: Iw when / = 2\ 6 and w = 3\/3

4 13
6. Perimeter of isosceles trapezoid: 2r + s + t when r = - , s = 1 , and / = —

7. 77-r when r = 30 (Use 3.14 for it.) 8. Av/j when / = 8. w = 6-, and h = 3-
4 2

9. 2(/w + wh + //?)when/ = 4.5, w = 3, 10. :!—:— when x = 3 and y = -4
and /z = 1

v + 2

jc + 5 5
11. when x = — 2 and y = -4 12. mx + b when x = -6. w = -,

and & = — 2

13. 6r when f = 3 14. (6f)
2 when t = 3

15. £Ma + b) when h = 3, a = 3^/l, 16. \ (.v - 5)
2 + (y - 3)

2 when x = 1

and /? = 7\/2 and y =

17. -x
2
h when .r = 4\ 3 and h = 6 18. 2s

2 + 4s/z when 5 = \ 6 and h = -\/6

Use the given information to rewrite each expression.

Example Bh when B = hrs Solution Bh = (hrs)h - hrsh

19. c(x + y) when x + y = d 20. 5/?/? when 5 = 7rr
2

21. \pl when p = 2irr

22. 2(/ + w) when / = s 23. 47rr
2 when r = \d 24. nd^a) when ns = p

and vv = 5

Solve each formula for the variable shown in color.

Example y = mx + b Solution y — b — mx;

y - b , nx = . /n fm

25. ax + by = c 26. C = ird 27. 5 = (/, - 2)180 28. .v
2 + y

2 = r
2

29. - = - 30. a
2 + /r = (a\2f 31. A = |M 32. m = ^-^

h y «• - 2
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Preparing for College Entrance Exams

Strategy for Success
Often the answer to a question can be found by writing an equation or

inequality and solving it. When a complete solution is time-consuming,

you may find that the fastest way to answer the question is to test the

suggested answers in your equation or inequality.

Indicate the best answer by writing the appropriate letter.

1. AB and AC are tangent to QO at B and C. If mBC = x, then m LBAC =

(A) x (B) 180 - x (C) 360 - x (D) 180 + x (E) |jt

2. If quadrilateral JKLM is inscribed in a circle and /LJ and LK are sup-

plementary angles, then LJ:

(A) must be congruent to LL (B) must be a right angle

(C) must be congruent to LM (D) must be an acute angle

(E) must be supplementary to LM
3. In QM, chords RS and TU intersect at X. If RX = 15,

XS = 18, and TX:XU = 3: 10, then XU =

(A) 3^ (B) 9^ (C) 20|§ JD) 25^ (E) 30

4. If mXW = 60, mWZ = 70, and mZY = 70, then

mA 1 =

(A) 45 (B) 50 (C) 60 (D) 65 (E) 70

5. If VW = 10, WX = 6, and VZ = 8, then ZY =

(A) 4.8 (B) 12 (C) 7.5 (D) 20 (E) 16 ^-^y Exs. 4, 5

6. Given AABC, you can find the locus of points in the plane of AABC and

equidistant from AB, BC, and AC by constructing:

(A) two medians (B) two altitudes (C) two angle bisectors

(D) the perpendicular bisectors of two sides (E) the circumscribed circle

7. To construct a tangent to OR from a point 5 outside OR, you need to

construct:

(A) the perpendicular bisector of RS

(B) a perpendicular to RS at the point where RS intersects OR
(C) a diameter that is perpendicular to RS

(D) a perpendicular to RS through point S

(E) a 30°-60°-90° triangle with vertex S

8. The locus of points 6 cm from plane P and 10 cm from a given point J

cannot be:

(A) no points (B) one point (C) a line (D) a circle (E) two circles

9. The locus of the midpoints of all 8 cm chords in a circle of radius 5 cm is:

(A) a point (B) a segment (C) a line (D) a ray (E) a circle
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Cumulative Review: Chapters 1-10

Write always, sometimes, or never to complete each statement.

1. A quadrilateral _2_ has four obtuse angles.

2. Two isosceles right triangles with congruent hypotenuses are

congruent.

3. If AC on OOjmd BD on Of have the same measure, then AC is

congruent to BD.

4. If two consecutive sides of a parallelogram are perpendicular, then the

diagonals are L_ perpendicular.

5. If the lengths of the sides of two triangles are in proportion, then the

corresponding angles are ? congruent.

6. The tangent of an angle is
? greater than 1

.

7. A triangle with sides of length 2.v, 3.v, and 4.v, with x > 0, is
? acute.

8. Given a plane containing points A and B. the locus of points in the plane

that are equidistant from A and B and are 10 cm from A is L_ one point.

Complete each statement in Exercises 9-12.

9. If mAB = 80, mCD = 66, and mDA = 70,

then mLASD = _2_.

10. If BS = 12, SD = 6, and AS = 8, then SC = _•_.

11. If RD = 9 and DB = 16, then RC = ^_.

12. If mAB = 80. mCD = 66. and mDA = 70,

then m LR = L_.

13. Draw a large AMNP. Construct a AXYZ congruent to A MNP.

B 14. Describe the locus of points in space that are 4 cm from plane X and

8 cm from point J.

15. ADEF is a right triangle with hypotenuse DF . DE = 6 and EF = 8.

a. If EX 1 D~F at X, find DX.

b. If Y lies on DF and EY bisects tDEF, find DK.

16. If each interior angle of a regular polygon has measure 160, how many

sides does the polygon have?

17. Given: QO; ml- 1 = 45 18. Use the given diagram to prove that

Prove: AOPQ is a 45°-45 o-90° A. WX • YV == XV - ZF.

Q z

19. Draw Afi. Construct any rectangle with a diagonal congruent to AB.





Areas of Polygons

Objectives

1. Understand what is meant by the area of a polygon.

2. Understand the area postulates.

3. Know and use the formulas for the areas of rectangles,

parallelograms, triangles, rhombuses, trapezoids, and regular

polygons.

11-1 Areas of Rectangles

In everyday conversation people often refer to the area of a rectangle when
what they really mean is the area of a rectangular region.

Rectangle Rectangular region

We will continue this common practice to simplify our discussion. Thus, when
we speak of the area of a triangle, we will mean the area of the triangular

region that includes the triangle and its interior.

In Chapter l we accepted postulates that enable us to express the lengths

of segments and the measures of angles as positive numbers. Similarly, the

areas of figures are positive numbers with properties given by area postulates.

Postulate 17
The area of a square is the square of the length of a side. (A = s

2
)

Length: 1 unit Area: 1 square unit

By counting.

Area = 9 square units

By using the formula,

Area = 3
2 = 9 (square units)

;

Postulate 18 Area Congruence Postulate

If two figures are congruent, then they have the same area.

Areas of Plane Figures / 423
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Postulate 19 Area Addition Postulate

The area of a region is the sum of the areas of its non-overlapping parts.

Area of PQRS = Area I + Area II Area of ABCD = Area I + Area II + Area III

Any side of a rectangle or other parallelogram can be considered to be a

base. The length of a base will be denoted by b. In this text the term base

will be used to refer either to the line segment or to its length. An altitude

to a base is any segment perpendicular to the line containing the base from

any point on the opposite side. The length of an altitude is called the height (h).

All the altitudes to a particular base have the same length.

h t q base

base h base

Theorem 11-1

The area of a rectangle equals the product of its base and height.

(A = bh)

Given: A rectangle with base b and height h

Prove: A = bh

Proof:

Building onto the given shaded rectangle, we can draw a

large square consisting of these non-overlapping parts:

the given rectangle with area A
a congruent rectangle with area A
a square with area b

2

a square with area h
2

Area of big square = 2A + b
2 + h

2

Area of big square = (b + h)
2 = b + 2bh + h

2

2A + b
2 + h

2 = b
2 + 2bh + h

2

2A = 2bh

A = bh

A h2

j

b1 A

1

(Area Addition Postulate)

(A = s
2

)

(Substitution Prop.)

(Subtraction Prop, of =

)

(Division Prop, of =)
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Areas are always measured in square units. Some common units of area

are the square centimeter (cnr) and the square meter (m2). In part (b) of the

example below, notice that the unit of length and the unit of area are understood
to be •"units" and "square units. "" respectively. It is important to remember
that the implied units for length and area are different.

Example Find the area of each figure.

a. A rectangle with base 3.5 cm and heiaht 2 cm

Solution a. A = 3.5(2) = 7 <cm :
)

b. Method 1 (see blue lines)

Method 2 (see red line)

A = (8 • 5) - (2 • 2) = 40 - 4 = 36

A = (8 • 3) + (6 • 2) = 24 -i- 12 = 36

Classroom Exercises

1. Tell what each letter represents in the formula A = s
2

.

2. Tell what each letter represents in the formula A = bh.

3. Find the area and perimeter of a square with sides 5 cm long.

4. The perimeter of a square is 28 cm. What is the area?

5. The area of a square is 64 cm". What is the perimeter?

Exercises 6-13 refer to rectangles. Complete the table.

6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13.

b 8 cm 4 cm 12 m 1
_

3\2 4\2 5\3 x + 3

h 3 cm 1.2 cm 9 5 cm 2 \2 2\3 X

A 36 nr 55 cnr 7

14. a. What is the converse of the Area Congruence Postulate?

b. Is this converse true or false? Explain.

15. a. Draw three noncongruent rectangles, each with perimeter 20 cm. Find

the area of each rectangle.

b. Of all rectangles having perimeter 20 cm. which one do you think has

the greatest area? (Give its length and width.)
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Written Exercises

Exercises 1-16 refer to rectangles. Complete the tables, p is the perimeter.

A 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

b 12 cm 8.2 cm 16 cm 7 3V2 V6 2x 4* - 1

h 5 cm 4 cm 7 8 m 4V2 V2 x - 3 it + 2

A ? ? 80 cm 2
120 m2

7 7 7 7

9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16.

ft 9 cm 40 cm 16 cm x + 5 a + 3 it + 7 X 7

/; 4 cm 7 7 X a - 3 7 7 y

A 7 7 7 7 7 7 jc
2 — 3x y

2 + 7y

P 7 100 cm 42 cm 7 7 4it + 20 7 7

Consecutive sides of the figures are perpendicular. Find the area of each figure.

B 17. 5 18. 2.8 19.

2.8

2.8
2

2

2.8
2

2

21.

(Give answer correct

to the nearest tenth.)

22.

In Exercises 23 and 24 find each area in terms of the variables.

23. *y 24. *y

3j

3v

Ax

3 J

2x

2x

3v
2v

2v

8v

3v
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12 m

25. Find the area of a square with diagonals of length d.

26. The length of a rectangle is 12 cm more than its width.

Find the area of the rectangle if its perimeter is 100 cm.

27. A path 2 m wide surrounds a rectangular garden 20 m
long and 12 m wide. Find the area of the path. 4m

28. How much will it cost to blacktop the driveway shown
if blacktopping costs $11.00 per square meter? Ex. 28

29. A room 28 ft long and 20 ft wide has walls 8 ft high.

a. What is the total wall area?

b. How many gallon cans of paint should be bought to paint the walls if

1 gal of paint covers 300 ft
2
?

30. A wooden fence 6 ft high and 220 ft long is to be painted on both sides.

a. What is the total area to be painted?

b. A gallon of a certain type of paint will cover only 200 ft
2
of area for

the first coat, but on the second coat a gallon of the same paint will

cover 300 ft
2

. If the fence is to be given two coats of paint, how many

gallons of paint should be bought?

31. A rectangle having area 392 m2
is twice as long as it is wide.

Find its dimensions.

32. The lengths of the sides of three squares are 5,5 4- 1 , and s + 2.

If their total area is 365 cm 2
, find their total perimeter.

33. Derive a formula for the area of the triangle shown by using the

formula for the area of a rectangle.

34. The diagonals of a rectangle are 18 cm long and in-

tersect at a 60° angle. Find the area of the rectangle.

35. a. Suppose you have 40 m of fencing with which to

make a rectangular pen for a dog. If one side of

the rectangle is x m long, explain why the other

side is (20 — x) m long.

b. Express the area of the pen in terms of x.

c. Find the area of the pen for each value of x: 0, 2,

4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. Record your answers

on a set of axes like the one shown.

d. Give the dimensions of the pen with the greatest

area.

C 36. A farmer has 100 m of fencing with which to make a

rectangular corral. A side of a barn will be used as

one side of the corral, as shown in the overhead view.

a. If the width of the corral is x, express the length and the

area in terms of x.

b. Make a graph showing values of x on the horizontal axis

and the corresponding areas on the vertical axis.

c. What dimensions give the corral the greatest possible area?

37. Draw a rectangle. Then construct a square with equal area.

9m

I I I I I i I

10

vimi

l 1 1

Barn
1 1 l

x Corral
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Computer Key-In

The shaded region shown is bounded by the graph

of y = x
2

, by the jc-axis, and by the vertical line

through the points (1,0) and (1, 1). You can

approximate the area of the shaded region by

drawing ten rectangles having base vertices at

x = 0, 0.1, 0.2. 0.3, . . . , 1.0, as shown, and

computing the sum of the areas of the ten rec-

tangles. The base of each rectangle is 0.1. and

the height of each rectangle is given by y = x
2

.

The following computer program will com-

pute and add the areas of the ten rectangles shown

in the diagram. In line 30, Y is the height of

each rectangle. In line 40, A gives the current

total of all the areas.

0.9--

ht.=o.or = i

area = (l)(0.1)Ny
= 0.1

(1,1)

ht.=(O.9) 2 = 0.81.

area = (0.8 1)(0.1)

= 0.081

10 LET X = 0.1

20 FOR N = 1 TO 10
"

30 LET Y = X | 2

40 LET A = A + Y*0.1
50 LET X = X + . 1

60 NEXT N

70 PRINT "AREA IS APPROXIMATELY ";A
80 END

If the program is run, the computer will print

AREA IS APPROXIMATELY 0.385

Exercises

1. A better approximation can be found by using 100 smaller rectangles with

base vertices at 0, 0.01, 0.02.

40, and 50 as follows:

0.03, 1.00. Change lines 10, 20,

10 LET X = 0.01
20 FOR N = 1 TO 100

40 LET A=A+Y*0.01
50 LET X = X + 0.01

RUN the program to approximate the area of the shaded region.

2. Modify the given program so that it will use 1000 rectangles with base

vertices at 0, 0.001, 0.002, 0.003, . . . , 1.000 to approximate the area

of the shaded region. RUN the program.

3. Is the actual area of the shaded region more or less than the value given

by the computer program? Explain.
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11-2 Areas of Parallelograms,

Triangles, and Rhombuses
Although proofs of most area formulas are easy to understand, detailed formal

proofs are long and time consuming. Therefore, we will show the key steps

of each proof.

Theorem 11-2
The area of a parallelogram equals the product of a base and the height to

that base. (A = bh)

Given: EJPQRS

Prove: A = bh

Key steps of proof:

1. Draw altitudes PV and QT, forming two rt. A.

2. Area I = Area III (APSV = AQRT by HL or AAS)
3. Area of UPQRS = Area II + Area I

= Area II + Area III

= Area of rect. PQTV
= bh

V R

Example 1 Find the area of the parallelogram shown.

Solution Notice the 45°-45°-90° triangle.

8 8 \2 8\/2
h = — = -= • — = —— = 4V2

y/2 V2 V2 2

A = bh = 10 • 4V2 = 40\/2

Theorem 11-3
The area of a triangle equals half the product of a base and the height to

that base. (A = \bh)

Given: AXYZ

Prove: A = \bh

Key steps of proof:

1

.

Draw XW II YZ and ZW II YX,

forming EJWXYZ.
2. AXYZ = AZWX (SAS or SSS)

3. Area of AXYZ = h • Area of CJWXYZ
= hbh
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Example 2 Find the area of a triangle with sides 8,8, and 6.

Solution Draw the altitude to the base shown. Since the triangle

is isosceles, this altitude bisects the base.

h
2 + 3

2 = 8
2

(Pythagorean Theorem)

h
2 = 64 - 9 = 55

h = V55
A = \bh = \ • 6 • \/55 = 3\/55

Example 3 Find the area of an equilateral triangle with side 6.

Solution Draw an altitude. Two 30°-60°-90° triangles are formed.

h = 3V3
A = \bh = \ • 6 • 3\/3 = 9\/3 6

1

Theorem 11-4
The area of a rhombus equals half the product of its diagonals

(a = yxd2 )

Given: Rhombus ABCD with diagonals d
t
and d2

Prove: A = hd
x
d2

Key steps of proof:

1. AADC = AABC (SSS)

2. Since DB 1 AC, the area of AADC
ibh = 2 * d\ • 2.d2 = \d

x
d2 .

3. Area of rhombus ABCD = 2 • \d
x
d2

= \d
x
d2

Classroom Exercises

1. The area of the parallelogram can be found in two ways:

a. A = 8-_^ = _?_
b. A = 4-_J_ = _1_

2. Find the areas of AABC, ADBC, and AEBC.

3. Give two formulas that can be used to find

the area of a rhombus. (Hint: Every

rhombus is also a —1 ) y c

U
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Find the area of each

4. A
figure.

5.

8.

3/

/60

6 6.

9.

4 / \ 4

/
6

5

5y^X
4

h

n \
-6

1

7 - A y 12

/'>7
\A 5 ^^n

Written Exercises

In Exercises 1-20 find the area of each figure.

1. A triangle with base 5.2 m and corresponding height 11.5 m
2. A triangle with sides 3. 4, and 5

3. A parallelogram with base 3\2 and corresponding height 2\/2

4. A rhombus with diagonals 4 and 6

5. An equilateral triangle with sides 8 ft

6. An isosceles triangle with sides 10. 10. and 16

7. 8. 9.

10.

11.

12.

B 13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

An isosceles triangle with base 10 and perimeter 36

An isosceles right triangle with hypotenuse 8

An equilateral triangle with perimeter 18

A parallelogram with a 45° angle and sides 6 and 10

A rhombus with a 120° angle and sides 6 cm

A 30°-60°-90° triangle with hypotenuse 10

An equilateral triangle with height 9

A rhombus with perimeter 68 and one diagonal 30

A regular hexagon with perimeter 60

A square inscribed in a circle with radius r

A rectangle with length 16 inscribed in a circle with radius 10
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In Exercises 21-24 use a calculator or the trigonometry table on page 311 to

And the area of each figure to the nearest tenth.

21 22. n

24. An isosceles triangle with a 32° vertex angle and a base of 8 cm

25. FG is the altitude to the hypotenuse of ADEF. Name
three similar triangles and find their areas. (Hint: See

Theorem 8-1 and Corollary 1 on pages 285-286.)

26. If the area of EJPQRS is 36 and T is a point on ~PQ,

find the area of ARST. (Hint: Draw a diagram.)

In Exercises 27 and 28, AM is a median of AABC.

27. If BC = 16 and h = 5, find the areas of AABC
and AAMB.

28. Prove: Area of AAMB = \ • Area of AABC
29. a. Find the ratio of the areas of AQRT and AQTS.

b. If the area of AQRS is 240, find the length of

the altitude from S to QR.

30. An isosceles triangle has sides that are 5 cm, 5 cm,

and 8 cm long. Find its area and the lengths of the

three altitudes.

31. a. Find the area of the right triangle in terms of a and b.

b. Find the area of the right triangle in terms of c and h.

c. Solve for h in terms of the other variables.

d. A right triangle has legs 6 and 8. Find the lengths of

the altitude and the median to the hypotenuse.

32. Use the diagram at the right.

a. Find the area of EJPQRS.
b. Find the area of APSR.
c. Find the area of AOSR. (Hint: Refer

to APSR and use Exercise 28.)

d. What is the area of APSOl
e. What must the area of APOQ be? Why?

What must the area of AOQR be?

f. State what you have shown in parts (a)-(e) about how the diagonals

of a parallelogram divide the parallelogram.

33. a. An equilateral triangle has sides of length s. Show that its area is

£*
b. Find the area of an equilateral triangle with side 7.
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34. Think of a parallelogram made with cardboard strips and
hinged at each vertex so that the measure of LC will

vary. Find the area of the parallelogram for each measure
of Z.C given in parts (a)-(e).

a. 30 b. 45 c. 60 d. 90 e. 120 20

f. Approximate your answers to parts (b), (c), and (e) by using

V2 ~ 1.4 and V3 ~ 1.7. Then record your answers to parts (a)-(e)

on a set of axes like the one below.

200+

100-

O
30 45 60 90

Measure of lC

120

35 Find the length of the two diagonals if oneThe area of a rhombus is 100.

is twice as long as the other.

36. The base of a triangle is 1 cm longer than its altitude. If the area of the

triangle is 210 cm 2
, how long is the altitude?

2),37. Find the area of quadrilateral ABCD given A(2,

B(6, 4), C(- 1, 5), and £>(-5, 2).

38. Two squares each with sides 12 cm are placed so that a

vertex of one lies at the center of the other. Find the area

of the shaded region.

39. The diagonals of a parallelogram are 82 cm and 30 cm.

One altitude is 18 cm long. Find the two possible values

for the area.

12 cm

For Exercises 40-42, draw a scalene triangle ABC.

40. Construct an isosceles triangle whose area is equal to the area of AABC.

41. Construct an isosceles right triangle whose area is equal to the area of

AABC.

42. Construct an equilateral triangle whose area is equal to the area of AABC.

Explorations

These exploratory exercises can be done using a computer with a program

that draws and measures geometric figures.

Draw any quadrilateral and connect the midpoints of its sides. You should get

a parallelogram (see Exercise 11, page 186). Compare the area of the original

quadrilateral and the area of this parallelogram. What do you notice? Can

you explain why this is true?
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Calculator Key-In

More than 2000 years ago. Heron, a mathematician from Alexandria.

Egypt, derived a formula for finding the area of a triangle when

the lengths of its sides are known. This formula is known as Heron's

Formula. To find the area of AABC using this formula:

Step 1 Find the semiperimeter s = ha — b + c).

Step 2 Area = A - \ s(s - a)(s - b)(s — c)

Example If a = 5. b = 6. and c = 7. find the are*

Solution Step 1 s = i(5 - 6 - 7) = 9

Step 2 A = \s(s - a)(s - bHs - c)

= \9(9 - 5)(9 - 6)(9 - 7)

= \9 -4
• 3 • 2

= 6\6

It is convenient to use a calculator when evaluating areas by using Heron's

Formula. A calculator gives 14.7 as the approximate area of the triangle in

the example above.

Exercises

The lengths of the sides of a triangle are given. Use a calculator to Find the

area and the three heights of the triangle, each correct to three significant

digits. (Hint: h = — .)

b

1. 9. 10. 11

5. 6.3. 7.2. 10.1

2. 5. 7. 8

6. 68. 77. 105

3. 6. 11. 13

7. 5.5. 6.5. 10

4. 15. 16. 17

8. 12. 18. 27

Use two different methods to Find the exact area of each triangle whose sides

are given.

9. 3. 4. 5 10. 6. 6. 6 11. 13. 13. 10 12. 29. 29. 42

13. Something strange happens when Heron's Formula is used with a — 47,

b = 38. and c = 85. Why does this occur

14. Heron also derived the following formula for the area of

an inscribed quadrilateral with sides a. b. c. and d:

A = \ (s - a)(s - b)(s - c)(s - d).

where the semiperimeter s = h(a + b + c + d)

Use this formula to find the area of an isosceles trapezoid

with sides 10. 10. 10. and 20 that is inscribed in a circle.
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11-3 Areas of Trapezoids

An altitude of a trapezoid is any segment perpendicular to a line containing a

base from a point on the opposite base. Since the bases are parallel, all altitudes

have the same length, called the height (h) of the trapezoid.

Theorem 11-5
The area of a trapezoid equals half the product of the height and the sum
of the bases. (A = \h(b

l
+ b 2 ))

Key steps of proof:

1. Draw diagonal BD of trap. ABCD. forming two

triangular regions. I and II. each with height hi.

2. Area of trapezoid = Area I + Area II

= \b
v
h + hb2h

= kh(bi + b2)

Example 1 Find the area of a trapezoid with height 7 and bases 12 and 8.

Solution A = hh(b
x

+ b2 ) = i " 7 •
( 12 + 8) = 70

Example 2 Find the area of an isosceles trapezoid with legs 5 and bases 6 and 10.

Solution When you draw the two altitudes shown, you get a

rectangle and two congruent right triangles. The

segments of the lower base must have lengths 2. 6.

and 2. First find h:

\Zlr + 2" = 5"

)r =21
h = \2\

Then find the area: A = \h(b
x

+ b 2 ) = h\ 27(10 + 6) = 8\ 21

10

Classroom Exercises

Find the area of each trapezoid and the length of the median.

1. I 2. 5 3.

-13-

14

13

d d
12
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4. Use your answers from Exercises 1-3 to explain why the area of a trapezoid

can be given by the formula

Area = height x median.

5. Does the median of a trapezoid divide it into two regions of equal area?

6. Does the segment joining the midpoints of the parallel sides of a trapezoid

divide it into two regions of equal area?

7. a. If the congruent trapezoids shown are slid together, b
2

what special quadrilateral is formed?

b. Use your answer in part (a) to derive the formula

A = \h{h
x
+ b2).

T
h

1

Find the area of each trapezoid.

8. 6 9. \60° P

12-
12

10.

Written Exercises

Exercises 1-8 refer to trapezoids and m is the length of the median. Complete

the table.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

*, 12 6.8 4 45 27 3 7 9

h 8 3.2 4 15 9 9 9 3k

h 7 6.1 ! 9 9 3 9\/2 5k

A 9 9 9 300 90 12 36\/2 45 k
2

m 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

9. A trapezoid has area 54 and height 6. How long is its median?

In Exercises 10-18, find the area of each trapezoid.

\10
11.

Ls/

6 12

' L
6 / V

"i r
5 /60° 60°\

10
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13. 14.

16. An isosceles trapezoid with legs 13 and bases 10 and 20

17. An isosceles trapezoid with legs 10 and bases 10 and 22

18. A trapezoid with bases 8 and 18 and 45° base angles

Use a calculator or the trigonometry table on page 311 to find the area of

each trapezoid to the nearest tenth.

B 19. 7 20. 8 21.

t_ J

22. The legs of an isosceles trapezoid are 10 cm. The bases are 9 cm and

21 cm. Find the area of the trapezoid and the lengths of the diagonals.

23. An isosceles trapezoid has bases 12 and 28. The area is 300. Find the

height and the perimeter.

24. ABCD is a trapezoid with bases 4 cm and 12 cm, as D 4cm C
shown. Find the ratio of the areas of:

a. AABD and AABC / ^t
b. AAOD and ABOC
c. AABD and AADC

25. ABCDEF is a regular hexagon with side 12. Find the areas of the three

regions formed when diagonals AC and AD are drawn.

26. An isosceles trapezoid with bases 12 and 16 is inscribed in a circle of

radius 10. The center of the circle lies in the interior of the trapezoid.

Find the area of the trapezoid.

27. A trapezoid of area 100 cm 2
has bases of 5 cm and 15 cm. Find the areas

of the two triangles formed by extending the legs until they intersect.

28. Draw a non-isosceles trapezoid. Then construct an isosceles trapezoid with

equal area.

Find the exact area of each trapezoid. In Exercise 31, (DO is inscribed in

quadrilateral ABCD.

29. z Y

45\

30. S 10 R

10/
^30°

i
\ 15

W 20 X

24 Q
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32.

33.

President James Garfield discovered a proof of the

Pythagorean Theorem in 1876 that used a diagram like

the one at the right. Refer to the diagram and write

your own proof of the Pythagorean Theorem. (Hint:

Express the area of quad. MNOP in two ways.)
R b N

Show that the area of square ABCD
equals the area of rectangle EFGD.

• 34. If NS = 16. find the area of

EJMNOP.

S 3 t

Computer Key-In

The shaded region shown below is bounded by the graph of y = x . the

x-axis, and the vertical lines x = 1 and x = 2. The area of this region can

be approximated by drawing rectangles. (See the Computer Key-In. page 428.)

This area can also be approximated by drawing trapezoids. The curve y = x
2

has been exaggerated slightly to better show the trapezoids. The diagrams

below suggest that you can obtain a closer approximation for the area by using

trapezoids than by using rectangles.

Let us approximate the area using five rectangles and five trapezoids. The

base of each rectangle is 0.2 and the height is given by y = x
2

.

1
' y J
base= f base = (1.4)

2

4-

(1.2)
2

I

A =-i-(0.2)[( 1.2)2 + (1.4)2]^

= 0.34

1-

y =X^\
O

1.0 1 4 2.0*

For each trapezoid in the diagram at the right above, the parallel bases

are vertical segments from the .v-axis to the curve y = x . The altitude is a

horizontal segment with length 0.2. For example, in the second trapezoid, the

bases are (1.2)
2
and (1.4)

2
, respectively, and the height is 0.2.
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The area of the shaded region is first approximated by the sum of the
areas of the five rectangles and then by the sum of the areas of the five
trapezoids. Compare these approximations. (Calculus can be used to prove

7 7
that the exact area is -. Note that - ~ 2 33 )

3 3

Area approximated by five rectangles:

A « (1.2)
2
(0.2) + (1.4)

2
(0.2) + (1.6)

2
(0.2) + (1.8)

2
(0.2) + (2.0)

2
(0.2)

A « 2.64

Area approximated by five trapezoids:

A « |(0.2)[(1.0)
2 +'(1.2) 2

] + i(0.2)[(1.2)
2 + (1.4)

2

]
+ ^(0.2)[(1.4)

2 + (1.6)
2

]

+ i(0.2)[(1.6)
2 + (1.8)

2

] + i(0.2)[(1.8)
2 + (2.0)

2

]

A * 2.34

The following computer program will compute and add the areas of the

five trapezoids shown in the diagram on the preceding page.

10 LET X = 1

20 FOR N = 1 TO 5

30 LET Bl = X t 2

40 LET B2 = ( X + . 2 ) f 2

50 LET A = A + 0.5*0.2*(B1 + B2)
60 LET X = X + . 2

70 NEXT N

80 PRINT "AREA IS APPROXIMATELY ";A
90 END

Exercises

1. A better approximation can be found by using 100 smaller trapezoids with

base vertices at 1.00, 1.01, 1.02, . . . , 1.99, 2.00. Change lines 20, 40,

50, and 60 as follows:

20 FOR N = 1 TO 100

40 LET B2 = (X + 0.01) | 2

50 LET A = A+0.5 * 0.01 * (B1+B2)
60 LET X = X + 0.01

RUN the program to approximate the area of the shaded region.

2. Modify the given computer program so that it will use 1000 trapezoids

with base vertices at 1.000, 1.001. 1.002, . . . , 2.000 to approximate the

area of the shaded region. RUN the program.

3. Modify the given computer program so that it will use ten trapezoids to

approximate the area of the region that is bounded by the graph of v = x
2

,

the .r-axis, and the vertical lines x = and x = 1. RUN the pro-

gram. Compare your answer with that obtained on page 428. where ten

rectangles were used. (Note: Calculus can be used to prove that the

exact area is 3.)
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Mixed Review Exercises

Complete.

1. In (DO, if the measure of central angle AOB is 52, then the measure of

arc AB is _i

2. In OP, if the measure of inscribed angle RST is 73, then the measure of

arc RT is
?

3. The measure of each interior angle of a regular octagon is _I_.

4. If the measure of each exterior angle of a regular polygon is 20, then the

polygon has ? sides.

5. In a 45°-45°-90° triangle with legs 20 cm long, the length of the altitude

to the hypotenuse is _J!

6. In a 30°-60°-90° triangle with hypotenuse 30 cm long, the lengths of the

legs are ? and __i

7. In an isosceles triangle with vertex angle of 60° and legs 10 m long, the

length of the base is _•

8. In AABC \imLC = 90, AC = 8, and AB = 17, then cos B = _L_.

11-4 Areas of Regular Polygons

The beautifully symmetrical designs of

kaleidoscopes are produced by mirrors that

reflect light through loose particles of colored

glass. Since the body of a kaleidoscope is a

tube, the designs always appear to be

inscribed in a circle. The photograph of a

kaleidoscope pattern at the right suggests a

regular hexagon.

Given any circle, you can inscribe in it a

regular polygon of any number of sides. The

diagrams below show how this can be done.

Square in circle:

draw four 90° central

angles.

Regular hexagon in

circle: draw six 60°

central angles.

Regular decagon in

circle: draw ten

36° central angles.
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It is also true that if you are given any regular polygon, you can circumscribe

a circle about it. This relationship between circles and regular polygons leads

to the following definitions:

The center of a regular polygon is the center of the circumscribed circle.

The radius of a regular polygon is the distance from the center to a vertex.

A central angle of a regular polygon is an angle formed by two radii drawn
to consecutive vertices.

The apothem of a regular polygon is the (perpendicular) distance from the

center of the polygon to a side.

Center of regular octagon: O

Radius: OA, OB, OC, and so on

Central angle: LAOB. ABOC, and so on

Measure of central angle:

Apothem: OX

360

8
= 45

If you know the apothem and the perimeter of a regular polygon, you can

use the next theorem to find the area of the polygon.

Theorem 11-6

The area of a regular polygon is equal to half the product of the apothem

and the perimeter. (A = \ap)

apothem a: side s:Given: Regular n-gon TUVW .

perimeter p\ area A

Prove: A = hap

Key steps of proof:

1. If all radii are drawn, n congruent triangles are formed.

2. Area of each A = \sa

3. A = n(hsa) = kains)

4. Since ns = p. A hap.

Example 1 Find the area of a regular hexagon

with apothem 9.

Solution Use 30°-60°-90° A relationships.

J*" 3\3

s = 6\3; p = 36V3_

A = \ap = \ • 9 • 36\ 3

= l62\/3
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Example 2 Find the area of a regular polygon with 9 sides

inscribed in a circle with radius 10.

360
Solution mAAOB = = 40; mLAOX = 20

cos 20° = — sin 20°

Use trigonometry to find a and s:

a

To

a = 10 • cos 20° h
a « 10(0.9397) s

a « 9.397 5

To

10 sin 20°

20(0.3420)

6.840

To find the area of the polygon, use either of two methods:

Method 1 Area of polygon = 9 area of AAOB

Method 2 Area of polygon

« f(6.840)(9.397)
« 289

= |ap

» |(9.397)(9 • 6.840)

« 289

Classroom Exercises

1. Find the measure of a central angle of a regular polygon with (a) 10 sides,

(b) 15 sides, (c) 360 sides, and (d) n sides.

Find the perimeter and the area of each regular polygon described.

2. A regular octagon with side 4 and apothem a

3. A regular pentagon with side s and apothem 3

4. A regular decagon with side 5 and apothem a

5. Explain why the apothem of a regular polygon must be less than the

radius.

For each regular polygon shown, find (a) the perimeter, (b) the measure

of a central angle, (c) the apothem a, (d) the radius r, and (e) the area A.

8.
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9. ABCDE is a regular pentagon with radius 10.

a. Find the measure of ^AOB.
b. Explain why m^LAOX = 36.

Note: For parts (c)-(e). use a calculator or the

table on page 311.

c. cos 36° = -. To the nearest tenth, a ~ L

d. sin 36" = — . To the nearest tenth, s

e. Find the perimeter and area of the pentagon.

Written Exercises

Copy and complete the tables for the regular polygons shown. In these tables.

p represents the perimeter and A represents the area.

A l.

2.

3.

4.

r a A

8\2 9 )

5 7

7 9 49

7 \6

r a P A

5. 6 9 i

6. 7 4 ?

7. 9 9 12 9

8. 7 9\3 7

r a P A

9. 4 7 T 7

0. 7 5\ 3 7 7

1. 7 6 7 7

2. 7 9 12\3 7

Find the area of each polygon.

B J3. An equilateral triangle with radius 4\ 3 14. A square with radius 8£

15. A regular hexagon with perimeter 72 16. A regular hexagon with apothem 4

17. A regular decagon is shown inscribed in a circle with radius 1

.

a. Explain why m/LAOX = 18.

b. Use a calculator or the table on page 311 to evaluate

OX and AX below.

sin 18° = AX
so .AX

cos 18° = so OX

c. Perimeter of decagon

d. Area of AAOB « _I
e. Area of decason ~ _
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Three regular polygons are inscribed in circles with radii 1. Find the apothem,

the perimeter, and the area of each polygon. Use \ 3 ~ 1.732

and \2 » 1.414.

18. 19. 20.

21. Find the perimeter and area of a regular dodecagon (12 sides) inscribed

in a circle with radius 1. Use the procedure suggested by Exercise 17.

C 22. A regular polygon with n sides is inscribed in a circle with

radius 1.

180

n

180

n

180

n

80

n

180 '

n

a. Explain why m/LAOX

b. Show that AX =- sin

c. Show that OX = cos

d. Show that the perimeter of the polygon is p = In • sin

e. Show that the area of the polygon is A = n • sin cos

Self-Test 1

Find the area of each polygon.

1. A square with diagonal 9V2
2. A rectangle with base 12 and diagonal 13

3. A parallelogram with sides 8 and 10 and an angle of measure 60

4. An equilateral triangle with perimeter 12 cm

5. An isosceles triangle with sides 7 cm, 7 cm. and 12 cm

6. A rhombus with diagonals 8 and 10

7. An isosceles trapezoid with legs 5 and bases 9 and 17

8. A regular hexagon with sides 10

9. A regular decagon with sides x and apothem y

10. The quadrilateral shown at the right Ex. 10
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Calculator Key-In

If a regular polygon with n sides is inscribed in a circle with radius 1 , then

its perimeter and area are given by the formulas derived in Exercise 22 on the

preceding page.

Perimeter = 2n • sin
l

f) Area = n • sin
180

n
cos

180

n

Exercises

1. Use the formulas and a calculator to

complete the table at the right.

2. Use your answers in Exercise 1 to sug-

gest approximations to the perimeter

and the area of a circle with radius 1

.

Number of sides Perimeter Area

18 9 7

180 7 7

1800 7 7

18000 7 7

Circles, Similar Figures, and
Geometric Probability

Objectives

1. Know and use the formulas for the circumferences and areas of circles.

2. Know and use the formulas for arc lengths and the areas of sectors of

a circle.

3. Find the ratio of the areas of two triangles.

4. Understand and apply the relationships between scale factors,

perimeters, and areas of similar figures.

5. Use lengths and areas to solve problems involving geometric probability.

11-5 Circumferences and Areas

of Circles

When you think of the perimeter of a figure, you probably think of the distance

around the figure. Since the word "around" is not mathematically precise,

perimeter is usually defined in other ways. For example, the perimeter of a

polygon is defined as the sum of the lengths of its sides. Since a circle is not

a polygon, the perimeter of a circle must be defined differently.
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First consider a sequence of regular polygons inscribed in a circle with

radius r. Four such polygons are shown below. Imagine that the number of

sides of the regular polygons continues to increase. As you can see in the

diagrams, the more sides a regular polygon has, the closer it approximates (or

"fits") the curve of the circle.

V
/

4 sides 6 sides 8 sides 10 sides

Now consider the perimeters and the areas of this sequence of regular

polygons. The table below contains values that are approximations (using

trigonometry) of the perimeters and the areas of regular polygons in terms of

the radius, r.

As the table suggests, these perimeters give

us a sequence of numbers that get closer and

closer to a limiting number. This limiting number

is defined to be the perimeter, or circumference,

of the circle.

The area of a circle is defined in a similar

way. The areas of the inscribed regular

polygons get closer and closer to a limiting

number, defined to be the area of the circle.

The results in the table suggest that the

circumference and the area of a circle with

radius r are approximately 6.28r and 3.14r
2

.

The exact values are given by the formulas below. (Proofs are suggested in

Classroom Exercises 13 and 14 and Written Exercise 33.)

Number
of Sides

of Polygon Perimeter Area

4 5.66r 2.00r

6 6.00r 2.60r

8 6.12r 2.83r
2

10 6.18r 2.93r

20 6.26r 3.09r

30 6.27r 3.12r
2

100 6.28r 3.14r

Circumference, C. of circle with radius r: C = 2-rrr

Circumference, C, of circle with diameter d: C = nd

Area, A, of circle with radius r: A - nr2

These formulas involve a famous number denoted by the Greek letter tt

(pi), which is the first letter in a Greek word that means "measure around."

The number tt is the ratio of the circumference of a circle to the diameter.

This ratio is a constant for all circles. Because tt is an irrational number, there

isn't any decimal or fraction that expresses the constant number tt exactly.

Here are some common approximations for tt:

3.14
22

7
3.1416 3.14159
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When you calculate the circumference and area of a circle, leave your

answers in terms of - unless you are told to replace — by an approximation.

Example 1 Find the circumference and area of a circle with radius 6 cm.

Solution C = z-r

A = 7TT
2

6 = 12- (cm)

6
: = 36— (cm")

Example 2 The photograph shows land

that is supplied with water by

an irrigation system. This

system consists of a moving

arm that sprinkles water over

a circular region. If the arm

is 430 m long, what is the

area, correct to the nearest

thousand square meters, of

the irrigated region?

(Use 77 « 3.14.)

Solution A = rrr' = tt 430"

A « 3.14- 184.900 = 580.586

A « 581.000 nr (to the nearest 1000 m:
)

Example 3 Find the circumference of a circle if the area is 25tt.

Solution Since -r~ = 25 — . r
2 = 25 and r = 5.

Then C = Irrr = 2- • 5 = 10ir.

Classroom Exercises

Complete the table. Leave answers in terms of tt.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Radius 3 4 0.8 9 9 9

Circumference •i 9 7 1077 1877 9 9 9

Area
•>

7 9 9 3677 4977 14477

Find the circumference and area to the nearest tenth. Use tt ~ 3.14.

9. r = 2 10. r = 6 11. r = 12. r 1.2
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13. The number tt is defined to be the ratio of the circumference of a circle

to the diameter. This ratio is the same for all circles. Supply the missing

reasons for the key steps of proof below.

Given: (DO and (DO' with circumferences

C and C and diameters d and d'

C C
Prove: - = -

Key steps of proof:

1. Inscribe in each circle a regular polygon of

n sides. Let p and p' be the perimeters.

2. p = ns and p' = ns' (Why?)

3. ^ = =r =p ns

p' ns

4. AAOB

5.
S
-. = - =

AA'O'B'

d_

d'

(Why?)

(Why?)

(Why?)

Thus £ = 4. (Steps 3 and 5)
P d'

7. Steps 2-5 hold for any number of sides n. We can let n be so large

that p is practically the same as C, and p' is practically the same as

C. In advanced courses, you learn that C and C" can be substituted

C rf c c
for /? and /?' in Step 6. This gives C J-™-d d'

(This constant ratio is the number tt. Then, since

14. Use the formula C = nd to derive the formula C =

C _
d

~~

Ittt.

TT, C = TTd.)

Written Exercises

Complete the table. Leave answers in terms of tt.

A 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 7. 8.

Radius 7 120
5
2 6\/2 7 7 7 7

Circumference 9 7 7 7 2077 1277 7 7

Area 7 7 7 7 7 7 2577 5077

9. Use 77 ~ ^ to find the circumference and area of a circle when the

diameter is (a) 42 and (b) 14&.

10. Use 77 — 3.14 to find the circumference and area of a circle when the

diameter is (a) 8 (Answer to the nearest tenth.) and (b) At.
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11. A basketball rim has diameter 18 in. Find the circum-

ference of the rim and the area it encloses. Use

77 « 3.14.

12. When a basketball player is shooting a free throw, the

other players must stay out of the shaded region shown.

This region consists of a semicircle together with a

rectangle. Find the area of this region to the nearest

square foot (ft
2
). Use 77 « 3.14.

13. If 6 oz of dough are needed to make an 8-in. pizza, how much dough will

be needed to make a 16-in. pizza of the same thickness? (Hint: Compare

the areas of the pizza tops.)

14. One can of pumpkin pie mix will make a pie of diameter 8 in. If two

cans of pie mix are used to make a larger pie of the same thickness, find

the diameter of that pie. Use \ 2 ~ 1.414.

15. A school's wrestling mat is a square with 40 ft sides. A circle 28 ft in

diameter is painted on the mat. No wrestling is allowed outside the circle.

Find the area of the part of the mat that is not used for wrestling. Use

16. An advertisement states that a Roto-Sprinkler can water a circular region

with area 1000 ft
:

. Find the diameter of this region to the nearest foot.

Use 77 « 3.14.

17. Which is the better buy. a 10-in. pizza costing S5 or a 15-in. pizza

costing S9? Use 77 ~ 3.14.

18. Semicircles are constructed on the sides of the right triangle shown

at the right. If a = 6 and b = 8. show that

Area I + Area II = Area III.

B 19. Repeat Exercise 18 if the right triangle has legs a and b and

hypotenuse c.

20. A Ferris wheel has diameter 42 ft. How far will a rider travel during a

4-min ride if the wheel rotates once every 20 seconds? Use 77 ~ ".

21. The tires of a racing bike are approximately 70 cm in diameter.

a. How far does a bike racer travel in 5 min if the wheels are turning at a

speed of 3 revolutions per second? Use 77 ~ y.
b. How many revolutions does a wheel make in a 22 km race? Use

_ ~ 11
77 — 7 .

22. A slide projector casts a circle of light with radius 2 ft on a screen that

is 10 ft from the projector. If the screen is removed, the projector shines

an even larger circle of light on the wall that was 10 ft behind the screen.

Find the circumferences and areas of the circles of light on the screen and

on the wall. Leave answers in terms of 77.

Exs. 18. 19
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23. A target consists of four concentric circles with radii 1, 2,

3, and 4.

a. Find the area of the bull's eye and of each ring of the

target.

b. Find the area of the nth ring if the target contains n rings

and a bull's eye.

24. The shaded region in the diagram at the right above is formed

by drawing four quarter-circles within a square of side 8.

Find the area of the shaded region. {Hint: It is possible to

give the answer without using pencil and paper or a

calculator.)

25. The figure at the right consists of semicircles within a circle.

Find the area of each shaded redon.

Find the area of each shaded region. In Exercise 28, leave your answer

in terms of r.

Ex.24

Ex. 25

26.

29.

30.

Draw a square and its inscribed and circumscribed circles,

of the areas of these two circles.

Draw an equilateral triangle and its inscribed and cir-

cumscribed circles. Find the ratio of the areas of these

two circles.

Find the ratio

Ex.31

31. The diagram shows part of a regular polygon of 12 sides

inscribed in a circle with radius r. Find the area enclosed

between the circle and the polygon in terms of r. Use

77 « 3.14.

32. A regular octagon is inscribed in a circle with radius r.

Find the area enclosed between the circle and the

octagon in terms of r. Use rr ~ 3.14 and

\ 2 « 1.414.

33. A regular polygon with apothem a is inscribed in a circle with radius r.

a. Complete: As the number of sides increases, the value of a gets nearer

to L_ and the perimeter of the polygon gets nearer to 27tt.

b. In the formula A = \ap. replace a by r, and p by 27tt. What formula

do you get?

34. Find the circumference of a circle inscribed in a rhombus with diagonals

12 cm and 16 cm.

35. Draw any circle O and any circle P. Construct a circle whose area equals

the sum of the areas of circle O and circle P.
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Calculator Key-In

The number 77 is an irrational number. It cannot be expressed exactly as the

ratio of two integers. Decimal approximations of n have been computed to

thousands of decimal places. We can easily look up values in reference books,

but such was not always the case. In the past, mathematicians had to rely on

their cleverness to compute an approximate value of it. One of the earliest

approximations was that of Archimedes, who found that 3- > it > 3—

.

Exercises

1. Find decimal approximations of 3- and 3— . Did Archimedes approximate

77 correct to hundredths'?

In Exercises 2-4, find approximations for 7T. The more terms or factors you

use, the better your approximations will be.

2. 77 « 2\ 3 1 -

3. 77

+
1 1 1

+
3-3 3

:
• 5 3

3
• 7 3

4
• 9 3

5
• 1

1

2 4 4 6 6 8 8

13 3 5 5 7 7 9

4. This exercise is for calculators that have a square root function and a

memory.

(Sharpe, 18th century)

(Wallis, 17th century)

77 2 -h (\/ol • VO-5 + 0.5V0-5 V05 + 0.5\A).5 + 0.5V0.5 •
. . .

J

(Vieta, 16th century)

Algebra Review: Evaluating Expressions

Find the value of each expression using the given values of the variables.

Example 2rrr when r = Solution 2 "--4 2 ';'~ "77

2 2 /-
1. 77r when r = -\3

3
v

3. -Trr
2
h when r = 2\/6 and h = 4

3

5. nryr2 + h
2 when r = h = V5

7. 77r
2 + nryr 2 + h

2 when r = 2

and h = 2a/3

2. 77/"/ when r = 4- and / = 15
5

4. -77r
3 when r = 6 .

3

6. 277r
2 + lirrh when r = 10 and h = 6

8. 77(r)
2 - /y) when r, = 6 and r2 = 3\/2
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11-6 Arc Lengths and Areas of Sectors

A pie chart is often used to analyze data or to help

plan business strategy. The radii of a pie chart

divide the interior of the circle into regions called

sectors, whose areas represent the relative sizes of

particular items. A sector of a circle is a region

bounded by two radii and an arc of the circle. The

shaded region of the diagram at the right below is

called sector AOB. The unshaded region is also a

sector.

The length of AB in circle O is part of the circumference of the

— 60 l — l

circle. Since mAB = 60 and ttt t, the length of AB is - of

SALES BY REGION

Eastern ^^fl
370% "^ ^B

W9

Midwestern

25 0*

Western
^^90%

Canadian j^B
301 ^
Alaskan '

4 0%

im
' Hawaian

40%

Southern
1101

**-- Eixopean

70*

360

the circumference. Thus, — 1 5
Length of AB = -(2tt 5) = -tt.&

6 3

Similarly, the area of sector AOB is - of the area of the circle. Thus,
6

1 , 25
Area of sector AOB = -(tt • 5 ) = — tt.

6 6

In general, if mAB = x

Length of AB = —— • lirr

Area of sector AOB = • -nr
360

&
Example 1 In OCMvith radius 9, mAAOB = 120. Find the lengths of

arcs AB and ACB and the areas of the two sectors shown.

the

Solution mAB = 120, and mACB

Minor arc AB:

240.

— 120 1

Length of AB = (2ti • 9) = -( 1 8tt)b
360 3

677

Area of sector AOB

Major arc ACB:

Length of ACB

Area of sector

— * (tt-9
2

)
= ^(81tt) = 27tt

360 3

240 2
(27T-9) = "(187T) = 1277

360 3

240 , 2
(tt-9

2
)
= -(8 77)

360 3
5477
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Example 2 Find the area of the shaded region bounded by XY and XY.

90
Solution Area of sector XOY

1

360
77 • 10" = 2577

Area of AXOY = - 10 • 10 = 50
2

Area of shaded region = 25tt — 50

Classroom Exercises

Find the arc length and area of each shaded sector.

1.

270°

5. In a circle with radius 6, mAB = 60. Make a sketch and find the area of

the region bounded by AB and AB.

6. A circle has area 1607T cm 2
. If a sector of the circle has area 407T cm 2

.

find the measure of the arc of the sector.

7. Compare the areas of two sectors if

a. they have the same central angle, but the radius of one is twice as long

as the radius of the other.

b. they have the same radius, but the central angle of one is twice as large

as the central angle of the other.

Written Exercises

Sector AOB is described by giving mLAOB and the radius of circle O.

Make a sketch and find the length of AB and the area of sector AOB.

A 1. 2. 3. 4. (5?) 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

mLAOB 30 45 120 240 180 270 40 320 108 192

radius 12 4 3 3 1.5 0.8
9

2
1±
5

5V2 3V3

11. The area of sector AOB is 107T and m^AOB = 100. Find the radius of

circle O.

Itt
12. The area of sector AOB is — and mLAOB = 315. Find the radius of

2

circle O.
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Find the area of each shaded region. Point O marks the center of a circle.

B 13.

16.

14. 15.

17.

60 c

120° 18.

19. A rectangle with length 16 cm and width 12 cm is inscribed in a circle.

Find the area of the region inside the circle but outside the rectangle.

20. From point P, PA and PB are drawn tangent to circle O at points A and B.

If the radius of the circle is 6 and mLAPB = 60, find the area of the

region outside the circle but inside quadrilateral AOBP.

You may wish to use a calculator for Exercises 21-23. Use tx ~ 3.14.

21. Chord AB is 18 cm long and the radius of the circle is 12 cm.

a. Use trigonometry to find the measures of /LAOX and

/LAOB, correct to the nearest integer.

b. Find the area of the shaded region to the nearest square

centimeter. Use y/l ~ 2.646.

22. The diagram shows some dimen-

sions in a baseball stadium. H
represents home plate. Approxi-

mate the ratio of the areas of fair

territory (shaded region) and foul

territory (nonshaded region).

23. A cow is tied by a 25 m rope to the corner

of a barn as shown. A fence keeps the cow

out of the garden. Find, to the nearest

square meter, the grazing area. Use

V2~ « 1.414.

*i«r* * * 4 *•***
Garden

•< 4 < X 'W * * « * t

<'K * * « > > »» "* -* "S

15m

20 m 25 m r^l
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24. ABCD is a square with sides 8 cm long. Two circles each with radius

8 cm are drawn, one with center A and the other with center C. Find the

area of the region inside both circles.

25. Two circles have radii 6 cm and their centers are. 6 cm apart. Find

the area of the region common to both circles.

26. a. Draw a square. Then construct the figure shown at the right.

b. If the radius of the square is 2, find the area of the shaded region.

) 27. a. Using only a compass, construct the six-pointed figure shown at

the right.

b. If the radius of the circle is 6, find the area of the shaded region.

28. Three circles with radii 6 are tangent to each other. Find the area

of the region enclosed between them.

*29. Circles X and Y, with radii 6 and 2, are tangent to each other. AB is a

common external tangent. Find the area of the shaded region. {Hint: What

kind of figure is AXYB1 What is the measure of LAXY!)

Ex.29 Ex.30

* 30. The diagram at the right above shows a belt tightly stretched over two

wheels with radii 5 cm and 25 cm. The distance between the centers of

the wheels is 40 cm. Find the length of the belt.

Challenge

Here XY has been divided into five congruent segments and

semicircles have been drawn. But suppose XY were divided

into millions of congruent segments and semicircles were drawn.

What would the sum of the lengths of the arcs be?

X

Sarah says, "XY, because all the points would be so close to XF." Mike

says, "A really large number, because there would be so many arc lengths to

add up." What do you say?
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11-7 Ratios of Areas

In this section you will learn to compare the areas of figures by finding ratios.

Example 1 Find the ratios of the areas of two triangles:

a. with equal heights

b. with equal bases

c. that are similar

Solution
area of AABD
area of ADBC
ratio of areas

\ah a

hbh
~

b

ratio of bases

b.
area of AABC \bh_

\bkarea of AADC
ratio of areas = ratio of heights

c.
area of AABC _ \bh _ bh _ b h

area ofADEF \ek ek e k

It follows from Exercise 25 on

page 259 that if

h b
AABC ~ ADEF, then - = -.

A: e

C

AABC- ADEF

Thus,
areaofAAfiC b h b b

areaofAD£F e k e e

ratio of areas = square of scale factor

= (scale factor)
2

.

Example l justifies the following properties.

Comparing Areas of Triangles

1. If two triangles have equal heights, then the ratio of their areas equals the

ratio of their bases.

2. If two triangles have equal bases, then the ratio of their areas equals the

ratio of their heights.

3. If two triangles are similar, then the ratio of their areas equals the square

of their scale factor.
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Example 2 ABCD is a trapezoid. Find the ratio of the areas of:

a. ACOD and AAOB
b. ACOD and AAOD
c. AOAB and ADAB

Solution ACOD ~ AAOfl by the AA Similarity Pos-

tulate, with a scale factor of 3:5. Thus each

of the corresponding sides and heights of these

triangles has a 3:5 ratio.

a. Since ACOD ~ AAOB.

area of ACOD /3\
:

_ _9_

area of AAOB ~~

\5/ ~ 25'

b. Since ACOD and AAOD have the same

height. h. their area ratio equals their

base ratio.

area of ACOD
area of AAOD

CO
AO

3a-

5x

c. Since AOAB and ADAB have the same

base. AB. their area ratio equals their

height ratio. Notice that the height of

ADAB is 3y + 5v. or 8 v.

area of A OAB _ 5y _ 5

area of ADAB ~
8y

~
8

You know that the ratios of the perimeters and areas of two similar triangles

are related to their scale factor. These relationships can be generalized to any

two similar figures.

Theorem 11-7

If the scale factor of two similar figures is a: b, then

(1) the ratio of the perimeters is a: ft.

(2) the ratio of the areas is a
2
:b

2
.

Example 3 Find the ratio of the perimeters and

the ratio of the areas of the two similar

figures.

Solution The scale factor is 8:12. or 2:3.

Therefore, the ratio of the perimeters

is 2:3. The ratio of the areas is 2": 3
:

.

or 4:9.
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Classroom Exercises

Find the ratio of the areas of AABC and AADC.

1. B 1. C

C
B 9 A

The table refers to similar figures. Complete the table.

4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 10. 11.

Scale factor 1:3 1:5 3:4 2:3 7 7 7 7

Ratio of perimeters 7 7 7 7 4:5 3:5 7 7

Ratio of areas ? 9 7 7 7 7 16:49 36:25

12. a. Are all circles similar?

b. If two circles have radii 9 and 12, what is the

ratio of the circumferences? of the areas?

13. a. Are regions I and II similar?

b. Name two similar triangles.

c. What is the ratio of their areas?

d. What is the ratio of the areas of regions I and II?

Find the ratio of the areas of triangles (a) I and II and (b) I and III.

14. Ak 15.

Written Exercises

The table refers to similar figures. Copy and complete the table.

A 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

9. On a map of California, 1 cm corresponds to 50 km. Find the ratio of the

map's area to the actual area of California.

8.

Scale factor 1:4 3:2 r.ls 7 7 7 7 7

Ratio of perimeters 7 7 7 9:5 3:13 7 7 7

Ratio of areas 7 7 7 7 7 25:1 9:64 2:1
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10. The areas of two circles are 36- and 64-

diameters? of the circumferences?

What is the ratio of the

11. L. M. and A7

are the midpoints of the sides of AABC. Find the ratio of

the perimeters and the ratio of the areas of ALMN and AABC.

12. The lengths of two similar rectangles are x
2
and .vv. respectively. What

is the ratio of the areas?

Name two similar triangles and find the ratio of their areas. Then find DE.

13. A^l 14.

A

15. A quadrilateral with sides 8 cm. 9 cm, 6 cm. and 5 cm has area 45 cm 2
.

Find the area of a similar quadrilateral whose longest side is 15 cm.

16. A pentagon with sides 3 m. 4 m. 5 m. 6 m. and 7 m has area 48 m:
.

Find the perimeter of a similar pentagon whose area is 27 nr.

Find the ratio of the areas of triangles (a) I and II and (b) I and III. In

Exercise 19(b), use the fact that Area I + Area II = Area III.

B 17. 18. 19.

20. In the diagram below. PORS is a parallelogram. Find the ratio of the areas

for each pair of triangles.

a. ATOS and A OOP b. ^TOS and l^TQR

21. In the diagram above. ABCD is a parallelogram. Name four pairs of

similar triangles and give the ratio of the areas for each pair.
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22. The area of parallelogram ABCD is 48 cm 2
and DE = 2 • EC.

Find the area of:

a. AABE b. ABEC c. AADE
d. ACEF e. ADEF f. Afl£F D

23. ABCD is a parallelogram. Find each ratio.

Area of ADEF
a.

b.

c.

Area of AABF
Area of ADEF
Areaof AC£fi

Area of A DEF
Area of trap. DEBA

The figures in Exercises 24 and 25 are trapezoids. Find the ratio of the areas

of (a) A I and A III, (b) A I and AH, (c) A I and A IV, (d) AH and A IV,

and (e) A I and the trapezoid.

Find the ratio of the areas of regions I and II.

26. K s 27.

C 29 G is the intersection point of the medians of AABC. A line through G
parallel to BC divides the triangle into two regions. What is the ratio of

their areas? (Hint: See Theorem 10-4, page 387.)

30. In ALMN, altitude LK is 12 cm long. Through point J of

LK a line is drawn parallel to MN, dividing the triangle into

two regions with equal areas. Find LJ

.

If you draw the three medians of a triangle, six small triangles

are formed. Prove whatever you can about the areas of these

six triangles.

31

* 32. AABC is equilateral;
AP

PB

BQ
QC

CR

RA

Prove: Area of AXYZ = -(area of AABC) Ex.32
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11-8 Geometric Probability

The geometric probability problems in this section can be solved by using one

of the following two principles.

1. Suppose a point P of AB is picked at random. Then:

— length ofAC
probability that P is on AC = =

length ofAB

2. Suppose a point P of region S is picked at random. Then:

area of R
probability that P is in region R

area of 5

Example 1 Every ten minutes a bus pulls up to a hotel and waits for two

minutes while passengers get on and off. Then the bus leaves.

If a person walks out of the hotel front door at a random time,

what is the probability that a bus is there?

Solution Think of a time line in which

the colored segments represent

times when the bus is at the

hotel. For any ten-minute pe-

riod, a two-minute subinterval

is colored. Thus:

I I I I I I ! I I I I I I

2 10

probability that a

bus will be there

length of colored segment

length of whole segment

2_ 1

10
~

5

20 time

Example 2

Solution

A person who is just beginning archery lessons

misses the target frequently. And when a beginner

hits the target, each spot is as likely to be hit as

another. If a beginner shoots an arrow and it hits

the target, what is the probability that the arrow

hits the red bull's eye?

probability arrow hits bull's eye if it hits target =

areaof bull's eye tt • l
2

1

area of target tt • 3
2

9
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Example 3

Solution

At a carnival game, you can toss a coin

on a large table that has been divided

into squares 30 mm on a side. If the

coin comes to rest without touching any

line, you win. Otherwise you lose your

coin. What are your chances of winning

on one toss of a dime? (A dime has a

radius of 9 mm.)

Although there are many squares on the board,

it is only necessary to consider the square in

which the center of the dime lands. In order

for the dime to avoid touching a line, the

dime's center must be more than 9 mm from

each side of the square. Its center must land

in the shaded square shown. Thus the prob-

ability that the dime does not touch a line is

equal to the probability that the center of the

dime lies in the shaded region.

•His

<>L0SE

30 mm

probability of winning = area of shaded square 1

2

2

area of larger square 30
2

30 mm

0.16

Note: In practice, your probability of winning would be less than 16% for

several reasons. For example, a carnival might require you to toss a quarter

instead of the smaller dime, as discussed in Written Exercise 9.

U w

4:00

—I—
4:10 4:20 4:30

H h

not home

Classroom Exercises

1. A point P is picked at random on RW

.

R

What is the probability that P is on:
*

a. RS? b. SV? c. SW?

d. RW? e. XY? f. RY?

2. A friend promises to call you sometime between

4:00 and 4:30 p.m. If you are not home to receive

the call until 4:10. what is the probability that

you miss the first call that your friend makes to

you?

3. A dart lands at a random point on the square dartboard

shown. What is the probability that the dart is within the

outer circle? within the bull's eye? Use tt ~ 3.14.

4. A ship is known to have sunk in the ocean in a square

region 100 mi on a side. A salvage vessel anchors at a

random spot in this square. Divers search 1 mi in all

directions from the point on the ocean floor directly below

the vessel. What is the approximate probability that they

locate the sunken ship on the first try? Use tt ~ 3.14.
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Written Exercises

If a value of tt is required in the following exercises, use tt ~ 3.14.

1. M is the midpoint oi AB and Q is the midpoint of MB. If a point of AB

is picked at random, what is the probability that the point is on MQ1 (Hint:

Make a sketch.

)

2. In the diagram. AC = CB. CD = DB. and DE = EB. If a point X is

selected at random from AB. what is the probability that:

a. X is between A and C?
b. X is between D and 5? •

c. X is between C and El
C DEB

3. A friend promises to call you at home sometime between 3 p.m. and

4 p.m. At 2:45 p.m. you must leave your house unexpectedly for half an

hour. What is the probability you miss the first call?

4. a. At a subway stop, a train arrives every six minutes, waits one minute.

and then leaves. If you arrive at a random time, what is the probability

there will be a train waiting?

b. If you arrive and there is no train waiting, what is the probability that

you will wait no more than two minutes before one arrives?

5. A circular dartboard has diameter 40 cm. Its bull's eye has diameter 8 cm.

a. If an amateur throws a dart and it hits the board, what is the probability

that the dart hits the bull's eye?

b. After many throws. 75 darts have hit the target. Estimate the number

hitting the bull's eye.

6. Several hundred darts are thrown at the square

dartboard shown . About what percentage of those

hitting the board will land in the location described?

a. Inside the inner square

b. Outside the inner square but inside the circle

7. A dart is thrown at a board 12 m long and 5 m wide. Attached to the

board are 30 balloons, each with radius 10 cm. Assuming each balloon

lies entirely on the board, find the probability that a dart that hits the board

will also hit a balloon.

8. Parachutists jump from an airplane and land in the

rectangular field shown. What is the probability that

a parachutist avoids the two trees represented by circles

in the diagram? (Assume that the person is unable to

control the landing point.)

9. Refer to Example 3. Suppose that a quarter, instead

of a dime, is tossed and lands on the table shown on

the preceding page. What is the probability of winning

on one toss? (The radius of a quarter is 12 mm.)

o
1—1 o
10 m 1—

1

16m

100 m

80 m
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m

10. Repeat Exercise 9. using a nickel instead of a quarter. The radius of a

nickel is 1 1 mm.

B ' 11. A piece of wire 6 in. long is cut into two pieces at a random point. What
is the probability that both pieces of wire will be at least 1 in. long?

12. A piece of string 8 cm long is cut at a random point. What is the probability

that:

a. each piece is at least 2 cm long?

b. the lengths of the two pieces differ by no more than 2 cm?

c. the lengths of the two pieces total 8 cm?

13. Darts are thrown at a 1 -meter square which contains

an irregular red region. Of 100 darts thrown, 80

hit the square. Of these, 10 hit the red

region. Estimate the area of this region. 1 m

14. A carnival game has a white dartboard 5 m long and 2 m wide on which

100 red stars are painted. Each player tries to hit a star with a dart. Before

trying it, you notice that only 3 shots out of the previous 50 hit a star.

Estimate the area of one star.

15. a. Suppose that a coin with radius R is tossed and lands on the table shown

on page 462. Show that the probability the coin does not touch a line

/30 - 2fl
x :

b. Find the value of R for which the probability is 0.25.

16. A and B are the endpoints of a diameter. If C is a point chosen

at random from the points on the circle (excluding A and B),

what is the probability that:

a. AABC is a right triangle? b. m LCAB < 30?

C 17. A researcher was tape recording birdcalls. The tape recorder had a 1-hour

tape in it. Eight minutes after the recorder was turned on, a 5-minute

birdcall began. Unfortunately, the researcher accidentally erased 10 min

of the tape. What is the probability that:

a. part of the birdcall was erased? b. all of the birdcall was erased?

(Hint: Draw a time line from to 60 min and locate on this line when the

birdcall took place. Also consider the possible starting times when the

erasure could have occurred.)

Challenge

Three segments through point P and parallel to the sides

of AXYZ divide the whole region into six subregions.

The three triangular subregions have the areas shown.

Find the area of AXYZ.
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Self-Test 2

Leave your answers in terms of 77 unless you are told to use an approximation.

Find the circumference and area of a circle with radius 14. Use n ~ ^r

The circumference of a circle is I877-. What is its area?

In (DO with radius 12, mAB = 90.

a. Find the length of AB.

b. Find the area of sector AOB.

c. Find the area of the region bounded by AB and AB.

4. Find the ratio of the areas of two circles with radii 4 and 7.

5. The areas of two similar triangles are 36 and 81. Find

the ratio of their perimeters.

Find the ratio of the areas of:

b. ARPS and ATPS
6. PQRS is a parallelogram.

a. APTO and ARSO

T 4 Q

Each polygon is a regular polygon. Find the area of the shaded region.

7. 8 8. B

OO is inscribed in square ABCD. AABC is inscribed in OP.

9. Refer to CJPQRS in Exercise 6. A point is randomly chosen on PR.

Find the probability that the point is on OR.

10. Suppose that the figure in Exercise 7 is a dartboard. Imagine that

someone with poor aim throws a dart and you hear it hit the dartboard.

What is the probability that the dart landed inside the circle?

Extra Congruence and Area

The SAS Postulate tells us that a triangle is determined, or fixed in size and

shape, when two sides and the included angle are fixed. This means that the

other parts of the triangle and its area can be determined from the given SAS
information. Similarly, the area of a triangle can be determined when given

ASA, SSS. AAS. or HL information. Computing the area of a triangle can

often be simplified by using a calculator.
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Example 1 Given the SAS information shown

for AABC, find its area.

Solution Draw the altitude from C.

h
Then sin 53° * 0.7986; h * 4.79.

Area = \bh ~ i(10)(4.79) » 24.0

Example 2 Given the ASA information shown for

AABC, find its area.

Solution

Step 1 Draw the altitude from C.

h
Then tan 25 = and tan 34°

Step 2

Step 3

12 - x x

(12 - x) tan 25° = h and x tan 34° = h

(12 - jc) tan 25° = x tan 34°

(12 - jc)(0.4663) « x(0.6745)

5.5956 - 0,4663x « 0.6745*

5.5956 « 1.1408-v

4.905 « .v

Knowing x, we can find h:

h = x tan 34° * (4.905)(0.6745) = 3.308

Area = \bh « |(12)(3.308) « 19.8

Exercises

Use the given information to find the approximate area of AABC.
Exercises 6 and 7 the altitude from C lies outside the triangle.

In

1. (SAS) AB = 8, mLB = 67, BC = 15

2. (HL) mZ.C = 90. Afi = 30, £C = 20 (Use V5 « 2.236.)

3. (SSS) Afl = 10, fiC = 12, C4 = 8 (Hint: Use Heron's Formula.)

4. (ASA) mZM = 28, AB = 10, mZ.fi = 42

5. (AAS) mLA = 36, mZ.fi = 80, BC = 10 (f/wf: Find the measure

of AC. Then proceed as in Example 2.)

6. (SAS) i4fi = 12, mLA = 118. AC = 20

7. (ASA) mZ.,4 = 107. AB = 20, wZ.fi = 35

8. The two triangles shown have two pairs of con-

gruent corresponding sides and one pair of con-

gruent corresponding non-included angles (SSA).

Of course, they are not congruent. Find the area

of each triangle.
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Application Space Shuttle Landings

The space shuttle is launched vertically as a rocket but lands horizontally as

a glider with no power and no second chance at the runway. NASA studied

many different guidance systems for the final portion of entry and landing.

The system that was selected for the first shuttle flights used a cylinder called

the Heading Alignment Cylinder (HAC). shown in the diagram below. Notice

that the projection of the flight path onto the Earth's surface is called the ground

track.

Flight Path

Heading Alignment Cylinder

Ground Track

The shuttle followed a straight-line flight path to A' and then it followed

a curved path along the Heading Alignment Cylinder to point B' . The shuttle

continued to lose altitude so that it was closer to the Earth's surface at B' than

at A'. From B' to landing at L the shuttle followed a straight path aligned

with the center of the runway.
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The points A' and B' where the shuttle's turn begins

and ends can be determined by looking at the ground

track. The figure at the right shows what you would see

if you were high above the ground looking straight down
on the ground track and runway. A' and B' are directly

above A and B, which are located as follows: Extend the

HAC acquisition line and the center line of the runway

to meet at M. Bisect the angle at M and choose point O
on the bisector so that a circle with center O and radius

20,000 ft will be tangent to the sides of the angle. Call the points of tangency

A and B. OO is the base of the Heading Alignment Cylinder and A' and B'

are on the cylinder directly above A and B.

Normally the shuttle approached the cylinder at 800 ft/s and turned along

its surface by lowering one wing tip so that the wings formed an angle of about

45° with the horizontal (called the bank angle). Under high-speed conditions

the shuttle would have approached the cylinder at 1000 ft/s. This would have

required a bank angle of about 57° to follow the surface of the cylinder.

Unfortunately, at that bank angle, the shuttle would have lost lift, and the

astronauts would have lost some of their control capability.

NASA has refined the guidance system so that the shuttle can be safely

landed even under these adverse circumstances. Now, instead of following the

surface of a cylinder, it spirals along the surface of a cone called the Heading

Alignment Cone. Once every second during this part of the landing the shuttle's

computers recompute the radius of turn necessary to keep the shuttle on the

surface of the cone. Now even under most high-speed conditions the bank

angle will not exceed approximately 42°. At point Q the shuttle is heading

directly toward the runway; it leaves the cone and continues along a straight

course to touchdown.

HAC Acquisition Line

Center Line of Runway

Heading Alignment Cone
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Exercises

1. Let T be any point on the bisector of LAMB. Show that if O T is drawn

tangent to MA it will also be tangent to MB.

2. The radius of the Heading Alignment Cylinder was 20,000 ft. and a typical

measure for LAMB was 120. How long was the curved portion of the

ground track. A5? (Use 3.1416 for n.)

3. The shuttle's turning radius changes as it moves along the surface of the

Heading Alignment Cone. Is the radius larger near P or near Ql

4. A good approximation of the detailed landing procedure uses a Heading

Alignment Cone with vertex below the surface of the Earth. A typical

radius of the cone at a height of 30.000 ft above the Earth's surface is

20.000 ft. At a height of 12.000 ft. which is a typical height for Q. the

radius of the cone is 14.000 ft.

a. How far below the surface of the Earth is the vertex of the cone?

b. What is the radius of the cone at a height of 15.000 ft?

c. At what height is the radius of the cone equal to 12.000 ft?

Chapter Summary
1. If two figures are congruent, then they have the same area.

2. The area of a region is the sum of the areas of its non-overlapping parts.

3. The list below gives the formulas for areas of polygons.

Square: A = s
2

Rectangle: A = bh

Parallelogram: A = bh Triangle: A = \bh

Rhombus: A = \d\d2 Trapezoid: A = \h(b
x

+ bz )

Regular polygon: A = hap. where a is the apothem and p is the perimeter

4. The list below gives the formulas related to circles.

C = Ittt Length of arc = —— • 2-rrr
360

C = TTd

X
A = 77T Area of sector =

360
77 r

> where x is the measure of the arc

5. If two triangles have equal heights, then the ratio of their areas equals the

ratio of their bases. If two triangles have equal bases, then the ratio of

their areas equals the ratio of their heights.

6. If the scale factor of two similar figures is a:b. then

(1) the ratio of the perimeters is a:b.

(2) the ratio of the areas is a
2
:b

2
.

7. Two principles used in geometric probability problems are stated and illustrated

on page 461.
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Chapter Review

1. Find the area of a square with perimeter 32.

2. Find the area of a rectangle with length 4 and diagonal 6.

3. Find the area of a square with side 7>\Jl cm.

4. Find the area of a rhombus with side 17 and longer diagonal 30.

5. A parallelogram has sides 8 and 12. The shorter

altitude is 6. Find the length of the other altitude.

6. Find the perimeter and the area of the triangle shown.

7. Find the height of a trapezoid with median 12

and area 84.

8. Find the area of an isosceles trapezoid with legs 5

and bases 4 and 12.

9. Find the perimeter and the area of the figure shown. ZL

ll

15

10. Find the area of a square with apothem 3 m.

11. Find the area of an equilateral triangle with radius 2\j2>

.

12. Find the area of a regular hexagon with perimeter 12 cm.

13. Find the circumference and area of a circle with radius 30. Use tt

14. The area of a circle is 12177 cm 2
. Find the diameter.

3.14.

15. A square with side 8 is inscribed in a circle. Find the circumference and

the area of the circle.

16. Find the length of a 135° arc in a circle with radius 24.

Find the area of each shaded region.

17. ^C ^vl20° 18. 19.

11-1

11-2

11-3

11-4

11-5

11-6

20. If AB = 9 and CD = 12, find the ratio of the areas of: 4 „ §
a. AAEB and ADEC b. AAED and ADEC

21. Two regular octagons have perimeters 16 cm and

32 cm, respectively. What is the ratio of their areas? D C

22. Two similar polygons have the scale factor 7:5. The area of the large

polygon is 147. Find the area of the smaller polygon.

23. A point is randomly chosen inside the larger circle of Exercise 19. What is 11-8

the probability that the point is inside the smaller circle?
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Chapter Test

Find the area of each figure described.

1. A circle with diameter 10

2. A square with diagonal 4 cm

3. An isosceles right triangle with hypotenuse 6\fl

4. A circle with circumference 307T m
5. A rhombus with diagonals 5 and 4

6. An isosceles trapezoid with legs 10 and bases 6 and 22

7. A parallelogram with sides 6 and 10 that form a 30° angle

8. A regular hexagon with apothem 2\/3 cm

9. Sector AOB of QO with radius 4 and mAB = 45

10. A rectangle with length 12 inscribed in a circle with radius 7.5

11. A sector of a circle with radius 12 and arc length IO77-

12. A square with radius 9

Find the area of each shaded region.

13. 10 14. 15.

16. The areas of two circles are 1007T and 36-tt.

and the ratio of their circumferences.

Find the ratio of their radii

17. Two regular pentagons have sides of 14 m and 3.5 m,

respectively. Find their scale factor and the ratio of their

areas.

18. In the diagram of OQ, mABC = 288 and QA
a. Find the circumference of OQ.
b. Find the length of AC.

c. Find the area of sector AQC.

10.

Ex.18

19. A point is randomly chosen on AD. Find the probability

that the point is on AE.

20. A point is randomly chosen inside AABC. What is the

probability that the point is inside:

a. AAfiD? b. ABDE1
6 D 6

Exs. 19, 20
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Cumulative Review: Chapters 1-11

In Exercises 1-12 classify each statement as true or false.

1. If point A lies on BC, but not on BC, then B is between A and C.

2. A true conditional always has a true converse.

3. The statement "If ac = be, then a = b" is true for all real numbers a,

b, and c.

4. If two parallel lines are cut by transversal t and t is perpendicular to one

of the lines, then / must also be perpendicular to the other line.

5. If AABC = ADEF and LA = LB, then DE = ~EF.

6. If the opposite sides of a quadrilateral are congruent and the diagonals are

perpendicular, then the quadrilateral must be a square.

7. If AGBS ~ AJFK, then — = —

.

JK GS

8. The length of the altitude to the hypotenuse of a right triangle is always

the geometric mean. between the lengths of the legs.

9. In any right triangle, the sine of one acute angle is equal to the cosine of

the other acute angle.

10. If an angle inscribed in a circle intercepts a major arc, then the measure

of the angle must be between 180 and 360.

11. The angle bisectors of an obtuse triangle intersect at a point that is equidistant

from the three vertices.

12. If JK = 10, then the locus of points in space that are 4 units from J and

5 units from A' is a circle.

13. Two lines that do not intersect are either _L_ or •

14. In ARST, m LR = 2x + 10, mLS = 3x - 10, and m LT = Ax.

a. Find the numerical measure of each angle.

b. Is ARST scalene, isosceles, or right? Why?

15. Use inductive thinking to guess the next number: 10, 9, 5, -4, -20, _L

16. If a diagonal of an equilateral quadrilateral is drawn, what method could

be used to show that the two triangles formed are congruent?

17. A trapezoid has bases with lengths x + 3 and 3x — 1 and a median of

length 1 1 . Find the value of x.

18. If 4, 7, and x are the lengths of the sides of a triangle and x is an integer,

list the possible values for x.

19. Describe the locus of points in space that are 4 cm or less from a

given point P.

20. Two similar rectangles have diagonals of 6\/3 and 9. Find the ratio of

their perimeters and the ratio of their areas.
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B 21. Given: AB 1 BC\ DC ± BC: AC = BD
Prove: ABCE is isosceles.

22. Given: Quad. EFGH: ~EF = ~HG; EF II HG
Prove: AEHF = LGFH

, : ,

23. Use an indirect proof to show that no triangle has sides of length jc, v,

and x 4- v.

24. The legs of a right triangle are 4 cm and 8 cm long. What is the length

of the median to the hypotenuse?

25. If a 45°-45°-90° triangle has legs of length 5y/l, find the length of the

altitude to the hypotenuse.

26. The altitude to the hypotenuse of a 30°-60°-90°

triangle divides the hypotenuse into segments with

lengths in the ratio _2_:_Z_.

27. Find the value of .v in the diagram.

28. In ADEF, ml.F = 42, mLE = 90, and

DE = 12. Find EF to the nearest integer. (Use the

table on page 311.)
Ex.27

29. In right AXYZ with hypotenuse XZ if cos X = — and XZ = 24, then to

the nearest integer XY = —1

30. If a tree is 20 m high and the distance from point P
on the ground to the base of the tree is also 20 m,

then the angle of elevation of the top of the tree

from point P is —1

31. If PQ and PR are tangents to the circle and

mL 1 = 58, find m/_2. Ex.31

32. AABC is an isosceles right triangle with hypotenuse AC of length 2\J2.

If medians AD and BE intersect at M, find AD and AM.

33. Draw two segments and let their lengths be x and y. Construct a segment

Zx
2

of length t such that r = —

.

y

34. An equilateral triangle has perimeter 12 cm. Find its area.

35. Find the area of an isosceles trapezoid with legs 7 and bases 11 and 21.

36. a. Find the length of a 200° arc in a circle with diameter 24.

b. Find the area of the sector determined by this arc.

37. B and E are the respective midpoints of AC and AD. Given

that AB = 9, BE = 6. and AE = 8, find:

a. the perimeter of AACD
b. the ratio of the areas of AABE and AACD





Important Solids

Objectives

1. Identify the parts of prisms, pyramids, cylinders, and cones.

2. Find the lateral areas, total areas, and volumes of right prisms and

regular pyramids.

3. Find the lateral areas, total areas, and volumes of right cylinders and

right cones.

12-1 Prisms
In this chapter you will be calculating surface areas and volumes of special

solids. It is possible to begin with some postulates and then prove as theorems

the formulas for areas and volumes of solids, as we did for plane figures.

Instead, the formulas for solids will be stated as theorems, and informal arguments

will be given to show you that the formulas are reasonable.

The first solid we will study is the prism. The

two shaded faces of the prism shown are its bases.

Notice that the bases are congruent polygons lying in

parallel planes. An altitude of a prism is a segment

joining the two base planes and perpendicular to both.

The length of an altitude is the height, h, of the prism.

The faces of a prism that are not its bases are

called lateral faces. Adjacent lateral faces intersect

in parallel segments called lateral edges.

lateral

edges

The lateral faces of a prism are parallelograms. If they are rectangles,

the prism is a right prism. Otherwise the prism is an oblique prism. The
diagrams below show that a prism is also classified by the shape of its bases.

Note that in a right prism, the lateral edges are also altitudes.

Right triangular prism Right rectangular prism

(Rectangular solid)

Oblique pentagonal prism

Areas and Volumes of Solids / 475
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The surface area of a solid is measured in square units. The lateral area

(L.A.) of a prism is the sum of the areas of its lateral faces. The total area

(T.A.) is the sum of the areas of all its faces. Using B to denote the area of

a base, we have the following formula.

T.A. = L.A. + IB

If a prism is a right prism, the next theorem gives us an easy way to find

the lateral area.

Theorem 12-1

The lateral area of a right prism equals the perimeter of a base times the

height of the prism. (L.A. = ph)

The formula for lateral area applies to any right prism. The

right pentagonal prism can be used to illustrate the development

of the formula:

\L

L.A. = ah + bh + ch + dh + eh

= (a + b + c + d + e)h

= perimeter • h

= ph

Prisms have volume as well as area. A rectangular solid with

square faces is a cube. Since each edge of the blue cube shown

is l unit long, the cube is said to have a volume of l cubic unit.

The larger rectangular solid has 3 layers of cubes, each layer

containing (4 • 2) cubes. Hence its volume is (4 • 2) • 3, or 24

cubic units.

Volume = Base area x height

= (4 • 2) • 3

= 24 cubic units

The same sort of reasoning is used to find the volume of any right prism.

4^

^3r^
.2

/

Theorem 12-2

The volume of a right prism equals the area of a base times the height of

the prism. (V = Bh)

Volume is measured in cubic units. Some common units for measuring

volume are the cubic centimeter (cm 3
) and the cubic meter (m ).
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Example 1

Solution

A right trapezoidal prism is shown. Find the (a) lateral area,

(b) total area, and (c) volume.

a. First find the perimeter of a base.

/? = 5 + 6 + 5+l2 = 28 (cm)

Now use the formula for lateral area.

L.A. = ph = 28 • 10 = 280 (cm
2

)

b. First find the area of a base.

B = i-4-(12 + 6) = 36 (cm 2

)

Now use the formula for total area.

T.A. = L.A. + IB = 280 + 2 • 36

c. V = Bh = 36 • 10 = 360 (cm 3
)

352 (cm")

Example 2 A right triangular prism is shown. The volume

is 315. Find the total area.

Solution First find the height of the prism.

V = Bh

315 = (£ 10.5 A)h

315 = 2\h

15 = h

Next find the lateral area.

L.A. = ph = (10.5 + 6.5 + 7) • 15

Now use the formula for total area.

T.A. = L.A. + IB = 360 + 2 • 21

24 • 15 = 360

402

12 cm

i4 cm
r!

7

6 cm
10 cm

Classroom Exercises

Exercises 1-6 refer to the right prism shown.

1. The prism is called a right L_ prism.

How many lateral faces are there?

What kind of figure is each lateral face?

Name two lateral edges and an altitude.

The length of an altitude is called the __2 . of the prism.

Suppose the bases are regular hexagons with 4 cm edges.

a. Find the lateral area. b. Find the base area.

c. Find the total area. d. Find the volume.

U

%
T

5 cm

B C
Vd

4 cm

7. Can a prism have lateral faces that are triangles?

8. What is the minimum number of faces a prism can have?

9. If two prisms have equal volumes, must they also have equal total areas?

10. a. Since 1 yd = 3 ft, 1 yd
2 = _^ ft

2
and 1 yd

3 = ^_ ft
3

.

b. Since 1 ft =

c. Since 1 m =
in., 1 ft

2

cm, 1 m 2

in." and 1 ft

. cm 2
and 1 nv

in.

cm
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Written Exercises

Exercises 1-6 refer to rectangular solids with dimensions /, w, and h. Complete

the table.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

/ 6 50 6 ? 9 5.v

w 4 30 3 8 9 4-t

h 2 15 9 5 2 3.x

L.A. 7 7 7 7 60 7

T.A. 7 7 7 7 7 9

V 7 9 54 360 9 7

J

Exercises 7-12 refer to cubes with edges of length e. Complete the table.

7. 8. .9. 10. 11. 12.

e 3 e 9 9 9 2x

T.A. 7 9 7 9 150 9

V 7 9 1000 64 9 9

A /
1

7

B

13. Find the lateral area of a right pentagonal prism with height 13 and base

edges 3.2, 5.8, 6.9, 4.7, and 9.4.

14. A right triangular prism has lateral area 120 cm 2
. If the base edges are

4 cm, 5 cm, and 6 cm long, find the height of the prism.

15. If the edge of a cube is doubled, the total area is multiplied by :_ and

the volume is multiplied by ?

16. If the length, width, and height of a rectangular solid are all tripled, the

lateral area is multiplied by __L_, the total area is multiplied by :_, and

the volume is multiplied by ?

Facts about the base of a right prism and the height of the prism are given.

Sketch each prism and find its lateral area, total area, and volume.

17. Equilateral triangle with side 8; h = 10

18. Triangle with sides 9, 12, 15; h = 10

19. Isosceles triangle with sides 13, 13, 10; h = 7

20. Isosceles trapezoid with bases 10 and 4 and legs 5; h = 20

21. Rhombus with diagonals 6 and 8; h = 9

22. Regular hexagon with side 8; h = 12
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45 cm

30 cm

23. The container shown has the shape of a rectangular

solid. When a rock is submerged, the water level rises

0.5 cm. Find the volume of the rock.

24. A driveway 30 m long and 5 m wide is to be paved with

blacktop 3 cm thick. How much will the blacktop cost

if it is sold at the price of $175 per cubic meter?

25. A brick with dimensions 20 cm, 10 cm, and 5 cm weighs 1.2 kg. A
second brick of the same material has dimensions 25 cm. 15 cm. and

4 cm. What is its weight?

26. A drinking trough for horses is a right trapezoidal prism with dimensions

shown below. If it is filled with water, about how much will the water

weigh? {Hint: 1 m 3
of water weighs 1 metric ton.)

12 cm
Zf

12 cm

/I /Cm /I //

50 cm

40 cm
50 cm

Ex. 27

20 cm

'20 cm

40 cm

27. Find the weight, to the nearest kilogram, of the cement block shown.

Cement weighs 1700 kg/nr

.

28. Find the weight, to the nearest 10 kg. of the steel I-beam shown below.

Steel weighs 7860 kg/m 3
.

30 cm

Find the volume and the total surface area of each solid in terms of the given

variables.

29. 30.

4.Y

/4Lv S

fX
x/

X

4.v

X X

X X/ 3v

4.v
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31. The length of a rectangular solid is twice the width, and the height is three

times the width. If the volume is 162 cm 3
, find the total area of the solid.

, 32. A right prism has square bases with edges that are three times as long as

the lateral edges. The prism's total area is 750 m 2
. Find the volume.

33. A diagonal of a box forms a 35° angle with a diagonal of the base, as

shown. Use trigonometry to approximate the volume of the box.

34. Refer to Exercise 33. Suppose another box has a base with dimensions

8 by 6 and a diagonal that forms a 70° angle with a diagonal of a

base. Show that the ratio of the volumes of the two boxes is

tan 35°

tan 70°'

C 35. A right prism has height x and bases that are equilateral triangles with

sides x. Show that the volume is \x
i
\j2>.

36. A right prism has height h and bases that are regular hexagons with

sides 5. Show that the volume is f s
2
hy/3.

37.

38.

A rectangular beam of wood 3 m long is cut

into six pieces, as shown. Find the volume of

each piece in cubic centimeters.

A diagonal of a cube joins two vertices not in

the same face. If the diagonals are 4\/3 cm
long, what is the volume?

39. All nine edges of a right triangular prism are

congruent. Find the length of these edges if

the volume is 54 V3cm 3
.

40. If the length and width of a rectangular solid

are each decreased by 20%, by what percent

must the height be increased for the volume to

remain unchanged? Give your answer to the

nearest whole percent.

Ex.37

Challenge

1. Given two rectangles, find one line

that divides each rectangle into two

parts of equal area.

2. Given three rectangular solids, tell

how to find one plane that divides

each of these solids into two parts

of equal volume.
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Computer Key-In

A manufacturing company produces metal boxes of different

sizes by cutting out square corners from rectangular pieces of

metal that measure 9 in. by 12 in. The metal is then folded

along the dashed lines to form a box without a top. If a

customer requests the box with the greatest possible volume,

what dimensions should be used?

The volume, V, of the box can be expressed in terms of x.

V = length • width height

= (12 - 2x) (9 - 2x) • x

To form a box, the possible values for .v are < x < f

.

The following computer program finds the volumes of the

boxes produced for ten values of .v from to 4.5.

12-

12-2.V

10 PRINT "X", "VOLUME"
15 PRINT
20 FOR X = TO 4.5 STEP 0.5
30 LET V=(12-2*X)*(9
40 PRINT X, V

50 NEXT X

60 END

The print-out at the right shows that the maximum volume

of the box probably occurs when the value of x is between 1

and 2. Also, the print-out shows that the maximum volume

is about 81 in.
3

VOLUME

44
70

81

80

70

54

35

16

Exercises

1. To find a more accurate value for x, change line 20 to:

FOR X = 1 TO 2 STEP .

1

Between what values of x does the maximum volume occur?

2. Modify line 20 to find the maximum volume, correct to the nearest tenth

of a cubic inch. What are the length, width, and height, correct to the nearest

tenth of an inch, of the box with maximum volume?

3. Suppose the manufacturing company cuts square corners out of pieces of

metal that measure 8 in. by 15 in.

a. Express the volume in terms of x.

b. Find the maximum volume, correct to the nearest tenth of a cubic inch.

c. What are the length, width, and height of the box with maximum

volume? Give each correct to the nearest tenth of an inch.
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12-2 Pyramids
The diagram shows the pentagonal pyramid V-ABCDE. Point

V is the vertex of the pyramid and pentagon ABCDE is the

base. The segment from the vertex perpendicular to the base

is the altitude and its length is the height, h, of the pyramid.

The five triangular faces with V in common, such as

AVAB, are lateral faces. These faces intersect in segments

called lateral edges.

Most of the pyramids you'll study will be regular

pyramids. These are pyramids with the following properties:

(1) The base is a regular polygon.

(2) All lateral edges are congruent.

(3) All lateral faces are congruent isosceles triangles. The

height of a lateral face is called the slant height of the

pyramid. It is denoted by /.

(4) The altitude meets the base at its center, O. Regular hexagonal pyramid

Example 1 A regular square pyramid has base edges 10 and lateral

edges 13. Find (a) its slant height and (b) its height.

Solution Use the Pythagorean Theorem.

a. In rt. AVMC,
/ = \fW

b. In rt. AVOM,

5
2

12.

h Vl22 - 5
2 = VH9.

Example 2 Find the lateral area of the pyramid in Example 1

.

Solution The four lateral faces are congruent.

area of AVBC = \ • 10 • 12 = 60

lateral area = area of 4 lateral faces

= 4 • area of A VBC
= 4 • 60 = 240

Example 2 illustrates a simple method for finding the lateral area of a

regular pyramid. It is Method 1, summarized below.
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Theorem 12-3

The lateral area of a regular pyramid equals half the perimeter of the base

times the slant height. (L.A. = hpl)

This formula is developed using Method l on the

previous page. The area of one lateral face is \bl. Then:

Since nb = p.

L.A.

L.A.

ihbl)n

\(nb)l

hpl

The prism and pyramid below have congruent bases and equal heights.

Since the volume of the prism is Bh, the volume of the pyramid must be less

than Bh. In fact, it is exactly hBh. This result is stated as Theorem 12-4.

Although no proof will be given. Classroom Exercise l and the Computer

Key-In on pages 488-489 help justify the formula.

<lh>

J—

L

l>^
V=Bh V=fBh

Theorem 12-4

The volume of a pyramid equals one third the area of the base times the

height of the pyramid. (V = \Bh)

Example 3 Suppose the regular hexagonal pyramid shown at the right above

Theorem 12-4 has base edges 6 and height 12. Find its volume.

Solution Find the area of the hexagonal base.

Divide the base into six equilateral triangles.

Find the area of one triangle and multiply by 6.

Base area = B = 6(h • 6 • 3\3) = 54\/3

Then V = \Bh = h ' 54\/3 12 = 216\/3
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Example 4 A regular triangular pyramid has lateral edge 10 and

height 6. Find the (a) lateral area and (b) volume.

Solution a. In rt. AVOA, AO = VlO2 - 6 2 = \/64 = 8.

Since AO = %AM (why?), %AM = 8,

AM = 12, and OM = 4.

/ = V'6
2 + 4

2 = V'52 = 2V13

In 30°-60°-90° AAMC, CM =
12 2V3

V3 3

Base edge = BC = 2 • 4\/3 = 8\/3

L.A. = kpl = 1(3 • 8V3) ' 2\7T3 = 24V39

b. Area of base = B = h • BC • AM = \ • S\/3

V = \Bh = 3 • 48V3 • 6 = 96V3

12 = 48\/3

Classroom Exercises

1. The diagonals of a cube intersect to divide the cube into six

congruent pyramids as shown. The base of each pyramid is a

face of the cube, and the height of each pyramid is \e.

a. Use the formula for the volume of a cube to explain why the

volume of each pyramid is V = ^e
3

.

b. Use the formula in part (a) to show that V = \Bh. (Note:

This exercise shows that V = zBh gives the correct result

for these pyramids.)

V-ABCD is a regular square pyramid. Find numerical answers.

2. OM = _L_ 3. / = _L_

4. Area of AVBC = _L_ 5. L.A. = _L_

6. Volume = _L_ 7. VC = -L_

Each edge of pyramid V-XYZ is 6 cm. Find numerical answers.

8. XM = Jl_ 9. XO = -!—

10. h = —^_ 11. Base area = i_

12. Volume =

14. L.A. = -1

13. Slant height

15. T.A. = _1_

16. Can the height of a regular pyramid be greater than the slant

height? Explain.

17. Can the slant height of a regular pyramid be greater than the

length of a lateral edge? Explain.

18. Can the area of the base of a regular pyramid be greater than

the lateral area? Explain.
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Written Exercises

Copy and complete the table below for the regular square pyramid shown.

A 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

height, h 4 12 24 7 7 6

slant height, / 5 13 ? 12 5
->

base edge ? | ? 14 1 ? 8 i

lateral edge ? 1 7 7 1 > 9 10

You can use the following three steps to sketch a square pyramid.

(1) Draw a parallelogram

for the base and sketch

the diagonals.

(2) Draw a vertical segment

at the point where the

diagonals intersect.

3 Join the vertex to the

base vertices.

Sketch each pyramid, as shown above. Then find its lateral area.

7. A regular triangular pyramid with base edge 4 and slant height 6

8. A regular pentagonal pyramid with base edge 1.5 and slant height 9

9. A regular square pyramid with base edge 12 and lateral edge 10

10. A regular hexagonal pyramid with base edge 10 and lateral edge 1?

For Exercises 11-14 sketch each square pyramid described. Then find its

lateral area, total area, and volume.

11. base edge = 6. height = 4 12. base edge

13. height = 12. slant height =13 14. base edge

16. slant height

16. lateral edge

10

17

15. A pyramid has a base area of 16 cm" and a volume of 32 cm". Find

its height.

16. A regular octagonal pyramid has base edge 3 m and lateral area 60 nr.

Find its slant height.

B 17. Y-ABCD is a pyramid with a rectangular base 18 cm long

and 10 cm wide. O is the center of the rectangle. The

height. YO. of the pyramid is 12 cm. 10 cm

a. Find VX and VT.

b. Find the lateral area of the pyramid. (Why can't you use A

the formula L.A. = \pll)
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18. Find the height and the volume of a regular hexagonal

pyramid with lateral edges 10 ft and base edges 6 ft.

19. The shaded pyramid in the diagram is cut from a rectangular

solid. How does the volume of the pyramid compare with

the volume of the rectangular solid?

20. A pyramid and a prism both have height 8.2 cm and congruent

hexagonal bases with area 22.3 cm 2
. Give the ratio of their

volumes. (Hint: You do not need to calculate their volumes.)
Ex.19

Exercises 21-25 refer to the regular triangular pyramid shown below.

21. If AM = 9 and VA = 10, find h and /.

22. a. If BC = 6, find AM and AO.

b. If BC = 6 and VA = 4, find h and /.

23. a. If h = 4 and / = 5, find OM, OA, and BC.

b. Find the lateral area and the volume.

24. If VA = 5 and h = 3, find the slant height, the lateral area,

and the volume.

25. If AB = 12 and VA = 10, find the lateral area and the volume.

26. Find the volume of a regular hexagonal pyramid with height 8 cm and

base edges 6 cm.

27. Use trigonometry to find the volume of the regular pyramid below to the

nearest cubic unit.

28.

40 c

10

Ex.28

Show that the ratio of the volumes of the two regular square pyramids

tan 40°
shown above is

tan 80°

'

29. All the edges of a regular triangular pyramid are x units long.

Find the volume of the pyramid in terms of x.

30. The base of a pyramid is a regular hexagon with sides y cm
long. The lateral edges are 2y cm long. Find the volume of

the pyramid in terms of y.

31. Use a calculator and trigonometry to find the volume of the

regular square pyramid shown to the nearest cubic unit. Ex.31
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• 32. Different pyramids are inscribed in two identical cubes, as shown below.

a. Which pyramid has the greater volume?

b. Which pyramid has the greater total area?

Pyramid F-ABCD Pyramid M-ABCD has vertex M
at the center of square EFGH.

Challenge
1. Accurately draw or construct a large equilateral triangle.

Choose any point inside the triangle and carefully measure

the distances x, y. z, and h. Then find x + y + z.

2. Now choose another point on or inside the triangle and find

x + y + z. What do you notice? Why does this happen?

3. Use your answers in Exercises 1 and 2 to complete the following statement:

From any point inside an equilateral triangle, the sum of the L_ equals

the _J

4. Generalize the statement in Exercise 3 from two dimensions to three

dimensions.

Mixed Review Exercises

Copy and complete the table for circles.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

Radius 6 11
i

2 3\3 9 9 9 9

Circumference 9 9 9 9 1077- 18tt 7 9

Area 9 9 9 9 9 9 4977 15tt

Draw a diagram for each exercise.

9. A circle is inscribed in a square with sides 24 mm. Find (a) the area of

the circle and (b) the area of the square.

10. A square is inscribed in a circle with diameter 8\ 2. Find (a) the perimeter

of the square and (b) the circumference of the circle.
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Calculator Key-In

The Great Pyramid of King Cheops has a

square base with sides 755 feet long. The

original height was 481 feet, but the top

part of the pyramid, which was 31 feet in

height, has been destroyed. Approximately

what percent of the original volume remains?

Answer to the nearest hundredth of a

percent.

Computer Key-In

The earliest pyramids, which were built

about 2750 B.C., are called step pyramids

because the lateral faces are not triangles

but a series of great stone steps. To find

the volume of such a pyramid it is necessary

to find the sum of the volumes of the steps,

or layers. Each layer is a rectangular solid

with a square base.

Let us consider a pyramid with base

edges 10 and height 10. Suppose that this

pyramid is made up of 10 steps with equal

heights . The top layer is a cube (base edges

equal the height), and the base edge for each succeeding layer increases by an

amount equal to the height of a layer. As the left side of the diagram at the

bottom of this page shows, the height of each step is \% = 1, and the volume

of the top layer is V
x

= Bh = (l
2

)
• 1 = 1. The volumes of the second and

third layers are V2
= (2

2
) -1=4 and V3

= (3
2
)

• 1 = 9, respectively. Con-

tinuing in this way, the total volume of the pyramid is:

V V •
1 + 2

2
• 1 + 3

2
• 1 + 4

2
• 1 + + 9

2
• 1 + 10

2
• 1 = 385

base edge = height = 1

base edge = 1+1=2-

base edge =1 + 1 + 1=3—
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Now consider another pyramid with the same base and height but having

100 steps instead of 10 steps. The height of each layer is
—— = — , and the
100 10

volume of each layer is computed using the formula V = Blv.

1

Volume of top layer =

Volume of second layer

Volume of third layer = (
3 ' ^) " ^ = (^) ' ^

10

L)
2

.± = (±Y.±
10/ io \ 10/ 10

Volume of 99th laver = 99 • -

10/ io Mo/ io

99

10,

/lOO
Volume of 100th laver =100

\ 10/ 10 \io/

Thus, the volume of the pyramid is:

v _ (iy .1 + (i\ .i + (±y .i + .

.

. + (21)
\io/ io \io/ io V 10/ 10 V 10/

1 / 100
+

io \ io / io

The following computer program finds the total volume for the given

pyramid with N steps.

10 LET V =
20 PRINT "HOW MANY STEPS ARE THERE";
30 INPUT N

40 LET H = 10/N
50 FOR X = 1 TO N

60 LET V = V+(X*H) |2*H
70 NEXT X
80 PRINT "VOLUME OF PYRAMID WITH ";N;" STEPS IS ";V
90 END

Exercises

1. RUN the given program to verify the volume of the 10-step pyramid and

to find the volume of the 100-step pyramid.

2. a. Suppose that another pyramid with the same base and height has 1000

steps. RUN the program to find the volume.

b. Make a chart that shows the volume for the given number of steps:

10. 100. 500. 750. 900. 1000.

c. As the number of steps increases, what value do the volumes seem to

be approaching?

d. What is the volume of a regular square pyramid with base edge of 10

and height 10?

e. What can you conclude from comparing the answers to parts (b)-(d)?
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12-3 Cylinders and Cones
A cylinder is like a prism except that its bases are circles instead of polygons.

In a right cylinder, the segment joining the centers of the circular bases is an

altitude. The length of an altitude is called the height, h, of the cylinder. A
radius of a base is also called a radius, r, of the cylinder.

JL

Right prism Right cylinder Oblique prism Oblique cylinder

The diagrams above show the relationship between prisms and cylinders.

In the discussion and exercises that follow, the word "cylinder" will always

refer to a right cylinder.

.

It is not surprising that the formulas for cylinders are related to those for

prisms: L.A. = ph and V = Bh. Since the base of a cylinder is a circle, we
substitute lirr for p and nr2

for B and get the following formulas.

Theorem 12-5
The lateral area of a cylinder equals the circumference of a base times the

height of the cylinder. (L.A. = ItttK)

Theorem 12-6
The volume of a cylinder equals the area of a base times the height of the

cylinder. (V = Ttr^h)

A cone is like a pyramid except that its base is a circle instead of a

polygon. The relationship between pyramids and cones is shown in the diagrams

below.

slant

height, /

Regular pyramid Right cone Oblique pyramid Oblique cone

Note that "slant height" applies only to a regular pyramid and a right

cone. We will use the word "cone" to refer to a right cone.
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The formulas for cones are related to those for pyramids: L.A. = \pl and

V = 3#/i. Since the base of a cone is a circle, we again substitute 2irr for p
and irr

2
for B and get the following formulas.

Theorem 12-7

The lateral area of a cone equals half the circumference of the base times

the slant height. (L.A. = \ • 2irr • I, or L.A. = Tirl)

Theorem 12-8
The volume of a cone equals one third the area of the base times the height

of the cone. (V = hirr
2
h)

So far our study of solids has not included formulas for oblique solids.

The volume formulas for cylinders and cones, but not the area formulas, can be

used for the corresponding oblique solids. (See the Extra on pages 516-517.)

Example 1 A cylinder has radius 5 cm and height 4 cm. Find the (a) lateral

area, (b) total area, and (c) volume of the cylinder.

Solution a. L.A. = lirrh = 2tt • 5 • 4 = 4077 (cm 2
)

b. T.A. = L.A. + IB
= 4077- + 2(77- • 5

2
) = 90tt (cm 2

)

c. V = nrh = n • 5
2

• 4 = IOOtt (cm
3

)

Example 2 Find the (a) lateral area, (b) total area, and (c) volume of the cone shown.

Solution a. First use the Pythagorean Theorem to find /.

/ = V6
2 + 3

2 = V45 = 3\/5

L.A. = 7T/7 = 77- • 3 • 3V5 = 9ttV5

b. T.A. = L.A. + B = 9ttV5 + tt • 3
2 = 9iry/5 + 9tt-

c. V = hirrh = $« • 3
2

• 6 = 18tt-

Classroom Exercises

1. a. When the label of a soup can is cut off and laid flat, it is a rectangular

piece of paper. (See the diagram below.) How are the length and width

of this rectangle related to r and hi

b. What is the area of this rectangle?
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2. a. Find the lateral areas of cylinders I, II, and III.

b. Notice that the height of II is twice the height of I.

Is the lateral area of II twice the lateral area of I?

c. Notice that the radius of III is twice the radius of I.

Is the lateral area of III twice the lateral area of I?

3. a. Find the total areas of cylinders I, II, and III.

b. Are the ratios of the total areas the same as those of

the lateral areas in Exercise 2?

4. a. Find the volumes of cylinders I, II, and III.

b. Notice that the height of II is twice the height of I.

Is the volume of II twice the volume of I?

c. Notice that the radius of III is twice the radius of I.

Is the volume of III twice the volume of I?

Complete the table for the cone shown.

5.

6.

7.

8. Describe the intersection of a plane and a cone if the plane is

the perpendicular bisector of the altitude of the cone.

r h / L.A. T.A. V

3 4 9 7 7 9

? 12 13 7 7 9

6 cm 7 10 cm 9 9 7

'3^>

<

III

~Z

Written Exercises

You can use the following three steps to sketch a cylinder.

(1) Draw two congruent

ovals, one above the other.

(2) Join the ovals with

two vertical segments.

(3) Draw in the altitude

and a radius.

Sketch each cylinder. Then find its lateral area, total area, and volume.

1. r = 4; h = 5 2. r = 8; h = 10 3. r = 4; h = 3 4. r =

5. The volume of a cylinder is 647r. If r = /?, find r.

6. The lateral area of a cylinder is 1877. If /; = 6, find r.

7. The volume of a cylinder is 727r. If h = 8, find the lateral area.

8. The total area of a cylinder is 1007T. If r = h, find r.

h = 15
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You can use the following three steps to sketch a cone.

(1) Draw an oval and a

vertex point over the

center of the oval.

(2) Join the vertex to

the oval, as shown.

(3) Draw in the altitude

and a radius.

Sketch each cone. Copy and complete the table.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

r h / L.A. T.A. V

4 3 7 7 7 7

8 6 7 7 7 7

12 7 13 7 7 7

•i 2 6 7 7 o

i 7 15 180- 7 7

21 7 7 609tt 7 7

15 7 7 7 60077

9 9 7 7 7 32477-

17. In Exercises 9 and 10. the ratio of the radii is |. or §, and the ratio of

the heights is §. or §. Use the answers you found for these two exercises

to determine the ratios of the following:

a. lateral areas b. total areas c. volumes

18. A manufacturer needs to decide which container to use for

packaging a product. One container is twice as wide as

another but only half as tall. Which container holds more,

or do they hold the same amount? Guess first and then

calculate the ratio of their volumes.

19. A cone and a cylinder both have height 48 and radius 15. Give

the ratio of their volumes without calculating the two volumes.

B 20. a. Guess which contains more, the can or the bottle. (Assume

that the top part of the bottle is a complete cone.)

b. See if your guess is right by finding the volumes of both.

21. A solid metal cylinder with radius 6 cm and height 18 cm is

melted down and recast as a solid cone with radius 9 cm. Find

the height of the cone.

JUICI

-5 cm-

A
APPl
JUIC

1
4 cm

Ex.20
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22. A pipe is 2 m long and has inside radius 5 cm and outside radius 6 cm.

Find the volume of metal contained in the pipe to the nearest cubic centimeter.

Use 77- « 3.14.

6 cm

cm

2 m

23.

Ex.22

Ex.23

Water is pouring into a conical (cone-shaped) reservoir at the rate of

the number of minutes1.8 m per minute. Find, to the nearest minute.

it will take to fill the reservoir. Use tt —3.14.

24. Two water pipes of the same length have inside diameters of 6 cm and

8 cm. These two pipes are replaced by a single pipe of the same length,

which has the same capacity as the smaller pipes combined. What is the

inside diameter of the new pipe?

25. The total area of a cylinder is 4077. If h = 8. find r.

26. The total area of a cylinder is 907T. If h = 12, find r.

27. In rectangle ABCD, AB = 10 and AD = 6.

a. The rectangle is rotated in space about AB. Describe the solid that is

formed and find its volume.

b. Answer part (a) if the rectangle is rotated about AD.

28. a. The segment joining (0, 0) and (4, 3) is rotated

about the .v-axis, forming the lateral surface of a

cone. Find the lateral area and the volume of this

cone.

b. Sketch the cone that would be formed if the segment

had been rotated about the y-axis. Find the lateral

area and the volume of this cone.

c. Are your answers to parts (a) and (b) the same?

29. Each prism shown below is inscribed in a cylinder with height 10 and

radius 6. Find the volume and lateral area of each prism.

i I

(4,3)
v> si\X s\ \
rt /
=\X

(0,0)

f\u

x-axis

I I
I

I
I

ys L
1

1

M-1 4J

Base is an equilateral

triangle.

Base is a square. Base is a regular

hexagon.
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30. An equilateral triangle with 6 cm sides is rotated about an altitude. Draw

a diagram and find the volume of the solid formed.

31.

32.

33

A square is rotated in space about a side s. Describe the solid formed and

find its volume in terms of s.

A cylinder with height 10 and radius 6 is inscribed in a square prism.

Make a sketch. Then find the volume of the prism.

A regular square pyramid with base edge 4 cm is

inscribed in a cone with height 6 cm. What is the

volume of the cone?

34. A regular square pyramid is inscribed in a cone with

radius 4 cm and height 4 cm.

a. What is the volume of the pyramid?

b. Find the slant heights of the cone and the

pyramid.

E\s. 33. 34

35. A cone is inscribed in a regular square pyramid with slant height 9 cm and

base edse 6 cm. Make a sketch. Then find the volume of the cone.

36. The lateral area of a cone is three-fifths the total area,

the radius and the slant heisht.

Find the ratio of

37. A regular hexagonal pyramid with base edge 6 and height 8 is inscribed

in a cone. Find the lateral areas of the cone and the pyramid.

38. A 120° sector is cut out of a circular piece of tin with radius 6 in. and bent

to form the lateral surface of a cone. What is the volume of the cone?

39. In LABC. AB = 15. AC = 20. and BC = 25. The triangle is rotated in

space about BC. Find the volume of the solid formed.

40. An equilateral triangle with sides of length s is rotated in space about one

side. Show that the volume of the solid formed is \tts~ .

Challenge

A piece of wood contains a square hole, a circular hole, and a triangular hole,

as shown. Explain how one block of wood in the shape of a cube with 2 cm
edges can be cut down so that it can pass through, and exactly fit. all three

holes.
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Self-Test 1

For Exercises 1-5 find the lateral area, total area, and volume of each solid.

1. A rectangular solid with length 10, width 8, and height 4.5

2. A regular square pyramid with base edge 24 and slant height 13

3. A cylinder with radius 10 in. and height 7 in.

4. A right hexagonal prism with height 5 cm and base edge 6 cm

5. A cone with height 12 and radius 9

6. The total area of a cube is 2400 m 2
. Find the volume.

7. A solid metal cylinder with radius 2 and height 2 is recast as a solid cone

with radius 2. Find the height of the cone.

8. A prism with height 2 m and a pyramid with height 5 m have congruent

triangular bases. Find the ratio of their volumes.

Calculator Key-In

A cylinder has radius 10 and height 12. Suppose that the lateral surface

of the cylinder is covered with a thin coat of paint having thickness 0. 1

.

The volume of the paint can be calculated approximately or exactly.

a. Use the diagrams below to explain the following formula.

Approximate volume = (lateral area of cylinder) • (thickness of paint)

V « {Irrrh) (t)

czs

b. Why is this formula only an approximation of the volume?

2. Use a calculator and the formula to find the approximate volume of paint

for each thickness: 0.1, 0.01, 0.001.

3. The exact volume of paint can be found by subtracting the volume of the

inner cylinder (the given cylinder) from the volume of the outer cylinder

(the given cylinder plus paint). Use a calculator to evaluate the exact

volume of paint for each thickness: 0.1, 0.01, 0.001.

4. Compare the values for the approximate volume and exact volume for each

thickness in Exercises 2 and 3. What can you conclude?
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Similar Solids

Objectives

1. Find the area and the volume of a sphere.

2. State and apply the properties of similar solids.

12-4 Spheres

Recall (page 329) that a sphere is the set of

all points that are a given distance from a

given point. The sphere has many useful ap-

plications. One recent application is the

development of a spherical blimp. An ex-

perimental model of the blimp is shown in

the photograph. A spherical shape was se-

lected for this blimp because a sphere gives

excellent mobility, stability, hovering capa-

bilities, and lift. The rotation of the top of

a sphere away from the direction in which

the sphere is traveling provides lifting

power.

The surface area and the volume of a

sphere are given by the formulas below. After

some examples showing how these formulas

are used, justifications of the formulas will

be presented.

Theorem 12-9

The area of a sphere equals 4tt times the square of the radius. (A = 47rr
2
)

Theorem 12-10
The volume of a sphere equals %tt times the cube of the radius.

(V = i~r
?

)

Example 1 Find the area and the volume of a sphere with radius 2 cm.

Solution 47rr 4tt • 2' = I6tt (cm -
)

4
3

4
V = ~7tr = -77

3 3

3277
(cm)
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Example 2 The area of a sphere is 25677-. Find the volume

Solution To find the volume, first find the radius.

(1) A 25677- = Airr~

64 = r
8 = r

4 , 4
(2) V = -irr* = -7T

2048 7T

Example 3 A plane passes 4 cm from the center of a sphere with

radius 7 cm. Find the area of the circle of intersection.

Solution Let* = radius of the circle.

x = V7
2 - 4

2 = V33
Area = 7r;r = 77-(V33)" = 337T (cm")

Justification of the Volume Formula (Optional)

Any solid can be approximated by a stack of thin

circular discs of equal thickness, as shown by the

sphere drawn at the right. Each disc is actually a

cylinder with height h.

The sphere, the cylinder, and the double cone

below all have radius r and height 2r. Look at the

disc that is x units above the center of each solid.

/il

Disc volume: Disc volume: irr'h Disc volume: irx~h

x
2
) h = 7r(r

2 — x
2
)h

= irr'h — irx'h

Note from the calculations above that no matter what x is, the volume of

the first disc equals the difference between the volumes of the other two discs.

Total volume of

discs in sphere

Total volume of

discs in cylinder

Total volume of

discs in double cone
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The relationship on the bottom of the previous page holds if there are just

a few discs approximating each solid or very many discs. If there are very

many discs, their total volume will be practically the same as the volume of

the solid. Thus:

Volume of sphere = volume of cylinder — volume of double cone

= -nr' • 2r — 2(377T
2

r)

= 2nr3
z-rrr

Justification of the Area Formula (Optional)

Imagine a rubber ball with inner radius r and rubber

thickness t. To find the volume of the rubber, we can

use the formula for the volume of a sphere. We just

subtract the volume of the inner sphere from the volume

of the outer sphere.

Exact volume of rubber = ^rr{r + if — iirr
3

= hr[(r + 3 - r
3
]

= |77-[r
3 + 3rt + Irf + t

J

= 4nr2
t + 4-nrt

2 + ^irf

The volume of the rubber can be found in another way as well. If we
think of a small piece of the rubber ball, its approximate volume would be its

outer area A times its thickness t. The same thing is true for the whole ball.

Volume of rubber

V
Surface area thickness

A • t

Now we can equate the two formulas for the volume of the rubber:

A - t ~ Airrt + 4irrr + Ivrr
3

If we divide both sides of the equation by t, we get the following result:

A ~ Airr
1 + 4nrt + gTTf

2

This approximation for A gets better and better as the layer of rubber gets

thinner and thinner. As t approaches zero, the last two terms in the formula

for A also approach zero. As a result, the surface area gets closer and closer

to 4nr2
. Thus:

A = Airr
2

This is exactly what we would expect, since the surface area of a ball clearly

depends on the size of the radius, not on the thickness of the rubber.
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mMHRvammn

Classroom Exercises

Copy and complete the table for spheres.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Radius 1 8 3* 7 7 7

Area ? 7 7 36vr IOOtt 7

Volume 7 7 7 7 7
400077

3

A plane passes h cm from the center of a sphere with radius r cm.

Find the area of the circle of intersection, shaded in the diagram,

for the given values.

7. r = 5

h = 3

8. r = 17

h = 8

9. r = 1

h = 6

Written Exercises

Copy and complete the table for spheres.

A 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

Radius 7 5
i

2 u 7 7 V2 7

Area 7 7 7 7 64 7T 324tt 7 7

Volume 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 288tt

9. If the radius of a sphere is doubled, the area of the sphere is multiplied

by and the volume is multiplied by

10. Repeat Exercise 9 if the radius of the sphere is tripled.

11. The area of a sphere is tt cm 2
. Find the diameter of the sphere.

12. The volume of a sphere is 36tt m 3
. Find its area.

13. Find the area of the circle formed when a plane passes 2 cm from the

center of a sphere with radius 5 cm.

14. Find the area of the circle formed when a plane passes 7 cm from the

center of a sphere with radius 8 cm.

15. A sphere has radius 2 and a hemisphere ("half" a sphere) has radius 4.

Compare their volumes.

16. A scoop of ice cream with diameter 6 cm is placed in an ice-cream

cone with diameter 5 cm and height 12 cm. Is the cone big enough

to hold all the ice cream if it melts?

17. Approximately 70% of the Earth's surface is covered by water. Use a cal-

culator to find the area covered by water to the nearest million square

kilometers. (The radius of the Earth is approximately 6380 km.) Ex.16
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18. a. Find the volume, correct to the nearest cubic centimeter, of a sphere

inscribed in a cube with edges 6 cm long. Use — = 3.14.

b. Find the volume of the region inside the cube but outside the sphere.

B 19. A silo of a barn consists of a cylinder

capped by a hemisphere, as shown.

Find the volume of the silo.

20. About two cans of paint are needed to

cover the hemispherical dome of the

silo shown. Approximately how many Lin mJ

cans are needed to paint the rest of E\>. 19. 20

the silo's exterior?

21.

>»

23

An experimental one-room house is a hemisphere with a floor. If

three cans of paint are needed to cover the floor, how mar
will be needed to paint the ceiling? (Ignore door and windows.)

A hemispheric bowl with radius 25 contains water whose depth

is 10. What is the area of the waters surface?

A solid metal ball with radius 8 cm is melted down and recast as

a solid cone with the same radius.

a. What is the height of the cone?

b. Use a calculator to show that the lateral area of the cone is

about 3<* more than the area of the sphere.

24. Four solid metal balls fit snugly inside a cylindrical can. A geometry

student claims that two extra balls of the same size can be put into

the can. provided all six balls can be melted and the molten liquid

poured into the can. Is the student correct? (Hinr. Let the radius of

each ball be r.)

25. A sphere with radius r is inscribed in a cylinder. Find the volume

of the cylinder in terms of r.

26. A sphere is inscribed in a cylinder. Show that the area of the

sphere equals the lateral area of the cylinder.

27. A double cone is inscribed in the cylinder shown. Find the volume

of the space inside the cylinder but outside the double cone.

28 . A hollow rubber ball has outer radius 1 1 cm and inner radius 10 cm.

a. Find the exact volume of the rubber. Then evaluate the volume

to the nearest cubic centimeter.

b. The volume of the rubber can be approximated by the formula:

V ~ inner surface area thickness of rubber

Use this formula to approximate V. Compare your answer with

the answer in part ta).

c. Is the approximation method used in part (b) better for a ball

with a thick layer of rubber or a ball with a thin la

E\.:i

Ex. 24

/

Ex*. 25.26

Ex. 27

Ex. 28
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29. A circle with diameter 9 in. is rotated about a diameter. Find the

area and volume of the solid formed.

. 30. A cylinder with height 12 is inscribed in a sphere with radius 10.

Find the volume of the cylinder.

C 31. A cylinder with height 2x is inscribed in a sphere with radius 10.

a. Show that the volume of the cylinder, V, is

2tta:(100 - x
2
).

b. By using calculus, one can show that V is maximum when
10\/3

x = . Substitute this value for x to find the maximum
3

volume V.

c. (Optional) Use a calculator or a computer to evaluate

V = 27r.v(100 — x
2
) for various values of x between and

10. Show that the maximum volume V occurs when* ~ 5.77.

32. A cone is inscribed in a sphere with radius 10, as shown.

a. Show that the volume of the cone, V, is

4tt-(100 - x
2
)(10 + x).

b. By using calculus, one can show that V is maximum when

x = -X • Substitute this value for x to find the maximum
volume V.

c. (Optional) Use a calculator or a computer to evaluate the

volume for various values of x between and 10. Show
that the maximum volume V occurs when x = 10

3

Exs. 30, 31

33.

34.

Sketch two intersecting spheres with radii 15 cm and 20 cm, respectively.

The centers of the spheres are 25 cm apart. Find the area of the circle that

is formed by the intersection. (Hint: Use Exercise 42 on page 289.)

A sphere is inscribed in a cone with radius 6 cm and height 8 cm. Find

the volume of the sphere.

Challenge

In a training exercise, two research submarines

are assigned to take any two positions in the

ocean at a depth between 100 m and 500 m and

within a square area with 6000 m sides. If one

submarine takes its position in the center of the

square area at the 100-meter depth, what is the

probability that the other submarine is within

400 m? Use it ~ 3.14. (Hint: Consider each

submarine to be a point in a rectangular solid.

Use the ideas of geometric probability.)

6000 m
6000 m

100 m
depth

500 m
depth

(Not to scale)
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Calculator Key-In

1. The purpose of this exercise is to suggest the following statement: Of all

figures in a plane with a fixed perimeter, the circle has the greatest possible

area. If each regular polygon below has perimeter 60 mm and the circle

has circumference 60 mm, find the area of each to the nearest square

millimeter.

b. c.

2. The regular pyramid, the cube, and the sphere below all have total surface

area 600 mm 3
.

a.

Find the volume of each to the nearest cubic millimeter.

b. c.

T.A.
r

2

V3
600 mm 2 T.A. = 6x

2 = 600 mm 2
T.A. = 4rrr

2 = 600 mnr

__ 9

V = s'\[i

12

x =

V = x
5 = V -nr3 __

(See Ex. 29, page 486.)

d. Use the results of parts (a)-(c) to complete the following state-

ment, which is similar to the one in Exercise 1: Of all solid figures

with a fixed ?
, the ? has the _•

3. Suppose the plane figures in Exercise 1 all have area 900 cm 2
. Find the

perimeter of each polygon and the circumference of the circle to the nearest

centimeter. What do your answers suggest about all plane figures with a

fixed area?

4. Suppose the solid figures in Exercise 2 all have volume 1000 cm 3
. Find

the total surface area of each to the nearest square centimeter. What do

your answers suggest about all solid figures with a fixed volume?
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Computer Key-In

The volume of a sphere with radius 10 can be approximated by cylindrical

discs with equal heights, as discussed on page 498. It is convenient to work

with the upper half of the sphere, then double the result.

Suppose you use ten discs to approximate the upper hemisphere, as shown

at the left below.

Volume of disc

= irr 2h

= 7TX 2
• 1

= 7T(100->'2
) • 1

The diagram at the" right above shows that the volume of a disc v units

from the center of the sphere is V = n(\00 - y
2
). You can substitute

y = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 9 to compute the volumes of the ten discs.

Now suppose you use n discs to approximate the upper hemisphere. Then

10
the height of each disc equals — , and the volume of a disc v units from the

n

, 10
centerof the sphere is V = 7r(100 - y) • — . The following computer program

n

adds the volumes of the n discs, then doubles the result. Note that line 80

calculates the volume of the sphere using the formula V = 377-r
3

.

10 LET Y =

15 LET V =

20 PRINT "HOW MANY DISCS";
25 INPUT N

30 FOR I = 1 TO N
40 LET Y = (I - 1) * 10/N
50 LET V = V + 3 . 14159 *

( 100 - Y | 2 )

60 NEXT I

70 PRINT "VOLUME OF DISCS IS ";2 * V
80 PRINT "VOLUME OF SPHERE IS " ; 4/3 *

90 END

10/N

3.14159 * 10 |3

Exercises

1. Use 10 for N and RUN the program. By about what percent does the disc

method overapproximate the volume of the sphere?

2. RUN the program to find the total volume of n discs for each value of n.

a. 20 b. 50 c. 100 d. 1000

As n increases, does the approximate volume approach the actual volume?
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The program uses discs that extend outside the sphere, so it yields ap-

proximations greater than the actual volume. To use discs that are inside

the sphere, replace line 40 with: LET Y = I * (10/N)

a. RUN the new program for N = 100

.

b. Find the average of the result in part (a) and the result in Exercise 2.

part (c). Is the average close to the actual volume of the sphere
1

Application Geodesic Domes

A spherical dome is an efficient way of en-

closing space, since a sphere holds a greater

volume than any other container with the same

surface area. (See Calculator Exercise 2 on

page 503.) In 1947. R. Buckminster Fuller

patented the geodesic dome, a framework made

by joining straight pieces of steel or aluminum

tubing in a network of triangles. A thin cover

of aluminum or plastic is then attached to the

tubing.

The segments forming the network are

of various lengths, but the vertices are all

equidistant from the center of the dome, so

that they lie on a sphere. When we follow a

chain of segments around the dome, we find

that they approximate a circle on this sphere, often a great circle. It is this

property that gives the dome design its name: A geodesic on any surface is a

path of minimum length between two points on the surface, and on a sphere

these shortest paths are arcs of great circles.

Though the geodesic dome is very light and has no internal

supports, it is very strong, and standardized parts make con-

struction of the dome relatively easy. Domes have been used

with success for theaters, exhibition halls, sports arenas, and

greenhouses.

The United States Pavilion that Fuller designed for

Expo "67 in Montreal uses two domes linked together. The

design of this structure is illustrated at the right. The red

triangular network is the outer dome, the black hexagons form

the inner dome, and the blue segments represent the trusses that

tie the two domes together. The arrows mark one of the many

chains of segments that form arcs of circles on the dome. You

can see all of these features of the structure in the photograph at

the right, which shows a view from inside the dome.

Although a grid of hexagons will interlock nicely to cover

the plane, they cannot interlock to cover a sphere unless twelve

of the hexagons are changed to pentagons. (The reason for

this is given in the exercises on the next page.)
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Exercises

For any solid figure with polygons for faces, Euler's formula,

F + V — E = 2, must hold. In this formula, F, V, and E stand for the number
of faces, vertices, and edges, respectively, that the figure has.

1. Verify Euler's formula for each figure below.

a. Cube b. Octahedron c. Icosahedron (20 faces)

If each edge of the icosahedron above is trisected and

the trisection points are "popped out" to the surface

of the circumscribing sphere, one of the many possible

geodesic domes is formed. By subdividing the edges

of the icosahedron into more than three parts, the resulting

geodesic dome is even more spherelike, as shown. In

the diagram, find a group of equilateral triangles that

cluster to form (a) a hexagon, and (b) a pentagon.

3. In this exercise, Euler's formula will be used to show that (a) the dome's

framework cannot consist of hexagons only, and (b) the framework can

consist of hexagons plus exactly 12 pentagons.

a. Use an indirect proof and assume that the framework has n faces, all

hexagons. Thus F = n. To find V. the number of vertices on the

framework, notice that each hexagon contributes 6 vertices, but each

vertex is shared by 3 hexagons. Thus V = — To find E. the number

of edges of the framework, notice that each hexagon contributes 6 edges,

but each edge is shared by 2 hexagons. Thus E = —
. According to

Euler's Formula: F + V
contradiction tell vou?

E must equal 2. Does it? What does this

b. Suppose that 12 of the n faces of the framework are pentagons. Show

that V
6« 12

and that E = 6n - 12
Then use algebra to show

3 2

that F + V - E = 2. Since Euler's formula is satisfied, a dome

framework can be constructed when n faces consist of 12 pentagons

and n - 12 hexagons.
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Biographical Note R. Buckminster Fuller

The early curiosity shown by R. Buck-

minster Fuller (1895-1983) about the

world around him led to a life of in-

vention and philosophy. As a mathe-

matician he made many contributions

to the fields of engineering, architecture,

and cartography. His ultimate goal was

always "to do more with less.'" Thus his discoveries

often had economic and ecological implications.

Fulleris inventions include the geodesic dome (see

pages 505 and 506). the 3-wheeled Dymaxion car. and

the Dymaxion Air-ocean World Map on which he was

able to project the spherical earth as a flat surface w ithout

any visible distortions. He also designed other structures

that were based upon triangles and circles instead of the

usual rectangular surfaces.

Mixed Review Exercises

Trapezoid ABCD is similar to trapezoid PQRS.

1. Find the scale factor of the trapezoids.

2. Draw an altitude from point B and use the Pythagorean

Theorem to find the value of u

.

3. Find the values of .v. y. and z.

4. a. Find the perimeter of each trapezoid.

b. Find the ratio of the perimeters.

c. Compare the ratio of the perimeters to the scale

factor you found in Exercise 1

.

5. a. Find the area of each trapezoid.

b. Find the ratio of the areas.

c. Compare the ratio of the areas to the scale factor

you found in Exercise 1

.

6. For each of the following, complete the statement: All

Classifv the statement as true or false.

are similar.

a. squares

c. circles

e. right triangles

g. regular pentagons

b. rectangles

d. rhombuses

f. equilateral triangles

h. isosceles trapezoids
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1 2-5 Areas and Volumes of Similar

Solids

One of the best-known attractions in The Hague, the Netherlands, is a unique

miniature city, Madurodam, consisting of five acres of carefully crafted re-

productions done on a scale of 1:25. Everything in this model city works,

including the two-mile railway network, the canal locks, the harbor fireboats,

and the nearly 50,000 tiny street lights. In this section you will study the

relationship between scale factors of similar solids and their areas and volumes.

Similar solids are solids that have the same shape but not necessarily the

same size. It's easy to see that all spheres are similar. To decide whether two

other solids are similar, determine whether bases are similar and corresponding

lengths are proportional.

Right cylinders

:—6-

12

I II

The bases are similar because all circles

are similar. The lengths are proportional

6 12
because - = —

.

4 8

Regular square pyramids

I II

The bases are similar because all squares

are similar. The lengths are proportional

12 8 10
because — = - = —

.

So the solids are similar with scale factor -.
2

So the solids are similar with scale factor -.
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The table below shows the ratios of the perimeters, areas, and volumes

for both pairs of similar solids shown on page 508. Notice the relationship

between the scale factor and the ratios in each column.

Cylinders I and II Pyramids I and II

Scale factor
3 :

l

Base perimeter (I)

Base perimeter 1II1

2tt-6 6 3

277-4 = 4-°r

5

4-12 12 :
— . or

4-6 6 1

L.A. (I)

L.A. (II)

277-6*12 9 | 48 ' 10 4 :
;

-: = -. or —
1*24-5 I 1-

— .or
2tt-4-8 4 2-

Volume (I)

Volume (II)

77- 6
:

- 12 27 h ' 12
:

' 8 8 2-

-. ; — -. or —
A • 6- • 4 1 1

— . or
77 • 4" • 8 8 :

The results shown in the table above are generalized in the following

theorem. (See Exercises 22-27 for proofs.)

Theorem 12-11

If the scale factor of two similar solids is a : b. then

(1) the ratio of corresponding perimeters is a. b.

(2) the ratio of the base areas, of the lateral areas, and of the total areas is

a-:b\

(3) the ratio of the volumes is a*:b
}

.

Example For the similar solids shown, find the ratios

of the (a) base perimeters, (b) lateral areas,

and (c) volumes.

Solution The scale factor is 6:10. or 3:5.

a. Ratio of base perimeters = 3:5

b. Ratio of lateral areas = 3
:
:5

: = 9:25

c. Ratio of volumes = 3
3
:5 = 27:125

JL
v' N

Theorem 12-11 is the three-dimensional counterpart of Theorem 11-7

on page 457. (Take a minute to compare these theorems.) There is a similar

relationship between the two cases shown below.

In two dimensions:

If XT II AS. then

AVXY ~ AVAB.

In three dimensions:

If plane XYZ II plane ABC.

then V-XYZ ~ V-ABC

.
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Classroom Exercises

Tell whether the solids in each pair are similar. Explain your answer.

1. 2.

12

Right cylinders Right prisms

3. For the prisms in Exercise 2. find the ratios of:

a. the lateral areas b. the total areas c. the volumes

4. Two spheres have diameters 24 cm and 36 cm.

a. What is the ratio of the areas? b. What is the ratio of the volumes?

5. Two spheres have volumes 2tt nr and I677 m\ Find the ratios of:

a. the volumes ~ b. the diameters c. the areas

Complete the table below, which refers to two similar cones.

6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11.

Scale factor 3:4 5:7 9 9 9 9

Ratio of base circumferences •7 9 2:1 9 9 9

Ratio of slant heights 9 9 9 1:6 9 9

Ratio of lateral areas 9 9 9 9 4:9 9

Ratio of total areas 9 9 9 9 9 9

Ratio of volumes 9 9 9 9 9 8:125

12. Plane PQR is parallel to the base of the pyramid and bisects

the altitude. Find the following ratios.

a. The perimeter of APQR to the perimeter of AABC
b. The lateral area of the top part of the pyramid to the

lateral area of the whole pyramid

c. The lateral area of the top part of the pyramid to the

lateral area of the bottom part

d. The volume of the top part of the pyramid to the volume

of the bottom part

13. Find each ratio in Exercise 1 2 if the height of the top pyramid

is 3 cm and the height of the whole pyramid is 5 cm.
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Written Exercises

A 1. Two cones have radii 6 cm and 9 cm. The heights are 10 cm and 15 cm.

respectively. Are the cones similar?

2. The heights of two right prisms are 18 ft and 30 ft. The bases are squares

with sides 8 ft and 15 ft, respectively. Are the prisms similar?

3. Two similar cylinders have radii 3 and 4. Find the ratios of the following:

a. heights b. base circumferences c. lateral areas d. volumes

4. Two similar pyramids have heights 12 and 18. Find the ratios of the

following:

a. base areas b. lateral areas c. total areas d. volumes

5. Assume that the Earth and the moon are smooth spheres with diameters

12,800 km and 3.200 km, respectively. Find the ratios of the following:

a. lengths of their equators b. areas c. volumes

6. Two similar cylinders have lateral areas 8l7r and 14477. Find the ratios of:

a. the heights b. the total areas c. the volumes

7. Two similar cones have volumes 877 and 21tt. Find the ratios of:

a. the radii b. the slant heights c. the lateral areas

8. Two similar pyramids have volumes 3 and 375. Find the ratios of:

a. the heights b. the base areas c. the total areas

9. The package of a model airplane kit states

that the scale is 1:200. Compare the

amounts of paint required to cover the

model and the actual airplane. (Assume

the paint on the model is as thick as that

on the actual airplane.)

10. The scale for a certain model freight train

is 1 : 48 . If the model hopper car (usually

used for carrying coal) will hold 90 in."

of coal, what is the capacity in cubic feet

of the actual hopper car? {Hint: See Ex-

ercise 10, page 477.)

11. Two similar cones have radii of 4 cm and 6 cm. The total area of the

smaller cone is 367T cm 2
. Find the total area of the larger cone.

B 12. A diagonal of one cube is 2 cm. A diagonal of another cube is 4\ 3 cm.

The larger cube has volume 64 cm'. Find the volume of the smaller cube.

13. Two balls made of the same metal have radii 6 cm and 10 cm. If the

smaller ball weighs 4 kg. find the weight of the larger ball to the nearest

0.1 kg.

14. A snow man is made using three balls of snow with diameters 30 cm,

40 cm. and 50 cm. If the head weighs about 6 kg, find the total

weight of the snow man. (Ignore the arms, eyes, nose and mouth.)
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15. A certain kind of string is sold in a ball 6 cm in diameter and in a ball

12 cm in diameter. The smaller ball costs $1.00 and the larger one costs

$6.50. Which is the better buy?

16. Construction engineers know that the strength of a column is

proportional to the area of its cross section. Suppose that the larger

of two similar columns is three times as high as the smaller column.

a. The larger column is L_ times as strong as the smaller column.

b. The larger column is i_ times as heavy as the smaller column.

c. Which can support more, per pound of column material, the

larger or the smaller column?

17. Two similar pyramids have lateral areas 8 ft
2
and 18 ft

2
. If the

volume of the smaller pyramid is 32 ft
3

, what is the volume of the

larger pyramid?

18. Two similar cones have volumes 1277 and 967T. If the lateral area of the

smaller cone is 1577, what is the lateral area of the larger cone?

19. A plane parallel to the base of a cone divides the cone into two pieces.

Find the ratios of the following:

a. The areas of the shaded circles

b. The lateral area of the top part of the cone to the lateral

area of the whole cone

c. The lateral area of the top part of the cone to the lateral

area of the bottom part

d. The volume of the top part of the cone to the volume of the

whole cone

e. The volume of the top part of the cone to the volume of the

bottom part

20. Redraw the figure for Exercise 19, changing the 9 cm and 3 cm
dimensions to 10 cm and 4 cm, respectively. Then find the five ratios

described in Exercise 19.

21. A pyramid with height 15 cm is separated into two pieces by a plane

parallel to the base and 6 cm above it. What are the volumes of these two

pieces if the volume of the original pyramid is 250 cm?

The purpose of Exercises 22-27 is to prove Theorem 12-11 for some similar

solids.

22. Two spheres have radii a and b. Prove that the ratio of the areas is a
2
:b

2
.

23. Two spheres have radii a and b. Prove that the ratio of the volumes is

a
3
:b

3
.

24. Two similar cones have radii r, and r 2 and heights /?, and h 2 . Prove that

the ratio of the volumes is hf'.h-?.

25. Two similar cones have radii r, and r 2 and slant heights /, and /: . Prove

that the ratio of the lateral areas is r{".r2 .

9 cm

3 cm
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26. The bases of two similar right prisms are regular pentagons

with base edges e
x
and e2 and base areas B

]
and B 2 . The heights

are /*, and h 2 . Prove that the ratio of the lateral areas is e
{

2
:e 2

z
.

27. Refer to Exercise 26. Prove that the ratio of the volumes of

the prisms is e
l

3
:e2

3
.

C 28. The purpose of this exercise is to prove that if plane XYZ is

parallel to plane ABC, then V-XYZ — V-ABC. To do this, suppose

that VA = k • VX and show that every edge of V-ABC is k times

as long as the corresponding edge of V-XYZ. (Hint: Use

Theorem 3-1.)

29. A plane parallel to the base of a pyramid separates the pyramid

into two pieces with equal volumes. If the height of the pyramid

is 12, find the height of the top piece.

Self-Test 2

1. Find the area and volume of a sphere with diameter 6 cm.

2. The volume of a sphere is ^77 m 3
. Find the area of the sphere.

3. The students of a school decide to bury a time capsule consisting of a

cylinder capped by two hemispheres. Find the volume of the time

capsule shown.

4. Find the area of the circle formed when a plane passes 12 cm from the

center of a sphere with radius 13 cm.

5. One regular triangular pyramid has base edge 8 and height 6. A similar

pyramid has height 4.

a. Find the base edge of the smaller pyramid.

b. Find the ratio of the total areas of the pyramids.

6. The base areas of two similar prisms are 32 and 200, respectively.

a. Find the ratio of their heights, b. Find the ratio of their volumes.

^\

|20cm

Ex.3

60 cm

Challenge

A pattern for a model is shown. Can you tell what it is? To build it,

make a large copy of the pattern on stiff paper. Cut along the solid

lines, fold along the dashed lines, and tape the edges together.

If you want to make a pattern for a figure, think about the number

of faces, their shapes, and how the edges are related. Try to create

and build models for a triangular prism, a triangular pyramid, and a

cone.
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Calculator Key-In

Each diagram shows a rectangle inscribed in

an isosceles triangle with legs 5 and base 6.

There are many more such rectangles. Which

one has the greatest area?

To solve the problem, let CDEF represent any rectangle inscribed in isosceles

AABV with legs 5 and base 6. If we let OD = x and ED = y, then the area

of the rectangle is 2xy. Our goal is to express this area in terms of x alone.

Then we can find out how the area changes as x changes.

1. In right AVOB, OB = 3 and VB = 5. Thus

VO = 4 by the Pythagorean Theorem.

2. AEDB ~ AVOB
ED _ DB
VO ~ OB

(Why?)

(Why?)

4. -

5.

y 3 - x

4 3

y
-

4
^3 <3 - x)

(By substitution in Step 3)

(Multiplication Property of =

)

843 - x)
6. Area of rectangle: A = 2xy = 2x *-(3 - x) =

Use the formula in Step 6 and a calculator to find the area for many values

of x. Calculate 3 - x first, then multiply by x, then multiply by 8, and

divide by 3.

JC Area

0.25 1.83333

0.5 3.33333

0.75 4.5

1 5.33333

1.25 5.83333

1.5 6

1.75 5.83333

2 5.33333

2.25 4.5

2.50 3.33333

2.75 1.83333

3

The table was used to make

a graph showing how the area

varies with .v. Both the table

and the graph suggest that

the greatest area, 6 square

units, occurs when .v = 1.5.
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Exercises

Suppose the original triangle had sides 5, 5, and 8 instead of 5, 5, and 6.

3x(4 — x)
1. Draw a diagram. Then show that A = .

fc
2

2. Find the value of x for which the greatest area occurs.

Computer Key-In

A rectangle is inscribed in an isosceles triangle with legs 5 and base 6 and the

triangle is rotated in space about the altitude to the base. The resulting figure

is a cylinder inscribed in a cone with diameter 6 and slant height 5, as shown

below. Which of the cylinders such as these has the greatest volume?

The diagram at the right above shows a typical inscribed cylinder. Using

similar triangles, we have the proportion - Thus v = -(3 — -v).

3

The volume of the cylinder is found as follows:

V = 7rx
2
y = ttx

2
• |(3 - x) « §(3.14159)jc

2
(3 - x)

The following program in BASIC evaluates V for various values of x.

10 PRINT "X", "VOLUME"
20 FOR X = TO 3 STEP 0.25
30 LET V = 4/3 * 3.14159 * X|2
40 PRINT X, V

50 NEXT X

60 END

(3 - X)

Exercises

1. RUN the program. Make a graph that shows how the volume varies

with x. For what value of x did you find the greatest volume?

2. Suppose the original triangle has sides 5,5, and 8 instead of 5, 5, and 6.

Rotate the triangle in space about the altitude to the base.

a. Draw a diagram. Show that V = \ttx
2
{4 — x).

b. Change lines 20 and 30 of the program and RUN the revised program

to find the value of x for which the greatest volume occurs.
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Extra Cavalieri's Principle

Suppose you have a right rectangular prism and divide it horizontally into thin

rectangular slices. The base of each rectangular slice, or cross section, has

the same area as the base of the prism. If you rearrange the slices, the total

volume of the slices does not change.

Bonaventura Cavalieri (1598-1647), an Italian mathematician, used this

idea to compare the volumes of solids. His conclusion is known as Cavalieri's

Principle.

Cavalieri's Principle

If two solids lying between parallel planes

have equal heights and all cross sections at

equal distances from their bases have equal

areas, then the solids have equal volumes.

Using Cavalieri's Principle you can find the volume of an oblique prism.

Consider a right triangular prism and an oblique prism that have the same base

and height.
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By Theorem 12-2, the volume of the right prism is V = Bh. Every cross

section of each prism has the same area as that prism's base. Since the base

areas are equal, the corresponding cross sections of the two prisms have equal

areas. Therefore by Cavalieri's Principle, the volume of the oblique prism also

is V = Bh.

You can use similar reasoning to show that the volume formulas given for

a regular pyramid, right cylinder, and right cone hold true for the corresponding

oblique solids.

V = Bh for any prism or cylinder

V = \Bh for any pyramid or cone

Exercises

Find the volume of the solid shown with the given altitude.

1. vll 2.

3. Find the volume of an oblique cone with radius 4 and height 3.5.

4. The oblique square prism shown below has base edge 3. A lateral edge

that is 15 makes a 60° angle with the plane containing the base. Find the

exact volume.

Ex.4 Ex.5

5. The volume of the oblique pentagonal prism shown above is 96 cm 3
. A

lateral edge that is 24 cm makes a 30° angle with the plane containing the

base. Find the area of the base.

6. Refer to the justification of the formula for the volume of a sphere given

on pages 498-499. How does Cavalieri's Principle justify the statement

that the volume of the sphere is equal to the difference between the volumes

of the cylinder and the double cone?
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Chapter Summary
1. The list below summarizes area and volume formulas for solids. The

cylinder formulas are special cases of the prism formulas with p = 2irr

and B = irr
2

. Also the cone formulas are special cases of the pyramid
formulas with the same substitutions for p and B. To find the total area

of each of the four solids, add lateral area to the area of the base(s).

Right prism L.A. = ph V = Bh
Right cylinder L.A. = 2-nrh V = irrh

Regular pyramid L.A. = \pl V = ^Bh
Right cone L.A. = irrl V = \iTr

2
h

Sphere A = 4nr 2 V = ^nr*

2. If the scale factor of two similar solids is a:b, then

a. the ratio of corresponding perimeters is a:b.

b. the ratio of corresponding areas is a
2
:b

2
.

c. the ratio of the volumes is a
3
:b

3
.

Chapter Review

1. In a right prism, each ?
is also an altitude. 12-1

2. Find the lateral area of a right octagonal prism with height 12 and base

edge 7.

3. Find the total area and volume of a rectangular solid with dimensions 8,

6, and 5.

4. A right square prism has base edge 9 and volume 891. Find the total area.

5. Find the volume of a regular triangular pyramid with base edge 8 and 12-2

height 10.

6. A regular pentagonal pyramid has base edge 6 and lateral edge 5. Find

the slant height and the lateral area.

A regular square pyramid has base edge 30 and total area 1920.

7. Find the area of the base, the lateral area, and the slant height.

8. Find the height and the volume of the pyramid.

9. Find the lateral area and the total area of a cylinder with radius 4 and 12-3

height 3.

10. Find the lateral area, total area, and volume of a cone with radius 6 cm
and slant height 10 cm.

11. A cone has volume 877- cm 1

and height 6 cm. Find its slant height.

12. The radius of a cylinder is doubled and its height is halved. How does

the volume change?
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13. A sphere has radius 7 m. Use — ~ ^ to find the approximate area of

the sphere.

14. Find, in terms of —
. the volume of a sphere with diameter 12 ft.

15. Find the volume of a sphere with area 484— cm 2
!

V
Plane RST II plane XYZ and VS :VY = 1 :3.

perimeter of <LRST .-,

12-4

16.

17.

18.

perimeter of LXYZ

total area of small pyramid

total area of large pyramid

volume of small pyramid

volume of bottom part

19. Two similar cylinders have lateral areas 48—

and 27— . Find the ratio of their volumes.

12-5

Chapter Test

1. Find the volume and the total area of a cube with edge 2k.

2. A regular square pyramid has base edge 3 cm and volume 135 cm". Find

the height.

3. A cone has radius 8 and height 6. Find the volume.

4. Find the lateral area and the total area of the cone in Exercise 3.

5. A right triangular prism has height 20 and base edges 5.12. and 13. Find

the total area.

6. Find the volume of the prism in Exercise 5.

7. A cylinder has radius 6 cm and height 4 cm. Find the lateral area.

8. Find the volume of the cylinder in Exercise 7.

9. A regular square pyramid has lateral area 60 nr and base edge 6 m. Find

the volume.

10. A sphere has radius 6 cm. Find the area and the volume.

11. Two cones have radii 12 cm and 18 cm. and have slant heights 18 cm and

24 cm. Are the cones similar? Explain.

12. A regular pyramid has height 18 and total area 648. A similar pyramid

has height 6. Find the total area of the smaller pyramid.

13. The volumes of two similar rectangular solids are 1000 cnr and 64 cm3
.

What is the ratio of their lateral areas?

14. A cone and a cylinder each have radius 3 and height 4. Find the ratio of

their volumes and of their lateral areas.

15. Find the volume of a sphere with area 9—.

16. A cylinder with radius 7 has total area 168- cnr. Find its height.
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Preparing for College Entrance Exams

Strategy for Success
Questions on college entrance exams often require knowledge of areas

and volumes. Be sure that you know all the important formulas developed

in Chapters 11 and 12. To avoid doing unnecessary calculations, be sure

to read the directions to find out whether answers may be expressed in

terms of tt.

Indicate the best answer by writing the appropriate letter.

1. A cone has volume 32077 and height 15. Find the total area.

(A) 20077 (B) 36877 (C) 264 77 (D) B677 (E) 320t7

2. Two equilateral triangles have perimeters 6 and 9\ 3. The ratio of their

areas is:

(A) 2:3\3 (B) 2\3:9 (C) 4:27 (D) 4:9 (E) 8:81\/3

3. A sphere has volume 28877. Its diameter is:

(A) 12\ 6 (B) 6V2 (C) 6

4. RSTW is a rhombus with m LR = 60 and RS =

of RS, find the area of trapezoid SXWT.
(A) 12 (B) 16 (C) 8\3 (D) 6\/3

(D) 12\2 (E) 12

If X is the midpoint

5. If ABCD is a square and AE = v. the area of ABCDE is

(A) |y
2

_ (B) §y (C)_3v
2

(D) (4 + h\3)y- (E) (h + \2)v :

B

(E) 16 - 2\/2

A

Compare the quantity in Column A with that in Column B. Select:

(A) if the quantity in Column A is greater;

(B) if the quantity in Column B is greater;

(C) if the two quantities are equal;

(D) if the relationship cannot be determined from the information given.

Column A Column B

6. volume of square pyramid volume of square prism

7. area of triangle area of sector
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Cumulative Review: Chapters 1-12

For Exercises 1-9 classify each statement as true or false.

1. No more than one plane contains two given intersecting lines.

2. The conditional "p only if q" is equivalent to "if p, then g."

3. If the vertex angle of an isosceles triangle has measure), then the measure

of a base angle is 180 - 2/.

4. In ARST, if m ^R = 48 and m LS = 68, then RT > RS.

ijj

5. If right AJEH has hvpotenuse JE, then tan J =777.
EH

6. It is possible to construct an angle of measure 105.

7. The area of a triangle with sides 3, 3, and 2 is 4\/2.

8. When a square is circumscribed about a circle, the ratio of the areas is 4:7r.

9. A triangle with sides of length \/3, 2, and \ 7 is a right triangle.

1-vandmAL = x + 17. Find the numerical measureB 10. In ElJKLM.mZ-J
of AK.

11. Given: WZ ±ZY:WX ±XY:WX =YZ
Prove: WZ II XY

12. Prove: If the diagonals of a parallelogram are perpendicular, then the

parallelogram must be a rhombus.

13. For AJKL and AXYZ use the following statement:

"If LJ = LX and /_K = LY. then AJKL ~ AXYZ/'
a. Name the postulate or theorem that justifies the statement.

b. Write the converse of the statement. Is the converse true or false?

14. Find the value of x in the diagram at the right.

15. AB and CD are chords of OP intersecting at X.

If AX = 7.5, BX = 3.2, CD = 11, and

CX > DX. find CX.

16. Describe each possibility for the locus of points in space that are

equidistant from the sides of a AABC and 4 cm from A.

17. AB lies on 00 with mAB = 60. QO has radius 8. Find AB.

18. A regular square pyramid has base edge 10 and height 12. Find its total

area and volume.

19. A cylinder has a radius equal to its height. The total area of the cylinder

is IOO77 cm 2
. Find its volume.

20. A sphere has a diameter of 1.8 cm. Find its surface area to the nearest

square centimeter. (Use n ~ 3.14.)
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Geometry and Algebra

Objectives

1. State and apply the distance formula.

2. State and apply the general equation of a circle.

3. State and apply the slope formula.

4. Determine whether two lines are parallel, perpendicular, or neither.

5. Understand the basic properties of vectors.

6. State and apply the midpoint formula.

13-1 The Distance Formula
Some of the terms you have used in your study of graphs are reviewed below.

Origin: Point O

Axes: jc-axis and v-axis

Quadrants: Regions I, II, III, and IV

Coordinate plane: The plane of the x-axis and the v-axis

The arrowhead on each axis shows the positive direction.

yk

O
III IV

You can easily find the distance between two points that lie

on a horizontal line or on a vertical line.

The distance between A and B is 4.

Using the jc-coordinates of A and B:

|3 - (-1)| = 4, or |(-1) - 3| = 4

The distance between C and D is 3.

Using the y-coordinates of C and D:

|1 - (-2)| = 3, or|(-2) — 1 1 = 3

i2J— 1 1 1 •

yt i A 3, 4)

o{- 1. 4)1
/

«

L
[

C( -3 1)

U O X

J
D<-3 > 2)

When two points do not lie on a horizontal or vertical line, you can find

the distance between the points by using the Pythagorean Theorem.

Example 1 Find the distance between points A(4, -2) and 5(1, 2).

Solution Draw the horizontal and vertical segments shown. The
coordinates of T are (1, -2). Then AT = 3, BT = 4,

(ABf = 3
2 + 4

2 = 25, and AB = 5.

y\
i i3

\
-

N
V
\ X

\k A
T 3

'A
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Using a method suggested by Example 1 ,
you can find a formula for the

distance between points P(xu y,) and Q(x2 , y2 ). First draw a right triangle as

shown. The coordinates of R are (x2 , y {
).

PR = \x2
- jc,|; QR = \y2

- y, |

d
2 = (PR)

2 + (QR)
2

= 1*2 - *if + \y2 - y,|
2

= (x2
- *,)

2 + (y2
- j!)

2

d = VU2 - -v,)
2 + (y2

- y,)
2

Since d represents distance, d cannot be negative.

yk

O

Q(x
2>y2)

<- I
x

P{x
x ,y x

) R(x
2 , yi )

Theorem 13-1 The Distance Formula
The distance d between points (jc,, yj and (x2 , y2 ) is given by:

d = V(*2 - *,)
2
+ (y2 - yi)

2

Example 2 Find the distance between points ( — 4, 2) and (2, — 1)

Solution 1 Draw a right triangle. The legs have lengths 6

and 3.

d2 = 6
2 + 3

2 = 36 + 9 = 45

d = V45 = V9- V5 = 3\/5

Solution 2 Let (jc,, y,) be (-4, 2) and (x2 , y2 ) be (2, - l).

Then d Vc*2 -*.r + (y2 - y,r

= V(2 - (-4))
2 + ((-1) - 2)

2

= V6
2 + (~3) 2 = V36 + 9 = V45 = 3\/5

You can use the distance formula to find an equation of a circle. Example 3

shows how to do this.

Example 3 Find an equation of a circle with center (5, 6) and >'i

radius 4.

Solution Let P(x, y) represent any point on the circle.

Since the distance from P to the center is 4,

V(* - 5)
2 + (y - 6)

2 = 4,

or (jc - 5)
2 + (y - 6)

2 = 16. ~q

Either of these two equations is an equation of the

circle, but the second equation is the one usually

used.

P(x,y)

Example 3 can be generalized to give the theorem at the top of the next

page.
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Theorem 13-2

An equation of the circle with center (a, b) and radius r is

(x - a)
2 + (y - bf = r

2
. .

Example 4 Find the center and the radius of the circle with equation

(x - l)
2 + (v + 2)

2 = 9. Sketch the graph.

Solution (x - l)
2 + (v - (-2))

2 = 3
2

The center is point (1,-2) and the radius is 3.

The graph is shown at the right.

Classroom Exercises

1. What is the .v-coordinate of every point that lies on a

vertical line through C?

2. Which of the following points lie on a horizontal line

through C?

(2, 4) (2, -4) (0, 4)

(4,3) (15,4) (-4,3)

3. Find OD and BF.

In Exercises 4-9 state: a. the coordinates of T
b. the lengths of the legs of the right triangle

c. the length of the segment shown

f yt >

B

A
D

^ k

O X

E
F

\
i

G

4. yn 6. va

o

(5,5)

8. (-3,3)

(2, -3)
*(3, -3)

9. (-3,2) vn
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10. Find the distance between the points named. Give all answers in simplest

form.

a. (0, 0) and (5, -3) b. (3, -2) and (-5,-2) c. (4, 4) and (-3, -3)

11. Find the center and the radius of each circle.

a. (x - 2)
2

4- y
2 = 1 b. (x + 2)

2 + (v - 8)
2 = 16

c. x
2 + (v + 5)

2 =112 d. (x + 3)
2 + (y + 7)

2 = 14

12. Find an equation of the circle that has the given center and radius.

a. Center (2, 5); radius 3 b. Center (-2, 0); radius 5

c. Center (
— 2, 3); radius 10 d. Center (j, k); radius n

Written Exercises

Find the distance between the two points. If necessary, you may draw graphs

but you shouldn't need to use the distance formula.

1. (-2, -3) and (-2, 4) 2. (3, 3) and (-2, 3)

3. (3, -4) and (-1, -4) 4. (0, 0) and (3, 4)

Use the distance formula to find the distance between the two points.

5. (-6, -2) and (-7,-5) 6. (3, 2) and (5, -2)

7. (-8, 6) and (0, 0) 8. (12, -1) and (0, -6)

Find the distance between the points named. Use any method you choose.

9. (5, 4) and (1, -2) 10. (-2, -2) and (5, 7)

11. (-2, 3) and (3, -2) 12. (-4, -1) and (-4, 3)

Given points A, B, and C. Find AB, BC, and AC. Are A, B, and C collinear?

If so, which point lies between the other two?

13. A(0, 3), B(-2, 1), C(3, 6) 14. A(5, -5), 5(0, 5), C(2, 1)

15. A(-5, 6), B(0, 2), C(3, 0) 16. A(3, 4), B(-3, 0), C(-l, 1)

Find the center and the radius of each circle.

17. (x + 3)
2 + y

2 = 49 18. (x + 7)
2 + (y - 8)

2 =
||

19. (jc - j)
2 + (y + 14)

2 = 17 20. (x + a)
2 + (y - b)

2 = c
2

Write an equation of the circle that has the given center and radius.

21. C(3, 0); r = 8 22. C(0, 0); r = 6

23. C(-4, -7); r = 5 24. C(-2, 5); r =
l-

25. Sketch the graph of (x - 3)
2 + (y + 4)

2 = 36.

26. Sketch the graph of (jc - 2)
2 + (y - 5)

2 < 9.
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In Exercises 27-32 find and then compare lengths of segments.

B 27. Show that the triangle with vertices A( — 3, 4), M(3, 1), and F(0, -2) is

isosceles.

28. Quadrilateral TAUL has vertices 7/(4, 6), A(6, -4), U(-4, -2), and

L( — 2, 4). Show that the diagonals are congruent.

29. Triangles JAN and RFK have vertices 7(-2, -2), A(4, -2), N(2, 2),

R(S, 1), F(8, 4), and K(6, 3). Show that A/AN is similar to ARFK.

30. The vertices of AKAT and AIES are AT(3, -1), A(2, 6), 7/(5, 1),

/(-4, 1), £(-3, -6), and 5(-6, -1). What word best describes the

relationship between AKAT and AIES?

31. Find the area of the rectangle with vertices 5(8, 0), 7(2, -9),

R(-l, -7), and C(5, 2).

32. Show that the triangle with vertices D(0, 0), £(3, 1), and F(-2, 6) is a

right triangle, then find the area of the triangle.

33. There are twelve points, each with integer coordinates, that are 10 units

from the origin. List the points. (Hint: Recall the 6, 8, 10 right triangle.)

34. a. List twelve points, each with integer coordinates, that are 5 units from

(-8, 1).

b. Find an equation of the circle containing these points.

In Exercises 35-38 find an equation of the circle described and sketch the

graph.

35. The circle has center (0, 6) and passes through point (6, 14).

36. The circle has center ( — 2, —4) and passes through point (3, 8).

37. The circle has diameter RS where /? is ( — 3, 2) and S is (3, 2).

38. The circle has center (p, q) and is tangent to the x-axis.

39. a. Find the radii of the circles

x
2 + y

2 = 25 and (x - 9)
2 + (y - 12)

2 = 100.

b. Find the distance between the centers of the circles.

c. Explain why the circles must be externally tangent.

d. Sketch the graphs of the circles.

40. a. Find the radii of the circles

x
2 + y

2 = 2 and (x - 3)
2 + (y - 3)

2 = 32.

b. Find the distance between the centers of the circles.

c. Explain why the circles must be internally tangent.

d. Sketch the graphs of the circles.

41. Discover and prove something about the quadrilateral with vertices

R(-l, -6), A(l, -3), F(ll, 1), and 7(9, -2).

42. Discover and prove two things about the triangle with vertices K( — 3, 4),

M(3, 1), and7(-6, -2).

43. It is known that AGHM is isosceles. G is point (
— 2, — 3), H is point

( — 2, 7), and the x-coordinate of M is 4. Find all five possible values for

the y-coordinate of M.
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44. Find the coordinates of the point that is equidistant from (
— 2, 5), (8, 5),

and (6, 7).

45. Find the center and the radius of the circle x
2 + Ax + y

2 — 8v = 16.

(Hint: Express the given equation in the form

(x - a)
2 + (>• - bf = r.)

Computer Key-In

The graph shows a quarter-circle inscribed in a square with

area 1 . If points are picked at random inside the square, some

of them will also be inside the quarter-circle. Let n be the

number of points picked inside the square and let q be the

number of these points that fall inside the quarter-circle. If

many, many points are picked at random inside the square,

the following ratios are approximately equal:

Area of quarter-circle

Area of square

Area of quarter-circle

1

Area of whole circle

q

n

q

n

4x q-

Any point (jc, y) in the square region has coordinates such

that < x < 1 and < y < 1 . (Note that this restriction ex-

cludes points on the boundaries of the square.) A computer

can pick a random point inside the unit square by choosing

two random numbers x and y between and 1 . We let d be

the distance from O to the point (jc, y). By the Pythagorean

Theorem, d = yx2 + y
2

. Do you see that if d < 1, the point

lies inside the quarter-circle?

(0,1)

\
(1,1)

\ I

dA {x> y)
\l

(0,0) (1,0)

Exercises

1. Write a computer program to do all of the following:

a. Choose n random points (x, y) inside the unit square.

b. Using the distance formula test each point chosen to see whether it lies

inside the quarter-circle.

c. Count the number of points (q) which do lie inside the quarter-circle.

d. Print out the value of 4 x -.
n

2. RUN your program for n = 100, n = 500, and n = 1000.

3. Calculate the area of the circle, using the formula given on page 446.

Compare this result with your computer approximations.
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13-2 Slope of a Line

The effect of steepness, or slope, must

be considered in a variety of everyday

situations. Some examples are the grade

of a road, the pitch of a roof, the incline

of a wheelchair ramp, and the tilt of an

unloading platform, such as the one at

a paper mill in Maine shown in the pho-

tograph at the right. In this section, the

informal idea of steepness is generalized

and made precise by the mathematical

concept of slope of a line through two

points.

Informally, slope is the ratio of the

change in y (vertical change) to the

change in x (horizontal change). The slope, denoted by m, of the nonvertical

line through the points (jc,, y t ) and (x2 , y2 ) is defined as follows:

slope m >z - y,

change in y

change in x

When you are given several points on a line you can use any two of them

to compute the slope. Furthermore, the slope of a line does not depend on the

order in which the points are chosen because -

.v-. — .r.

v, - v

.v, - x,

Example 1 Find the slope of each segment.

a. yi

,(5.4)

O
(3,-1)

Solution a.
v2 -y, 4-(-i)
*2 5-3 b.

V: ~ Vi

x2
- Xi 7 - (-2)
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Example 2 Sketch each line described, showing several points on the line.

a. The line passes through (1, 2) b. The line passes through (0, 5)

3 2
and has slope - and has slope —

.

Solution a. Since
:hanee in v 3

5'change in x

every horizontal change of

5 units is matched by a

vertical change of 3 units.

Start at (1, 2), move 5 units

to the right and 3 units up.

b. Since
change in v

change in x 3 3

every horizontal change of

3 units is matched by a

vertical change of 2 units.

Start at (0, 5), move 3 units

to the right and 2 units down.

}' i
( 11. -

*^i .

3

(6. 5)L.

^Ti 5

1 1 t» 3
' J -

'

\ 5

- START
o X

yn
\s- • START

3

(0, 5» -:

\J' 3 »-

(3.\ -2

^S!'
(6. -

X
1

!

The examples above and the diagrams below illustrate the following facts.

Lines with positive slope rise to the right.

Lines with negative slope fall to the right

The greatei the absolute \'alue ol a 1 ine's slope, the steeper the line.

Vi i

1

n
—

2

X

m := _ J
-

>•' k

/ii i

—
1

o X

S./ i
= -1

Vi i

/
r

'

/
/
1',.,- = 3

1

\
X

\
\ m 3

\

\
\ 1
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The diagrams below explain why the following are true.

The slope of a horizontal line

is zero.

yi i

(.V).y,) (.v
:

.

slope

X

Since y, = y : .

Vl o

x2 x
x

x2 x
{

The slope of a vertical

line is not defined.

J 1

Xx

no slope

A
<

Since .v, = v ; .

y2 - yi y2
- vi= , which is

x2 - x,

not defined.

Classroom Exercises

Find the slope of the line.

2. >'i i

(-3,

O
-2)

X

(4, -2)

Tell whether each expression is positive or negative for the line shown:

>'2 ~ >'l

jr, — x.

6. Does the slope of the line appear to be positive, negative, zero, or not

defined?

a. b. c. d.
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7. a. Find the slope of AB.

b. Find tan n°.

c. Consider the statement: If a line with positive slope makes

an acute angle of n° with the jr-axis, then the slope of

the line is tan n°. Do you think this statement is true or

false? Explain.

8. This exercise provides a geometric method of justifying the fact that you

can use any two points on a line to determine the slope of the line.

Horizontal and vertical segments have been drawn as shown. Supply the

reason for each step.

Key steps of proof:

1. AB = LA
2. Z1 = Z2
3. ALBN ~ ADAJ

4. —BN
AJ

LB_

DA
or

BN
LB

AJ_

DA

The slope of LN equals

the slope of DJ equals

BN
LB'

AJ_

DA'

and

6. Slope of LN = slope of DJ

Written Exercises

1. Name each line in the figure

whose slope is:

a. positive

b. negative

c. zero

d. not defined

2. What can you say about the

slope of (a) the x-axis? and

(b) the y-axis?

Find the slope of the line through the points named. If the slope is not

defined, write not defined.

3. (1, 2); (3, 4)

6. (0, 0); (5, 1)

9. (6, -6); (-6, -6)

Find the slope and length of AB.

12. A(3, -1), B(5, -7)

14. A(8, -7),B(-3, -5)

4. (1, 2); (-2, -

7. (7, 2); (2, 7)

10. (6, -6); (4, 3)

5) 5. (1, 2); (-2, 5)

8. (3, 3); (3, 7)

11. (-4, -3); (-6, 6)

13. A(-3, -2),B(7, -6)

15. A(0, -9), 5(8, -3)
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In Exercises 16-19 a point P on a line and the slope of the line are given.

Sketch the line and find the coordinates of two other points on the line.

16. P(-2, 1); slope =
^

18. P(2, 4); slope = --

17. P(-3, 0);, slope =

19. P(0, -5); slope =

In Exercises 20 and 21 show that points P, Q, and R are collinear by showing

that PQ and QR have the same slope.

20. />(-!, 3) Q(2, 1)R(S, 15) 21. P(-8, 6) Q(-5, 5) /?(4, 2)

B 22. A wheelchair ramp is to be built at the town

library. If the entrance to the library is

18 in. above ground, and the slope of the

ramp is — , how far out from the building

will the ramp start?

Complete.

23. A line with slope - passes through points (2, 3) and (10, _

24. A line with slope —- passes through points (7, —4) and (.

25. A line with slope m passes through points (p, q) and (r, ).

27. a. Show that AOAB = AORS.

-, 6).

26. a. Find the slopes of OD and NF.

b. Why is AOCD = ANEF?
c. Why is LDOC = LFNE!
d. Why is OD II NF?
e. What do you think is true about

the slopes of parallel lines?

b. Why is OB 1 OS?

c. Find the product of the slopes

of OB and OS.

~7a :

1

^-i-iT^42i^ k\iL ' i

v

n t X F r

}'i i

1 !

1

- V

Ex.26 Ex.27

In Exercises 28 and 29, (a) find the lengths of the sides of ARST, (b) use the

converse of the Pythagorean Theorem to show that ARST is a right triangle,

and (c) find the product of the slopes of RT and ST.

28. R(4, 2), S(-l, 7), F(l, 1) 29. R(4, 3), 5(-3, 6), T(2, 1)
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30. a. Show that tan LA = slope of AC.

b. Use trigonometry to find mLA.

>'i

4(0,0)

C(5, 4)

5(5.0)

31. A line intersects the jr-axis at a 45° angle.

What is its slope?

C 32. A line passes through points (-2, - 1) and (4, 3). Where does the line

intersect the x-axis? the y-axis?

33. A line through H(3, 1) and 7(5, a) has positive slope and makes a 60°

angle measured counterclockwise with the positive x-axis. Find the value

of a.

34. Find two values of k such that the points (-3, 4), (0, k), and (k, 10) are

collinear.

Algebra Review: Exponents

Rules of Exponents

When a and b are nonzero real numbers and m and n are integers:

(1) a = 1

(z) a 'a = a

0)
a-

n
= a

m ~ n

a

(4) (a
m
)" = a

mn

(5) a"
m = ~m

Examples 5
C

1

x
2 -*4 2 + 4

^ — A7 - 3 — A4

.3\4(vT = v
3 4

V

6 " = ^~^6

Simplify.

1. ("-6)
3

5. (--4)- 3

9. (--l)
20

2. (-5) 4

10. (-l)s

3. 3

11. 2
3

4. 2" 3

8. 15°

12. 4
2

• 3
3

•
2" 3

Simplify. Use only positive exponents in your answers.

13. r
5

• r
8

14. x"
1

• x~
2

15.
r

7

17. a -a'' 18. U2)- 2
19. (b

4
)

2

21. (3y
2
)(2y

4
) 22. (4xY)(-3xy) 23. (5a

2
b

3
)(a-

2
b)

16. ^

5\3
20. (s

3

)

3\
24. (-2sn(-4st- J

)
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13-3 Parallel and Perpendicular Lines

When you look at two parallel lines, you probably believe that the lines have

equal slopes. This idea is illustrated by the photograph below. The parallel

beams shown are needed to support a roof with a fixed pitch.

yn
h h

/\ /l
o X

You can use trigonometry and properties of parallel lines to show the

following for two nonvertical lines /, and l2 (see the diagram at the right above):

1

.

/i II l2 if and only if Z. 1 = Z. 2

2. Z. 1 = Z_ 2 if and only if tan L 1 = tan L 2

3. tan Z_ 1 = tan Z.2 if and only if slope of /, = slope of l2

Therefore /, II U if and only if slope of /, = slope of / : .

Although the diagram shows two lines with positive slope, this result can also

be proved for two lines with negative slope. When the lines are parallel to

the x-axis, both have slope zero.

Theorem 13-3

Two nonvertical lines are parallel if and only if their slopes are equal.

In Exercises 27-29 of the preceding section, you may have noticed that

perpendicular lines, too, have slopes that are related in a special way. See

Classroom Exercise 1 1 and Written Exercise 23 for proofs of the following

theorem.

Theorem 13-4
Two nonvertical lines are perpendicular if and only if the product of their

slopes is —1.

t
1

m, • m2 = — 1, or /w, =
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Example

Solution Slope of ST

Given points 5(5, — 1) and T( — 3, 3), find the slope of every line

(a) parallel to ST and (b) perpendicular to ST.

3 - (-1) = _4_ =
1

-3-5 -8 2

a. Any line parallel to ST has slope — . (Theorem 13-3)

b. Any line perpendicular to ST has slope

= -1 • (-2) = 2. (Theorem 13-4)

Classroom Exercises

1. Given: / 1 n. Find the slope of line n if the slope of line / is:

. 4
a. 2 c. -4 d. not defined e.

The slopes of two lines are given. Are the lines parallel, perpendicular, or

neither?

3 12

4' 16
3. 1; -1 4. 3; -3 5 - 3- 4-

* 4' 3

13^
3 -3

8. 0; -1 o 5.6
6' 5

10. State two conditionals that are combined in the biconditional of

Theorem 13-3.

11. The purpose of this exercise is to prove the statement: If two nonvertical

lines are perpendicular, then the product of their slopes is — 1 . Supply

the reason for each step.

Given: /, has slope m
x \

l2 has slope m 2 ;

Prove: m, • m 2
= - 1

Key steps of proof:

1. Draw the vertical segment shown.

2.
U-= V-

3. m, = -

4. m-> =

5. m
x

' m 2 = I

6. m, • m2
=

liK-i)
= -1
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Written Exercises

Find the slope of (a) AB, (b) any line parallel toAB, and (c) any line perpendicular

to AB.

A 1. A(-2, 0) and 5(4, 4) 2. A(-3, 1) and 5(2, - 1)

3. In the diagram at the left below, OEFG is a parallelogram. What is the

slope of ~OE? of GF? of OG? of EF?

yiE{2,i) f yk

4. In the diagram at the right above, HIJK is a rectangle. What is the slope

of HI? of JK? of 77? of KH?

5. a. What is the slope of LM? of PN?

b. Why is LM II PN?

c. What is the slope of MN? of LP?

d. Why is MN not parallel to LP?

e. What special kind of quadrilateral is LMNP?

M(-4

N(2, 4)

P(4, -2)

6. Quadrilateral RSTV is known to be a parallelogram.

a. What is the slope of RV? of TV?

b. Why is RV _L 7Y?

c. Why is EJRSTV a rectangle?

d. Find the coordinates of 5.

i?(-2, -6)

^(0, -8)

Find the slope of each side and each altitude of AABC.

7. A(0, 0) B{1, 3) C(2, -5) 8. A(l, 4) fi(-l, -3) C(4, 5)

Use slopes to show that ARST is a right triangle.

9. fl(-3, -4) S(2, 2) 7(14, -8) 10. R(-\, 1) 5(2,4) T(5, 1)

B 11. Given the points A{ - 6, - 4), 5(4, 2), C(6, 8), and £>( - 4, 2) show that

ABCD is a parallelogram using two different methods.

a. Show that opposite sides are parallel, b. Show that opposite sides are congruent.
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12. Given: Points £(-4, 1), F(2, 3), G(4, 9), and//(-2, 7)

a. Show that EFGH is a rhombus.

b. Use slopes to verify that the diagonals are perpendicular.

13. Given: Points R(-4, 5), S(-\, 9), 7/(7, 3) and f/(4, -1)

a. Show that RSTU is a rectangle.

b. Use the distance formula to verify that the diagonals are congruent.

14. Given: Points N(-l, -5), O(0, 0), P(3, 2), and Q(S, 1)

a. Show that NOPQ is an isosceles trapezoid.

b. Show that the diagonals are congruent.

Decide what special type of quadrilateral HIJK is. Then prove that your

answer is correct.

15. H(0, 0) /(5, 0) /(7, 9) K(l, 9)

16. H(0, 1) 1(2, -3) A-2, -1) K(-4, 3)

17. H(l, 5) /(8, 3) /(0, -1) ff(-l. 1)

18. H{-3, -3) /(-5, -6) /(4, -5) a:(6, -2)

19. Point /V(3, —4) lies on the circle x
1 + y

2 = 25. What is the slope of the

line that is tangent to the circle at Nl (Hint: Recall Theorem 9-1.)

20. Point P(6, 7) lies on the circle (x + 2)
2 + (y - l)

2 = 100. What is the

slope of the line that is tangent to the circle at P?

In Chapter 3 parallel lines are defined as coplanar lines that do not intersect.

It is also possible to define parallel lines algebraically as follows:

Lines a and b are parallel if and only if slope of a = slope of b (or both a

and b are vertical).

21. Use the algebraic definition to classify each statement as true or false.

a. For any line / in a plane, / II /.

b. For any lines / and n in a plane, if / II n, then n II /.

c. For any lines k, I, and n in a plane, if k II / and / II n, then k\\ n.

22. Refer to Exercise 21 . Is parallelism of lines an equivalence relation? (See

Exercise 15, page 43.) Explain.

C 23. This exercise shows another way to prove Theorem 13-4.

a. Use the Pythagorean Theorem to prove:

If TU 1 US, then the product of the slopes of

TU and US equals — 1. That is, prove

b. Use the converse of the Pythagorean Theorem to

prove:

--

-1

--) = 1, then TU 1 US.
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13-4 Vectors

The journey of a boat or airplane can be described by

giving its speed and direction, such as 50 km/h north-

east. Any quantity such as force, velocity, or accel-

eration, that has both magnitude (size) and direction,

is a vector.

When a boat moves from point A to point B, its

journey can be represented by drawing an arrow from

A to B. AB (read "vector AB"). If AB is drawn in

the coordinate plane, then the journey can also be

represented as an ordered pair.

AB = (change in x. change in y)

}' i

B

^
3

AL/f

I

4

.V

y* i

C 5

„^ -7

D
:

X

AB = (4, 3) CD = (5, -2)

The magnitude of a vector AB is the length of the arrow from point A to

point B and is denoted by the symbol
|
AB

|
. You can use the Pythagorean

Theorem or the Distance Formula to find the magnitude of a vector. In the

diagrams above.

and

AS
|

= V4
CD

+ 3" = 5

= V5
2 + 2

2 = V29.

Example 1 Given: Points P(-5. 4) and 0(1. 2)

a. Sketch PQ.

b. Find P0.

c. Find \PQ\.

Solution a.
1

?i i

p[\

Q

X

b. P(T
c. \PQ

- (1 - (-5), 2 - 4) = (6, -2)

= \
76

2 + (-2)2 = \/40 = 2V10
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The symbol 2PQ represents a vector that has twice the magnitude of

PQ and has the same direction. If PQ = (3, 2), it should not surprise you

that 2PQ = (2 • 3, 2 • 2) = (6, 4). In general, if the vector PQ = (a, b),

then kPQ = (ka, kb)\ kPQ is called a scalar multiple of PQ. Multiplying a

vector by a real number k multiplies the length of the vector by
|
k\. If k < 0,

the direction of the vector reverses as well. This is illustrated in the diagrams

below. What ordered pair represents —3PQ1

Vi i >' i Vn

2PO X

pp I _WQ*

*~

X
1

x

Two vectors are perpendicular if the arrows

representing them have perpendicular directions.

Two vectors are parallel if the arrows representing

them have the same direction or opposite directions.

All the vectors shown at the right are parallel. Notice

that OA and BC are parallel even though the points

O, A, B, and C are collinear.

Two vectors are equal if they have the same

magnitude and the same direction. In the diagram,

BC = FG.

You can tell by using slopes whether nonvertical

vectors are parallel or perpendicular. Example 2

shows how.

|Vn
! 1

- -4-Jt -

yi
JZLL c

U~Z^- i dz ±
[
F. / G

-+- -Jt 12+T -hZ-^I ZV7LL-Z
-AZZ-^^Z-^-^Z

-A tX/ */ ,
Q_ JL

Example 2 a. Show that (9, -6) and (-6, 4) are parallel.

b. Show that (9, -6) and (2, 3) are perpendicular.

Solution
-6

a. Slope of (9, -6) is
—- = 2

~3"

4
Slope of (-6, 4) = —- =

— 6

2
~3

Since the slopes are equal, the vectors are parallel.

-6 2
b. Slope of (9, -6) is— = --.

Slope of (2, 3) is
-

-2 3
Since • - = - 1 , the vectors are perpendicular.

3 2
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Vectors can be added by the following simple rule:

(a, b) + (c. d) = {a + c. b + d)

To see an application of adding vectors, suppose that a

jet travels from P to Q and then from Q to R. The jet could

have made the same journey by flying directly from P to R.

PR is the sum of PQ and QR. We abbreviate this fact by

writing

PQ + QR = PR

(4. 1) + (2. 3) = (6. 4)

R

3

Q
t

2

<**
000̂

i

P
i I

4
! 1

Classroom Exercises

Exercises 1-4 refer to the figure at the right.

1. Name each vector as an ordered pair.

a. OB b. OD c. DE
d. EF e. BC f. AG

2. Find the magnitude of each vector in Exercise 1

.

3. a. Is BC parallel to OD'1 Explain.

b. Is BC = OD'l Explain.

4.

c. What kind of figure is OBCD'l Explain.

a. Is AG parallel to OB? Explain.

)'n

D
tf m '

\

f C

G\ X

s|

T B
1

b. Is AG = OB'l Explain.

5. Refer to the diagram. Find
|

57"| and tan AS.

6. Find each sum.

a. (3. 1) + (5. 6)

b. (0. -6) + (7,4)

c. (-3. 10) + (-5. -12)

7. Find each scalar multiple.

a. 2(3. 1) b. 3(-5. 1) c. -|(-6, 0)

8. If PQ represents a wind blowing 45 km/h from the north, state two ways

you could name the vector representing a wind blowing 45 km/h from the

south.

T

S

_

_

_

Written Exercises

In Exercises 1-9 points A and B are given. Make a sketch.

AB and IABI.

Then find

1. A{\. 1), 5(5, 4)

4. A(0. 5). fl(-3. 2)

7. A(0. 0), 5(5. -9)

2. A(2, 0), 5(8, 8)

5. A(3, 5). 5(-l. 7)

8. A(-3, 5). 5(3, 0)

3. A(6, 1). 5(4. 3)

6. A(4, -2). 5(0. 0)

9. A(-l. -1). 5(-4. 7)
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B

Use a grid and draw arrows to represent the following vectors. You can

choose any starting point you like for each vector.

10. (3, 5) and 2(3, 5) 11. (4, -1) and 3(4, -1)

12. (-8, 4) and |(-8, 4) 13. (-6, -9) and i(-6, -9)

14. (4, 1) and -3(4, 1) 15. (6, -4) and -|(6, -4)

16. Name two vectors parallel to (3, —8).

17. The vectors (8, 6) and (12, k) are parallel. Find the value of k.

18. Show that (4, —5) and (15, 12) are perpendicular.

19. The vectors (8, k) and (9, 6) are perpendicular. Find the value of k.

Find each vector sum. Then illustrate each sum with a diagram like that on

page 541.

20. (2, 1) + (3, 6) 21. (3, -5) + (4, 5)

22. (-8, 2) + (4, 6) 23. (-3, -3) + (7, 7)

24. (1, 4) + 2(3, 1) 25. (7, 2) +3(-l, 0)

26. Two forces AB and AC are pulling an object at point A.

The single force AD that has the same effect as these

two forces is their sum AB + AC. This sum can be

found by completing parallelogram ABDC as shown.

Explain why the diagonal AD is the sum of AB and AC.

27. Make a drawing showing an object being pulled by the two forces

KX = (- 1, 5) and KY = (7, 3). What single force has the same effect

as the two forces acting together? What is the magnitude of this force?

28. Repeat Exercise 27 for the forces KX = (2, -3) and KY = (-2, 3).

29. In the diagram, M is the midpoint of AB and T is a trisector

point of AB.

a. Complete: AB = (_L_, _2_), AM = (_1_, -L-)

and AT = (_? L_).

b. Find the coordinates of M and T.

30. Repeat Exercise 29 given the points A(-10, 9) and

B(20, -15). 4(2,3)

31. Use algebra to prove \(ka, kb)\ =
\
k\ •

|
(a, b)\.

32. a. Use definitions I and II below to prove that

k\(a, b) + (c, d)] = k(a, b) + k(c, d).

I. Definition of scalar multiple k(a, b) = (ka, kb)

II. Definition of vector addition (a, b) + (c, d) = (a + c, b + d)

b. Make a diagram illustrating what you proved in part (a).

5(20,21)
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33. a. Given: AB = 2DB and BC = 2BE
Supply the reasons for each step.

1. AC = AB + BC
2. = 2DB + 2BE

3. = 2{DB + BE) {Hint: See Exercise 32.)

4. = 2DE
b. What theorem about midpoints does part (a) prove?

34. Suppose two nonvertical vectors (a, b) and (c, d) are perpendicular.

bd
a. Use slopes to show that = -1.

b. Show that ac + bd = 0.

c. The number ac + bd is called the dot product of vectors (a, b) and

(c, d). Complete: If {a, b) and (c, d) are perpendicular vectors, then

their dot product ?

d. Verify the statement in part (c) for the vectors in Example 2(b) on

page 540 and in Exercise 18 on page 542.

Mixed Review Exercises

1. On a number line, point A has coordinate — 11 and B has coordinate 7.

Find the coordinate of the midpoint of AB.

2. If M is the midpoint of the hypotenuse AB of right triangle ABC, and

AM = 6, find MB and MC.

3. The lengths of the bases of a trapezoid are 12 and 20. Find the length of

the median.

4. If the length of one side of an equilateral triangle is 2a, find the length

of an altitude.

5. Find the measure of each interior angle of a regular hexagon.

6. Each side of a regular hexagon ABCDEF has length x. Find AD and AC.

7. Find the measure of each exterior angle of a regular octagon.

8. Find the coordinates of the fourth vertex of a rectangle that has three

vertices at (-3, -2), (2, -2), and (2, 5).

9. The vertices of quad. ABCD are A(2, 0). B{1 , 0). C(7, 5), and D{2, 5).

Find the area of quad. ABCD.

10. The vertices of APQR are P(0, 0), Q(-6, 0), and R(-6, 6). Find the

area of APQR.

11. ADEF has vertices D(-5, 1), E{-2, -3), and F(6, 3).

a. Use the distance formula to show that ADEF is a right triangle.

b. Use slopes to show that ADEF is a right triangle.

12. AABC has vertices A(6, 0), B(4, 8), and C(2, 6).

a. Find the slope of the altitude from B to AC.

b. Find the slope of the perpendicular bisector of AB.
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13-5 The Midpoint Formula
On a number line, if points A and B have coordinates x

x
and x2 ,

then the midpoint of AB has coordinate , the average

of jc, and x2 . (See Exercise 19 on page 47.)

This idea can be used to find the midpoint of any horizontal

or vertical segment.

~*—«-
M B

-•—

-
vi

C

(-1,3)

D

(2.3) (5,3)

(-2. 1)
>'A

(-2.-1)

(-2,-3)

If a segment PQ is neither horizontal nor vertical,

then the coordinates of its midpoint M can be found by

drawing horizontal and vertical auxiliary lines as shown.

Since M is the midpoint of PQ and MS II QR, S is

the midpoint of PR (Theorem 5-10). Thus both S and M
have jc-coordinate '—.

_ 2_
Similarly, MT II PR, so T is the midpoint of QR.

y, + y2
Thus both T and M have v-coordinate .

2

This discussion leads to the following theorem.

<2(*2' ^2)

Pt^yJ R(x,. }] )

Theorem 13-5 The Midpoint Formula
The midpoint of the segment that joins points (jc

x , >'i) and (x2 , y2 ) is the point

*1 + *2 Jl + .V2

Example 1 Find the midpoint of the segment that joins (—11, 3) and (8, —7).

Solution The ^-coordinate of the midpoint is

x, + x2
-11 +

2 2

The y-coordinate of the midpoint is

y, + y2 _ 3-7 _ -4

2 2 2

— , or —

.

2 2

-2.

The midpoint is (
— -, -2
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Example 2 Given points A(2, 1) and fl(8, 5), show that

P(3, 6) is on the perpendicular bisector of AB.

Join P to M, the midpoint of AB and show that

PM ±AB.
'2 + 8 1 + 5

N

-
V A

Solution 1

Step 1 M =

Step 2 Slope of AB
1

Slope of PM =

(5,3)

4 2

6
~

3

-3

IT

o
.4(2.1)

5(8,5)

5-3
Step 3 Since the product of the slopes of AB and PM is — 1, PM _L AS.

Solution 2 Show that P is equidistant from A and 5 and apply Theorem 4-6, page 153.

Step 1 PA = V(3 - 2)
2 + (6 - l)

2 = V26
PB = V(3 - 8)

2 + (6 - 5)
2 = V26

Step 2 Since PA = PB, P is on the perpendicular bisector of AB.

Classroom Exercises

Find the coordinates of the midpoint of the segment that joins the given

points.

1. (3, 5) and (7, 5)

3. (-2, 2) and (6, 4)

5. (-1, -3) and (-3, 6)

7. (r, 2) and (t + 4, -4)

2. (0, 4) and (4, 3)

4. (-3, 7) and (-7, -5)

6. (2b, 3) and (4, -5)

8. (a, n) and (d, p)

9. M(3, 5) is the midpoint of P
t
P2 , where P, has coordinates

(0, 1). Find the coordinates of P2 .

10. Point (1, — 1) is the midpoint of AB, where A has coordinates

(—1, 3). Find the coordinates of B.

Written Exercises

Find the coordinates of the midpoint of the segment that joins the given

points.

A 1. (0, 2) and (6, 4) 2. ( -2, 6) and (4, 3) 3. (6, -7) and ( -6, 3)

4. (a, 4) and (a + 2, 0) 5. (2.3, 3.7) and (1.5, -2.9) 6. (a, b) and (c, d)
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Find the length, slope, and midpoint of PQ.

7. P(3, -8), Q(-5, 2) 8. P(-3, 4), 0(7 , 8) 9. P{-1, 11), 0(1, -4)

B

In Exercises 10-12, M is the midpoint of AB, where the coordinates of A are

given. Find the coordinates of B.

10. A(4, -2); M(4, 4) 11. A{\, -3); M(5, 1) 12. A(r, 5); M(0, 2)

13. Given points A(0, 0) and 5(8, 4), show that P(2, 6) is on the perpendicular

bisector of AB by using both of the methods in Example 2.

14. a. Given points 5(1, 0), 5(7, 4), and 7(11, -2), show that ARST is

isosceles.

The altitude from the vertex meets the base at K.

of K.

Find the coordinates

15. Find the midpoints of the legs, then the length of the median of the trapezoid

with vertices C(-4, -3), D(-l, 4), £(4, 4), and F(7, -3).

16. Find the length of the longest median of the triangle with vertices

X(-2, 3), Y(6, -3), and Z(4, 7).

17. a. Verify that OQ and PR have the same midpoint.

b. Part (a) shows that the diagonals of OPQR bisect each

other. Therefore OPQR is a —
c. Use slopes to verify that the opposite sides of OPQR are

parallel.

d. Use the distance formula to verify that the opposite sides

are congruent.

18. Graph the points A(-5, 0), 5(3, 2), C(5, 6), and D(-3, 4). Then show

that ABCD is a parallelogram by two different methods.

a. Show that one pair of opposite sides are both congruent and parallel.

b. Show that the diagonals bisect each other (have the same midpoint).

19. In right AOAT, M is the midpoint of AT.

a. M has coordinates (
?

,

?
)

b. Find, and compare, the lengths MA, MT, and MO.
c. State a theorem from Chapter 5 suggested by this

exercise.

d. Find an equation of the circle that circumscribes

A OAT.

20. Given points A(l , 1), 5(13, 9), and C(3, 7). D is

the midpoint of AB, and E is the midpoint of AC.

a. Find the coordinates of D and E.

b. Use slopes to show that DE II BC.

c. Use the distance formula to show that

DE = \BC.

21. a. Find the coordinates of the midpoints J, K, L,

and M.

b. What kind of figure is JKLM1 Prove it.

Q(9, 9)

T( -6, 0)

(2(7, 9)

Ex.21
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22. Suppose E is on PQ and PE = -PQ. If P = (jc, , v,) and Q = (x2 , y2),
4

where x
x
< x^, show that E =

[ -x, + -x2 , -v. + -y,
\4 4 4 4

C 23. Suppose F is on P£> and PF = -PQ. U P = (x,, y,) and = (jc2 , y2 ),
o

where x
x
< x2 , find the coordinates of F . (Hint: See Exercise 22.)

24. Given points P(2, 1) and D(l , 11), find the coordinates of a point T on

PT 2
PD such that —

TD 3

Self-Test 1

For each pair of points find (a) the distance between the two points and

(b) the midpoint of the segment that joins the two points.

1. (5, 1) and (3. 1)

3. (-2, 7) and (8, 3)

2. (8, -6) and (0. 0)

4. (-3, 2) and (-5, 1)

Write an equation of the circle described.

5. Center at the origin; radius 9

6. Center (
— 1, 2); radius 5

7. Find the center and the radius of the circle (x + 2)
2 + (v — 3)

2 = 36.

Find the slope of the line through the points named.

8. (0, 0) and (7. 4) 9. (-4, 2) and (1, -1)

10. For which is slope not defined, a horizontal line or a vertical line?

11. Given P(3. -2) and 0(5, 2). find:

a. the slope of any line parallel to PQ

b. the slope of any line perpendicular to PQ

12. Name each vector as an ordered pair.

a. AB b. CD c. FE

13. Find the magnitude of each vector in Exercise 12.

14. Complete.

a. (-3, 2) + (7, -11) = _^
b. 3(4, -1) + (-2K-5, 3) = _i_

15. If M(-3, 7) is the midpoint of PQ. where P has

coordinates (9, —4). find the coordinates of Q.

yi i !

A ^
B

c E
i L

X

D

F

Exs. 12, 13
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Lines and Coordinate

Geometry Proofs

Objectives

1

.

Identify the slope and y-intercept of the line specified by a given

equation.

2. Draw the graph of the line specified by a given equation.

3. Write an equation of a line when given either one point and the slope

of the line, or two points on the line.

4. Determine the intersection of two lines.

5. Given a polygon, choose a convenient placement of coordinate axes

and assign appropriate coordinates.

6. Prove statements by using coordinate geometry methods.

13-6 Graphing Linear Equations

A linear equation is an equation whose graph is a line. As you will learn in

this section and the next, linear equations can be written in different forms:

standardform , slope-interceptform, and point-slope form. We state a theorem

for the standard form, but omit the proof.

Theorem 1 3-6 Standard Form
The graph of any equation that can be written in the form

Ax + By = C

where A and B are not both zero, is a line.

The advantage of the standard form is that it is easy to determine the

points where the line crosses the x-axis and the y-axis. If a line intersects the

x-axis at the point {a, 0), then its x-intercept is a; if it intersects the y-axis at

the point (0, b), then its y-intercept is b.

Example 1 Graph the line 2x — 3y = 12.

Solution Since two points determine a line, begin by plotting two con-

venient points, such as the points where the line crosses the

axes. Then draw the line through the points.
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To find the x-intercept, let y = 0.

2x - 3(0) = 12

x = 6

Thus (6, 0) is a point on the line.

To find the y-intercept, let x = 0.

2(0) - 3v = 12

y = -4

Thus (0, -4) is a point on the line.

Example 2 Use algebra to find the intersection of the lines 2x — 3y = 9

and 4x + y = 4. Illustrate by drawing the graphs of the two lines.

.Vn

(6

5O X

2a- »y = 12

(0,

Solution 2* - 3y = 9

12jc + 3v = 12

(First equation)

(Second equation x 3)

14* = 21

x = 1.5

4(1.5) + y = 4

v = -2

The point of intersection is (1.5, —2)

(Add to eliminate y.)

(Substitution)

T
y t

U: + L= 4

:x-'33 = \s

O X

<K iji,-2)

The equations in Examples 1 and 2 are all written in standard form. These

equations can also be written in the slope-intercept form y = mx + b. This

form tells you at a glance what the line's slope and y-intercept are.

standard form slope-interceptform slope y-intercept

2x - 3y = 12
2

y = ? - 4
2

3

-4

2x - 3y = 9
2

v = ? - 3
2

3

-3

Ax + y =4 y = -4jc + 4 -4 4

Theorem 1 3-7 Slope-Intercept Form
A line with the equation y = mx + b has slope m and y-intercept ft.

Proof:

When x — 0, y = b. So b is the y-intercept.

When x = \, y = m + b.

Let (*,, y,) = (0, ft) and (*2 , y2 ) = (1, m + ft).

Then the slope is

}'2 y, (m + ft)

*2 1

= m.
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Example 3 Graph the line y = —-x + 6.

-3
Solution The slope is

—— and the y-intercept is 6.

Step J Start at the point (0, 6).

Step 2 Use
change in y -3

to find
change in x 4

other points of the line.

(See Example 2, page 530.)

ay
4

(0, 5)

3

4

_
)

V

'

Classroom Exercises

1. Which points lie on the line 3x — 2y = 12?

a. (0, 4) b. (2, -3) c. f 3,
|

2. Which point is the intersection of x + 2y = £

a. (-2, 5) b. (-4, 6) c. (2, 3)

d. (0, -6)

and 2x + 3y = 10?

d. (-1,4)

Find the x- and y-intercepts of each line.

3. 2x + 3y = 6 4. 3x - 5y = 15

6. x + 3y = 9 7. y = 5x - 10

5. -4x + 3y = 24

8. y = 2x + 5

Find the slope and v-intercept of each line.

9. y = -x - 9 10. 2* + y = 11. 3jc - 4y = 6

12. What is the slope of the line y = 4? Name three points that lie on the line.

13. The graph of x = 5 is a vertical line through (5, 0). Name three other

points on the line and check to see if their coordinates satisfy the equation.

Written Exercises

1. On the same axes, graph y = mx for m = 2, -2, -, and — -.

2. On the same axes, graph y = mx + 2 for m = 3, — 3, -, and --.

3. On the same axes, graph y = -x + b for b = 0, 2, 4, -2, and -4.

4. On the same axes, graph y -x + b for b = 0, 3, 6, -3, and -6.

5. On the same axes, graph the lines y = 0, y = 3, and y = —3.

6. On the same axes, graph the lines x = 0, x = 2, and x = — 2.
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Find the jc-intercept and v-intercept of each line. Then graph the equation.

7. 3x + y = -21 8. Ax - 5y = 20 9. 3x + 2y = 12

10. 3x - 2y = 12 11. 5x + 8v = 20 12. 3x + 4y = - 1!

Find the slope and y-intercept of each line. Plot the y-intercept. Then, using

the slope, plot one more point. Finally, graph the line.

13. v = 2x - 3 14. y = 2x + 3 15. y = -Ax

16. y = -x + 1 17. y = -\x - 4 18. y = fx - 2y
4

'
3 3

Find the slope and y-intercept of each line.

Example x + 3y = -6

Solution Write the equation in slope-intercept form.

3v = —x — 6

y = — -x — 2

1
3

The slope is— . The j-intercept is —2.

19. Ax + y = 10 20. 2jc - y = 5 21. 5jc - 2y = 10

22. 3;t + 4y = 12 23. x - Ay = 6 24. Ax + 3y = 8

Solve each pair of equations algebraically. Then draw the graphs of the

equations and label their intersection point.

25.

28.

B

x + y = 3 26. 2x + y = 1 27. x + 2y = 10

x — y = — 1 3x + y = 9 3* - 2y = 6

3x + 2y = -30 29. Ax + 5y = -7 30. 3x + 2y = 8

y = x 2x - 3y = 13 -x + 3y = 12

31. a. Find the slopes of the lines 6x + 3y = 10 and v = — 2* + 5.

b. Do the lines intersect?

c. What happens when you solve these equations algebraically?

32. Give a geometric reason and an algebraic reason why the lines

y = 3x — 5 and v = 3* + 5 do not intersect.

33. a. Find the slopes of the lines 2x — y = 7 and x + 2y = A.

b. What can you conclude about the lines? State the theorem that supports

your answer.

34. a. On the same axes, graph

y = — 2, x = —3, and 2x + 3y = 6.

b. Find the coordinates of the three points where the lines intersect.

c. Find the area of the triangle determined by the three lines.
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35. a. On the same axes, graph

y = -x — 2, y = — 2x + 3, and y = 3x + 8.

b. Find the coordinates of the three points where the lines intersect.

c. Find the area of the triangle determined by the three lines.

36. Find the area of the region inside the circle x
2 + y

2 = 2 and above the

line y = 1.

37. Use algebra to find each point at which the line x — 2y — — 5 intersects

the circle x
2 + y

2 = 25. Graph both equations to verify your answer.

38. a. Verify that the point P(4, -2) is on the line 2x - y = 10 and on the

circle x
2 + y

2 = 20.

b. Show that the segment joining the center of the circle to P is perpendicular

to the line.

c. What do parts (a) and (b) tell you about the line and the circle?

39. Graph each equation.

a. |jc| =
|y| b. |jc| + |y| = 6 c. |jc| + 2|y| :

Explorations

These exploratory exercises can be done using a graphing calculator.

Graph the lines y = 2x, y = 2x + 1, and y = 2x + 3 on the same screen.

What do you notice about these lines?

What theorem does this illustrate?

Use what you have observed to write an equation of the line whose y-intercept

is 7 and that is parallel to y = 2x.

Graph the lines y = 2x and y = — -* on the same screen.

2 3
Graph the lines y = -x and y = —x on the same screen.

What do you notice about both pairs of lines?

What theorem does this illustrate?

Use what you have observed to write an equation of the line through the origin

4
that is perpendicular to y = -x.

Challenge
Draw segments that divide an obtuse triangle into acute triangles.
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13-7 Writing Linear Equations

In the previous section, you were given a linear equation and asked to draw

its graph. In this section you will be given information about a graph and

asked to find an equation of the line described.

Example 1

Solution

Find an equation of each line described.

5
a. Slope = — - y-intercept = 4

b. jr-intercept = — 6. y-intercept = 3

a. v = mx + b

y --x + 4
3

b. Because the y-intercept is 3, you have b = 3.

Because the points ( — 6, 0) and (0, 3) lie on the line.

3-0 3 1

slope = = - = -.F - (-6) 6 2

Since the slope is -, you have m = -.

Now substitute into the equation y = mx + b to get

y = -x + 3.

Both linear equations in Example 1 were written in slope-intercept form.

This form is very easy to use if the y-intercept is given. If the y-intercept is

not given, the point-slope form can be used.

Theorem 13-8 Point-Slope Form
An equation of the line that passes through the point (.v,. y,» and has

slope m is

y — y\ = m(x - *i).

Proof:

Let (x, y) be any point on the line. Since the line also contains ^

i

the point Ox, , y,) the slope must, by definition, equal

y - y\
slope = m

x — x,

we get

From m
v - v,

x — JC,

y ~
>'i = m(x - *,).
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Example 2 Find an equation of each line described.

a. The line through (1,2) and parallel to the line y = 3x - 7

b. The line through (1,2) and perpendicular to the line >' = 3x — 7

c. The line through the points (-3, 0) and (1,8)

Solution a. If the line is parallel to the line y — 3x — 7, its slope must be 3.

Substituting in y - y, = m(x - jc,) gives y — 2 = 3(jc — 1),

or v = 3x — 1

.

1

-. (Why?) Thus an equation in point-slopeb. The required line has slope

form is y — 2
1 1 7--<*- 1), or y= --x + -, or x + 3y = 7.

c. First find the slope:
8-0

m — = 2
1 - (-3)

Then use the point-slope form with either given point.

Using (
— 3, 0), the equation is y — = 2[x — ( — 3)], or y = 2x + 6.

Using (1, 8), the equation is y - 8 = 2(x — 1), or y = 2x + 6.

Classroom Exercises

Give an equation of each line described.

1. Slope = — -; y-intercept = 5

3. .x-intercept = 2; y-intercept = 4

5. The jc-axis

4
7. y-intercept = —3; parallel to y = — -x + 2

2. Slope = -; y-intercept = 8

4. ^-intercept = 2; y-intercept = — 6

6. The y-axis

8. y-intercept = 0; perpendicular to y = —-x + 9

9. Slope = -; passes through (3, 4) 10. Slope = -2; passes through (8, 6)

State the slope of the line and name two points on the line.

11. y = -(* + 7) 12. y + 2 = -(x - 5) 13. y - c = -(x - d)

14. Line / is tangent to QO at point P(3, 4).

a. Find the radius of the circle.

b. Give an equation of the circle.

c. Find the slope of line /.

d. Give an equation of line /.
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Written Exercises

Give an equation of each line described. Use the form specified by your

teacher.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

slope 2 -3 1

2

3

4

7

5

3

2

v-intercept 5 6 -8 -9 8 -7

7. 8. 9. 10.

jc-intercept 8 9 -8 -5

v-intercept 2 -3 4 -2

11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16.

point (1. 2) (3, 8) (-3, 5) (6, -6) (-4,0) (-10, 3)

slope 5 4
1

3

2

3

1

2

2

~5

17. line through (1, 1) and (4, 7) 18. line through (-1, -3) and (2, 1)

19. line through ( -3, 1) and (3, 3) 20. line through (-2, -1) and (-6, -5)

21. vertical line through (2. -5) 22. horizontal line through (3, 1)

23. line through (5, —3) and parallel to the line x = 4

24. line through (
— 8, -2) and parallel to the line x = 5

B 25. line through (5, 7) and parallel to the line y = 3x —4

26. line through (
— 1, 3) and parallel to the line 3x + 5y = 15

27. line through ( — 3, —2) and perpendicular to the line 8.v — 5y =

28. line through (8,0) and perpendicular to the line 3x + 4y = 12

29. perpendicular bisector of the segment joining (0. 0) and (10, 6)

30. perpendicular bisector of the segment joining (
— 3, 7) and (5, 1)

31. the line through (5, 5) that makes a 45° angle measured counterclockwise

from the positive jc-axis

32. the line through the origin that makes a 135° angle measured counterclockwise

from the positive .r-axis

33. Find each value of k for which the lines y = 9kx — 1 and

kx + 4y = 12 are perpendicular.

34. Quad. BECK is known to be a rhombus. Two of the vertices are BO, 5)

and C(7, -3).

a. Find the slope of diagonal EK. b. Find an equation of EK.
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35. Find the center of the circle that passes through (2, 10), (10, 6), and

(-6, -6).

Exercises 36-39 refer to AQRS with vertices Q(-6, 0), fl(12, 0), and
5(0, 12).

C 36. a. Find the equations of the three lines that contain the medians.

b. Show that the three medians meet in a point G (called the centroid).

{Hint: Solve two equations simultaneously and show that their solution

satisfies the third equation.)

2
c. Show that the length QG is - of the length of the median from Q.

37. a. Find the equations of the three perpendicular bisectors of the sides of

AQRS.
b. Show that the three perpendicular bisectors meet in a point C (called

the circumc enter). (See the hint from Exercise 36(b).)

c. Show that C is equidistant from Q, R, and S by using the distance

formula.

d. Find the equation .of the circle that can be circumscribed about AQRS.

38. a. Find the equations of the three lines that contain the altitudes of AQRS.
b. Show that the three altitudes meet in a point// (called the orthocenter)

.

39. a. Refer to Exercises 36, 37, and 38. Use slopes to show that the points

C, G, and H are collinear. (The line through these points is called

Euler's Line.)

b. Show that GH = 2GC.

13-8 Organizing Coordinate Proofs

We will illustrate coordinate geometry methods by proving

Theorem 5-15:

The midpoint of the hypotenuse of a right triangle is

equidistant from the three vertices.

Proof:

Let OP and OR be the *-axis and y-axis.

Let P and R have the coordinates shown.

Then the coordinates of M are (a, b).

MO = V(o - 0)
2 + (b - 0)

2 = V«
2 + b

MP = y/(a - 2a)
2 + (b -0)2 = \j

a

1 + b

Thus MO = MP.

By the definition of midpoint, MP — MR.

Hence MO = MP = MR.

P(2a, 0) X
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Notice that la and lb are convenient choices for coordinates since they

lead to expressions that do not contain fractions for the coordinates of M

.

If you have a right triangle, such as APOR on page 556. the most convenient

place to put the .v-axis and v-axis is usually along the legs of the triangle. If

a triangle is not a right triangle, the two most convenient ways to place your

axes are shown below. Notice that these locations for the axes maximize the

number of times zero is a coordinate of a vertex.

>'i

ia,0) O

>'i

(0,b)

(c, 0) x

(d,e)

(J,0)

Some common ways of placing coordinate axes on other special figures

are shown below.

ACOD is isosceles: CO = CD.
Then C can be labeled (a. b).

DC-a. 0) x

AEFG is isosceles: EF = EG.

Then F can be labeled ( —a. 0).

G(a, 0) x

HOJK is a rectangle.

Then K can be labeled (a. b).

?k

O

H(0, b) K

J(a, 0) x

MONP is a parallelogram.

Then P can be labeled (a + b. c).

n

O

M(b, c)

-V(fl, 0)

ROST is a trapezoid.

Then T can be labeled (d. c).

yk

S(b, c) r

O R(a,0) x

UOVW is an isosceles trapezoid.

Then W can be labeled (a — b. c).

yi
V(b, c) W

: U{a, 0) x
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Classroom Exercises

Supply the missing coordinates without introducing any new letters.

1. POST is a square. 2. AMON is isosceles. 3. JOKL is a trapezoid.

^4

o

££il> r(?,?)

S(a, 0) x

N(b, c)

M(l, l)x

H

o

J0,d)

L(e,J)

K(l, ?) x

4. GEOM is a parallelogram. 5. GOLD is a rectangle. 6. Rt. ATOP is isosceles.

^4

O

£(/!, ?) G(?, g)

A/(i, ?)

n
1(0, At) £>(?,?)

GO', ?) *

n
r(o, b)

/>(?, ?) *

Written Exercises

Copy the figure. Supply the missing coordinates without introducing any

new letters.

A 1. Rectangle

y
\

\

(?,?) (a,b)

O (?, ?) X

2. Parallelogram

y
\

\

(c, d) (?, ?)

o (e, 0) x

3. Square

(?,?) yi (?,?)

(-/,0)

i

(f,0) x

4. Isosceles triangle

(g, 0) (rt, 0) x

5. Parallelogram

y<i

(m, «) (?, ?)

O (rt, 0) x

6. Isosceles trapezoid

H

()

(p, Q) (?, ?)

(a», 0) x
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B 7. An equilateral triangle is shown below. Express the missing coordinates

in terms of s.

yk

O

(?,?)

(5,0)

Ex. 7

(?, 4) (?, ?)

8. A rhombus is shown above. Find the missing coordinates.

9. Rhombus OABC is shown at the right. Express the

missing coordinates in terms of a and b. (Hint: See

Exercise 8.)

C(?, b) BO, ?)

10. Supply the missing coordinates to prove: The segments that join the midpoints

of opposite sides of any quadrilateral bisect each other. Let H, E, A. and

R be the midpoints of the sides of quadrilateral SOMK. Choose axes and

coordinates as shown.

a. R has coordinates (——, :_).

b. E has coordinates ( L_. •_).

c. The midpoint of RE has coordinates ( L_

d. A has coordinates ( i_. :_).

e. H has coordinates ( :_).

f. The midpoint of AH has coordinates ( i_

g. Because (
?

, _2_) is the midpoint of both

RE and AH. RE and AH bisect each other.

K(2w, lz)

S(2t, 0) x

Draw the figure named. Select axes and label the coordinates of the vertices

in terms of a single letter.

11. a regular hexagon 12. a regular octagon

13. Given isosceles trapezoid HOJK and the axes and coordinates shown, use

the definition of an isosceles trapezoid to prove that e = c and d = a — b.

J(b, c) K(d, e)

H(a.O) x
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13-9 Coordinate Geometry Proofs

It is easy to verify that AOPQ is an isosceles triangle. Knowing this, we can

deduce that medians OR and QS are congruent by using the midpoint and

distance formulas.

/>(4, 3)

0(8,0) x

In order to give a coordinate proof that the medians to the legs are congruent

for any isosceles triangle, and not just for the specific isosceles triangle above,

you could use the figure below. Compare the general coordinates given in the

figure below with the specific coordinates given for the triangle above. A
coordinate proof follows.

-

Example 1

Prove that the medians to the legs of an isosceles triangle are congruent.

Proof:

Let OPQ be any isosceles triangle with PO = PQ.

Choose convenient axes and coordinates as shown.

By the midpoint formula,

(a b\ /3a b
S has coordinates I -,- I and R has coordinates I — ,

-
\2 2/ \2 2

By the distance formula,

OR = 3a

2
+ .--0

19a
1

b
2

and QS §-*) + 6-o

4 " 4

P{a, b)

Therefore, OR = QS.

It is possible to prove many theorems of geometry by using coordinate

methods rather than the noncoordinate methods involving congruent triangles

and angles formed by parallel lines. Coordinate proofs are sometimes, but not

always, much easier than noncoordinate proofs. For example, compare the

proof in Example 2 with the proof of Theorem 5-11 on page 178.
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Example 2

Prove that the segment joining the midpoints of two sides of a triangle is

parallel to the third side and is half as long as the third side.

Proof:

Let OPQ be any triangle. Choose convenient axes and

coordinates as shown. By the midpoint formula, M has

a + c b"

~T~ '

2,

Slope of MN = and slope of OQ = 0. (Why?)

Since MN and OQ have equal slopes, MN II OQ.

a b
coordinates (

-, -
I and N has coordinates

Since MN — a + c
and OQ = c - = c, MN = hOQ.

P(a. b)

Q(c.O)

Classroom Exercises

In Exercises 1-4 use the diagram at the right.

1. What kind of figure is quad. OQRS1 Why?

2. Show that OR = QS.

3. Show that OR 1 QS.

4. Show that OR bisects QS.

5. The purpose of this exercise is to prove that the lines that contain the

altitudes of a triangle intersect in a point (called the orthocenter).

Given AROM, with lines /, k, and / containing the altitudes, we choose

axes and coordinates as shown.

Q

i

(0, a) R(a. a)

X

S( a,0)

a. The equation of line k is

b. Since the slope of MR is , the slope of

line / is

c. Show that an equation of line I is y =

d. Show that lines k and / intersect where

ab - b
2

x = b and y = .

., the slope of line j ise. Since the slope of OM

f. Show that an equation of line j is y = — (x — a).

ab - b~
g. Show that lines k and j intersect where x = b and y =

c

h. From parts (d) and (g) we see that the three altitude lines intersect in

a point. Name the coordinates of that point.
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Written Exercises

Use coordinate geometry to prove each statement. First draw a figure and

choose convenient axes and coordinates.

1. The diagonals of a rectangle are congruent. (Theorem 5-12)

2. The diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other. (Theorem 5-3)

3. The diagonals of a rhombus are perpendicular. (Theorem 5-13)

{Hint: Let the vertices be (0, 0), («, 0), (a + b, c), and (b, c). Show that
2 2 i 2 x

c = a — b .)

Exercises 4-6 refer to trapezoid MNOP at the right.

4. Prove that the median of a trapezoid:

a. is parallel to the bases.

b. has a length equal to the average of the base lengths.

(Theorem 5-19)

5. Prove that the segment joining the midpoints of the

diagonals of a trapezoid is parallel to the bases and has

a length equal to half the difference of the lengths of

the bases.

6. Assume that a = b + d.

a. Show that the trapezoid is isosceles.

b. Prove that its diagonals are congruent.

B 7. Prove that the figure formed by joining, in order, the

midpoints of the sides of quadrilateral ROST is a

parallelogram.

8. Prove that the quadrilateral formed by joining, in order,

the midpoints of the sides of an isosceles trapezoid is

a rhombus.

9. Prove that an angle inscribed in a semicircle is a right

angle. (Hint: The coordinates of C must satisfy the

equation of the circle.)

10. Prove that the sum of the squares of the lengths of the

sides of a parallelogram is equal to the sum of the

squares of the lengths of the diagonals.

N(b, c) M(d, c)

P(a, 0)

Exs. 4-6

^ R(2b, 2c)

T(2d, 2e)

S(2a, 0) x

Ex.7

a /'.<)

Ex.9

C 11. Use axes and coordinates as shown to prove: The medians

of a triangle intersect in a point (called the centroid)

that is two thirds of the distance from each vertex to

the midpoint of the opposite side. (Hint: Find the co-

ordinates of the midpoints, then the slopes of the medians,

then the equations of the lines containing the medians.)

R(6b, 6c)

J S(6a, 0)
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Exercises 12, 13, and 14 refer to the diagram at the right.

12. Prove that the perpendicular bisectors of the three

sides of AROS meet in a point C (called

the circumcenter) whose coordinates are

/ 2>b
2 + 3c

2 - 3ab^
(3 fl ,

R(6b, 6c)

13. Prove that the lines containing the altitudes of AROS
„ („ 6a£ - 6b

2
\

intersect in a point H 6b, . (Hint: Use the

procedure of Classroom Exercise 5.)

14. G, the intersection point of the medians of AROS, has coordinates

(2a + 2b, 2c). (See Exercise 11.)

Prove each statement.

a. Points C, G, and H are collinear. The line containing these points is

called Euler's Line. (Hint: One way to prove this is to show that slope

of CG = slope of GH.)

b. CG = \CH

Self-Test 2

1. Find the slope and v-intercept of the line 2x — 5v = 20.

2. Graph the line 2x + 3v = 6.

3. Write an equation of the line through (1,2) and (5, 0).

4. Write an equation of the horizontal line through (
— 2, 5).

5. Find the intersection point of the lines y = 3.v — 4 and 5x — 2y = 7.

State the coordinates of point J without introducing any new letters.

6. Isosceles triangle 7. Parallelogram 8. Isosceles trapezoid

y>

J

/ /
o (c, 0)

Vn

o

(g,h)

(c,0) x

9. The vertices of a quadrilateral are G(4, - 1), O(0, 0), L(2, 6), and D(6, 5).

Show that quadrilateral GOLD is a parallelogram.
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Application Steiner's Problem

Four villages plan to build a system of roads of minimum length that will

connect them all. Shown below are some plans for how to build the roads.

Which plan shows the shortest road? Is there another way to connect the villages

by an even shorter system of roads?

This problem was first investigated by the German mathematician Jacob Steiner

(1796-1863), and carried his name, Steiner' s problem.

Because a soap film automatically minimizes its surface area you can build

a model that will help you solve Steiner's problem. You will need:

a sheet of clear plastic

8 split-pin paper" fasteners

a drinking straw cut into four 3-cm long pieces

Bend the sheet of plastic without creasing it. Cut

four small slits (to represent the location of the four

villages) through both layers of the sheet. Insert the

paper fasteners through all eight slits. Slip two fasteners

through each of four straws, so that your model looks

like the figure at the right. The halves of the plastic

sheet should be parallel, and the straws perpendicular

to them.

Dip the model in a soap solution and carefully lift it out. You should see

a system of vertical soap films between the two sheets of plastic and joining

the straws, revealing the solution to the problem. (Should any soap film adhere

to the curved part of the plastic sheet, wet a drinking straw with the soap

solution and push the straw through the soap films. You can suck air out

through the straw to allow the films to form the minimum connection.)

Exercises

1. Gently place a protractor on top of the model and measure the angles

where the soap films meet. What are the measures of these angles?

Make other models to find the shortest connection between the vertices of

the following polygons. In each model, find the measures of the angles where

the soap films meet.

2. Triangle 3. Square 4. Pentagon
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Extra Points in Space

To locate points in three-dimensional space, three coordinate axes are needed.

Think of the y-axis and z-axis as lying in the plane of the paper with the x-axis

perpendicular to the plane of the paper. The axes intersect at the origin, or zero

point, of each axis. The arrowhead on each axis indicates the positive direction.

vr-plane

.vv-plane

xz-plane

The coordinate axes determine three coordinate planes, as shown in the

middle diagram above. Each point in space has three coordinates: the x-coordinate .

y-coordinate, and z-coordinate . For example, point P in the diagram at the

right above, has coordinates (4, — 2, 3). The red arrows in the figure show that

to graph P you start at O, move 4 units in the positive direction on the .t-axis,

— 2 units parallel to the y-axis (that is 2 units in the negative direction parallel

to the y-axis), and 3 units in the positive direction parallel to the r-axis.

Exercises

On which axis or axes does each point lie?

1. (0, 7, 0) 2. (0, 0, -9) 3. (5, 0, 0)

On which coordinate plane or planes does each point lie?

5. (1, -3, 0) 6. (-7, 0. -1) 7. (0. 8, 5)

Graph each point on a coordinate system in space.

9. (-1, 4. 0) 10. (2, 3. 1) 11. (-2, -3. 4)

4. (0, 0. 0)

8. (0. 0. 0)

12. (0, 1. -5)

Sketch the triangle in space whose vertices have the given coordinates.

13. (4, 0, 0), (0. 8, 0), (0. 0, 2) 14. (1, 0, 0), (0, -5. 0). (0. 0. -5)

15. (-3, 0. 0), (0. -4, 0), (0. 0, 6) 16. (0, 0. 0), (3. 0. 3), (0. -4, 5)
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Chapter Summary
1. The distance between points (jc, , v,) and (x2 , y2 ) is

\J(x2
- x

x )

2 + (y 2
- y,)

2
-

The midpoint of the segment joining these points is the point

/jt| + X2 _V| +

2

*

2. The circle with center (a, b) and radius r has the equation

(Jt - a)
2 + (y - /?)

: = r
2

.

3. The slope m of a line through two points (*,, y,) and (x2 , y2 ), x
x
/ ;t2 ,

\, — Vi
is defined as follows: m = — — . The slope of a horizontal line is

jc2
— JC,

zero. Slope is not defined for vertical lines.

4. Two nonvertical lines with slopes m, and m 2 are:

a. parallel if and only if m, = m 2 .

b. perpendicular if and only if /tj, • m 2
= — 1.

5. Any quantity that has both magnitude and direction is called a vector. A
vector can be represented by an arrow or by an ordered pair. The magnitude

of AB equals the length of AB. Two vectors are perpendicular if the arrows

representing them are perpendicular. Two vectors are parallel if the arrows

representing them have the same or opposite directions. Two vectors are

equal if they have the same magnitude and direction.

6. Two operations with vectors were discussed: multiplication of a vector by

a real number, and addition of vectors.

7. The graph of any equation that can be written in the form Ax + By = C,

with A and B not both zero, is a line. An equation of the line through

point (jc,, y,) with slope m is y — y, = m{x — x
x
). An equation of the

line with slope m and y-intercept b is y = mx + b. The coordinates of

the point of intersection of two lines can be found by solving their equations

simultaneously.

8. To prove theorems using coordinate geometry, proceed as follows:

a. Place x- and y-axes in a convenient position with respect to a figure.

b. Use known properties to assign coordinates to points of the figure.

c. Use the distance formula, the midpoint formula, and the slope properties

of parallel and perpendicular lines to prove theorems.
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Chapter Review

Exercises 1 and 2 refer to points X(-2, -4), Y(2, 4), and Z(2, -6).

1. Graph X, Y. and Z on one set of axes, then find XY, KZ. and XZ.

2. Use the distance formula to show that AXYZ is a right triangle.

Find the center and radius of each circle.

3. (x + 3)
2 + y

2 = 100 4. (x - 5)
2 + (v + l)

2 = 49

5. Write an equation of the circle that has center (-6. - 1) and radius 3.

6. Find the slope of the line through (-5, -1) and (15. -6).

7. A line with slope § passes through (9. - 13) and (0. ?
)

8. A line through (0, -2) has slope 5. Find three other points on the line.

9. What is the slope of a line that is parallel to the x-axis?

10. Show that QRST is a trapezoid.

11. Since the slope of QT is , the

slope of an altitude to QT is
?

yi 7X7,4)

' \ 5(10.1)

' / '

Q(-\. -2) K(6,-2)

12. If U is a point on QT such that

UR II ST, then U has coordinates

U-.—)•

13. Given points P(3, -2) and 0(7, 1). find (a) PQ. (b) \PQ\, and (c) -2PQ.

14. Find the vector sum (2, 6) + 3(1, -2) and illustrate with a diagram.

Find the coordinates of the midpoint of the segment that joins the given

points.

15. (7, -2) and (1, -1) 16. (-4. 5) and (2, -5) 17. (a. b) and (-a, b)

18. M(0, 5) is the midpoint of RS. If 5 has coordinates (11, - 1). then R is

point (__2_, ?
).

19. Graph the line y = 2x - 3. 20. Graph the line x + 2y = 4.

21. Find the point of intersection of the two lines in Exercises 19 and 20.

22. Find an equation of the line with slope 4 and y-intercept 7.

23. Find an equation of the line through (-1, 2) and (3, 10).

24. If OPQR is a parallelogram, what are the

coordinates of Ql

25. Let M be the midpoint of RQ and N be

the midpoint of OP. Use coordinate

geometry to prove that ONQM is a

parallelogram.

I
R(b. c)

/

Q{1,1)

i
1 1 ,

Pi a 0)

13-1

13-2

13-3

13-4

13-5

13-6

13-7

13-8

13-9
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Chapter Test

Given: Points M(-2, 1) and N(2, 4)

1. Find (a) MN, (b) the slope of MN, and (c) the midpoint of MN.

2. Write an equation of MN.

3. Write an equation of a circle with center M and radius MN.

4. If M is the midpoint of NZ, what are the coordinates of Z?

In Exercises 5-8 write an equation of each line described.

3
5. The line with slope — - and v-intercept 4

6. The line with v-intercept 5 and ^-intercept 3

7. The line through ( — 2, 5) and parallel to 3jc + y = 6

8. The line with y-intercept 7 and perpendicular to y = — 2x + 3

9. Given points P(-2, 5) and Q(4, 1), find (a) PQ and (b) \PQ\.

10. The vectors (3, 6) and (
— 2, k) are parallel. Find the value of k.

11. The vectors (3, —5) and (c, 6) are perpendicular. Find the value of c.

12. Evaluate the vector sum (5, —3) + 4( — 2, 1).

13. Find the point of intersection of the lines x + 2y = 8 and 3x — y = 3.

Draw the graph of each equation.

14. 2x - 3y = 6 15. y = 5

4
16. Name 3 points on the line through (2, 2) with slope-.

17. An isosceles trapezoid is shown. Give the missing

coordinates without introducing any new letters.

Use points /(-12, 0), K(0, 6), and L(-3, -3).

18. Show that AJKL is isosceles.

19. Use slopes to show that AJKL is a right triangle.

4 (?,?) (g,h)

<f,0) x

Use coordinate geometry to prove each statement.

20. The diagonals of a rectangle bisect each other.

21. The segments joining the midpoints of consecutive sides of a rectangle

form a rhombus.
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Cumulative Review: Chapters 1-13

4, and mLCBD -x + 21.
2

1. BD bisects LABC, m/LABC = 5x

Is /-ABC acute, obtuse, or right?

2. Name five ways to prove that two lines are parallel.

3. If the diagonals of a quadrilateral are congruent and perpendicular, must

the quadrilateral be a square? a rhombus? Draw a diagram to illustrate

your answer.

4. Write "x = 1 only if a: ^ 0" in if-then form. Then write the contrapositive

and classify the contrapositive as true or false.

5. Refer to the diagram.

a. Show that LB = Z.D.

b. Find the value of x.

c. Find the ratio of the areas of the triangles.

6. Is a triangle with sides of lengths 12, 35, and 37 acute,

right, or obtuse?

1, and AC = 3. Find:

c. tan A d. cos C

Ex.5
7. In AABC, AB ± BC, AB

a. cos A b. sin C

8. Find the perimeter and area of a regular hexagon with apothem V3 cm -

9. Find the total area and volume of a cylinder with radius 10 and height 8.2.

10. Describe the locus of the centers of all circles tangent to each of two given

parallel lines.

Find the value of x.

11. 12. 13. 104

B 14. If x is the length of a tangent segment in the diagram,

find the values of x and v.

15. Prove: If the ray that bisects an angle of a triangle is

perpendicular to the side that it intersects, then the

triangle is an isosceles triangle.

16. Draw an obtuse triangle. Construct a circumscribed circle about the

triangle.

17. Use coordinate geometry to prove that the median of a trapezoid is parallel

to each base.
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Some Basic Mappings

Objectives

1. Recognize and use the terms image, preimage. mapping, one-to-one

mapping, transformation, isometry, and congruence mapping.

2. Locate images of figures by reflection, translation, glide reflection,

rotation, and dilation.

3. Recognize the properties of the basic mappings.

14-1 Mappings and Functions

Have you ever wondered how maps of the round Earth can

be made on flat paper? The diagram illustrates the idea

behind a polar map of the northern hemisphere. A plane

is placed tangent to a globe of the Earth at its North Pole N.

Every point P of the globe is projected straight upward to

exactly one point, called P' . in the plane. P' is called the

image of P. and P is called the preimage of P' . The

diagram shows the images of two points P and Q on the

globe's equator. It also shows D' . the image of a point D
not on the equator.

This correspondence between points of the globe's northern hemisphere

and points in the plane is an example of a mapping. If we call this mapping

M. then we could indicate that M maps P to P' by writing M:P —> P' . Notice

that since the North Pole N is mapped to itself, we can write M:N —> N.

The word mapping is used in geometry as the word function is used in

algebra. While a mapping is a correspondence between sets of points, a function

is a correspondence between sets of numbers. Each number in the first set

corresponds to exactly one number in the second set. For example, the squaring

function/ maps each real number x to its square .v
2

. We can write fix — x .

Another way to indicate that the value of the function at x is x
2

is to write

f(x) = x
2
(read "f of x equals .v

: "). Similarly, for the mapping M. above.

we can write M(P) = P' to indicate that the image of P is P' . With all of

these similarities, it should not surprise you that mathematicians often use the

words function and mapping interchangeably.

A mapping (or a function) from set A to set B is called a one-to-one

mapping (or a one-to-one function) if every member of B has exactly one

preimage in A. The polar projection illustrated at the top of the page is a one-

to-one mapping of the northern hemisphere of the globe onto a circular region

in the tangent plane (the shaded area in the diagram). However, the squaring

function/:.v —* x2 is not one-to-one because, for example. 9 has two preimages.

3 and — 3

.

Transformations / 571
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Example 1

Solution

Example 2

Function g maps every number to a number that is six more than its double.

a. Express this fact using function notation.

b. Find the image of 7.

c. Find the preimage of 8.

g:x

g:x

2x + 6, or g(x) — 2x + 6

2 • 7 + 6 = 20. Thus the image of 7 is 20.

2x + 6 = 8. Therefore x = l, so 1 is the preimage of 8.

Solution

Mapping G maps each point (x, y) to the point (2x, y - 1).

a. Express this fact using mapping notation.

b. Find P' and Q'
, the images of P(3, 0) and 0(1, 4).

c. Decide whether G maps M, the midpoint

of PQ, to M' , the midpoint of P'C?'.

d. Decide whether PQ = />'£>'.

a. G:(x, y)^ (2x, y - 1)

b. G:(3, 0)'- (2 3, - 1) = (6, -1) = P'

G:(l, 4)-:-^ (2- 1,4-1) = (2, 3) = Q'

3+1 + 4 N

c. M

AT =

2 2

6 + 2 -H
(2, 2)

= (4, 1)
2 ' 2

G:(2, 2)— (2-2, 2 - 1) = (4, 1)

Thus G does map midpoint A/ to midpoint M'

.

d. Use the distance formula to show that

PQ = V(l - 3)
2 + (4 - 0)

2

= V(-2)2 + 4
2 = V20 = 2V5

P'Q' = V(2 - 6)
2 + (3 - (-1))

2

= V(-4) 2 + 4
2 = V32 = 4V2

Thus PQ f P'Q'.

Although the diagram for Example 2 shows only points of PQ and their

image points, you should understand that mapping G maps every point of the

plane to an image point. Also, every point of the plane has a preimage point.

A one-to-one mapping from the whole plane to the whole plane is called a

transformation. Moreover, if a transformation maps every segment to a congruent

segment, it is called an isometry. The transformation in Example 2 is not an

isometry because PQ ^ P'Q'

.

By definition, an isometry maps any segment to a congruent segment, so

we can say that an isometry preserves distance. The next theorem states that

an isometry also maps any triangle to a congruent triangle. For this reason,

an isometry is sometimes called a congruence mapping.

yn

Qi 1. 1)

\,
0'

[2,3)

\,

M\ \W
\

P(3, XI

/>'<6, T)
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Theorem 14-1

An isometry maps a triangle to a congruent triangle

Given: Isometry T:AABC — AA'B'C

Prove: AABC = AA'B'C

Proof:

Statements Reasons

1. AB = A'B', BC = B'C

2. AABC = AA'B'C

, AC = A'C 1. Definition of isometry

2. SSS Postulate

Corollary 1

An isometry maps an angle to a congruent angle.

Corollary 2
An isometry maps a polygon to a polygon with the same area.

Example 3 Mapping R maps each point (x, y) to

an image point ( — x, y).

a. Decide if BA = B'A',

CB = C'B', and CA = CA'

.

b. Does R appear to be an isometry?

Does part (a) prove that R is an

isometry? Explain.

Vi i

:

I

1

A'i -2,6) Ail, 6)

* \ j\|

w* \ -^ / NL

X I 1 1 Jly^(4 4)
W\ -4 4>N \ / /

^^
ci-iL i) C(l,l)

X

Solution a. Use the distance formula to show that

BA = V(2 - 4)
2 + (6 - 4)

2 = \(-2) 2 + 2 V8 2V2

V22 + 2
2 = \ 8 = 2V2B'A' = V(-2 - (-4))

2 + (6 - 4)
2

C5 = \ (4 - l)
2 + (4 - l)

2 ~ ' ~ = \T8 = 3V2

V(-4 - (-I))" + (4 - 1)-

CA = V(2 - l)
2 + (6 - l)

2 = VI 2 + 5
2

V(-3)- + 3"

V26

\ 18 = 3\

2

\26CA' = V(-2 - (-1))
2 + (6 -1)- = \(-l)2 + 5-

We have BA = B'A'. CB = C'B'. and CA = CA'.

b. R appears to be an isometry because part (a) shows that three segments

are mapped to congruent segments. Part (a) does not prove that R is an

isometry because a proof must show that the image of every segment is a

congruent segment.
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Classroom Exercises

1. Explain why each of the correspondences pictured below is not a one-to-

one mapping from set A to set B.

a. r'

*-•

I ZTT'

I I

A
I I

B

b. I 1
i 1

I I .

i —t-r*

\ \ \ .

i i i i

A B

c.
i 1 i i

d.
i 1 i

1

i i i i

A B

:**

i i i i

2. a. Hf'.x—> \x\, find the images of -3. 6. and

b. Is / a one-to-one function? Explain.

3. a. If mapping M:(x. y) —»- (2x, 2y). find the

images of P and Q in the diagram.

b. Is M a transformation?

c. Does M appear to be an isometry?

d. Decide whether M maps the midpoint of

•/"(?,?)

•P0.3)

•2(4.1)
PQ to the midpoint of P'Q'

.

4. a. If g{x) = 2x - 1. find g(8) and g{-%).

b. Find the image of 5.

c. Find the preimage of 7.

5. Use the transformation T:(.x. y) —> l.x + 1. y + 2) in this exercise.

a. Plot the following points and their images on the chalkboard: A(0. 0).

5(3. 4). C(5, 1). and D(-\. -3).

b. Find AB, A'B' . CD. and CD'

.

c. Does this transformation appear to be an isometry?

d. What is the preimage of (0. 0)? of (4. 5)?

Exercises 6-8 refer to the globe shown on page 571.

6. What is the image of point AT?

7. Is the distance between TV and P on the globe the same as the corresponding

distance on the polar map?

8. Does the polar map preserve or distort distances?

9. Explain how Corollary 1 follows from Theorem 14-1.

10. Explain how Corollary 2 follows from Theorem 14-1.

.(T(?,?)

Written Exercises

1. If function f:x —> 5x — 1 , find the image of 8 and the preimage of 13.

2. If function g:.x — 8 — 3.x. find the image of 5 and the preimage of 0.

3. iff(x) = x2 + 1. find/(3) and/(-3). Is / a one-to-one function?

4. If h(x) = 6x + 1, find h{\). Is h a one-to-one function?
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For each transformation given in Exercises 5-10:

a. Plot the three points A(0, 4). fi(4. 6), and C(2, 0) and their images

A', B\ and C under the transformation.

b. State whether the transformation appears to be an isometry.

c. Find the preimage of (12, 6).

5. T:i.x. y)

7. D:U. v)

9. M:(x, v)

(.v + 4. y - 2)

(3v. 3v)

(12 - .v. v)

6. S:(x, y)

8. H:(x, y)

10. G:(.v. v)

(2.v - 4. 2v -

(-x, -v)

(-iv. -|y)

2)

11. O is a point equidistant from parallel lines /, and /2 . A
mapping M maps each point P of /, to the point P' where

PO intersects /: .

a. Is the mapping a one-to-one mapping of /, onto l2l

b. Does this mapping preserve or distort distance?

c. If /, and /: were not parallel, would the mapping preserve

distance? Illustrate vour answer with a sketch.
Qu

O
/
;>Q'

^
/
/ p

12. AXYZ is isosceles with XY = XZ. Describe a way of mapping

each point of XY to a point of XZ so that the mapping

is an isometry.

B 13. ABCD is a trapezoid. Describe a way of mapping each point of

DC to a point of AB so that the mapping is one-to-one. Is

your mapping an isometry 1

14. The red and blue squares are congruent and have the same

center O. A mapping maps each point P of the red square

to the point P' where OP intersects the blue square.

a. Is this mapping one-to-one?

b. Copy the diagram and locate a point X that is its own
image.

c. Locate two points R and 5 on the red square and their

images R' and S' on the blue square that have the property

that^S + R'S'.

d. Does this mapping preserve distance?

e. Describe a mapping from the red square onto the blue

square that does preserve distance.

15. The transformation T: (.v. y) — (x + y. y) preserves areas of figures even

though it does not preserve distances. Illustrate this by drawing a square

with vertices A(2. 3).fl(4. 3). C(4, 5), and D(.2. 5) and its image .A 'B' CD'.
Find the area and perimeter of each figure.
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A piece of paper is wrapped around a globe of the Earth to form a cylinder

as shown. O is the center of the Earth and a point P of the globe is projected

along OP to a point P' of the cylinder.

16. Describe the image of the globe's equator.

17. Is the image of the Arctic Circle congruent to the image of the equator?

18. Are distances near the equator distorted more than or less than distances

near the Arctic Circle?

19. Does the North Pole (point N) have an image?

20. Consider the mapping S: (x, y) —*- (x, 0).

a. Plot the points P(4, 5), Q(-3, 2), and /?(-3, - 1) and their images.

b. Does S appear to be an isometry? Explain.

c. Is S a transformation? Explain.

21. Mapping M maps points A and B to the same image point. Explain why
the mapping M does not preserve distance.

22. Fold a piece of paper. Cut a design connecting the top and

bottom point of the fold, as shown. Unfold the shape. Con-

sider a mapping M of the points in the gray region to the

corresponding points in the red region.

a. Does M appear to be an isometry?

b. If a point P is on line k, what is the image of PI

c. If a point Q is not on line k, and M(Q) = Q'
, what is

the relationship between line k and QQ'l

C 23. a. Plot the points A(6, 1), B(3, 4), and C(l, -3) and their images A',

B' , and C under the transformation R:(x, y) —> ( — x, y).

b. Prove that R is an isometry. (Hint: Let P(x
x , y,) and Q(x2 , y2 ) be any

two points. Find P' and Q' , and use the distance formula to show that

PQ = P'Q'.)

fold

Ik

Explorations

These exploratory exercises can be done using a computer with a program

that draws and measures geometric figures.

As you will learn in the next lesson, a reflection is a mapping

in the plane across a mirror line, just as your reflection in a

mirror is a mapping in space across a mirror plane.

Draw any AABC. Reflect C in AB to locate point D. Draw AD

and Z?Z>. What do you notice about AABC and AABD?

Draw CD. Label the intersection of AB and CD as E. Compare

CE and DE. What do you notice? Measure the angles with

vertex E. What do you notice?

Repeat the construction with other types of triangles.
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14-2 Reflections

When you stand before a mirror, your image appears to be as far behind the

mirror as you are in front of it. The diagram shows a transformation in which

a line acts like a mirror. Points P and Q are reflected in line m to their images

P' and Q'
. This transformation is called a reflection. Line m is called the

line of reflection or the mirror line.

m

»S=S'

-^

I^^KC—^VlfiEjl

*A t+A
1

,y~ » '-.• Mf ..-^"'-.

9

ji» if.- *
/•'La

• tA^J

S3 L^^M^^k

A reflection in line m maps every point P to a point P' such that:

(1) If P is not on the line m, then m is the perpendicular bisector of PP'

.

(2) If P is on line m, then P' = P.

To abbreviate reflection in line m, we write R„, . To abbreviate the statement

Rm maps P to P' , we write Rm :P —>- P' or Rm {P) = P'. This may also be read

as P is reflected in line m to P'

.

Theorem 14-2

A reflection in a line is an isometry.

To prove Theorem 14-2 by using coordinates, we assign

coordinates in the plane so that the line of reflection becomes

the y-axis. Then in coordinate terms the reflection is

/?:(jc,, y,) —»• (
— x,, yj. In Exercise 23 on page 576 the

distance formula was used to prove that PQ = P'Q'

.

Although the diagram shows P and Q on the same side of

the y-axis, you should realize that the coordinates xlt y,.

x2 , and y2 can be positive, negative, or zero, thereby

covering all cases.

PU l0l )

Q'(-x2,y2)
Q(x2 >y2>
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Theorem 14-2 can also be proved without the use of coordinates.

If coordinates are not used, we must show that PQ = P'Q' for all choices

of P and Q. Four of the possible cases are shown below. In Written

'Exercises 18-20 you will prove Theorem 14-2 for Cases 2-4, using the fact

that the line of reflection, m, is the perpendicular bisector of PP' and QQ'

.

in

Q=
P* ii • />'

Q'

Case 1

m

Q

){P=P'

Q'

Case 2

m

Pf *P'

Case 3

Q'

Case 4

Since a reflection is an isometry, it preserves distance,

angle measure, and the area of a polygon. Another way to

say this is that distance, angle measure, and area are invariant

under a reflection. On the other hand, the orientation of a

figure is not invariant under a reflection because a reflection

changes a clockwise orientation to a counterclockwise one,

as shown at the right.

JJ

Example

Solution

Find the image of point P(2, 4) and AABC under each reflection.

a. The line of reflection is the x-axis.

b. The line of reflection is the line v = x.

The images are shown in red.

a.

i >>

c

h
/

\k • n r"> A 1

/ \
* 1 (^

1
H )

/
>

\
.vl \
1 ^^ O

A. D o v"
i /
\

f

\ /
i^

r

p
*

(2 ,1 |

v V-

im

b.
i i)?

r (-) A ^
/ K^- )

4 )

; i .1 2)'! "t

A / o X

I // 3

ff
<_ ^

A(
^

Notice that under reflection in the line v

the point (y, .v).

x, the point (.v. y) is mapped to
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Classroom Exercises

Complete the following. Assume points D, C, £/, W. X, and Y are obtained

by reflection in line k or j.

J

D

B

C

W t

1. R k stands for

4. R k :AB^ _L
7. R k :BC -* _L

10. K.rSf-^—L

2. Rk:A^JL.
5. R kiC) = _i_

8. R k :ASTU -* _

11. l?.(_2_) = x?

3. /?,(5) =

6. R k :T^_
9. ff/S) = _

12. /?,:line t

Points A-D are reflected in the x-axis. Points E-H are reflected in the

y-axis. State the coordinates of the images.

13.
1 <y

A{-4,5)

r

i

i

B(2, 4)

r

T

D(x,y)

r

i

W

!

°
C(5, -1)

1 X

{

14. iy

£(0, 5)— £(6,3)

G(-3, !)•

O x

>H(x,y)

Sketch each figure on the chalkboard. With a different color, sketch its

image, using the dashed line as the line of reflection.

15. 16. ^ 17.

S

19. Under a reflection, is an angle always mapped to a congruent angle? Is

a polygon always mapped to a polygon with the same area? Explain.

20. Explain in your own words the meaning of each phrase.

a. An isometry preserves distance.

b. Area is invariant under a reflection.

c. Orientation is not invariant under a reflection.
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Written Exercises

Copy each figure on graph paper. Then draw the image by reflection in

line k.

A 1.

4.

1 \

k \

2.

/
5.

i_Z__

Hi

3.

6.

si

Write the coordinates of the image of each point by reflection

in (a) the x-axis, (b) the y-axis, and (c) the line y = x. (Hint:

Refer to the Example on.page 578.)

7. A

10. D
8. B

11. E

9. C

12. O

13. When the word MOM is reflected in a vertical line, the

image is still MOM. Can you think of other words that are

unchanged when reflected in a vertical line?

14. When the word HIDE is reflected in a horizontal line, the

image is still HIDE. Can you think of other words that are

unchanged when reflected in a horizontal line?

B 15. Draw a triangle and a line m such that Rm maps the

triangle to itself. What kind of triangle did you use?

16. Draw a pentagon and a line n such that R„ maps the

pentagon to itself.

17. The sketch illustrates a reflection in plane X. Write a

definition of this reflection similar to the definition of a

reflection in line m on page 577.

In Exercises 18-20, refer to the diagrams on page 578. Given the reflection

Rm-PQ^ P'Q'i write the key steps of a proof that PQ = P'Q' for each case.

18. Case 2 19. Case 3 20. Case 4

21. Draw a line / and a point A not on t. Then use a straightedge and compass

to construct the image of A under /?,.

22. Draw any two points B and B' . Then use a straightedge and compass to

construct the line of reflection j so that /?,(/?) = B'

.

i.V

**/\

w
O R X

Tit r
C.+

Exs. 7-12
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23. If a transformation maps two parallel lines to two image lines that are also

parallel, we say that parallelism is invariant under the transformation. Is

parallelism invariant under a reflection?

The photograph shows a reflected beam of laser

light. Exercises 24-28 deal with the similar re-

flected path of a golf ball bouncing off the walls

of a miniature golf layout. These exercises show
how the geometry of reflections can be used to

solve the problem of aiming a reflected path at

a particular target.

24. A rolling ball that does not have much spin will bounce off a wall so that

the two angles that the path forms with the wall are congruent. Thus, to

roll the ball from B off the wall shown and into hole //, you need to aim

the ball so that L\ = Z.2.

a. Let //' be the image of// by reflection in the wall.

BH' intersects the wall at P. Why is L. 1 = Z.3?

Why is L 3 = L 2? Why is L 1 = L 2? You can

conclude that if you aim for //', the ball will roll

to H.

b. Show that the distance traveled by the ball equals

the distance BH'

.

25. In the two-wall shot illustrated at the right, a reflection

in one wall maps H to //', and a reflection in a second

wall (extended) maps //' to //". To roll the ball from

B to //, you aim for //". Show that the total distance

traveled by the ball equals the distance BH"

.

26. Show how to score a hole in one on the fifth hole of

the golf course shown by rolling the ball off one wall.

27. Repeat Exercise 26 but roll the ball off two walls.

28. Repeat Exercise 26 but roll the ball off three walls.

29. A ball rolls at a 45° angle away from one side

of a billiard table that has a coordinate grid on

it. If the ball starts at the point (0, 1) it will

eventually return to its starting point. Would this

happen if the ball started from other points on

the y-axis between (0, 0) and (0, 4)?

Ball*
>

• >

(0,4)

(0,1)

(0,0)

,y

(8, 4)

l/l\l/[\l

X
1—

(8,0)

30. The line with equation y =-2x + 3 is reflected in the y-axis. Find an

equation of the image line.

31. The line with equation y = x + 5 is reflected in the x-axis. Find an

equation of the image line.
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In each exercise R k :A -* A'. Find an equation of line k.

32. 33. 34. 35. 36. 37.

A (5,0) (1,4) (4, 0) (5, 1) (0, 2) (-1, 2)

A' (9, 0) (3,4) (4, 6) (1, 5) (4, 6) (4, 5)

38. Draw the x- and y-axes and the line / with equation y = — x. Plot several

points and their images under /?,. What is the image of (a, b)l

39. Draw the x- and y-axes and the vertical line 7 with equation x = 5. Find

the images under R
t
of the following points.

a. (4, 3) b. (0, -2) c. (-3, 1) d. (x, y)

40. Repeat Exercise 39 letting j be the horizontal line with equation y = 6.

Application Mirrors

If a ray of light strikes a "mirror at an angle of 40°, it will be reflected off the

mirror at an angle of 40° also. The angle between the mirror and the reflected

ray is always congruent to the angle between the mirror and the initial light

ray. In the diagram at the left below, L 2 = /L\.

\
\ /

/

mirror

object

We see objects in a mirror when the reflected light ray

reaches the eye. The object appears to lie behind the mirror

as shown in the diagram at the right above.

You don't need a full-length mirror to see all of yourself.

A mirror that is only half as tall as you are will do if the

mirror is in a position as shown. You see the top of your

head at the top of the mirror and your feet at the bottom

of the mirror. If the mirror is too high or too low, you

will not see your entire body.

A periscope uses mirrors to enable a viewer to see

above the line of sight. The diagram at the right is a simple

illustration of the principle used in a periscope. It has two

mirrors, parallel to each other, at the top and at the bottom.

The mirrors are placed at an angle of 45° with the horizontal.

Horizontal light rays from an object entering at the top are

reflected down to the mirror at the bottom. They are then

reflected to the eye of the viewer.

apparent object

mirror
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Exercises

1. What are the measures of the angles that the initial light ray and the reflected

light rays make with the mirrors in the diagram of the periscope on the

previous page?

2. If you can see the eyes of someone when you look into a mirror, can the

other person see your eyes in that same mirror?

3. A person with eyes at A, 150 cm above the floor, faces

a mirror 1 m away. The mirror extends 30 cm above eye

level. How high can the person see on a wall 2 m behind

point A?

4. Prove that you can see all of yourself in a mirror that is

only half as tall as you are. {Hint: Study the diagram on

page 582.)

5. Prove that the point D which is as far behind the mirror

as the object A is in front of the mirror lies on BC. {Hint:

Show that LCBE and /LEBD are supplementary.)

6. Show that the light ray follows the shortest possible path

from A to C via the mirror by proving that for any point E
on the mirror (other than B) AE + EC > AB + BC.

{Hint: See the Application: Finding the Shortest Path, on

page 224.)

2m Aim
a

150 cm

w

Ex.3

eye

Exs. 5, 6

14-3 Translations and Glide Reflections

The photograph at the right suggests the transformation

called a translation, or glide. The skate blades of the

figure-skating pair move in identical ways when the pair

is skating together. A transformation that glides all points

of the plane the same distance in the same direction is

called a translation.

If a transformation maps A to A' , B to B' , and C
to C" , points A, B, and C glide along parallel or collinear

segments and AA' = BB' = CC . Any of the vectors

AA' , BB' , or CC could describe this translation.

Each vector has the same magnitude of VI 2 + 3
2

,

or vl0> and each vector has the same direction as indicated

by its slope of 3. Note that we don't need to know the

coordinates of points A, B, or C to describe the translation.

All that is important is the change in the .v-coordinate

and v-coordinate of each point.

1
'

1 1

j*1

-M cy4 '

1 ft

L '

Dl
ts*
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Consider a translation in which every point glides 8 units right and 2 units

up. We could use the vector (8, 2) to indicate such a translation, or we could

use the coordinate expression T:(x, y) —> (x + 8,y + 2). The following diagram

shows how APQR is mapped by T to AP'Q'R' . You can use the distance

formula to check that each segment is mapped to a congruent segment so that

T is an isometry.

R'(9,S)

Glide 8

units right

The illustration just presented should help you to understand why we use

the following definition of a translation when working in the coordinate plane.

A translation, or glide, in a plane is a transformation T which maps any point

(x, y) to the point (x + a, y + b) where a and b are constants. This definition

makes it possible to give a simple proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 14-3

A translation is an isometry.

Plan for Proof: Label two points P and Q and

their images P' and Q' as shown in the diagram.

To show that T is an isometry, we need to show

that PQ = P'Q'. Use the distance formula to show
that:

PQ = P'Q' = V(x 2
- .v,)

2 + (y2 - y,)
2

-
v
i

P(x
x ,y x )

I

P'(,x
x
+a,y

x
+b)

I

Q'(x2 + a,y2 + b)

Q(x2,y2 )

O

Of course, since a translation is an isometry, we know by the corollaries

of Theorem 14-1, page 573, that a translation preserves angle measure and

area.

A glide and a reflection can be carried out one after the other to produce

a transformation known as a glide reflection. A glide reflection is a transformation

in which every point P is mapped to a point P" by these steps:

1. A glide maps P to P'

.

2. A reflection in a line parallel to the glide line maps P' to P".
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A glide reflection combines two isometries to produce a new transformation,

which is itself an isometry. The succession of footprints shown illustrates a

glide reflection. Note that the reflection line is parallel to the direction of the

glide.

OD Gl 'de QL> CO
Reflect I

-*
1

Reflect
|

^jf3 Glide OL3
As long as the glide is parallel to the line of reflection,

it doesn't matter whether you glide first and then reflect, or

reflect first and then glide. For other combinations of mappings,

the order in which you perform the mappings will affect the

result. We will look further at such combinations of mappings

in Section 14-6.

Pm Glide_~,

Reflect

,

>P"

Classroom Exercises

1. Complete each statement for the translation T:{x, y) —* (x + 3, y — 1).

a. T glides points ? units right and 1 unit __2

b. The image of (4, 6) is (
?

. _L_).

c. The preimage of (2, 3) is (
?

,
?

).

Describe each translation in words, as in Exercise 1(a), and give the

image of (4, 6) and the preimage of (2, 3).

2. T:(x, y)-> (jc - 5, v + 4) 3. T:(x, y) — (x + 1, y)

Each diagram shows a point P on the coordinate plane and its image P'

under a translation T. Complete the statement T:(x, y) —> (
?

, _2_).

4.

11

5.

•p

6.
P>

P4

7. For a given translation, the image of the origin is (5, 7). What is the

preimage of the origin?

8. A glide reflection has the glide translation T:(x, y) —* (jc + 2, y + 2).

The line of reflection is line m with equation y = x.

a. Find the image, point 5', of S(— 1, 3) under T.

b. Find the image, point 5", of 5' under R,„. (Hint: Recall from the

example on page 578 that fl m :(jc, y) —* (y, jc).)

c. Under the glide reflection, (jc, y) is first mapped to (
?

, _2__) and

then to (——, ?
).
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Written Exercises

' In Exercises 1 and 2 a translation T is described. For each:

a. Graph AABC and its image AA'B'C. Is AABC = AA'B'C"!

b. In color, draw arrows from A to A', B to B', and C to C.
c. Are your arrows the same length? Are they parallel?

A 1. T:(x, y) — (X - 2, y + 6) 2. 7/:U, y) -> (jc -3, y -6)

A(-2, 0), 5(0, 4), C(3, -1) A(3, 6), fl(-3, 6), C(-l, -2)

3. If 7/:(0, 0) -> (5, 1), then F:(3, 3) -> (_Z_, JL).

4. If 7:(1, 1) -* (3, 0), then T:(0, 0) — (_•_, JL.).

5. If T:(-2, 3)-* (2, 6), then r:(_2_, _2_) — (0, 0).

6. The image of P( — 1 , 5) under a translation is ^'(5, 7). What is the pre-

image of PI

In each exercise a glide reflection is described. Graph AABC and its image

under the glide, AA'B'C. Also graph AA "B "C", the image of AA'B'C under

the reflection.

7. Glide: All points move up 4 units.

Reflection: All points are reflected in the y-axis.

A(l, 0), B(4, 2), C(5, 6)

8. Glide: All points move left 7 units.

Reflection: All points are reflected in the x-axis.

A(4, 2), B(l, 0), C(9, -3)

B 9. Where does the glide reflection in Exercise 7 map (x, y)?

10. Where does the glide reflection in Exercise 8 map (x, y)?

11. Which of the following properties are invariant under a translation?

a. distance b. angle measure c. area d. orientation

12. Which of the properties listed in Exercise 1 1 are invariant under a glide

reflection?

In Exercises 13 and 14 translations R and 5 are described. R maps point

P to P', and 5 maps P' to P". Find T, the translation that maps P to P".

. R:(x, y) — (* + l,y + 2) 14. /?:(*, y) — (* - 5,y - 3)

S:(x, y)->(x - 5, y + 7) S:(x, y)-+(x + 4, y - 6)

r:(x,y)-^( ?
,

9

) r:(r,y) — (
?

,

?
)

15. If a translation 7" maps P to P' , then T can be described by the vector PP'

.

Suppose a translation T is described by the vector (3, —4) because it

glides all points 3 units right and 4 units down.

a. Graph points A(-l, 2), 5(0, 6), A', and B' , where T(A) = A' and

T(B) = B'.

b. What kind of figure is AA'B'Bl What is its perimeter?
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16. a. Graph APOQ with vertices P(0, 3), 0(0, 0), and 0(6, 0).

b. T
x :{x, y) — (jc + 2, y - 4) and T2 :(x, y) — (jc + 5, y + 6). If

T
x
:APOQ^ AP'O'Q' and T2 : AP'O'Q' -+ AP"0"Q", graph

AP'O'Q' and AP"0"Q".
c. Find T3 , a translation that maps A/>0<2 directly to AP"0"Q".
d. Because r, glides all points 2 units right and 4 units down, the transla-

tion can be described by the vector 7/, = (2, —4). Describe

T2 and T3 by vectors. How are these three vectors related?

17. A glide reflection maps AABC to AA'B'C

.

Copy the diagram and locate the midpoints of

AA' , BB' , and CC . What seems to be true about

these midpoints? Try to prove your conjecture.

18. Copy the figure and use the result of Exercise 17 to

construct the reflecting line of the glide reflection that

maps AABC to AA'B'C. Also construct the glide

image of AABC.
B

, C

19. Explain why a glide reflection is an isometry.

20. Given QA and OB and CD, construct a segment

XY parallel to and congruent to CD and having X on

(DA and Y on OB. (Hint: Translate QA along a path

parallel to and congruent to CD.)

C 21. Describe how you would construct points X and Y,

one on each of the lines shown, so that XY is parallel

to and congruent to EF.

»E

If

22. Show by example that if a glide is not parallel to a line of reflection, then

the image of a point when the glide is followed by the reflection will be

different from the image of the same point when the reflection is followed

by the glide.

23. Prove Theorem 14-3 (page 584).
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14-4 Rotations

A rotation is a transformation suggested by rotating a paddle wheel. When
the wheel moves, each paddle rotates to a new position. When the wheel stops,

the new position of a paddle (/*') can be referred to mathematically as the

image of the initial position of the paddle (P).

For the counterclockwise rotation shown about point O through 90°, we
write £%o, go- A counterclockwise rotation is considered positive, and a clockwise

rotation is considered negative. If the red paddle is rotated about O clockwise

until it moves into the position of the black paddle, the rotation is denoted by

£%o, -9o- (Note that to avoid confusion with the R used for reflections we use

a script 01 for rotations.)

A full revolution, or 360° rotation about point O, rotates any point P
around to itself so that P' = P. The diagram at the left below shows a rotation

of 390° about O. Since 390° is 30° more than one full revolution, the image

of any point P under a 390° rotation is the same as its image under a 30°

rotation, and the two rotations are said to be equal. Similarly, the diagram at

the right below shows that a 90° counterclockwise rotation is equal to a 270°

clockwise rotation because both have the same effect on any point P.

390 c

^\30°
O

P'

P

V
90°

o

-270 c

'ylO, 390
— ulO, 30

Notice: 390 - 360 = 30

JlO. 90
— JlO. - 270

Notice: 90 - 360 = -270

In the following definition of a rotation, the angle measure * can be positive

or negative and can be more than 180 in absolute value.

A rotation about point O through x° is a transformation such that:

(1) If a point P is different from O, then OP' = OP and mLPOP' = x.

(2) If point P is the point O, then P' = P.
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Theorem 14-4
A rotation is an isometry.

Given: 3t , maps P to P' and Q to Q'

.

Prove: P0 = />'(?'

Key steps of proof:

\. OP = OP' . OQ = OQ' (Definition of rotation)

2. mLPOP' = m/LQOQ' = x (Definition of rotation)

3. mAPOQ = mAP'OQ' (Subtraction Property of =: subtract m L QOP' .)

4. APOQ = AP'OQ' (SAS Postulate)

5. PQ = P'Q' (Corr. parts of = A are =.)

A rotation about point O through 180° is called a half-

turn about O and is usually denoted by H . The diagram

shows APQR and its image AP'Q'R' by H . Notice that P>

O is the midpoint of PP\ QQ' , and RR'

.

^j£

Using coordinates, a half-turn H about the origin can

be written ^7?'

H :(x.y)^(-x. -y).

Classroom Exercises

State another name for each rotation.

1. ^-0.50 2. ai _4o 3. M _9q 4. ^0.400

In the diagram for Exercises 6-11, O is the center of equilateral

APST. State the images of points P, S, and T for each rotation.

• ^o. 120 '• &O. -120 8. lO. 360

Name each image point. Exs.6-11

9. 3LT . W{S) 10. ZlT .
-50(F) 11. ^o . 240(P)

12. Draw a coordinate grid on the chalkboard. Plot the origin and A(4, 1).

Give the coordinates of (a) H (A), (b) 3i 90 (A), and (c) 3i _ 90 (A).

13. Repeat Exercise 12 if A has coordinates (
— 3, 5).

14. Is congruence invariant under a half-turn mapping? Explain.

15. Read each expression aloud.

a. R k(A) = A' b. H :(-2, 0)^(2, 0)

c. T:(x, y) — (x - 1, y + 3) d. ^. 10
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MHMIW
Written Exercises

State another name for each rotation.

1. lO, 80 lO. -15 3. lA, 450 4. lB, -720 5. H

The diagonals of regular hexagon ABCDEF form six equilateral triangles as

shown. Complete each statement below.

«• Jlo. 60 -E ~~
*" —

8. ^o . 120:f^_
10. 8 ,

^(O) =

7. & ._M :D-

"• «^D. 60 :—:—
11. // (A) = _

. and D to12. A reflection in FC maps 5 to .

13. If k is the perpendicular bisector of FE, then

R k (A) = _J_.

14. If a translation maps A to B, then it also maps O to ? and E to

State whether the specified triangle is mapped to the other triangle by a

reflection, translation, rotation, or half-turn.

15. A(l) to A (2)

17. A(l) to A (4)

19. A (2) to A (4)

21. A (4) to A (6)

16. A(l) to A(3)

18. A(l) to A (5)

20. A (2) to A (7)

22. A (4) to A (8)

B 23. In the diagram at the right there is a glide reflection

that maps triangle (1) to triangle (——).

24. Name another pair of triangles for which one

triangle is mapped to another by a glide reflection.

Exs. 15-24

25. Which of the following properties are invariant under a half-turn?

a. distance b. angle measure c. area d. orientation

26. Which of the properties listed in Exercise 25 are invariant under the rotation

lO. 90

Copy the figure on graph paper. Draw the image by the specified

rotation.

27. lO, 90 28. lO, -90 29. H

o m
d I

——

30. If H ( :(\, 1) — (7, 3), find the coordinates of C.
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31. A rotation maps A to A' and B to B' . Construct the center

of the rotation. {Hint. If the center is O. then OA = OA'

and OB = OB.)

A'

B

32. a. Draw a coordinate grid with origin O and plot the points

A(0, 3) and B(4. 1).

b. Plot A' and 5'. the images of A and 5 by Jt
. 90

•

•<—>• -«—*-

c. Compare the slopes of AB and A'B' . What does this tell you about

these lines'?

d. Without using the distance formula, you know that A'B' = AB. State

the theorem that tells you this.

e. What reason supports the conclusion that AAOB and A A' OB' have the

same area?

f. Use your graph to find the image of (x, y) by Sft w .

33. Repeat Exercise 32 using $0,210-

34. A half-turn about (3. 2) maps P to P' . Where does this

half-turn map the following points?

a. P' b. (0. 0) c. (3. 0)

d. (1. 4) e. (-2. 1) f. (.v. y)

ny

t
P '

U,*i L,
j9

P.

.

.J-—

r

X

35. The rotation 3i x maps line / to line /'. (You can think

of rotating OF. the perpendicular from O to /. through

x°. Its image will be OF' .) Show that one of the angles

between / and /' has measure x.

36. AABC and ADCE are equilateral.

a. What rotation maps A to B and D
to El

b. Why does AD = BE!
c. Find the measure of an acute angle

between AD and BE. {Hint: See

Exercise 35.)

37. AABC and ADEC are isosceles right

triangles.

a. What rotation maps B to A and

E to D?
b. Why does AD = BE?

c. Explain why AD _L #£".

(Hint: See Exercise 35.)
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A

C 38. Given: Parallel lines / and k and point A.

a. Construct an equilateral AABC with B on k and C on / using

the following method.

Step 1. Rotate / through 60° about A and let B be the point

on k where the image of / intersects k. (The diagram for

Exercise 35 may be helpful in rotating /.)

Step 2. Let point C on / be the preimage of B.

b. Explain why AABC is equilateral.

c. Are there other equilateral triangles with vertices at A and on / and kl

Given the figure for Exercise 38, construct a square AXYZ with X on k

and Z on /.

Exs. 38, 39

39.

Mixed Review Exercises

Given ED II BC II FG. Complete the statements.

1. AOBC is similar to A_L_ and A_^.
2. The scale factor of AOBC to AODE is _L_

3. Find the values of x, y, z, and w.

4. The scale factor of AODE to AOFG is _J_.

5. The ratio of the areas of AOBC and AODE is

6. The ratio of the areas of AODE and AOFG is

7. The ratio of the areas of AOBC and AOFG is

14-5 Dilations

Reflections, translations, glide reflections, and rotations are isometries, or

congruence mappings. In this section we consider a transformation related to

similarity rather than congruence. It is called a dilation. The dilation D k

has center O and nonzero scalefactor k. D k

maps any point P to a point P' determined

as follows:

(1) If k > 0, P' lies on OP and

OP' = k- OP.

(2) If k < 0, P' lies on the ray opposite OP
and OP' = \k\ • OP.

(3) The center O is its own image.

If \k\ > 1, the dilation is called an expansion.

H\k\ < 1, the dilation is called a contraction.

A developing leaf undergoes an

expansion, keeping approximately the same

shape as it grows in size.
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Example 1 Find the image of AABC under the

expansion D 2 .

Solution D 2 :AABC ^ AA'B'C

OA' = 2 • OA
OB' = 2 • OB
OC = 2 • OC

Example 2 Find the image of ARST under the

contraction D §.

Solution Dq.i'.ARST^ AR'S'T

OR' =1- OR
OS' = § • OS
or = §

•

or

In the examples above, can you prove that the two triangles are similar?

How are the areas of each pair of triangles related?

Example 3 Find the image of figure F
under the contraction D _i.

Solution D _i: figure F —»• figure F'

OP is opposite to OP'

.

OP' = \-h\' OP = h • OP

F O

X? CJ

P'

If the scale factor in Example 3 was —1 instead of — 2, the figure F'

would be congruent to the figure F, and the transformation would be an isometry,

equivalent to a half-turn. In general, however, as these examples illustrate,

dilations do not preserve distance. Therefore a dilation is not an isometry

(unless k = 1 or k = — 1).

But a dilation always maps any geometric figure to a similar figure. In

the examples above, AABC ~ AA'B'C, ARST ~ AR'S'T' and the figure F
is similar to the figure F' . For this reason, a dilation is an example of a

similarity mapping.
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Theorem 14-5

A dilation maps any triangle to a similar triangle.

Given: D0k : AABC — AA'B'C

Prove: AABC ~ AA'B'C
0*

Key steps of proof:

1. OA' = \k\ • OA, OB' = \k\ OB (Definition of dilation)

2. AOAB ~ AOA'B' (SAS Similarity Theorem)

A'B' _ Oti_

OA

B'C

3.
AB

4. Similarly,

k\ (Corr. sides of ~ A are in proportion.)

A'C

BC AC

5. AABC ~ AA'B'C (SSS Similarity Theorem)

k\ (Repeat Steps 1-3 for AOBC and A OB'C and for

AOAC and AOA'C.)

Corollary 1

A dilation maps an angle to a congruent angle.

Corollary 2
A dilation Dolc maps any segment to a parallel segment \k\ times as long.

Corollary 3
A dilation Z> k maps any polygon to a similar polygon whose area is k

2
times

as large.

The diagram for the theorem above shows the case in which k > 0. You
should draw the diagram for k < and convince yourself that the proof is the

same.

Theorem 14-5 can also be proved by using v i

coordinates (see Exercise 28). To do this,

you set the center of dilation at the origin,

and describe D k in terms of coordinates by

writing D k :(x, y) —* (kx, ky). You can see

that this description satisfies the definition of

a dilation because O, P, and P' are collinear

(use slopes) and OP' = \k\ • OP (use the

distance formula).

P(x,yy
y
y

P'ikx. ky)My

/
/

—
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Classroom Exercises

Sketch each triangle on the chalkboard. Then sketch its image under the

given dilation.

1. D
. 3

3. D E. -2

2. D<

4. Z).v.

Effl
#i4(4,4)

# *(2.2)

5. Find the coordinates of the images of points

A, B. and C under the dilation D 2 .

6. Find the image of (.v. y) under D : .

7. What dilation with center O maps A to 5?

8. What dilation with center O maps C to the

point (-6. 0)?

9. Find the coordinates of the image of A under DB ; .

10. Find the coordinates of the image of B under Dc 3 .

11. Match each scale factor in the first column with the name of the corresponding

dilation in the second column.

Exs. 5-10

Scale factor
2
5

-4
-1

Transformation

Half-turn

Contraction

Expansion

12. Describe the dilation D ,.

13. If 05 has radius 4. describe the image of 05 under Ds s and under Ds _

,

14. If point A is on line fc, what is the image of line k under D A ; ?

15. The dilation D 3 maps P to P' and Q to ()'.

a. If OQ = 2, find OQ'

.

b. If P0 = 7. find />'£?'.

c. If PP' = 10. find OP.

16. Explain how Corollary 1 follows from Theorem 14-5.

17. Explain how Corollary 3 follows from Corollaries 1 and 2.
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Written Exercises

.
Find the coordinates of the images of A, B, and C by the

given dilation.

1. £>0. 2

5. DQ ,
_ 2

2. DQ . 3

6. D
, ,

3. £>0>i

7. D*. _i

4. D
.
_

8. DA , 2

n-V

R(4 2)

O A(6, 0) x

C(2, -2)

1

A dilation with the origin, O, as center maps the given point to the image

point named. Find the scale factor of the dilation. Is the dilation an expansion

or a contraction?

9. (2, 0) — (8, 0) 10. (2, 3) — (4, 6) 11. (3, 9)^ (1, 3)

12. (4, 10) -(-2, -5) 13. (0, h) — (0, §) 14. (-6,2)-* (18, 6)

B 15. Which of the following properties are invariant under any dilation?

a. distance b. angle measure c. area d. orientation

16. Is parallelism invariant under a dilation? (Hint: See Exercise 23 on

page 581.)

17. If A', B' , C , and D' are the images of any four points A, B, C, and D,

then we say the ratio of distances is invariant under the transformation if

AR A '/?'

For which of the following transformations is the ratio of
CD CD'
distances invariant?

a. reflection b. rotation c. dilation

Graph quad. PQRS and its image by the dilation given. Find the ratio of

the perimeters and the ratio of the areas of the two quadrilaterals.

18. P(-l, 1) 0(0, -1) /?(4, 0) 5(2, 2) Do, 3

19. P(12, 0) (2(0, 15) R(-9, 6) 5(3, -9) Do.i

20. P(3, 0) 2(3, 4) R(6, 6) 5(5, -1) D
.

21. P(-2, -2) 0(0, 0) R(4, 0) 5(6, -2) Do.-

22. The diagram illustrates a dilation of three-dimensional space. D 2 maps

the smaller cube to the larger cube.

a. What is the ratio of the surface areas of these cubes?

b. What is the ratio of the volumes of these cubes?

23. A dilation with scale factor f maps a sphere with center C to a concentric

sphere.

a. What is the ratio of the surface areas of these spheres?

b. What is the ratio of the volumes of these spheres?
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24. G is the intersection of the medians of AXYZ. Complete
the following statements. (Hint: Use Theorem 10-4 on

page 387.)

XG
XM b.

GM
GX

c. What dilation maps X to M?
d. What is the image under this dilation of F? of Z?

25. D0k maps PQ to P'Q'.

a. Show that the slopes of PQ and P'Q' are equal.

b. Part (a) proves that PQ and P'Q' are ?

C 26. Use the distance formula to show that

P'Q' = |*|V(jc, - x2 )

2 + (v, - y2 )

2 = |*| ' PQ.

/''(far,,*)',)

0'(fcr2 , fcy2)

Q(x2,y2)

Exs. 25, 26

27. A dilation with center (a, b) and scale factor k maps A(3, 4) to A'(l, 8),

and 5(3, 2) to B'(\, 2). Find the coordinates of the center (a, b) and the

value of k.

28. Prove Theorem 14-5 using the coordinate definition of a dilation,

Do. k'(x, y)
—* (kx, ky). (Hint: Let A, B, and C have coordinates (p, q),

(r, s), and (t, u) respectively.)

Self-Test 1

1. Define an isometry.

2. If f(x) = 3x — 7, find the image of 2 and the preimage of 2.

3. If r:(;c, y) —»• (jc + l,y — 2), find the image and preimage of the origin.

4. Find the image of (3, 5) when reflected in each line.

a. the x-axis b. the y-axis c. the line y = x.

5. A dilation with scale factor 3 maps AABC to AA'B'C . Which of the

following are true?

area of AA'B'C'
a. AB WA'B'

6. Give two other names for the rotation

AB
c.

area of AABC
= 3

lO, -30-

Complete. Rx and /?
v
denote reflections in the jc- and y-axes, respectively.

7. Ry:A-*JL-

9. RX:DC^JL-
11. H :K^ _L_

13. £% 90 maps A/ to

15. D 2 maps P to _

8. RX :B

10. /? v :_

12. H :_

OA

CO

14. 0fco .
_ 90 maps AMCO to A.

16. DM. maps fi to

17. A translation that maps A to L maps N to __:

18. The glide reflection in BD that maps K to M maps N to

i L^
_

.4 ^1 5

K\/M

f\ 'C

D
1

A'' C
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Career

Computer Animation Programmer
One problem computer anima-

tion programmers have en-

countered is how to produce

natural-looking landscapes.

The structures of trees, moun-

tains, clouds, and coastlines

are complex. To create them

in a computer landscape can

require storing a great deal of

information. Also, since ani-

mations often include moving

through space, data about the

landscape features needs to_be

provided at many levels of

detail. (If you specified the

appearance of a mountain

from only one viewpoint,

say, then "zooming in"

for a close-up would re-

veal that details are missing,

a problem known as loss of

resolution.)

One new approach involves

using fractals. A fractal is a

complex shape that looks

more or less the same at all

magnifications. Fractals are

made by following simple

rules, called algorithms. The

snowflake shape in the dia-

gram at right is an example.

Its algorithm is: Start with an

equilateral triangle. Divide

each side of the polygon in

thirds; add an equilateral tri-

angle to each center third; re-

peat. No matter how much

you magnify a piece of this

polygon, it will retain the

overall pattern and complexity

of the original. When you

"zoom in" on a fractal shape,

there is no loss of resolution.

Computer programmers are

taking advantage of this prop-

erty of fractals to approximate

many items in nature, such as

the mountains in the photo-

graph above. Programming a

computer to follow these algo-

rithms uses less memory than

specifying the exact shape

of each element from many

different viewpoints and

distances.
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Composition
and Symmetry

Objectives

1. Locate the images of figures by composites of mappings.

2. Recognize and use the terms identity and inverse in relation to

mappings.

3. Describe the symmetry of figures and solids.

14-6 Composites of Mappings
Suppose a transformation T maps point P
to P' and then a transformation S maps P' P'

to P" . Then T and S can be combined to y \ 5

produce a new transformation that maps P T,'

directly to P". This new transformation is / . J^«f>"

called the composite of S and T and is P^-— ~s°t

written S ° T. Notice in the diagram that

P" = S(P') = S(T(P)) = (S ° T)(P).

We reduce the number of parentheses needed to indicate that the composite

of 5 and T maps P to P" by writing 5 ° T:P —> P". Notice that T. the transformation

that is applied first, is written closer to P. and 5. the transformation that is

applied second, is written farther from P. For this reason, the composite S ° T

is often read "5 after 7\" or "7" followed by 5."

The operation that combines two mappings (or functions) to produce the

composite mapping (or composite function) is called composition. We shall

see that composition has many characteristics similar to multiplication, but

there is one important exception. For multiplication, it makes no difference in

which order you multiply two numbers. For composition, however, the order of

the mappings or functions usually does make a difference. Examples 1 and 2

illustrate this.

Example 1 If/U) = x
2
and g(.x) = 2.x. find (a) (g °/)(.t) and (b) f/° g){x).

Solution a. (g °/)(x) = g(f(x)) b. (f°g)(x) = f(g(x))

= g(x
2
)

= f(2x)

= 2x
2 = (2.r)

:,or4r

In mapping notation, we could write that g °f:x—> 2x
2 and/ g:x—> 4.x

2
.

Note that since 2x
2 ^ 4.r

:
. g ° f ^ f° g.
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Example 2 Show that H ° R
} ^ R

}
° H .

Solution Study the two diagrams below.

P"
O

HQ oRj

>P' P\
\

\

\£i

R:°H

Here Rj, the reflection of P
in line j, is carried out first,

mapping P to P' . Then H
maps P' to P". Thus P" is

the image of P under the

composite H ° Rj.

With the order changed in

the composite, the half-turn

is carried out first, followed

by the reflection in line j.

The image point P" is now
in a different place.

Notice that the two composites map P to different image points, so the

composites are not equal.

Example 2 shows that the order in a composite of transformations can be

very important, but this is not always true. For example, if S and T are two

translations, then order is not important, since S ° T = T ° S (see Exercise 10).

Example 2 above shows the effect of a composite of mappings on a single

point P. The diagram below shows a composite of reflections acting on a

whole figure, F. F is reflected in line j to F', and F' is reflected in line k to

F" . Thus R k
° Rj maps F to F" . Again notice that the first reflection, R

J7
is

written on the right.

The final image F" is the same size and shape as F. Also, F" is the image

of F under a translation. This illustrates our next two theorems. First, the

composite of any two isometries is an isometry. Second, the composite of

reflections in two parallel lines is a translation.
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Theorem 14-6

The composite of two isometries is an isometry.

Theorem 14-7

A composite of reflections in two parallel lines is a translation. The translation

glides all points through twice the distance from the first line of reflection to

the second.

Although we will not present a formal proof of Theorem 14-7. the following

argument should convince you that it is true. Assume that j II k and that Rj

maps P to P' and Q to Q' . and that R k maps P' to P" and Q' to Q" . To show

that the composite R k
° Rj is a translation we will demonstrate that PP" = QQ"

and that PP" and QQ" are parallel.

P^ P'

~

Q M Q' M ~Q

j

The letters a, ft, c, and d in the diagram label pairs of distances that are

equal according to the definition of a reflection. P. P' . and P" are collinear and

PP" = la + 2ft = 2(a + ft)

Similarly,

00" = 2c + 2d = 2(c + d)

But (a + ft) = (c + d), since by Theorem 5-8. the distance between the

parallel lines j and k is constant. Therefore PP" = QQ" = twice the distance

from / to k.<—»- -<—>-

That PP" and QQ" are parallel follows from the fact that both lines are

perpendicular to j and k. Theorem 3-7 guarantees that if two lines in a plane

are perpendicular to the same line, then the two lines are parallel.

You should make diagrams for the case when P is on j or k. when P is

located between j and k. and when P is to the right of k. Convince yourself

that PP" = 2(a + ft) in these cases also. In every case, the glide is perpendicular

to j and k and goes in the direction from j to k (that is, from the first line of

reflection toward the second line of reflection).

Theorem 14-7 shows that when lines j and k are parallel. R k
° Rj translates

points through twice the distance between the lines. If lines j and k intersect.

R k
° Rj rotates points through twice the measure of the angle between the lines.

This is our next theorem.
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Theorem 14-8
A composite of reflections in two intersecting lines is a rotation about the

point of intersection of the two lines. The measure of the angle of rotation

is twice the measure of the angle from the first line of reflection to the second.

Given: / intersects k, forming an angle of measure y at O
Prove: R k

° Rj = 0lo . 2y

Proof:

The diagram shows an arbitrary point P and its

image P' by reflection in j. The image of P' by

reflection in k is P". According to the definition

of a rotation we must prove that OP = OP" and

mLPOP" = 2y.

Rj and R k are isometries, so they preserve both distance and angle measure.

Therefore OP = OP', OP' = OP", mL\ = mA2, and m Z 3 = mLA.
Thus OP = OP" and the measure of the angle of rotation equals

»iZl + m^2 + m^3 + mZ4 = 2m^2 + 2m^3 = 2y.

Corollary
A composite of reflections in perpendicular lines is a half-turn about the point

where the lines intersect.

Classroom Exercises

1. If f(x) = x + 1 and gix) = 3x, find the following.

a. /(4) b.(r/)(4) c. ig°f)ix)

d. gil) e. if°g)i2) f. (f°g)(x)

2. Repeat Exercise 1 if f:x —*> yfx and g:x -> x + 1

.

Complete the following. Rx and R
y
are reflections in the x- and y-axes.

J.- 4. Rx oR -D-+JL-3. Rx ° R
y
:A -

5. H °R
y
:B

7. H °H :A

6. R v
° H :B

8. Ry
oR :C

y
t i

A B

o *x

D*
1¥Cr- H
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Copy the figure on the chalkboard and find its image by R k
° Rj. Then

copy the figure again and find its image by Rj ° R k .

9.

11. Prove Theorem 14-6. (Hint: Let 5 and T be isometries. Consider a PQ
under S ° T.)

12. Explain how the Corollary follows from Theorem 14-8.

Written Exercises

1. If /(x) = .v
2
and g(.x) = 2x — 7, evaluate the following.

a. (g°/)(2) b. (g°f)(x) c. (f°g)(2)

2. Repeat Exercise 1 if f(x) = 3x + 1 and g(.v) = x — 9.

3. If h:x

a. k ° h:3

d. /z° £:3

.r + 1

and k:x —> .v
3

, complete the following.

_ b. k°h:5-^ _L_
_ e. /i°/::5-> ?

c. & ° /i:jc

f. h ° A::.v

d. (/°§)W

4. Repeat Exercise 3 if h:x —* jt
2 — 1 and k:x -^ 2x + 1

.

Copy each figure and find its image under Rk ° Rj. Then copy the figure

again and find its image under Rj ° R k .

Ah
3.

Copy each figure twice and show the image of the red flag under each of the

composites given.

9. a. HE
o Deh

b. DE ^HE

7. a. HB
o HA 8. a. Rj o Hc

b. HA
o HB b. //c

o /?.

P> ;
•

B <\

V
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10. Given A(4, 1), B(l, 5), and C(0, 1). S

S:(x, y)^(x + 1, y + 4) and T:(x, y) ^
AAfiC and its images under S ° T and 7"°5.

a. Does S ° T appear to be a translation?

b. Is S ° T equal to 7 ° 5?

c. S°r:(;t, y)^ (_L_, _L_) and T ° S:(x, y)

11. L, M, and N are midpoints of the sides of AQRS.
a. HN o //„:S — _^ b. ff„ o/fw :fi

-* _I
c. D5.i°//„:<2 —

—

d. // v ° D5 . 2 :M — _

and 7 are translations.

(jc + 3, v - 1). Draw

e. HL °HM oHN:Q^-!_

B 12. If T is a translation that maps R to /V, then:

a. T:M b. T°Ds.f.R c. r°7:/?

In Exercises 13-16 tell which of the following properties are invariant under

the given transformation.

a. distance b. angle measure c. area d. orientation

13. The composite of a reflection and a dilation

15. The composite of a rotation and a translation

14. The composite of two reflections

16. The composite of two dilations

For each exercise draw a grid and find the coordinates of the image point.

O is the origin and A is the point (3, 1). Rx and R
y
are reflections in the x-

and j-axes.

17. Rx oRy :(3, 1)-^(_1

19. ffA »ffo:(3,0)-(_

21. /?.t
oD

. 2 :(2,4)->(.

-)

23. M. 90 lO. -90 :(-l, -1) — (. -)

18. Ry °H :(\, -2) — (.

20. H oHA :(l, l)-(_i

22. $o . 90 °/?,:(-2, 1)-

24. D
,

ioDA . 4 :(3, 0)

-

25. Let /?/ be a reflection in the line y = x and /?_v be a reflection in the y-axis.

Draw a grid and label the origin O.

a. Plot the point P(5, 2) and its image Q under the mapping R
y

° R
t

.

b. According to Theorem 14-8, m LPOQ - —
c. Use the slopes of OP and OQ to verify that OP 1 OQ.
d. Find the images of (jc, y) under R

y
° R, and R, ° R

y
.

26. Let R k be a reflection in the line y = —x and Rx be a reflection in the

;c-axis.

a. Plot P(-6, -2) and its image <2 under the mapping R k
° Rx .

b. Use slopes to show that mLPOQ = 90 where O is the origin. (Do

you see that this result agrees with Theorem 14-8?)

c. Find the images of (x, y) under R k
° R x

and Rx ° R k .

27. Explain how you would construct line j so that

R k
oRj:A^B. A
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28. The figure shows that HB ° HA :P-+ P".

a. Copy the figure and verify by measuring that

PP" = 2 • AB. What theorem about the midpoints

of the sides of a triangle does this suggest?

b. Choose another point Q and carefully locate Q"', the

image of Q under HB ° HA . Does QQ" = 2 Afi?

c. Measure P(? and P"Q" . Are they equal? What kind of

transformation does HB ° HA appear to be?

29. DA 2 :PQ^P'Q' and DB.f.P'Q'^P"Q"- What

kind of transformation is the composite DB i ° DA 2 ?

Explain.

30. The point P is called a fixed point of the transformation T if P:P

/

P/

I
Q
P.

/
P

\P

A\b

a. How many fixed points does each of the following have

0>3 ? the translation T:(x, y) - (x - 3, v + 2)?

b. O is the origin and A is the point (1, 0). Find the coordinates of a

fixed point of the composite D 2 ° Da. \-

14-7 Inverses and the Identity

Suppose that the pattern below continues indefinitely to both the left and the

right. The translation T glides each runner one place to the right. The translation

that glides each runner one place to the left is called the inverse of T, and is

denoted T~ x

. Notice that T followed by T~
l

keeps all points fixed:

T" 1

° T:P ^ P

The composite T ° T, also written T 7, and usually denoted by T~. glides each

runner two places to the right.

ToT=T2

*-l — 2

The mapping that maps every point to itself is called the identity trans-

formation /. The words "identity" and "inverse" are used for mappings in

much the same way that they are used for numbers. In fact, the composite of

two mappings is very much like the product of two numbers. For this reason,

the composite S ° T is often called the product of S and T.
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Relating Algebra and Geometry

For products of numbers

1 is the identity.

a • 1 = a and 1 • a = a

The inverse of a is written a\
a ' a =1 and a

1

or -.

a
a 1

For composites of mappings

I is the identity.

S ° / = 5 and / ° 5 = S

The inverse of 5 is written 5
_l

S° S~
l = 1 and 5"' °S = /

In general, the inverse of a transformation 7 is defined as the transfor-

mation 5 such that S ° T = I. The inverses of some other transformations are

illustrated below.

Example 1 Find the inverses of (a) translation T:{x, y) —>- (x + 5, y - 4),

(b) rotation ^l x , and (c) dilation D 2 -

Solution

a. T~ l

:(x, y)-+(x - 5, y + 4)

T:(0, 6) — (5, 2)

r
_1

:(5, 2) — (0, 6)

b. The inverse of

IS JIq —x'

0tOtX:F-+ G
9t

,
-X:G-+F

lO. .x
c. The inverse of D 2

is D j.

D 2 :(3,2)-*(6,4)

D i:(6,4)-*(3,2)

n

o

D/
(6,4)

(3,2)
^ ^

Example 2 What is the inverse of /?,?

(Refer to the diagram at right.)

Solution Since Rj ° R
}
= /, the inverse of /?, is Rj itself.

In symbols. Rj~
] = Rj. Do you see that the

inverse of any reflection is that same reflection?
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Classroom Exercises

The symbol 2~ l

stands for the multiplicative inverse of 2, or 2. Give the

value of each of the following.

1. 3 2. 7 3. (|)
-

1

4. (2"')

The translation T maps all points five units to the right.

Describe each of the following transformations.

5. T
8. T

r
T° T

7. r
_1

10. (7/-')-'

yk
(x, v) (x+5,y)

X

The rotation d\ maps all points 120° about G. the center of equilateral

AABC. Give the image of A under each rotation.

11. Ji

14. dT

17. JI
1

- 3T 2

13. 9V

16. d\~
z

19. $ ,0°

12. Ji-

15. »-'

18. Ji
z

" .Jt~
y

20. What number is the identity for multiplication?

21. The product of any number t and the identity for multiplication is L_.

22. The product of any transformation T and the identity is

23. State the inverse of each transformation.

a. R, b. ^O .3o c. T:(x, y)— U - 4, y + 1)

24. Name an important difference between products of numbers and products

of transformations.

d. Do. -1

Written Exercises

Give the value of each of the following.

1. 4 2. 9 3. (f)

The rotation 3l maps all points 90° about O. the center of

square ABCD. Give the image of A under each rotation.

5. Jt
1

6. d? 7.

8. d\~
x

11. 3T 3 &
9. Ji -

12. Jf

10. Jr y

13.

4. (5" 1

)

Complete.

14. By definition, the identity mapping / maps every point P to

15. H 2
is the same as the mapping ^

16. The inverse of H is I

17. Hq is the same as the mapping :_.
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18. If T:(x, v) — (x + 2, y), then T2
:(x, y) -+ (_

19. If T:(x, y) -* {x + 3, y - 4), then T2
:(x, y)

20. If /?, is reflection in the .t-axis, then (R X )

2
:P -

In each exercise, a rule is given for a mapping S. Write the rule for S l

.

B 21. S:U, y) — (jc + 5, y + 2) 22. S:(.v, y) — (x - 3, y - 1)

23. 5:U, y) -* (3x, -\y) 24. S:U, y) — {\x, \y)

25. 5:U, y) -» (jc - 4, Ay) 26. 5:(x, y) -> (y, jc)

27. If S:(.t, y) -* (jc + 12, y - 3), find a translation T such that r6 = 5.

28. Find a transformation 5 (other than the identity) for which S
5 = /.

C 29. a. j and /: are vertical lines 1 unit apart. According to Theorem 14-7,

R k ° Rj and /?_,- ° R k are both translations. Describe in words the

distance and direction of each translation.

b. Show that R k ° Rj and Rj ° R k are inverses by showing that their

composite is /. Note: Forming composites of transformations is an

associative operation, so (R k
° Rj) ° (Rj ° R k ) = R k

° (Rj ° Rj) ° R k .

30. The blue lines in the diagram illustrate the

statement HB ° HA = translation T. The red lines

show that HA ° HB — translation S.

a. How is translation S related to translation 7?

b. Prove your answer correct by showing

that (HA o HB )
o (HB ° HA ) = I. (Hint: See

Exercise 29, part (b).)

31. Complete the proof by giving a reason for each step.

Given: /, 1 l2 : /3 1 l2 \ R
{

, R 2 * and R 3 denote

reflections in /,, /2 , and /3 .

Prove: HB ° HA is a translation.

unit

Proof:

Statements Reasons

h a B
L!

h

\1

h

2. HB = R 3
° R 2

3. Hb
o Ha = (R 3

oR
2
)o(R

2
o Rl )

4. HB oHA
= (R i

o
iR 2

oR2))oRi

5. HB oHA
= (R,oi)o Ri

6. HB °HA = R i °R l

7. HB ° HA is a translation.

1.

2.

3.

4. Composition is associative.

5. _^
6. _^_

7. _^
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14-8 Symmetry in the Plane

and in Space

A figure in the plane has symmetry if there is an isometry, other than the

identity, that maps the figure onto itself. We call such an isometry a symmetry

of the figure.

Both of the figures below have line symmetry. This means that for each

figure there is a symmetry line k such that the reflection R k maps the figure

onto itself. The pentagon at the left has one symmetry line. The regular

pentagon at the right has five symmetry lines.

Each figure below has point symmetry. This means that for each figure

there is a symmetry point O such that the half-turn H maps the figure onto

itself.

1

1 '

p
J

'o

Besides having a symmetry point, the middle figure above has a vertical

symmetry line and a horizontal symmetry line.

A third kind of symmetry is rotational symmetry. The figure below has

the four rotational symmetries listed. Each symmetry has center O and rotates

the figure onto itself. Note that 180° rotational symmetry is another name for

point symmetry.

(1) 90° rotational symmetry:

(2) 180° rotational symmetry

(3) 270° rotational symmetry

(4) 360° rotational symmetry: the identity /

O. 90

%o. 180 (or H )

*-0. 270

The identity mapping always maps a figure

onto itself, and we usually include the identity

when listing the symmetries of a figure.

However, we do not call a figure symmetric

if the identity is its only symmetry.
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A figure can also have translational

symmetry if there is a translation that maps

the figure onto itself. For example, imagine

that the design at the right extends in all di-

rections to fill the plane. If you consider the

distance between the eyes of adjacent blue

fish as a unit, then a translation through one

or more units right, left. up. or down maps

the whole pattern onto itself. Do you see that

you can also translate the pattern along diagonal

lines?

It is also possible to map the blue fish,

which all face to the left, onto the right-facing

green fish by translating the whole pattern a

half unit up and then reflecting it in a vertical

line. Thus, if we ignore color differences,

the pattern has glide reflection symmetry.

A design like this pattern of fish, in which congruent copies of a figure

completely fill the plane without overlapping, is called a tessellation. Tessellations

can have any of the kinds of symmetry we have discussed. Here are two more

examples.

A tessellation of the letter F . This

pattern has point symmetry and

translational symmetry.

This tessellation has line, point,

rotational, translational. and glide

reflection symmetry.

Coloring a tessellation often changes its symmetries. For example, if the

green were removed from the tessellation of the letter F, the pattern would

also have 90° and 270° rotational symmetry.

A figure in space has plane symmetry if there is a symmetry plane X
such that reflection in the plane maps the figure onto itself. (See Exercise 17,

page 580.) Most living creatures have a single plane of symmetry. Such

symmetry is called bilateral symmetry. The photographs on the next page

illustrate bilateral symmetry.
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Some geometric solids have more than one symmetry
plane. For example, the regular hexagonal prism shown

has seven symmetry planes, two of which are shown.

It also has six-fold rotational symmetry because rotating

it 60°, 120°. 180°, 240°, 300°'. or 360° about the line k

(called the axis of symmetry) maps the prism onto

itself.

Classroom Exercises

Tell how many symmetry lines each figure has. In Exercise 2, O is the center

of the equilateral triangle.

1.

nn w_
5. Which figures above have point symmetry?

6. Describe all of the rotational symmetries of the figure in Exercise 2.

7. Describe all of the rotational symmetries of the figure in Exercise 3.

Draw each figure on the chalkboard and describe all of its symmetries.

8. isosceles triangle 9. parallelogram

10. rectangle 11. rhombus

12. Imagine that the pattern shown fills the entire plane. Does

the pattern have the symmetry named?

a. translational symmetry b. line symmetry

c. point symmetry d. rotational symmetry

13. How many planes of symmetry does the given solid have?

a. a rectangular solid b. a sphere c. a regular square pyramid
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14. Where are the centers of the rotational

symmetries for the tessellations in the middle of

page 610?

15. Fold a piece of paper into quarters as shown.

Cut out a scalene triangle that does not touch

any of the edges. Unfold the paper. Describe

the symmetries of the design.

Written Exercises

Consider the object shown in each photograph as a plane figure.

a. State how many symmetry lines each figure has.

b. State whether or not the figure has a symmetry point.

c. List all the rotational symmetries of each figure between 0° and 360°

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. Which capital letters of the alphabet have just one line of symmetry? (One

answer is "D".)

6. Which capital letters of the alphabet have two lines of symmetry?

7. Which capital letters of the alphabet have a point of symmetry?

Make a tessellation of the given figure.

8. 9 10. II
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Copy the figure shown. Then complete the figure so that it has the specified

symmetries.

12. k

^-
/
/

13.
,

'

Vs/l/
3 z

/
/

Is / X
/ X

14. \
/

/
\ / m(l

/
+\J

symmetry in line k symmetry in line k symmetry in point O

Copy the figure shown. Then complete the figure so that it has the specified

symmetries.

B 15. 1 16. T 17.

60°, 120°, and 180°

rotational symmetry

90°, 180°, and 270°

rotational symmetry

2 symmetry lines and

1 symmetry point

18. a. An octopus has one symmetry. Describe it.

b. If you disregard the eyes and mouth of an octopus.

it has many symmetries. Describe them.

19. a. Describe the symmetries of the ellipse shown.

b. If the ellipse is rotated in space about one of its

symmetry lines, an ellipsoid (an egg-like figure)

is formed. Its volume is V = ^7ra
2
b. Interpret

this formula when a = b.

c. Describe the symmetries of an ellipsoid.

20. Tell whether a tessellation can be made with the given figure.

a. A regular hexagon b. A scalene triangle

c. A regular pentagon d. A nonisosceles trapezoid

In Exercises 21-23 draw the figure if there is one that meets the conditions.

Otherwise write not possible.

21. A trapezoid with (a) no symmetry, (b) one symmetry line, (c) a symmetry

point.

22. A parallelogram with (a) four symmetry lines, (b) just two symmetry

lines, (c) just one symmetry line.

23. An octagon with (a) eight rotational symmetries, (b) just four rotational

symmetries, (c) only point symmetry.
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24. If you use tape to hinge together two pocket mirrors as

shown and place the mirrors at a 120° angle, then a coin

placed between the mirrors will be reflected, giving a

pattern with 120° and 240° rotational symmetry.

a. What kinds of symmetries occur when the mirrors are

at a right angle?

b. Experiment by forming various angles with two

mirrors. Be sure to try 60°, 45°, and 30° angles.

Record the number of coins you see, including the

actual coin.

25. You can make a tessellation by tracing around any quadri-

lateral, placing copies of the quadrilateral systematically

as shown.

a. The tessellation shown has many symmetry points but

none of these are at vertices of the quadrilateral. Where
are they?

b. What other kind of symmetry does this mosaic have?

26. A figure has 60° rotational symmetry. What other rotational symmetries

must it have? Explain your answer.

I 27. Show that if a hexagon has point symmetry, then its opposite sides must

be parallel.

28. A figure has 50° rotational symmetry. What other rotational symmetries

must it have? Explain your answer.

* 29. Tell how many planes of symmetry and axes of rotation each solid has.

a. a right circular cone b. a cube

c. a regular tetrahedron (a pyramid formed by four equilateral triangles)

Challenges

1. A mouse moves along AJ. For any position M of the

mouse, X and Y are such that AX J_ AJ with

AX = AM, and JY 1 AJ with JY = JM. The cat is at

C, the midpoint of XY . Describe the locus of the cat

as the mouse moves from A to J

.

f-

%^c

•

—

i

I

M

2. Points O, A, B, and C lie on a number line with coordinates 0, 8, 12, and

26. Take any point P not on the line. Draw PA and label its midpoint Q.

Draw QB and label its midpoint R. Draw PC and label its midpoint S.

Draw SR. What is the coordinate of the point where SR intersects the

number line?
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Self-Test 2
For Exercises 1-6, refer to the figure.

1. Rx °mo.9o:5-*-L-

2. Rx oH :A^Jl_
3- »^o, 1 10 ° J*-o. 70 : C —* —:

—

4. D i°D*a:/>->_L_

^.
-4

/ \
/ \

£/ \C
Qj X

/: i___

« c
' r

5. What is the symmetry line of AABC?

6. Does AABC have point symmetry?

7. For any transformation T, T~
l

° T:P —> __2_.

8. The composite of any transformation T and the identity is __:

9. If line a is parallel to line /?, then the composite Ra ° R b is a _^

10. Give the inverse of each transformation.

a. D05 b. $ ,-7o c. /? v d. S:(x, v)

11. How many lines of symmetry does a regular hexagon have?

(jc + 2, v - 3)

Extra Symmetry Groups

Cut out a cardboard or paper rectangle and color each corner with

a color of its own on both front and back. Also on the front and

back draw symmetry lines j and k and label symmetry point O. The

rectangle has four symmetries: /, Rj, R k , and H . The effect of

each of these on the original rectangle is shown below.

J

Effect of /:

Rectangle unchanged

Effect of R,

k

Effect of Rl

3

k H

Effect of H

Our goal is to see how the four symmetries of the rectangle combine with

each other. For example, if the original rectangle is mapped first by Rj and

then by H , the images look like this:

H,
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I

Rk

Ho

I R, R:

o I Rj Rt Ho

/ I Rj R, H
Rj Rj i Ho R,

R k R, H I R,

Ho Ho R* Rj i

Mapping the rectangle by Rj and then by H has the

same effect as the single symmetry R k , so H ° R
}
= R k .

We can record this fact in a table resembling a multi-

plication table. Follow the row for R
}
to where it meets

the column for H . and enter the product H ° Rj, which

is/?,.

We can determine other products of symmetries in

the same way, but sometimes short cuts can be used.

For example, we know that

(1) Rj°Rj = I and R k
° R k = I (Why?)

(2) H ° H = / (Why?)

(3) Rj o R k
= H and R k

° Rj = H
(Corollary to Theorem 14-8)

Also we know that the product of any symmetry and the

identity is that same symmetry. The completed table is

shown at the right.

By studying the table you can see that the symmetries of the rectangle

have these four properties, similar to the properties of nonzero real numbers

under multiplication:

(1) The product of two symmetries is another symmetry.

(2) The set of symmetries contains the identity.

(3) Each symmetry has an inverse that is also a symmetry. (In this example

each symmetry is its own inverse.)

(4) Forming products of transformations is an associative operation:

A ° (B ° C) = (A ° B) ° C for any three symmetries A, B, and C.

A set of symmetries with these four properties is called a symmetry group.

Symmetry groups are used in crystallography, and more general groups are

important in physics and advanced mathematics. The exercises that follow

illustrate the fact that the symmetries of any figure form a group.

Ho

Exercises

1. An isosceles triangle has just two symmetries, including the identity,

a 2 by 2 group table showing how these symmetries combine.

2. a. List the four symmetries of the rhombus shown.

(Include the identity.)

b. Make a group table showing all products of two

symmetries.

c. Is your table in part (b) identical to the table of

symmetries for the rectangle?

Make
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3. Make a group table for the three

symmetries of this figure.

4. Make a group table for the four

symmetries of this figure.

&&

5. A transformation that is its own inverse is called a self-inverse.

a. How many of the four symmetries of the figure in Exercise 4 are self-

inverses?

b. How many of the four symmetries of the rectangle are self-inverses?

6. A symmetry group is called commutative if A ° B = B ° A for every pair

of symmetries A and B in the group. The symmetry group of the rectangle

is commutative, as you can see from the completed table. (For example.

H ° Rj and /?,- ° H are both equal to R k .) Tell whether the groups in

Exercises 3 and 4 are commutative or not.

7. An equilateral triangle has three rotational symmetries

(/. M 120 . and 3i :40 ) and three line symmetries

(/?,, R k , and R,).

a. Make a group table for these six symmetries.

b. Give an example which shows that this group is not

commutative.

8. A square has four rotational symmetries (including the

identity) and four line symmetries. Make a group table for

these eight symmetries. Is this a commutative group?

9. The four rotational symmetries of the square satisfy the four requirements

for a group, and so they are called a subgroup of the full symmetry group.

(Notice that the identity is one of these rotational symmetries and that the

product of two rotations is another rotation in the subgroup.)

a. Do the four line symmetries of the square form a subgroup?

b. Does the symmetry group of the equilateral triangle have a subgroup?

c. Which two symmetries of the figure in Exercise 4 form a subgroup?

10. The tessellation with fish on page 610 has translational symmetry. Let 5

be the horizontal translation mapping each fish to the fish of the same

color to its right, and let T be the vertical translation mapping each fish

to the fish of the same color directly above.

a. Describe the mapping S3 . Is it a symmetry of the pattern?

b. Describe T~ l
. Is it a symmetry?

c. Describe 5 ° T. Is it a symmetry?

d. How many symmetries does the tessellation have?

e. Does this set of symmetries satisfy the four requirements for a group?
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Chapter Summary
1. A transformation is a one-to-one mapping from the whole plane to the

whole plane. If the transformation 5 maps P to P' , we write S:P -* P'

or S(P) = P'.

2. The word "mapping" is used in geometry as the word "function" is used

in algebra. If the function / maps every number to its square we write

f:x-> x
2
ox f{x) = x

2
.

3. An isometry is a transformation that preserves distance. An isometry maps

any figure to a congruent figure.

4. Some basic isometries are:

Reflection in a line. Rj is a reflection in line j.

Translation or glide. T:(x, y) —* (x + a, y + b) is a translation.

Rotation about a point. 2k x is a rotation counterclockwise about O through

x°. H is a half-turn about O.

Glide reflection. A jglide followed by a reflection in a line parallel to the

glide yields a glide reflection.

5. A dilation maps any figure to a similar figure. D k is a dilation with

center O and nonzero scale factor k. A dilation is an isometry if \k\ = 1.

6. Properties of figures that are preserved by a transformation are said to be

invariant under that transformation. Invariant properties are checked in

the table below.

Distance Angle Measure Parallelism Ratio of distances Area

Isometry: J J J J J
Dilation: S . J /

7. The combination of one mapping followed by another is called a composite

or product of mappings. The mapping A followed by B is written B ° A.

8. A composite of isometries is an isometry.

A composite of reflections in two parallel lines is a translation.

A composite of reflections in two intersecting lines is a rotation.

A composite of reflections in two perpendicular lines is a half-turn.

9. The identity transformation / keeps all points fixed. A transformation S

followed by its inverse S~
l

is equal to the identity.

10. A symmetry of a figure is an isometry that maps the figure onto itself.

Figures can have line symmetry, point symmetry, and rotational

symmetry. A tessellation, or covering of the plane with congruent figures,

may also have translational and glide reflection symmetry. Solid figures in

space can have planes of symmetry and rotational symmetry about an axis.
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Chapter Review

1. If isometry S maps A to A' and B to B' . then Afl ? A'B'

.

14-1

2. If /U) = 3.v, find the image and preimage of 6.

3. a. If S:(x. y) —>- (2*, y -2), find the image and preimage of (3, 3).

b. Is 5 an isometry?

4. Find the image of (
- 7, 5) when reflected in (a) the x-axis ? (b) the y-axis. 14-2

and (c) the line y = .r.

5. Draw the line y = 2.x + 1 and its image under reflection in the y-axis.

6. a. If translation T:(5. 5) — (7, 1), then T:(x, y) -^(_i_,—

)

14-3

b. Is distance invariant under 7*?

c. Is angle measure invariant under Tl

d. Is area invariant under 7"?

7. Find the image of (7, —2) under the glide reflection that moves all points

5 units to the right and then reflects all points in the .v-axis.

8. Plot the points A(3, 2), B(- 1, 1), and C(l, -3). Label the origin O. 14-4

Draw AABC and its images under (a) 9t 90 and (b) H .

9. Which of the given rotations are equal to 9i 140 ?

a ' ^0.500 b. d/l _ 140 C. dl _22()

10. If O is the origin then the dilation D02 :(3, -2)-> (^^, _Z_). 14-5

11. Find the image of (3, 1) under a dilation with center (0, 4) and scale

factor ^.

12. Find the image of (3. 1) under the following transformations: 14-6

a. Rx
o R

y
b. Ry

o H c. Rx ° di _ 90

Complete.

13. If T:(x, y) — (jc - 1. y + 6), then T~ l
:(x, y) - (_L_, _L_). 14-7

14. The inverse of D 4 is D...

15. /?
;

° /?
;
= _L_ 16. ^

. 75
° 9t

, ?
= /

17. Does a scalene triangle have line symmetry? 14-8

18. Does a rectangle have point symmetry?

19. Does a regular octagon have 90° rotational symmetry?

20. Name a figure that has 72° rotational symmetry.
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Chapter Test

State whether the transformation mapping the black triangle to the red triangle

is a reflection, a translation, a glide reflection, or a rotation.

1.

5. If f{x) = \x + 3, find the image and preimage of 4.

Give the coordinates of the image of point P under the

transformation specified.

6. R,

8. D
.

i

10. Jt go ° al
, 90

12. R,°DQ._ 2

Give the inverse of each transformation.

14. H 15. Rx

7. Jiq _ 90

9. H o Rx

11. DQA
13. R, ° (R y

o R x )

16. D
.

Vn

^
p'

.V

I

r is the translation mapping (4, 1) to (6, 2). Find the coordinates of the

image of the origin under each mapping.

17. T 18. T3
19. T

Classify each statement as true or false.

20. All regular polygons have rotational symmetry.

21. 180° rotational symmetry is the same as point symmetry.

22. All regular /j-gons have exactly n symmetry lines.

23. A figure that has two intersecting lines of symmetry must have rotational

symmetry.

24. a. Is a half-turn a transformation? Is it an isometry?

b. Name three properties that are invariant under a half-turn.

25. A line has slope 2. What is the slope of the image of the line under a:

a. reflection in the jc-axis?

b. reflection in the line y = xl

c. dilation Da } ?
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Preparing for College Entrance Exams
Strategy for Success
Try to work quickly and accurately on exam questions. Do not take time
to double-check your answers unless you finish all the questions before

the deadline. Skip questions that are too difficult for you, and spend
no more than a few minutes on each question.

Indicate the best answer by writing the appropriate letter.

1. Find an equation of the perpendicular bisector of the segment joining

(3. -1) and (-1. 7).

(A) x + 2v = 7 (B) .v - 2y = -5 (C) 2x + y = -5
(D) 2.x + y = 5 (E) 2x - y = - 1

2. A circle has a diameter with endpoints (0. -8) and (-6. -16). An
equation of the circle is:

(A) (x + 3)
2 + (y + 12)

2 = 25 (B) (x + 3)
2 + (y + 12)

2 = 100

(C) (x - 3)
2 + (y - 12)

2 = 25 (D) (x - 3)
2 + (v - 12)

2 = 100

(E) (jt + 6)
2 + (y + 24)

2 = 100

3. The point (h. — h) lies on line t. Which of the following allow you to

find an equation for f?

I. slope of r is -3 II. .v-intercept of t is 7 III. t is parallel to 4.v - 5y = 7

(A) I only (B) III only (C) I and III only (D) II only (E) I. II. and III

4. GivenA(-3.5).fl(0. - 4). C(2, 5). and D( -6. - 1). find the intersection

point of AB and CD.

(A) (6. 23) (B) (2. -10) (C) (-2, 2) (D) (-18. 5) (E) cannot be determined

5. What is the best name for quadrilateral WXYZ with vertices W( — 3. -2).

X(-5,2).F(1.5).andZ(3.1)?

(A) isosceles trapezoid (B) parallelogram (C) rectangle

(D) rhombus (E) square

6. Two vertices of an isosceles right triangle are (0. 0) and (j. 0). The third

vertex cannot be:

(A) (0. j) (B) (0. -j) (C) (|. J) (D) U, ^ (E) U, /)

7. What is the image of ( — 2. 3) under reflection in the line v = x?

(A) (3, -2) (B) (2. 3) (C) (-2, -3) (D) (2. -3) (E) (-3,2)

8. Find the preimage of (0, 0) under DP i. where P is the point (—1, 1).

(A) (-4. 4) (B)(-|.f) (C)(-i, i) (D) (4, -4) (E) (3, -3)

9. A regular pentagon does not have:

(A) line symmetry (B) point symmetry (C) 360° rotational symmetry

(D) 216° rotational symmetry (E) 72° rotational symmetry

10. If CDEF is a square with vertices labeled counterclockwise, then dkc _ 450 :CF —> _L_.

(A) ~FE (B) ED (C) CF (D) CD (E) none of these
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Cumulative Review: Chapters 1-14

True-False Exercises

Classify each statement as true or false.

A 1. Three given points are always coplanar.

-i ^ L , , u (" ~ 2)180
2. bach interior angle ol a regular A?-gon has measure .

3. If ARST = ARSV, then tSRT = LSRV.

4. The contrapositive of a true conditional is sometimes false.

5. Corresponding parts of similar triangles must be congruent.

6. An acute angle inscribed in a circle must intercept a minor arc.

7. In a plane the locus of points equidistant from M and N is the midpoint of

MN.

8. If a cylinder and a right prism have equal base areas and equal heights,

then they have equal volumes.

9. A triangle with vertices {a, 0), { — a, 0), and (0, a) is equilateral.

10. If the slopes of two lines have opposite signs, the lines are perpendicular.

11. R k
oR

k
= I

12. If a figure has 90° rotational symmetry, then it also has point symmetry.

B 13. A point lies on the bisector of /LABC if and only if it is equidistant from

A and C.

14. In ARST, if RS < ST, then LR must be the largest angle of the triangle.

15. A triangle with sides of length 2x, 3x, and Ax must be obtuse.

16. In a right triangle, the altitude to the hypotenuse is always the shortest of

the three altitudes.

17. Given a segment of length t, it is possible to construct a segment of length

ty/3.

18. If an equilateral triangle and a regular hexagon are inscribed in a circle,

then the ratio of their areas is 1:2.

19. The lateral area of a cone can be equal to the area of the base of the cone.

20. The circle (jc + 3)
2

4- (v - 2)
2 = 4 is tangent to the line x = — 1.

Multiple-Choice Exercises

Write the letter that indicates the best answer.

1. The measure of an interior angle of a regular decagon is:

a. 36 b. 108 c. 72 d. 144

2. Which of the following is not a method for proving two triangles congruent?

a. HL b. AAS c. SSA d. SAS
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3. The median to the hypotenuse of a right triangle divides the triangle into

two triangles that are both:

a. similar b. isosceles c. scalene

Q C
4. Which proportion is not equivalent to- = -?

b d

a
a. -

c

b d
c. - = -

a cf a + b c + d

5. For every acute angle X:

a. cos X < sin X b. cos X > tan X c. tan X > 1

d. right

d. °- = c-
d b

d. cos X < 1

B 6. If A, B, and C are points on OO. AC is a diameter, and mAAOB = 60.

then m L ACB =

a. 30 b. 60 c. 90 d. 120

7. A rectangle with perimeter 30 and area 44 has length:

a. 2\/TT b. 8 c. 11 d. 10

8. A regular hexagon with perimeter 24 has area:

a. 24V3 b. 16\3 c. 48 \ 3 d. 32\/3

9. In 00. mAB = 90 and OA = 6. The region bounded by AB and AB
has area:

a. 377- - 6 b. 9tt - 36 c. 9tt - 18 d. 36- - 6\[l

10. Two regular octagons have sides of length 6\ 3 and 9. The ratio of their

areas is:

a. 2\3:3 b. 4:3 c. 2:3 d. 8\3:9

11. IfF is the point (
— 3, 5) and G is the point (0. —4). then an equation of FG is:

a. y = - \x + 4 b. v = - 3.v - 4 c. y = §.v + 4 d. y 3.y + 4

Completion Exercises

Write the correct word, number, phrase, or expression.

A 1. If 5x — 1 = 14, then the statement 5x = 15 is justified by the _2

2. If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then
°

angles are

congruent,
'

? angles are congruent, and
'

? angles are supplementary.

3. The measures of two angles of a triangle are 56 and 62. The measure of

the largest exterior angle of the triangle is •

4. In ABEV with m /LB = 53 and m L.E = 63. the longest side is _:

5. The area of a triangle with vertices ( — 2, 0), (9, 0), and (3. 6) is .

6. The distance between (-5. —2) and (1, —6) is _2

7. If j ± k and line j has slope §, then k has slope L_.

8. If A is ( -8, 3) and B is (-4, - 1). then the midpoint

of AB is (_J •_).

B 9. If O is the origin, then Rx
° ^O90 :(-2, 5) -+ (_• L_).

10. If RX = 18, XS = 10, and RT = 35, then YT = _^_.

11. If RX = 16. XS = 8, and XY = 15, then ST = _L_. Exs. 10, 11
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12. If a dart thrown at a 64-square checkerboard lands on the board, the

probability that it lands on a black square is __: The probability that it

lands on one of the four central squares is
'

13. In AABC, AB ±BC, AB = 15, and BC = 8. Then the exact value of

sin C is :

14. A tree 5 m tall casts a shadow 8 m long. To the nearest degree, the angle

of elevation of the sun is __2_. (Use the table on page 311.)

15. A trapezoid with sides 8, 8, 8, and 10 has area _2

16. A circle with area 10077 has circumference ?

17. A cone with radius 9 and slant height 15 has volume ? and lateral area

18. A sphere with surface area 14477 cm 2
has volume __•

19. UB = (2, 0), thenDB .
_ 2 :(1, 1) — (_!_, _2_).

C 20. If each edge of a regular triangular pyramid is 6 cm, then the pyramid has

total area ? and volume _2_.

21. A plane parallel to the base of a cone and bisecting the altitude divides

the cone into two parts whose volumes have the ratio _?

Always-Sometimes-Never Exercises

Write A, S, or N to indicate your answer.

A 1. Vertical angles are ? adjacent angles.

2. If J is a point outside QP and JA and JB are tangents to OP with A and

B on OF, then AJAB is
? scalene.

3. A conclusion based on inductive reasoning is
? correct.

4. Two right triangles with congruent hypotenuses are _L_ congruent.

5. If the diagonals of a quadrilateral are perpendicular bisectors of each other,

then the quadrilateral is
? a rhombus.

6. If ARST is a right triangle with hypotenuse RS, then sin R and cos S are

? equal.

7. A circle ? contains three collinear points.

8. A lateral edge of a regular pyramid is
? longer than the slant height.

9. Transformations are ? isometries.

10. Under a half-turn about point O, point O is
? mapped onto itself.

B 11. If the measures of three consecutive angles of a quadrilateral are 58, 122,

and 58, then the diagonals ? bisect each other.

12. A triangle with sides of length x, x + 2, and x + 4 is
? an acute

triangle.

13. If RS and XY are arcs of (DO and mRS < mXY, then RS and XY are

_Z_ equal.
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B

14. The center of the circle that can be circumscribed about a given triangle

is
? outside the triangle.

15. Given two segments with lengths r and s, it is
? possible to construct

a segment of length \\J2rs

.

16. A median of a triangle ? separates the triangle into two triangles with

equal areas.

17. A composite of reflections in two lines is
? a translation.

Construction Exercises

A 1. Construct an angle of measure 22|.

2. Draw a circle O and choose a point T on QO. Construct the tangent to

QO at T.

3. Draw a large triangle. Inscribe a circle in the triangle.

For Exercises 4-7, draw two long segments. Let their lengths be x and _y,

with x > y.

4. Construct a segment of length |(x + y).

B 5. Construct a rectangle with width y and diagonal x.

6. Construct any triangle with area xy.

7. Construct a segment with length \/3xy

.

8. Draw a very long AB. Construct a rectangle with perimeter AB and sides

in the ratio 3:2.

Proof Exercises

1. Given: PQ II RS

Prove:
PO _ PQ
RO ~ RS

2. Given: PR 1 QS; PS = QR: OS = OR
Prove: L PSO = L QRO

3. Given: L OSR = L ORS; L OPQ = L OQP
Prove: APSR = AQRS

Exs. 1-3

4. Prove: The diagonals of a rectangle intersect to form four congruent segments.

5. Use coordinate geometry to prove that the triangle formed by joining the

midpoints of the sides of an isosceles triangle is an isosceles triangle.

6. Use an indirect proof to show that a trapezoid cannot have two pairs of

congruent sides.

7. Prove: If two coplanar circles intersect in two points, then the line joining

those points bisects a common tangent segment.
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Chapter 1

Indicate the best answer by writing the appropriate letter.

1. Which of the following sets of points are not coplanar?

a. E, H. O. G b. K. O. G. E
c. E. O, F, J d. H, K. O. J

2. Which of the following sets of points are contained in more

than one plane?

a. G. O. J b. E. O. G
c. //, E. G d. G. O. H

3. How many planes contain point E and JK?

a. b. exactly 1

c. unlimited d. unknown

4. If GH bisects EF, which statement is not necessarily true?

a. O is the midpoint of GH. b. EO = OF
c. E. F. G. H. and O are coplanar. d. GO + OH = GH

5. Points A. B. C are collinear. but they do not necessarily lie on a line in

the order named. If AB = 5 and BC = 3. what is the length of AC?
a. either 2 or 8 b. either 2 or 4 c. 2 d. 8

6. On a number line, point R has coordinate —5 and point 5 has coordinate 3.

Point X lies on SR and SX = 5. Find the coordinate of X.

a. -10 b. -2 c. 8 d.

7. Which angle appears to be obtuse?

a. LAEB b. LDEB
c. LCEA d. LAED

8. If EC bisects LDEB. EB bisects /LDEA. and

mLBEC = 28, find the measure of LCEA.
a. 28 b. 56

c. 84 d. 112

9. Which two angles are adjacent angles?

a. LDEB and LBEA b. LDEB and LCEA
c. LDEC and LBEA d. LDEA and LDEC

10. M is the midpoint of YZ. If YM = r + 3 and VZ = 3r - 1 , find MZ.

a. 7 b. 10 c. 20 d. 4

11. Which of the following is not always true when lines j and k intersect?

a. Exactly one plane contains line j.

b. The lines intersect in exactly one point.

c. All points on j and k are coplanar points.

d. Given any point P on j and any point Q on k, P and Q are collinear

points.
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Chapter 2

Indicate the best answer by writing the appropriate letter.

1. If mL 1 = 60 and mA2
following?

a. acute A
c. vertical A

30. then A 1 and A 2 cannot be which of the

b. adjacent A
d. complementary A

2. Given: If q, then r. Which of the following is the converse of the given

conditional?

a. r implies q. b. r if q.

c. q only if r. d. r if and only if q.

3. What are basic mathematical assumptions called?

a. theorems b. postulates c. conditionals d. conclusions

4. Which of the following cannot be used as a reason in a proof?

a. a definition b. a postulate

c. yesterday's theorem d. tomorrow's theorem

5. A A and AB are supplements. mAA
Find the measure of AB.
a. 62 b. 30

2.x - 14. and m AB = x +

d. Reflexive

c. 40 d. 70

6. If A 1 and Z. 2 are complements, Z_ 2 and Z. 3 are complements, and A 3

and Z.4 are supplements, what are Z_ 1 and Z_4?

a. supplements b. complements c. congruent angles d. can't be determined

7. The statement "If mAA = mAB and m AD = mAA + mAC, then

m AD = mAB + mAC" is justified by what property?

a. Transitive b. Substitution c. Symmetric

8. If TQ ± QR, which angles must be complementary

angles?

a. A 2 and A 3 b. A 3 and Z.4

c. Z.5 and Z.8 d. Z_ 3 and Z. 7

9. If mZ.8 = x + 80, what is the measure of Z.9?

a. 100 - x b. 100 + x

c. x - 80 d. x - 180

10. If QT ± PS, which statement is not always true?

a. Z.8 = Z.9 b. Z.2 = Z.3

c. AS is a rt. A . d. Z.8 and Z.9 are supp. A.

11. If SQ bisects ARST, which statement must be true?

a. 2 • mZ.6 = mARST b. \mAl = mARST
c. Z.4 = Z.6 d.ARST=ARQT
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Chapter 3

Indicate the best answer by writing the appropriate letter.

1. If BE bisects LABC, what is the measure of /LAEB?

a. 30 b. 35 c. 40 d. 45

2. If mLABE = 40, what is the measure of A DEB?
a. 140 b. 40 c. 75 d. 135

3. If AB II DC, what is the measure of zLD?

a. 70 b. 80 c. 90 d. 100

4. Which of the following would allow you to conclude that

AD llflC?

a. LDEC = tBCE b. /-ABE = LBEC
c. LBEC = LBCE d. mLA + mLAEC = 180

5. What is the measure of each interior angle of a regular octagon?

a. 150 b. 144 c. 140 d. 135

V

Exs. 6-8

6. The plane containing Q, S, A, U appears to be parallel

to the plane containing which points?

a. Q, E, K, S b. E, K, C, R
c. R, E, Q, U d. U, R, C, A

7. Which of the following appear to be skew lines?

a. QE and AC b. QU and KC
c. AC and UR d. QS and AC

8. EK does not appear to be parallel to the plane containing which points?

a. U, A, C b. Q, U, A c. Q, U, R d. Q, S, C

9. The sum of the measures of the interior angles of a certain polygon is the

same as the sum of the measures of its exterior angles. How many sides

does the polygon have?

a. four b. six c. eight d. ten

10. What is the next number in the sequence 1 , 2, 4, 7, 1 1, . . . ?

a. 17 b. 13 c. 16 d. 15

11. AC is a diagonal of regular pentagon ABCDE. What is the measure of

LACD1
a. 36 b. 54 c. 72 d. 108

12. A, B, C, and D are coplanar points. AB II CD, AB 1 AC, and

m/LACD = 2.x + 8. Find the value of .v.

a. 41 b. 49 c. 90 d. 180

13. What is the principal basis for inductive reasoning?

a. definitions b. previously proved theorems

c. postulates d. past observations

C
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Chapter 4

In Exercises 1-8 write a method (SSS, SAS, ASA, AAS, or HL) that can be

used to prove the two triangles congruent.

1.

tL
I X I u

4.

7. Given: PO 1 plane X; OT = OS

8. Given: PO 1 plane X; PT = PS

Exs. 7, 8

Indicate the best answer by writing the appropriate letter.

9. In ARXT, LR = AT, RT = 2x + 5, RX = 5x - 7, and

TX = 2x + 8. What is the perimeter of ARXT1
a. 5 b. 15 c. 18 d. 51

10. If ADEF = APRS, which of these congruences must be true?

a.DF = PS b.EF = PR <z. LE = LS d. LF = /.R

11. In AABC, AB = AC, mZ.A = 46, and BD is an altitude. What is the

measure of L CBD1
a. 23 b. 44 c. 67 d. 134

12. An equiangular triangle cannot be which of the following?

a. equilateral b. isosceles c. scalene d. acute

13. Point X is equidistant from vertices T and /V of scalene ATEN. Point X
must lie on which of the following?

a. bisector of LE b. perpendicular bisector of TN

c. median to TN d. the altitude to TN

14. Given: AB II DC; AB = CD; ^1 = ^2
To prove that DE = BF, what would you prove first?

a. AADE = ACBF b. AABF = ACDE
c. AABC = ACDA d. cannot be proved
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Chapter 5

Indicate the best answer by writing the appropriate letter.

1. Both pairs of opposite sides of a quadrilateral are parallel. Which special

kind of quadrilateral must it be?

a. parallelogram b. rectangle c. rhombus d. trapezoid

2. The diagonals of a certain quadrilateral are congruent. Which term could

not be used to describe the quadrilateral?

a. isosceles trapezoid b. rectangle

c. rhombus d. parallelogram with a 60° angle

3. M is the midpoint of hypotenuse TK of right ATAK. AM = 13. What is

the length of TK!

a. 26 b. 19| c. 13 d. none of these

4. In o WXYZ, WX = 10. What does ZW equal?

a. 16 b. YZ c. WY d. none of these

5. A diagonal of a parallelogram bisects one of its angles. Which special

kind of parallelogram must it be?

a. rectangle - b. rhombus

c. square d. parallelogram with a 60° angle

6. The lengths of the bases of a trapezoid are 18 and 26. What is the length

of the median?

a. 8 b. 22 c. 44 d. 34

7. In quad. PQRS, PQ = SR,QR = PS, and m LP = mLQ. Which of the

following is not necessarily true?

a. PR 1 QS b.P~R = QS c. LP = LR d. LR = LS
8. In AABC, AB = 8, BC = 10, and AC = 12. M is the midpoint of AB,

and N is the midpoint of BC. What is the length of MN!
a. 4 b. 5 c. 6 d. 9

9. If EFGH is a parallelogram, which of the following must be true?

a. LE=LF b. LF = LH
c. TGWGH d. mLE + m LG = 180

10. Which information does not prove that quad. ABCD is a parallelogram?

a. AC and BD bisect each other. b. AD II BC, AD s BC
c.AB\\CD,AD = BC d. Z.A a LC; LB = LD

11. In the figure, RU = Us and L 1 = L2.
Which of the following cannot be proved?

a. L3 = LA b. RV = VT

c.~US=VT d. ST = 2 - UV

12. Which of the following must be true for any trapezoid?

a. Any two consecutive angles are supplementary.

b. At least one angle is obtuse.

c. The diagonals bisect each other.

d. The median bisects each base.
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Chapter 6

Indicate the best answer by writing the appropriate letter.

1. Which of the following statements must be false
1

a. QR - PR > PQ b. m/.2> mLP - mLR
c. hm L 2 > \m L\ d. PQ > PR

2. You don't need a figure to do this exercise. Given that

mLA = mLB. you want to prove that m L 3 = mLA. To

write an an indirect proof, you should begin by temporarily assuming

which statement?

a. mLA ± mLB b. mLA = mLB
c. m Z.3 = m LA d. m L3 ^ m LA

3. In quadrilateral MXPQ. MN = 5, NP = 6, PQ = 1 . and £.1/ = 9.

Which of the following might possibly be the length of NQ1
a. 12.5 b. 14 c. 2 d. all of these

4. Given: (1) If A is white, then B is red.

(2) B is not red.

Which of the following must be true?

a. B is white. b. B is not white. c. A is not white. d. A is red.

5. If a conditional is known to be true, then which of the following must also

be true?

a. its converse b. its contrapositive

c. its inverse d. none of these

6. In ADEF. m /LD = 50. and an exterior angle with vertex F has measure

120. What is the lonsest side of LDEF'1
.

Ex.1

a. DE b. EF

In AMNP. MX = 8 and XP =

a. MP > 2 b. MP < 2

What is the inverse of "If .v
=

a. If x > 0. then x = 3.

c. If x < 0. then x £ 3.

c. DF d. unknown

10. Which of these must be true?

c. MP > 10 d. MP < 10

3. then x > 0"?

b. If x f 3. then x < 0.

d. If x = 3. then x < 0.

9. If RT = ST and RX > SX. what can you conclude

a. mL\>mL2 b. m LXRS > m /LXSR

c. m/13 = mLA d. m L5 > m zl6

10. If 7?X = SX and m Z_ 5 > wzL6. what can you conclude?

a. mLTRS < mLTSR b. RT < ST

c. m L 1 > m L 2 d. m L3 > mLA

11. Which of the following is an important part of an indirect proof?

a. Proving that the hypothesis cannot be deduced from the conclusion

b. Proving that the temporary assumption must be true

c. Assuming temporarily that the conclusion must be true

d. Findina a contradiction of a known fact
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Chapter 7

Indicate the best answer by writing the appropriate letter.

1. If the measures of the angles of a triangle are in the ratio 3:3:4. what is

the measure of the largest angle of the triangle

?

a. 40 b. 54 c. 72 d. 90

2. If AABC — AJOT. which of these is a correct proportion?

a.
BC

AC
JT . AB AC AB OT A AC BC— b. — = — c. — = — d. — == —
OT JT JO BC JT JT Ol

3. If - = -. what does - equal?by b

X
a. -

a

v
c. - d.»

V

4. AABC ~ ADEF. AB = 8. BC = 12. AC = 16. and DE = 12. What is

the perimeter of ADEF?
a. 36 b. 40 c. 48 d. 54

5. Which of the following pairs of polygons must be similar?

a. two rectangles - b. two regular hexagons

c. two isosceles triangles d. two parallelograms with a 60° angle

6. Quad. GHJK - quad. RSTU'. GH = JK = 10. HJ = KG = 14, and

RS = TV = 16. What is the scale factor of quad. GHJK to quad. RSTU?
7

C'8 d.
16

10

7. Which of the following can you use to prove that the two

triangles are similar
1

a. SAS Similarity Theorem

c. SSS Similarity Theorem

8. Which statement is correct
1

b. AA Similarity Postulate

d. Def. of similar triangles
Exs. 7. 8

3
" 10 x

b.l =
10

c. 6 • 10 = 8.v d. - =
10

9. What is the value of «?

a. 8 b. 10

10. What is the value of r?

c. 16

a. 25 b. 28

d. 25

«T Ems. 9. 10

11. In AAPC. the bisector of L_ P meets AC at B. PA = 30. PC

AB = 12. What is the leneth of BC?

50, and

36
a. —

5
b. 12 c. 20 d. 32

12. If ARST ~ AXYZ. what is the ratio of m£S to m L P
a. m LR.m LZ b. 1:1 c. RS:X) d. not enough information
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Chapter 8

Indicate the best answer by writing the appropriate letter.

1. The shorter leg of a 30°-60°-90° triangle has length. 7. Find the length of

the hypotenuse.

a. 14 b. 7\/2 c. 7V3 d. y/\A

2. The altitude to the hypotenuse of a right triangle divides the hypotenuse

into segments 25 cm and 30 cm long. How long is the altitude?

a. 15\/3 cm b. 15\/5 cm c. 5V30 cm d. 5V55 cm

3. The hypotenuse and one leg of a right triangle have lengths 61 and 11

Find the length of the other leg.

b. 5\/2a. 36 c. 60 d. V3842

4. Each side of an equilateral triangle has length 12. Find the length of an

altitude.

a. 6 b. 12 c. 6V2 d. 6\/3

5. One side of a square has length s. Find the length of a diagonal.

a. 2\fs b. s\/2 c.^3 d. sV3

6. What kind of triangle has sides of lengths 12, 13, and 18?

a. an obtuse triangle b. a right triangle

c. an acute triangle d. an impossibility

7. In ARST, m LS = 90. What is the value of sin 71

a.
57

RT
b.

AS

ST
c. 51

RT

8. What is the geometric mean between 2 and 24?

a. 48 b. 16\/3 c. 4V6

RS

d. 4V3

9. One acute angle of a certain right triangle has measure n. If sin n° = -,

what is the value of tan n°l

4 K 4
a. - b. -

10. Which equation could be used to find the value of xl

a. cos 58'

c. cos 44°

x

7^9

x

To~4

3
c. -

4
*•!

ie value of xl

b. sin 32° = — \%.9/
X

16 yir r 44\.

d. tan 46° = -J- 16 10.4

10.4

11. In rt. AABC, AB 1 BC, BD 1 AC at point D, BC = 9, and AC = 12.

Find the ratio of AD to DC.
16

C.
16 9 9 7

12. For what value(s) of x is a triangle with sides of lengths x, x + 7, and

x + 8 a right triangle?

a. x = -1 b. x = 5 c. x=-lorx = 5 d. - 7 < v < 5
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Chapter 9

Indicate the best answer by writing the appropriate letter.

In Exercises 1-3, PT is tangent to O M at T.

1. If m ATMA = 80, what is the measure of TBA n
.

a. 100 b. 80 c. 280 d. 145

2. If m LM = 80, m /_P = 50, what is the measure of

L MAPI
a. 140 b. 150 c. 160 d. 170

3. If PA = 9 and AB = 16, what does PT equal?

a. 12 b. — c. 15 d. 20
2

4. Suppose PS were drawn tangent to OM at point S. If

mLSPT = 62, find mST.

a. 62 b. 236 c. 118 d. 242

5. How many common tangents can be drawn to two circles that are externally

tangent?

a. one b". two c. three d. four

6. Points A, B, and C lie on a circle in the order named. mAB — 110

and mBC = 120. What is the measure of /LBAC1

a. 130 b. 65 c. 60 d. 55

7. Refer to Exercise 6. If point D lies on AC, what is the sum of the meas-

ures of LABC and L ADC?
a. 180 b. 170 c. 160 d. 130

8. R and S are points on a circle. RS could be which of these?

a. radius b. diameter c. secant d tangent

9. If mBC = 120 and mAD = 50, what is the measure of LX1
a. 25 b. 35 c. 60 d. 70

10. If mBC = 120 and mAD = 50, what is the measure of L 1?

a. 60 b. 85 c. 90 d. 95

11. If AK = j, YC = k, and YD = 7, what does BY equal?

a.
jk

-•!
ik

c. —
; ^

In Exercises 12-14, XA is tangent to O O at X.

12. Which of these equals m/LAXZl

a. mXYZ b. mLOXM c. hmXY d. hmXZ

13. If the radius of OO is 13 and XZ = 24, what is the distance

from O to chord XZ1

a. 5 b. 8 c. 11 d. \/407

14. If OM = 8 and MY = 9, what does XZ equal?

a. 6\/2 b. 2vT7 c. \T45 d. 30
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Chapter 10

Indicate the best answer by writing the appropriate letter.

1. In a plane, what is the locus of points equidistant from two given points?

a. a point b. a circle c. a line d. a pair of lines

2. Point P lies on line / in a plane. What is the locus of points, in that plane,

that lie 8 cm from P and 2 cm from /?

a. no points b. two points c. three points d. four points

3. To inscribe a circle in a triangle, what should you construct first?

a. two medians b. two angle bisectors

c. two altitudes d. the perpendicular bisectors of two sides

4. The lengths of two segments are r and 5. with r > s. It is nor possible to

construct a sesment with which of these lengths?

1

a. -(/• + s)
5

rs c. \ 3rs d. \ r
2 + s

2

5. It is possible to construct an angle with which of these measures?

a. 10 b. 20 c. 30 d. 40

6. You are to construct a tangent to a given QO from a point P outside the circle.

In the process, it would be useless to construct which of these?

a. OP b. the perpendicular bisector of OP

c. a circle with O and P on it d. a line parallel to OP

7. You are given points R and 5. Which of the following could nor be the locus

of points in space that are equidistant from R and S and also 4 cm from

point 5?

a. a pair of circles b. a circle c. a point d. the empty set

8. Where must the perpendicular bisectors of the sides of a triangle meet?

a. inside the triangle b. on the triangle

c. outside the triangle d. none of these

9. In space, what is the locus of points 3 cm from a given point A?

a. a line b. a plane

c. a circle d. a sphere

10. In a plane, what is the locus of points equidistant from the sides of a

square?

a. a square b. a line

c. a circle d. a point

11. In AABC. AD and BE are medians.

a. 12

c. 4

If AG = 8. find AD.

b. 32

d. 16

12. You are to construct a perpendicular to a line / at a given point X on /. In how-

many places on / will you need to position the point of your compass in order

to do this construction?

a. one b. two c. three d. four
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Chapter 11

Indicate the best answer by writing the appropriate letter.

1. One side of a rectangle is 14 and the perimeter is 44. What is the area?

a. 112 b. 210 c. 224 d. 420

2. What is the area of a square inscribed in a circle with radius 8?

a. 32 b. 64 c. 64V2 d. 128

3. The area of a circle is 2577. What is its circumference?

a. 577 b. IOtt c. 12.5t7 d. 50t7

4. What is the area of a trapezoid with bases 7 and 8 and height 6?

a. 90 b. 336 c. 45 d. 168

5. A parallelogram and a triangle have equal areas. The base and height of

the parallelogram are 12 and 9. If the base of the triangle is 36, find its

height.

a. 3 b. 6 c. 9 d. 12

6. What is the area of trapezoid ABCD1
a. 96 b. 120. c. 144 d. 192

7. What is the ratio of the areas of AAOB and ACOD?
a. V3:l b. V3:3 c. 3:1 d. 9:1

8. What is the ratio of the areas of AAOB and AAOD?
a. V3:l b. 3:1 c. 9:1 d. cannot be determined

d e c

10/ ^ \

18

Exs. 6-8

B

9. What is the area of a regular hexagon inscribed in a circle with radius 8?

a. 16\/3 b. 96V3 c. 128V3 d. 192V3

10. In the diagram, what is the length of AB?
a. 6\/2 b. 677 c. 377 d. 367r

11. In the diagram, what is the area of the shaded region?

a. 977- - 36 b. 1277 - 36 c. 9tt- - 18 d. 12t7 - 18

12. If a point is chosen at random in the interior of OO, what is the

probability that the point is inside AAOB'l

2 .1 3 .1
a. -

77
b.

277 277

13. A rhombus has diagonals 6 and 8. What is its area?

a. 12 b. 24 c. 36

14. What is the area of a circle with diameter 12?

a. 24t7
2

b. 1277 c. 144?7

15. What is the area of an equilateral triangle with perimeter 24?

r r 32^3
a. 64\/3 b. 32V3 c. —r—

16. What is the area of a triangle with sides 15, 15, and 24?

a. 54 b. 108 c. 180

d. 48

d. 3677

d. 16V3

d. 216
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Chapter 12

Indicate the best answer by writing the appropriate letter.

1. What is the volume of a rectangular solid with dimensions 12, 9, and 6?

a. 108 b. 216 c. 432 d. 648

2. What is the total surface area of the solid in Exercise 1?

a. 234 b. 468 c. 252 d. 360

3. Two similar cones have heights 5 and 20. What is the ratio of their

volumes?

a. 1:64 b. 1:4 c. 1:16 d. 4:16

4. What is the volume of a regular square pyramid with base edge 16 and

height 6?

a. 128 b. 256 c. 512 d. 1536

5. What is the lateral area of the pyramid in Exercise 4?

a. 256 b. 320 c. 576 d. 640

6. A sphere has area I677. What is its volume?

877

3
b.

32tt 256tt

3

6477

7. A cone has radius 5 and height 12. A cylinder with radius 10 has the

same volume as the cone. What is the cylinder's height?

a. 1 b. 2 c. 3 d. 4

8. A cube is inscribed in a cylinder with radius 5. What is the volume of

the cube?

a. 15V2 b. 250\/2 c. 125 d. 100

9. A plane passes 2 cm from the center of a sphere with radius 4 cm. What

is the area of the circle of intersection?

a. 127T cm 2
b. 16tt cm2

c. 18tt cm 2
d. 207T cm 2

10. Find the total surface area of a cylinder with radius 4 and height 6.

a. 16tt b. 32tt c. 48tt d. 80tt

11. Two similar pyramids have volumes 27 and 125. If the smaller has lateral

area 18. what is the lateral area of the larger?

a. 30 b. 83^ c. 50 d. 25

12. The base of a right prism is a regular hexagon with side 4. The height

of the prism is 6. What is the volume of the prism?

a. 144\ 3 b. 72\/3 c. 48V3 d. 36\/3

13. What is the lateral area of the prism in Exercise 12?

a. 24 b. 36 c. 72 d. 144

14. Find the total surface area of a cone with radius 9 and siant height 12.

a. IO877 b. 18977- c. 8l77V'7 d. 216tt
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Chapter 13

Indicate the best answer by writing the appropriate letter.

1. Given P(-2, 0) and Q(2, 5), find PQ.

a. (0, 2.5) b. (0, 5) c. (-4, -5)

2. Refer to Exercise 1. Find \PQ\.

a. 5 b. 3 c. V29

d. (4, 5)

d. \[A\

3. A line with slope ^ passes through point (1, 4). What is an equation of

the line?

a. v - 4 -U-D b. y - 4 = -U - 1)

c. y + 4 = - (x + 1

)

d. v 1=-U 4)

4. The midpoint of AB is (3, 4). If the coordinates of B are (6, 6), what are

the coordinates of A?
a. (9, 10) b. (4.5, 5) c. (0, 2) d. (9, 10)

5. What is an equation of the line through (—4, 7) and perpendicular to

y -x + 5?
3

3 3 7
a. v = -x + 10 b. v = —x — 5 c. v = -

4
d. v = --jc + 1

22 " ' 4

6. What is an equation of the circle with center (3, 0) and radius 8?

a. .v
2 + y

2 = 64 b. (jc - 3)
2 + y

2 = 64

c. (jc + 3)
2 + y

2 = 8 d. (jc - 3)
2 + y

2 = 8

7. Find an equation of the line through points (
— 3, 5) and (2, 8).

a. 5.x + 3y =16 b. 3.x: - 5y = -34
c. 5.v - 3y = -30 d. 5x + 3y =

8. Three consecutive vertices of a parallelogram are (j, 5), (0, 0), and (7, 0).

Which is the fourth vertex?

a. (7, 5) b. (5, 7) c. (; + 7, 5) d. (j + 5, 7)

9. Points (2, 2) and (8, v) lie on a line with slope -. What is the value

of v?

a. - 10 b. -1 c. 5 d. 14

10. What is the best term for a triangle with vertices (1, -3), (6, 2), and

(0, 4)?

a. isosceles triangle b. equilateral triangle

c. right triangle d. none of these

11. Which point is the intersection of lines 3.v + 2y = 17 and x - Ay = 1?

a. (1, 5) b. (5, 1) c. (-1, 5) "•«??

12. AABC is equilateral with vertices A(r, 0) and B(-r, 0). Which of the

following could be the coordinates of point CI

a. (r\/3, 0) b. (0, r\/3) c. (0, r) d. (0, 2r)
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Chapter 14

Indicate the best answer by writing the appropriate letter.

1. A regular hexagon does not have which symmetry?

a. line b. point c. 30° rotational d. 120° rotational

2. What is the image of the point (2, 3) by reflection in the v-axis?

a. (3, 2) b. (-2. 3) c. (2, -3) d. (-2. -3)

3. T:(x, y) -*- (jc, y - 2). What is the preimage of (3, 5)?

a. (5, 7) b. (3, 7) c. (3, 3) d. (5, 3)

4. If O is the point (0, 0), what is the image of (3, 6) by D i?

a. (9, 18) b. (2, 4) c. (1, 2) d. (-1. -2)

5. What is the image of ( - 1, 3) by a half-turn about (1, 2)?

a. (3, 1) b. (1, -3) c. (-1, -2) d. (3. -1)

6. T\(x, y) -> (.v. y - 2). What is the image of (5, 3) by T~ l

l

a. (3, 3) b. (5, 1) c. (3, 5) d. (5, 5)

7. Isometry S.EJABCD -> UJKLM. Which statement must be true?

a. ^DAB = LJKL b. AC = JL

c. S:C — M d. CD = MJ

8. What is the line of reflection for a transformation that maps (
— 2, 1) to

(2, 1)?

a. the jr-axis b. the line y = x

c. the y-axis d. the origin

9. How many lines of symmetry does a rhombus with a 60° angle have?

none b. one c. two d. four

10. If k is the line y = v. find the image of J by R k
° R

y
.

a. J b. K c. L d. M
11. T is a translation that maps K to N. What is the image

of J under F?

a. K b. O c. N d. L

12. What is the image of J under Rx ° H 1

a. J b. K c. L d. M
13. What is the image of ALMJ by $o .90 ?

a. AJKL b. AKLM c. ALMJ d. AA/7K

14. Which mapping is not an isometry?

a. glide reflection b. translation

c. dilation d. the identity transformation

15. Which of the following is not invariant under a glide reflection?

a. angle measure b. orientation of points

c. parallelism of lines d. areas of polygons

}'i i

A' J

A O x

L \\f

Exs. 10-13
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College Entrance Exams

If you are planning to attend college, you will probably be required to take

college entrance exams. Some of these exams test your knowledge of specific

subject areas; others are more general exams that attempt to measure the extent

to which your verbal and mathematical reasoning abilities have been developed.

These abilities are ones that can be improved through study and practice.

Generally the best preparation for college entrance exams is to follow a strong

academic program in high school and to read as extensively as possible.

At the end of every even-numbered chapter in this book are tests called

"Preparing for College Entrance Exams." These tests contain questions similar

to the questions asked on college entrance exams.

The following test-taking strategies may be useful:

Familiarize yourself with the test you will be taking well in advance of the

test date. Sample tests, with accompanying explanatory material, are available

for many standardized tests. By working through this sample material, you

become comfortable with the types of questions and directions that will

appear on the test and you develop a feeling for the pace at which you must

work in order to complete the test.

Find out how the test is scored so that you know whether it is advantageous

to guess.

Skim sections of the test before starting to answer the questions, to get an

overview of the questions. You may wish to answer the easiest questions

first. Correctly answering the easy questions earns you the same credit as

correctly answering the difficult ones, so do not waste time on questions

you do not understand; go on to those that you do.

Mark your answer sheet carefully, checking the numbering on the answer

sheet about every five questions to avoid errors caused by misplaced answer

markings.

Write in the test booklet if it is helpful; for example, cross out incorrect

alternatives and do mathematical calculations. Do not make extra marks on

the answer sheet.

Work carefully, but do not take time to double-check your answers unless

you finish before the deadline and have extra time.

Arrive at the test center early and come well prepared with any necessary

supplies such as sharpened pencils and a watch.

College entrance exams that test general reasoning abilities, such as the

Scholastic Aptitude Test, frequently include questions relating to basic geometric

concepts and skills. The following topics often appear on such exams. For

each topic, page references have been given to the places in your textbook

where the topic is discussed.
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Properties of Parallel and Perpendicular Lines (pages 56. 73-74. 78-79. 535)

If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then alternate

interior angles are congruent, corresponding angles are

congruent. and same-side interior angles are

supplementary.

m Z. 1 = m/-2

mZ.3 = mZ.2

mZ.1 + fliZ.4 = 180

If two lines are perpendicular, they form congruent adjacent angles.

Angle Measure Relationships (pages 51, 94-95. 102. 204)

Vertical angles are congruent.

m z_ 3 = m Z_ 5

The sum of the measures of the angles of a triangle

is 180.

m/L 1 + mZ.2 + mZ.3 180

The measure of an exterior angle of a triangle equals the sum of the measures

of the two remote interior ansles.

mZ.4 = mZ.1 + mZ.2

>r

either remote interior ansle.

The measure of an exterior angle of a triangle is greater than the measure of

The sum of the measures of the angles of a convex

polygon with n sides is \n — 2)180.

For example, the sum of the measures of the angles of

the pentagon at the right is 3 • 180 = 540.

Triangle Side Relationships (pages 219-220. 228-229)

The sum of the lengths of any two sides of a triangle is

greater than the length of the third side.

For example..\B - BC > AC.

If one side of a triangle is longer than a second side,

then the angle opposite the first side is larger than the

angle opposite the second side. The converse is also

true.

For example, if AC > BC. then m^B > m<LA;

if ml^C < m/LB. then AB < AC.
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Special Triangle Relationships (pages 93, 135-136, 290, 295, 300)

Isosceles Triangle Equilateral Triangle

At least 2 sides are congruent.

Angles opposite congruent sides

are congruent.

All sides are congruent.

All angles are congruent.

By the Pythagorean Theorem, in AABC

c = a + b .

Since LC is a right angle,

mLA + mLB = 90.

45°-45°-90° Triangle

a = b

c= y/2a
= y/2b

30°-60°-90° Triangle

c= 2a

b = ^3a

Legs are congruent.

Hypotenuse = y/l • leg

Hypotenuse = 2 shorter leg

Longer leg = V3 shorter le£

Perimeter, Area, and Volume Formulas (pages 424, 429, 447, 469, 476, 518)

Rectangle Triangle

w

I

Perimeter = 2/ + 2w

Area = Iw

Perimeter = a + b + c

Area = |(base x height)

= \ah
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Circle Rectangular Solid

Circumference

Area = -nr
1

Itrr Total area = lab + Ibc + lac

Volume = abc

Locating Points on a Grid (pages 113, 523-525)

y. i

B
ii

>

A
if

X
D

(f

The points shown are A(l, 1),

B(-1,2),C(-1, -2), and D(2, -2).

The distance d between points (.r,. y,) and (.v2 , y2 ) is given by

d = \(x2 -.v,)
2 + (y2 -Vi)

2
-

An equation of the circle with center at the origin and radius r is .r + y = r~
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Logic

Statements and Truth Tables
In algebra, you have used letters to represent numbers. In logic, letters are

used to represent statements that are either true or false. For example, p might

represent the statement "Paris is the capital city of France." and q might

represent the statement "The moon is made of green cheese." Deciding whether

statements are true or false involves investigating the real world, not the "logic"

of an argument.

Statements can be joined to form compound statements. Two important

compound statements are defined below.

A conjunction is a compound statement composed of two statements joined by

the word "and." The symbol A is used to represent the word "and."

A disjunction is a compound statement composed of two statements joined by

the word "or." The symbol V is used to represent the word "or."

Example 1 Statements:

Conjunction:

Disjunction:

p Inez plays the flute.

q Sue Yin plays the cello.

p A q Inez plays the flute and Sue Yin plays the cello,

p V q Inez plays the flute or Sue Yin plays the cello.

The table at the left below is called a truth table. It tells you the conditions

under which a conjunction is a true statement. "T" stands for "true" and

"F" for "false." The first row of the table shows that when statement p is

true and statement q is true, the conjunction p A q is true. The other rows of

the table show that p A q is false when either of its statements is false.

Truth table for

conjunction

Truth table for

disjunction

p Q P A 9

T
T
F

F

T
F

T
F

T
F

F

F

P q P V q

T
T
F

F

T
F

T

F

T
T

T
F

A disjunction is true if either of its statements is true or both are true.

This corresponds to what is called the inclusive use of "or." (The exclusive

use of "or" would imply that one of the statements is true, but not both. We
deal only with the inclusive use of "or" in this course.) The first row of the

truth table for disjunction shows that when both p and q are true, p V q is

true. The next two rows show that the compound statement p V q is true when

either of its statements is true. The last row shows that a disjunction is false

when both of its statements are false.
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In addition to the words "and" and "or." the word "not" is an important

word in logic. If p is a statement, then the statement "p is not true." usually

shortened to "not p" and written —p. is called the negation of p.

Example 2 Statement: p Will is sleeping in class.

Negation: ~p It is not true that Will is sleeping in class,

or ~p Will is not sleeping in class.

Truth table

for negation

The truth table for negation shows that when p is true. ~p is

false. When p is false. ~p is true. Note that it is impossible for

a statement and its negation to be both true or both false at the

same time. The conjunction p A ~p would have Fs in both rows

of its truth table. Such a statement is called a contradiction.

p 2l
T F

F T

p q ~p ~q ~pV ~q

T T F F F

T F F T T
F T T F T
F F T T T

An example will show how to make truth tables for some other compound
statements.

Example 3 Make a truth table for ~p V ~~q.

Solution 1 . Make a column for p and a

column for q. Write all pos-

sible combinations of T and

F in the standard pattern

shown.

2. Since ~/? is a part of the given statement, add a column for ~p. To fill

out this column, use the first column and refer to the truth table for negation

above. Similarly, add a column for ~~q.

3. Using the columns for ~~p and ~<f, refer to the truth table for disjunction

on the preceding page in order to fill out the column for ~p \ ~-q. Remember

that a disjunction is false only when both of its statements are false.

To make a truth table for a compound statement involving three simple

statements p. q. and /-. you would need an eight-row table to show all possible

combinations of T and F. The standard pattern across the three columns headed

p. q. and r is as follows: TTT. TTF. TFT. TFF. FTT. FTF. FFT. FFF.

Exercises

Suppose p stands for "I like the city." and q stands for "You like the

country." Express in words each of the following statements.

1. p A q 2. ~p 3. ~q 4. p V q S. p V ~</

6. ~(p A q) 7. ~~p V ~</ 8. ~p A q 9. ~(/> V q) 10. -p A ~q
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Suppose p stands for "Hawks swoop," and q stands for "Gulls glide." Express

in symbolic form each of the following statements.

-11. Hawks swoop or gulls glide. 12. Gulls do not glide.

13. It is not true that '"Hawks swoop or gulls glide.

14. Hawks do not swoop and gulls do not glide.

15. It is not true that "Hawks swoop and gulls glide.**

16. Hawks do not swoop or gulls do not glide.

17. Do the statements in Exercises 13 and 14 mean the same thing?

18. Do the statements in Exercises 15 and 16 mean the same thing?

Make a truth table for each of the following statements.

19. p V -q 20. ~~p V q

21. ~(~/>) 22. ~{p r\q)

23. p V ~p 24. p A ~~p

25. p A (q V r) 26. (p A q) V (p A r)

Truth table for

conditionals

p q p -* q

T
T
F

F

T
F

T
F

T

F

T
T

Truth Tables for Conditionals
The conditional statement ""If p. then q." which is discussed in

Lesson 2—1, is symbolized as p — q. This is also read as "p

implies q" and as "q follows from/?."* The truth table for/? —*• q
is shown at the right. Notice that the only time a conditional is

false is when the hypothesis p is true and the conclusion q is false.

The example below will show why this is a reasonable way to

make out the truth table.

Example Mom promises, *'If I catch the early train home 1*11 take you swimming.'"

Consider the four possibilities of the truth table.

1. Mom catches the early train home and takes you swimming. She kept her

promise: her statement was true.

2. Mom catches the early train home but does not take you swimming. She

broke her promise: her statement was false.

3. Mom does not catch the early train home but still takes you swimming.

She has not broken her promise: her statement was true.

4. Mom does not catch the early train home and does not take you swimming.

She has not broken her promise: her statement was true.

The tables on the next page show the converse and contrapositive ofp —* q.

Make sure that you understand how these tables were made. Notice that the

last column of the table for the contrapositive ~q — ~/? is identical with the

last column of the table for the conditional on this page. In other words, the

contrapositive of a statement is true (or false) if and only if the statement itself

is true (or false). This is what we mean when we say that a statement and its

contrapositive are logically equivalent (see Lesson 6-2). On the other hand,

a statement and its converse are not logically equivalent. Can you see why?
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Converse of p —* q

P q 9-+P

T T T
T F T
F T F

F F T

Contrapositive of p — q

p R -q -p ~q-> ~p

T T F F T
T F T F F

F T F T T
F F T T T

Exercises

Suppose p represents "You like to paint," q represents "You are an artist,"

and r represents "You draw landscapes." Express in words each of the

following statements.

1. p-+q 2. q —* r 3. ~~q —* ~r 4. ~(p^q)
5. (p A q) — r 6. p A(q->r) 7. (r V q)-+p 8. rV(? -p)

Let b, 5, and k represent the following statements.

b: Bonnie bellows, s: Sheila shouts, k: Keiko cackles.

Express in symbolic form each of the following statements.

9. If Bonnie bellows, then Keiko cackles.

10. If Keiko cackles, then Sheila does not shout.

11. If Bonnie does not bellow or Keiko does not cackle, then Sheila shouts.

12. Sheila shouts, and if Bonnie bellows, then Keiko cackles.

13. It is not true that Sheila shouts if Bonnie bellows.

14. If Bonnie does not bellow, then Keiko cackles and Sheila shouts.

15. a. Make a truth table for ~~p —> ~~q (the inverse of p —»- q). Your first

two columns should be the same as the first two columns of the table

for p —> q. The last columns of the two tables should be different.

Are they? Is ~p —> ~~q logically equivalent to p —* q?

b. Compare the truth table for ~p -+ ~q (the inverse of p -* q) with the

truth table for q -* p (the converse of p -* q). Are the last columns

the same? Are the inverse and the converse logically equivalent?

Make truth tables for the following statements.

16. p^-q n.~(p^q) IS.pA-q
19. By comparing the truth tables in Exercises 16-18, you should find that

two of the three statements are logically equivalent. Which two?

20. The biconditional statement "p if and only if q" is defined as

(p —> q) A (q —>- p). Make a truth table for this statement.
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Some Rules of Inference
Four rules for making logical inferences are symbolized below. A horizontal

line separates the given information, or premises, from the conclusion. If you

accept the given statement or statements as true, then you must accept as true

the conclusions shown.

1. Modus Ponens

p-+ q

P

Therefore, q

3. Simplification

pAq

Therefore, p

2. Modus Tollens

p^ q

ZR
Therefore, ~p

4. Disjunctive Syllogism

pVq
ZE
Therefore, q

You should convince yourself that these rules make good sense. For

example. Rule 4 says that if you know that "p or q" is true and then you find

out that p is not true, you must conclude that q is true.

Example 1 If today is Tuesday, then tomorrow is Wednesday.

Today is Tuesday.

Therefore, tomorrow is Wednesday. (Rule l)

Example 2 If a figure is a triangle, then it is a polygon.

This figure is not a polygon.

Therefore, this figure is not a triangle. (Rule 2)

Example 3 It is Tuesday and it is April.

Therefore, it is Tuesday. (Rule 3)

Example 4 It is a square or it is a triangle.

It is not a square.

Example 5

Proof:

Therefore, it is a triangle. (Rule 4)

Given: p —* q\ p V r; ~~q

Prove: r

Statements Reasons

I. p-*q l . Given

2. ~q 2. Given

3. ~p 3. Steps l and 2 and Modus Tollens

4. p V r 4. Given

5. r 5. Steps 3 and 4 and Disj. Syllogism
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Exercises

Supply the reasons to complete each proof.

1. Given: p A q: p —* s 2

Prove: s

Statements

1. pf\q
2. p
3. p
4. s

Given: /
—

Prove: /

Statements

1

.

r -+ s

2. r

3. 5

4. s^ t

5. t

s: r: s

Write two-column proofs for the following

3. Given: p V q: ~p: q — s

Prove: s

5. Given: a A b: a — ~c; c V d

Prove: c/

4. Given: a — /?; a V c: ~/?

Prove: c

6. Given: p A q; p ~^» ~s: r

Prove: ~r

Symbolize the statements using the letters indicated, accept the statements as

true, and write two-column proofs.

7. If Jorge wins the marathon, then he will receive a gold medal.

If Jorge receives a gold medal, then his country will be proud.

Jorge wins the marathon and Yolanda wins the javelin contest.

Prove that Jorge's country will be proud.

(Use the letter w for "Jorge wins the marathon.*" g for "'Jorge receives a

gold medal." p for '"Jorge's country will be proud." and y for '"Yolanda

wins the javelin contest.")

8. The sides of ABCD are not all the same length, and ABCD is a plane

figure. ABCD is a square or a rectangle. If the sides of ABCD are not

all the same length, then it is not a square.

Prove that ABCD is a rectangle. (Use the letters /, p. s. and r.)

Valid Arguments and Mistaken Premises
A statement whose truth table contains only Ts in the last column is called a

tautology. An example is the disjunction p V ~p ("p or not p"). This is

always true, no matter whether p is true (and ~p is false) or p is false (in

which case ~p is true).

Tautology

p ~p P v -
P

T
F

F

T
T
T

Valid argument

P P P^ P

T

F

T
F

T

T
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A conditional whose truth table contains only Ts in the last column is a tautology

that represents a valid argument. A valid argument is true no matter what the

truth or falsity of the components is. Its validity is independent of the real

world. For example, the conditional "If p, then p" is always true, even if p
stands for "Unicorns exist."

The geometrical theorems in this text are all valid (if you accept the

Postulates), and you can use them with confidence in any logical argument.

Every theorem in this text can be written as a tautology in the form of a

conditional whose hypothesis is a conjunction of givens, definitions, and theorems,

and whose conclusion is the statement that is to be proved.

Theorem: [a A b A (c— d) A (e —/)] — g

givens + definition + theorem = conclusion

In everyday situations, though, you must be careful to inspect the logic

of arguments. Even though the reasoning is logically correct, the conclusion

may be wrong. The problem is usually that some of the given premises or

conditionals are wrong.

Example The following is a logically valid argument. Is the conclusion true?

1

.

The weather is sunny.

2. If the weather is sunny, the plane will arrive on time.

3. If the plane arrives on time, we will be able to ski today.

4. Therefore, we will be able to ski today.

Solution We cannot evaluate the truth of the conclusion unless we investigate all the

premises. The first statement, a given, may not be accurate. Perhaps it is

cloudy. Also, one or more of the remaining conditional statements might be

wrong. Perhaps the plane will malfunction and be late even though the weather

is sunny. Perhaps we won't be able to get to the ski area, even if the plane

lands on time. Or maybe we don't even know how to ski! It is important to

investigate the truth of every premise before you can draw meaningful conclusions.

Exercises

1. Make a truth table for each statement. Which is a tautology?

a. (p V q) — p b. (p — q) ->• p
c. (p A q) — p d. (p -> q) -»• q

2. Show that (p V q V r) V ~(p A q A r) is a tautology by making an eight-

row truth table.

3. Show that the argument (p A q A r) -+ (p V q V r) is valid by making

an eight-row truth table.
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4. A chain of deductive reasoning is often used in geometric proofs. For

example, if you are given three premises: p\ p —> q; and q -> r, then you

can conclude r. Prove the validity of this argument by filling in the truth

table for [p A (p — q) A (q — /-)] -» r.

5. The following argument is not logically valid, because it is missing a

premise.

"I have $5.00 to spend for lunch. If the sandwich I want to buy costs

$3.50, then I'll have enough money left over to buy a beverage. If milk

costs less than $1.50. I'll buy it. The price of milk is $1.00. Therefore.

I'll buy milk with my sandwich.

"

a. Add a premise that would make this argument complete and valid.

b. Can you think of any reasons why I still might not buy milk?

6. The following argument is logically valid. But the conclusion that two

equals one is nonsensical. Can you find the mistake in one of the conditionals

below?

1. Let v = 1. (Given.)

2. If x = 1. then x - 2 = -1. (Subtract 2.)

3. If x - 2 = - 1. then x
2 + x - 2 = x

2 - 1. (Add .v
2
.)

4. If x2 + x - 2 = x
2 - 1. then (jc + 2)(.v - 1) = (jc + l)(.v - 1). (Factor.)

5. If (x + 2)(x - 1) = (jc + l)(.v - 1). then (jc + 2) = (jc + 1). (Divide by x -

6. If (jc + 2) = (jc + 1). then 2=1. (Subtract .v.)

7. Therefore, if .v = 1. then 2=1.

1.)

Some Rules of Replacement
The symbol = means "'is logically equivalent to." Thus Rule 5 below states

that the conditional statement/? —^ ^ is logically equivalent to its contrapositive,

~-q — ~p. Rules 6-10 give other logical equivalences. These can be verified

by comparing the truth tables of the statements on both sides of the = sign.

5. Contrapositive Rule

p -* q = ~~q — -p

7. Commutative Rules

p A q = q Ap
p\/ q = q \J p

9. Distributive Rules

p A(q\/ r) = (pAq)V (pAr)
p V (q A r) = (p V q) A (p V r)

6. Double Negation

~(~7>)=p

8. Associative Rules

(p A q) A r = p A (q A r)

(pV <?) V r = p\/ (q\/ r)

10. DeMorgan's Rules

~{p A q) = ~~p V ~q
~{p V q) = -p A -q

Any logically equivalent expressions can replace each other wherever they

occur in a proof.
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Example Given: p A q; q -

Prove: ~r A ~5

Proof:

(r Vs)

Statements Reasons

1. pf\q 1 . Given

2. qf\p 2. Step 1 and Commutative Rule

3. q 3. Step 2 and Simplification

4. q^ ~(rVj) 4. Given

5. ~(rV 5) 5. Steps 3 and 4 and Modus Ponens

6. ~r A ~$ 6. Step 5 and DeMorgan's Rule

Exercises

Supply the reasons to complete each proof.

Given: a -*

Prove: ~a

Statements

1. b

2.

3.

4.

b\ b

(~b)

Given: a V (b A c);
-

Prove: a

Statements

1. aV(ftAc)
2. (flVA)A(flV c)

4JVa
5. -b
6. a

Write two-column proofs for the following.

3. Given: a A (b A c) 4. Given: (/? A q) —» 5; ~5

Prove: c Prove: ~p V ~g

5. Given: /? V ~g; g 6. Given: ~<7 —*- ~~p; q —* r; p
Prove: p Prove: r

7. Given: p V (q A 5) 8. Given: t V (r V s); ~r A -5

Prove: p \/ s Prove: /

Assume the given statements are true, symbolize the statements, and write a

two-column proof.

9. If solid X is a cube, then it has twelve edges. If solid X is not a cube,

then it does not have all square faces. Solid X has all square faces.

Prove that solid X has twelve edges. (Use the letters c, t, and s.)

10. Pat loves me or Jean loves me. Pat sent me a valentine or Pat sent Kevin

a valentine. If Pat sent me a valentine, I would have received it by now.

If Pat sent Kevin a valentine, then Pat doesn't love me. I have received

no valentines.

Prove that Jean loves me. (Use the letters p, j, v, k, r.)
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Application of Logic to Circuits
The diagram at the right represents part of an electrical circuit.

When switch p is open, the electricity that is flowing from A
will not reach B. When switch p is closed, as in the second

diagram, the electricity flows through the switch to B.

<ffo
B

Open switch

P B
Closed switch

The diagram at the left below represents two switches p and q that are

connected in series. Notice that current will flow if and only if both switches

are closed. The diagram at the right below represents the switches p and q
connected in parallel. Notice that current will flow if either switch is closed

or if both switches are closed. If switches p and q are both open, the current

cannot flow.

Series circuit Parallel circuit

P-

In order to understand how circuits are related to truth tables, let us do

the following:

(1) If a switch is closed, label it T. If it is open, label it F.

(2) If current will flow in a circuit, label the circuit T. If the current will not

flow, label the circuit F.

With these agreements, we can use truth tables to show what happens in the

series circuit and the parallel circuit illustrated above.

Series circuit

p q Circuit

T T T
T F F

F T F

F F F

Parallel circuit

P q Circuit

T T T
T F T
F T T
F F F

The truth table for the series circuit is just like the truth table for p A q.

Also, the truth table for the parallel circuit is just like the table for p V q.

Now study the circuit shown at the right. Notice that

one of the switches is labeled —q. This means that this

switch is open if switch q is closed, and vice versa. The

circuit shown is basically a parallel circuit, but in each ^
branch of the circuit there are two switches connected in

series. This explains why the circuit is labeled

(p A q) V (p A ~q). A truth table for this circuit is given

on the next page.

—p q -

(pAq)V(pA-q)
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p q -q p A q pA~q (pAq)V(pA ~q)

T T F T F T
T F T F T T
F T F F F F

F F T F F F

Notice that the first and last columns of the truth table are identical. This

means that the complicated circuit shown can be replaced by a simpler circuit

that contains just switch p\ In other words, logic can be used to replace a

complex electrical circuit by a simpler one.

Exercises

Symbolize each circuit using A, V, ~, and letters given for the switches in

each diagram.

1. *

• 5

5.

2.

4.

6.

• •

5

r p

r q

r
1

s 1

• •

r

7. Draw a diagram for the circuit p A ~p; also for the circuit p V ~p.

Electricity can always pass through one of these circuits and can never

pass through the other. Which is which?

8. According to the commutative rule, p A q = q A p. This means that the

circuit p A q does the same thing as the circuit q A p. Make a diagram

of each circuit.

9. According to the associative rule, (p V q) V r = p V (q V r). Draw dia-

grams for each circuit.

10. The distributive rule says that p A (q V r) = (p A q) V (p A r). Draw

diagrams for each circuit.

1 1

.

Make both a diagram and a truth table for the circuit (p V <?) V ~q. Notice

that the last column of your table is always T so that current always flows.

This means that all of the switches could be eliminated.

12. Make both a diagram and a truth table for the circuit (p V q) A (p V ~~q).

Describe a simpler circuit equivalent to this circuit.
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Flow Proofs

Proofs can be written in a variety of forms, including: '( 1 ) two-column form.

(2) paragraph form, and (3) flow form. In a flow proof, a diagram with

implication arrows (—»-) shows the logical flow of the statements of a proof.

The statements in the diagram are numbered and the reasons for each are given

below the flow diagram.

Example 1 Given: z_ 1 = _2:
Z.3 = ^4

Prove: £5 = _6

Flow Proof:

1. zll = /LI- 2. AO = BO
3. /L3 = _4
4. ^AOD= _50C

5. AAOD = ABOC

6. DO = C0^7. zl5 = ^6

Reasons

Given

If 2 z=> of a _ are =. the sides opp. them are =.

Given

Vertical A are =.

ASA Postulate

Corr. parts of = A are =.

Isosceles A Theorem

Because this flow proof is long, we have drawn an arrow connecting steps

5 and 6 to show that the proof continues below. You can do this or turn your

paper sideways to accommodate a long proof.

One advantage of How proof is that it shows clearly which steps depend

on other steps. In the example above, for instance, we see that step 5 (whose

justification is ASA) depends on steps 2. 3. and 4. each of which pro\ide^

one of the three congruences needed for ASA. The next example shows how
a complex proof can be understood more easily by organizing it into a flow

proof.
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Example 2 Given: QS ± PR;

PR bisects L QPS.

Prove: RP bisects L QRS.

Flow Proof:

l.QSlPR -> 3. LPOQ = Z-POS

2. PR bis. LQPS-^4. L\ = Z_2

5. PO = PO
6. AP00 = APOS

^*7. PO = PSPQ
8. PP = PR
9. L\ = L2

10. APQR = APSR^ 11. ^3 = LA^ 12. PP bis. Z<2P5.

Reasons

1. Given

2. Given

3. If two lines are 1, then they form = adj. A.

4. Def. of Z. bisector

5. Reflexive Prop.

6. ASA Postulate

7. Corr. parts of = A are =.

8. Reflexive Prop.

9. See Step 4. (Repeating this makes Step 10 easier to follow.)

10. SAS Postulate

11. Corr. parts of = A are =.

12. Def. of L bisector

When you are working on a flow proof, you may find it helpful to wait

until you have completed the structure of the proof before numbering the steps.

You might work backwards from the statement you wish to prove, for example,

filling in the intermediate steps until you arrive at given statements. Then you

can number the steps and give the reasons underneath. Sometimes there will

be more than one correct way to do this; just make sure that the number at the

head of each arrow is always greater than the number(s) at the tail of the arrow.

Exercises

Write a flow proof for each exercise referred to below.

1. Exercise 3, page 130 2. Exercise 16, page 125

4. Exercise 13, page 81 5. Exercise 17, page 126

7. Exercise 7, page 149 8. Exercise 24, page 82

3. Exercise 15, page 145

6. Exercise 2, page 143

9. Exercise 20, page 145
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Handbook for Integrating

Coordinate and
Transformational Geometry
The purpose of the following sections is to enable students to study coordinate

geometry and transformational geometry throughout the year, interspersed with

their study of traditional (synthetic) geometry. Teachers will need to present

Lessons 13-1 through 13-7 after Chapter 4 and Lessons 14-1 through 14-4 after

Chapter 5. (Complete instructions are provided in the Teacher's Edition.) The
sections presented here are to follow each of Chapters 3 through 1 1 . and a

final section, called '"Deciding Which Method to Use in a Problem." provides

guidance in selecting the approach that best suits a problem. Each section is

intended for use after the chapter listed with its title.

Translation and Rotation (Chapter 3)

Objective: Study the effect of the basic transformations of translation and

rotation upon polygons.

You may have noticed from putting a jigsaw puzzle together that the size and

shape of a piece do not change if you slide or spin it around on the table. The

same is true of polygons in the plane. Consider the pattern of identical triangles

shown below. A pattern of identical shapes that fills the plane in this way is

called a tiling, or tessellation.

You could create this pattern by first sliding a triangle

and leaving copies of it across the plane. If you then put

your finger on a vertex of one triangle and spin the triangle

180 degrees, the result is an '"upside-down** triangle that

fills in the rest of the pattern. Notice that the angle measures

of the triangles are not altered by these movements, so we
can number the angles in the diagram.

The movements of sliding and spinning are known in

geometry as translations and rotations. They are examples

of transformations that preserve length and angle measure.

Example a. In the diagram above, find three numbered angles whose measures add

up to a straight angle.

b. What does this tell you about the sum of the measures of the angles of a

triangle?

c. There are 3 sets of lines that look parallel. What theorem or postulate

tells you that they must be parallel?
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Solution a. Every straight angle is made up of one Z_ 1, one Z2, and one Z.3.

b. Since each triangle in the diagram is also made up of one L 1, one Z.2,

and one Z.3, the sum of the measures of a triangle must equal the meas-

ure of a straight angle, or 180.

c. Postulate 1

1

Exercises

1. The repetitive pattern at the right is a tiling of the plane

with identical quadrilaterals (four-sided polygons). What
does it tell you about the sum of the angle measures in a

quadrilateral? Explain.

2. In the tessellation shown in Exercise 1, it is possible to

slide, or glide, the lower left quadrilateral so it fits exactly

on top of the lower right quadrilateral. Is it possible to

glide the lower left quadrilateral so it fits exactly on any

of the other quadrilaterals?

3. The figure shows a tiling of the plane by parallelograms,

which are quadrilaterals having parallel opposite sides.

a. Copy the diagram and mark all angles that must be

congruent to L 1 if you reason from Postulate 10.

b. Mark any additional angles on the diagram that are

also congruent to Z_ 1 , and tell why they are congruent

to Z.1.

c. This exercise suggests a theorem about the opposite

angles of a parallelogram. State this theorem.

4. Draw a triangle ABC and place a pencil at A as shown in Figure 1 . Glide

the pencil along AB until the eraser is at B and then rotate it about B as

shown in Figure 2. Now glide it to C and rotate it about C (Figure 3).

Finally glide it back to A and rotate it about A (Figure 4).

a. Through how many degrees has your pencil rotated?

b. What theorem is suggested by this exercise?

5. Suppose you follow these instructions: Walk 1 m north, then walk 1 m
northeast. As the diagram shows, you turn through a 45° angle.

a. Copy the diagram and continue according to these additional instructions:

Walk 1 m east, 1 m southeast, 1 m south, 1 m southwest, 1 m west,

and 1 m northwest.

b. What is the total number of degrees through which you turned?
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6. Create another closed path as in Exercise 5. but this time use a variety of

different distances. What is the total number of degrees through which

you turned?

7. Create a third closed path, but this time vary the angles at which you turn.

What is the total number of degrees through which you turned? What
theorem does this exercise su22est?

Reflection and Symmetry (Chapter 4)

Objective: Study the concepts of reflection and symmetry by using paper

cutouts.

Flipping a jigsaw puzzle piece over exposes the cardboard back and

makes it unusable in a puzzle. In geometry, however, the front and

back of a polygon share many important features. We say that the

original and the flipped versions are congruent. The two figures are

called mirror images of each other because each looks like the other's

reflection in a mirror. In fact, this type of transformation is called a

reflection

.

You can investigate reflections by folding graph paper along one

of its lines and cutting along a path that begins on the fold line and

ends somewhere else on the fold line. The resulting cutouts will have

mirror symmetry across the fold line. The exercises will help you

develop your skills in visualizing mirror symmetry.

Exercises

For each Figure, (a) sketch on graph paper the Figure you would obtain if

you were to cut out the Figure along the red lines shown and open it up, and

(b) test your predictions by actually cutting out the shapes.

1. fold

L >
K >k

folds

1 J

5. a. Draw a line segment AB on a sheet of paper and then fold the paper

so that A lies on top of B.

b. Cut the paper so that when it is opened an isosceles triangle is formed

with AB as its base.

c. What does your cut-out triangle tell you about the angles at A and Bl

Explain.
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6. Lines / and m are perpendicular at O. Figure I is

reflected across line / to figure II and figure II is

reflected across line m to figure III.

a. What single transformation moves figure I directly

to figure III?

b. Join the eye of figure I to the eye of figure III.

How is O related to these two points?

7. Draw two parallel lines / and m and figure I as

shown. Then reflect figure I in line / to figure II

and reflect figure II in line m to figure III.

a. What single transformation moves figure I directly

to figure III?

b. How does the distance between corresponding

points in figures I and III compare with the distance

between / and ml

I,-^ #Vv"
?»l\ I")wS
(£H> L\y

%%
m

8. If you were to fan fold a piece of paper as shown

and then cut out the figure shown, can you predict

what you would get if you then opened the paper?

Try it.

* 9. Can you modify the design cut out in Exercise 8 to

create four figures all facing in the same direction?

Quadrilaterals (Chapter 5)

Objective: Investigate the properties of various quadrilaterals and clas-

sify them using coordinate methods. (Requires understanding of

Lessons 13-1 through 13-7.)

At the bottom of page 172, five ways are shown for

proving that a quadrilateral is a parallelogram. At this

stage of your learning, coordinate geometry methods can

be used for all but the fourth of these methods.

C(3, 7)

Example

Solution

Method 1

Prove that quad. ABCD is a O.

Show that both pairs of opposite sides are congruent.

AB = V(6 - 2)
2 + (4 - l)

2 = \/4
2 + 3

2 = \/25 = 5

DC = V(3 - (-1)) 2 + (7 - 4)
2 = V4

2 + 3
2 = V25 = 5

AD = V(-I - 2)
2 + (4 - l)

2 = \/(-3)
2 + 3

2 = \/l8 = 3>/2

BC = V(3 - 6)
2 + (7 - 4)

2 = \/(-3) 2 + 3
2 = V^ = 3\/2

D(-l,4) 5(6, 4)
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Method 2 Show that both pairs of opposite sides are parallel.

4 - 1 _ 3

6 - 2
~ 4'

7-4 _ 3

3 - (-1)
~4'

4-1 3

Slope ofAS

slope ofDC

Slope ofAD

slope ofBC

-1-2 -3
7-4 _ J_
3 - 6

~ - 3

= -1;

= -1.

Method 3 Show that the diagonals bisect each other

— 3 + 2 1 + 7
Midpoint ofAC =

I

—-— ,

—-

—

-1+6 4 + 4

!•«

-15.41.midpoint ofBD
2 2

Since the diagonals have the same midpoint, they bisect each other.

You could also use the work in Methods 1 and 2 to show that one pair of

opposite sides is both congruent and parallel.

Exercises

The coordinates of the vertices of quadrilateral ABCD are given. Show that

ABCD is a parallelogram by using each of the three methods shown in the

example.

1. A(5, 7). B(0, 3), C(l. -3). D(6, 1) 2. A(-2, 6). B(-3, 2), C(2, -4). D(3. 0)

Decide whether quadrilateral DEFG is a parallelogram.

3. D(3, 5), £(5, 7), F(3, 4), G(0, 1) 4. D(3, -2). £(-2. 5). F(5, 6). G(10. -1)

The coordinates of three vertices of CJPQRS are given. Find the coordinates

of the missing vertex.

5. P(0, 0), 0(5, 2). /?(8, 4) 6. P(-2. 0). 0(2, 1). 5(0. 5)

7. a. Draw the triangle with vertices O(0, 0), 7(4, 2). and 7(2, 6).

b. Find the coordinates of M and N. the midpoints of OJ and IJ,

respectively.

c. Find the slopes of MN and OI. What do your results tell you about

~MN and ~OP. What kind of quadrilateral is OMNI!

8. Repeat Exercise 7 for the general triangle with vertices O(0, 0), I(a, 0),

and J(b, c).

9. Given the quadrilateral ABCD with vertices A( -4, 5), fl(4, - 1), C(7, 3),

and D(-l, 9).

a. Use slopes to show that opposite sides are parallel and adjacent sides

are perpendicular.

b. What kind of quadrilateral is ABCD!
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10. Given the quadrilateral RSTU with vertices R(5, -3), 5(9, 0), 7(3, 8),

and U(-l, 5).

a. Show that RSTU is a rectangle.

b. Use the distance formula to verify that the diagonals are congruent.

11. Given the quad. DEFG with vertices D(-4, 1), £(2, 3), F(4, 9), and

G(-2, 7).

a. Use the distance formula to show that DEFG is a rhombus.

b. Use slopes to verify that the diagonals are perpendicular.

12. Suppose two congruent trapezoids glide together

as shown. Explain how you can deduce the length

of the median, shown in red, of a trapezoid.

13-34. Work Exercises 28 and 41 on page 527; Exercises 3-6 and 11-18 on

pages 537-538; Classroom Exercise 3 on page 541 and Exercises 26,

33 on pages 542-543; Exercises 15, 18, 19, and 21 on page 546; and

Exercise 34 on page 555.

Minimal Paths (Chapter 6)

Objective: Solve "shortest distance" problems using translations and coordinate

geometry. (Requires understanding of Lessons 13-1 through 13-7

and 14-1 through 14-4.)

The Application found on page 224 shows how to find the

shortest path from point A to line / to point B. The solution

is found by using a reflection of B in line /. Example 1 shows

a different kind of shortest-path problem. It is solved by

another kind of transformation: a translation.

Example 1 Where should a bridge perpendicular to two parallel river banks be built if

the total distance from A to B, including the distance across the bridge, is

to be minimum?

Solution Translate B toward the river a distance

equal to the width of the river. Draw AB'

and build the bridge at the point X where

AB' intersects the river on A's side.

Here is why this method works: We want

to minimize AX + XY + YB, but since XY
is fixed, we need to minimize AX + YB,

which equals AX + XB' because XYBB' is

a parallelogram. This sum is minimum

when X is on AB' . In effect, translating B

to B' "sews up" the gap of the river.
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Example 2 Find the shortest distance from P(0, 5) to the line / with equation y = 2x.

Solution The shortest segment is the perpendicular PQ.
Its length can be found in three steps.

Step 1 Find the equation of PQ.

Slope of line y = 2.x is 2.

Then the slope of P~Q is —

.

The equation of PQ is y = —x + 5.

Step 2 Find Q by solving the equations

for I and PQ simultaneously.

y =

2.x

5

2*

2.x and y =

4* + 5

-x + 5

P(0.5)><

x = 2

If x = 2, then y = 2.x = 4. Thus Q is (2, 4).

Step 3 Find PQ by using the distance formula.

PQ = \ (0 - 2)
2 + (5 - 4)

: = V5

Exercises

In Exercises 1-5 assume that each bridge must be perpendicular to the two
river banks it joins.

1. Copy the figure shown and find the lo-

cation of a bridge across the river that

will allow the path from A to B to be

minimum.

* 2. Two bridges are to be built over the

parallel rivers shown. Find where they

should be built if the total distance

from C to D, including the distances

across the bridges, is to be minimum.

C

D

3. A river flows between the lines x = 3 and x = 4. Where should a bridge

be constructed to minimize the path from 0(0. 0) to P(5, 4)?

4. A river flows between the lines y = .v and y = x + 2. Where should a

bridge be constructed to minimize the path from £>(0. 6) to /?(8. 5)?
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* 5. Two bridges are to be built over the river

forks shown. Find where they should be £
built if the total distance from E to F via

the island, including the distances across the

bridges, is to be minimum. What do you

notice about the three non-bridge portions

of your path?

Find the shortest distance from the given point to the line whose equation is

given.

6. W(0, 10); y = \x 7. O(0, 0); y = 2x + 5 • 8. P(2, -
1); y = h + 2

Dilations and Similarity (Chapter 7)

Objective: Understand the close relationship between dilation transformations

and the similar figures they produce. (Requires understanding of

Lessons 13-6, 13-7, and 14-1 through 14-5.)

If a transformation maps a figure to a similar figure, it is called a similarity

mapping. Every similarity mapping can be broken into two components: (1) a

dilation and (2) a congruence mapping.

In the figure, a dilation maps fish I to the similar fish II, and a reflection

maps fish II to a congruent fish III. If you perform these two mappings

consecutively, the result is a similarity mapping that maps fish I to fish III.

Exercises

Give the scale factor for the dilation that maps figure I to figure II, and tell

what kind of congruence mapping maps figure II to Figure III.

II
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3. D 2 maps ARST to AR'ST. How are RS and R'S' related?

4. D
.
_ 3 maps AJKL to AJ'K'L'. How are J? and J

7? related?

5. A dilation maps square I to square II, and another dilation maps square II

to square III. If the areas of these three squares are 25, 100, and 900,

respectively, find the scale factor of each dilation.

6. The square WXYZ has three vertices on the sides of

AABC. How can you find a square with all four vertices

on AABC! {Hint: Consider a dilation.)

B X

7. O is the origin and the dilation D 3 maps line / to line /'. If the equation

of / is v = 2x + 1, what is the equation of /'?

8. a. Draw a figure like the one shown, in

which the dilation DP 2 maps AABC
to AA'B'C and the dilation DQ 2 maps

AA'B'C to AA"B"C".

b. There is a single dilation that will map
AABC directly to AA"B"C". What is

its scale factor?

c. Draw lines AA", BB", and CC" to locate

the center of the single dilation. How
is this point related to points P and P

9-10. Work Exercise 29 on page 527 and Classroom Exercise 8 on page 532.

Right Triangles (Chapter 8)

Objective: Explore the properties of right triangles and other special triangles

by using coordinate, vector, and transformational approaches. (Re-

quires understanding of Lessons 13-1 through 13-7 and 14-1 through

14-5.)

The example below shows how to use coordinates, the distance formula, and

Theorems 8-3, 8-4, and 8-5 to tell whether a triangle is acute, right, or obtuse.

Example Is AOPQ acute, right, or obtuse?

Solution First find the lengths of the sides of the tri-

angle by using the distance formula.

/45

(2(4, 5)

OP = V6
2 + 3

2

OQ = \/4
2 + 5

2 = \/41

PQ = V(6 - 4)
2 + (3 - 5)

2 = \/8

(Solution continued on next page.)

P(6, 3)
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Since OP is the longest side of the triangle, we compare as follows:

(OPf _L_ (ogf + {PQf

(V^5)
: -L_ (\41)

2
+ (\8)

2

45 — 41+8
45 < 49

Thus the triangle is acute by Theorem 8-4.

Exercises

The vertices of a triangle are given,

right, or obtuse.

1. O(0, 0). P(8, 4), 0(6, 8)

3. A(l, 1), B(3, -2). C(8, 1)

Decide whether the triangle is acute,

2. 0(0, 0), R(-l, 5). S(-6, 0)

4. D(-5. 0). £(0. 7), F(3, -3)

1. 7). Show that AABC is a right5. Given vertices A(3, 0), B(5, 3). C(

triangle

a. by using slopes. b. by using Theorem 8-3.

6. In Exercise 5. AABC has a right angle at B.

a. Find the coordinates of M, the midpoint of the hypotenuse

b. Use the distance formula to show that MB = hAC

.

c. What theorem does part (b) illustrate?

7. Describe how to map APNQ to AQNR with

a rotation followed by a dilation. Give the

scale factor of the dilation.

a. Draw AOPQ where O is the origin. OP = (4. 3) and PQ = (-2, 11).

b. Find OQ.

c. Find \OP\, \PQ\, and \OQ\.

d. Is AOPQ a right triangle? Explain.

Four right triangles and a small square are arranged to form a larger square

as shown at the left below. What is the area of the large square? If two

of the triangles are rotated about P and Q as shown, we get the figure at

the right below. Show that this figure can be considered as the sum of

two squares. Find the dimensions of the two squares. What theorem does

this exercise suggest?
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10. The inner square in the diagram is formed by connecting

the midpoints of the outer square. It is possible to map
the outer square to the inner square by performing a rotation

followed by a dilation.

a. Give the center of the rotation and the amount of the

rotation.

b. Give the center of the dilation and the scale factor.

11-21. Work Exercises 32, 42 on page 527; Classroom Exercise 7 on page

532; Exercises 28-31, 33 on pages 533-534; Classroom Exercise 11

on page 536; Exercise 23 on page 538; and Classroom Exercise 5 on

page 541.

Circles (Chapter 9)

Objective: Write the equations of tangent lines, and make observations about

circles and their symmetry. (Requires understanding of Lessons

13-1 through 13-7 and 14-1 through 14-5.)

Many relationships among circles and their chords and tangents can be investigated

by using coordinates and transformations. Before studying the example below,

you should understand how the equation of a circle is used in Examples 3 and

4 of Lesson 13-1.

Example

Solution

a. Sketch the circle xr + y = 10 and the line y = 3x + 10.

b. Solve the two equations simultaneously and show that there is just one

solution for x.

c. Find the corresponding value for y. Label the solution point, T, on your

sketch. What does this tell you about the line and the circle?

d. Use the slopes to show that OT is perpendicular to the line y = 3x + 10.

a. The circle has center O and radius \/l0.

b. x
2 + y

2 = 10

x
2 + (3x + 10)

2 = 10

x
2 + 9x

2 + 60* + 100 = 10

10.T + 60* + 90 =

x
2 + 6x + 9 =

(x + 3)(x + 3) =

x + 3 =

.v = -3

c. y = 3x + 10; y = 3(-3) + 10; y = 1

Point T is (
— 3, 1). The line is tangent

to the circle at point T.

_0_ _}_

3
d. The slope of OT is The slope of v = 3x + 10 is 3. Since

the slopes are negative reciprocals, the lines are perpendicular.
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Exercises

1. a. What is the equation of a circle with center (6, 0) and radius 5?

b. Is the point Q(2, 3) on the circle?

c. Plot P(12, 8). Is PQ tangent to the circle?

In Exercises 2-4, (a) verify that points A and B lie on circle 0, (b) make a

sketch and find M, the midpoint of AB, and (c) use slopes to verify that

OM LAB.

2. Circle has radius 5. The points are A(0, 5) and B(4, 3).

3. Circle has radius 10. The points are A(6, 8) and B(-S, 6).

4. Circle has radius 5\/2. The points are A(5, 5) and B( — 7, 1).

5. Sketch the circles x
2 + y

2 = 225 and (x — 6)
2 + (y - 8)

2 = 25 and explain

why the circles must be internally tangent. (Hint: Find the two radii and

the distance between the centers of the circles.)

a. Sketch the circle x
2 + y

2 = 25 and the line v = 2x — 5.

b. Solve the two equations simultaneously by substituting 2x — 5 for y

in the equation x
2

4- v
2 = 25. Solve the resulting quadratic equation

by factoring. For each value of x, find the corresponding value of y

by substituting into the equation y = 2x — 5.

c. Your two solutions in part (b) correspond to two points on the circle.

Show them on your sketch.

6.

7. PA is tangent to circle O at A.

a. If the figure shown is reflected in PO, what is

the image of circle 0? of PA?
b. Since a reflection is an isometry, what do you

know about PA and its image?

c. State the corollary that part (b) proves.

8. Circles P and Q intersect at A and B.

a. What is the image of A when reflected in PQ!

b. What does part (a) tell you about AB and PQ!

c. Sketch the image of XY when reflected in PQ.

d. What can you deduce from part (c) about the

common external tangents of two circles?

9. Find an equilateral triangle ABC with vertex B on

OP and vertex C on QQ. (Hint: Rotate OF 60°

about A. Its image will intersect QQ in two points.

Either of these points can be the desired vertex C.

How do you find B!)
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10-18. Work Exercises 19, 20 on page 538; Exercises 36-39 on page 552;

Classroom Exercise 14 on page 554 and Exercise 35 on page 556; and

Classroom Exercise 13 on page 595.

Constructions (Chapter 10)

Objective: Use transformations with concurrency and construction problems.

(Requires understanding of Lessons 14-1 through 14-5.)

Concurrency Theorems 10-1 and 10-2 are proved by synthetic methods, while

the proofs of concurrency Theorems 10-3 and 10-4 are delayed until coordinate

methods can be used. However, all four theorems can be proved with coordinates

or without. The following theorem states that three of the four concurrency

points are collinear. A proof of this theorem with coordinates is quite involved.

(See Exercises 11-14 of Lesson 13-9.) However, the transformational proof

below is much shorter and more elegant.

Theorem: The orthocenter, centroid, and

circumcenter of a triangle are col-

linear. (The line on which they

lie is called Euler's line.)

Given: ARST with orthocenter H, centroid G,

and circumcenter C.

Prove: H, G, and C are collinear.

Proof: Consider the dilation DG.

Because G divides each median in a 2:1 ratio, this dilation maps R

to /?', the midpoint of TS. Also this dilation maps altitude RK to a

parallel line through R' . But since RK is perpendicular to TS, the

image of RK must be perpendicular to TS. Thus the image of altitude

RK is the perpendicular bisector of TS.

We have just proved that DG _£ maps an altitude to a perpendicular

bisector. Similar reasoning shows that the dilation also maps the other

two altitudes to perpendicular bisectors. Therefore the dilation maps

the orthocenter H, which is on all three altitudes, to the circumcenter

C, which is on all three perpendicular bisectors. And since the dilation

DG _i also maps G to itself, then H, G, and C must be collinear by

the definition of a dilation.
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Exercises

Carefully draw a large ARST and construct its centroid G, its ortho-

center H, and its circumcenter C.

1. G, H, and C should be collinear. Are they?

2. Measure the lengths of HG and GC and find the ratio HG.GC. Does your

result agree with what you would expect if you were using the dilation

DG,
!?

3. Draw AR'S'T', the image of ARST by the dilation DG _i. What is the

ratio of the areas of these two triangles?

4. Locate Q, the midpoint of HC . Put the point of your compass on Q and
draw a circle through R' . This is the famous nine-point circle. See

page 414.

5. Draw a sketch that shows the locus of points in the coordinate plane whose
distance to the x-axis and distance to the y-axis have a sum of 10.

Given line /, OF and point M, construct

a segment XY with X on OP, Y on /,

and M as the midpoint of XY. (Hint:

Consider a half-turn.) You may find

two answers.

Construct an isosceles right AABC with

B on OP, C on line /, and right angle at

A. (Hint: Consider a rotation. What will

be the magnitude and center of the rotation?)

You may find two answers.

8-16. Work Exercises 21, 22 on page 580; Exercises 18, 20, 21 on

page 587; Exercises 31, 38, 39 on pages 591-592; and Exercise 24 on

page 597.

Areas (Chapter 11)

Objective: Calculate complex areas by dividing them into portions and using

transformations to rearrange the pieces into simpler shapes. (Requires

understanding of Lessons 14-1 through 14-5.)

The proof of Theorem 11-2 uses a translation of a triangular portion of a

parallelogram to show that a parallelogram and a rectangle have the same area

if they have the same base and height. Other transformations, such as rotation,

can be used to find areas that would be more difficult without transformations.
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An unfamiliar figure can sometimes be divided into pieces that can be rearranged

to form a familiar figure whose area is easier to calculate. This method is

called dissection.

Example Find the area of the "goblet" that is constructed in a square

by drawing one semicircle and two quarter circles, as shown

in the diagram at the left below.

Solution Divide the bottom of the goblet into halves and rotate them

upward as shown in the diagram at the right above. Thus the

shaded area is hs
z

.

Exercises

Each figure below is drawn with arcs of radius 4. Use rotations to find the

area of each.

4. The figure shows a series of squares inscribed within each

other. Transformation T. which maps region I to region

II is achieved by performing a rotation followed by a

dilation.

a. Give the number of degrees in the rotation and the

scale factor of the dilation.

b. What is the image of region I by the transformation

T2
(T performed twice)? by the transformation T ?

c. Give the areas of regions I, II. Ill, IV and V.
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5. The figure shows a series of equilateral triangles and circles

inscribed within each other. Transformation T, which maps

region I to region II, is the result of performing a rotation

followed by a dilation.

a. Give the number of degrees in the rotation and the

scale factor of the dilation.

b. What is the image of region I by the transformation Tl

T2r
> 7^9

c. If region I has area 1, give the areas of regions II, III,

and IV.

6. E, F, G, and H are midpoints of the sides of square

ABCD. If the area of square PQRS is 1, what is the area

of square ABCD? (Hint: Rotate AAPG 180° about G.

Rotate in a similar manner A BQF, CRE, and DSH.)

A G

JP

H ^s/

V

7u

D C

* 7. Exercise 32 on page 460 is difficult to prove synthetically.

Recall that points P, Q, and R divide the sides of AABC
into 2: 1 ratios. Follow the strategy of Exercise 6 above

to prove that the area of equilateral AABC is seven times

the area of equilateral AXYZ. (Hint: Draw an auxiliary

line from X to the midpoint, M, of CB. Rotate ACXM
180° about M. Repeat for the other two sides of AABC.)

8-10. Work Exercise 31 on page 527, and Exercises 34, 35 on pages 551-552.

Deciding Which Method to Use

in a Problem (Chapter 13)

Objective: Learn to recognize clues that indicate whether a coordinate, trans-

formational, or synthetic approach is most suitable for a problem.

(Requires completion of Chapters 13 and 14)

When facing a geometry problem, how do you know when to use a coordinate,

transformational, or traditional (usually called synthetic) approach? Many prob-

lems can be solved in more than one way, but often one approach is simpler

than another. Here are some tips to help you decide which method may be

most suitable for a given problem.
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Synthetic Approach

Usually a synthetic approach is best when at least one of the following is true.

1. The lengths of the sides of a figure are given, rather than the coordinates

of its vertices.

2. Angle measures other than 90 are given or asked for in the problem. (If

lines are parallel or form right angles, however, then a coordinate approach

using slopes may be appropriate.)

3. The given information or diagram involves transversals and corresponding

angles; congruent lengths, angles, or figures; the areas of similar figures;

or the volumes of solids.

Coordinate Approach

1

.

Usually a coordinate approach is easiest when the problem uses coordinates

to name points.

a. To calculate lengths, use the distance formula.

b. To locate midpoints, use the midpoint formula.

c. To show lines are parallel or perpendicular, use the slopes of the lines.

d. To prove that lines are concurrent, show that their equations have a

common solution.

2. Even if a problem does not use coordinates to name points, you can place

the coordinate axes on the figure and assign coordinates to the vertices as

was shown in Lessons 13-8 and 13-9.

a. If the figures involved are symmetric, place the axes so that one of

them is a line of symmetry. Such a placement reduces the number of

variables needed to describe the vertices.

b. If the figures involved are not symmetric, place the axes so that as

many vertices and edges of the figures lie on the x- and v-axes as

possible. Distance calculations are simplified whenever zeros appear

in the coordinate pairs.

Transformational Approach

1. If the figure has line symmetry, try using a reflection.

2. If the figure has rotational symmetry, try using a rotation.

3. If there are congruent figures placed some distance apart, try using a

translation, rotation, glide reflection or a composite of any number of such

congruence mappings to map one figure onto the other.

4. If the problem involves similar figures, look for a center of a dilation that

would map one figure onto the other. You may first have to rotate one

figure so that corresponding sides of similar figures are parallel.

5. If the problem involves calculating the area of an unfamiliar figure, try

dissecting the figure and moving the pieces around by transformations until

the result is a figure whose area is easy to calculate.

6. Some construction problems can be solved by using reflections (constructing

perpendicular bisectors) or by using rotations of angles you can construct,

such as 45°, 60°. 90°, or 180°.
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Exercises

For Exercises 1-4 complete proofs using the strategies listed, then state which

approach is easiest for you.

1. Given: AC is the perpendicular bisector of BD.

Prove: AD = AB and CD = CB.

a. Use a synthetic proof.

b. Use a reflection.

c. Use a coordinate proof.

Given: O is the midpoint of AA' , BB\ and CC
Prove: AABC = AA'B'C
a. Use a synthetic proof.

b. Use a 180° rotation.

3. Equilateral triangles ABX and BCY are constructed on two

sides of AABC as shown. Prove that AY = XC.

a. Use a synthetic proof.

b. Find the image of AY under the rotation SkB _ 60 .

A' , B' , and C" are the midpoints of the sides of AABC.
Find the ratio of the areas of AABC and AA'B'C.
a. Use a synthetic argument.

b. Use a dilation to map AABC to AA'B'C . Where is

the center of the dilation? What is the scale factor?

For Exercises 5-20 choose the approach that you feel is best suited to each

problem.

5. What kind of figure do you get if you join the midpoints of successive

sides of a square? Prove your conjecture.

6. What kind of figure do you get if you join the midpoints of successive

sides of a rhombus? Prove your conjecture.

7. The successive midpoints of the sides of quadrilateral ABCD are P, Q, R,

and 5. Prove that PR and QS bisect each other.

8. You are given the points A(-4, 1), B(2, 3), C(4, 9), and D(-2, 7).

a. Show that ABCD is a parallelogram with perpendicular diagonals.

b. What special name is given to ABCD!
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9. P is an arbitrary point inside rectangle ABCD. Prove the following:

(PA)
2 + (PC)

2 = (PBf + (PD)
2

10. Find the area of a quadrilateral with vertices A( - 1 .
- 1), 5(9, 4), C(20, 6).

and D(10, 1).

11. ABCD is a quadrilateral such that if sides AB and CD are extended they

will meet at a right angle. Prove that (AC)
2 + (BD) 2 = (AD)

2 + (BC)
2

.

12. A ray of light is reflected successively in two perpendicular mirrors. Prove

that the final ray is parallel to the initial ray.

13. Find a point X on / and a point Y on m * 14. Find a point X on the triangle and a

so that XY is parallel and congruent to point Y on line / so that M is the

AB. midpoint of XY.

• 15. Construct three parallel lines so that the middle line is not equidistant from

the other two. Then construct an equilateral triangle with one vertex on

each of the three lines.

16. Find the length of the tangent line segment from (9. 13) to the circle

x
2 + y

2 = 25.

17. Given: MN is the median of trapezoid ABCD;

MN intersects the diagonals at X and Y.

Prove: XY = h(AB - DC)

18. Given: ABCD is a parallelogram whose diagonals meet at O; P and Q are

midpoints of AB and CD: R and S are midpoints of AO and CO.

Prove: PRQS is a parallelogram.

* 19. Graph the circles whose equations are (x + 9)
2 + (y — 5)

2 = 25 and

(x — 2)
2 + (y — 4)

2 = 25. Find a point X on one circle and a point Y

on the other such that the y-axis is the perpendicular bisector of XY.

• 20. A and B are fixed points 12 units apart. P is an arbitrary

point. Once P is chosen, find points X and Y such that

PA = AX, PA ±AX,PB = BY, and PB ± BY as shown.

Now locate M, the midpoint of XY. Show that the position

of M does not depend on the position of P.
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Discrete Mathematics

A Famous Bridge Problem
In the 1700's the European city of Koenigsberg (now called Kaliningrad) had

seven bridges connecting both banks of the Pregel River to two islands in the

river. Villagers of the city developed this problem: Is it possible to start at

some point in the city, travel over each of the seven bridges exactly once, and

return to your starting point? Do you think it is possible?

To analyze this problem, the Swiss mathematician Leonhard

Euler (1707-1783) drew a graph like the one at the right. This

graph is not like the graphs you have studied in algebra. It is a

diagram in which the 4 land masses of the city (A, B, C, and

D) are represented by vertices (points), and the 7 bridges are

represented by edges (lines and arcs). Next to each vertex is a

number indicating how many edges are attached to the vertex.

This number is called the valence of the vertex.

Euler reasoned that in order for a person to travel over every bridge once

and return to the starting point, every vertex must have an even valence. This

is because a person traveling into a vertex must also leave it. So the edges

must be paired, one "in" with one "out."

In the 7-bridges problem, none of the vertices has an even

valence, so a circuit over all 7 bridges is impossible. However,

if two more bridges are added, giving the 9 bridges shown at the

right, then every vertex has an even valence, and a circuit over

all 9 bridges is possible. Such a circuit, which traces every edge

of a graph exactly once and returns to its starting point, is called

an Euler circuit. Can you find an Euler circuit for the graph of

the 9-bridges problem?
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Exercises

Draw a graph for each bridge problem below. Find the valence of each

vertex and decide whether an Euler circuit is possible. If possible, find

an Euler circuit for the graph.

1. 2.

-\-/ D

\

Outdoors

3. An Euler circuit is not possible for the bridge problem in Exercise 1 . But

it is possible to start at one point of the city, travel over each bridge once,

and end at a point of the city other than the starting point. Show how this

is possible.

4. A network of city streets is shown at the right.

a. Could a member of the highway department start at

an intersection, inspect each street, and return to the

starting point without traveling over any portion of

a street twice?

b. Can part a be done if the inspector starts and ends

at different points?

5. The first floor plan of a house is shown at the right.

a. Can you enter the house from outside, travel through

each doorway exactly once, and return to your start-

ing point? Make a graph in which the outdoors is

represented by one vertex and each room is repre-

sented by a vertex.

b. Can you travel through each door exactly once and

end at a place different from where you started?

c. Examine your answers to Exercises 1-4 more closely.

Can you make some conjectures about what is or is

not possible with different numbers of vertices with

odd valences?

6. The graph at the right represents a network of one-way

streets. The arrowheads indicate the direction of travel.

Since two streets lead into vertex A, we say that the

invalence of A is 2. Since two streets lead out of vertex

A, we say that the outvalence of A is 2.

a. Find the invalence and outvalence of each of the other

vertices.

Is an Euler circuit possible? Why or why not?

Can you change the direction of just one arrowhead

so that an Euler circuit is possible? Name the vertices

in one order in which they could be visited.

Dining

Room

1

1
Kitchen

_ ^
I ivtno ILiving

Room
T

LJ

Utility I

rJ

H

b.

c.

II 1 *— ,,

(i —

>

i 4 n

c

D
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Five teams in a tournament play each of the other four

teams exactly once. The results after a few games are

shown in the graph. An arrow from one team to another

indicates that the first team defeated the second.

a. Which two teams have the most wins?

b. Copy the graph and add arrows to show that the Lions

beat both the Eagles and the Tigers, while the Pan-

thers lost to the Bears.

c. At the end of the competition, which team do you

think should be ranked first, and which team last?

Why?

Bears Lions
t -

Eagles

Tigers

Panthers

A Traveler's Puzzle
A business traveler located in Denver must travel to each of the cities shown

in the graph below. The airline that the traveler prefers to use connects certain

pairs of cities, but not all pairs. Is it possible to make a circuit that starts and

ends in Denver and visits each of the other cities exactly once?

This kind of circuit is

called a Hamilton circuit in

honor of William Rowan Ham-
ilton (1805-1865), an Irish

mathematician who worked on

such circuits. In a Hamilton

circuit, each vertex is visited

once while in an Euler circuit

each edge is traveled once.

In the graph there are 10

vertices representing the 10 cit-

ies. Any other points where

two edges intersect are not ver-

tices. The graph has a Hamilton

circuit. Can you find it?

The next example is a specific case of the traveling salesperson problem.

Example The graph shows the distances between four cities,

A, B, C, and D. A traveling salesperson is to leave

city A to visit the three other cities exactly once,

and return to city A. What is the shortest circuit?

Solution The salesperson can visit any of the 3 cities first,

then go to either of the 2 remaining cities, then go

to the 1 unvisited city. So there are 3 x 2 x 1
=

6 possible circuits. The total distance for each cir-

cuit is shown on the next page.
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Circuit Total Distance

ABCDA 185 + 174 + 128 + 238 = 725

ABDCA 185 + 205 + 128 + 3CI0 = 818

ACBDA 300 + 174 + 205 + 238 = 917

ACDBA 300 + 128 + 205 + 185 = 818

ADBCA 238 4- 205 + 174 + 300 = 917

ADCBA 238 + 128 + 174 + 185 = 725

The shortest circuit is ABCDA, or its reverse, ADCBA.

There is no known general rule for deciding when a Hamilton circuit is

possible. For a small number of cities, you can use the trial-and-error method

as in the Example. For a larger number of cities, a computer can be programmed

to use trial and error. For 10 cities, there are 9! = 9 x 8 x 7 x 6 x 5 x

4x3x2x1= 362,880 possible circuits to consider. A computer can

check all of these circuits and tell you the shortest one in less than a second.

However, with 15 cities, the computation time is about \l minutes, and with

20 cities it is almost 4 years! The exercises will help you to understand why

even a fast computer will need so much time.

Although the shortest circuit can be found only by testing all circuits, it

is possible to get a very good circuit, even though it might not be the shortest,

by using the nearest neighbor algorithm. With this method, you travel from

each city to the nearest city you haven't yet visited. For the traveling sales-

person graph, you would go from A to B to C to D and back to A. This gives

a total distance of 725 mi, which in this case is the shortest circuit.

Exercises

Tell whether a Hamilton circuit is possible for each graph below. If it is

possible, name the vertices in the order visited. (More than one answer

may be possible.)

1. 2.
D

i iii ^r i

F X H
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Etnola

Huffington

3. a. Is a Hamilton circuit possible for the 4-by-5 rectangular dot

pattern shown at the right?

b. For which of these dot patterns is a Hamilton circuit possible:

2-by-3, 2-by-8, 3-by-5, 4-by-6, 5-by-7?

c. Given an x-by-y dot pattern, what must be true about x and

y if a Hamilton circuit is possible?

4. Solve the traveling salesperson problem for the four

cities shown in the graph at the right. Begin and end

at Flimdonkin.

5. Use the nearest neighbor algorithm for the graph in

Exercise 4. Begin and end at Flimdonkin. Does this

algorithm give you the shortest circuit?

6. Suppose a traveling salesperson must leave city A and

visit each of 14 other cities before returning to city A.

a. How many Hamilton circuits are possible? (Give your answer as a

factorial and then use a calculator to evaluate this factorial.)

b. Since each circuit involves adding 15 numbers, there are 14 additions

per circuit. So the-total number of additions to check all 14! circuits

is 14 x 14!. If a computer can do one addition per nanosecond (one

billionth of a second), how long will it take a computer to compute

the distances for all circuits?

7. Suppose a traveling salesperson must leave city A and visit each of 20

other cities before returning to city A.

a. How many Hamilton circuits are possible?

b. How many additions per circuit are there to compute the distance

traveled?

c. What is the total number of additions required to find the distance

traveled for each circuit?

d. How long would it fake a computer to do all the additions given in

part c if the computer can do one billion additions per second?

8. Repeat Exercise 7 if 25 cities are to be visited before returning to city A.

9. The table gives the cost of transportation between 5 cities, A,B,C,D, and E.

Flimdonkin

Greenbrook

To/From A B C D E
A — $220 $150 $100 $130

B $220 — $160 $200 $240

C $150 $160 — $180 $110

D $100 $200 $180 — $190

E $130 $240 $110 $190 —

a. Make a graph similar to the one in the Example on page 678 showing

these costs.

b. Use the nearest neighbor algorithm to find a circuit beginning and ending

at city A. (Note that the nearest neighbor in this problem means the

city which is the least expensive to reach.)

c. Find a circuit that is less expensive than the circuit the nearest neighbor

algorithm produced.
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10. A salesperson in Boston has to make a sales trip to 8 cities and return to

Boston. If all flights are made on one airline, the salesperson's frequent-

flier mileage will be increased a maximum amount. The table shows which

places the airline reaches from each city, indicated by an "X." Make a

graph from this information, and decide whether or not only the one airline

can be used.

Boston Albany Newark Buffalo Pittsburgh DC. Raleigh Charlotte Memphis

Boston X X X X X

Albany X X X X

Newark X X X X X X

Buffalo X X X

Pittsburgh X X X X X

Washinston
DC.

X X X X X X

Raleigh X X X X X

Charlotte X X X X

Memphis X X

11. There are many real-life problems like the traveling salesperson problem.

For example, the telephone company must decide on the most efficient

route for a worker to collect the money from public telephones. Give

another example.

Minimizing the Cost of a Network
The graph at the left below gives the costs, in thousands of dollars, of joining

several locations with roads. The total cost of all fourteen roads is S179.000.

For far less money, just the roads shown at the right below could be built, and

people could still get from any location to any other. The cost of this network

is $72,000, the sum of the costs for the seven roads. Can you find another

network of roads that includes everv location and costs less than this?

17 F E
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A network of least possible cost that permits travel from each vertex to

any other vertex is called a minimal spanning tree. It is called "minimal"

because the cost is least; it is called "spanning" because the network spans

out to touch every vertex; and it is called a "tree" because it resembles a tree

with branches.

Finding a Minimal Spanning Tree
1. Build the least expensive road (edge) first.

2. Then build the road next lowest in cost.

3. At each stage, build the road that is next lowest in cost and does not

form any circuit. Stop when all vertices have been reached.

Example Use the steps above to find the minimal spanning tree for the

roads in the left-hand graph on page 681.

Solution 1. The least expensive road is DE.

2. The roads next lowest in cost are HC.
HB. HE, and EF

.

3. The road next lowest in cost is HE or

CD. These roads are not built because

they form circuits. Therefore, go to the

road next lowest in cost, BG, and fi-

nally to GA.

The total cost of the minimal spanning tree is $5000 + $7000 + $8000 +
$9000 + $10,000 + $12,000 + $13,000 = $64,000.

Exercises

Find a minimal spanning tree for each graph.

1. A 8 B 5 C 2

GIF

J 18 K 15 L 14 M

10

16 P 20 N

12/ V5

• i

/" \ 10

>—

—

9 /l5

>A y\ Tf

'\ M4 \ 19 /l7
v 13

3. If a graph has n vertices, how many edges does a minimal spanning tree

have?
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A 250 B

\280

140

500/

>v380

-i>6o

100

4. a. Give an example of a situation in which a person or a company might

want to find a maximal spanning tree.

b. Copy the graph in Exercise 1 and find a maximal spanning tree. Re-

member that a tree has no circuits.

c. If the numbers in Exercise 1 indicate cost

in hundreds of dollars, find the difference in

the costs of the network formed by the mini-

mal spanning tree and the network formed

by the maximal spanning tree.

5. The graph at the right shows the dollar costs

required to connect various computers (ver-

tices A-F) to form a computer network.

What is the minimal cost of a network that

links the six computers?

6. A real estate developer wants to connect lo-

cations A, B, C, D, E, and F with roads,

keeping costs to a minimum. The table at

the right gives estimates of the costs, in thou-

sands of dollars, for building roads between

each pair of locations. Draw a graph and

find the minimum cost of connecting the six

locations.

7. a. The graph at the right shows the costs, in

thousands of dollars, of building side-

walks between buildings on a college

campus. Although a sidewalk between

the Administration Building and the col-

lege president's home is the most expen-

sive, the president insists that it be built.

What then is the minimum cost of joining

the locations?

b. How much more does this cost than the

least expensive network that does not in-

clude the sidewalk between the Admin-

istration Building and the president's

home?

,450

420

200

A B C D E F

A 18 21 30 15 9

B 10 18 13 22

C 8 12 18

D 16 24

E 11

F

Admirusira
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Fractal Geometry

Length of a Coastline
While doing some research on the nature of conflict between nations, the British

scientist Lewis F. Richardson (1881-1953) discovered that the common borders

between two countries were often given significantly different lengths by each

country. After seeing Richardson's work, the French mathematician Benoit

Mandelbrot (b. 1924) began to study the geometry of borders and coastlines

and other naturally occurring shapes. He named this new branch of geometry

fractal geometry.

Mandelbrot showed that the lengths of coastlines are virtually unmeasurable

because the smaller the unit of measure becomes, the longer the total length

becomes. The following steps, diagram, and table show the compass method

of measuring the coastline of Great Britain.

Example The Compass Method of Measuring a Coastline

1. Set the compass points a distance L\, called the ruler length, apart.

2. Fix one point of the compass at Pq , and swing the compass counterclockwise

until it meets the coastline at Pi

.

3. Use Pi as the next fixed point, and swing the compass counterclockwise

until it meets the coastline at Pj-

4. Repeat this procedure until you reach a point Pk , with a distance from Pq

that is less than the ruler length.

5. Find the perimeter of polygon PqP\P2..Pi( to approximate the length of

the coastline. (Estimate P^Po)
6. Repeat this procedure (steps 1-5) for a sequence of decreasing ruler lengths.

The result should be a sequence of increasing approximations for the length

of the coastline.

Ruler length Ruler length o°
Ruler length
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Ruler Length Number of Sides Perimeter

L[ = 1 in. 5 5 in.

L 2 = 2 m. 12 5^ in.

T 1 •L 3
=

5
in. 25 *• •

64 in.

Exercises

Table 1 . Data for the coastline length

Measure each coastline using the ruler lengths given. Copy and complete

each table. Does the coastline get longer as the ruler length gets shorter?

1.

Ruler

Length
Number of

Sides Perimeter

L\ = 1 in.

T 1 'L2 = j ln -

T 1 •

£3 = 4 in-

2.

NORTH
CAROLINA

Ruler

Length
Number of

Segments Length

L\ = 1 in.

Lj =
2 m -

T 1 •L3
= 4 in.
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3. Draw a circle of radius 3 in. Use the compass method with rulers 4 in.,

2 in., and 1 in. to approximate the circumference as if the circle were

a coastline. Create a table of data.

a. Does the approximate length of the circumference increase as the ruler

length decreases?

b. Will it continue to increase, or will it stop at a certain length?

c. How is a circle's circumference different from a jagged coastline's length?

How to Generate Fractals

The study of real-world irregular forms led Mandelbrot to explore some curves

of infinite length that were easy to generate and describe mathematically, using

a process called iteration. The process of iteration is used to generate the three

examples of fractals that follow.

Example 1 The Koch Curve

1. Draw a segment three units long. This figure is

called the level pre-fractal, or an initiator.

2. Trisect the segment and erase the middle third.

3. Construct two sides of an equilateral triangle with

vertices at the inner ends of the two remaining

pieces. This is called the level 1 pre-fractal, or a

generator. Notice that a segment of length 3 has

been replaced by four connected segments, each

with length 1 unit. Each of the four segments is

| as long as the original segment.

4. To construct a level 2 pre-fractal, replace every

segment of length 1 unit in the level 1 pre-fractal

by using the process described in steps 2 and 3.

5. To construct a level 3 pre-fractal, replace every

segment of length \ unit in the level 2 pre-fractal

by again using the process described in steps 2

and 3.

level pre-fractal

level 1 pre-fractal

level 2 pre-fractal

level 3 pre-fractal

As the level n gets larger, the pre-fractal curves approach a curve that is

called a fractal. The fractal in the example above is called the Koch, or

"snowflake," curve. It was created in 1904 by the Swedish mathematician

Helge von Koch. The following table gives the length of an edge, the number

of edges, and the total length of each pre-fractal for the Koch curve.
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Level Number Edge Length Number of edges Total length

3 1 3

1 1 4 4

2
l

3
16 f = 5.3

3
1

9
64 f -7.T

Table 2. Data for the Koch curve pre-fractals

The table shows that as the level increases by 1 , the edge length decreases

by a factor of j, the number of edges increases by a factor of 4, and the

perimeter increases by a factor of |. This suggests that the lengths of the pre-

fractals become larger and larger, and so the total length of the fractal itself

is infinite, even though the distance between the endpoints of the fractal is just

3 units.

Example 2 The Sierpinski gasket

Instead of using a segment for an initiator, start with an equilateral triangle.

Replace the triangle with three triangles similar to the original with a scale

factor of j- The sequence of pre-fractals is shown below. This fractal is called

the Sierpinski gasket. Table 3 gives data for pre-fractals of the Sierpinski

gasket.

Level Number Edge Length Number of edges Sum of lengths

1 3 3

1

l

2
9 \ = 4.5

2
1

4
27 ? = 675

3
1

8
81 Y = 10.125

Table 3. Data for the Sierpinski gasket pre-fractals
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Example 3 The Cantor Set

Use a segment for an initiator and replace it with 2 copies of itself, each 1 as

long. This creates a set of disjointed segments that get shorter and shorter with

each new level. This fractal is called the Cantor set in honor of its creator,

Georg Cantor (1845-1918). It is one of the most important sets in mathematics.

The data in Table 4 suggests that this fractal has an infinite number of points,

yet its length is zero.

(0,0) (1,0)

(0,0) (i,o) 1.0) (1,0)

Level Number Edge Length Number of edges Sum of lengths

1 1 1

1

l

3
2

I
=0.6

2
1

9
4 | = 0.4

3
1

27
8 %, « 0.3

Exercises

Table 4. Data for the Cantor set pre-fractals

In Exercises 1-5, level 1 pre-fractals are shown. Assume that the level

pre-fractal for each is a segment of length 1. For each exercise, (a) draw

the level 2 pre-fractal, (b) draw the level 3 pre-fractal (or a portion of it),

and (c) construct a table showing edge length, number of edges, and total

length for pre-fractals through 3.

I.

*h

2. 3.

^3^
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4. 5.

-K

I

6. Look at the data for the Sierpihski gasket. As the pre-fractal level increases,

describe what happens to each of the following.

a. edge length b. number of edges c. sum of the lengths

7. Look at the data for the Cantor set. As the pre-fractal level increases,

describe what happens to each of the following.

a. edge length b. number of edges c. sum of the lengths

8. A variety of interesting fractals can be generated by applying a generator

first one way, then another. The level 2 pre-fractals below were created

by applying the generator to itself first right side up, then upside down.

For each set of pre-fractals below, draw the next level.

a. 1 b. 1

0.36L7 0.5

10.

Assume that the initiator for the construction of the Cantor set is the segment

AB where A = (0, 0) and B = (1.0). The generator then consists of the

segments AC and DB where C = (4, 0) and D = (t. 0). The endpoints

of every pre-fractal are included in the Cantor set. So (0. 0). (|, 0),

(?, 0), and (1,0) all belong to the Cantor set. Construct the next two

pre-fractals. and find 12 more endpoints belonging to the Cantor set.

An alternate way to construct the Sierpihski gasket is to start with a solid

triangle and delete the mid-triangle, then delete the mid-triangles of the

resulting triangles, and so on. Construct a table and show that the resulting

fractal is indeed the Sierpihski gasket. Add an area column to your data

table and show that the resulting sequence of pre-fractals have areas that

approach zero.

AA
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11. If you apply the Koch curve construction to an equilateral triangle, you

get the sequence of pre-fractals shown below. Calculate the area of each

pre-fractal. If you can, calculate the area of the fractal. (Hint: Let the

area of the original equilateral triangle be 1 square unit.)

Dimension of Fractals

The dimension of a fractal is usually not an integer. Measuring the dimension

of a fractal involves finding its self-similarity dimension, defined below.

In general, if a shape can be replaced, or covered, by N shapes similar to

itself with scale factor -, then it has self-similarity dimension D, where

N = R
D

.

The example below demonstrates the use of this definition with shapes

whose dimensions you already know.

Example 1 a. A segment can be replaced by 2 segments

similar to itself with scale factor I. In thisV
l

case, N = 2 and R = 2. Since 2 = (2)

we will say that the segment has self-

similarity dimension l .

b. A square can be replaced by 4 squares sim-

ilar to itself with scale factor h. In this

2
case, N = A and R = 2. Since 4 = 2,
we will say that the square has self-

similarity dimension 2

.

c. A cube can be replaced by 8 cubes similar

to itself with scale factor I. In this case,

3
N = 8 and R = 2. Since 8 = 2 , we will

say that the cube has self-similarity dimen-

sion 3

.
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A fractal will not have dimension of 1, 2. or 3. But you can use your
knowledge of shapes having these dimensions to form an idea of the dimension
of a fractal. You can estimate that the dimension of a curve (or a coastline)

that looks almost like a line will have dimension close to 1 , while the dimension
of a very jagged curve (or a coastline) that tends toward filling a plane will

have dimension closer to 2.

In this next example, the dimension of the Koch curve is found.

Example 2 A Koch curve can be replaced with 4 curves similar to itself with scale factor

j. In this case, N = 4 and R = 3. Then we must solve 4 = 3°, where D
is the self-similarity dimension.

Solution 1 Find an approximation by using a calculator and the
| y

x

|
key.

Since 3
1

= 3 < 4 < 9 = 3"\ 1 < D < 2.

Since 3
1 "2 = 3.73 < 4 < 4.17 = 3

1

\ 1.2 < D < 1.3.

Since 3
1 ' 26 = 3.99 < 4 < 4.04 = 3*

2
\ 1.26 < D < 1.27.

Thus D = 1.26 to two decimal places.

Solution 2 Find a more accurate answer using a calculator and logarithms. If 4 = 3 ,

log 4
then D = —^—

. Using the log I key on a calculator, you will find that D is

log 3 ' I

approximately 1.2618595071429.

Fractal s are
;
»eometric shapes that are often defined by the following ideas

of sim ilarity and dimension:

1. the shape is "similar to itself,' or self-similar;

2. the shape has self-similarity dimension that is not an integer.

Exercises

Find the self-similarity dimension of the fractals defined in Exercises 1-5

on pages 688-689. Values for N and R are listed below. Express your

answer to the nearest hundredth.

3. yv = 4, R = ?41. N = 8, R = 4 2. N = 5, R = 3

4. N = 4, R = ? 5. N = 9, R = 3

6. Find the self-similarity dimension of the Sierpihski gasket. First try to predict

between which two integers the dimension will be.

7. Find the self-similarity dimension of the Cantor set. First try to predict

between which two integers the dimension will be.

8. Create your own fractal and find its self-similarity dimension.
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Postulates

Postulate 2

Postulate 3

Postulate 1 (Ruler Postulate)

1

.

The points on a line can be paired with the real numbers in such a way
that any two points can have coordinates and 1

.

2. Once a coordinate system has been chosen in this way, the distance

between any two points equals the absolute value of the difference of

their coordinates, (p. 12)

(Segment Addition Postulate) If B is between A and C, then

AB + BC = AC. (p. 12)

(Protractor Postulate) On AB in a given plane, choose any point O between

A and B. Consider OA and OB and all the rays that can be drawn from O
on one side of AB. These rays can be paired with the real numbers from

to 180 in such a way that:

a. OA is paired with 0, and OB with 180.

b. If OP -is paired with x, and OQ with v, then m /-POQ = \x — y\.

(p. 18)

Postulate 4 (Angle Addition Postulate) If point B lies in the interior of /LAOC, then

mAAOB + mABOC = mLAOC. If LAOC is a straight angle and B is

any point not on AC, then m^AOB + m LBOC = 180. (p. 18)

Postulate 5 A line contains at least two points; a plane contains at least three points not

all in one line; space contains at least four points not all in one plane.

(p-23)

Postulate 6 Through any two points there is exactly one line. (p. 23)

Postulate 7 Through any three points there is at least one plane, and through any three

noncollinear points there is exactly one plane, (p. 23)

Postulate 8 If two points are in a plane, then the line that contains the points is in that

plane, (p. 23)

Postulate 9 If two planes intersect, then their intersection is a line. (p. 23)

Postulate 10 If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then corresponding angles are

congruent, (p. 78)

Postulate 11 If two lines are cut by a transversal and corresponding angles are congruent,

then the lines are parallel, (p. 83)

Postulate 12 (SSS Postulate) If three sides of one triangle are congruent to three sides

of another triangle, then the triangles are congruent, (p. 122)

Postulate 13 (SAS Postulate) If two sides and the included angle of one triangle are

congruent to two sides and the included angle of another triangle, then the

triangles are congruent, (p. 122)

Postulate 14 (ASA Postulate) If two angles and the included side of one triangle are

congruent to two angles and the included side of another triangle, then the

triangles are congruent, (p. 123)
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Postulate 15 (AA Similarity Postulate) If two angles of one triangle are congruent to

two angles of another triangle, then the triangles are similar, (p. 255)

Postulate 16 (Arc Addition Postulate) The measure of the arc formed by two adjacent

arcs is the sum of the measures of these two arcs. (p. 339)

Postulate 17 The area of a square is the square of the length of a side. {A = s
2

)

(p. 423)

Postulate 18 (Area Congruence Postulate) If two figures are congruent, then they have

the same area. (p. 423)

Postulate 19 (Area Addition Postulate) The area of a region is the sum of the areas of

its non-overlapping parts, (p. 424)

Theorems

Points, Lines, Planes, and Angles

1-1 If two lines intersect, then they intersect in exactly one point, (p. 23)

1-2 Through a line and a point not in the line there is exactly one plane, (p. 23)

1-3 If two lines intersect, then exactly one plane contains the lines, (p. 23)

Deductive Reasoning

2-1

2-2

2-3

2-4

2-5

2-6

2-7

2-8

(Midpoint Theorem) If M is the midpoint of AB. then

AM = hAB and MB = hAB.

(Angle Bisector Theorem) If BX is the bisector of zLASC. then

m/-ABX = hn/LABC and m^XBC = \m/.ABC.

(p. 43)

(p. 44)

Vertical angles are congruent, (p. 51)

If two lines are perpendicular, then they form congruent adjacent angles, (p. 56)

If two lines form congruent adjacent angles, then the lines are perpendicular,

(p. 56)

If the exterior sides of two adjacent acute angles are perpendicular, then the angles

are complementary, (p. 56)

If two angles are supplements of congruent angles (or of the same angle), then the

two angles are congruent, (p. 61)

If two angles are complements of congruent angles (or of the same angle), then the

two angles are congruent, (p. 61)
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Parallel Lines and Planes

3-1 If two parallel planes are cut by a third plane, then the lines of intersection are

parallel, (p. 74)

3-2 If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then alternate interior angles are

congruent, (p. 78)

3-3 If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then same-side interior angles are

supplementary, (p. 79)

3-4 If a transversal is perpendicular to one of two parallel lines, then it is perpendicular

to the other one also. (p. 79)

3-5 If two lines are cut by a transversal and alternate interior angles are congruent, then

the lines are parallel, (p. 83)

3-6 If two lines are cut by a transversal and same-side interior angles are supplementary,

then the lines are parallel, (p. 84)

3-7 In a plane two lines perpendicular to the same line are parallel, (p. 84)

3-8 Through a point outside a line, there is exactly one line parallel to the given line.

(p. 85)

3-9 Through a point outside a line, there is exactly one line perpendicular to the given

line. (p. 85)

3-10 Two lines parallel to a third line are parallel to each other, (p. 85)

3-11 The sum of the measures of the angles of a triangle is 180. (p. 94)

Corollary 1 If two angles of one triangle are congruent to two angles of another

triangle, then the third angles are congruent, (p. 94)

Corollary 2 Each angle of an equiangular triangle has measure 60. (p. 94)

Corollary 3 In a triangle, there can be at most one right angle or obtuse angle.

(p. 94)

Corollary 4 The acute angles of a right triangle are complementary, (p. 94)

3-12 The measure of an exterior angle of a triangle equals the sum of the measures of

the two remote interior angles, (p. 95)

3-13 The sum of the measures of the angles of a convex polygon with n sides is

(n - 2)180. (p. 102)

3-14 The sum of the measures of the exterior angles of any convex polygon, one angle

at each vertex, is 360. (p. 102)

Congruent Triangles

4-1 (The Isosceles Triangle Theorem) If two sides of a triangle are congruent, then

the angles opposite those sides are congruent, (p. 135)

Corollary 1 An equilateral triangle is also equiangular, (p. 135)

Corollary 2 An equilateral triangle has three 60° angles, (p. 135)

Corollary 3 The bisector of the vertex angle of an isosceles triangle is perpendicular

to the base at its midpoint, (p. 1 35)
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4-2 If two angles of a triangle are congruent, then the sides opposite those angles are

congruent, (p. 136)

Corollary An equiangular triangle is also equilateral, (p. 136)

4-3 (AAS Theorem) If two angles and a non-included side of one triangle are congruent

to the corresponding parts of another triangle, then the triangles are congruent,

(p. 140)

4-4 (HL Theorem) If the hypotenuse and a leg of one right triangle are congruent to

the corresponding parts of another right triangle, then the triangles are congruent,

(p. 141)

4-5 If a point lies on the perpendicular bisector of a segment, then the point is equidistant

from the endpoints of the segment, (p. 153)

4-6 If a point is equidistant from the endpoints of a segment, then the point lies on the

perpendicular bisector of the segment, (p. 153)

4-7 If a point lies on the bisector of an angle, then the point is equidistant from the

sides of the angle, (p. 154)

4-8 If a point is equidistant from the sides of an angle, then the point lies on the bisector

of the angle, (p. 154)

Quadrilaterals

5-1 Opposite sides of a parallelogram are congruent, (p. 167)

5-2 Opposite angles of a parallelogram are congruent, (p. 167)

5-3 Diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other, (p. 167)

5-4 If both pairs of opposite sides of a quadrilateral are congruent, then the quadrilateral

is a parallelogram, (p. 172)

5-5 If one pair of opposite sides of a quadrilateral are both congruent and parallel, then

the quadrilateral is a parallelogram, (p. 172)

5-6 If both pairs of opposite angles of a quadrilateral are congruent, then the quadrilateral

is a parallelogram, (p. 172)

5-7 If the diagonals of a quadrilateral bisect each other, then the quadrilateral is a

parallelogram, (p. 172)

5-8 If two lines are parallel, then all points on one line are equidistant from the other

line. (p. 177)

5-9 If three parallel lines cut off congruent segments on one transversal, then they cut

off congruent segments on every transversal, (p. 177)

5-10 A line that contains the midpoint of one side of a triangle and is parallel to another

side passes through the midpoint of the third side. (p. 178)

5-1 1 The segment that joins the midpoints of two sides of a triangle

(1) is parallel to the third side.

(2) is half as long as the third side. (p. 178)

5-12 The diagonals of a rectangle are congruent, (p. 185)

5-13 The diagonals of a rhombus are perpendicular, (p. 185)

5-14 Each diagonal of a rhombus bisects two angles of the rhombus, (p. 185)
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5-15 The midpoint of the hypotenuse of a right triangle is equidistant from the three

vertices, (p. 185)

.5-16 If an angle of a parallelogram is a right angle, then the parallelogram is a rectangle,

(p. 185)

5-17 If two consecutive sides of a parallelogram are congruent, then the parallelogram is

a rhombus, (p. 185)

5-18 Base angles of an isosceles trapezoid are congruent, (p. 190)

5-19 The median of a trapezoid

(1) is parallel to the bases.

(2) has a length equal to the average of the base lengths, (p. 19 1)

Inequalities in Geometry

6-1 (The Exterior Angle Inequality Theorem) The measure of an exterior angle of a

triangle is greater than the measure of either remote interior angle, (p. 204)

6-2 If one side of a triangle is longer than a second side, then the angle opposite the

first side is larger- than the angle opposite the second side. (p. 219)

6-3 If one angle of a triangle is larger than a second angle, then the side opposite the

first angle is longer than the side opposite the second angle, (p. 220)

Corollary 1 The perpendicular segment from a point to a line is the shortest segment

from the point to the line. (p. 220)

Corollary 2 The perpendicular segment from a point to a plane is the shortest

segment from the point to the plane, (p. 220)

6-4 (The Triangle Inequality) The sum of the lengths of any two sides of a triangle

is greater than the length of the third side. (p. 220)

6-5 (SAS Inequality Theorem) If two sides of one triangle are congruent to two sides

of another triangle, but the included angle of the first triangle is larger than the

included angle of the second, then the third side of the first triangle is longer than

the third side of the second triangle, (p. 228)

6-6 (SSS Inequality Theorem) If two sides of one triangle are congruent to two sides

of another triangle, but the third side of the first triangle is longer than the third

side of the second, then the included angle of the first triangle is larger than the

included angle of the second, (p. 229)

Similar Polygons

7-1 (SAS Similarity Theorem) If an angle of one triangle is congruent to an angle of

another triangle and the sides including those angles are in proportion, then the

triangles are similar, (p. 263)

7-2 (SSS Similarity Theorem) If the sides of two triangles are in proportion, then the

triangles are similar, (p. 263)
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7-3

7-4

(Triangle Proportionality Theorem) If a line parallel to one side of a triangle

intersects the other two sides, then it divides those sides proportionally, (p. 269)

Corollary If three parallel lines intersect two transversals, then they divide the

transversals proportionally, (p. 270)

(Triangle Angle-Bisector Theorem) If a ray bisects an angle of a triangle, then it

divides the opposite side into segments proportional to the other two sides, (p. 270)

Right Triangles

8-1 If the altitude is drawn to the hypotenuse of a right triangle, then the two triangles

formed are similar to the original triangle and to each other, (p. 285)

Corollary 1 When the altitude is drawn to the hypotenuse of a right triangle, the

length of the altitude is the geometric mean between the segments of

the hypotenuse, (p. 286)

Corollary 2 When the altitude is drawn to the hypotenuse of a right triangle, each

leg is the geometric mean between the hypotenuse and the segment

of the hypotenuse that is adjacent to that leg. (p. 286)

8-2 (Pythagorean Theorem) In a right triangle, the square of the hypotenuse is equal

to the sum of the squares of the legs. (p. 290)

8-3 If the square of one side of a triangle is equal to the sum of the squares of the other

two sides, then the triangle is a right triangle, (p. 295)

8-4 If the square of the longest side of a triangle is less than the sum of the squares of

the other two sides, then the triangle is an acute triangle, (p. 296)

8-5 If the square of the longest side of a triangle is greater than the sum of the squares

of the other two sides, then the triangle is an obtuse triangle, (p. 296)

8-6 (45°-45°-90° Theorem) In a 45°-45°-90° triangle, the hypotenuse is \/2 times as

long as a leg. (p. 300)

8-7 (30°-60°-90° Theorem) In a 30°-60°-90° triangle, the hypotenuse is twice as long

as the shorter leg, and the longer leg is V3 times as long as the shorter leg.

(p. 300)

Circles

9-1 If a line is tangent to a circle, then the line is perpendicular to the radius drawn to

the point of tangency. (p. 333)

Corollary Tangents to a circle from a point are congruent, (p. 333)

9-2 If a line in the plane of a circle is perpendicular to a radius at its outer endpoint,

then the line is tangent to the circle, (p. 333)

9-3 In the same circle or in congruent circles, two minor arcs are congruent if and only

if their central angles are congruent, (p. 340)

9-4 In the same circle or in congruent circles,

(1) congruent arcs have congruent chords.

(2) congruent chords have congruent arcs. (p. 344)

9-5 A diameter that is perpendicular to a chord bisects the chord and its arc. (p. 344)
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9-6 In the same circle or in congruent circles,

(1) chords equally distant from the center (or centers) are congruent.

(2) congruent chords are equally distant from the center (or centers), (p. 345)

9-7 The measure of an inscribed angle is equal to half the measure of its intercepted

arc. (p. 350)

Corollary 1 If two inscribed angles intercept the same arc, then the angles are

congruent, (p. 351)

Corollary 2 An angle inscribed in a semicircle is a right angle, (p. 351)

Corollary 3 If a quadrilateral is inscribed in a circle, then its opposite angles are

supplementary, (p. 351)

9-8 The measure of an angle formed by a chord and a tangent is equal to half the measure

of the intercepted arc. (p. 352)

9-9 The measure of an angle formed by two chords that intersect inside a circle is equal

to half the sum of the measures of the intercepted arcs. (p. 357)

9-10 The measure of an angle formed by two secants, two tangents, or a secant and a

tangent drawn from a point outside a circle is equal to half the difference of the

measures of the intercepted arcs. (p. 358)

9-11 When two chords intersect inside a circle, the product of the segments of one chord

equals the product of the segments of the other chord, (p. 362)

9-12 When two secant segments are drawn to a circle from an external point, the product

of one secant segment and its external segment equals the product of the other secant

segment and its external segment, (p. 362)

9-13 When a secant segment and a tangent segment are drawn to a circle from an external

point, the product of the secant segment and its external segment is equal to the

square of the tangent segment, (p. 363)

Constructions and Loci

10-1 The bisectors of the angles of a triangle intersect in a point that is equidistant from

the three sides of the triangle, (p. 386)

10-2 The perpendicular bisectors of the sides of a triangle intersect in a point that is

equidistant from the three vertices of the triangle, (p. 387)

10-3 The lines that contain the altitudes of a triangle intersect in a point, (p. 387)

10-4 The medians of a triangle intersect in a point that is two thirds of the distance from

each vertex to the midpoint of the opposite side. (p. 387)

Areas of Plane Figures

11-1 The area of a rectangle equals the product of its base and height. (A = bh)

(p. 424)

11-2 The area of a parallelogram equals the product of a base and the height to that base.

(A = bh) (p. 429)

11-3 The area of a triangle equals half the product of a base and the height to the base.

(A = \bh) (p. 429)
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11-4 The area of a rhombus equals half the product of its diagonals. (A = hd t
d2)

(p. 430)

11-5 The area of a trapezoid equals half the product of the height and the sum of the bases.

(A = kh(bt + b2)) (p. 435)

11-6 The area of a regular polygon is equal to half the product of the apothem and the

perimeter. (A = hap) (p. 441)

Related Formulas In a circle: C = lirr = trd A = irr (p. 447)

11-7 If the scale factor of two similar figures is a:b, then

(1) the ratio of the perimeters is a:b.

(2) the ratio of the areas is a
2
:b

2
. (p. 457)

Areas and Volumes of Solids

12-1 The lateral area of a right prism equals the perimeter of a base times the height of

the prism. (L.A. = ph) (p. 476)

12-2 The volume of a right prism equals the area of a base times the height of the prism.

(V = Bh) (p. 476)

12-3 The lateral area of a regular pyramid equals half the perimeter of the base times the

slant height. (L.A. = hpl) (p. 483)

12-4 The volume of a pyramid equals one third the area of the base times the height of

the pyramid. (V = \Bh) (p. 483)

12-5 The lateral area of a cylinder equals the circumference of a base times the height

of the cylinder. (L.A. = 2irrh) (p. 490)

12-6 The volume of a cylinder equals the area of a base times the height of the cylinder.

(V = irrh) (p. 490)

12-7 The lateral area of a cone equals half the circumference of the base times the slant

height. (L.A. = \ • Ittv I or L.A. = irrl) (p. 491)

12-8 The volume of a cone equals one third the area of the base times the height of the

cone. (V = lirrh) (p. 491)

12-9 The area of a sphere equals 477 times the square of the radius. (A = 4irr
2
)

(p. 497)

12-10 The volume of a sphere equals |tt times the cube of the radius. (V = 377-r
3
)

(p. 497)

12-11 If the scale factor of two similar solids is a.b. then

(1) the ratio of corresponding perimeters is a:b.

(2) the ratio of the base areas, of the lateral areas, and of the total areas is a :b .

(3) the ratio of the volumes is a
i
:b

i
. (p. 509)

Coordinate Geometry

13-1 (The Distance Formula) The distance d between points (.v, . v,) and (x 2 . y: ) is given

by d = \(.x2
- .x,)

2 + (y, - y,)
2

. (p. 524)

13-2 An equation of the circle with center (a. b) and radius r is (.v — a)
2 + (y — b)~ = r~.

(p. 525)
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13-3 Two nonvertical lines are parallel if and only if their slopes are equal, (p. 535)

13-4 Two nonvertical lines are perpendicular if and only if the product of their slopes is

-1. (p. 535)

1

m
\

' m i
~ -1, or m, =

m 2

13-5 (The Midpoint Formula) The midpoint of the segment that joins points (jc, , y,)

and (x2 , y2 ) is the point (^-±-^-2
, ^-^-2

) . (p. 544)

13-6 (Standard Form) The graph of any equation that can be written in the form

Ax + By = C, with A and B not both zero, is a line. (p. 548)

13-7 (Slope-Intercept Form) A line with the equation y = mx + b has slope m and

y-intercept b. (p. 549)

13-8 (Point-Slope Form) An equation of the line that passes through the point (*,, y,)

and has slope m is y — y, = m(x — x
x ). (p. 553)

Transformations

14-1 An isometry maps" a triangle to a congruent triangle, (p. 573)

Corollary 1 An isometry maps an angle to congruent angle, (p. 573)

Corollary 2 An isometry maps a polygon to a polygon with the same area,

(p. 573)

14-2 A reflection in a line is an isometry. (p. 577)

14-3 A translation is an isometry. (p. 584)

14-4 A rotation is an isometry. (p. 589)

14-5 A dilation maps any triangle to a similar triangle, (p. 594)

Corollary 1 A dilation maps an angle to a congruent angle, (p. 594)

Corollary 2 A dilation D k maps any segment to a parallel segment \k\ times as

long. (p. 594)

Corollary 3 A dilation D k maps any polygon to a similar polygon whose area is

k
2
times as large, (p. 351)

14-6 The composite of two isometries is an isometry. (p. 601)

14-7 A composite of reflections in two parallel lines is a translation. The translation

glides all points through twice the distance from the first line of reflection to the

second, (p. 601)

14-8 A composite of reflections in two intersecting lines is a rotation about the point of

intersection of the two lines. The measure of the angle of rotation is twice the

measure of the angle from the first line of reflection to the second, (p. 602)

Corollary A composite of reflections in perpendicular lines is a half-turn about the

point where the lines intersect, (p. 602)
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Constructions

Construction 1 Given a segment, construct a segment congruent to the given segment,

(p. 375)

Construction 2 Given an angle, construct an angle congruent to the given angle,

(p. 376)

Construction 3 Given an angle, construct the bisector of the angle, (p. 376)

Construction 4 Given a segment, construct the perpendicular bisector of the segment,

(p. 380)

Construction 5 Given a point on a line, construct the perpendicular to the line at the

given point, (p. 38 1)

Construction 6 Given a point outside a line, construct the perpendicular to the line from

the given point, (p. 381)

Construction 7 Given a point outside a line, construct the parallel to the given line

through the given point, (p. 382)

Construction 8 Given a point on a circle, construct the tangent to the circle at the given

point, (p. 392)

Construction 9 Given a point outside a circle, construct a tangent to the circle from the

given point, (p. 393)

Construction 10 Given a triangle, circumscribe a circle about the triangle, (p. 393)

Construction 11 Given a triangle, inscribe a circle in the triangle, (p. 394)

Construction 12 Given a segment, divide the segment into a given number of congruent

parts, (p. 396)

Construction 13 Given three segments, construct a fourth segment so that the four segments

are in proportion, (p. 397)

Construction 14 Given two segments, construct their geometric mean. (p. 397)
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Portfolio Projects

To make a portfolio, an artist selects a variety of original work to represent the

range of his or her skills. Each of the following projects will give you a chance to

create a finished product that you will be proud to add to your geometry portfolio.

The projects will help you develop your ability to present and communicate

your ideas. They will also help you develop your problem-solving and reasoning

abilities as you make connections between what you know and what is new. Your

individual insight and creativity will help shape the mathematics you discover.

Let these projects be springboards for further exploration. Feel free to expand

them to include new questions or areas of interest that arise. Most of all, have fun!

4.

5.

2 in.

Drawing a Star (Chapter 1)

Materials: Ruler, protractor

1. Following the directions given below, draw a five-pointed star. Use a ruler and

a protractor.

a. Mark a starting point on a piece of paper, and choose a I

—

starting direction. Move in that direction for 2 in., draw-
•""

ing the line segment that marks your path.

b. Change your direction by turning clockwise through an

2
angle of -(360°) = 144°, as shown. Move in the new

direction for 2 in., again drawing your path.

c. Repeat step (b) until you end up where you started. (If you don't quite make

it back, it is because of slight inaccuracies in your measurements; in that

case, re-measure and correct your drawing.)

2. What figure do you think will result if you follow the star-drawing directions

given above using each of the following turning angles? Draw each figure and

see if your predictions are correct.

a. |(360°) = 80c
b. ^(360°) =160° c. ^(360°) = 40°

3. Follow the star-drawing directions using a turning angle of -(360°) for

n - 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. For each turning angle, describe the resulting figure. Do

any of these turning angles produce six-pointed stars?

Analyze the shapes produced by following the star-drawing directions using

n
turning angles of -(360°) for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 7.

Based on your work in Exercises 1^4, write a paragraph in which you discuss

how to predict the shape that will result from following the star-drawing direc-

tions using any turning angle expressed as a fraction times 360°.

144°
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Territorial Monkeys (Chapter 2)

Materials: Ruler, protractor, compass

Imagine that scientists have placed two small troops of ter-

ritorial monkeys in a rectangular enclosure containing two

trees. By means of threat and some physical conflict, each

troop stakes out its territory, with one of the trees serving as

the troop's home tree. The final result is that each troop's

territory is the set of all points inside the enclosure that are

nearer to its home tree than to the other troop's home tree.

1. Make a diagram of the enclosure and the two trees.

Figure out where to place the boundary between the

two territories, making measurements with a ruler if you need to. You may also

wish to use a protractor and/or a compass. Describe an efficient method for

finding and drawing the boundary.

2. Suppose that a third home tree and a third monkey troop are added to the

enclosure. Assuming that territories for three troops are established in the same

way as for two troops, draw the new boundary. Describe a systematic method

of determining the location of the boundary. Apply your method to one or two

other arrangements of three trees. Write down anything interesting you notice

about the shape of the boundary.

3. Extend your method to four or more trees. Draw at least two examples.

Tessellations (Chapter 3)

Materials: Ruler, protractor, compass

A tessellation is a repeating pattern of one or more shapes that

covers the plane completely without any overlap. Tessellations

often use regular polygons. A simple tessellation of squares is

shown, along with a more complex tessellation that uses regu-

lar hexagons and dodecagons (12-gons), as well as squares.

Because a tessellation is a repeating pattern, the same

number and type of polygons must meet at each vertex.

In both tessellations shown above, notice that the sum of the angles that share each

vertex is 360°, as it must be if the polygons are to cover the plane completely with-

out any overlap.

1. Two other regular polygons (besides the square) can be used alone to create

tessellations. Find these two polygons and draw tessellations using them.

2. Create several other tessellations that use a combination of regular polygons.

Remember, you must find a repeating pattern that covers the plane.

3. Not all tessellations use regular polygons. Draw a tessellation that uses a

scalene triangle.
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Congruence of Quadrilaterals (Chapter 4)

Use the following exercises to investigate methods of proving congruence of

quadrilaterals similar to the ASA, SAS, SSS congruence postulates for triangles.

1. Does the SAS method of proving congruence work for quadrilaterals? That is,

if two quadrilaterals ABCD and EFGH have A~B = ~EF, AABC = ZEFG, and

BC = FG, must the two quadrilaterals be congruent? If so, give a proof. If not,

draw a diagram that shows that the method does not work.

2. For each of the following possible methods of proving congruence of quadri-

laterals, either prove that the method works, or draw a picture that shows it

does not imply congruence. As with triangles, the parts represented by the let-

ters in each abbreviation are consecutive as you move in one direction around

the quadrilateral.

a. SASA b. SASAS c. SSSS d. SASSS

3. Find at least two more methods of proving congruence of quadrilaterals. Prove

that your methods work.

Perspective Drawing (Chapter 5)

The diagram at the right is a view of a

checkerboard. Although you know that a

checkerboard is composed of congruent

squares, here the squares appear distorted in

both size and shape. The checkerboard has

been drawn in perspective, giving the figure a

sense of depth.

Research and write a report on perspective drawing. The following sugges-

tions may help you decide what to include in your report.

• Explain what is meant by a vanishing point.

• The checkerboard shown above is drawn from a one-

point perspective, while the cereal box shown at the

right is drawn from a two-point persepective. Discuss

the differences between one- and two-point perspective

drawing.

• Describe how to draw the checkerboard shown above

from a one-point perspective. Use your knowledge of

parallel lines and transversals to explain why the

method works. That is, why do the 64 quadrilaterals rep-

resent 64 congruent squares'?

• Illustrate your report with pictures you have drawn from one- or two-point

perspective and describe the steps involved in drawing them.

• Give a brief history of the use of perspective drawing in art.
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Elliptic Geometry (Chapter 6)

Read the Extra, page?. 233-234. on non-Euclidean geometry. As discussed there.

the surface of a sphere provides a model of elliptic geometry: a point is any point

on the surface of the sphere, and a line is a great circle of the sphere, that is. the

intersection of the surface of the sphere and a plane that passes through the center

of the sphere (see the diagram on page 234).

The following exercises will help you investigate some of the differences

between Euclidean geometry and elliptic geometry.

1. Use the diagram at the right to explain why the following theorem

from Euclidean geometry is not true in elliptic geometn

.

Theorem 3-9: Through a point outside a line, there is exactly one line

perpendicular to the given line.

2. Decide whether the given postulate or theorem of Euclidean geometry

appears to be true or false in elliptic geometry. Support your conclu-

sion about each statement w ith one or more diagrams.

a. Postulate 6: Through any two points there is exactly one line.

b. Theorem 3-7: In a plane two lines perpendicular to the same line are parallel.

c. Theorem 3-11: The sum of the measures of the angles of a triangle is 180
c

.

d. Theorem 6-1: The measure of an exterior angle of a triangle is greater than

the measure of either remote interior anale.

Human Similarity (Chapter 7)

Materials: Tape measure

In this project you will investigate the follow ing conjectures.

( 1

)

Human beings in the same broad age group (such as small children, ado-

lescents, or adults) are approximately similar in basic shape. For example.

the ratio of head size to height is about the same for most adults.

(2) Human beings in different broad age groups are not similar. For example,

an infant's arms are shorter relative to its height than are an adult's arms.

1. Plan and earn' out an investigation to test the conjectures stated above. For

example, you could measure height, length of head, and length of arms for

members of several age groups, such as infants (under 6 months). 2-5 year-old

children, students your own age. and adults. Then develop a method of using

the data you gather to draw conclusions about conjectures ( 1 ) and (2).

2. Design a report to present your data, your methods, and your conclusions.

Include a scale draw ing of an average person in each group. Draw all of your

diagrams the same height, adjusting the relative size of heads and arms to

reflect the average ratios of lengths that you found. See if people outside of

your class can identify the ages of the people you have drawn.
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Rangefinders and Stellar Parallaxes (Chapter 8)

A rangefinder is an instrument used to find the

distance from a viewer to an object. The rangefinder

modeled in the diagram has a mirror at B and a semi-

transparent mirror at A that allows light from the

distant object to combine with light from mirror B.

The length AB is fixed.

An operator looking through the eyepiece at A sees two images of the

candle—one from the light following the straight-line path from C to A, and the

other from light traveling along the angled path from C to B to A. The operator

adjusts the angle of the mirror at B until the two images of the candle appear to

merge. The distance to the candle can then be read from a scale on the instrument.

1. Show how to calculate AC from the fixed distance AB and the measure of ZB.

2. Suppose that AB = 12 inches. Assuming you can measure ZB to the nearest

degree, for what distances is the rangefinder is useful?

3. Read about stellar parallax and write a description, with diagrams, of how

astronomers can use a stellar parallax to measure the distance from Earth to a

nearby star. In what ways is this method of finding distances to stars similar to

the method of finding distances using a rangefinder?

Chord Designs (Chapter 9)

Materials: You will need some or all of the following items: compass, protractor,

ruler, colored pens or pencils, cardboard, tacks, and string.

1. Divide a large circle into 24 equal arcs and number their

endpoints consecutively, as shown. Draw a chord joining

points 1 and 8 and a second chord joining points 2 and 9.

Continue this pattern, drawing chords until each point n is

connected to point n + 1.

2. What shape is outlined by all the intersecting chords?

Explain why.

3. Experiment with the chord-drawing process. For example,

you could change the number of points between points

joined by a chord. Or you could draw all possible chords

joining the points. Or try drawing chords by connecting

point n to point In.

4. Choose one of the designs you have created and develop it into an art piece.

You may want to emphasize different aspects of the design by varying the col-

ors of the chords. You might make your design into string art: draw the circle

on a piece of cardboard, use tacks to mark the points around the circle, and tie

string (of different colors if you like) to the tacks to make the chords.

14 13 12
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The Problem of Appolonius (Chapter 10)

Materials: Compass and straightedge

In the third century B.C.. the Greek geometer Appolonius gave a complete solution

of the following famous construction problem:

Given three coplanar circles, construct a fourth circle tangent to all three.

1. Three coplanar circles have up to eight circles tangent

to all three. In the diagram, the red circle is tangent to

the three black circles. Copy the diagram and sketch

(don't construct) as many other circles as you can that

appear to be tangent to all three black circles.

2. Draw three congruent circles whose centers are not collinear. Devise a com-

pass and straightedge construction of two different circles tangent to the three

congruent circles. Explain the steps of your construction. Demonstrate that

vour method works for other confiaurations of three congruent circles.

Covering the Plane (Chapter 11)

In this project you will investigate the percentage of the plane that can be covered

by different arrangements of non-overlapping circles.

1. The diagram below shows a square arrangement of congruent circles.

a. Given that the radius of each circle is 1 unit, find

the area of the small square and the area of the por-

tion of the small square that is covered by the cir-

cles. Then find the percentage of the small square's

interior that is covered by the circles. Repeat these

calculations for the larger square.

b. Repeat part (a) given that the radius of each circle is

2 units.

c. Make a conjecture about the percentage of the plane that would be covered

if the square arrangement of circles extended without end in all directions.

2. Find the percentage of the plane covered by a

hexagonal arrangement of congruent circles, as

shown at the right. Show that you get the same

percentage regardless of the radius of the circles.

How does this percentage compare with the per-

centage of the plane covered by the square

arrangement of circles in Exercise 1 ?

3. Suppose you fit one smaller circle into each existing gap in the square and

hexagonal arrangements shown above. Find the largest percentage of the plane

that can be covered in each case. Show vour method.
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Regular Polyhedra (Chapter 12)
4

Materials: Ruler, protractor, construction paper, scissors, tape

A regular polyhedron is a solid figure whose faces are con-

gruent regular polygons, with the same number of polygons

joined at each vertex (or corner). One example of a regular

polyhedron is a cube. If the cube shown at the right is cut

along each red edge, it will unfold into the two-dimensional

cross shape shown next to it.

1. Copy the diagram of the unfolded cube and label the other faces: top, bottom,

front, back, and left. Then draw the cross-shaped figure on a piece of construc-

tion paper, cut it out, and fold it into a cube. Tape the edges together.

2. A regular tetrahedron, as shown at the right, is made of four

equilateral triangles. Copy the tetrahedron and mark the

edges you would cut to unfold it. Sketch what it will look

like unfolded. Check your sketch by making a tetrahedron

out of a piece of construction paper.

3. In a book, find pictures of the three other regular polyhedra: the octahedron

(8 equilateral triangles), the icosahedron (20 equilateral triangles), and the

dodecahedron (12 pentagons). Repeat Exercise 2 for the octahedron.

Pixel Lines (Chapter 13)

Materials: Graph paper with a fine grid (at least 16 squares per inch)

A computer screen is made up of small squares called pixels,

which are used to display all graphics and text. The pixels are

arranged in a rectangular grid. If you were to magnify a "line"

displayed on a computer screen, you would see that it is actu-

ally a jagged collection of pixels, rather than a smooth,

straight line. Computers use the three rules given below to

create a jagged approximation of a line that looks as smooth

as possible.

(1) Every pixel on a line, except for the first and last, touches exactly two other

pixels on the line, either vertically, horizontally, or diagonally.

(2) A line is made by repeating a pattern of horizontal or vertical "runs" of pixels.

(3) The number of pixels in the different "runs" used in one copy of the pattern

must be as close to equal as possible.

Notice that the pixel line shown in

the example above meets condition ( 1 ),

but that the two examples shown at the

left do not meet condition ( 1
).

Wm Im w i
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To understand condition (2), look at the line shown in the first exampie on

page 708. The basic pattern is: move down 3 pixels, shift diagonally to the right.

move down 2 pixels, shift diagonally to the right. The notation 3d. r, 2d. r

designates this pattern, which is used repeatedly to form ihe line.

In moving from the first pixel in one copy of the pattern to the first

pixel of the next copy of the pattern, you move down a total of 5 pixels

and to the right a total of 2 pixels. In other words, the "line" has

"slope" --.

1. To understand condition (3). note that in the pattern for the line with slope

-- shown above, the lengths of the two vertical runs of pixels differ by one

pixel. Draw the line produced by the pattern 4d. r, Id. r and confirm that it also

has slope -— By how much do the lengths of the two vertical runs of pixels

differ for this pattern? Which pattern gives a smoother line with slope ——?

2. Draw a line with the pattern 2r. u, lr. u, where r indicates a move to the right

and u indicates a diagonal shift up. What is the slope of this line?

3. Draw the smoothest line with the given slope, and state the pattern you used.

e.
8

Creating a Tessellating Figure (Chapter 14)

Materials: Posterboard, ruler, protractor, compass, scissors

To create a figure that tessellates, such as the fish on page 610. you can modify any

polygon that tessellates. Here is an example.

B B B B

(1) Draw equilateral /_ABC. and then alter the shape of side AB.

(2) Rotate the curve AB about point B through 60°. creating a

curve BC that will interlock with the curve AB.

(3) Alter the left half of AC.

(4) Rotate the shape drawn in step (3) through 180° about the mid-

point of AC. The curve AC will interlock with itself.

(5) Cut out the shape and trace copies of it to make a tessellation.

The shape looks like a bird, so add an eye and feathers!

Experiment with the process demonstrated above. Use other shapes

and transformations. Develop one tessellation into an art piece.
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Constructions Using
Paper Folding

Basic Constructions
Chapter 10 teaches geometric constructions using a straightedge and a compass.

Constructions can also be done using paper folding and tracing. Constructions 1-7

below and in the exercises are the same as Constructions 1-7 in Chapter 10, but the

procedures here use paper folding and tracing.

Use paper you can see through. Every time you fold the paper, make a crease and

draw a dashed line along the crease.

You will learn how to do Constructions 1 , 2. and 7 in Exercises 1, 2, and 7. respectively.

Construction 3 Bisector ofan angle

Given an angle, construct the bisector of the angle.

Given: LABC
Construct: The bisector of Z. ABC

Procedure: Fold the paper so that BC is on top of BA

The crease is the bisector of Z. ABC.

Construction 4 Perpendicular bisector ofa segment

Given a segment, construct the perpendicular bisector of the segment.

Given: AB
Construct: The perpendicular bisector ofAB

Procedure: Fold the paper so that B is on top of A.

The crease is the perpendicular bisector of AB
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Construction 5 Perpendicular at a point on a line

Given a point on a line, construct the perpendicular to the line at the given point.

Given: Point P on line m
Construct: The perpendicular to in at P

Procedure: Fold the paper so that one side of line m is on top of the other and

the crease goes through P.

The crease is perpendicular to m at P.

£
Construction 6 Perpendicularfrom a point outside a line

Given a point outside a line, construct the perpendicular to the line from

the given point.

Given: Point Q outside line k

Construct: The perpendicular to k from Q
Procedure: Fold the paper so that one side of line k is on top of the other and the

crease goes through Q.

The crease is the perpendicular to k from Q.

Exercises

1. Draw anv AB. Use Construction 1. below, to construct YZ congruent to AB.

Construction 1 Congruent segment

Given a segment, construct a segment congruent to the given segment.

Given: AB
Construct: A segment congruent to AB

Procedure: Place a piece of paper over AB and trace AB onto the piece of paper.

Label the endpoints of the new segment Y and Z.

YZ is congruent to AB.
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2. Draw any /_ABC. Use Construction 2, below, to construct Z DEF congruent to

LABC.

Construction 2 Congruent angle

Given an angle, construct an angle congruent to the given angle.

Given: Z ABC
Construct: An angle congruent to Z ABC

Procedure: Place a piece of paper over Z ABC and trace AABC
onto the piece of paper. Label the new angle Z DEF.

Z DfF is congruent to A ABC.

Draw the figure described. Then use paper folding to do the indicated construction.

3. Given: Any obtuse Z JKE

Construct: The bisector of Z JKL

5. Given: Any point D on a line /

Construct: The perpendicular to / at D

4. Given: Any segment HM
Construct: The perpendicular

bisector ofHM
6. Given: Any point R outside a line n

Construct: The perpendicular to n from R

For Exercises 7-9, refer to Construction 7 below.

Construction 7 Parallel through a point outside a line

Given a point outside a line, construct the parallel to the line through

the given point.

Given: Point P outside line n

Construct: The line through P parallel to n

Procedure: Construct the perpendicular to n from P. Label it k.

Construct the perpendicular to k at P. Label it m.

m is the line through P parallel to n.

7. Draw a line n and a point P outside the line. Construct the line through P that is par-

allel to n.

8. Which of Constructions 1-6 are used in Construction 7?

9. Write an explanation to justify that m is parallel to n.

For each of Exercises 10 and 11, trace AB onto a new piece of paper. Then use paper

folding.

A B

10. a. Divide AB into two congruent parts.

b. Which construction did you use in part (a)?

11. a. Divide AB into four congruent parts.

b. Explain the method you used in part (a).
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12. Which of the following do you not construct when you do Construction 4?

Choose one letter A-F.

A. midpoint B. perpendicular lines C. median

D. right angles E. supplementary angles F. congruent segments

For each of Exercises 13 and 14. trace the circle shown
onto a piece of paper.

13. a. Use paper folding to find a diameter of the circle.

b. Describe the method you used in part (a).

14. a. Use paper folding to find the center of the circle.

b. Describe the procedure you used in part (a).

c. Explain how you know that the point you found

is the center of the circle.

15. Use a compass to draw a QO. Choose a point on the circle and label it A.

a. Use paper folding to construct the tangent to OO at A. Label the tangent t.

(Hint: See Construction 8 on page 392.)

b. Describe the procedure you used in part (a).

c. Write an explanation to justify that t is the tangent to OO at A.

Applications ofBasic Constructions
Constructions 1-7 can be used to produce polygons and other geometric figures. In

the examples and exercises below, you will use paper folding and tracing to con-

struct geometric figures and explore geometric properties.

Example 1

Solution

Step 1

Step 2

Given — EFG and Z_ JKL. construct an angle

whose measure equals rn/L EFG + ml. JKL.

Trace each given angle onto a different piece of

paper.

Position the two pieces of paper so that FG is

on top of KJ

.

Use Construction 2 (on page 712) to construct

/LGFZ congruent to Z_ JKL.

mZ EFZ = mA EFG + mZ GFZ
= mZEFG + ?nAJKL

K
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Example 2 Construct a parallelogram with diagonals of

lengths AB and CD.

A B
•-

C D

Solution Recall that if the diagonals of a quadrilateral

bisect each other, the quadrilateral is a paral-

lelogram.

Step 1 Trace each given segment onto a different

piece of paper. Use Construction 4 to con-

struct the midpoint M of AB and the mid-

point TV of CD.

M\

N\

C D

Step 2 Position the two pieces of paper so that M is

on top of TV and the two segments are not

lined up.

NjS
s* \

\c
\ K

y% d^;

Step 3 Use Construction 1 (on page 711) to con-

struct XY congruent to CD. Draw CJAXBY.

Since AB and XY bisect each other, AXBY is

a parallelogram.

Exercises

Use the angles shown to construct an angle having the indicated measure.

1. x + y 2. x-y 4. 180-2v
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Construct an angle with the indicated measure.

5. 90 6. 45 7. 135 8. your choice

Use the segments shown to construct a segment having the indicated length.

9. a + b 10. b-a 11. 3a - b 12. a + 2b

13. Use the given segments and angle to construct a triangle in which an angle

congruent to Z. 1 is included between segments of lengths q and r.

Use the segments shown below. Perform each construction using paper folding

and tracing.

c

d

14. Construct a rectangle with diagonals of length d. (Hint: A quadrilateral is a

rectangle if its diagonals are congruent and bisect each other.)

15. Construct a rhombus with diagonals of lengths c and d. (Hint: A quadrilateral

is a rhombus if its diagonals are perpendicular and bisect each other.)

16. Construct a square with diagonals of length c. (Hint: A quadrilateral is a

square if its diagonals are perpendicular, are congruent, and bisect each other.)

17. Construct a square with sides of length c.

18. Construct a rectangle with sides of lengths c and d.

For each of Exercises 19 and 20, trace AABC onto a piece q
of paper. Then use paper folding.

19. a. Construct the perpendicular bisectors of all

three sides of A ABC. Label their point of

intersection P. Recall that P is the

circumcenter of A ABC.

b. Use a compass to draw the circle that circum-

scribes A ABC. (Hint: The circle has center P
and radius PA.)

20. a. Construct the incenter of AABC (the point at

which the three angle bisectors meet).

b. Use a compass to draw the circle that is

inscribed in A ABC.

(Hint: Construct the perpendicular to one of

the sides from the incenter.)
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Appendices

Coordinates in Three Dimensions (Chapter 13)

Objective: Use coordinates in three dimensions and apply the midpoint and

distance formulas in three dimensions.

Robots are used throughout a car manufacturing plant. To describe

the position of the arm you can use a three-dimensional coordinate

system. This coordinate system is formed by three perpendicular

axes which intersect at the origin. In the diagram at the right, the

arrowheads on the .Y-axis, y-axis, and z-axis indicate the positive

direction of each axis. In a three-dimensional coordinate sys-

tem, each point in space is given by an ordered triple (x. y. z).

For example, in the graph at the

right, point P has coordinates

(-3, 2, 5). The red arrows in the

diagram show that to graph P.

you start at the origin. O. move

3 units in the negative direction

on the x-axis, 2 units in the posi-

tive direction parallel to the

y-axis. and 5 units in the positive

direction parallel to the --axis.

P(-

rk
3,2,5)

7~

Each pair of axes determines a coordinate plane.

Each point in a coordinate plane has at least one

coordinate that is zero. Point (4. 3. 0) lies in the

Ay-plane and point (4. 0. 2) lies in the xc-plane.

»* xy-plane

Example 1 Find the coordinates of vertices A and E of the

rectangular prism at the right.

Solution A has the same .Y-coordinate as C and D, the same

v-coordinate as D. and the same c-coordinate as

B. A has coordinates (4. -3. 6).

£ has the same v-coordinate as D. Its x- and

r-coordinates are 0. E has coordinates (0. -3. 0).
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Example 2 Graph point M with coordinates (3. -4. 1 >.

Solution zj

M(3.-4. 1) oH-H—l-H

—

\-+-y

•v,

Finding the midpoint of a segment drawn in three dimensions is similar to the

method used in two dimensions.

File Midpoint Formula in Tliree Dimensions
The midpoint of the segment that joins points (xv yv zj and (x

2,y„ z2) is the point

x, + x
2 yi + y2 h +

:

:

2 ' 2 ' 2

Example 3 Find the coordinates of the midpoint of the segment that joins

(-6. 4. -2 ) and (2.6. -4).

Solution The coordinates of the midpoint are

-6 + 2 4 + 6 -2 + (-4i

~
\ 2 ' 2 ' 2 )

= (-2. 5. -3).

The distance between two points in three dimensions can be found using a formula

similar to the Distance Formula for two dimensions.

Tlie Distance Formula in Tliree Dimensions

The distance d between points (xv yv z
r
) and (x

2,y2 , z2 ) is given by:

d = ^/(x
2
- Xl )

2 + (y^-yj
2 + (z2 -z l )

2

Example 4 Find the distance between points (-2. 3. -7) and (2. -6. 9).

Solution Let (.v,. yv ;,) be (-2. 3. -7) and {.xy y :
. :

;
) be (2. -6. 9).

Then d=\ (x~ - .v,

)

: + (y:
- v,

)

: +(z2 -Z ]
)

:

= \ (2 - (-2)) : + (-6 - 3)
: + (9 - (-7))

2

= \ 16 + 81 +256

= \ 353

The distance between the points is \ 353. or about 18.8.
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Written Exercises

Use the diagram of the cube shown at the right.

1. Write the coordinates of vertices A, B, C, and D.

2. Which axis contains point A? point £?

3. Which coordinate plane contains C, D. and £"?

4. Name two labeled points in the .vc-plane.

5. Find the coordinates of the midpoint of diagonal AD.

6. Find the length of diagonal AD of the cube. Give your

answer to the nearest tenth.

:k

.A
D

ao. 3. 0) y

On which coordinate plane or planes does each point lie?

7. (3. 4. 0) 8. (-7. 0. -9) 9. (0. -6. 1

1

10. (0. 0. -4)

Graph each point on a coordinate system.

11. W(0, 2, 5) 12. X(3. -4, -1) 13. K(-2. -3. 0) 14. Z(4. 1.3)

Find the coordinates of the midpoint of the segment that joins the points.

15. (-7. 0. 0) and (7. 5. -6) 16. (0. 2, -5) and (-3, 6. -9)

17. (1.8, -3.5, 0) and (7.5. 6. -9.4) 18. (a. b. c) and (d. e.f)

19. M(4, -4, -4) is the midpoint of AB, where A is point (4, -2. 5). Find the

coordinates of point B.

Find the distance, to the nearest tenth, between the two points.

20. (-1, 0. -5) and (3. 3, 7) 21. (0, -2, 4) and (-9. 6. -8)

22. (-6. -2. -7) and (-7. 2. -10) 23. (1. 3. 2) and (-8. 3. -2)

In Exercises 24-26. the coordinates of the vertices of a triangle are given. Is the

triangle scalene, isosceles, or equilateral?

24. Triangle RST has vertices R(-2. 4. -3). S(0. 1.3). and 7T-2. -3. -3).

25. Triangle ABC has vertices A(5. 0. 0). B(0. -5. 0). and C(0. 0. 5).

26. Triangle DEF has vertices D(-l. -3. -1 ). E(2. 3. 6) and F( 3. -1. 6).

27. Triangle GHJ has vertices G(4. 0. 0). //(0. 6. 0). and 7(0. 6. 3). Use the con-

verse of the Pythagorean theorem to show that the triangle is a right triangle.

Then find its area.

28. The equation of a sphere with center (a. b. c) and radius / is

(x-a) 2 + (y-b) 2 + (:-c) 2 = i~.

Use the distance formula and the definition of a sphere to justify the equation.
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29. Find the volume of the regular square pyramid shown below.

H(0. 3.4)

0(0. 3. 0)

30. The rectangular prism shown above has diagonals BG and CH.

a. Prove that diagonals BG and CH are congruent.

b. Prove that diagonals BG and CH bisect each other.

Changing the Dimensions of

Geometric Figures (Chapters 11-12)

Objective: Determine how changes in dimensions affect the perimeter, area, and

volume of geometric figures.

Example 1 A small video rental store is 144 ft long and 64 ft wide. The owners

decide to double the floor space so that they can stock more videos to

sell and rent. If the owners double the width of the store will the

floor space double ? Will the perimeter double?

Solution The diagram at the left below shows the original dimensions of the

store. The diagram at the right shows the new dimensions.

144 ft 144ft

64 64

64 ft

P = 2b + 2h

= 2(64) + 2(144)

= 416

.4 = bh

= 64- 144

= 9216

128 ft

P = 2b + 2h

= 2(128) + 2(144)

= 544

A = bh

= 128 • 144

= 18.432

The perimeter will increase from 416 ft to 544 ft. but will not double.

Doubling the w idth does double the area.
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We can generalize the situation described in Example 1. Suppose the base of a

rectangle is multiplied by a factor of c.

original rectangle

P = 2b + 2h

A = bh

cb

P = 2(cb) + 2h = 2cb + 2h± c(2b + IK)

A = cb(h) -c»bh

Notice that the area is multiplied by a factor of c, but the perimeter is not.

Example 2 A manufacturer of cans wants to double the volume of a can with

radius 3 cm and height 7 cm. If the height is doubled, will the vol-

ume double? If the radius is doubled, will the volume double?

Solution

14 cm

3 cm

rCH m^l

3 cm

-X
7 cm

original

can — 6 cm

..--r-k.

V = izr-h

= 7f3 2 '

= 637t

7

V=ni2h
= 71*3

= 126ti

2. 14

:

V=nr2h
= 71 • 62

• 7

= 252tc

Doubling the height doubles the volume. Doubling the radius

increases the volume by a factor of 4.

Again, we can generalize the situation described in Example 2. Suppose that a

cylinder has radius r and height h. First the height is multiplied by a factor of c.

Then the radius is multiplied by a factor of c.

original

can

.1

ch

—.4.

V = ni2h V = n^ich)

= c • m2h

V=K(cr) 2h

= c2
• nr2h

If the height is multiplied by c, then the volume is also multiplied by c.

If the radius is multiplied by c, then the volume is multiplied by c
2

.

7 cm
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Written Exercises

Rectangle PQRS has length 12 in. and width 8 in. Describe the effect on the

perimeter and the area of the rectangle when the dimensions are changed as

described.

1. The length is multiplied by 4.

2. The width is divided by 4.

3. Both the length and the width are multiplied by 2.5.

4. The width is multiplied by x.

Triangle ABC has a base of length of 16 cm and a height of length 10 cm.

5. What effect will multiplying the base by 5 have on the area of AABC1

6. What effect will dividing the height by 2 have on the area of AABC1

7. What effect will multiplying the base by 5 and dividing the height by 2 have

on the area of AABC?

Trapezoid DEFG has bases of lengths 8 and 20 and a height of 6.

8. If the height is doubled, will the area of the trapezoid double? Explain.

9. If the length of one of the bases is doubled, will the area of the trapezoid

double? Explain.

10. If the lengths of both bases are doubled, will the area of the trapezoid double?

Explain.

Classify each statement as true orfalse. Justify your answer.

11. If the perimeter of a rectangle is doubled, then the area of the rectangle is also

doubled.

12. If the area of a rectangle is doubled, then the perimeter of the rectangle is also

doubled.

13. If the length of each side of a rhombus is divided by 3. then its perimeter is

divided by 3 also.

14. If the radius of a sphere is multiplied by 4. then its volume is multiplied by 16.

A rectangular prism has length 10 m, width 4 m, and height 6 m.

15. Find the surface area and volume of the prism.

16. Describe how you can change one dimension of the prism so the surface area

of the new rectangular prism is double the surface area of the original prism.

17. Describe how you can change one dimension of the prism so the volume of the

new rectangular prism is double the volume of the original prism.

18. Each side of a square is .v units long. The length of each side is multiplied by c.

Describe the effect on the perimeter and the area of the square.

19. Each edge of a cube is .v units long. Each edge is multiplied by c. Describe the

effect on the surface area and the volume of the cube.
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20. If the height of a cone is tripled, will the volume of the cone be tripled?

Explain.

21. If the radius of a cone is tripled, will the volume of the cone be tripled?

Explain.

22. There are 250 toothpicks in a standard-size box. If the height remains constant

and each of the base edges is doubled, how many toothpicks will this new size

box hold?

23. A marble paperweight shaped like a pyramid weighs 2 oz. How much would

the paperweight weigh if the height is tripled and the base is unchanged?

24. A cylinder has a height of 12 in. and a radius of 4 in. How can you change the

radius of the cylinder so that the volume of the new cylinder will be four times

the volume of the original cylinder?

Relationships Among Sine, Cosine,

and Tangent (Chapter 8)

Objective: Understand and use relationships among trigonometric ratios.

The three trigonometric ratios, sine, cosine, and tangent are related in many differ-

ent ways. You know that:

sin A =

cos A =

tan A =

leg opposite ZA

hypotenuse

leg adjacent to ZA
hypotenuse

leg opposite ZA
leg adjacent to ZA

hypotenuse

opposite leg

adjacent leg

We will explore other relationships between the sine, cosine, and tangent ratios.

Look at the diagram of AABC with right angle C. By the definitions of the sine,

cosine, and tangent ratios:

sin A = -, cos A = -, and tan A = r.
c c b

Suppose you divide sin A by cos A.

sin A
a

c a b a c a A '

cos A b ~ c ' c ~ c b

c

— , — tan A

.

b

For any acute ZA,
sin A .

. - tan A.
cos A
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Example 1 Use right triansle KPM to show that
sin K
cos K - tan K.

3 4 3
Solution sin K = -z. cos K = -, and tan K = t

sin A"

cos K
3 5 3
-•4 = 4 = tan*

Refer asain to AABC with sin A = - and cos A = -.
c c

(sin A)- = -•- = — and (cos A)- = -•- = —
c c c- c c c-

- , a2 b2 or + b2

(sin A)~ + (cos A)- = — + — = ;

—

c- <r <r

By the Pythagorean theorem, a1 + b1 = c2.

__ _ . -> a1 + b2
<r

Therefore. ( sin A i- + (cos A)- = ;— = — = 1.

c~ <r

Example 2 Use right triangle XYZ to show that (sin X)2 + (cos X) 2 = 1

.

Y

12

5 12
Solution sin X - y^ and cos X = t^

(sinX)2 + (cosX) 2 =(^r+ (j|^

25 144

169
+

169

169

169
= 1
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Written Exercises

For each right triangle shown, verify that tan R =
sin/?

2.

4-6. Use the right triangles in Exercises 1-3 to verify that

(sin R) 2 + (cos R) 2 = 1.

AABC is a 30°-60°-90° triangle.

7. Find AB and AC.

8. Verify that tan 60° = ^77^.
cos 60

9. Verify that (sin 30°)2 + (cos 30°)2 = 1.

ARST is an isosceles right triangle with a leg of length 8.

10. Sketch the triangle. Label the length of each side and the measure of each angle.

sin 45°
11. Verify that tan 45° = —

.

J
cos 45°

12. Verify that (sin 45°)2 + (cos 45°) 2 = 1.

Use the table of trigonometric ratios on page 311 or a calculator to verify each

statement.

sin 80°
13. (sin 35°) 2 + (cos 35°)2 = 1 14. tan 80° =

cos 80°

Use the relationships among the trigonometric ratios to find the values of the

other two ratios. You may assume that all the trigonometric ratios are positive.

15. sin A =
21

16. cosy =
29

A"* ^ '
.

3

Use the diagram of AABC to prove each statement.

18. sin A = cos B

19. (tanA) 2 +l=--^
(cos AY

17. tanD =
24
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Glossary

acute angle: An angle with measure between

and 90. (p. 17)

acute triangle: A triangle with three acute

angles, (p. 93)

adjacent angles: Two angles in a plane that have

a common vertex and a common side but no

common interior points, (p. 19)

adjacent arcs: Arcs of a circle that have exactly

one point in common, (p. 339)

alternate interior angles: Two nonadjacent in-

terior angles on opposite sides of a transversal.

Angles 1 and 2 are alternate interior

angles, (p. 74)

altitude of a parallelogram: Any segment per-

pendicular to the line containing a base from

any point on the opposite side. (p. 424)

altitude of a solid: See prism, pyramid, cone,

cylinder.

altitude of a trapezoid: Any segment perpen-

dicular to a line containing one base from a

point on the opposite base. (p. 435)

altitude of a triangle: The perpendicular segment

from a vertex to the line containing the op-

posite side. In the figure, BD and AD are

altitudes, (p. 152)

D B

angle: A figure formed by two rays that have

the same endpoint. The two rays are called

the sides of the angle. Their common end-

point is the vertex, (p. 17)

angle of depression: When a point B is viewed

from a higher point A, as shown by the dia-

gram below, L 1 is the angle of

depression, (p. 317)

angle of elevation: When a point A is viewed

from a lower point B, as shown by the diagram

at the left below, /_ 2 is the angle of

elevation, (p. 317)

apothem: The (perpendicular) distance from the

center of a regular polygon to a side. (p. 441)

auxiliary line: A line (or ray or segment) added

to a diagram to help in a proof, (p. 94)

axes: Usually, two perpendicular lines used to

establish a coordinate system, (p. 523)

axiom: A statement that is accepted without

proof, (p. 12)

base of an isosceles triangle: See legs of an

isosceles triangle.

base of a parallelogram: Any side of a paral-

lelogram can be considered its base. The

term base may refer to the line segment or

its length, (p. 424)

base of a pyramid: See pyramid.

bases of a prism: See prism.

bases of a trapezoid: See trapezoid.

biconditional: A statement that contains the words

"if and only if." (p. 34)

bisector of an angle: The ray that divides the

angle into two congruent adjacent angles,

(p. 19)

bisector of a segment: A line, segment, ray, or

plane that intersects the segment at its mid-

point, (p. 13)

center of a circle: See circle.

center of a regular polygon: The center of the

circumscribed circle, (p. 441)

central angle of a circle: An angle with its vertex

at the center of the circle, (p. 339)

central angle of a regular polygon: An angle

formed by two radii drawn to consecutive

vertices, (p. 441)

chord: A segment whose endpoints lie on a

circle, (p. 329)

circle: The set of points in a plane that are a

given distance from a given point in the

plane. The given point is the center, and

the given distance is the radius, (p. 329)

circumference of a circle: The perimeter of a

circle given by the limiting number ap-

proached by the perimeters of a sequence of

regular inscribed polygons. For radius r,

C = 2-nr. (p. 446)
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circumscribed circle: A circle is circumscribed

about a polygon when each vertex of the

polygon lies on the circle. The polygon is

inscribed in the circle, (p. 330)

circumscribed polygon: A polygon is circum-

scribed about a circle when each side of the

polygon is tangent to the circle. The circle

is inscribed in the polygon, (p. 334)

collinear points: Points all in one line. (p. 6)

common tangent: A line that is tangent to each

of two coplanar circles. A common internal

tangent intersects the segment joining the

centers. A common external tangent does

not intersect that segment, (p. 334)

complementary angles: Two angles whose meas-

ures have the sum 90. (p. 50)

composite of mappings: A transformation that

combines two mappings. The composite of

mappings S and T maps P to P" where

T(P) = P' and 5(f) = P" . Also called a

product of mappings, (pp. 599, 605)

concentric circles: Circles that lie in the same

plane and have the same center, (p. 330)

concentric spheres: Spheres that have the same

center, (p. 330)

conclusion: See if-then statement.

concurrent lines: Two or more lines that intersect

in one point, (p. 386)

conditional statement: See if-then statement.

cone: The diagrams illustrate a right cone and

an oblique cone. Both have circular bases

and a vertex V. In the right cone, h is the

length of the altitude, I is the slant height.

and r is the radius, (p. 490)

congruence mapping: See isometry.

congruent angles: Angles that have equal

measures, (p. 19)

congruent arcs: Arcs, in the same circle or in

congruent circles, that have equal meas-

ures, (p. 340)

congruent circles (or spheres): Circles (or

spheres) that have congruent radii, (p. 330)

congruent figures: Figures having the same size

and shape, (p. 1 17)

congruent polygons: Polygons whose vertices can

be matched up so that the corresponding parts

(angles and sides) of the polygons are

congruent, (p. 118)

congruent segments: Segments that have equal

lengths, (p. 13)

contraction: See dilation.

contrapositive of a conditional: The contra-

positive of the statement If p. then q is the

statement If not q, then not p. (p. 208)

converse: The converse of the statement // p,

then q is the statement // q, then p.

(p. 33)

convex polygon: A polygon such that no line

containing a side of the polygon contains a

point in the interior of the polygon, (p. 101)

coordinate plane: The plane of the .v-axis and

the y-axis. (p. 523)

coplanar points: Points all in one plane, (p. 6)

corollary of a theorem: A statement that can

be proved easily by applying the

theorem, (p. 94)

corresponding angles: Two angles in corre-

sponding positions relative to two lines. In

the figure. A 2 and 6 are corresponding

angles, (p. 74)

cosine (cos):

cosine of /-A = —
AB

adjacent
or cos A =

(p. 312)

hypotenuse

Right Oblique

counterexample: An example used to prove that

an if-then statement is false. For that coun-

terexample, the hypothesis is true and the

conclusion is false, (p. 33)
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cube: A rectangular solid with square faces,

(p. 476)

cylinder: The diagrams illustrate a right cylinder

and an oblique cylinder. In a right cylinder,

the segment joining the centers of the circular

bases is an altitude. The length of an altitude

is the height, h. of the cylinder. A radius

of a base is a radius, r. of the cylinder,

(p. 490)

Right Oblique

exterior angle of a triangle: The angle formed
when one side of the triangle is extended.

/-DAC is an exterior angle of AABC, and

AB and C are remote interior angles with

respect to zl DAC. Exterior angle is also

applied to other polygons, (p. 95)

function: A correspondence between sets of

numbers in which each number in the first

set corresponds to exactly one number in the

second set. (p. 571)

decagon: A 10-sided polygon, (p. 101)

deductive reasoning: Proving.statements by rea-

soning from accepted postulates, definitions,

theorems, and given information, (p. 45)

diagonal: A segment joining two non-consecutive

vertices of a polygon, (p. 102)

diameter: A chord that contains the center of a

circle, (p. 329)

dilation: A dilation with center O and nonzero

scale factor k maps any point P to a point

P' determined as follows:

(1) If it > 0. P' lies on OP and OP' =
k OP.

(2) If k < 0. P' lies on the ray opposite

OP and OP' = \k\ OP.

(3) The center O is its own image.

If \k\ > 1, the dilation is an expansion.

If \k\ < 1. the dilation is a contraction.

(p. 592)

distance from a point to a line (or plane): The
length of the perpendicular segment from the

point to the line (or plane), (p. 154)

dot product: For vectors (a, b) and (c, d). the

number ac + bd. The dot product of per-

pendicular vectors is zero. (p. 543)

equal vectors: Vectors with the same magnitude

and the same direction, (p. 540)

equiangular triangle: A triangle with all angles

congruent, (p. 93)

equilateral triangle: A triangle with all sides

congruent, (p. 93)

expansion: See dilation.

geometric mean: If a, b. and x are positive num-
a x

bers with - = —, then x is the geometric
jc b

mean between a and b. (p. 285)

glide: See translation.

glide reflection: A transformation in which every

point P is mapped to a point P" by these

steps: (1) a glide maps P to P' . and (2) a

reflection in a line parallel to the glide line

maps P' to P". (p. 584)

glide reflection symmetry: A figure has glide

reflection symmetry if there is a glide re-

flection that maps the figure onto

itself, (p. 610)

golden ratio: See golden rectangle.

golden rectangle: A rectangle such that its length

/ and width w satisfy the equation

— = . The ratio I'.w is called the
w I

golden ratio, (p. 253)

great circle: The intersection of a sphere with

any plane passing through the center of the

sphere, (p. 331)

half-turn: A rotation through 180°. (p. 589)

height: The length of an altitude of a polygon

or solid, (p. 424)

Heron's formula: A formula for finding the area

of a triangle when the lengths of its sides

are known, (p. 434)

hexagon: A 6-sided polygon, (p. 101)

hypotenuse: In a right triangle the side opposite

the right angle. The other two sides are

called legs. (p. 141)

hypothesis: See if-then statement.
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identity' transformation: The mapping that maps
every point to itself, (p. 605)

if-then statement: A statement whose basic form
is Ifp. then q. Statement p is the hypothesis

and statement q is the conclusion, (p. 33)

image: See mapping.

indirect proof: A proof in which you assume
temporarily that the conclusion is not true.

and then deduce a contradiction (p. 214)

inductive reasoning: A kind of reasoning in which

the conclusion is based on several past

observations, (p. 106)

inscribed angle: An angle whose vertex is on a

circle and whose sides contain chords of the

circle, (p. 349)

inscribed circle: See circumscribed polygon.

inscribed polygon: See circumscribed circle.

intersection of two figures: The set of points

that are in both figures, (p. 6)

inverse of a conditional: The inverse of the

statement If p. then q is the statement If not

p. then not q. (p. 208)

inverse of a transformation: The inverse of T
is the transformation 5 such that S ° T = I.

(p. 606)

isometry: A transformation that maps every seg-

ment to a congruent segment. Also called

a congruence mapping, (p. 572)

isosceles trapezoid: A trapezoid with congruent

legs. (p. 190)

isosceles triangle: A triangle with at least two

sides congruent, (p. 93)

kite: A quadrilateral that has two pairs of con-

gruent sides, but opposite sides are not

congruent, (p. 193)

lateral area of a prism: The sum of the areas

of its lateral faces, (p. 476)

lateral edges of a prism: See prism.

lateral edges of a pyramid: See pyramid.

lateral faces of a prism: See prism.

lateral faces of a pyramid: See pyramid.

legs of an isosceles triangle: The two congruent

sides. The third side is the base. (p. 134)

legs of a right triangle: See hypotenuse.

legs of a trapezoid: See trapezoid.

length of a segment: The distance between its

endpoints. (p. 11)

linear equation: An equation whose graph is a

line. (p. 548)

line symmetry: A figure has line symmetry if

there is a symmetry line k such that the re-

flection Rk maps the figure onto itself,

(p. 609)

locus: The set of all points, and only those points.

that satisfy one or more conditions, (p. 401)

logically equivalent statements: Statements that

are either both true or both false, (p. 208)

magnitude of a vector AB. The length

AB. (p. 539)

major arc: See minor and major arcs.

mapping: A correspondence between points.

Each point P in a given set is mapped to

exactly one point P' in the same or a different

set. P' is called the image of P. and P is

called the preimage of P' . (p. 571)

measure of a major arc: See minor and major

arcs.

measure of a minor arc: See minor and major

arcs.

measure of an angle: A unique positive number,

less than or equal to 180. that is paired with

the angle, (p. 17)

measure of a semicircle: See semicircles.

median of a trapezoid: The segment that joins

the midpoints of the legs. (p. 191)

median of a triangle: A segment from a vertex

to the midpoint of the opposite side. (p. 152)

midpoint of a segment: The point that divides

the segment into two congruent

segments, (p. 13)

minor and major arcs: YZ is a minor arc of

OO. YXZ is a major arc. The measure of
a minor arc is the measure of its central

angle, here Z. YOZ. The measure of a major

arc is found by subtracting the measure of

the minor arc from 360. (p. 339)

n-gon: A polygon of n sides, (p. 101)

oblique solid: See cone, cylinder, prism,

obtuse angle: An angle with measure between

90 and 180. (p. 17)

obtuse triangle: A triangle with one obtuse

angle, (p. 93)

octagon: An 8-sided polygon, (p. 101)
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one-to-one mapping (or function): A mapping

(or function) from set A to set B in which

every member of B has exactly one preimage

in A. (p. 571)

opposite rays: Given three collinear points R,

S, T; If S is between R and T, then SR and

ST are opposite rays. (p. 11)

R S T

origin: The intersection point, denoted O(0, 0),

of the Jt-axis and the y-axis in a coordinate

plane, (p. 523)

parallel line and plane: A line and a plane that

do not intersect, (p. 73)

parallel lines: Coplanar lines that do not

intersect, (p. 73)

parallelogram: A quadrilateral with both pairs

of opposite sides parallel, (p. 167)

parallel planes: Planes that do not intersect,

(p. 73)

pentagon: A 5-sided polygon, (p. 101)

perimeter of a polygon: The sum of the lengths

of its sides, (p. 445)

perpendicular bisector of a segment: A line (or

ray or segment) that is perpendicular to the

segment at its midpoint, (p. 153)

perpendicular line and plane: A line and a plane

are perpendicular if and only if they intersect

and the line is perpendicular to all lines in

the plane that pass through the point of

intersection, (p. 128)

perpendicular lines: Two lines that intersect to

form right angles, (p. 56)

plane symmetry: A figure in space has plane

symmetry if there is a symmetry plane X
such that reflection in the plane maps the

figure onto itself, (p. 610)

point of tangency: See tangent to a circle.

point symmetry: A figure has point symmetry

if there is a symmetry point O such that the

half-turn Hn maps the figure onto

itself, (p. 609)

polygon: A plane figure formed by coplanar seg-

ments (sides) such that (1) each segment

intersects exactly two other segments, one

at each endpoint; and (2) no two segments

with a common endpoint are collinear.

(p. 101)

postulate: A statement that is accepted without

proof, (p. 12)

preimage: See mapping.

prism: The solids shown are prisms. The shaded

faces are the bases (congruent polygons lying

in parallel planes). The other faces are lateral

faces and all are parallelograms. Adjacent

lateral faces intersect in parallel segments

called lateral edges. An altitude of a prism

is a segment joining the two base planes

and perpendicular to both. The length of

an altitude is the height, h, of the prism.

Figure (A), in which the lateral faces

are rectangles, is called a right prism.

Figure (B) is an oblique prism, (p. 475)

product of mappings: See composite of

mappings.

proportion: An equation stating that two ratios

are equal. The first and last terms are the

extremes; the middle terms are the

means, (pp. 242, 245)

pyramid: The diagram shows a pyramid. Point

V is its vertex; the pentagon ABCDE is its

base. The five triangular faces meeting at

V are lateral faces; they intersect in segments

called lateral edges. The segment from the

vertex perpendicular to the base is the altitude,

and its length is the height, h, of the pyramid.

B C
In a regular pyramid, the base is a regular

polygon, all lateral edges are congruent, all

lateral faces are congruent isosceles triangles,

and the altitude meets the base at its center.

The height of a lateral face is the slant height

of the pyramid, (p. 482)

Pythagorean triple: Any triple of positive integers

a, b, and c, such that a
2 + b

2 = c
2

. (p. 299)
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quadrant: Any one of the four regions into which
the plane is divided by the coordinate

axes. (p. 523)

quadrilateral: A 4-sided polygon, (p. 101)

radius of a circle: See circle.

radius of a regular polygon: The distance from

the center to a vertex, (p. 441)

radius of a right cylinder: See cylinder.

x
ratio: The ratio of x to v (v ^ 0) is - and is

v

sometimes written x:y. (pp. 241, 242)

ray: The ray AC (AC) consists of segment AC
and all other points P such that C is between

A and P. The point named first, here A, is

the endpoint of AC . (p. 11)

.4 C

rectangle: A quadrilateral with four right

angles, (p. 184)

rectangular solid: A right rectangular

prism, (p. 475) See also prism.

reflection: A transformation in which a line of

reflection acts like a mirror, reflecting points

to their images. A reflection in a line m
maps every point P to a point P' such that:

(1) if P is not on line m, then m is the

perpendicular bisector of PP'\ and (2) if P
is on line m, then P' = P. (p. 577)

regular polygon: A polygon that is both equi-

angular and equilateral, (p. 103)

regular pyramid: See pyramid.

remote interior angles: See exterior angle of a

triangle.

rhombus: A quadrilateral with four congruent

sides, (p. 184)

right angle: An angle with measure 90. (p. 17)

right solid: See cone, cylinder, prism.

right triangle: A triangle with one right

angle, (p. 93)

rotation: A rotation about point O through x° is

a transformation such that: (1) if point P is

different from 0, then OP' = OP and

mLPOP' = x: and (2) if point P is the

same as O, then P' = P. (p. 588)

rotational symmetry: A figure has rotational

symmetry if there is a rotation that maps the

figure onto itself, (p. 609)

same-side interior angles: Two interior angles

on the same side of a transversal, (p. 74)

scalar multiple of a vector: The product of the

vector (a, b) and the real number k is the

scalar multiple (ka, kb). (p. 540)

scale factor: For similar polygons, the ratio of

the lengths of two corresponding

sides, (p. 249)

scalene triangle: A triangle with no sides

congruent, (p. 93)

secant of a circle: A line that contains a

chord, (p. 329)

sector of a circle: A region bounded by two radii

and an arc of the circle, (p. 452)

segment of a line: Two points on the line and

all points between them. The two points are

called the endpoints of the segment, (p. 11)

segments divided proportionally: AB and CD
are divided proportionally if points L and M
lie on AB and CD, respectively, and

^ CM— = . (p. 269)
LB MD y

semicircles: The two arcs of a circle that are cut

off by a diameter. The measure of a semi-

circle is 180. (p. 339)

sides of an angle: See angle.

sides of a triangle: See triangle.

similarity mapping: A transformation that maps
any figure to a similar figure. See also

dilation, (p. 593)

similar polygons: Two polygons are similar if

their vertices can be paired so that corre-

sponding angles are congruent and corre-

sponding sides are in proportion, (p. 249)

similar solids: Solids that have the same shape

but not necessarily the same size. (p. 508)

simplest form of a radical: No perfect square

factor other than 1 is under the radical sign,

no fraction is under the radical sign, and

no fraction has a radical in its

denominator, (p. 287)

sine (sin): q
BC

sine of /LA = —
AB

opposite

hypotenuse / |

(p. 312) A

or sin A =

skew lines: Lines that are not coplanar. (p. 73)

slant height of a regular pyramid: See pyramid.

slant height of a right cone: See cone,

slope of a line: The steepness of a nonvertical

line, defined by m = — —
, jc, ^ x2 ,

x2
— x

x

where P\(x\, v,) and P 2 (x: , y2 ) are two

points on the line. (p. 529)

space: The set of all points, (p. 6)
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sphere: The set of all points in space that are a

given distance from a given point, (p. 329)

square: A quadrilateral with four right angles

and four congruent sides, (p. 184)

straight angle: An angle with measure 180.

(p. 17)

sum of two vectors: The sum of the vectors

(a, b) and (c, d) is the vector

(a + c, b + d). (p. 541)

supplementary angles: Two angles whose

measures have the sum 180. (p. 50)

symmetry: A figure in the plane has symmetry
if there is an isometry, other than the identity,

that maps the figure onto itself, (p. 609)

tangent (tan):

tangent of /-A =

or tan A =

(p. 305)

adjacent

tangent circles: Coplanar circles that are tangent

to the same line at the same point, (p. 334)

tangent to a circle: A line in the plane of the

circle that intersects the circle in exactly one

point, called the point of tangency . (p. 329)

tessellation: A pattern in which congruent copies

of a figure completely fill the plane without

overlapping, (p. 610)

theorem: A statement that can be proved, (p. 23)

total area of a prism: The sum of the areas of

all its faces, (p. 476)

transformation: A one-to-one mapping from the

whole plane to the whole plane, (p. 572)

translation: A transformation that glides all points

of the plane the same distance in the same

direction, and maps any point {x, y) to the

point (x + a, y + b) where a and b are

constants. Also called a glide, (pp. 583, 584)

translational symmetry: A figure has translational

symmetry if there is a translation that maps
the figure onto itself, (p. 610)

transversal: A line that intersects two or more
coplanar lines in different points, (p. 74)

trapezoid: A quadrilateral with exactly one pair

of parallel sides, called bases. The other

sides are legs. (p. 190)

triangle: The figure formed by three segments

joining three noncollinear points. Each of

the three points is a vertex of the triangle

and the segments are the sides, (p. 93)

vector: Any quantity that has both magnitude

and direction, (p. 539)

Venn diagram: A circle diagram that may be

used to represent a conditional, (p. 208)

vertex angle of an isosceles triangle: The angle

opposite the base. (p. 134)

vertex of an angle: See angle.

vertex of a pyramid: See pyramid.

vertex of a triangle: See triangle.

vertical angles: Two angles whose sides form

two pairs of opposite rays. A 1 and 2 are

vertical angles, as are A 3 and 4. (p. 51)
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Index

Absolute value, 12

Algebra

absolute value, 12

coordinate plane, 113, 523

equations, 10, 38

of a circle, 525

equivalent, 245

linear. See Linear

equations

quadratic, 163

systems of, 69

exponents, rules of. 534

expressions, algebraic, 419,

451

fractions, 237

function, 571

identity. 606

inequalities. 203-233

inverse of a number, 606
number line, 11-12

properties of, 37-39,

43 (Ex. 15), 204

radicals, 287

ratio and proportion. 241 —

248

sequence. 261

series, 48

See also Inequalities and

Linear equations

Algebra Review, 10. 69, 113.

163, 237, 280, 419, 451,

534
Algorithm, 598

Altitude

of a cylinder. 490

of a parallelogram, 424

of a prism. 475

of a pyramid, 482

of a trapezoid, 435

of a triangle, 152, 386-387

Angle(s), 17

acute, 17

adjacent. 19

alternate exterior, 75

alternate interior, 74, 78

bisector of, 19, 44, 154,

376
central, 339

central, of regular polygon,

441

in circles, 349-361

complementary, 50, 61

congruent, 19, 376

corresponding, 74, 78

incongruence, 117-118

in similarity, 249

of depression, 317

of elevation. 317

exterior. 74

exterior, in polygon. 95.

101-102, 204

included, in polygon, 122

inscribed. 349-352
interior, 74, 102

measure of, 17-18, 27

obtuse, 17

opposite, 122

of polygon. 101-103

remote interior, 95

right. 17

same-side exterior. 75

same-side interior. 74, 79

sides of, 17

straight, 17

sum of measures in triangle,

21 (Ex. 25), 89, 94

supplementary, 50, 61

of triangle, 93-95

trisection. 99, 399

vertex of, 17

vertical. 51

Apothem, 441

Applications

architecture, 253

area, maximizing. 427, 514

art, 253

baseball, 104

basketball, 449

carpentry, 24 (Exs. 14. 15)

center of gravity. 390

of circles, 449-450, 454-

455

communication by satellite,

343

distance

estimating, 132 (Ex. 16),

256 (Ex. 13),

257 (Ex. 15),

258 (Exs. 16, 17, 20),

259 (Ex. 32),

273 (Ex. 24),

310 (Exs. 29. 30).

315, 318-320

to the horizon. 367-368

Earth. 340. 343

electrical circuits. 653-654

engineering. 512 (Ex. 16)

Fibonacci sequence, 261

Finding the Shortest Path.

224
geodesic domes, 505-506
grade of a road.

309 (Exs. 19. 20)

gravity, 319 (Ex. 12), 390-

391

honeycomb, 104

ironing board. 174

latitude, 342

lens law, 260

mirrors, 582-583, 614

orienteering, 54-55

painting, 427 (Exs. 29, 30).

501 (Exs. 20. 21)

pantograph. 265

parallel rulers, 173

passive solar design, 321

pliers. 173

points, locating. 27-28,

157 (Ex. 19)

of rhombuses. 196

scale drawings, 248, 262

scissors truss. 298

of similar solids, 511-512

soccer. 105 (Ex. 20),

320 (Ex. 13)

space shuttle landings, 467-

469

of sphere, 497, 500-501

Steiner's Problem, 564

technical drawing. 90-92

temperature, 16

tiling, 105 (Exs. 18-20), 657

traveling salesperson

problems. 678-681

triangles, bracing with, 133

trigonometric, 317-319

tripod. 24

vectors, 539-541

volume, maximizing. 481,

502, 515

wrench, 303 (Ex. 38)

See also Careers, Calculator

Key-In, Chapter Photos

on pages xvi, 32, 1 16,

202, 240, 284, 328, 374,

422, and Computer Key-In
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Arc(s), 339-340

adjacent, 339

of chord, 344

congruent, 340

intercepted, 349

length, 452

major, 339

measure of, 339

minor, 339-340
Area(s), 423-425

circle, 446, 503

and congruence, 423, 465-
466

lateral

of cone, 491

of cylinder, 490-491

of prism, 476-477

of pyramid, 482-484
maximum, 427, 503, 514

parallelogram, 429

ratios of, 456-457

rectangle, 424

regular polygon, 441

rhombus, 430

sector, 452

similar figures, 457

similar solids, 508-509

sphere, 497

square, 423

surface, 476

total, of prism, 476

trapezoid, 435

triangle, 429, 434, 456,

465-466

under a curve, 428, 438-

439
Argument

making a convincing;

numerous exercises

throughout, such as

24 (Exs. 13, 14),

47 (Ex. 20), 86 (Ex. 20)

See also Proofs, paragraph

form

valid, 649-651

Auxiliary line, 94

Axes, 113, 523

Axioms, 12

Axis of symmetry, 61 1

Base(s)

of cone, 490

of cylinder, 490

of isosceles triangle. 134

of parallelogram, 424

of prism, 475

of pyramid, 482

of rectangle, 424

of trapezoid. 190

Between, 1

1

Biconditional, 34

Biographical Note
Agnesi, Maria Gaetana,

338

Banneker, Benjamin, 171

Fuller, R. Buckminster,

507

Hopper, Grace, 379

Lobachevsky, Nikolai, 304

Morgan, Julia, 49

See also Mathematicians

Bisector

of angle. 19. 44. 154, 376

of segment, 13

perpendicular, 153, 380

Calculator Key-In, 109, 253,

434, 445, 451, 488, 496,

503, 514

Cantor set, 688, 689, 691

Careers

Accountant, 400

Carpenter, 100

Cartographer, 213

Computer Animation

Programmer. 598

Geologist, 36

Cavalieri's Principle, 516-

517

Center

of circle, 329

of gravity. 390

of mass, 391

of regular polygon, 441

Centroid, 387, 391, 556,

562, 669

Ceva's Theorem, 273

Challenge, 9, 121, 139, 194,

207, 217, 260, 274, 280,

294, 316, 385, 410, 455,

464, 480, 487, 495, 502,

513, 552, 614

Chapter Review, 30, 67,

111, 160, 197, 235, 277,

323, 369, 416, 470, 518,

567, 619

Chapter Summary, 29, 66,

110, 159, 197, 235. 277.

322, 368, 415, 469, 518.

566, 618

Chapter Test, 31, 68, 112,

162, 199, 236, 279, 324,

371, 418, 471, 519, 568,

620

Chord(s)

arc of, 344

of circle, 329, 344-345
common, 331

intersecting, 357, 362
Circle(s), 329-330

angles of, 349-361
arcs of, 339-340, 452
area of, 446, 503

center of, 329

chord of, 329

circumference of, 446

circumscribed, 330

concentric, 330
congruent, 330

constructions involving,

392-395, 414
diameter of, 329

equation of, 524-525
inscribed, 334

nine-point, 414
radius of, 329

secant of, 329

sector, 452-453
segments in, 361-363

tangent of, 334

tangent to, 329, 333-334,

353, 363

Circumcenter, 387. 556, 563,

669

Circumference, 446
College Entrance Exams,

Preparing for, 70, 164,

238, 326, 420, 520, 621,

640-643

Compass, 375

Complement, 50

Composites of mappings,

599-602

Composition, 599

Computer Key-In, 48, 183,

226, 261, 299, 428, 438,

481, 488, 504, 515, 528

Conclusion, 33, 209

Conditional, 33-34. 208-

209, 646-647

Cone(s), 490-491

lateral area, 491

oblique, 490, 517

parts of, 490-491

right, 490

sketching, 493

volume, 491, 517
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Congruence, 13. 117-163.

330. 340

and area. 465-466

and mappings. 572-573

properties of. 37

See also Congruent figures.

Congruent triangles.

Constructions

Congruent triangles, 117-

163

methods of proof. 122-123.

140-141

using. 127-129. 146-147

Conjunction, 644

Constructions, 375-418

angle congruent to a given

angle. 376

bisector of an angle. 376

circumscribed and inscribed

circles. 393-394

division of a segment into a

given number of

congruent parts. 396

equilateral triangle. 377

a fourth segment in a

proportion when three

segments are given. 397

geometric mean of two

segments. 397

and locus. 410—411

nine-point circle, 414-415.

670 (Ex. 4)

paper folding. 710-715
parallel to a line through a

given point. 382

perpendicular bisector of a

segment. 380

perpendicular to a line at a

given point. 381

perpendicular to a line from

a given point. 381

segment congruent to a

given segment. 375

tangent to a circle at a

given point. 392

tangent to a circle from a

given point. 393

See p. 701 for list of

constructions

Contraction. 592

Contrapositive. 208

Converse. 33, 208

Coordinate! s). 11. 27. 113,

523, 716

Corollary. 94

Cosine ratio. 312. 722

Counterexample. 33

Critical Thinking,

see Thinking Skills

Cube. 127. 309 (Ex. 28)

Cumulative Review. 71, 114.

165, 200. 239. 281, 327.

372. 421. 472. 521. 569.

622

Cylinder(s), 490-493

lateral area. 490-491

oblique. 490. 517

right. 490

volume. 490-491. 496. 517

Decagon, 101

Deduce, 38

Deductive reasoning, 45. 106

Definitions

basic. 5-6. 11. 13. 17. 19

if-then form. 34

Density property of real

numbers, 14 (Ex. 14)

Depression, angle of, 317

Diagonal

of polygon. 102

of solid, 293

Diagrams
drawing. 19. 38. 61. 90-91

reading. 19. 38

Venn/208-209
See also Drawing geometric

figures

Diameter of circle, 329

Dilation, 592-594. 664

inverse of. 606

Discrete Math, 676-683

See also Algorithm:

Computer Key-In:

Electrical circuits: Euler's

formula: Group: Inductive

reasoning: Logic:

Networks; Probability.

geometric: Proof(s):

Relation, equivalence:

Steiner's Problem

Disjunction, 644

Dissection, 666 (Ex. 9). 671.

672 (Exs. 6. 7)

Distance

between two points. 11-12.

523-524. 717

from a point to a line (or

plane). 154. 663

to the horizon. 367-368

Dodecagon. 44 (Ex. 21 >

Drawing geometric figures

plane. 5. 9

space. 8. 77. 485. 492. 493

Drawings
scale, 248, 262

isometric. 90

technical. 90-92

Edges, lateral

of prism. 475

of pyramid. 482

Electrical circuits, 653-654
Elevation, angle of. 317

Endpoints. 1

1

Equality

properties of, 37

of vectors. 540

Equations(s)

of circle. 524-525

of line, see Linear

equations

quadratic. 163

solving. 38

systems of. 69. 667

Equidistant. 2

Equivalent

logically. 208. 651

topologically. 275

Estimation. 4

of angle measures.

20 (Exs. 7-12), .

21 (Exs. 19-22)

See also Applications.

distance

Euclid, 233. 299 (Ex. 2)

proof from. 150 (Ex. 14)

Euler. Leonard, 332. 506.676
Euler circuit, 676-678

Euler's formula. 506

Euler's line, 556. 563. 669

Examinations, 626-639
Expansion, 592

Explorations, 78. 89. 99.

134. 158. 176. 189. 195.

225. 254. 268. 298. 310.

338. 361. 385. 392. 433.

552. 576

Exponents, rules of, 534
Extra

Cavalieri's Principle. 516-
517

Congruence and Area. 465
Mobius Bands. 66

Networks. 332

Nine-Point Circle. 414-415
Non-Euclidean Geometrv.
233-234

Points in Space. 565

Symmetry Groups. 615-617
Topology. 275-276
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Faces, lateral

of prism, 475

of pyramid, 482

Fibonacci sequence, 261

Flow proofs, 655-656
Fractal Geometry, 598, 684-

691

Fractions, 237

Fuller, R. Buckminster, 505,

507

Function, 571

Geodesic domes, 505-506

Geometry
coordinate, 523-568, 660-

669

elliptic, 234

Euclidean, 233-234

hyperbolic, 234

non-Euclidean, 233-234,

304

Glide, 583-584

Glide reflection, 584-585 -

Golden rectangle, 252, 253,

385

Graph
in discrete math, 676

of linear equation, 530,

548-550

of ordered pair, 1 1 3

Great circle, 234

Group, 616

Half-turn, 589, 602

Hamilton circuit, 678-681

Hands-On Activities

cutting, 104 (Ex. 7),

659 (Exs. 1-5)

model, 513

paper folding, 14 (Ex. 21),

20 (Ex. 27), 47 (Ex. 20),

96 (Exs. 16, 17), 135,

576 (Ex. 22),

612 (Ex. 16),

659 (Exs. 1-5),

660 (Exs. 8-9)

turning around a triangle,

658 (Ex. 4)

using paper, 179 (Ex. 1)

using a protractor, 21,

76 (Exs. 18-21),

99 (Ex. 33),

108 (Ex. 27)

See also Calculator Key-In,

Computer Key-In,

Constructions, and

Explorations

Height

of cone, 491

of cylinder, 490

of parallelogram, 424

of prism, 475

of pyramid, 482

of rectangle, 424

of trapezoid, 435

of triangle, 244

Heron's formula, 434

Hexagon, 101

Hypotenuse, 141

Hypothesis, 33

Icosahedron, 506

Identity transformation, 605

If and only if statement, 34

If-then statement, 33-34,

208-209, 646-647

Image, 571

Incenter, 387

Inductive reasoning, 106

Inequality(ies), 203-204

for one triangle, 219-221

properties of, 204

for two triangles, 228-229

Inference, rules of, 648

Intercept, 548

Intersection, 6

of geometric figures, 23

Invariant, 578

Inverse

of statement, 208

of transformation, 605-606

Isometry, 572, 601

Isosceles triangle, 93, 134—

136

angles of, 134

base of, 134

legs of, 134

Kite, 193

Koch curve, 686-687, 690,

691

Legs

of isosceles triangle, 134

of right triangle, 141

of trapezoid, 190

Length(s)

of an arc, 452

proportional, 269-270

of a segment, 11-12

Limit, area and
circumference of circle

defined as, 446

Line(s), 5, 23

auxiliary, 94

concurrent, 386

Euler's, 556, 563, 669

intersecting, 6, 23

parallel, 73, 78-79, 85,

177-179, 233-234, 270,

382, 538

slopes of, 535

parallel to plane, 73

perpendicular, 56, 85, 381

slopes of, 535

perpendicular to plane, 128

proving parallel, 83-85

of reflection, 577

skew, 73

slope of, 529-531, 535

of symmetry, 609, 659

Linear equations, 548

graphing, 530, 548-550

in one variable, 10, 13, 38

point-slope form, 553

slope-intercept form, 549

solving systems of, 69

standard form, 548

writing, 553-554

Lobachevsky, 234, 304

Locus (Loci), 401-414

and construction, 410-411

intersection of, 405-406

Logic, 33-34, 208-209, 644-

654

argument, valid, 649

compound statement, 644

conclusion, 33, 209

conditional(s), 33-34, 208-

209, 646-647

conjunction, 644

contrapositive, 208, 647

converse, 33, 208, 647

counterexample, 33

disjunction, 644

and electrical circuits, 653-

654

hypothesis, 33

if and only if statement

(biconditional), 34,

647 (Ex. 20)

if-then statement, 33-34,

646-647

indirect proof, 214-215

inference, rules of, 648

inverse, 208

logical equivalence, 208

negation, 645

proofs in, 648-652

replacement, rules of, 651
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tautology, 649

truth table, 644-647
Venn diagrams, 208-209

See also Proof and

Reasoning

Magnitude of vector, 539

Mapping(s), 571

congruence, 572

composite or product of,

599-602

one-to-one, 571

similarity, 593, 644
Mathematical modeling, 1,

2, 27, 157 (Ex. 19), 224,

226, 258 (Exs. 16, 17),

298 (Ex. 22), 319 (Ex. 9),

332, 367-368, 374,

427 (Exs. 35, 36), 461-

464, 481, 502 (Challenge),

504, 514, 515, 564,

581 (Exs. 24-29), 582-

583, 598

See also Vectors

Mathematicians

Agnesi, 338

Archimedes, 451

Bolyai, 234

Cantor, 688

Cavalieri, 516

Ceva, 273

Euclid, 150 (Ex. 14), 233,

299 (Ex. 2)

Euler, 332, 506, 676

Fibonacci, 261

Fuller, 505, 507

Gauss, 234

Hamilton, 678

Heron, 434

Hopper, 379

Koch, 686

Lobachevsky, 234, 304

Mandelbrot, 684, 686

Mobius, 66

Ptolemy, 356

Pythagoras, 290

Riemann, 234

Sharpe, 451

Steiner, 564

Vieta, 451

Wallis, 451

Mean(s)
arithmetic, 290

geometric, 285-286, 397

of proportion. 245

Measure
of angle, 17-18, 27

of arc, 339

Median
of a trapezoid, 191

of a triangle, 152

Midpoint

formula for, 47, 544, 717

of segment, 13, 43

Mirrors, 582, 614

Mixed Review Exercises, 37,

60, 82, 121, 151, 189,

212, 268, 294, 337, 357,

380, 391, 440, 487, 507,

543, 592
Mobius bands, 66

Model, 513

Negation, 645

Networks, 332, 681-683

n-gon, 101

Nine-Point Circle, 414-415,

670

Non-Euclidean Geometries,

233-234
Number line, 11-12

Octagon, 101

Octahedron, 506

One and only one, 23

Ordered pair, 113, 523

Ordered triple, 716

Orientation, 578

Origin, 113, 523, 716

Orthocenter, 387, 566, 561,

669

Pantograph, 265 (Ex. 9)

Paper folding, 710-715
Parallel, 73

Parallelogram(s), 167, 172

area of, 429

base and altitude, 424

properties of, 167-171

special, 184-185

Parallel Postulate, 233-234,

304

Parts, corresponding, 118

Patterns, recognizing, 22,

26, 106-109

Pentagon, 101

Perimeter, 249, 445, 503

of polygon, 445

ratio in similar figures,

249, 457

of regular polygon, 445

Perpendicular, 56

constructing a, 381

line to plane, 128

Perpendicular bisector, 153,

380

Pi (it), 446, 451

Pie chart, 452
Plane(s), 5, 23

coordinate. 113, 523. 716

horizontal, 9

intersecting, 6, 23

parallel, 73-74

parrellel to line. 73

perpendicular bisecting.

155 (Ex. 11)

vertical, 9

Point(s), 5, 23

collinear, 6

coordinate(s) of, 11, 27

coplanar, 6

distance between, 523-524
locating, 27-28

on number line, 11-12

in space, 565

of tangency, 329

Point-Slope Form, 553

Polygon(s), 101-103

angles of, 101-103

area of regular, 441

circle inscribed in, 334

circumscribed, 334

congruent, 118

convex, 101

diagonal of, 102

inscribed, 330

nonconvex, 105 (Ex. 27)

perimeter of, 249

regular, 103

similar, 249, 264

sum of measures of angles,

102

vertex of, 101

See also Regular polygons

Portfolio Projects, 702-709
Postulates, 12

See pp. 692-693 for list of
postulates

Preimage, 571

Prism(s), 475-477
inscribed, 494

lateral area, 476-477

oblique, 475, 516-517

parts of, 475

right, 475

total area, 476-477

volume, 476-477

Probability, geometric, 461
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Problem solving

choosing a method of

solution, 103, 285, 317,

425, 442, 482, 545, 672-

673

open-ended; numerous

exercises, see, for example,

171 (Exs. 33, 34),

193 (Ex. 28),

223 (Exs. 20, 23),

230 (Exs. 1-8),

303 (Exs. 32-34),

348 (Exs. 23, 24, 26),

360 (Ex. 30),

361 (Exs. 31, 32)

See also Explorations

See also Applications and
Proof(s), strategies for

Products of mappings, 599-

602, 605-606

Projection, 571, 576

orthographic, 90

Proof(s)

by contrapositive,

215

coordinate geometry in,

556-563, 673

extraneous information in,

131 (Exs. 9, 10)

flow, 655-656
indirect, 214-215
key steps, 147

logical, 648-652
paragraph form, 147

parts of, 60

planning, 60-62
reasons used, 45

rules of inference, 648

strategies for, 61, 85, 94,

147, 172, 256

of theorems, 43-45
transformational geometry

in, 673

two-column, 38

with vectors, 542-543
See also Argument, making

a convincing

Properties

of algebra, 14 (Ex. 14),

37-39, 43 (Ex. 15), 204

of arcs and angles, 339-

340

of congruence, 37

of inequality, 204

of parallel lines, 78-79
of parallelograms, 167

of proportions, 245

of regular pyramids, 482

of similar solids, 508-509

Proportion, 242

extended, 242

extremes, 245

means, 245

properties of, 245

terms, 242, 245

Proportional lengths, 269-

270

Protractor, 17

Ptolemy's Theorem, 356

Pyramid(s), 8, 127, 294,

482-484

Great, 488
inscribed, 495

lateral area of, 482-484

parts of, 482

regular, 482

sketching, 485

step, 488

volume, 483-484, 517

Pythagoras, 290

Pythagorean Theorem, 290-

291, 294, 299,

438 (Ex. 34)

converse of, 295-296

Pythagorean triples, 299

Quadrants, 113, 523

Quadratic equations, 163

Quadrilateral, 101

inscribed, 351

skew, 181

Radical(s), 280, 287

Radius

of circle, 329

of cylinder, 490

of regular polygon, 441

Ratio(s), 241-242

of areas, 456-457

golden, 252, 253, 261

in similar figures, 264, 457

in similar solids, 508-509

trigonometric, 305-320
Ray(s), 11

endpoint of, 1

1

opposite, 1

1

parallel, 73

perpendicular, 56

Reading Geometry, xii-xiii

Reasoning

deductive, 45, 106

indirect, 214

inductive, 106

logical, 209, 644-654

valid and flawed, 649-

651

Reasoning backward, 61,

147

Rectangle, 184-185
area, 424
golden, 252, 253, 385

inscribed, 514
Rectangular solid, 475

diagonal of, 293

Reflection(s), 577-578, 659
composite of, 601-602
glide, 584-585
inverse of, 606
line of, 577
in a plane, 580
solution by, 225

Region, area of, 423-424

Regular polygon, 103

apothem of, 441

area of, 441, 445

center of, 441

central angle of, 441

inscribed, 440

perimeter, 445

radius of, 441

Relation, equivalence, 43,

538 (Ex. 22)

Replacement, rules of, 651

Reviews, see Algebra Review;

Chapter Review; Chapter

Test; College Entrance

Exams, Preparing for;

Cumulative Review;

Mixed Review Exercises;

and Self-Tests

Rhombus, 184-185

area of, 430
Right triangle(s), 93, 141,

285-325

angles of, 94

congruent, 141, 143

hypotenuse of, 141

midpoint of, 185

legs of, 141

Pythagorean Theorem, 290-

291, 294, 299,

438 (Ex. 34)

converse of, 295-296

similarity in, 285-287

special, 300-301

trigonometry, 305-320
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Rotation, 588-589, 602, 657
inverse of, 606
solids of, 494 (Exs. 27,

28), 495 (Exs. 30, 31,

39, 40), 502 (Ex. 29),

515, 613 (Ex. 19)

Scalar multiple of vector,

540

Scale drawing, 248, 262
Scale factor, 249, 456-457
Secant, 329. 362-363
Sector of a circle, 452-453
Segment(s), 11

bisector of, 13

congruent, 13, 375

division of, 179 (Ex. 1),

396

endpoints of, 1

1

length of, 11-12

midpoint of, 13, 43,

47 (Ex. 19), 544

parallel, 73

perpendicular, 56

perpendicular bisector of,

153, 380

tangent, 329

Self-Tests

Chapter 1: 10, 29

Chapter 2: 49, 65

Chapter 3: 89, 110

Chapter 4: 132, 146, 159

Chapter 5: 182. 195

Chapter 6: 218, 233

Chapter 7: 252, 274

Chapter 8: 304, 320

Chapter 9: 349, 367

Chapter 10: 390, 401, 414

Chapter 11: 444, 465

Chapter 12: 496, 513

Chapter 13: 547, 563

Chapter 14: 597, 615

Semicircle, 339, 351

Sequence, 261

Series, 48

Side(s)

of angle, 17

common, 118

corresponding, 117-118.

249

included, 122

opposite, 122

of polygon, 101

of triangle, 93, 264, 295-

296

Sierpiriski gasket, 687, 689,

691

Similarity, 248-274

of figures, 248, 457

of fractals, 687, 690-691

and mappings, 593-594.

664

of polygons, 249, 264

in right triangles, 285-287
of solids, 508-509
of triangles, 254-256, 263-

264, 456
Simplest form, 241, 287

Sine ratio, 312, 722

Skills, Communication, see

Reading Geometry
Slant height

of cone, 490

of pyramid, 482

Slope of a line, 529-53 1 . 535

Slope-Intercept Form, 549
Solids, 475-519

inscribed, 494-495, 501-

502, 515

similar, 508-509
Space, 6

coordinates. 565

Sphere, 329-330
area of, 497

great circle, 234, 331

volume of, 497-498, 504
Square, 184

area of, 423

center of, 294 (Ex. 39)

Standard Form, 548

Statements

biconditional, 34

compound. 644
converse of "if-then," 33.

208

if-then (conditional), 33-

34, 208-209

logically equivalent, 208,

651

related, 208

Steiner's Problem, 564

Straightedge, 375

Subgroup, 617 (Ex. 9)

Summaries
comparing areas of

triangles, 456

deciding which method to

use in a problem, 673

formulas for areas and

volumes, 469, 518

formulas for circles, 369

list of constructions, 701

list of postulates, 692

list of theorems, 693

method of proving two

segments or angles

congruent, 129

methods of proving that a

quadrilateral is a

parallelogram, 172

methods of proving two
lines parallel, 85

methods of proving two

triangles congruent, 141

reasoning, deductive and

inductive. 106

reasons used in proofs, 45

related if-then statements,

208

relating algebra and

geometry, 606
sides of right triangles. 295

writing an indirect proof,

214

See also Chapter Summary
Supplement, 50

Symbols, see p. xi for list

Symmetry, 609-611
bilateral, 610
glide reflection, 610

line, 609, 659
point. 609

plane. 610
rotational. 609, 611

translational. 610

Symmetry groups, 615-617
commutative, 617 (Ex. 6)

subgroup of. 617 (Ex. 9)

Synthetic approach, 672-673

Tables

list of symbols, xi

metric units of measure, xiv

trigonometric ratios, 311

U.S. customary units of

measure, xv

Tangent to a circle, 329,

333-334, 353, 363

common, 334

constructing, 392-393
Tangent ratio, 305-306. 532
(Ex. 7), 722

Tautology, 649

Technology, see Calculator

Key-In. Computer Key-

In. Explorations

Terms, undefined, 5

Tessellation, 610, 657

Tests, see College Entrance

Exams, Preparing for;

Self-Tests; Chapter Tests
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Theorems, 23

writing proofs of, 43-45

See pp. 692-693 for list of
theorems

Thinking Skills

Analysis, see Patterns;

Problem solving; and

Reasoning, valid and

flawed

Applying Concepts, see

Applications, Calculator

Key-In, Computer Key-

In, and Mathematical

modeling

Classification, see, for

example, 93,

186 (CI. Exs. 1-4),

187 (Exs. 1-10)

Interpreting, see Patterns,

Problem solving, and

Reading Geometry
Reasoning, see Deductive

reasoning, Explorations, -

Hypothesis, Inductive

reasoning, Logic,

Probability, Proof, and

Venn diagrams

Recall and transfer, see

Applications,

Mathematical modeling,

Mixed Review Exercises,

and Problem solving

Spatial perception, see

Constructions, Diagrams,

Drawing geometric

figures, Model, and

Visualization

Synthesis, see Conditional,

Conjunction, Disjunction,

Problem solving, and Proof

Three-dimensional

coordinate system, 7 1

6

Tiling of the plane, 657

Topology, 275-276

Transformations, 572

composites or products of,

599-602, 605-606

fixed point of, 605

identify, 605

integrating into Chapters 3-

13, 657-675
inverse of, 606, 617

Translation, 583-584, 601,

657

inverse of, 605-606
Transversal, 74

Trapezoid, 190-191

altitude of, 435

area of, 435

bases of, 190

height of, 435

isosceles, 190

legs of, 190

median of, 191

Triangle(s), 93, 101

acute, 93, 296

altitudes of, 152, 386-387
angle bisector(s) of, 270,

386

angles of, 93-95
area of, 429, 434, 456,

465-466
centroid of, 387, 391

circumcenter of, 387, 669

classification of, 93

concurrent lines in, 386-

387

congruent, 117-163

equiangular, 93, 94, 135,

136

equilateral, 93, 135, 136

exterior angles of, 95, 204
45°-45°-90°, 300

incenter of, 387, 669

isosceles, 93, 134-136

medians of, 152, 386-387

obtuse, 93, 296

orthocenter of, 387, 669

overlapping, 140

remote interior angles of,

95

right, 93, 94, 141, 285-325

scalene, 93

segment joining midpoints

of two sides, 178,

267 (Ex. 22)

sides of, 93

similar, 254-256, 263-264
sum of measures of angles,

21 (Ex. 25), 94, 657
30°-60°-90°, 300-301
vertex of, 93

See also Congruent

triangles, Isosceles

triangles, Right triangles

Trigonometry, 305-320, 722-724
table of values, 3 1

1

Trisection of angle, 99,

399 (Ex. 18)

Truth table, 644-647

Undefined terms, 5

Uniqueness, 23

Vectors, 539-541
Venn diagrams, 208-209
Vertex

of angle, 17

of cone, 493

of polygon, 101

of pyramid, 482
of triangle, 93

Visualization, 4,

8 (Exs. 19, 20),

9 (Exs. 29-36),

77 (Ex. 22),

194 (Challenge),

260 (Challenge),

485 (Exs. 7-16), 565

Volume, 476, 503, 516-517
approximating, 489 (Ex. 2),

496, 498-499,

501 (Ex. 28), 504

cone, 491

cylinder, 490-491, 496
maximum, 481, 502, 515

prism, 476-477
pyramid, 483-484
sphere, 497-498, 504
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Selected Answers

The answers in this answer section have been written in condensed form. Key steps

are given for certain proofs, and abbreviations, such as CPCT for "corresponding parts

of congruent triangles are congruent," are used. Check with your teacher regarding

the form in which you should give answers in your own work.

Chapter 1

Written Exercises, Pages 3-4

1. X and F, 14 m; X and T, 7 cm, 14 m; Y and F, 9.5 cm; F and T, 24 m
3. a, b. See diagram, c. none

5. the distance from R to S

7. It is twice the area of the inner square.

9. ab = cd P.

•T

Written Exercises, Pages 7-9

1. True 3. True 5. True 7. True 9. False 11.

13. VWT, VST, VRS, VWR, WRST 15. RW, RV, RS 17. VRS, VST, WRST 21. RSGF and FGCB
23. ABCD, REABF, GFBC 25. a. Yes b. No 27. No

29. 4/ 31.

io

TV

Q,

35.

Self-Test 1, Page 10

1. T 2. T 3. V 4. True 5. True 6. False
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Algebra Review, Page 10

1. c = 7 3. c = 17 5. z

2 1

17. * = -
9 2

29. .* = 15 31. g = 8 33. h- =

43. J = - 1 45. .r = 45

15. b

15 7. x = 5 9. r = 1 11. a = 12 13. & = -3

19. << = 24 21. e = - 15 23. p = 6 25. f = 8 27. 5 = 9

35. v =13 37. b = 5 39. /i = 20 41. / = 15

Written Exercises, Pages 15-16

1. 15 3. 4.5 5. True 7. True

19. B 21. C. G 23. D 25.-1

37. v = 6 39. z = 8; G£ = 10; £7/ =

1 if AB < 3 cm

9. False 11. False 13. True 15. True 17. False

31. a. 5 b. 10 c. 10 d. 6 33. x = 6 35. x = 3

10; yes 41. HN 43. GT 45. M 47. 2 if AB > 3 cm.

Written Exercises, Pages 21-22

1. E; EL, EA Answers may vary in Exs. 3-7. 3. Z. DLT 5. /LAEL

13. straight 15. LAS 17. LE, Z. AL5 19. A 21.

1. LI 9. acute 11. right

23. 2

25. Yes; the sum of the measures of the angles is 180. 27. 180 - t, t, 180 - i

n(n - 1)

29.

31. x = 9 33. x 20 35. a. 6; 10 b. 15 c.

Written Exercises, Pages 25-26
1. If there is a line and a pt. not on the line, then one and only one plane contains them. 3. a. a line b. If

two planes intersect, then their intersection is a line. 5. Through any 2 pts. there is exactly one line.

7. ACGE 9. AS, CD. AD, BC 11. ABCD. DCGH, ABGH 13. No 15. No 17. a. Through

c. Yes; if 2 pts. are in a plane, then the line

that contains the pts. is in that plane.

any 3 pts. there is at least one plane, b.

d. Through any 2 pts. there is exactly one line. e. If 2 pts. are in a plane, then the line that contains the pts. is

. n(n - 1)

in that plane. 19. a. 3 b. 6 c. 10 d. 15 e. 21 f.

Self-Test 2, Page 29

1. RN, RC, NC 2. /wT

9. there is exactly one line

plane that contains j and P

3. No 4. x = 2

10. then AB is in Z

5. JOT 6. OK, JOT 7. 180. straight 8. c

11. their intersection is a line 12. there is exactly one

Chapter Review, Page 30

1. infinitely many 3. 2 5.
'/)

-•-
B C

9. (/or V 11. congruent 13. L 1, Z. 2, LADC; L I . L 2 15. obtuse 17. True 19. False
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Chapter 2

Written Exercises. Page 35
1. H: 3.v - 7 = 32. C: x = 13 3. H: you will. C: 111 tr> 5. H: a + b = a. C: b = 7. fl is

between .4 and C if and only if AB + BC = AC. 9. If points are.collinear. then they all lie in 1 line. If points

lie in 1 line, then they are collinear. Answers may vary in Exs. 11-15. 11. a — \. b = - 1

13. A B G 15. [J-
:

L
17. True. If x| = 6. then .v = -6: false,

in Illinois, then she lives in Chicago; false.

then n > 5; true. 27. False. If DE + EF
are = if and onlv if their measures are =

.

19. True. If 5b > 20. thejyb > 4: true. 21. True. If Pam lives

23. True. If a
2 > 9. then a > 3: false. 25. False. If n > 7.

= DF. then points D. E. and F are collinear: true. 29. Two A
31. Possible conclusions are: q. not r. s.

Mixed Review Exercises, Page 37

1. AM: MB 2. ^ABX: AXBC 3. AOB: BOC: AOC 4. POR: ROO: 180

Written Exercises. Pages 41-43
1. Given: Add. Prop, of =: Div. Prop, of = 3. Given: Mult Prop, of =: Subtr. Prop, of = 5. Given;

Mult Prop, of =: Dist. Prop.; Add. Prop, of =: Div. Prop, of = 7. 1 . A Add. Post 2. A Add. Post.

3. m^AOD = mZ-l + mZ.2 + m/L3; Substitution Prop. 9. 1. Given 2. OW. WN; Seg. Add. Post.

3. DO + OW = OH' + WN 4. Refl. Prop. 5. DO = WN: Subtr. Prop, of = 11. 1. mZ. 1 = m A2;
mA3 = mAA (Given) 2. m A 1 + m A 3 = mA2 + m A 4 (Add. Prop, of = ) 3. m A 1 + m A 3 =

m A SRT: m A 2 + m^4 = m A STR (A Add. Post. ) 4. m A SRT = m A STR (Substitution Prop.

)

13. 1. RQ = TP: (Given) 2. RZ * ZQ = RO: TZ - ZP = TP (Seg. Add. Post.) 3. RZ + ZO = TZ - ZP

(Substitution Prop.) 4. ZQ = ZP (Given) 5. RZ = TZ (Subtr. Prop, of = i 15. b

Written Exercises. Pages 46-47
1. Def. of midpt. 3. Def. of L bis. 5. Def. of midpt. 7. _ Add. Post. 9. 60 11. 70

13. a. 12 b. 28 c. 6 d. 22 15. a. EM and MK. GN and NH b. Answers may vary; for example.

17. AC = BD 19. I. Given 2. Ruler Post. 3. Given 4. Def. of Midpt. 5. Substitution

3a + b 5a + 3b

LK = GH

Prop. 6. a + b: Add. Prop, of 7. Div. Prop, of 21. O: -: 7":

Self-Test 1, Page 49

1. H: AB and CD intersect: C: AB and CD intersect 2. If AB and CD intersect, then AB and CD intersect.

False 3. AB = CD if and only if AB = CD. 4. Answers may vary; mAA = 95 5. Substitution Prop.

6. .v = 3 7. 81 8. definitions, postulates

Written Exercises, Pages 52-54

1. 70. 160 3. 90 - .r. 180 - x 5.

AEFD 13. 35 15. 25 17. 60

3. Vert. A are =. 4. A 1 = ^4 25.

mAD = 74

33. x = 33. v

29.

= 66

1

-(90
2

30

45.45 7. z_AFD 9. A AFD and <_ AFB 11. _ BFC and

19. 25 21. 25 23. 1. Vertical A are =. 2. Given

v = 60. mAA = 76. m AB = 104 27. y = 24. mAC = 16.

31. 180 - x = 6(90 - x): 72; 108; 18

Written Exercises, Pages 58-60

1. a. 90 — x b. 180 - x 3. Def. of ± lines 5. If the ext. sides of 2 adj. A are 1. then the A are

comp. 7. Def. of J_ lines 9. 35 11. 20 13. 1. Given 3. A Add. Post. 4. mAAOB +

mABOC = 90 5. A AOB and A BOC are comp. -*. 15. 180 - y 17. 90 - U + v) 19. No
21. No 23. Yes 25. No 27. Answers may vary. mA2 = ffizL3:m^DAC = 90: m Z. ECA = 90

29. XD _ Xf

Mixed Review Exercises, Page 60

Answers may vary in Exs. 1-7. 1. ACBF = /LBCG 2. AC =

m A 2 = 45 5. CE = BE 6. AB ± BF 7. m Z. 5 = 90

BD 3. ^3 = Z4 4. m^ 1
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Written Exercises, Pages 63-65

1. Seg. Add. Post. 3. Vertical A are =. 5. Def. of A bis. 7. Def. of 1 lines 9. Def. of comp. A
11. If 2 lines are 1, then they form = adj. A. 13. Def. of 1 lines 15. 1. Z. 5 are supplementary; Given

2. Def. of supp. A 3. Substitution Prop. 5. Subtr. Prop, of = 17. a. 1. Given 2. If the ext. sides of

2 adj. acute A are ±, then the A are comp. 3. Given 4. If 2 A are comp. of = A, then the 2 Z> are =.

b. Show that L 3 and L 6 are supps. ofs4. 19. 1. A 2 = L 3 (Given) 2. Z. 1 = Z_ 2 (Vert. Z> are =.)

3. A 1 = Z.3 (Substitution Prop.) 4. Z_ 3 = Z. 4 (Vert. Z* are s.) 5. A 1 = Z.4 (Trans. Prop.)

21. 1 . AC 1 BC (Given) 2. A 2 is comp. to Z. 1 . (If the ext. sides of 2 adj. acute ^ are 1, then the 2 Z> are

comp.) 3. A 3 is comp. to A 1 (Given) 4. Z. 3 = Z. 2 (If 2 Z> are comp. of the same A, then the 2 Z> are =.)

23. OF bisects ACOD. Proof: 1. 0£ bisects Z./\0fi. (Given) 2. Z. 1 = A 2 (Def. of Z. bis.) 3. Z. 2 = Z. 3

(Vert. A are =.) 4. m Z. 1 = m A 3 (Trans. Prop.) 5. m^l = m Z.4 (Vert. A are =.) 6. ra Z. 3 = m A\
(Substitution Prop.) 7. OF bisects ACOD. (Def. of Z. bis.)

Self-Test 2, Page 65

1. Answers may vary; 90 < mAHOK < 180 2. a. 15 b. 40 3. 53; 37; 53 4. mZ.4 = 90 - r,

wZ.5 = r, mZ_6 = 90-/ 5. Def. of 1 lines 6. Vert. A are =. 7. If the ext. sides of 2 adj. A are

1, then the A are comp. 8. Show that Z. 1 = Z. 2, soy ± fc. 9. 1. A 1 is supp. to Z. 3; Z. 2 is supp. to

A 3 (Given) 2. Z. 1 = Z. 2 (If 2 Z> are supp. of the same A, the 2 Z> are =.) 3. / ± jfc (If 2 lines form = adj.

A, then the lines are J..)

Extra, Page 66

1. None of it; one 3. 2; the result is 2 non-M6bius (2-sided) bands linked together. 5. The result is a

rectangular frame.

Chapter Review, Pages 67-68
1. H: m A 1 = 120, C: A 1 is obtuse 3. Answers may vary; m A \ = 100 5. Substitution Prop.

7. Div. Prop, of = 9. Def. of midpt. 11. A Bis. Thm. 13. A BOA or A DOE 15. Def. of ±
lines 17. If 2 lines are 1, then they form = adj. A. 19. Show that A 3 and Z.4 are supp. of = A.

Algebra Review, Page 69

I. x = 3, y = 9 3. jc = -16, y = -8 5. x = 28, y = 4 7. x = 1, > = 6 9. jc = 5, y = 4

II. Jt = -2, y = 3 13. x = 4, y=l 15. jc = 6, y = 2 17. x=ll,y=16

Preparing for College Entrance Exams, Page 70

1. C 2. C 3. D 4. E 5. D 6. B 7. E 8. C

Cumulative Review, Page 71

1. Div. Prop, of = 3. Def. of 1 lines 5. Subtr. Prop, of = 7. If 2 planes int., then their int. is a

line. 9. Seg. Add. Post. 11. True 13. False 15. False; 3 collinear pts. 17. True 19. True

21. x = 36 23. x = 10 25. x = 31

Chapter 3

Written Exercises, Pages 76-77

1. alt. int. A 3. s-s. int. A 5. corr. A 7. PQ, SR; SQ 9. PQ, SR; H 11. PQ, SR\ QR
13. corr. A 15. s-s. int. A 17. corr. A 19. Alt. int. A are =. 21. a. Answers may vary.

b. Same asmAl+mA2 c. Same as m A 1 + m A 2 d. When 2 nonparallel lines are cut by trans., the sum

of the meas. of s-s. int. A is a constant. 23. BH, CI, DJ, EK, FL 25. Answers may vary. FL, EK, DJ,

CI, GL, LK,J?,7h 27. ABHG, BCIH, CDJI, DEKJ 29. If the top and bottom lie in II planes, then CD
and IJ are the lines of intersection of DCIJ with 2 II planes, and are therefore II. 31. sometimes 33. always

35. sometimes 37. always 39. sometimes

Written Exercises, Pages 80-82

I. L 3, L 6, L 8 3. AA, A5, Al , A 10, A 12, A 13. A 15 5.110.70 7. jc - 60, y « 61

9. X = 60, y = 18 11. jc = 14, v = 9 13. I. Given 2. Def. of 1 lines 3. / II n 4. If 2 II lines are

cut by a trans., then corr. A are =. 5. mA2 = 90 6. Def. of 1 lines 15. x = 70, y = 12. z = 38

4 / Selected Answers



17. a. mADAB = 64, mAKAB = 32. mADKA = 32 b. More information is needed 19. x = 30.

y = 5 21. 1. k II / (Given) 2. ^ls/8ormZl = m zl 8 (If 2 I! lines are cut by a trans. , then alt. int. A
are =.) 3. m /_ 8 + m zl 7 = 180 (zl Add. Post.) 4. m zl 1 + w zl 7 = 180 (Substitution Prop.) 5. L 1 is

supp. to zl 7 (Def. of supp. zl) 23. a. 1 . AB II DC; AD II BC (Given) 2. zl A is supp. to L B\ A C is supp.

to zlB (If 2 II lines are cut by atrans., then s-s. int. A are supp.) -3. zlA = zlC(If 2 A are supp. of the same
zl, then the 2 A are =.) b. Yes, by the same reasoning as in part (a) 25. 60

Mixed Review Exercises, Page 82
1. a. True b. If 2 lines form = adj. A, then the lines are 1. c. True 2. a. True b. If 2 lines are not

skew, then they are II. c. False 3. a. True b. If two A are supp., then the sum of their meas. is 180.

c. True 4. a. True b. If 2 planes do not intersect, then they are II. c. True

Written Exercises, Pages 87-88

1. AB II FC 3. AB II FC 5. none

15. FB II EC: AE II BD 17. 1. Given

and corr. A are = , then the lines are II.

7. none 9.

2. Vert. A are =

19. x = 35, y

AEWBD 11. AfllfiD 13. AEllBD

= . 3. Trans. Prop. 4. If 2 lines are cut by a trans.

= 20 21. A 1 = zl4; zl 2 = A 5

23. 1 . k _L t; n _L t (Given) 2. m A 1 = 90; m A 2 = 90 (Def. of 1 lines) 3. mzll=/nzl2orzll=zl2
(Substitution Prop.) 4. k II n (If 2 lines are cut by a trans, and corr. A are =, then the lines are II.)

25. 1. BE 1 DA\ CD IDA (Given) 2. CD II ~BE (In a plane, 2 lines 1 to the same line are II.) 3. zl 1 = zl 2

(If 2 II lines are cut by a trans., then alt. int. A are =.) 27. mARST =110 29. x = 50, v = 20

31. x = 12

Self-Test 1, Page 89

1. sometimes 2. never

7. Answers may vary; zl 1

,

10. zl2, zl8; zl4, zl 7

16. one, one

3. always 4. sometimes 5. always 6. zl 3, zl 6; zl 4, zl 5

z!5; zl2, zl6; zl3, zl7; zl4, zl 8 8. zl 3, zl 5 or zl4, zl 6 9. zl 4; zl 3

11. zl2, Z.8 12.65,115 13. EB II DC 14. none 15. AE II ~BD

Written Exercises, Pages 97-99

1. a. A b. 3. not possible 5. 180

7. 95 9. 25 11. x = 30, y = 80 13. x = 40, y = 50 15. x = 40, y = 50 17. Yes, n = 5

19. 30, 60, 90 21. mzlC > 60 23. a. 22 b. 23 c. zlABD and zl C are comps. of ACBD.

25. 1. zlAfiD = zlA£D (Given) 2. zlA = zlA (Refl. Prop.) 3. zl C = zlF(If 2 A of one A are = to 2 zs

of another A, then the third i are s.) 27. Given: AAfiC. Prove: mzll + m A2 + mA3 = 180. Proof:

1. Draw CD through C II to AB. (Through a pt. outside a line, there is exactly 1 II to a given line.) 2. zl 2 = zl 5

or m A 2 = m L 5 (If 2 II lines are cut by a trans., alt. int. A are =.) 3. zl 1 = zl 4 or w zl 1 = m A 4

(If 2 II lines are cut by trans., corr. A =.) 4. mAACD + m A 4 = 180; mAACD = mA3 + mA5
(A Add. Post.) 5. mzll+mzl2 + /nzl3=180 (Subst.) 29. x = 25, y = 5 31. zl 1 = zl 2 = zl 5;

Z13 = AA = A6

Written Exercises, Pages 104-105

1. 360; 360 3. 720; 360

15. not possible 17. 24

27. a. Sketches may vary.

b. Yes

5. 1440; 360 7. 360; yes 9. 135 11. 120

21. x = 36; AB II CD 23. 108 25. 14

50°

260°

50°

1 r
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Written Exercises, Pages 107-109

1. 256. 1024 3. — ,
- 5. 17. 23

17. 9999 :

1 1

3. — .

81 243

K. 1234 x 9 + 5 = 11111

21. True. A

7. 15. 4

99980001

9. 500. 250 11. none 13. none

23. False.

Given: ABCDE is a reg. pentagon.

Prove: AC = AD = BE = ~BD = CE

27. a. Opp. A are =. b. If both pairs of opp. A of a quad, are =. then opp. sides are II. Given: ABCD is a

quad. ; mAA = mAC.mAB = mAD Prove: AD II ~BC: AB II CD Proof: 1. mAA + mAB + mAC +

m AD = 360 (The sum of the meas. of the int. A of a quad, is 360. ) 2. mAA = mAC, mAD = mAB
(Given) 3. 2m AA + 2m A B = 360:2m AB + 2m AC = 360 (Substitution Prop.) 4. mAA + mAB =

180; m AB + m AC = 180 (Div. Prop, of = ) 5. AA and AB are supp.; AB and A C are supp. (Def. of supp.

<d>) 6. AD II BC: AB II CD (If 2 lines are cut by a trans, and s-s. int. A are supp.. then the lines are II.) c. Both

n(n - 3)
pairs of opp. A of a quad, are = if and only if opp. sides are 29. 5: 9: 14; 20:

Self-Test 2, Page 110

1. acute 2. scalene 3. 60 4. 105. 35 5. 19 6. y = 50. z = 60

9. equilateral, equiangular 10. 360. 144 11. 6. 60 12. 32 13. 32

7. x = 1, x = 7 8. 8

14. 36 15. 16

Chapter Review, Pages 111-112

1. 2 3. alt. int. 5. 105. 105 7. v = 20 9. D£; AA is supp. to AADE. 11. See page 85.

13. 180 15. A 3 = A 6; If 2 A are supp. of = A. then the 2 A are =. A 2 = A 8: If 2 /k of one A are = to

2 A of another A, then the third A are =. 17. 160 19. 12
1

21. .

100

1

1000

Algebra Review, Page 113

1.3 3.(0.0) 5.(3.5) 7.(4.0) 9. (-5.0) 11. (-2.2) 13. (

17. 3 19. M. N. P 21. V. W 23-34.

39. (-4. -2)
)n

D.

E
F
#

fi,

.*

-^

2. -3) 15. K. O.S
<5. (2, 1) 37. (0. 3)

Cumulative Review, Pages 114-115

1. sometimes 3. sometimes 5. always 9. not possible 11. x = 13:

mAPQR = 156

13. 15. 75, 90 15. 90 17. 90 19. 60 21. 60 23. False. If 2 lines are II. then they do not

intersect; true. 25. True. If an A is not obtuse, then it is acute; false. 27. Vert. A are s=.

29. A Add. Post. 31. The meas. of an ext. A of a A = the sum of the meas. of the 2 remote int. A.

33. The sum of the meas. of the A of a A is 180. 35. X 37. pentagon 39. = 41. biconditional

43. 1080 45. I. WX 1 XY (Given) 2. A 1 is comp. to z: 2. (If the ext. sides of adj. A are 1. then the A
are comp.) 3. A 1 is comp. to A 3. (Given) 4. A 2 = A 3 (Comps. of same L are =.)

6 / Selected Answers



Chapter 4

Written Exercises, Pages 120-121

\\J-J_ _\_
C__ 5. AArc 7. Z.E, Z.F, Z.S, Z.T 9. AL = AF, AX = AN. AR = ^ F. Z* =

FA, AT? = AF, LR = FE 11. a. ABLA b. BL c Z 3. CPCT': LR. If 2 lines are cut by a trans, and alt.

int. A are =. then the lines are II. d. A 4, CPCT: PL. AR, If 2 lines are cut by a trans, and alt. int. Aare=.
then the lines are II. 13. C(7. - I) 15. AABC = AFDF 17. AABC = AFDF 19. F(2. 5),

F(6, 1) 21. a. Since NERO = MARO. NO = OM. By the def. of midpt.. O is the midpt. of KM. b. A NOR
and AMOR are corr. Z* of = quads, c. If 2 lines form = adj. A. then the lines are 1. 23. Yes; yes: yes

Mixed Review Exercises, Page 121

1. 1. AD 1 BC: BA 1 AC (Given) 2. ABDA and ABAC are rt. A. (Def. of 1 lines) 3. AABC and ADBA
are rt. A. (Def. of rt. A) 4. Z. 1 and AB are comp.: Z. 2 and AB are comp. (The acute A of a rt. A are comp.)

5. Z. 1 = Z. 2 (If 2 Zs are comp. of the same A. then the 2 A are =.) 2. 1. FC and 5// bis. each other at A.

(Given) 2. A is the midpt. of FC and SH. (Def. of bis.) 3. SA = SH and AC = -FC (Midpt. Thm.)

4. FC = 5// (Given) 5. -FC = -5// (Mult. Prop, of =.) 6. SA = AC (Substitution Prop.)

Written Exercises, Pages 124-127

1. AABC = ANPY: ASA 3. AABC = ACKA. SSS 5. No = can be deduced. 7. AABC = APQC.
SAS 9. AABC = AAGC; ASA 11. AABC = ABS7"; ASA 13. No = can be deduced.

15. AABC = AMNC; ASA 17. 1. Given 2. T; Def. of 1 lines 3. Def. of = A 4. Given 5. IT:

Def. of midpt. 6. UVT: Vert. A are =. 7. RSV. UTV: ASA Post. 19. 1. F is the midpt. of TP and ~MR.

(Given) 2. TE = PE:M~E = RE (Def. of midpt.) 3. Z. TEM = L PER (Vert. A are =.) 4. A7FM =
APER (SAS Post.) 21. 1. Plane M bis. AB. (Given) 2. AO = BO (Def. of bis.) 3. PO 1 AB (Given)

4. APOA = APOB (If 2 lines are ±. then they form = adj. Zs.) 5. PO = PO (Refl. Prop.) 6. APOA =
APOB (SAS Post.)

23. Given: Isos. AABC with AC = AB: A 27. SSS

D is the midpt. of CB.

Prove: AACD = AABD
Proof: 1. AC = AB: D is the midpt. of CB. (Given)

2. CD = B~D (Def. of midpt.)

3. AD = AD (Refl. Prop.)

4. AACD = AABD (SSS Post.)
C D B

Written Exercises, Pages 130-132

1. 1. Given 2. Given 3. Def. of midpt. 4. Vert. A are =. 5. ASA Post. 6. CPCT 7. Def. of midpt.

3. 1 . WO = ZO: XO = YO (Given) 2. Z. WOX = Z.ZOK (Vert. A are =.) 3. AWOX = AZOY (SAS Post.)

4. AW = AZ (CPCT) 5. 1 . 5^ II A^B: 5N II KR (Given) 2. Z. 1 = A 3: Z. 2 = A 4 (If 2 II lines are cut by a

trans., then alt. int. Z> are =.) 3. SR = SR (Refl. Prop.) 4. ASKR = ARNS (ASA Post.) 5. SK = NR:

SN = KR (CPCT) 7. 1 . AD II ~ME: ~MD II BF (Given) 2. Z. A = Z. EMB, A DMA = A B (If 2 II lines are

cut by a trans., then corr. A are =.) 3. A/ is the midpt. of AB. (Given) 4. AM = A/B (Def. of midpt.)

5. AADM = AMEB (ASA Post.) 6. MD = BE (CPCT) 9. Either (a) A 1 = A 2 or (b) QR = SR can be

omitted, a. 1. P~Q = PS: QR = SR (Given) 2. PR = PR (Refl. Prop.) 3. APQR = APSR (SSS Post.)

4. Z3 = Z4 (CPCT) b. \. PQ = PS; A\ = A2 (Given) 2. P~R = P~R (Refl. Prop.) 3. AP£?B = APSR

(SAS Post.) 4. Z. 3 = A 4 (CPCT) 11.1.2 13. 1. B5 ± plane Y (Given) 2. B5 1 ST; RS 1 SV (Def.

of a line _L to a plane.) 3. m ARST = 90; m Z.B5V = 90 (Def. of ± lines) 4. Z^ B57 s a RSV (Def. of

= Zs) 5. A TRS = Z. VB5 (Given) 6. RS = RS (Refl. Prop.) 7. ABS7- = ABSV (ASA Post.) 8. RT = RV
(CPCT) 9. ARTV is isos. (Def. of isos. A) 15. The wires are of equal length, so PA = PB = PC. The

stakes are equidistant from the base of the tree, so TA = TB = TC. PT = PT = PT by the Refl. Prop, and

AF7A = AF7B = AF7C by SSS. The A that 3 wires make with the ground are = parts of = A.
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Self-Test 1, Pages 132-133

1. AP = AT; CPCT 2. KO, MA; OP, AT; ~KP. MT 3. AJKX = AJKY; SAS 4. No = can be

deduced. 5. ATRP = A PBS; ASA 6. 1. Z1 = Z2;Z3 = Z4 (Given) 2. D~B = D~B (Refl. Prop.)

3.' AADB = ACBD (ASA Post.) 7. 1. CD = AB; CB = AD (Given) 2. DB = ~DB (Refl. Prop.)

3. \ADB = A CBD(SSS Post.) 4. Z 1 = Z 2 (CPCT) 8. 1 . AD II BC (Given) 2. ^4 = ^ 3 (If 2

II lines are cut by a trans., then alt. int. A are =.) 3. AD = CB (Given) 4. DB = DB (Refl. Prop.)

5. AADB = ACBD (SAS Post.) 6. Z.lsZ.2 (CPCT) 7. DC II AB (If 2 lines are cut by a trans, and alt.

int. A are = , then the lines are II.)

Written Exercises, Pages 137-139

1. 80 3. 53 5. 5 7. 41 9. Answers may vary; c, d. b, a 11. 1. AB = AC (Given) 2. Let the

bis. of A A int. BC at D. (By the Protractor Post., an A has exactly one bis.) 3. A BAD = ACAD (Def. of A
bis.) 4. AD = AD (Refl. Prop.) 5. ASAD = ACAD (SAS Post.) 6. A B = A C (CPCT) 13. 1. Z. 1 as

A 2 (Given) 2. 7G = JM (If 2 Z of a A are =, then the sides opp. those A are =.) 3. M is the midpt. of JR.

(Given) 4. 7A/ = MK (Def. of midpt.) 5. JG = A/K (Trans. Prop.) 15. 1,3 17. 1 . XY = XZ (Given)

2. ZATZ = Z XZF or m A XYZ = mAXZY (hos. A Thm.) 3. mAXYZ = m A 1 + m A2; m AXZY =

mZ.3 + mZ.4 (Z Add. Post.) 4. m Z. 1 + m A 2 = m A 3 + m A 4 (Substitution Prop.) 5. OY = OZ
(Given) 6. Z2 = ^3orm^2 = mZ.3 (Isos. A Thm.) 7. m^l = m A 4 (Subtr. Prop, of =

)

19. 1. AB = AC (Given) 2. A B = A C (Isos. A Thm.) 3. AL and AM trisect Z £AC, so A 1 = ^ 3. (Given)

4. A £LA = A CMA (ASA Post.) 5. AL = AM (CPCT) 21. 1 . OP = OQ; Z. 3 = L 4 (Given)

2. ^POS = ^DOP (Vert. 4 are"=.) 3. AP05 = ADDP (ASA Post.) 4. OS = OR (CPCT) 5. ^5 =
Z 6 (Isos. A Thm.) 23. a. 40, 40, 60 b. 2x. 2x. 3jc 25. a. 90 b. 90 27. x = 2, y = 1

29. jr = 30, v = 10 31. a. Key steps of proof: 1. AJKM = AJKN and ALKM = ALAW (SAS Post.)

2. JM = JN and LM = LN (CPCT) 3. AJA//V and ALMN are isos. (Def. of isos. A) b. No. They are = if

and only if KJ = KL. 33. m A EAF = 9, m A AFD = 54, m A DAF = 45

Written Exercises, Pages 143-145

1. 1. Given 2. Def. of rt. A 3. Given 4. XZ = XZ 5. AXYZ; HL 6. WZ = YZ; CPCT 3. 1. EF 1

EG; /7C 1 EG (Given) 2. zl//G£ and A FEG are rt. /i. (Def. of 1 lines) 3. AHGE and AFEG are rt. A.

(Def. of rt. A) 4. £7/ a= GF (Given) 5. £G = £G (Refl. Prop.) 6. A//G£ = AF£G (HL) 7. AH = AF
(CPCT) 5. SAS 7. HL 9. a. 1 . PP = P~Q (Given) 2. Z. PDP = A PRQ (Isos. A Thm.) 3. SR =

re(Given) 4. RQ = RQ (Refl. Prop.) 5. ARQS = AQRT (SAS Post.) 6. ^ = RT (CPCT) b. 1 . PP =

P~Q ox PR = PQ;SR = TQ or 5P = PD (Given) 2. PR = PS + SR; PQ = PT + TQ (Seg. Add. Post.)

3. PS + SR = PT + TQ (Substitution Prop.) 4. PS = PT or PS = PT (Subtr. Prop, of = ) 5. AP = AP
(Refl. Prop.) 6. APQS = APPP (SAS Post.) l.QS = RT (CPCT) 11. PR = PS,PQ = PT.QR = TS;

SSS 13. Z3 = Z4, PQ = PT, Ao = Z 5; AAS 15. 1 . A 1 = A 2 = A 3 (Given) 2.ME = MD
(U 2 A of a A are =. then the sides opp. those Z are =.) 3. EN = DG (Given) 4. AMEN = AA/DG (SAS

Post.) 5. Z4 = Z5 (CPCT)

17. Given: Isos. AAYZ with XY = XZ;

ZA ±XY;YB 1 XZ

Prove: ZA = YB

Proof: 1 . ZA 1 XY; YB 1 XZ (Given) 2. m A XBY = 90: m A XAZ = 90 (Def.

of 1 lines) 3. AXBY = A XAZ (Def. of = A) 4. AX = AX (Refl. Prop.)

5. XY = XZ (Given) 6. AXBK = AXAZ (AAS Thm.) 7. ZA = YB (CPCT)

Self-Test 2, Page 146

1.70 2.7 3.30 4. AB = AC, AA = A A, AANB = AAMC, so AABN = AACM by AAS.

5. 1 . BN 1 AC; CM 1 AB (Given) 2. Z PA/C and Z C/VB are rt. A . (Def. of 1 lines) 3. ABMC and AC/VB

are rt. A. (Def. of rt. A) 4. MB = NC (Given) 5. BC = BC (Refl. Prop.) 6. ABMC = AC/VB (HL)

7. CM = BN (CPCT)
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Written Exercises, Pages 148-151
1. a. SSS b. CPCT c. SAS d. CPCT 3. a. AAS b. CPCT c. SAS d. CPCT 5. a. SAS
b. CPCT c^HL d. CPCT 7. a. I. AFLA = AFKA (SSS) 2. Z 1 = Z2 (CPCT) 3. AFU = AFKJ
(SAS) 4. LJ = KJ (CPCT) b. 1. LF = KF; LA = KA (Given) 2. FA = FA (Refl. Prop.) 3. AFLA =
AFKA (SSS) 4. Z 1 = Z 2 (CPCT) 5. f7 s f7 (Refl. Prop.) 6. AFZJ = AFKJ (SAS) l.U = Tj
(CPCT) 9. Key steps of proof: Y.ST =YZ; I.T = Z.Z; Z. flSL = Z XKZ (CPCT) 2. w Z ATST = *

1 1

-m A RST; m Z. LYZ = -mZXYZ(Z Bis. Thm.) 3. mZKST = m Z IKZ (Substitution Prop.) 4. AKST =

AZ.KZ (ASA) 5. SK = KL (CPCT) 11. Key steps of proof: 1. AGDE = A£FG (SSS) 2. ^Dffl =
ZFG/i:(CPCT) 3. AHDE = AKFG (ASA) 4. DH = FK (CPCT) 17. isos.; AX = AY, AZ = AZ. and

ZXAZ = Z KAZ, so AXAZ = AyAZ by SAS. Then XZ=YZ (CPCT) and AXYZ is isos.

Mixed Review Exercises, Page 151

1. Two sides of a A are = if and only if the Z opp. those sides are =. 2. sometimes 3. sometimes

4. always 5. a. * • • b. •
|

• 1-

A M

6. a.

C D

b. K

9. a. 5

11. 1. BE = CD. BD = CE (Given) 2. BC = BC (Refl. Prop.) 3. A£BC = ADCB (SSS) 4. /LEBC =
LDCB (CPCT) 5. Afi = AC (If 2 Zs of a A are =, then the sides opp. those A are =.) 6. AABC is isos.

(Def. of isos. A)

Written Exercises, Pages 156-158

Sketches may vary in Exs. 1-5. 1. b. No 5. Yes; at the midpt. of the hyp. 7. KS, KN 9. bis. of

AS 11. A. F 13. 1. P is on the ± bisectors of AB and BC. (Given) 2. PA = PB; PB = PC (If a pt.

lies on the ± bis. of a seg., then it is equidistant from the end pts. of the seg.) 3. PA = PC (Trans. Prop.)

15. Key steps of proof: 1. Let X be the midpt. of BC. (Ruler Post.) 2. AAXB = AAXC (SSS) 3. Z 1 = Z 2

(CPCT) 4. AX _L BC (If 2 lines form = adj. Z. then the lines are 1.) 5. AX is the ± bis. of BC. (Def. of 1

bis.) 17. Key steps of proof: 1. PX ± BA\ FY ± BC. PX = PY (Given) 2. APXB = APYB (HL)

3. LPBX = LPBY (CPCT) 4. BPbh. Z ABC. (Def. of Z bis.)
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21. a. Key steps of proof: 1. AB = AC; BD 1 AC; CE 1 AB (Given) 2. AADB = AAEC (AAS)

3. BD = C£ (CPCT) b. The altitudes drawn to the legs of an isos. A are =. 23. Q is on the 1 bis. of P~S,

so PQ = SQ. S is on the 1 bis. of QT, so QS = TS. Then PQ = TS by the Trans. Prop. 25. a. OD is a

1 bis. of AP, so AD = BD. b. DC is a 1 bis. of ~AB, so AC = B~C. c. By parts (a) and (b) above, AD = PD

and AC = BC. Then since CD = CD, ACAD = ACBD by SSS and Z. CAD = Z CBD (CPCT).

Self-Test 3, Page 159

1. EA = DP and LAEB = LBDA 2. 1. AMPQ = APMN (Given) 2. ~MN = QP; LMPQ = LPMN
(CPCT) 3. MS = PR (Given) 4. AMSN = A PRQ (SAS) 3. a. Z7 or K7 b. KZ 4. No 5. If a

pt. lies on the bis. of an Z, then the pt. is equidistant from the sides of the Z. 6. If a pt. is equidistant from

the endpts. of a seg., then the pt. lies on the 1 bis. of the seg.

Chapter Review, Pages 160-161

1. AQPR 3. AW 5. Yes; SSS 7. Yes; ASA 9. 1 . JM = LM; Ik = LK (Given) 2.MK = MK
(Ren. Prop.) 3. AMJK = AMLK (SSS) 4. AMJK = LMLK (CPCT) 11. ER, EV 13.25

15. 1 . GH 1 ~HJ; KJ 1 ~HJ (Given) 2. ml. GHJ = 90; m Z. KJH = 90 (Def. of 1 lines) 3. Z. GHJ = Z. ATi//

(Def. of = A) 4. tG = Z AT (Given) 5.HJ = HJ (Refl. Prop.) 6. AG//7 = A/£/// (AAS)
17. 1. ASA 2. CPCT 3. HL 4. CPCT 5. If 2 lines are cut by a trans, and alt. int. A are =, then the lines

are II. 19. If a pt. lies on the 1 bis. of a seg., then the pt. is equidistant from the endpts. of the seg.

Algebra Review, Page 163

1.-6,1 3.-2,9 5. r 13 7.-13,13 9.-0.2,0.2 11.3 13.-6,-2 15.5

-3±V57 -5 ± VF! 5 ± VT3
17. -4,5 19. 21. 23. 25. 1,9 27. -7,2 29. 20

6 2 2

31. 1 33. 1.5

Preparing for College Entrance Exams, Page 164

1. A 2. C 3. D 4. C 5. B 6. C 7. E 8. D 9. B

Cumulative Review, Page 165

1. Seg. Add. Post. 3. obtuse 5. 16 7. 10 9. SSS 11. /n Z. 5 = 90, m Z.6 = 54, m Z.7 = 36,

m Z 8 = 54 13. No 15. Yes; a II b 17. Key steps of proof: 1 . MO _l_ ~NP', NO = P~0 (Given)

2. AjV0D = APQO (HL) 3. LNOQ = LPOQ (CPCT) 4. AMWD = AMPO (SAS) 5. MN = ~MP

(CPCT)

Chapter 5

Written Exercises, Pages 169-171

1. CR,CE 3.ER,RC,CW 5. a = 8, b = 10, x = 1 18, v = 62 7. a = 5, b = 3, x = 120,

v = 22 9. a = 8, b = 8, x = 56, y = 68 11. 60 17. (3, 2) 19. x = 3, y = 5 21. x = 13,

v = 5 23. x = 5, y = 4 25. 5, 2 27. 10, 70 29. 1. PG/?S is a O; P/ = P^ (Given)

2. Z.P = Z.P. (Thm. 5-2) 3. SP = (?P (Thm. 5-1) 4. ASP/ = AQRK (SAS) 5. S/ s QK (CPCT)

31. 1. AfiCD is a O; CD = CE (Given) 2. AP II CD (Def. of o) 3. Z_ CD£ = Z. A (If lines II, corr. Zs =.)

4. Z.CDP = zl£ (Isos. A Thm.) 5. Z. A = Z £ (Subst.) 35. (6, 0), (0, 8), (12, 8)

Written Exercises, Pages 174-176

1. Def. of O 3. Thm. 5-5 5. Thm. 5-6 7. Thm. 5-7 9. a. Thm. 5-4 b. Thm. 5-6

c. Thm. 5-7 15. m A DAB = m A BCD, so m /L NAM = -m A DAB = ~m Z PCD = mLNCM. mLDNA =
2 2

m Z NAM = mZ AO/, so AJV and CA/ are II. CN and AW are II because ABCD isaD. Then AA/CW is a O, by

def. of o. 17. Draw AC int. DP at Z. Since DZ = ZP and DE = FB, EZ = DZ - DE = ZP - PP = ZF.

Also, AZ = ZC. If the diags. of a quad. bis. each other, then the quad, is a CD. So AFCE is a O.

19. jc = 18, y = 14 21. * = 10, y = 2 23. Key steps of proof: 1. ADAP = APCP (AAS)

2. DP = BF (CPCT) 3. DP II PP (Thm. 3-7) 4. DPPP is a O. (Thm. 5-5)

10 / Selected Answers



Written Exercises, Pages 180-182
1. 12. 12 3. 4 5. a. 40 b. 20 c. 26 d. 34 7. D.E 9. D. F 11. 6 13. 1

1

15. 3. 2 17. x = 4, y = 2 19. 1 . BE II A/D; A/ is the midpt. of AS. (Given) 2. £> is the midpt. of AE.

(Thm. 5-10) 3. DE = AD (Def. of midpt.) 4. ABCD is a o. (Given) 5. AD = BC (Thm. 5-1) 6. DE =
BC (Trans. Prop.)

23. Given: X, Y, and Z are the midpts. of A~B, AC. and B~C, resp.: P and

are midpts. of BZ and CZ, resp.

Prove: PX = QY

Key steps of proof: 1 . PX = -AZ; QY = -AZ (Thm. 5-11, part (2))

2. PX = QY (Subst.)

Self-Test 1, Page 182

1. may be 2. must be 3. must be 4. cannot be 5. See page 172. 6. a. If 3 II lines cut off =
seg. on one trans., then they cut off = seg. on every trans, b. x = 6, y =19 7. 1. ABCD is a O. (Given)

2. AC and BD bis. each other. (Diags. O bis. each other.) 3. O is the midpt. of B~D. (Def. of bis.) 4. M is the

midpt. of AB. (Given) 5. MO = -AD (Thm. 5-1 1) 8. 1 . PQRS is a o. (Given) 2. SB II P0; SP II B0

(Def. ofo) 3. mAQPR = m Z SRP (If lines II, alt. int. A =.) 4. PX bis. Z QPR,RY bis. .LSflP. (Given)

5. w Z. KPX = -m /_ QPR; m Z. P/?K = -m Z. SAP (Z Bis. Thm.) 6. -w Z OP/? = -m Z 5/?P (Mult. Prop, of
2 2 2 2

= ) 7. mARPX = mLPRY (Subst.) 8. Ktf II PX (If alt. int. A =, lines II.) 9. RYPX is a o. (Def. of o)

Written Exercises, Pages 187-189

1. all 3. all 5. all 7. rhom., sq. 9. red., sq. 11.25,65.65,90 13.10 15.13-

17.32,58,58 19.- 21. (2, 5): no 23. (4, 6); yes 25.15 27.60 29. 1. ABZY is a o.

(Given) 2. SZ = AY (Thm. 5-1) 3. AK = BX (Given) 4. BZ = BX (Trans. Prop.) 5. Z 1 = Z 2 (Isos. A
Thm.) 6. BZll AT (Def. of O) 7. Z2 = Z3 (If lines II, corr. Z are =.) 8. Z 1 = Z3 (Trans. Prop.)

31. 1. £>/?Sr is a rect.; PX57 and 7<257" are 37. (Given) 2. X5 = RT;JT = QS (Thm. 5-1) 3. RT = ^5

(Diags. of rect. =.) 4. 7T = ^5 (Subst.) 37. square 39. 6, 8

Mixed Review Exercises, Page 189

1. 13 2. 20 3. 11 4. 9 5. 8.2

d. -6
1.5 7. 1 8. 3.45 9. a. 23 b. 2 c. 4

Written Exercises, Pages 192-194

1. 12 3. 15 5. 9 7. 4 9. 6 11. x = 10:40.40, 140, 140

15. 13, 39 17. 9, 15 19. CF = 3 • AD, but 17 + 3 • 5. 21. rect.

27. Given: Trap. ABXY with BX = AY
Prove: Z 1 = Z 3; /LABX = A A

Key steps of proof: 1 . ABZY is a O. (Def. of O) 2. Z 1 = Z 2 (Isos.

A Thm.) 3. Z 2 = Z 3 (If lines II, corr. A =.) 4. Z 1 = Z 3 (Trans.

Prop.) 5. ZAfiX = ZA (Supps. of = A are =.) 29. a. rect.

b. rect. 33. rhom. 35. a. Drawings may vary. b. The diags.

must be =.

13. BE = -(AD + CF)

23. rhom. 25. CD

B A

/ *
/ * \

Selected Answers / 1
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Self-Test 2, Page 195

1. O 2. trap. 3. rect. 4. sq. 5. 1 1 6. 17, 67 7. 1 . A 1 = A 2 = A 3 = A A (Given)

2. #G II £F; 7/£ II GF (If alt. int. 4 = , lines II.) 3. EFGH is a o. (Def. of o) 4. ~HG = HE (If 2 A of a A
ate =, sides opp. the A are =.) 5. HGFE is a rhom. (Thm. 5-17) 8. a. O b. 1. PQRS is a O. (Given)

2. P<? II 5/f (Def. of O) 3. X is the midpt. of PQ; Y is the midpt. of SR. (Given)

(Midpt. Thm.) 5. PQ

8. XQRY is a O. (Thm. 5-5) c. trap

SR (Thm. 5-1) 6. -PQ = -5/? (Mult. Prop, of = ) 7. XQ

1 1

4. XQ = -PQ, YR = SR
2 2

YR (Subst.)

Chapter Review, Pages 197-198

1.110 3.28 5. GS = 5 or SA II GN l.AZ = GZ 9. Thm. 5-10 11. Thm. 5-1 1, part (2)

13. a 15. rect. 17. Key steps of proof: 1. DO = BO; AO = CO (Diags. O bis. each other.)

2. EO = FO (Subtr. Prop. =) 3. AECF is a o. (Thm. 5-7) 4. £D ± AC (Diags. of rhom. 1.)

5. ACOE = ACOF (SAS) 6. CE = CF (CPCT) 7. -4£CF is a rhom. (Thm. 5-17) 19. ZO, ~DI 21. 4

Cumulative Review, Pages 200-201
1. one 3. If you enjoy winter weather, then you are a member of the skiing club. 5. Trans. Prop.

7. 180; L Add. Post. 9. A 1; If lines II, corr. A are =. 11. bis., 1 13. a. ARTA b. DB
c. mAE 15. 150, 150 17. 3r - s 19. bis. 21. 72, 36 23. ABC, BAC,ACD, CFD
25. mAl=mA4 = k, mA2 = mA3 = A5-k 27. LNOM, A LMO, A NMO; Thm. 5-14 29. PQ,

ON; Thm. 5-19 31. 1. AD = BC; AD II BC (Given) 2. ABCD is a o. (Thm. 5-5) 3. DF = Z?F (Diags.

O bis. each other.) 4. Z. DFG S z. £F£ (Vert. z4 =.) 5. DC II AZ? (Def. of O) 6. Z. CDB = AABD (If II

lines, alt. int. A =.) 7. ADFG = ABFE (ASA) 8. EF = FG (CPCT)

Chapter 6

Written Exercises, Pages 206-207
1. a. No b. Yes c. Yes d. No e. Yes f. No 3. a. No b. No c. Yes d. Yes 5. j = 2, k = 1,

I = 4, m = 3 7. 1. Vert. zi> =. 2. Z. Add Post. 3. A Prop, of Ineq. 4. Subst. 9. 1. mAROS >
m A TOW (Given) 2. m A SOT = m A SOT (Reflex.) 3. m A ROS + m A SOT > m A TOV + m A SOT
(A Prop, of Ineq.) 4. mAROS + mASOT = m A ROT; mATOV + mASOT = mASOV (A Add. Post.)

5. m A ROT > m A SOV (Subst.) 11. 1. m A I > m A2; m A2 > m A3 (Ext. A Ineq. Thm.) 2. m A 1 >
mA 3 (A Prop, of Ineq.) 3. m A 3 = m A 4 (Vert. A =.) 4. m A 1 > m A 4 (Subst.)

Written Exercises, Pages 210-212
1. a. If An ^ 68, then n ± 17. b. If n + 17. then An ^ 68. 3. a. If x + 1 is odd, then x is even. b. If

x is even, then jc + 1 is odd. 5. True. If I don't live in Calif., then I don't live in L.A.; true. If I live in

Calif., then I live in L.A.; false. If I don't live in L.A., then I don't live in Calif.; false. 7. False. If M is not

the midpt. of AB, then AM j= MB; false. If M is the midpt. of AB, then AM = MB; true. If AM ^ MB, then M is

not the midpt. of AB; true. 9. True. If n < -3, then -2n > 6; true. If n > -3, then -2n < 6; true. If

— 2/i > 6, then n < -3; true. 11. If you are a senator, then you are at least 30 years old. a. No concl.

b. She is at least 30 years old. c. No concl. d. He is not a senator. 13. a. It is raining, b. I am happy.

c. No concl. d. No concl. 15. a. No concl. b. A ABC and A DBF are not vert. A. c. No concl.

d. ARVU = ASVT, ARVT = ASVU 17. a. Diags. are =. b. No concl. c. No concl. d. STAR is not

a rect. 19. contrapositive 21. Statement: If mAA + mAB ± 180, then m A D + mAC f 180.

Contrapositive: If m A D + mAC = 180, then mAA + mAB = 180. Given: m AD + mAC = 180 Prove:

mAA + mAB = 180 Proof: 1. m A D + m A C = 180 (Given) 2. AD II lit (If s-s. int. A supp., lines II.)

3. mA A + mAB = 180 (If II lines, s-s. int. A supp.)

Mixed Review Exercises, Page 212
1. sometimes 2. sometimes 3. always 4. never 5. always

8. m A 1 = 60, m A 2 = 75, m A 3 = 45, m A 4 = 60 9. 95

6. always 7. sometimes

12 / Selected Answers



Written Exercises, Pages 216-217
1. Assume temp, that m /_B f 40. 3. Assume temp, that a - h = 0. 5. Assume temp, that EF II GH.
7. Assume temp, that Z. Y is a rt. Z_. Since tti Z. X = 100, this contradicts Thm. 3-11 Cor. 3. The temp,

assumption must be false. It follows that Z. Y is not a rt. Z.. 11. Assume temp, that planes P and Q do not

intersect, that is, they are II. The lines in which plane N intersects planes P and Q, AB and CT>. must be II. This

contradicts the given info, that AB Jt CD. The temp, assumption must be false. It follows that planes P and Q
intersect. 15. Assume temp, that n does not int. k. Since n and k are coplanar, n and k must be II. Then P is

on n and /. and n and / are both II to it. This contradicts the thm. which states that through a pt. outside a line there

is exactly 1 line II to the given line. The temp, assumption must be false. It follows that n does int. k.

17. Assume temp, that there is an H-sided reg. polygon with an interior Z. of meas. 155. Then the meas. of each

ext. Z. is 25 and 25m = 360. This contradicts the fact that there is no whole number n such that 25/i = 360. The

temp, assumption must be false. It follows that there is no reg. polygon with an interior Z. of meas. 155.

Self-Test 1, Page 218

1. True 2. True 3. False 4. False 5. If AABC is not acute, then m AC = 90. False

6. If m Z. C = 90. then AABC is not acute. True 7. C 8. a. ABCD is not a rhom. b. No concl.

c. No concl. d. GHIJ is a o. 9. Assume temp, that AC f 14. 10. d, b, a, c

Written Exercises, Pages 222-223

1. 3, 15 3. 0, 200 5. a - b, a + b 1. Z. 2 9. Z. 3 11. HT 13. WY
15. c>d>e>b>a 17. m Z. 2 > m Z.X > m LXZY > m /. Y > m A 1 19. 1 . EFGH is a O;
EF > FG (Given) 2. HG > EH (Thm. 5-1 and Subst.) 3. m Z_ 1 >mZ2 (Thm. 6-2)

Written Exercises, Pages 231-232
1. mZ 1 > mZ.2; SSS Ineq. 3. >; > 5. <: > 7. < 9. > 11. 1. m Z_ SUV > m ASTU (Ext.

Z. Ineq. Thm.) 2. TU = US = SV (Given) 3. m ASVU = m A SUV (Isos. A Thm.) 4. m tSVU > m ASTU
(Subst.) 5. 57 > SV (Thm. 6-3) 13. Key steps of proof: 1. mLP> mLQ (SSS Ineq. Thm.)

2. mLPCA + m£A + m^P = 180; mAQCB + mAQBC + mAQ = 180 (Thm. 3-11) 3. m Z. PCA =

77i Z. A; m/LQCB = mAQBC (Isos. A Thm.) 4. m/LPCA < mLQCB (Subst.)

Self-Test 2, Page 233

1. XY 2.0D 3. < 5. > 6. 1. 11 7. cannot be 8. must be 9. may be

Chapter Review, Pages 235-236
1. > 3. = 5. > 7. No concl. 9. Barbara is at least 18 years old.

15. > 17. =
11. wZ.7" 13. <

Algebra Review, Page 237

1.

1

19.

a
3. -

> 2

M.x - 4)

3x - 4

1

4\-
ab 1

9. — 11. 3* - .>v 13. -
2c 3

15. t + 1 17.
b + 5

Preparing for College Entrance Exams, Page 238

1. A 2. A 3. B 4. B 5. B 6. E 7. E 8. C

Cumulative Review, Page 239

1. 57 3. a. Yes; SAS b. Yes; ASA c. No d. Yes; AAS 5. a. YZ b. XZ 7. 109, 71

9. Assume temp, that Z. Q. AR, and Z. 5 are all 120° angles. Then m^P > and m/LQ + m/LR + m^S +

77i Z.P > 360. This contradicts the thm. that states the sum of the int. A of a quad. = 360. Therefore, the temp,

assumption must be false. It follows that Z. Q, Z./?, and Z.5 are not all 120° angles.

Selected Answers / 13



Chapter 7

Written Exercises, Pages 243-244
1 17

1.5:3 3.1:5 5.3:16 7. 2 to 1 9.- 11.— 13.12:6:5 15.1:9 17.3:4

3 3
19. 8:5 21. — 23. - 25. 132.48 27. 37.5.52.5 29. 72.90.90, 144, 162, 162 31. 50,

4b a

70, 110, 130; 2 s-s. int. A are supp. 33. a. 104 b. 0.310 35. 52.5

Written Exercises, Pages 247-248

1. 6 3. 21
4 v + 3 2 14

5. - 7. 9. 2- 11. —
7 3 5 15

13. -3 15. 2 17. 11 19. 3

21. 21; 12; 28 23. 8; 24; 20 25. 8; 4; 15 27. 27; 36; 12 29. By the means-ext. prop.
a + b

is equiv. to ad + bd = be + bd. or ad = be. 33. 20 35. - 37. 4 or —- 39. x = 16,
d 2 5

>• = 4 43. 3:2

Written Exercises, Pages 250-252

1. always 3. sometimes 5. always 7. sometimes 9. always 11. never 13. sometimes

1

15. 4:5 17. 135 19. 12 21. 4k 23. Prop. 2 25. x = 8, y = 18, z = 12 27. x = 6-,

2 RS , ZR
31. RS = RS. but ZR > XR, so — = 1 + —

.

RS XR

1 + \ 5
33. C'(9, 1), D'(8, 2), orC'(5, 1), D'(6, 2) 35. 90: sq. 37. a. -3 + 3\5 b. ; 1.62

Self-Test 1, Page 252

I. 3:5 2. 3 to 10

II. 2:3 12. 12 13. 1

2a
3. —

3b
4. 6 5. 10 6. 3 7. No 8. Yes

14. 12 15. 100. 100, 100. 120, 140, 160

9. Yes 10. 45, 60, 75

Written Exercises, Pages 257-260
1. ~ 3. ~ 5. No concl. 7. ~ 9. No concl. 11. x = 6, y = 4 13. x = 9, y = 5

15. 27 m 17. 0.55 cm 19. x = 2, y = 6 21. a. 1 . EF II RS (Given) 2. ^XF£ = AXSR;
AXEF = ZX/?S (If lines II, corr. A =.) 3. AFXE ~ ASXR (AA ~) b. 1. AFXE ~ ASXR (Part (a), above)

„ FX EF
2. — = — (Corr. sides of ~ A are in prop.) 23. 1. zlfl s /.C (Given) 2. ^1 = ^2 (Vert. A =.)

NM BM
3. AA/LC ~ AMNB (AA ~) 4. = (Corr. sides of ~ A are in prop.) 5. NM ' CM = LM • BM

LM CM
(means-ext. prop.) 25. Key steps of proof: 1. L B = L Y (Corr. A of ~ A are =.) 2. AADB ~ AXWY

AD AB
(AA ~) 3. = — (Corr. sides of ~ A are in prop.) 27. Key steps of proof: 1. AAHE ~ AADG

AE HE
(AA ~) 2. — = (Corr. sides of ~ A are in prop.) 3. AE • DG = AG • HE (means-ext. prop.)

AG DG
AB AC ._,

29. Key steps of proof: 1. AABC ~ AADB (AA ~) 2. — = 77; (Corr. sides of - A are in prop.)
AD AB

3. (AB)
2 = AD • AC (means-ext. prop.) 31. 20

Written Exercises, Pages 266-267

1. ABAC ~ A£DC; SAS ~ 3. ALKM ~ ANPO, SAS ~ 5. AABC ~ AAEF. AA
DE DF EF n ,

1. AABC ~ ATR1.2.2, 9. AABC ~ A/7"/?; 2:5 11. 1 .
— = -^7 = 777 (Given)
GH Gi Hi

14 / Selected Answers



2. ADEF - AGHKSSS -) 3. LE = LH (Coit. A of ~ A are =.) 13. 1.
—='— (Given)

2. Z.V = Z.V (Reflex.) 3. AVW ~ A VXY (SAS ~) 4. z. 1 = Z 2 (Corr. A of ~ A are =.) 5.WZ\\XY
JL KL

(If corr. A =, lines II.) 15. I. — = — (Given) 2. LMLN = A KU (Vert. 4 =.) 3. AMLN - AKU
NL ML

(SAS ~) 4. A J = Z W (Corr. Z> of ~ A are =.)

17. Given: AABC ~ ADEF. AM and DN are

medians.

AM AB
Prove: = —

DN DE

Key steps of proof: 1 . BM = -BC: EN = -EF

R(^ A R
(Midpt. Thm.) 2. —- = — (Corr. sides of ~ A are

EF DE
„ , BM AB AM AB

in prop.) 3 .
— = — (Subst.) 4. AABM ~ ADEN (SAS ~) 5. = — (Corr. sides of ~ A

are in prop.)

Mixed Review Exercises, Page 268

1. a. GC.lF b. 18 c. 3 d. 90 2. a. Midpt., KV b. 2 c. 4

Written Exercises, Pages 272-273
1. a. No b. Yes c. Yes d. No e. Yes f. Yes 3. 7.5 5. 26 7. 18 9. 14.5 11. 4

13. AN = 10 15. RT = 8; AN = 18: NP = 12:7V = 25 17. AR = S: NP = 6.AP = 12 21. 22.5

23. 78 25. 0.5

Self-Test 2, Page 274

1. SSS ~ 2. AA ~ 3. SAS ~ 4. a. A£DC b. ED: EC: DC c. 10: a: 14 d. 10: v: 18 .5. r

?

6. p 1. h 8. a 9. 12 10. 14 11. 6r
3

Extra, Page 276

1. c 3. b 5. d

Chapter Review, Pages 277-278

2v
1. 3:5 3. -^ 5. No 7. Yes 9. LJ 11. a. 12 b. 50 13. a. AUVH b. AA ~

3.r

RT
15. UH:— 17. ANCD ~ ANAB: AA ~ 19. No 21. 2 23. 14.4

UV

Algebra Review, Page 280

Vl5 _
1. 6 3. 2\6 5. 10\3 7. 9. 1 11. 13 13. 12 15. 162 17. 12\3 19. 10\2

21. 5 23. 12 25. \ 65 27. 2\ 2 29. 7

Cumulative Review, Pages 281-283

True-False Exercises 1. F 3. F 5. T 7. F 9. F 11. F Multiple-Choice Exercises 1. d

3. d 5. c Always-Sometimes-Never Exercises 1. S 3. S 5. N 7. A 9. S 11. A
13. A 15. S Completion Exercises 1. 120 3. obtuse 5. 108 7. rect. 9. 36

Algebraic Exercises 1.6 3.84 5.20 7.7 9.6 11.15 13. 16 cm. 20 cm. 28 cm

15. x = 6, y = 3.5 Proof Exercises 1. I. SU = SV; L. 1 = LI (Given) 2. QS = QS (Reflex.)

3. AQUS = AQVS (SAS) 4. UQ = VQ (CPCT) 3. Key steps of proof: 1. QR = QT; Z. R = A T;

RU = TV (CPCT) 2. RS = TS (Seg. Add. Post and Add. Prop. = ) 3. AQRS = AQTS (SAS)

5. I. EF II lk\ IK II HI (Given) 2. EF II 777 (Thm. 3-10) 3. Z2 = Z3:ZF = LH (If lines II. alt. int. A =.)

4. AEFG ~ AIHG (AA ~)
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13. 6V3
V3

,5-T 17 9

31. x = 10, y = 2\/29 z = 5V29

37. x = V2,y = 2, z = V2

Chapter 8

Written Exercises, Pages 288-290

V2l
1. 2"v/3 3. 3V5 5. 20V2 7. 18vT0 9. 6y5 11.

19. lOVIO 21. 1 lVlO 23. 9 25. 3V5 27. 9 29. 3

V2 V3 V6
33. * = —

, y = — , z = — 35. x = 5.4, y = 9.6, z = 7.2
6 6 6

39. x = 4, y = 2\/5, z = 3V5 41. a. erf, c<? b. a
2 + b

2 = cd + ce = c(d + e) = c
2

43. Key steps

of proof: 1. APST ~ ATRQ (SAS~) 2. m L PTS = m L TQR (Con. A of ~ A are =.) 3.mAQTR +

mATQR = 90 (Thm. 3-11 Cor. 4) 4. mAPTS + m/LQTR = 90 (Subst.) 5. mAPTQ + mAPTS +

m/LQTR = 180 and m/LPTQ = 90 (/_ Add. Post.)

Written Exercises, Pages 292-294

1. 5 3. 8 5. 10V3 7. 8 9. 25 11. 8v2" 13. 3 15. Ay/1 17. 68 19. 3

21. 3V5 23. 12 25. 10 27. 17 29. 20 31. a. 5 b. 4.8 33. 13 35. e\f3 37. 12

39. 12

Mixed Review Exercises, Page 294

1. AC 2. >, A 3. > 4. AB 5. B, C 6. AB 7. BX, CX

Written Exercises, Pages 297-298
1. acute 3. rt. 5. obt. -7. a. rt. b. rt. 9. (ST)

2 = 13
2 - 12

2 = 25; (S7")
2 = (RS)

2 + (RT)
2 =

25. By the conv. of the Pythag. Thm., ARST is a rt. A. 11. acute 13. obt. 15. 12 < x < 16

17. ~RM\ L RST is obt. and L STU is acute, so RT > SU. 19. a. is greater than the sum of the squares of the

other 2 sides, then the A is an obt. A. b. 1 . n
2 = f + k

2
(Pythag. Thm.) 2. I

2 > f + k
2
(Given)

3. I
2 > n

2
and / > n (Subst.) 4. m£S > m^V = 90 (SSS Ineq. Thm.) 5. ARST is obt. A. (Def. of obt. A)

Written Exercises, Pages 302-303
1. 4;4V2 3. V5; VT0 5. 3V2; 3V2 7. 4\/2; 8 9. 7V3; 14 11. 5; 10 13. 5; 5\/3

4\/3
15. V3; 2V5 17. 12V2 19. 36 21. x = 4, y = 23. x = 6\/2, >• = 12 25. x = 8\/2,

y = 4\/6 27. OB = y/2, OC = 2, OD = 2\/2, OE = 4 29. 16, 16\/3 31. A 30° -60° -90° A with

hyp. 2 has legs 1 and \/3. Any A with sides in ratio 1 :V3:2 is ~ to this 30° -60° -90° A and thus is a

30°-60o -90° A. 33. GH = GI = 6, JG = 6\/3, HI = 6\1, JH = 12 35. a. 4\fl + 4\/6

3y + jy/3
b. (1 + V3):2 37. 39. 4\/2

4

Self-Test 1, Page 304
1. 3V5" 2. a. 4 b. 2V5 c. 4V5 3. a. rt. b. acute c. obtuse 4. 4\/5 5. 20V2 cm
6. 6V3cm 7. 12

Written Exercises, Pages 308-310
1. 13.7 3. 48.3 5. 55.4 7. 57° 9. 27° 11. 31° 13. w = 60, z « 54 15. w = 75,

z ~ 89 17. w = 160, z » 117 19. about 4° 21. 65° 23. 174 cm 25. a. 0.7002, 0.4663,

1.1665 b. 60°, 1.7321 c. No d. No 27. a. 5 b. 22° 29. about 136 ft

Written Exercises, Pages 314-316
I. jr«21,y«28 3. x «• 89, y *» 1 17 5. * * 28, y « 10 7. v° « 26° 9. * « 9, v° ~ 63°

II. v° « 37°, w° ~ 106° 13. a. VTB b. y ~ 40, x ~ 10.7 c. Yes; \/T\5 ~ 10.7 15. about 149 m
17. 0.4 m 19. a. AB = AC ~ 16 b. = 15 21. length ~ 17 cm, width ~ 5 cm 23. about 12 cm

Written Exercises, Pages 318-320
I. about 32 m 3. about 50 m 5. about 2.3 km 7. Heidi; = 63 cm longer 9. about 440 m
II. «* 14° 13. a. LA b. A; a player at A has a wider A over which to aim at the goal.
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Self-Test 2, Page 320
7 _ 24 1_

' 2524 25
4.

24

Chapter Review, Pages 323-324

1. 6 3. 5\6 5. 3\5 7. 7V2

c. 34 19. a.
12

b. —
13

c. 67

5. 74

9.

21. 57

6. 74 7. 109 8. 113 9. about 45 m

11. rt 13. 5\3 15. 16 17. a. 1.5 b.

23. 23

Preparing for College Entrance Exams, Page 326
1. A 2. C 3. B 4. C 5. E 6. A 7. C 8. A 9. B 10. C

9. a. If a A is equiangular, then it is

15. Since AX is a median. BX = CX.

Cumulative Review, Page 327
1. Seg. Add. Post. 3. corollary 5. contrapositive 7. l:\2~

isos. b. If a A is isos.. then it is equiangular. 11. 36 13. 20

Since AX is an altitude. L AXB = /LAXC. Thus, AAXB = AAXC (SAS) and AB = AC (CPCT). By def.. AABC
is isos. 17. 1. AWXY = LXZY (Given) 2. zl Y = Z. Y (Reflex.) 3. AXYW ~ AZYX (AA~)

XY WY
4. — = — or (XY)- = WY'ZY (Corr. sides of ~ A are in prop.)

Chapter 9

Written Exercises, Pages 330-331
1. The midpts. lie on a diam. ± to the given chords.

of the hyp. d. 5 5. 8. 22 9.

Extra, Page 332

1. 4 odd. 1 even; cannot be traced

3. b. It is equidist. from the vertices, c. at the. midpt.

13. 24 15. 12\ 3 17. a. mom.: 00 = OR so QC,

QD. RC. and RD are =. b. Diags. of mom. are 1 bis. of

each other, c. 16 19. 4\6

3. 2 odd. 6 even: can be traced 5. There are more than 2 odd vertices.

Written Exercises, Pages 335-337

1. 8 3. 12 5. 8.2 7. a. AB = CD Proof: 1. Draw AB and cB int. at Z. (Through any 2 pts. there

is ex. 1 line.) 2. ZA + AB = ZB: ZC + CD = ZD (Seg. Add. Post.) 3. ZB = ZD (Thm. 9-1 Cor.)

4. ZA + AB = ZC + CD (Subst.) 5. ZA = ZC (Thm. 9-1 Cor.) 6. AB = CD (Subtr. Prop. =) b. Yes

9. a. square: XZ 1 OX, so XZ II OY. Similarly. ZY II OX. so OXZY is a rect. Since OX = OY. OXZY is a square.

b. 5\2 11. AR 1 RS and ZJS _L RS (Thm. 9-1) so AR \\~BS. Then /LA = /_B and AARC ~ ABSC (AA~). so

AC RC

BC ~ SC
15. RA = RC and SB = SC (Thm. 9-1 Cor.), so PR + RS + SP = PA + PB (Subst.) 17. 15 (trapezoid)

19. a. G is the midpt. of EF . Key steps of proof: I. GE = GH. GH = GF (Thm. 9-1 Cor.) 2. GE = GF
(Trans. Prop.) b. m zl EHF = 90. Key steps of proof: 1 . m /_ E = m <L GHE. mtF = m <L GHF (Isos. A
Thm.) 2. mAE + m/LGHE + m/LF + m LGHF = 180 (Thm. 3-1 1) 3. 2m A GHE + 2m Z. GHF = 180

(Subst.) 4. m/LEHF = 90 (Div. Prop. =) 21. a. 8 b. infinitely many 23. 2\'l

Mixed Review Exercises, Page 337

1. 15 2. 9\2 3. 2\7

;. (Corr. sides of are in prop.) 13. Two planes tan. to a sphere at the endpts. of a diam. are
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I

Written Exercises, Pages 341-343
I. 85 3. 150 5. 52 7. 30 > I,

II. mBD. 34, 44; m A COD: 100, 88, 104, p + q;

mACAD. 50, 44, 50, -(p + q)

13. d. The opp. A of inscr. quad, are supp.

15. Key steps of proof: 1. Draw OY. (Through any 2 pts. there is ex. 1 line.) 2. m A WOY = mWY = In

(Def. meas. of arc, Arc Add. Post.) 3. m A WOY = m AZ + m A OYZ (Thm. 3-12) 4. mZ.Z = mAOYZ
(Isos. A Thm.) 5. m AZ = n (Subst. and Div. Prop. = ) 17. r = 4700 km 19. r ~ 5300 km
23. « 3800 km

Written Exercises, Pages 347-348
1. 8 3. 9\/2 5. 80 7. 24 9. 10\^ 11. 2V2T cm _13. 2\/2T cm 15. 1. AJ = AK
(Given) 2. 7Z = KZ (If 2 zl of A =, sides opp. the A are =.) 3. 7Z = AZ (In same O, = chords have =
arcs.) 17. 10\/3 19. 26 cm 21. ~ 74 23. If 2 O s are concentric and a chord of the outer O is

tan. to the inner circle, then the pt. of tan. is the midpt. of the chord. 25. 18\/3 27. 2.8 cm

Self-Test 1, Page 349

l.a.QB,QC b. BC c.ACotBC.AC 2. a.

3. 15 4. two concentric Os
5. 4\/T0cm 6. a. 50, 310

b. In same O, = chords have =.arcs.

Written Exercises, Pages 354-356

1. x = 30, y = 25, z = 15 3. x = 1 10, v = 100, z = 100 5. x = 50, y = 130, z = 65

7. x = 104, y = 104, z = 52 9. * = 50, y = 100, z = 35 11. a. If the arcs between 2 chords are =,

then the chords are II. b. False, the chords may int. 13. 1. Thm. 9-1; def. of 1 lines 2. Def. of semicircle

3. Subst. 17. AADE ~ ABCE, AEDC ~ AEAB 19. x = 80, m AD = 20 21. x = 10, m/LA =

55 23. rect.; mAB = 120 and mAQ = 60, so BAQ is semicir. and ABAQ is rt. A. Similarly, AAQP,

™ ab
A QPB, and ^ PBA are rt. /*, so AQPB is rect. 29. —

c

Mixed Review Exercises, Page 357

l.LM 2. LM 3.NP 4. 14 5. 360 - x 6. 6

Written Exercises, Pages 359-361

1. 90 3. 25 5. 55 7. 35 9. 90 11. 60 13. 30 15. 30 17. 40 19. 90

21. 115 23. 100, 90, 86, 84 27. b - a = c 29. Key steps of proof: 1. mAABP = -mAP (Thm.

1 _~ —
l
— —

1 -—
9-7) 2. mAQ = -(mAB - mPC) (Thm. 9-10) 3. mAQ = -(mAC - mPC) (Subst.) 4. mAQ = -mAP

(Arc Add. Post.) 31. mCE = 3mBD

Written Exercises, Pages 364-366

1.10 3. VTT 5.6 7.8 9.5 11. 1. UT is tan. to QO and OP. (Given) 2. UV • UW =

(UT)
2

, UX- UY = (UTf (Thm. 9-13) 3. UV • UW = UX • t/K (Subst.) 13. 4 or 12 15. 6 17. 9

19. 4 21. a. Pythag. Thm. c. Thm. 9-13 23. 20 m 25. 1. AX • XB = PX • X(2, CX • XD -

PX • Xe (Thm. 9-11) 2. AX • XB = CX • XD (Trans. Prop.) 27. 2>/l0

Self-Test 2, Page 367

1. 40 2. 150 3. 82 4. 9 5. x = 70, y = 50 6. 35 7. 10 8. 12
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Chapter Review, Pages 369-370
1. chord, secant 3. diam. 5. tan. 7. 10 9. 100 11. A YPW 13. 120 15. In same O,
= chords are equally distant from the center. 17. 50. 50 19. 105 21. 40 23. 9

Cumulative Review, Pages 372-373

1. 3. 2.x + 3 3. 1. MN is median of trap. (Given) 2. MN II ZY II WX (Thm. 5-19) 3. V is the midpt. of

WY. (Thm. 5-10) 4 . MN bis. WY. (Def. of bis.) 5. 7, 7\ 3 7.9.81.90 9. 2\2 II. 1. Z_ 1 =
/-2. ^2 = AZ (Given) 2. AB II DC (If alt. int. A =. lines |.) 3. AD II BC (If corr. A = . lines II.)

4. ABCD is a D. (Def. of O) 5. AB = DC (Opp. sides of a o are =.) 13. a. If AA ^ AC, then quad.

ABCD is not a O. b. If quad. ASCZ) is not a O. then ^A ^ A C. 15. 20 17. a. inside b. on c. on

19. a. Janice likes to dance, b. no concl. c. no concl. d. Kim is not Bill's sister. 21. always

23. always 25. sometimes 27. 0. 1 29. 1 . AB > AC (Given) 2. mAACB > m A ABC (Thm. 6-2)

3. BD = EC (Given) 4. BC = BC (Reflex.) 5. BE > CD (SAS Ineq. Thm.)

Chapter 10

Written Exercises, Pages 378-379
9. 13. mZABC= fx

15. c. They are the same pt.. which is equidistant from the sides of the A.

19. Methods may vary; for example, see the figure at the right.

Mixed Review Exercises, Page 380
1. midpt. 2. O 3. rect. 4. rhom. 5. 5\2 6. 108

Written Exercises, Pages 383-385

I. Const. 5 3. Const. 4 5. Const. 7 7. Extend HJ. use Const. 6.

II. Methods may vary; for example, see the figure at the right.

15. b, c. Yes: ves 19. Const. AB so that AB = a. Const, the ± bis. of

AB int. AB at M, so that AM = -a. Const. MC A AB so that MC
1

With ctrs. A and C and radius AM. draw arcs int. at D. Draw AD and CD.
23. Const, a square with sides of length b.

Written Exercises, Pages 388-389
1. a. any acute A b. any obt. A c. any rt. A 3. 2, 4 5. 3.8. 5.7 7. Const. 3 9. The pt. of

int. of the 1 bis. of XY. XZ. and YZ is equidistant from all 3 towns. It would be wiser to build it equidistant from

X and Z, near Y. 11. a. GD
1 1

AD = - • BE GE b. GB c. AGBA, AGED. AGDE
3 3

15. Key steps of proof: 1. Draw BD int. AC at Y. (Through any 2 pts. there is ex. 1 line.) 2. BM and

13. 3. -1

CY are medians of ABDC. (Def. of median) 3. CX = -C) (The medians of a A int. in a pt. that is - of the

2 1 1

dist. from each vertex to the opp. side.) 4. CX = - • - • AC = -AC (Subst.) 17. a. pts. in the interior ofv
3 2 3

AXPY b. pts. in the interior of the A vert, to AXPY
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Self-Test 1, Page 390

1. Const. 4 2. Draw ST. With ctrs. 5 and T, and radius ST, draw arcs int. at R. Draw SR, mARST = 60.

Use Const. 3. 3. Const. 6 4. Const. 7 5. Methods may vary. Const. JK such that JK = 2AB (Const,

'l). Const, lines J. to JK at J and A". Const. JM = KL = AB. Draw ML. 6. lines that contain the altitudes,

medians, Z_ bis., 1 bis. of the sides 7. midpt. of the hyp. 8. 4\/3, 2V5

Mixed Review Exercises, Page 391

1. 12 2. tan.. 10 3. 3 4. 141

Written Exercises, Pages 395-396
1. Const. 8 3. Const. 10 5. Const. 10 7. Const. 11 9. Draw QO with radius r. Choose pt. A on

GO, and with ctr. A and radius r, mark off AB. With ctr. B and radius r. mark off BC. Similarly, mark off CD,

DE, and EF. Draw AC, E~C, and AE. 11. a. Draw QO. Draw diam. AE. Const. 1 diam. C~G. Bis. 2 adj. rt.

A to form 8 = arcs. Connect consec. pts. to form octagon ABCDEFGH . b. Draw overlapping squares ACEG
and BDFH. 13. Draw the diags. of the square int. at O. Draw the O with ctr. O and radius = half the length

of a diag. 15. Divide the O into 6 = arcs as in Ex. 9. At every other pt., const, a tan. to the O.
17. Const, a II to / through O, int. QO at P. Const, a tan. to QO at P.

Written Exercises, Page 399

1. Const. 12 3. b. No c. Let the 5 = seg. from Ex. 3(a) be AW, WX, XY, YZ. and ZB. AX.XB = 2:3

5. Const. 13 7. Const. 14 9. Use- = - or - = - with Const. 13. 11. Const. 14, 12 13. Const.
w x v x

1, 14 15. Draw a line and const. AB so that AB = 3 and BC so that BC = 5. Use Const. 14. 17. Divide

CD into 7 = parts: CU, UV, VW, WX, XY, YZ, and ZD. Then CV.VX.XD = 2:2:3. Use SSS to const, a A.

Self-Test 2, Page 401

1. Const. 9 2. Const. 1 1 3. Use Const. 12 to divide a seg. AB into 3 = parts, AX, XY, and YB. Then

AY.YB = 2:1. 4. Const. 13 5. Const. 14 6. 1, F, ±, G 7. Const, the 1 bis. of 2 sides of

A TRI, int. at O. Draw a O with ctr. O and radius OT.

Written Exercises, Pages 404-405

1. the 1 bis. of AB 3. 2 II lines 4 cm apart with h halfway between them 5. the seg. joining the midpts.

of AD and BC 7. diag. BD 9. a plane II to both planes and halfway between them 11. a sphere with

ctr. E and radius 3 cm 13. a. Use Const. 3 to bis. A HEX. b. Use Const. 3 to bis. the A formed by; and k;

locus is 2 1 lines. 15. Const, the O with diameter AB, and exclude pts. A and B. 17. Const. 2 Os with

radius EF, one with ctr. E and one with ctr. F, and exclude pts. E and F and the other 2 pts. of the int. of the Os

with EF. 19. a line J. to the plane of the square at the int. of the diags.

Written Exercises, Pages 407-410

1. a. 1 bis. of AB int. QO in 2 pts. b. 1 bis. of AB doesn't int. QO. c. ± bis. of AB is tan. to QO.
3. a. a O with ctr. D and radius 1 cm b. a O with ctr. £ and radius 2 cm
c - /-" \ jS* \ /- \ d. The locus is 0, 1, or 2

pts., depending on the int.

of QD and ©£.J E* DM E* I V0

DE > 3 cm DE = 3 cm DE < 3 cm

5. the int. of OP, with radius 3 cm, and / (2 pts.) 7. the int. of OA, with radius 2 cm, and OB, with radius

2 cm (2 pts.) 9. the int. of OA, with radius 2 cm, and the bis. of Z. A (1 pt.) 11. 0, 1 , or 2 pts. 13.0.1,

or 2 pts. 15. Opts., 1 pt., oraO 17. 2 Os 19. pts. (d > 5), 2 pts. (d = 5), 2 Os (d < 5)

21. a. the 1 bis. plane of R~S b. the 1 bis. plane of RT c. line, line d. the 1 bis. plane of RW e. pt., pt.

23. a. infinitely many b. 2 c. none
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Written Exercises, Pages 412-413
1. The Jocus is the 2 II lines. 3. The O, of radius a, has ctr. at the int. pt. of the bis. of LXYZ and a line that

is II to YZ and a units from YZ. 5. The locus is a pair of lines, both II to AB and r units from AB.

Const, may vary in Exs. 7-17. 7. Const, j
; 1 k at M. Const. MA on j so that MA = s and then = segs. AB

and AC, B and C on k, so that Afl = AC = t. 9. Const. AB so that Afi = t. Const, the 1 bis. of AB to locate

midpt. M of AB. Draw an arc with ctr. M and radius r, and an arc with ctr. A and radius 5 intersecting at C. Draw

AC and BC.

Ex. 7 Ex. 9

11. Const. LA with meas. n. Const, a line II to and j units from AX in order to locate point C. Const. BC ± AC.

13. Const. AB such that AB = t. Const, the 1 bis. of AB to locate midpt. M of AB. Const, line it, II to and r units

from, AB. With ctr. M and radius s, draw an arc int. k at pt. C. Draw AC and fiC.

Ex. 11 Ex. 13

Self-Test 3, Page 414
1. the bis. of the vert. A formed by j and k (2 lines) 2. the sphere with ctr. P and radius t 3. the 1 bis.

plane of WX 4. the int. of the bis. of LDEF and a pair of rays II to EF and each 4 cm from EF (1 pt.)

5. the int. of QA with radius 4 cm and a line II to 5 and t halfway between them. (0, 1, or 2 pts.) 6. Use

Const. 4 to const, the 1 bis. of 2 sides of ARST. The locus is the pt. of int. of the 1 bis. 7. Const, may

vary; for example, const. <LX = /L\. Const. XY = BC on one side of LX. Const, a line from Y 1 to the other

side of LX.

Extra, Pages 414-415
3. Some of the pts. are the same: L and R, M and 5, N and T. The O has ctr. H. 5. Key steps of proof:

AW II AB, XY II AB, NM = -AB: XY = -AB (Thm. 5-11) 2. XYMN is a O. (Thm. 5-5) 3. NX\\CH

(Thm. 5-11) 4. NM 1NX (Thm. 3-4) 5. AYA/iV is a rect. (Thm. 5-16)

Chapter Review, Pages 416-417
1. Const. 1 3. Const. 3 5. Const. 5 7. Const. 7 9. A bis. 11. 1:2 13. Const. 9

15. Const. 10 17. Const. 13 19. a line II to / and m and halfway between them 21. a plane II to both

planes and halfway between them 23. the int. of the 1 bis. of PQ and OP with radius 8 cm (2 pts.) 25.

pts., 1 pt., a O, a O and a pt., or 2 Os, dep. on the int. of 2 planes II to Q and 1 m from Q and a sphere with ctr.

Z and radius 2 m.
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27. Const. RS so that RS = a. Const, the 1 bis. of RS to locate midpt. M. Draw
an arc with ctr. M and radius b and an arc with ctr. R and radius c, int. at T. Draw

TR and TS.
i

Algebra Review, Page 419

1. 1.69
19

5. 18V2 7. 2826 9. 42 11. — 13. 54
2

15. 15V2 17. 96 19. cd 21. irrl 23. ird
2

25. x = — , a ^
a

S 2A
27. n = + 2 29. h = ±\fc 31. /i = — , b f

180
'

ft

Preparing for College Entrance Exams, Page 420

1. B 2. C 3. E 4. A 5. B 6. C 7. A 8. C 9. E

Cumulative Review, Page 421

1. never 3. sometimes 5. always 7. never 9. 107 11. 15 13. Methods may vary: SSS,

2 —
SAS, ASA 15. a. 3.6 b. 4- 17. 1. m L 1 = 45 (Given) 2. mPQ = 90 (Thm. 9-7) 3. m^O = 90

(Def. meas. of arc) 4. OP = OQ (All radii of a O are =.) 5. ml. OQP = mL OPQ (Isos. A Thm.)

6. m L OQP + m L. OPQ = 90; 2m L. OPQ = 90; m L OPQ = m L OQP = 45 (Thm. 3-11 Cor. 4, algebra)

7. AOPQ is a 45°-45°-90° A^ (Def. of 45° - 45° - 90° A) 19. Methods may vary. Draw line it and pts. P
and Q on k so that PQ < AB. Const, line / 1 to k at P and line m 1 to k at Q. Draw an arc with ctr. Q and

radius AB int. / at 5. Draw an arc with ctr. P and radius AB int. m at R. Draw RS.

Chapter 11

Written Exercises, Pages 426-427
I. 60 cm2

3. 5 cm 5. 24 7. 2x
2 - 6x 9. 36 cm2

; 26 cm
II. 5 cm; 80 cm2

13. a
2 - 9; 4a 15. x - 3; Ax - 6 17. 130

19. 48 21. 39.4 23. 40xy 25. £
2

27. 144 m2

1

31. 14 m x 28 m 35. a. length = -(40b. 3 cans

b. 20* - x2
c. See figure at right, d. 10 m x 10 m

Written Exercises, Pages 431-433

1. 29.9 m2
3. 12 5. 16V3 7. 40 9. 84

29. a. 768 ft
2

Ix) = 20 - x

19. Ir
2

21. 18.2 23. 73.5

b. 20 31. a. A = -ab b. A
2

1 jV3 s
2
\/3 49V3

A = - •

2 2 4 4

25. ADFE ~ ADGF ~ AFGE; 20, 4, 16

33. a. b =1 ab
-ch c. h = — d. 4.8; 5
2 c

100--

11. 16 13. 30V2 15.

25\/3

27. 40; 20

s\/3

10 20
x(m)

17. 240

29. a. 2:3

s, h =

35. 10; 20 37.41.5 39. 936 cm2
; 504 cm2

Written Exercises, Pages 436-438

1. 70; 10 3. 6; 3-
4

5. 5; 18 7. 1;4 9. 9

Answers may vary in Exs. 19-21.

ADEF: 108V3 27. 12.5 cm2
; 1 12.5 cm2

29.

11. 108 13.
27V3

15. 24 17. 128

19. 42.0 21. 87.8 23. 15; 74 25. AABC: 36\/3; AACD: 72V3;

175 - 25V3
31. 156
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Mixed Review Exercises, Page 440

1. 52 2. 146 3. 135 4. 18 5. 10\ 2 cm 6. 15 cm. 15\3cm 7. 10 m 8. —
17

Written Exercises, Pages 443-444

7V5 7 _ 4V3 2vl
1. 8; 256 3. — ;

- 5. 3; 18\ 3; 27V3 7. ;
;
4\3" 9. 2\.3: 24; 24\3 11. 4v3~; 24V?;

72V3 13. 36\3 15. 216\3 17. a. m/_AOX = -m/_AOB = -(— ) = i(36) = 18 b. 0.3090;
2 2\ 10/ 2

OX— .0.9511 c. 6.18 d. 0.2939 e. 2.939 19. a = 0.707; p « 5.656; A = 2 21. p *** 6.21 12; A » 3

Self-Test 1, Page 444
1. 81 2. 60 3. 40\3 4. 4V3" cm

2
5. 6\T3cm 2

6. 40 7. 39 8. 150\3 9. 5xy

10. 49

Written Exercises, Pages 448-450

25
1. 14tt;49tt 3. 5tt; —tt 5. 10; IOOtt 7. 5; IOtt 9. a. 132; 1386 b. 44k; 154k

2

4

11. = 57 in.; « 254 in.
2

13. 24 oz 15. 984 ft
2

17. 15-in. pizza 19. Area I = ^-p

Area II = — , Area III = — . Since a
2 + b

2 = c
2

. Area 1 + Area II = Area III. 21. a. 198.000 cm (or
8 8

1.98 km) b. 10.000 23. a. n; 3tt; 5tt; 7tt b. (2n + \)n 25. 3tt; 3tt: 3tt 27. 32tt 29. 1:2

31. 0.14/-
2

33. a. r b. A = irr 35. Radius is hypot. of rt. A in which radii of OO and OP are legs.

Algebra Review, Page 451

4
1. -tt 3. 32rr 5. 5tt\2 7. 12tt

Written Exercises, Pages 453-455

3 9 9
I. 2tt; 12tt 3. 2tt; 3tt 5. -tt; -tt 7. tt\-tt 9. 3ttv2: 15tt 11. 6 13. 4tt - 8

_ 2 8 4

47T + 6\3
15. 12tt + 8 17. 19. (IOOtt - 192) cm" 21. a. 49; 98 b. 52 cm" 23. 1343 nr

3

48V3 - 22tt
25. (24tt - 18\3)cm 2

27. b. 72tt - 108\ 3 29. : trapezoid; 60

Written Exercises, Pages 458-460

1.1:4; 1:16 3. r:2s; r:4s2
5. 3: 13; 9: 169 7.3:8;3:8 9.1:25.000.000.000,000

II. 1:2; 1:4 13. AABE ~ A DCE: 36:25; 6- 15.125 cm2
17. a. 9:7 b. 5:4

19. a. 3:4 b. 3:7 21. Answers may vary. AABC ~ ACDA. 1:1; &ABG ~ ACEG, 9:25;

AABF ~ ADEF. 9:4; AAGF ~ ACGB, 9:25; AEFD ~ AEBC. 4:25. AABF ~ ACEB. 9:25

23. a. 1:9 b. 1:4 c. 1:8 25. a. 16:81 b. 4:9 c. 4:9 d. 1 : 1 e. 16:169 27. 9:40

29. 4:5

31. Each of the small As has area = - • area of the orig. A

.

6

Written Exercises, Pages 463-464

1 - 3 - 5. a. — b. 3 7. — « 0.016 9.0.04 11.- 13.0.125 m 2
15. b. 7.5 mm

4 4 25 200 3

13 1

17. a. — b. —
50 10
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Self-Test 2, Page 465

1. 88; 616 2. 8Itt 3. a. 6tt b. 36tt c. 36tt - 72 4. 16:49 5. 2:3 6. a. 4:9 b. 3:2

7. 64 - 16tt 8. 36tt - 27\/3 9. - 10. -
5 4

Extra, Page 466
Answers may vary in Exs. 1-8. 1.55.2 3.39.7 5.75.3 7. 178.2

Chapter Review, Page 470

1. 64 3. 18 cm2
5. 9 7. 7 9. 30 + 4\'2; 52 11. 9\^5 13. 188.4; 2826 15. 8W2; 32tt

9
17. 74-n- + Q\ F\ 10 |fiff 21 \ A >% —

25

Cumulative Review, Pages 472-473

1. False 3. False 5. False 7. True 9. True 11. False 13. II. skew 15. -45 17. 5

19. a sphere with ctr. P and radius 4 cm. along with its interior 21. Key steps of proof: 1. AABC =
ADCB (HL) 2. L 1 = 1.2 (CPCT) 3. CE = ~BE (Thm. 4-2) 4. ABCE is isos. (Def. isos. A)

23. Assume temp, that there is a A whose sides have lengths x, y, and x + y, then the length of the longest side

equals the sum of the lengths of the other two sides. This contradicts the A Ineq. Thm., if 2 sides of a triangle

have lengths x and y, then the third side must be greater than x + v. Therefore, the temp, assumption must be

false. It follows that no A has sides of length x, y, and x + y. 25. 5 27. 4.5 29. 17 31. 61

33. Const, a seg. of length 2jc. Use Const. 13 with a = y, b = 2x, and c = x to Find a seg. with length /;

f- = -; ty = 2x*; t = — . 35. 32V6 37. a. 46 b. -
2x t

J
y 4

Chapter 12

Written Exercises, Pages 478-480

1. 40; 88; 48 3. 3; 54; 90 5. 6, 168, 108 7. 54; 27 9. 10; 600 11. 5; 125 13. 390

19. 252; 372; 420 21. 180; 228; 216 23. 675 cm3

1

31. 198 cm" 33. « 336 35. V = Bh = -aph =

15. 4; 8 17. 240; 240 + 32V5; 160\/3

25. 1.8 kg 27. 19 kg 29. 50r; 120x
2

1 W3
3x ' x > 39. 6 cm

Written Exercises, Pages 485-487

1. 6; v
7^ 3. 25; V674 5. 3; V4T

15. 6 cm

7. 36 9. 192 11. 60; 96; 48

17. a. 15 cm; 13 cm b. 384 cm2 (V-ABCD is not reg.)

13. 260; 360; 400

1

21. 8; V73 23. a. 3; 6; 6v/3 b. 45\/3; 36\/3 25. 144; 24\/3~9 27.

31. 246

Mixed Review Exercises, Page 487

19. Vol. pyr. = - vol. rect. solid
6

r'V2
66 cubic units 29.

12

1. 12tt; 36tt 2. 22tt; 121tt 3. tt; 4. 6tt\3; 27tt- 5. 5; 25tt 6. 9; 81tt 7. 7; 14tt

8. VB; 27TVT3 9. a. 144tt mm 2
b. 576 mm 2

10. a. 32 b. 8tt\/2

Written Exercises, Pages 492-495

I. 40tt; 72tt; 80tt 3. 24tt; 56tt-, 48tt 5. 4 7. 48tt 9. 5; 20tt; 36tt; 16tt

II. 5; 156tt; 300tt; 240tt 13. 12; 9; 324tt; 432tt 15. 8; 17; 255tt; 480tt 17. a. 1:4 b. 1:4

c. 1:8 19. 1:3 21. 24 cm 23. 25 min 25. 2 27. a. cyl. with r = 6, h = 10; V = 360tt

b. cyl. with r = 10, h = 6; V = 600tt 29. a. 270V5; 180\/3 b. 720; 240\/2 c. 540\/3: 360

31. cyl. with r = *, h = s; V = Tr*' 33. 16tt cnr 35. ^V^cm' 37. 60tt; I8V9T 39. 1200tt
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Self-Test 1, Page 496
1. 162; 322: 360 2. 624; 1200; 960 3. 140tt in.

2
; 34077 in.

2

; 700tt in.
3

4. 180 cm 2
:

(180 + 108V3) cm2
; 270\ 3 cnr 5. 135tt; 216tt; 324tt 6. 8000 m' 7. 6 8. 6:5

Written Exercises, Pages 500-502

,
1372tt 77 „ 256tt 8tt\2

1. 196tt:—^— 3. tt: - 5.4;—— 7. 8rr;—— 9.4,8 11. I cm 13. 2 1 tt cm"

15. Vol. of hemisphere = 4 Vol. of sphere 17. 358 million km 2
19. nr 21. 6 cans

23. a. 32 cm b. cone: 8tt\ T088 ~ 829; sphere: 4tt • 8
2 = 804 25. 2~r 27. -nr3

29. 8I77 in.
2

; 121. 5tt in.
3

31. a. h = 2x; r = 10
2 - x2 = 100 - .v

2
: V = irrh = 77(100 - x

2
)(2.r) =

4000t7\3
27nr(100 - x~) b. 33. 144tt cm 2

Mixed Review Exercises, Page 507
2 2 2

1. - 2. 10 3. x = 15: v = 6: r = 9 4. a. 32: 48 b. - c. They are both-. 5. a. 48; 108

. 4 4 /2\
2

b. - c. — = I
—

I 6. a. True b. False c. True d. False e. False f. True g. True h. False

Written Exercises, Pages 511-513
1. Yes 3. a. 3:4 b. 3:4 c. 9:16 d. 27:64 5. a. 4:1 b. 16:1 c. 64:1 7. a. 2:3 b. 2:3

c. 4:9 9. Paint for actual airplane = 40,000 times paint for model 11. 8l7rcm 2
13. 18.5 kg

15. the larger ball 17. 108 ft' 19. a. 9:16 b. 9:16 c. 9:7 d. 27:64 e. 27:37

21. 54 cm3
; 196 cm' 23. -ira

,
:-irb

3 = a3:^ 25. r,:r2 = Z,:/2 ;

3 3 12 12

L.A.,:L.A. ;
= 7Tr

l
l

t
:nr2 I2

= r,
2
:r:

2
27. B

t
:B 2

= e
l
':e 1

z
: h,:h2

= e
t
:e2 ;

V
t
:V2

= B,/i,:B :/j2
= e,

z
e,:e2

2
e2

= e,
3
:c2

3
29. 6\4

Self-Test 2, Page 513

22,00077 , , 16
1. 36tt cm; 3677 cm 2. I677 nr 3. cnr 4. 25rr cm" 5. a. — b. 9:4 6. a. 2:5

3 3

b. 8:125

Extra, Page 517

5677
1. 22 3. 5. 8 crn"

3

Chapter Review, Pages 518-519

160\3 _
1. lateral edge 3. 236:240 5. 7. 900: 1020: 17 9. 24tt: 56t7 11. 2\ 10 cm

532477
13.616 m- 15. cm' 17.1:9 19.64:27

Preparing for College Entrance Exams, Page 520

1. A 2. C 3. E 4. D 5. B 6. C 7. B

Cumulative Review, Page 521

1. True 3. False 5. False 7. False 9. True 11. Key steps of proof: 1. AWAY =

A YZW (HL) 2. <LXYW = ^ZHT(CPCT) 3. WZ II XY (If alt. int. A =, lines II.) 13. a. AA~
b. If AJKL - AXYZ. then LJ = LX and I. K = AY. True 15. 8 17. 8 19. 125- cm
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Chapter 13

Written Exercises, Pages 526-528
•1.7 3.4 5. VTO 7.10 9. 2VT3 11. 5\/2 13. Yes; A 15. No 17. (-3,0);7
19. (;, - 14); y/YJ 21. (x - 3)

2 + f = 64 23. (x + 4)
2 + (v + 7)

2 = 25 27. AM = AK = 3V5
JA 6 2 AN 2V5 2 J/V 4V2 2

29
- *7 =

3
= VTk ' v? = 7

; ™ = Wi
=

7
The Aare ~ by sss ~ Thm 31

-

39 33
-
(10 ' 0) '

(6, 8), (8, 6), (0, 10). (-6, 8), (-8, 6), (-10, 0), (6, -8), (8, -6), (0, - 10), (-6, -8), (-8, -6)

35. x2 + (y - 6)
2 = 100 37. x2 + (y - 2)

2 = 9 39. a. 5; 10 b. 15 c. Dist. between ctrs. = sum
ofradii. 41. Quad. RAYJ is a O. 43.15,5,2,-1,-11 45. (-2, 4); 6

Written Exercises, Pages 532-534

1. a. k b. n % r c. /, x-axis d. s, v-axis 3. 1 7. -1 9. 11.

2 ,— 3
13. —— ; 2V29 15. -; 10 Answers will vary in Exs. 17-19. Examples are given.

17. (-8, -2), (2, 2) 19. (-4, -4), (4, -6) 21. Slope of PQ = slope of QR = -- 23. 9

25. m(r - p) + q 27. a. SAS b. m LBOS = mLBOR + m/LROS = m/LBOR + mLAOB = 90

c. - 1 29. a. RS = V58; RT = 2\Jl; ST = 5\/2 b. (RT)
2 + (ST)

2 = 8 + 50 = 58 = (RS)
2

c. - 1

31. 1 33. a = 2V3 + 1

Algebra Review, Page 534

1 1 27
1. -216 3. - 5. 7.

9 64 125
9. 1 11. 2

21. 6/ 23. 5b
4

Written Exercises, Pages 537-538

2 2 3 7 7
1. a. - b. - c. — 3. -;-;0;0

3 3 2 2 2
5. a. -3; -3 b.

d. Slope of MN i= slope of LP e. trap. 7. Slope of AC =

— 2 —
of alt. to AC = -, slope of alt. to AB = -

1 —
--, slope of alt. to BC

13. r' 15. r
5

17. 1 19. b*

5 — 3 — 8
•-, slope of AB = -, slope of BC = -; slope

5 — 6 —
= — 9. Slope of RS = -, slope of 57" =

5 6/5
6' S\~ 6

— 2 - (-4) 3 — 8-2
11. a. Slope of AS = = -, and slope of DC = —

v 4 -(-6) 5
F 6 -(-4)

AB II DC.

Slope of AD = = 3, slope of BC = = 3; AD II BC. b. AB = 2\^4 = DC, AD = 2\/l0 =
-4-(-6) F 6-4

BC 13. a. Slope of RS = slope of VT = -; slope of RU = slope of ST = --; RSTU is a O. RS 1 RU, so

RSTU is a rect. b. RT = US = 5V5 15. trap. 17. rect.
4

21. a. True b. True c. True

Written Exercises, Pages 541-543

i-y

o

AB = (4, 3) 3. (-2, 2); 2\fl

\~AB\ = 5 5 - (" 4
- 2);2V5

7. (5, -9); VT06

9. (-3, -6); 3V5

H—I—I—I—I—h*-

15.
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17.9 19.-12 21.(7.0) 23.(4.4) 25.(4.2) 27. (6. 8): 10 29. a. (18. 18). (9. 9).

(6.6) b. (11. 12). (8. 9) 31. \(ku,kb) = \ (ka) 2 + (kb)- = \ Jt=<«r + b-) = k\\a- + b- = |Jt| • |(a, b)\

33. a. 1. Def. of vector sum 2. Subst. 3. k[(a. b) + (c. d)] = k(a. b) + k(c. d) 4. Def. of vector sum
b. Thm. 5-11

Mixed Review, Page 543
1. -2 2. 6:6 3. 16 4. a\ 3 5. 120 6. lv. ,v\ 3 7. 45 8. i-}.5) 9. 25

10. 18 11. a. (D£) : - {EF)
Z = 25 + 100 = 125: (DFf = 121 + 4 = 125 b. Slope ofD£- slope of

— 4 3
£F =

3 4
1 12. a. - b. -

3 4

Written Exercises, Pages 545-547

1.(3.3) 3.(0.-2) 5.(1.9.0.4) 7. 2\ 41:— : (
- 1. -3) 9. 17:

15 7
11. (9. 5)

13. 1. The midpt. of AB is A/(4. 2). Slope of AB = = -. slope of PM = = -2;^ 8-02^ 4-2

-(-2) = -1, so PA/ j. AB. 2. PA = 2\ TO = PB. so P is on the 1 bis. of AB. 15. ( —, -V (—,
-J:

8

/9 9\ — — 3 — —
17. a. -. -) b. — c. slope of PQ = slope of OP = -; slope of PO = slope of QR = 3 d. PQ = OR =

\2 2 7

\58: PO = QR = 2\ TO 19. a. (-3. 4) b. 5: 5: 5 c. Thm. 5-15 d. u + 3)
: + (y - 4r = 25

/ 1 3\ /17 9\ \ 130
21. a. yl --. - 1. AT(3. 6). U— . -\:M(5. 0) b. rhom.:7A: = KL = LM = JM = —^~
'

(5 3 5 3
23. -x, + -x2 , -v, + -V;

Self-Test 1, Page 547

1. a. 2 b. (4. 1) 2. a. 10 b. (4. -3) 3. a. 10\2 b. (3. 2) 4. a. \29 b.
|

5. .r + v
: = 81 6. (x + I)

2 + (v - 2)
: = 25 7. (-2, 3); 6

4 3
9. — 10. vertical

7 5

1

11. a. 2 b. -- 12. a. (6. -2) b. (-3. -3) c. (0.4) 13. a. 2\ 10 b. 3\ 2 c. 4

14. a. (4. -9) b. (22. -9) 15. (-15. 18)

Written Exercises, Pages 550-552

1. 7. -7: -21 13. y^
9. 4: 6

5
11. 4-

15. m = -4. b =

17. m = — , b

19. m

21. m

4. b = 10

b = -5

23. m = -, b
4

25. (1. 2) 27. (4. 3) 29. (2. -3) 31. a. Both have slope -2. b. No c. There is no sol.

33. a. 2: — b. They are J_: 2 nonvert. lines are 1 iff the prod, of their slopes is - 1. 35. b. (2. - 1).

(-1. 5). (-4. -4) c. 22- 37. (3. 4). (-5. 0)
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Written Exercises, Pages 555-556

1. y = 2x + 5 3. v = -x - 8 5. y = —x + 8 7. y = —x + 2 9. y = -x + 4
2 '5 ' 4 '2

' 1 1

11. y - 2 = 5(jc - 1) 13. y - 5 = -(* + 3) 15. y = —(x + 4) 17. y = 2x - 1

19. y = -jc + 2 21. x = 2 23. x = 5 25. y - 7 = 3(jc - 5) 27. 5* + 8y = -31

5 34 2 2
29. v = --x + — 31. v = * 33. -or — 35. (2, 0) 37. a. y = x, x = 3, x + 2y

3 3' 33 '

= 9

b. C(3, 3)_ c. C0 = C/? = CS = 3\ 10 d. (x - 3)
2 + (y

slope of GH b. G// = 2\ 2, GC = \1
3)

: = 90 39. a. slope of CG

Written Exercises, Pages 558-559

1. (0, b),(a. 0) 3. (-/, 2/). (/, 2/)

(Va2 - t2 + a- 6)

5. (A + m, «) 7. -,
£ *V3
2'

Dist. Formula to show that GH ='-{OP
7

Written Exercises, Pages 562-563
1. Plan for proof: Use the distance formula twice to show that the length of

each diag. is \ a
2 + b

2 5. Plan for proof: Find the coords, of the midpts.

G and H of NP and A/0, resp. Use slopes to show that NM II GH II OP. Use the

NM). 9. Plan for proof: Use

the eq. of the O to show that b~ — a
1 = —c2

. Then use slopes to show that

CA ±CB.

Self-Test 2, Page 563

2
1. -; -4

5

9. (\Ja
2 - b2

, b),

Ex. 1

(0,b) (a, b)

JX X

(0,0) i a,0)

3. y
1

= —x +
2

5

2
4. :t

= 5

7. (c + g,h) 8. (c - g,h)

slope of 15 =
1

slope of OL

5. (I, -1) 6. (2e. 0)

9. slope of GO =

slope of DG = 3

Extra, Page 565

1. y-axis 3. or-axis 5. xv-plane

Chapter Review, Page 567

1. 4\/5; 10;2V5 3. (-3. 0); 10

13. a. (4. 3) b. 5 c. (-8. -6)

7. yr-plane

5. (x + 6)
2 + (y + l)

2 = 9

i. ( 4, -rl 17. (0. b)

9.

_3

21. (2, 1)

slope of ON
2c

a + 2b

25. M\- + b,c VI",23. y = 2x + 4

= slope of MQ, ON II MQ, slope of OM =

s\o^ofN~Q.OM\\~NQ

11.

Cumulative Review, Page 569
1. obtuse 3. No; no; draw a fig. in which the diags. do not bis. each other

AE BE
(Vert. A =.) and — = — , AAEB ~ ACED (SAS~); therefore LB = LD (Corr. A of ~

CE DE
11 2V2

b. x = 18 c. 4:9 7. a. - b. - c. 2V2 d. 9. 364tt; 820t7 11. 6- 13. 89
3 3 3 3

5. a. Since L AEB = L CED

are =.).

2
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15. Given: BD bis. ^ABC: BD ±AC
Prove: AABC is isos.

Key steps of proof: 1. AABD = ACBD (ASA)

2 . AB = CB (CPCT)
17. Plan for proof: Show that the slopes of the bases = 0. and that

the slope of the median = 0.

Chapter 14

Written Exercises, Pages 574-576
1.33.4 3. 10. 10: no 5. a. A'<4. 2). B'<8. 4). C'(6. -2) b. Yes c. (8. 8) 7. a. A*(0, 12),

B (12. 18). C'(6. 0) b. No c. (4. 2) 9. a. A'( 12. 4). B'(8. 6). C'( 10. 0) b. Yes c. (0. 6)

11. a. Yes b. preserves c. No 13. Let X be int. of AC and DB. P on DC maps to pt. P' . where PX int.

AB. Not an isom. 15. A'(S, 3). B\l . 3). C'(9. 5). D'(7, 5). Area ABCD = 4. perimeter ABCD = 8: Area

A'B'C'D' = 4, perimeter A'B'C'D' = 4 +4V2 17. Yes 19. No 21. If A and fi are diff. pts..

AB > 0. But AB' = 0. 23. a. A'(-6. 1). B'(-3, 4). C'(-l. -3)

Written Exercises. Pages 580-582

1. T
7

7. a. (2. -4) b. (-2,4)

c. (4. 2) 9. a. (0. 2)

b. (0. -2) c. (-2. 0)

11. a. ( -3. 2i b. (3, -2)

c. (-2. -3)

13. Examples: WOW. AHA. 15. An isos. A with m the J. bis. of the base. 17. If P is not on plane X.

then X is _L to and bis. ~P~F . If P is on plane X. P' = P. 19. Let X and Y be the pts. where TF and Q~Q' int.

m. resp. AXY0 = AX/^?'- so X0 = X£T and .1 eX^ = z_@'AY. Then APXQ = LP'XQ' and since XP = XP'.

AXPO = AXP'Q by SAS. Then P(2 = P'Q'. 21. Const. I, the 1 to / through A. int. t at P; const. PA on

it so that AP = PA.A' = R,{A). 23. Yes 25. Path from B to H hits walls first at X. then at Y. Because

reflect, is isom.. YH = YH\ XH' = XH" . Thus BX + XY + YH = BX + XY + YH' = BX + XH' =

BX + XFT = BtT. 27. Aim for imaae of hole under reflect, in two walls, as in Ex. 25. 29. Yes

31. 33. 35. v = x 37. v =
5
-x - 6 39. a. (6. 3) b. (10. -2)

c. (13. 1) d. (10 - x. v)

Written Exercises. Pages 586-587
1. a. A'(-4. 6). Bi-2. 10). Cil. 5); >es c. Yes: yes 3.(8.4) 5. (-4. -3) 7. A'(1.4).

B'(4. 6). C'(5. 10):A"(-1. 4). fi"(-4. 6). C(-5, 10) 9. (-.r. v + 4) 11. a. b. c. d

13. u - 4. v - 9) 15. a. A'<2. -2). B'(3, 2) b. CT; 10 + 2\T7 17. The midpts. of AA
7

. Sfi
7

. and

CC lie on the reflecting line. 19. Let translation T map P to P ' and Q to Q'
. Let reflection R k map P' to P"

and Q' to Q". Since T and Rk are isom.. PQ = P'Q' and P'Q' = P'Q". By trans. PQ = P'Q". so the glide

reflection is also an isom.

Written Exercises, Pages 590-592

Answers may vary in Exs. 1-5. 1. 3i 440 3. 3tA _qo 5. 3i lg0 7. C 9. £ 11. D 13. D
15. rotation 17. half-turn 19. rotation 21. reflection 23. 6 25. a. b. c. d

31. Const, the ± bis. of AA7
and B~F'. They int. at O.

33. b. A'(3, 0), «'(1, -4) c. slope of AS = --. slope of .YB' = 2:

the lines are _ d. A rotation is an isom. e. An isom. maps any A
to a = A. f. (v. — x)
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35. Extend OF to int. /' at G and let H be the int. of / and /'. m L F'GO = 90 - x so m L GHF = 90 -

(90 — jc) = x. 37. a. 3tc 90 b. AD is the image of BE under an isom. c. If a rotation of 90° maps BE to

AD, then one of the A between BE and AD has meas. 90. (Result from Ex. 35.) 39. Locate X and Z as you

clid B and C in Ex. 38, using *3?lA ^ instead of 0lA w . With ctrs. X and Z and radius AX, draw arcs int. at Y.

Mixed Review Exercises, Page 592

1. ODE, OFG 2. 2:3
9 10 9

3. x = —
, y = — , z = 5, w = -

2 ' 3 2
4. 3:5 5. 4:9 6. 9:25 7. 4:25

Written Exercises, Pages 596-597
1. A'(12, 0), B'(8, 4), C'(4, -4) 3. A'(3, 0). B'(2, I), C'(l, - 1) 5. A'(-\2, 0), B'(-8, -4),

1

C"(-4, 4) 7. A'(6, 0), B'(7, -1), C'(8, 1) 9. 4; expansion 11. -; contraction 13. 4; expansion

15. b, d 17. a, b, c 19.3:2,9:4 21.2:1,4:1 23. a. 16:9 b. 64:27 25. a. Slope of

PQ = ^—^ = slope of F^y. b. II 27. (4, 2), k = 3
*2

~

Self-Test 1, Page 597
1. An isom. is a one-to-one mapping from the whole plane onto the whole plane that maps every seg. to a = seg.

2.-1,3 3. (1, -2), (-1, 2) 4. a. (3, -5) b. (-3, 5) c. (5, 3) 5. a, b 6. Answers may

vary; for example, 9? 330 7. B 8. C 9. AB 10. OB
14. NDO 15. C 16. Q 17. C 18. Z.

Written Exercises, Pages 603-605

I. a. 1 b. 2x
2 - 1 c. 9 d. (2x - if 3. a. 8 b. 27 c.

II. a. Q b. 5 c. M d. Q e. Q 13. b 15. a, b, c, d

11. M

x + 1

12. AO 13. L

d. 14 e. 63 f.

*
3 + 1

2 / 2

17. (-3, -1) 19. (9, 2)

— 2 5
21. (4, -8) 23. (3, -3) 25. a. Q(-2, 5) b. 90 c. slope of OP = -, slope of OQ = --;

5\ 2

± bis. of AB'.

1 d. {-y,x), (y, -x)

29. translation

27. Construct S' so that A: is the 1 bisector of BB' . Construct line), the

Written Exercises, Pages 607-608

3.5
2

5. C 7. A

21. S- l :(x,y)^(x - 5, y - 2)

27. r:(x,y) Jt + 2, y - -

9. C 11. A 13. C 15. / 17. H 19. (x + 6, y - 8)

23. S-':(jc,y)— f^t,
-2yJ

25. S~
]

:(x,y)

29. a. 2 units rt., 2 units left

x + 4, iy

Written Exercises, Pages 612-614
1. a. 5 b. No c.9?

. 72 , ^
. 144 , 9?

, 216 , ^
. 288 3. a. 4 b. Yes c. &o .90,

5. A, B, C, D, E, K, M, T, U, V, W, Y 7. H, I, N, O, S, X, Z

9 11. 17.

19. a. The ellipse has line symm. about two axes and pt. symm. about the int. of the axes. b. If a = b, the

4
ellipse becomes a O and the solid formed is a sphere with vol. -na 3

. c. The ellipsoid has plane symm. about the
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inf. many planes that contain b: plane symm. about the single plane that contains a and is 1 to b: inf. man> rot.

symmetries about b: 180° rot. symm. about the inf. many lines 1 to b and containing the int. of the axes.

21. a. non-isos. trap. b. isos. trap. c. not poss. 23. a. reg. octagon b.

25. a. at the midpts. of the sides b. translational

Self-Test 2, Page 615
1- A 2. A 3. B 4. P
b. 3l c R v d. S'a.x. v)

5. v-axis 6. No
(Jf - 2. y + 3)

7. P 8. T 9. translation 10. a. D .i

Extra, Pages 616-617

1. Let t be the 1 bis. of the base.
o / R,

/ / R,

*, «, i

J(, ®o.

1 / &o. 120 9i 240

&o. 120 3i 120 Jt 240 I

®o. 240 ®o. 240 I 3l 120

5. a. 2 b. 4

9. a. No; there is no identity.

b. Yes; the rot. symmetries

c. /. H

Chapter Review, Page 619

1. = 3. a. (6. 1). |- 5 b. No 5. v = -2x + 1

\2 I

13. (jc + l..v - 6) 15. / 17. No 19. Yes

7. (i: 9. a. c 11. (1, 3)

Preparing for College Entrance Exams, Page 621

1. B 2. A 3. E 4. C 5. C 6. E 7. A

Cumulative Review, Pages 622-625
True-False Exercises 1. T 3. T 5. F 7. F 9.

19. F Multiple-Choice Exercises 1. d 3. b 5. d

Completion Exercises 1. Add. Prop. 3. 124 5. 33

8. E

F 11.

7. c

7. -

21. 1:7

9. B 10. D

T 13. F 15. T
9. c 11. b

17. T

9. (-5. 2) 11. 22 5

Alwavs-Sometimes-Never
15

13. — 15. 27\7 17. 324tt. 135tt 19. (4. -2)

Exercises 1. N 3. S 5. A 7. N 9. S 11. A 13. N 15. A 17. S

Construction Exercises 1. Const. 3 3. Const. 11 5. Const. / _L m at A; on m mark off AB = y; from B.

locate D on I such that BD = x: const, n _L / at D. on n mark off DC = y; draw BC. 7. On a line, mark off

AB = x, BC = x. CD = x. Use Const. 14 to const, the geom. mean of AD and y. Proof Exercises 1. Key

steps of proof: 1 . A OQP
PO PQ . MAOSR (AA~) 2. — = -^ (Corr. sides of
RO RS

are in prop.) 3. Key steps

of proof: 1. OS = OR: OP = OQ (If 2 A of a A are =, sides opp. those Aare=.) 2. PR = QS (Add.

Prop. = . Seg. Add. Post.) 3. APSR = AQRS (SAS) 5. Plan for proof: Let the coords, be /?( -2a. Oi.

S(2a. 0), and 7(0. 2b). Midpts. of the segs. are M( -a. b). N{0, 0). and P(a. b). Use the Dist. Form, to show that

NM = NP = \a- + b2
.

Logic

Exercises, Pages 645-646

1. I like the city and you like the country. 3. You don't like the country.

5. I like the city or you don't like the country. 7. I don't like the city

or you don't like the country. 9. It is not true that "I like the city or

you like the country.'' 11. p V q 13. ~(p V q) 15. ~{p A q)

17. Yes

19. p <7 ~q p v ~q

T T F T

T F T T

F T F F

F F T T
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Exercises, Page 647

1. If you like to paint, then you are an artist. 3. If you are not an artist, then you do not draw landscapes.

5. If you like to paint and you are an artist, then you draw landscapes. 7. If you draw landscapes or you are

an* artist, then you like to paint. 9. b -» k 11. (~b V ~k) -»• s 13. ~(b — s) 15. a. Yes; no

b. Yes; yes 17. p <? p^ q ~(p - q)

T T T F

T F F T

F T T F

F F T F

19. (p —* q) and p A ~q

Exercises, Page 649
1. 1. Given 2. Step 1, Simplification 3. Given 4. Steps 2, 3, Modus Ponens 5. 1. a A b (Given) 2. a

(Step 1, Simplification) 3. a —- ~c (Given) 4. ~c (Steps 2, 3, Modus Ponens) 5. c V d (Given) 6. d

(Steps 4, 5, Disj. Syllogism) 7. Given: w —> g; g —«• p; w A y. Prove: p.

Exercises, Pages 650-651
1. a. T, T, F, T b. T, T, F, F c. T, T, T, T (tautology) d. T. T. T, F 5. a. The sandwich costs $3.50.

b. Perhaps it's not true that if I have enough money I'll buy milk. Maybe I'm allergic to milk. Or maybe the

statement that milk costs a dollar is. wrong.

Exercises, Page 652

1. 1. Given 2. Step 1, Double Neg. 3. Given 4. Steps 2, 3, Modus Tollens 5. 1. p V ~q (Given)

2. ~q\S p (Step 1, Comm. Rule) 3. q (Given) 4. ~(~q) (Step 3, Double Neg.) 5. p (Steps 2, 4, Disj.

Syllogism) 9. Given: c — t; ~c -* ~s\ s. Prove: t

Exercises, Page 654
\.p/\r 3.sA(tVp) 5. (f Vs) A(~rV s)

through p A ~p.

7. Electricity passes through p V ~p but never

Handbook

Exercises, Pages 658-659
1. The sum is 360. 3. b. Vert. A are =. c. Opp. A of a O are =. 5. b. 360 7. 360; Thm. 3-14

Exercises, Pages 659-660
5. c. LA = /LB because the 2 A overlap exactly. 7. a. A trans, maps fig. I to fig. III. b. The distance

bet. corr. pts. in figures I and III is twice the distance bet. / and m.

Exercises, Pages 661-662

3. No 5. 5(3, 2) 7. b. M(l, 3), NO, 4) c. slope of ~MN = slope of OI = -; ~MN II 01, OMNI is a trap.

9. a. slope of AB = slope of DC
3 — — 4
-, slope of AD = slope of BC = —. Thm. 13-4 b. rect.

11. a. DE = EF = FG = GD = V40 = 2\/T0 b. slope of DF = 1, slope of EG
Sel. Ans. of specified pages.

1 13-33. Refer to

Exercises, Pages 663-664

1. A 3. Construct the bridge between (3, 3) and (4, 3). 7. V5
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Exercises, Pages 664-665

1. about -; rotation 90°
3

3. RS'W FTS' 5. 2; 3 7. y = Ix + 3 9. Refer to Sel. Ans. for p. 527.

Exercises, Pages 666-667

1. rt. 3 obt. 5. a. slope of AB = -, slope of BC = --; AB 1 BC b. (AB)
2 = 13, (BC)

2 = 52,

{AC)2 = 65 7. 9iN _w followed by DN 2 ; 2 9. The left fig. has area c
2

; the right fig. has area b
2 + a

2
.

This suggests the Pyth. Thm. 11-21. Refer to Sel. Ans. of specified pages.

Exercises, Pages 668-669

1. a. (x - 6)
2 + y

2 = 25 b. Yes c. No 3. b. M(

Thm. 13-4 5. radius of outer O = V225 = 15, radius of inner O = V25 = 5, dist. bet. ctrs. of Os is 10;

10 + 5 = 15 7. a. OO; the other tan. to QO from P b. PA and its image are =.

9. To find B, rotate C -60° about A. 11-17. Refer to Sel. Ans. of specified pages.

1,7) c. slope of OM = -7; slope of AB = -;

c. Thm. 9-1 Cor.

Exercises, Page 670

3. 1:4 5. |*| + \y\ = 10

(0, 10)

(4,6)

(10,0)

7. Rotate OP 90° about A to locate two points, C, and C2 , then

rotate each -90° about A to get B, and B 2 .

/ r

(-10,0)

(0,-10)

9-15. Refer to Sel. Ans. of specified pages.

Exercises, Pages 671-672

1. 32 3. 64 5. a. -60°, - b. reg. II; reg. Ill; reg. IV c. -, — ,
—

2 4 16 64

Exercises, Pages 674-675
1. Plans for proofs: a. Use Thm. 4-5 b. Reflect AADC to &ABC.
The isom. preserves dist. c. Assign coords. A(0, a), B(b, 0),

C(0, -c), D( — b, 0) and use the dist. form. 3. a. Plan for proof:

Use SAS to prove AXBC = AABY. b. XC Answers may vary in

Exs. 5-17. 5. square; use a coord, approach. 7. Use a syn. or

coord, approach. 9. Use a syn. approach. Draw XY II BC through P

with X on AB and Y on DC. 11. Use a syn. approach. Extend AB

and DC to int. at rt. LX. Then use the Pyth. Thm. 13. Use a transf.

approach. Trans. / toward m a dist. AB. 15. Use a transf. approach.

See the figure at the right. Const. II lines j, k, I. Choose A on k. Rotate /

60° about A to get B on j. Rotate B - 60° about A to get C on /.

17. Use a syn. approach. Note that XN
1 1

-AB and YN = -DC.
2 2
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Discrete Mathematics

Exercises, pages 677-678

1. No Euler circuit A, 2

is possible.

D,2

5. a. no

A 2

b. yes

c. It is possible to travel a path starting at one

odd vertex and ending at another, only if the

graph contains exactly two odd vertices.

7. a. Bears,

Tigers

b. Bears Lions

Tigers

Eagles

Panthers

Bears should be ranked first since they have three

wins, no losses, and a victory over the other team

with three wins (Lions). Eagles should be ranked

last since they have no wins, three losses, and a loss

to the only other team with three losses (Panthers).

Exercises, pages 679-681

1. no 3. a. yes b. 2-by-3, 2-by-8, 4-by-6 c. At least one of x or y must be even. 5. yes 7. a. 20!

2,432,902,008,176,640,000 b. 20 c. 20 x 20! = 48,658,040,163,532,800,000 d. about 1543 years

9. a. A ->->n B b. ADCEBA = $850 c. AECBDA = $700

11. The postal service collecting mail from mailboxes,

or delivering packages to specific destinations.
160

Exercises, pages 682-683

3. n - 1

5. $840

D 7. a. $99,000 b. $34,000
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Fractal Geometry

Exercises, Pages 685-686

1. For ruler lengths 1 in., - in., - in.: number of sides 7, 15, 30; perimeters 7 in., 7- in., 7- in. 3. a. Yes; a
2 4 • 4 2

• , 13
typical sequence of approximations is: 17 in., 18- in., 18— in. b. The approximate length of the circumference

will always be less than 677, or 18.85, in. c. The circumference of a circle has a measurable length; a jagged

coastline does not.

Exercises, Pages 688-690
1. a.

3. a.

b.

j^M±^

c. For levels 0, 1,2, 3:

edge lengths 1, 7, 77, 77;
4 16 64

number of edges 1, 8, 64, 512;

total lengths 1, 2, 4, 8

c. For levels 0, 1,2, 3:

a ,
4 16 64

edge lengths 1 , -, — ,

;

9 81 729

number of edges 1,4, 16, 64;

total lengths 1,1-, 3—, 5
9 81 729

5. a. c. For levels 0, 1,2, 3:

edge lengths 1 , -, -, —

;

6 & '

3 9 27

number of edges 1, 9, 81, 729;

total lengths 1, 3, 9, 27

7. a. As the pre-fractal level increases, the edge length for the Cantor set decreases by a factor of-, b. The

2
number of edges increases by a factor of 2. c. The sum of the lengths decreases by a factor of -.

9. The level 3 pre-fractal for the Cantor set is defined by the following 16 endpoints. (The boldface points were

given as endpoints of the level 1 pre-fractal.)

111 l^o H(m- 27' /' \27' i4H£-« 9' -9'°-

I
— ,0), |—,0|, (1, 0). 11. The area of the snowflake fractal isl +- + — + + ... = 1.6 times the

\27 / \27 / 3 27 243

area of the original equilateral triangle.

Exercises, Page 691

1.1.5 3.1.71 5.2 7. N = 2, R = 3, D * 0.63
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Appendices

Coordinates in Three Dimensions, Pages 718-719

1. A(0, 0, 3), B(-3, 3, 3), C(-3, 0, 0), D(-3, 3, 0) 3. xy-plane 5.

7. xy-plane 9. yz-plane

11.

3 3 3

2'2'2

Zii

O

/

13.
Zi k

f
W(0, 2, 5)

F(-2, -3, 0)

-^;-f-°7
H—!-

15.(0,2.5,-3) 17.(4.65,1.25,-47) 19.(4,-6,-13) 21.17 23.9.8 25. equilateral 27. (GH)2 + (HI)2 =

52 + 9 = 61 = (G/)2
; by the converse of the Pythagorean theorem, AGHJ is a right triangle. Its area is j • V52 • V9 =

3V13 « 10.8 square units. 29. 24 cubic units

Coordinates in Three Dimensions, Pages 721-722

1. The perimeter increases from 40 in. to 1 12 in. The area is multiplied by 4. 3. The perimeter is multiplied by 2.5,

from 40 in. to 100 in. The area is multiplied by 2.5
2 = 6.25, from 96 in.

2
to 600 in.

2
. 5. The area will be multiplied by 5.

7. The area will be multiplied by j. 9. No; for example, if the lengths of the bases are 16 and 20, then the new area is

108 square units, which is not double the original area. 11. False; for example, if a rectangle that is 4 m long and 3 m
wide is enlarged to be 10 m long and 4 m wide, then its perimeter doubles but its area increases by more than three

times. 13. True; if each side of a rhombus is changed from x to ^, then the perimeter is changed from 4x to -5-.

15. 248 m2
; 240 m3 17. If any one of the three dimensions is doubled, the volume will be doubled. 19. The surface

area is multiplied by c2 and the volume is multiplied by c3 . 21. No; V = -~n(3r)
2
/2 = 9 • -^Kp-h. The volume will be

multiplied by 9. 23. 6 oz

Relationships Among Sine, Cosine, and Tangent, Page 724

, , D 3 sin/? 3.43,, D 8 sin /? 8 . 15 8 c , • m2 , , 1^2 I
35V / 12 ^ 2

1. tan R--7; 5 = T + T = T 3. tan R - -r=\ 5 = 7= -=- -r= = -tt 5. (sin R)1 + (cos R)£ = ^ + ^
4 cos/? 5 5 4 15 cos/? 17 17 15 137/ \ 37

5 \2 . /5V3\ 2 / 1 V3\ 2

lH +l^ = ni =1 7.AB=\0;AC = 5V3 9. (sin 30°)2 + (cos 30°)2 = I -^
J

j +1= 1 11. tan 45° = § = 1;^ j*° = -A= -r ~A= = 1 13. For example, (0.5736)2 + (0.8192)2 = 1 .0001056 = 1

90 91 7 94
15. cos A - 2Q and tan A = -^ 17. sin D = ~ and cos D = ~ 19. (tan A)2 + 1 =

a2 + b2 = c2 . Si
b2

2
\ # b2 a2 + b2 c2

+
b2 b2 ~ b2 ~ b2

l

—f, (tanA)2 +l =l-r.
cos A I \ cos A
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